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CONTEMPORARY CARICATURE OF ARKESILAS Iv.(?) AS THE MERCHANT-KING, 

The picture, in four colors on a whitish ground, the inner surface of a large vase 
found at Vulci (published Monumenti dell’ Instituto I. Tav. xlvii.; Annali 1833, p. 56), 
represents a king, APKESIAAS, superintending from his throne under an awning 
the activity of five menials in short tunics or aprons, seen busied about a balance, 
(ZT)AOMOS. One is intent upon the weighing of a white, fleecy substance, apparently 
wool. The stuffing of a frail with the same merchandise has just been completed by 
two others, SAIMOMAXOS and IPMO®OPOS. The king, who is asked in ‘visible 
speech,’’ OPY=Q, to authorize the storing of the bale under ground, joins his over- 
seer, 1OMOPTOS, and the baler in keeping tally of the same. A slave in the back- 
ground is carrying a bale. The underground storehouse or vault is seen in the 
exergue. Two slaves are hurrying to pile their bales on the stack to the right; an 
admonition to haste, vulgarly couched in the (Doric) inf. pres., MAEN, issues from the 
mouth of the faster runner. The entrance is guarded by a diminutive figure, 2YAAKOS, 
wrapped inatribon. A Cyrenaic fauna enlivens the principal scene with local color; 
satirical intention reveals itself in the fantastic, barbarian attire of King Arkesilas, 
and in the amusingly un-Caucasian features of master and slaves, no less than in the 
absurdity of the subject. It is on the unpopularity of the sovereign and his monopo- 
lies that the artist has erected the fabric of his fun. ALFRED EMERSON. 
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PREFACE. 

Tus Text of this edition of the Olympian and Pythian 
Odes of Pindar has been constituted according to my best 
judgment, and that best judgment has excluded all emenda- 

tions of my own. The Notes owe much to preceding edit- 
ors; it would be affectation to say that they owe everything. 

The Introductory Essay is intended, as the whole book is in- 

tended, for beginners in Pindar, and much of the earlier part 
has been transferred from a series of semi-popular lectures, the 

sources of which I could not always indicate with exactness, 

even if it were worth while. The Metrical Schemes are due 
to the generosity of Dr. J. H. Hzrnricu Scamint, who kindly 

placed at my disposal the MS. of his unpublished Pindar. In 
these schemes the comma indicates regular caesura or diaere- 

sis, the dot, shifting caesura or diaeresis. The other points 

are sufficiently explained in the Introductory Essay. In or- 

der to facilitate the rhythmical recitation of the text, I have 

indicated the stressed syllables by an inferior dot wherever it 
seemed advisable, the simple indication of the c#Aa not being 
sufficient, according to my experience with classes in Pindar. 
This has added much to the trouble of proof-reading, and I 
owe especial thanks to Mr. C. W. E. Mitizr, Fellow of the 
Johns Hopkins University, for his careful revision of text 
and schemes in this regard. My friend and colleague, Pro- 

fessor C. D. Morris, has done me the inestimable favor of ex- 
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amining the Notes and the Introductory Essay, and the treat- 
ment of every ode is‘much indebted to his candid criticism, 

his sound scholarship, and his refined taste. Mr. GonzaLxz 

Loper, Scholar of the Johns Hopkins University, has light- 

ened, in thankworthy measure, the task of preparing the In- 
dexes; and Dr. ALrrep Emerson, Lecturer on Classical Archae- 

ology, has aided me in the selection of the illustrations, most 

of which are reproduced from the admirable work of Percy 

Garpner, “Types of Greek Coins.” Every effort has been 

made to secure typographical accuracy, and in the last stage 

of the revision Professor DrisiEr’s practised eye and wide 

knowledge have been of great service in bringing about such 

degree of correctness as this edition presents. 
Basi. L. GILDERSLEEVE. 

Jouns Horxins University, BaLtimors, 

January 1, 1885. 

A new edition of this work having been called for, I have 
gladly availed myself of the opportunity thus afforded of correct- 

ing a number of slips and oversights. In the search for minor 

errors, which are not less vexatious to the scholar because they 

are minute, l owe much to the keen vision of my friend, Pro- 

fessor Mitton W. Humpureys, late of the University of 
Texas, now of the University of Virginia, and I desire to ex- 

press iny warmest thanks to proof-readers and compositors for 

their patience and courtesy under a long and heavy strain. 

B. L. G. 
Jouns Horxins University, Baltimore, 

April 1, 1890. 



INTRODUCTORY ESSAY. 

Tue names of Pindar’s parents are variously given. If we 
follow the prevalent statement, he was the son of Daiphantos; 

and his son, in turn, after established Greek usage, » 
bore the name Daiphantos. His brother, of uncer- 

tain name, was a mighty hunter, and much given to athletic 
sports, and this has suggested the unfailing parallel of Amphion 
and Zethos. The names of his mother, Kleodike (or Kleidike), 
of his wife, whether Timoxene or Megakleia, his daughters, 
Protomache and Eumetis, have an aristocratic ring, for there 
were aristocratic names in antiquity as in modern times. 
There is no reason for mythologizing Kleodike, Timoxene, 
Megakleia. As well allegorize Aristeides, Perikles, Demos- 

thenes, because their names happen to fit their fortunes. But 
Pindar’s aristocratic origin rests on surer foundations, and we 
have good reason for calling him an Aigeid (P. 5, 69-71). 
Pindar an What the relations were between the Theban and 

the Spartan Aigeidai is a matter of lively discussion. 
It is enough for understanding Pindar that it was an ancient 
and an honored house, and that Pindar was in every fibre an 
aristocrat. This explains his intimacy with men of rank, and 
his evident connection with the priesthood—the stronghold 
of the aristocracy. To his aristocratic birth, no less than to 
his lofty character, was due his participation in the Oeoténa, 
or banquet of the gods at Delphi—an honor which was per- 
-petuated in his family; and the story that he was a priest of 
Magna Mater is confirmed by his own words (P. 3, 77-79), if 
not suggested by them. 

LIFE, 
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Pindar was born at Thebes, the head of Boeotia—Boeotia, 
a canton hopelessly behind the times, a slow canton, as the 

nimble Attics would say, a glorious climate for eels, 
but a bad air for brains. Large historical views are 

not always entertained by the cleverest minds, ancient and 
modern, transatlantic and cisatlantic; and the annals of poli- 
tics, of literature, of thought, have shown that out of the 
depths of crass conservatism and proverbial sluggishness 
come, not by any miracle, but by the process of accumulated 
force, some of the finest intelligences, some of the greatest 
powers, of political, literary, and especially religious life. 
Modern illustrations might be invidious, but modern illustra- 
tions certainly lie very near. Carriére compares Boeotia with 
Austria and the Catholic South of Germany at the close of 
the eighteenth century, with their large contributions to the 
general rise of culture in song and music. If such parallels 
are not safe, it may be safe to adduce one that has itself been 
paralleled with the story of the Island of the Saints, and to call 
attention to the part that the despised province of Cappadocia 
played in the history of the Christian Church. A Cappado- 
cian king was a butt in the time of Cicero; the Cappadocians 
were the laughing-stock of the Greek anthology, and yet there 
are no prouder names in the literary history of the Church than 
the names of the Cappadocian fathers, Basil and the Gregories. 
But, apart from this, Boeotia has been sadly misjudged. 
Pindar, Pelopidas, and Epameinondas were not all, nor yet 
the mpécBepa Kwrgdwy copay of the Acharnians. There is no 
greater recommendation of the study of Greek lyric poetry 
than this—that it enfranchises the reader from Athenian 
prejudice and Athenian malice, while Athens herself is not 
less dear than before. Pindar, then, was an aristocrat in a 

canton’ that a modern census-taker might have shaded with 
select and special blackness. Himself born at Thebes, his 

Boeotia. 

’ Of course it may be said thgt Pindar was a Boeotian only in name. 
not in blood—belonging, as he did, to. the old pre-Boeotian stock; but 
as he himself accepts the name with the responsibility (Bowria vc), we 
need go no further. 
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parents are said to have come to the city from an outlying 
northwestern deme, Kynoskephalai, a high hill overlooking the 
Pindar *W2mp Hylike. Of his infancy we know nothing. 
a Ryser The tale that bees distilled honey on his lips is told 

* over and over of the childhood of poets and philoso- 
phers. Von sine dis animosus infans, we are as ready to be- 
lieve to be true of him as of any other great man. Of course 
he enjoyed the advantage of an elaborate training. Perhaps 
Boeotians trained even more than did the Athenians. The flute 
he learned at home, and it is supposed that at a later period 

he enjoyed the instructions of Lasos of Hermione, 
the regenerator of the dithyramb; although it must 

be noted that the Greeks have an innocent weakness for con- 
necting as many famous names as possible in the relation of 
teacher and pupil. The statement imposes on nobody. One 
goes to school to every great influence. It is only honest to 
say, however, that if Pindar studied under Lasos he was either 
an ungrateful scholar or underrated his indebtedness to his 
master. Unfortunately the jibbing pupils are sometimes the 
best, and the teacher’s fairest results are sometimes gained by 
the resistance of an active young mind. Atall events, Pindar 
has very little to say about training in his poems, much about 
native endowment, which was to him, as an aristocrat, largely 
hereditary. We may therefore dismiss Pindar’s teachers— 
Skopelinos, Apollodoros, Agathokles. It is enough for us to 
know or to divine that he was carefully trained, and had to 

submit to the rude apprenticeship of genius. First a drill- 
master for others, then a composer on his own account, he 
had to work and wait. His great commissions did not come 
until he had won a national name. Goethe has commended, 
as others had done before and others have done since, the 
counsel of noble women to all who seek the consummation of 
art, the caput artis, decere. Korinna—the story is at least well 

invented—Pindar’s fellow-student, not his teacher, 

gave him a great. lessof™ In his first poem, he had 
neglected to insert myths. Admonished of this omission by 
Korinna, and remembering that his monitress was herself fe 

1 

Training. 

Korinna. 
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mous for her handling of the myth, he crowded his next hymn 
with mythological figures—the fragment is still preserved 
(II. 1, 2)—whereupon she said, with a smile: “One ought to 
sow with the hand, not with the whole sack” (rq yeepi detv 
oreipey adda pH) Gy TH Ovdaxw). It is unnecessary to em- 
phasize the feminine tact of the advice. On another occasion 
Korinna is said to have blamed Pindar for having used an 
Attic word. This, also, is not a bad invention. It accords 
with the conservative character of woman; it accords with 
the story that Korinna won a victory over Pindar by the 
familiar charm of her Boeotian dialect as well as by the beauty 
of her person, a beauty not lost in the picture at Tanagra, 
which represented her in the act of encircling her head with 
a fillet of victory. Aelian, an utterly untrustworthy scribbler, 
adds that Pindar, in the bitterness of his heart, called his suc- 
cessful rival aswine. If Pindar used the phrase at all, it must 
be remembered that Bowria dc (O. 6, 90) was a common ex- 
pression—half spiteful, half sportive—and that the moral 
character of the swine stood higher with the Greeks than it 
stands with us. The swine-woman of Phokylides, who was 
neither good nor bad, was not the sow of the Old Testament 
or the New. The Greeks were brotherly to the lower animals. 
Bull, cow, heifer, cock, ass, dog, were at all events not beneath 
the level of the highest poetry. 

Encouraged, perhaps, by Korinna’s success, a younger poet- 
ess, Myrtis, attempted to cope with Pindar. She was inglori- 

ously defeated, and sharply chidden by Korinna, 
with the sweet inconsistency of her sex. 

Pindar was twenty years old when he composed the tenth 
Pythian in honor of Hippokleas of Thessaly. This poem, as 
Pindar’s ear- the firstling of Pindar’s genius, has a special inter- 

Hest poem. ost; but it requires determined criticism to find in 
it abundant evidence of the crudeness of youth. If Pindar 
was twenty years old at the time when he composed the tenth 

Dateot Pythian, and the tenth Pythian was written in hon- 

his birth. or of avictory gained Pyth. 22 (Ol. 69, 3=502 z.c.), 
Pindar must have been born in 522 B.c. A close contempo- 

Myrtis. 
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rary of Aischylos (born 525 s.c.), Pindar suggests a compari- 
son with the great Athenian; but no matter how many ex- 
ternal resemblances may be found, nay, no matter how many 
fine sentiments and exemplary reflections they may have in 
common, the inner dissidence remains.’ One question always 
arises when the MapaOwvopayne and Pindar are compared, 
and that is the attitude of the Theban poet during the Persian 
Pindarana “2? Was Pindar in thorough sympathy with the 
eee Persian party ‘of the Theban nobility to which he belonged 

’ by birth, by training, by temperament, or was he a 
friend of the national cause—as it is safe to call a cause after 
it has been successful? Within the state there seems to be no 
question that Pindar was a thoroughpaced aristocrat, and those 
who think they have noticed greater liberality in the middle of 
his life have to acknowledge that he became more rigid towards 
the close. Without the state his imagination must have been 
fired by the splendid achievements of the Hellenes, and his re- 
ligious sense must have been stirred by the visible working of 
the divine power in setting up and putting down. He could 
not but be proud of the very victories that told against his 
own country, and yet there is no note in all his poems that 
shows the kinship that reveals itself in Simonides. The story 
that the famous fragment in praise of Athens brought upon 
him the displeasure of his countrymen, which they manifested 
by the imposition of a heavy fine, reimbursed twofold by the 
Athenians—this story, with all its variations, the statue, the 

mpotevia, has not escaped the cavils of the critics, and does 
not, in any case, prove anything more than a generous recog- 
nition of the prowess of an alien state, if, after all, anything 
Greek could be alien to a man so fully in sympathy with all 

2“ Both Aeschylus and Pindar speak of Etna in volcanic eruption. But 
Aeschylus—thoroughly Greek in this—fixes our thought on the scathe 
done to man’s labor. Pindar gives a picture of natural grandeur and 
terror (P. 1, 20). The lines on the eclipse of the sun [fr. VII. 4] are 
sublime. But it is not the moral sublimity of Aeschylus. Pindar never 
rises into the sphere of titanic battle between destiny and will. He is 
always of the earth, even when he is among the gods.” —Jzss. 
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that made Greece what it was. For in the sense that he loved 
all Greece, that he felt the ties of blood, of speech, above all, 
the ties of religion, Pindar was Panhellenic. The pressure of 
the barbarian that drew those ties tighter for Greece general- 
ly, drew them tighter for him also; but how? We are in dan- 
ger of losing our historical perspective by making Pindar feel 
the same stir in the same way as Aischylos. If he had, he 
would not have been a true Theban; and if he had not been 
a true Theban, he would not have been a true Greek. The 
man whose love for his country knows no local root, is a map 
whose love for his country is a poor abstraction; and it is no 
discredit to Pindar that he went honestly with his state in the 
struggle. It was no treason to Medize before there was a 
Greece, and the Greece that came out of the Persian war was a 
very different thing from the cantons that ranged themselves 
on this side and on that of a quarrel which, we may be sure, 
bore another aspect to those who stood aloof from it than it 
wears in the eyes of moderns, who have all learned to be Hel- 
lenic patriots. A little experience of a losing side might aid 
historical vision. That Pindar should have had an intense ad- 
fniration of the New Greece, should have felt the impulse of the 
grand period that followed Salamis and Plataia, should have 
appreciated the woe that would have come on Greece had the 
Persians been successful, and should have seen the finger of 
God in the new evolution of Hellas—all this is not incompat- 
ible with an attitude during the Persian war that those who 
see the end and do not understand the beginning may not 
consider respectable. 

The life of a lyric poet was usually a life of travel. Arion 
is the type of a wanderer, Ibykos and Simonides journeyed 

far and wide, and although we must not suppose 
that Pindar went whithersoever his song went, he 

was not a home-keeping man. His long sojourn in Sicily is 
beyond a doubt. Aigina must have been to him a second 
home. Journeys to Olympia, to Delphi, to Nemea, are cer- 
tain. If he studied under Lasos, he must have studied at 
Athens, and it is likely that he was familiar with many parts 

Travels. 
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_ of Greece, that he went as far north as Macedon, as far south 
as Kyrene. Everywhere he was received with respect, with 

veneration. Myths were woven about him as about 
myths. few poets, even in myth-loving Greece. Not only 

did the princes of earth treat him as their peer, but the 
gods showed him distinguished honor. The Delphic priests, 
as we have seen, invited him to the Seogéa as a guest of the 
divinities, and, more than this, Pan himself sang a poem of 
Pindar’s, and Pindar returned thanks for the honor in the 
parthenion beginning *Q May. Of a piece with this story is 
the other that Pindar had a vision of a walking statue of 
Magna Mater, and it is needless to say that Magna Mater, 
Pan, and the rest are all combinations from various allusions 
in his poems. Unworthy of critical examination as they are, 
such stories are not to be passed by in silence, because they 
reflect the esteem in which the poet was held. 

The death of Pindar, as well as his life, was a fruitful theme. 
The poet prayed for that which was best for man. The god,— 
Ammon, or Apollo,—sent him death on the lap of his favorite 
Theoxenos,—according to one legend, in the theatre at Argos, 
according to another, in the gymnasium. His bones, how- 
ever, rested in Thebes. Persephone—or was it Demeter ?— 
Death of 2ppeared to him in vision, and reproached him with 
Pindar. not having celebrated her in song, her alone of all 

the deities, and she prophesied at the same time that he would 
soon make up for his shortcomings when he should be with 
her. In less than ten days Pindar had gone to “the black- 
walled house of Phersephona” (0. 14, 20), daughter of Demeter. 
After his death he appeared in vision to an aged kinswoman, 
and repeated a poem on Persephone, which she wrote down after 
she awoke, as Coleridge did Kubla Khan, and thus preserved 
it for after-times. The time of Pindar’s death is very uncer- 

Time of ‘212. It is commonly supposed that he lived to an 
Pindar’s advanced age. Some make him die at eighty; oth- 

ers see no proof of his having gone beyond sixty- 
six. One prudent soul, with wise reserve, says he did not live 
to see the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war. The latest poem 
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that we can date certainly is O. 4 (Ol. 82, 452 B.c.), but P. 8 
is often assigned to 450 B.c. 

Sundry apophthegms are attributed to Pindar. Most of 
them show the aloofness, so to speak, of his character. 

Apoph- “ What is sharper than a saw? Calumny.” “ What — 
thegms. wilt thou sacrifice to the Delphic god? A paean.” 

“Why dost thou, who canst not sing, write songs? The 
shipbuilders make rudders but know not how to steer.” 
“Simonides has gone to the courts of the Sicilian tyrants. 
Why hast thou no desire to do the same? I wish to live for 
myself, not for others.” These expressions at least repro- 
duce the temper of the man as conceived by antiquity. Such 
a self-contained personage could never have made himself 
loved by a wide circle. Admired he was without stint, often 
without true insight. The reverence paid his genius was 
manifested in many ways. Familiar to all is the story that 
when Thebes was pillaged and destroyed by the Macedonian 
soldiery, the house of Pindar was spared’ by the express or-. 
der of Alexander the Great, whose aycestor he had celebrated 
in song (fr. VIII. 3). “ 

The poems on which Pindar’s fame chiefly rests are the 
éxwvixca, or Songs of Victory, composed in celebration of suc- 
works. cesses gained at the great national games. It is 
lewice. Ue that these poems constituted only one phase 

of his work, but they are the most important, the 
most characteristic, of all. Else they had not alone survived 
entire. They were more popular than the others, says Eusta- 
thios, because they addressed themselves more to human in- 
terests, the myths were fewer, and the obscurity was less. 
But these reasons, which are strange to us now, do not account 
for the survival. That which embodies the truest, inliest life 
of a people comes down, the rest perishes and passes over into 
new forms. Antique epos, antique tragedy, the Old Attic 

1“The great Emathian conqueror bid spare 
The house of Pindarus when temple and tow’r 

Went to the ground.”—Mzzron. 
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comedy, the émevixca of Pindar—for these there is no Avatar, 
and they live on; and yet it would not be doing justice to 
the rare genius of Pindar to judge him by the émuvixa alone, 
and fortunately the fragments of the other poems that remain 
are long enough to justify a characteristic, or at all events 
long enough to vindicate his versatility. The Pindar of 
Opivoc, ixdpxnpa, oxodsy, is the Pindar of the érivixa, but 
now his mood is sweeter, tenderer, now brighter and more 

sportive, than in the éxcvica. 
But a rapid enumeration must suffice here. The Pindaric 

fragments are arranged under the following heads: 1. “Yuvou, 
Fragments. the fundamental notion of which is praise («Aéoc). 
1. tpvo. The fragment of the ¢ buvoc that called forth the 

counsel of Korinna suggests a «Agog in every line. 2. Madvec. 
The Doric name (Ilacay=[lamyv) shows a Doric origin, and 

the rhythms were Dorian (reraypévy kai cwppwr 
Movca, says Plutarch). The theme is either 

petition or thanksgiving. Pindar’s paeans are mainly on 
Apollo, to whom, with his sister Artemis, the paean originally 
was exclusively addressed. The paean seldom had orchestic 
accompaniment, and so forms a contrast to 3. “Yropyjpara, 

in which the dancing is prominent, and in 
which there is a close correlation between the 

theme and the orchestic movement. The greatest master of 
this mimetic composition was Simonides of Keos, atré¢ abrot 

kparcaroc. The hyporchemata were more secular than the 
paean, and represented the exuberant joy of the festival. 
Pindar composed a hyporchema in honor of Hieron, of which 
we have fragments; and famous is the passage also from the 
hyporchemata touching the eclipse of the sun, 4. Of xpoodd.a, 

or processional songs with flute accompaniment, 
a Pindar composed two books, the si consid- 

erable fragment of which was prepared for a rourf to Delos, 
the others for a wou7r4 to Delphi. 5. Tap0éa, with flute 

accompaniment in the Dorian mood for chorus- 
Sr ae of virgins in honor of gods, as Apollo or Pan, 

in the fragments of Pindar; or of men, as Hieron (P. 2, 19). 

2. twaraves 

8. iropxjpara. 
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6. "Eyxw.a are laudatory poems in the widest sense. In a 
: narrower sense they are songs sung at the Dorian 

ne xopoc in honor of distinguished men, and evi- 
dently it would often be difficult to tell an éwevixuoy from an 
éyx@muov. 7. [apoima, or “ drinking-songs,” of which the 

7. wapoiva, oxd\ca, or rather oxod:d,’ were sung by individ- 
oxoktd- als at banquets. The name is puzzling, and 

has been variously explained in ancient and in modern times; 
the “obliquity” of the oxoddy being referred now to the 
zigzag way in which the song was passed on from singer to 
singer, now to the character of the rhythm. Engelbrecht, the 
most recent investigator, maintains that it was a generic name 
for the lighter Aiolian (Terpandrian) composition in contra- 
distinction to the gravity of the epic. As developed in litera- 
ture the skolia were brief, pithy songs, almost epigrammatic. 
The themes were love, wine, the philosophy of life, the stirring 
scenes of history. Clement of Alexandreia compares them 
oddly, but not ineffectively, with the psalms. The most fa- 
mous of all the Greek oxod:d is that of Kallistratos in honor 
of Harmodios and Aristogeiton, the slayers of Hipparchos 
(év piprov Kadi 76 Eipoc gophow). Béckh thinks that Pindar 
developed the cody and put it into a choral form, the chorus 
dancing while the singer was singing. All which is much 
disputed.* The fragments that we have are dactylo-epitrite. 
One of them is referred to in the introduction to O. 13. 
8. The dithyramb (:0ipayBoc)—a half-dozen etymologies 

, might be given, each absurder than the other— 
portent is a hymn to Jakchos (Bakchos), the mystic god, 
whose more mundane side is expressed by the name Dionysos. 
It is a fragment of one of Pindar’s dithyrambs that preserves 
to us the memorable encomium of Athens: 

& rat Aurapai kai ioorépavor kat doidipor, 
*EdAddos Eperopa, krewat Aavat, Satpdviov mrodieOpor. 

1 See A. G. ENcELBrecuHT, De Scoliorum Poesi, Vienna, 1882, p. 20. 
* Ence.erecat, |. c. p. 95. 
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9. Yet one more department must be mentioned—one in which 
Pindar attained the highest excellence. Simonides, his rival, 
touched tenderer chords in the Opyvoc, or * lament,” and the 

fragment that tells of Danaé’s lullaby to Perseus, 
the noble tribute to those who died at Thermopy]lai, 

are among the most precious remains of Greek poetry. But 
Pindar’s @pyvoc struck a higher key, and at the sound of his 
music the gates of the world beyond roll back. The poet 
becomes a hierophant. 

9. Opivos. 

TIL. 

A song of victory is as old as victory itself, and only younger 
than strife, “the father of all things.” The unrenowned éy- 
THEME, SOpcxac adéxrwp, spoken of by Pindar, chanted his 

The own epinikion before the flood. Old songs of vic- 

Bpinikione tory are familiar to us from the Bible—Miriam’s 
song, Deborah’s song, the chorals of virgins that sang “ Saul 
hath slain his thousands, but David his ten thousands,” Pin- 
dar himself mentions the old pédo¢ of Archilochos, a hymn 
on the heroes of the-games, Herakles and lolaos, the rjveAAa 
xadXivexoc, the “See the conquering hero comes,” which was 
zhanted by the victor’s friends in default of any special epini- 
kion. No one who has read the close of the Acharnians of 
Aristophanes is likely to forget it. 

There were singers of epinikia before Simonides and Pindar, 
but we shall pass over the obscure predecessors of these two 
princes of Hellenic song, to whom the full artistic develop- 
ment of the lyric chorus was peculiarly due, pausing only to 
point out to the beginner in Pindar, who is ordinarily more 
familiar with the tragic chorus than with any other, the funda- 
mental difference between tragic and lyric. The tragic chorus 
has been called the ideal spectator, the spectator who repre- 
sents the people. It is the conscience, the heart of the people. 
In the best days of the drama the chorus follows every turn 

Lyric Of the action, heightens every effect of joy or sorrow 
chorus. by its sympathy, rebukes every violation of the sa- 

eved law by indignant protest or earnest appeal to the powers 
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above. If the coryphaeus or head man speaks, he speaks as 
the representative of the whole. 

But in Pindar the chorus is the mouthpiece of the poet, 
and does not represent the people except so far as Pindar, 
Mouthpiece through the chorus, expresses the thought of the 

of the poet. Greeks and reflects their nationality. In the tragic 
chorus old men and young maidens, hardy mariners and cap- 
tive women are introduced; but under all the dramatic pro- 
prieties of expression, we see the beating of the Greek heart, 
we hear the sound of the Greek voice. In Pindar’s epinikion 
we never forget Pindar. 

The victories in honor of which these epinikia were com. 
posed gave rise to general rejoicing in the cantons of the vic- 
tors, and a numerous chorus was trained to celebrate duly 
the solemn festivity. This public character brought with it 
Scope ofthe @ grander scale, a more ample sweep, and the epini- 
Epinikion. Zion took a wider scope. It is not limited to one 
narrow line of thought, one narrow channel of feeling. There 
is festal joy in the epinzkion, wise and thoughtful counsel, the 
uplifting of the heart in prayer, the inspiration of a fervent 
patriotism ; all these, but none of them constitutes its charac- 
ter. That character is to be sought in the name itself. The 
epinikion lifts the temporary victory to the high level of the 
eternal prevalence of the beautiful and the good over the foul 
and the base, the victor is transfigured into a glorious person- 
ification of his race, and the present is reflected, magnified, 
illuminated in the mirror of the mythic past. Pindar rises 
to the height of his great argument. A Theban of the The- 
bans, an Aigeid, a Kadmeian he is, and continues to be, but 
the games were a pledge and a prophecy of unity, and in the 
epinikia Pindar is national, is Panhellenic. From the summit 
of Parnassos he sweeps with impartial eye the horizon that 
bounds Greek habitation. Far in the west lies Sicily, “the 
Panhellene TiCh,” with Syracuse, “the renowned, the mighty 

. a 7 66 = a of the city,” “sacred pale of warrior Ares,” “ of heroes and 
of horses clad in iron, foster-mother divine,” and “‘ the 

fair-built citadel of Akragas, abode of splendor, most beauti- 
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ful among the cities of men, abiding-place of Persephone,” 
and Kamarina, watered by the Hipparis, with its “ storied 
forest of stedfast dwellings,” and Himera with its hot springs, 
haunted by the nymphs, and Aitna, “all the year long the 
nurse of biting snow.” He looks across the firth to Italy, to 
the land of the Epizephyrian Lokrians, and from his height 
“bedews the city of brave men with honey.” Then, turning 
southward, he descries Libya, “the lovely third stock of the 
mainland,” where “Queen Kyrene” “unfolds her bloom.” 

Eastward then to Rhodes, “child of Aphrodite and bride of 
the sun,” to Tenedos, “resonant with lute and song.” Now 
home to Greece and Argos, “city of Danaos and the fifty 
maidens with resplendent thrones,” “the dwelling of Hera,” 
“meet residence for gods, all lighted up with valorous deeds.” 
Long does his gaze linger on Aigina, no eyesore to him, how- 
ever it may be to the Peiraieus. One fourth of the epinikia 
have for their heroes residents of that famous island which 
Pindar loved with all the love of kindred. “Nor far from 
the Charites fell her lot,” “this city of justice,” “this island 
that had reached unto the valorous deeds of the Aiakidai,” 
“her fame perfect from the beginning,” “the hospitable 
Doric island of Aigina.” Yet he is not blind to the merits 
of Aigina’s foe. Every one knows by heart the words that 
earned him the great reward. In the dithyramb Athens 
is “EdAddoc Epeopa, kXevai "A@avac: in the epinikia she is 
“the fairest prelude for founding songs.” His glance takes 
in with rapid sweep Lakedaimon and Thessaly. “ If Lakedai- 
mon is prosperous, Thessaly is happy; the race of one, even 
Herakles, ruleth both.” Nearer he comes, now to “famed” 
Opus, now to Orchomenos by the waters of Kephissos, land 
of steeds, dwelling-place of the Charites, and then his eye 
rests in brooding love on Thebes, the theme of his earliest 
song, “ Thebes of the seven gates, mother mine, Thebes of the 
golden shield.” 

It is evident, then, that the theme was no narrow one, that 
all that was best, highest, most consecrated, all the essential 
Hellenism in Pindar had ample scope. And now, even te 
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those who know nothing of Pindar, except by the hearing of 
the ear, the great games of Greece have been brought nearer 
by the recent excavations at Olympia, and the brilliant scene 

of the Olympian festival is more vivid than ever to 
the imagination. We see the troops of pilgrims 

and the hosts of traffickers wending their way to the banks: 
of the Alpheios, the rhetorician conning his speech, the poet 
hugging his roll of verse, the painter nursing his picture, all 
seeking gold or glory at the festival. Few landscapes so fa- 
miliar now as the plain of Pisa, with its sacred river and his 
mischievous brother, Kladeos. The fancy can clothe the Altis 
again with the olive, and raise sunny Kronion to its pristine 
height, and crown it with the shrine to which it owes its 
name. We see again temples and treasure-houses, the flashing 
feet of the runners, the whirlwind rush of the chariots, the 
darting of the race-horses, the resolute faces of the men who 
ran in armor, the gleaming flight of the javelins, the tough per- 
sistence of the wrestlers, each striving to put off on his antago- 
nist the foulness of defeat. The scene is lighted up by the mid- 
month moon, and the revolving Horai seem to have brought 
back the music of the past to which they danced more than 
two thousand years ago. Everything that has been brought to 
light in Olympia has brought with it new light for the scene, 
for the games. The Hermes of Praxiteles is henceforth for 
Olympia. 2° the impersonation of the youthful athlete, whose 

physical prowess has not made him forget tender- 
ness and reverence. The Nike of Paionios revives for us the 
resistless rush of victory; the breeze that fills her robe quick- 
ens the blood in our veins. Stadion, the oldest of all the 
games, most characteristic of all, as it symbolized Greek nim- 
bleness of wit, Greek simplicity of taste, pentathlon, pancra- 
tion, the chariot race, the race with horses, all these become 
more real to us for statue and vase, disk and tablet. We 

mingle in the eager crowds, we feel the tremulous excitement, 
we too become passionate partisans, and swell the volume of 
cheers. Many masters of style have pictured to us the Olym- 
pic games, but these things belong to masters of style, and no 

The games. 
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futile rivalry will be attempted here with what has helped se 
many to a clearer image of the great scene. Yet, after all that 
has been said by word-painter and by archaeologist, the poet 
must give the poet’s meaning to the whole. Reconstruct 
Greek life and we shall better understand Pindar. With all 
my heart; but after the reconstruction we shall need the poet’s 
light as much as ever, if not more. 

It is only in accordance with the principle of the organic 
unity of Hellenism that the acme of Greek lyric art should 
have embodied the acme of Greek festal life. The great 
games of Greece are as thoroughly characteristic of her na- 
tionality as the choral poetry which was the expression of 
them and the crown of them. Choruses we find everywhere, 
games we find everywhere, but despite all recent advance in 
athleticism, the Greek games were superior in plastic beauty 
to their modern analogues, as superior as were the Greek 
choruses to the rude dance and the ruder song of May-pole 
and vintage. The point of departure may have been the 
same, but the Greeks alone arrived. 

The origin of the great games of Greece is to be sought in 
Origin of the religion of Greece," and the influence of Delphi,— 
games. centre of the religious life of the people,—was felt in 
Delphic every regulation that controlled these famous con- 

influences. tosts. The times of the performance were in the 
hands of the priests, the cycle was a religious as well as an 
astronomical cycle. Eight years, the great year of expiation, 
the great AvKaGac, the hecatomb of months, the period of the 

great rourf from Tempe to Delphi, was subdivided into shorter 
periods for the performance of the games. 

The contests themselves may have come over from Asia, 
as Thukydides says, but a marked point of difference was the 

absence of intrinsically valuable prizes, which so as- 
tonished the attendants of Xerxes. At other games 

prizes of value were bestowed, and lists are given in Pindar, 
but at the great games the prize was a simple wreath. It is 

Prizes. 

1 This section follows Currius closely. 
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true that abundant honor awaited the victor at home, special 
seats at festivals, free table in the prytaneion, and other im- 
munities and privileges, but the honor was the main thing, 
and though it was not dearly bought,—for the two great 
historians, Herodotos and Thukydides, unlike in so many 
things, never forget to mention the agonistic achievements 
of the characters that cross their pages,—though the honor 
was not dearly bought, it was bought not only with toil, 
but with money, whether in training for the contest, or in 
outlay for horse and chariot, or in the celebration of the 
victory. 

Early noted, early emphasized, was another difference be- 
tween Greek games and Oriental. The human form, as some- 

x thing sacred in its perfection, was displayed in all 
reek B 

games and its beauty and strength to the eye of day, as to the 
eye of the god. The Oriental games bore the mark 

of their bloody origin in self-mutilation. Under Dorian in- 
fluence, even the Ionian dropped his trailing robes and brought 
a living sacrifice to his deity, the fresh bloom of young man- 
hood, the rich efflorescence of the gifts of fortune. 

Of these festivals the greatest was the Olympian, “the sun 
in the void ether,” that makes the lesser lights pale into noth- 
Olympian ingness, the fire that shines in the blackness of 
games. night, and makes night look blacker by its, brill- 

iancy. The establishment of it, or the re-establishment of it, 
marks the union of the Doric island of Pelops, and it speed- 
ily rose to national importance. The frst recorded victory is 
that of Koroibos (cradig vuxqoac), 776 B.c. The Olympian 
games were celebrated at the end of every four years, begin- 
ning, according to the older view, with the first full moon fol- 
lowing the first new moon after the summer solstice, according 
to the recent investigations of Unger, with the second full moon 

after the same. The Pythian festival, celebrated in 
Nemenn; the third year of each Olympiad, was revived and put 

* ona firmer footing in 586 8.c., and the establishment 
or revival of the Nemean is assigned to 578 B.c., of the Isthmian 
to 582 B.c., and it is no mere coincidence that the rise of this 
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new life belongs to the same century that witnessed the down- 
fall of the ambitious houses that had acquired despotic power 
in Corinth and Sikyon. 

There were games all over Greece—one sometimes wearies 
of such lists as are unrolled in O. 13—but these four were of 
National national significance, all of them Amphiktyonic, all 

significance more or less under Delphic, under Apollinic influ- 
games. ence. A sacred truce was proclaimed to guarantee 

the safety of pilgrims to the games, and a heavy fine was im- 
posed on any armed body that should cross the border of Elis 
in the sacred month. In this peace of God the opposing ele- 
ments of Greek nationality met and were reconciled. The 
impulsive Ionian was attuned to the steadier rhythm of the 
Dorian, and as Greek birth was required of all competitors, 
the games prepared the way for a Panhellenism which was no 
sooner found than lost. And yet, despite this Panhellenic 
character, the games did not entirely lose the local stamp. 
The Pythian games, for instance, were especially famous for 
their musical contests, the Isthmian gave the most ample op- 
portunity for commercial exchange. 
Two moral elements, already indicated, enter into the games. 
mévos Lhey are called by homely names, toil and ex- 
Samdva pense, tévoc dardva re.' They are moral. ele- 

7€- ments because they involve self-sacrifice, submis- 
sion to authority, devotion to the public weal. “So run that 
ye may obtain” is not merely an illustration, it is a lesson. 
Whether it be fleetness of foot or swiftness of horse, it de- 
mands the renunciation of self-will, and the glory is, after all, 
not the winner’s, but the god’s, for the beauty that shone forth 
on the stadion, the wealth that glittered in the festal display, 
Honor paid Came alike from God. The games themselves are 
the gods. held in honor of the gods, the Olympian and Ne- 
mean of Zeus, the Pythian of Apollo, the Isthmian of Posei- 
don. Their praise is often the burden of the song, and the 

10. 5,15. If, however, that is not accepted as Pindaric, we have I. 1, 
42, auddrepoy damdva re wai wévorg: I. & (6), 10, dawavg re xapeig 
sai wévy. 
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poems in which they are not magnified may be counted on 
one hand. 

The great national heroes of Greece share in the honor. 
Herakles is hardly less vividly present to our mind 
at the Olympian games than Zeus himself. ' Indeed 

the Herakles of Pindar might well claim a separate chapter.’ 
And as the games are a part of the worship of the gods, so 
victory is a token of their favor, and the epinzkion becomes a 
hymn of thanksgiving to the god, an exaltation of the deity 
or of some favorite hero. The god, the hero, is often the 
centre of some myth that occupies the bulk of the poem, and 
it may seem at the first glance, perhaps after repeated read- 
ing, that mere caprice had dictated the choice of this or that 
myth rather than another, but closer study seldom fails to re- 
veal a deeper meaning in the selection. The myth is often 
a parallel, often a prototype. Then the scene of the victory 
is sacred. Its beauties and its fortunes are unfailing sources 
Scene of Of song. We learn how Pelops of yore won the 

the victory. chariot-race against Oinomaos, we learn how Hera- 
kles planted the Altis with trees, and brought the olive from 
the distant land that lies behind the blast of shrill Boreas. 
Not less favored is the land of the victor. Country and city 
are often blended with goddess or heroine whose history of 
City ofthe tial and triumph prefigures the trial and triumph 

ctor. of the victor. Then the history of the house often 
History of carried the poet up to the higher levels of poetry, 

* for the house was not unfrequently an old heroic 
line going back into the mythic past. The epinikion is thus 
hfted up above the mere occasional poem, and we can well 
understand how such a crown of glory as a Pindaric ode 
would be carefully preserved and brought forth on each re- 
currence of the festal day. Such a poem has often for its 
theme a grand tradition, traditional hospitality, traditional 
freedom from tPpic, that arch-crime against the life of a 
Greek state, traditional victories. Even when the fortunes of 

Herakles. 

* VY. Meneuint, Ercole nei canti di Pindaro. Milano, 1879. 
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a house have been chequered, what is lost in brilliancy is 
gained in human interest. The line disowned of Fortune 
comes to its rights again. The glory of the grandsire is re- 
vived in the third generation. Then there is the victory it- 
self with all the splendor that attends it—the sacrifices, the 
processions, the banquets, the songs; and, not least, the songs, 
for Pindar magnifies his calling, and large space is given to 
the praise of poetry. 

From this rapid enumeration of the elements of the epini- 
kion, it will appear that the range is not narrow. There is 
scope enongh for the highest work, as high as the brazen 
heaven not to be climbed of men, deep as the hell in which 
“yon people” bear toil and anguish not to be looked at with 
mortal eye, broad as the family, the house, the race, mankind. 

And yet the poetry of Pindar does not lose itself in generali- 
ties. He compares his song to a bee that hastes from flower 
to flower, but the bee has a hive. He compares his song to a 
ship, but the ship has a freight and a port. His song does 
not fly on and on like a bird of passage. Its flight is the 
flight of an eagle, to which it has so often been likened, cir- 
cling the heavens, it is true, stirring the ether, but there is a 
point on which the eye is bent, a mark, as he says, at which 
the arrow is aimed. The victory is not forgotten. The epi- 
nikion is what its name implies. Not a set piece of poetic 
fire-works, nor yet, as many would make it out to be, a sermon 
in rhythm. It is a song of praise. But all extravagance of 
eulogy is repressed by the dread of Nemesis, by that law of 
The Epini- balance which kept the Greek in awe of presump- 
Kionasong tion. The victor may see his image transfigured 

into the form of hero, or even god; only he is re- 
minded that he is of the earth. M) pareve Zeve 

yevécOa. Sometimes the praise is veiled with the myth, but 
when it is direct, it is delicate. The victor’s garland, he says, 
demands the song, but the song is not such a trumpet-blast as 
would blow the garland off the victor’s head, if not the vic- 

tor’s head as well. That is modern eulogy. Of course it will 
be said that Pindar’s eulogy was eulogy to order, but it was 

2 
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not falsehood with a cunning makeweight of good advice. 
The eulogy spends itself where eulogy is earned. To whiten 
Hieron is easier than to blacken Pindar. The excellence of 
the victors in the athletic contest, of men like Diagoras, of 
boys like Agesidamos, the liberality of Theron, of Hieron, of 
Arkesilas in the chariot-race, are assuredly fit themes for praise. 
The prosperity of the victor and his house, as a sign of God’s 
favor, might well deserve the commendation of the poet. 
But Pindar was too high a character to make deliberate mer- 
chandise of falsehood, and while it runs counter to common- 

sense to suppose that he availed himself of his commission to 
read the high and mighty tyrants of Greece lectures on their 
moral defects, he is too much a reflection of the Apollo, who 
is his master, to meddle with lies. With all his faults, Hieron 
was a Doric prince of whom Dorians needed not to be ashamed, 
but there is reserve enough in Pindar’s praise of a man like 
Hieron to make us feel the contrast when he comes to Theron. 
Unfortunately, Pindar is not expected to have humor, and the 
jest of “the hireling Muse” and “the silvered countenance” — 
be it ‘of Terpsichore” or “of songs” (I. 2, 7)—has done him 
harm with critics of narrow vision. 

In all estimates of Pindar’s poetry, it is important to re- 
Pindars Member that he belonged to the aristocracy of 

relations to Greece, that his poems were composed for the aris- 
* tocracy, and that he spoke of them and to them 

as their peer. No man of the people is praised in his poems. 
It is the purest fancy that Thrasydaios (P. 11) was other than 
a man of the highest birth, Now men of aristocratic habits 
are scrupulously polite to persons of inferior position with 
whom they may be brought into social contact. Among their 
own set their manners are less reserved. And Pindar was in 
his own set when he was among these Olympian and Pythian 
victors, and there was a strain of familiar banter in his poems 
that would not have been tolerated or tolerable in any or- 
dinary man. It is not likely that he made an allusion to 
Psaumis’s gray hair (O. 4). If he did, it would pass. It is 
undeniable that he made a harmless jest at the insignificant 
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appearance of his townsman Melissos (I. 3). When he hints 
at envy and feud, he has the tone of one who knows all the 
secrets of a coterie, and when he sorrows, he sorrows as one 
who has carried the body of a friend to the tomb. If we 
had mémoires pour servir, Pindar’s reserves, his enigmas, his 
aristocratic intimacies might be forgiven. As it is, those who 
cannot amuse themselves by reconstructing the scandalous 
chronicle of the fifth century, often end by hating a poet 
whose personality for love or hate is stamped deep on all his 
works, 

ry. 
Men who themselves owed everything to form have been 

found to maintain that translation conveys the essential, and 
that the highest survives the process of transmis- 
sion without any considerable loss. Far less dan- 

gerous is the paradox of Moriz Llaupt, “Do not translate: 
translation is the death of understanding. The first stage is 
to learn to translate; the second to see that translation is im- 

possible.” ’ In the transfer to a foreign language the word 
loses its atmosphere, its associations, its vitality. The angle 
at which it meets the mental vision is often changed, the 
rhythm of the sentence is lost. The further one penetrates 
into the life of a language, the harder does translation be- 
come; and so we often have the result that the version of the 
young student is better than that of the experienced scholar, 
because the latter tries to express too much, and hence falls 
into paraphrase and sheer cumbrousness. The true vision of 
a work of literary art is to be gained by the study of the 
original, and by that alone. And this holds even as to the ethic 
value of poetry. To put Pindar’s thoughts, his views of life, 
into other words, is often to sacrifice the delicate point on 
which the whole moral turns. If this is true of the single 
word, the single sentence, it holds with still more force of the 
attempt to form an image of the poet’s world of thought and 
feeling by the simple process of cataloguing translations of 

THOUGHT. 

4 See H. Nerriesnip, Maurice Haupt, a Lecture, p. 18. 
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his most striking thoughts under certain rubrics. This has 
been done by various scholars, notably by Bippart and by 
Buchholz.’ With their help one can give ode and verse for 
Pindar’s attitude towards the beliefs of his time, for his views 
of the gods and heroes, of human destiny, of polities, prac- 
tical and speculative, of Pindar’s relations to persons.” One 
can give ode and verse for Pindar’s belief in blood, in genius, 
for his contempt of the groundlings, for his tenets of art, of 
life, of government, if, indeed, we dare break up the antique 
unity in which all three are merged. But the methodical 
channels in which Pindar’s poetical vein is thus made to run 
give no notion of the play of the poet’s genius. The stream 
that escapes from the waste-pipe of a fountain gives no no- 
tion of the rise and fall and swirl and spray and rainbow 
glitter of the volume of water that rejoices to return the 
sportive touch of the sunlight. The catechism has its uses, 
but it is not the Bible, and as there is no space in this essay 
for a Pindaric catechism, it must suffice to show how much 
the study of a few odes will teach us of what Pindar believed 
concerning God, and what duty he thought God required of 
man. ‘True, to the great question, ‘‘ What is God?’ Pindar 

has no answer in any of his odes; he is as silent as Simonides. 
But when we ask, “ Are there more gods than one?” the 
answer comes speedily from the first Olympian, “There be 
gods many and lords many.” Zeus dominates officially (v. 10), 

and some see in this, as in the use of Oedc and 
dainwv elsewhere, a tendency to the monotheistic 

idea, but Poseidon (vv. 40, 73, 75), who held the Peloponne- 
sos in his embrace, rules the myth. We are reminded of 
Kronos (v. 10); Aphrodite is not forgotten (v. 75), nor one of 
the great powers behind the throne, Klotho (v. 26),—to say 
nothing of the unfailing Muses (v. 112). We are in the fa- 

1 Brepart, Pindar’s Leben, Weltanschauung, und Kunst, Jena, 1848. 
Bucsuoxz, Die sittliche Weltanschauung des Pindaros und Aeschylos, 
Leipzig, 1869. 

2 A. Crotset, Pindare, pp. 162-291, has treated these matters in the 
right spirit, because he has kept the setting for the most part. 
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miliar world of Greek divinities. The poet’s attitude towards 
the gods is that of his people, and a study of all the odes 
would only confirm the impression of the first. Nearly every 
ode is full of gods. Not one of the shining forms of the 
great divinities is lacking, not even Hestia, who has a large 
space in N.11. Pindar’s world of the gods is an organized 
state, won by the victory of Zeus over the Titanic brood. 
In the first Olympian, as in all the Olympians, Zeus rules se- 
renely. It is true that his throne, Aitna, rests on the violent 
hundred-headed Typhoeus (O. 4, 6), but we do not feel the 
stirrings of the revolted spirit as in P. 1, 15, or in P. 8, 16, for 
the Pythians magnify the office of Apollo, who is the Word of 
Zeus, the god that bids harmony and measure reign in state 
and man. The being of Apollo is much more deeply in- 
wrought with the Pythian odes than that of Zeus with the 
Olympian. 

This belief in the gods, or acceptance of the gods, did not 
involve belief in this or that special myth. The historical 

books of the unwritten Bible, so to speak, were open 
~ to all manner of scepticism, as we know from the 

annals of the time, as well as from Pindar. Every one re- 
members Xenophanes’ revolt against the fables of Greek my- 
thology. So, Pindar, in the famous passage, beginning (v. 28) 
7 Oavpara Toda, Kai ov Te Kai Bporwy, Kkré., speaks of legends 

cunningly set off with glittermg falsehoods. He distrusts the 
myth, he resolutely refuses to believe it when it jeopards the 
honor of God. He who himself invokes Charis for the praise 
of man, dreads her persuasive power in things divine. ‘I can- 
not call one of the blessed cannibal.” There is a conflict in Pin- 
dar’s poems on this subject as on others. We of this time know 
well what this means, for doubt runs through all our literature. 
Only the antique poet is not tortured by his doubts; the 
priestly temper conquers. He keeps his tongue from aught 
that would offend the god, and leaves the god himself to rec- 
oncile the partial views of his worshippers. The cultivation 
of a religious temper is his resource against scepticism, and 
this age has seen many shining examples of critical knowledge 

Mythology 
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held in harmless solution by reverence for the divine, Pin- 
dar’s criticism, it must be confessed, is of the crudest. His 
interpretation of the story of the cannibalic meal of the gods 
is very much in the vein of the most prosaic school of Greek 
mythologists, and not unlike what we find in early rationalistic 
criticism of the Biblical narrative. In similar straits he sim- 
ply cries out, O. 9,38: amd por Adyor | rovrov, ordpa, pipor" | 
éret 76 ye Aowdophaat Deore | éxOpa copia. 

Still limiting our vision to the first Olympian, we ask, “ What 
is Pindar’s view of human life, human destiny?’ The Greek 
wail over our mortality is heard here also. “The immortals 
sent Pelops straight back to dwell again among the tribes of 
men whose doom is speedy” (v.65). And banished Pelops 
cries—Oaveiv 3 oiow avayxa (v. 82)—“ As we needs must die, 
why should one nurse a nameless old age in darkness idly . 
sitting, and all in vain?” Life is darkness unless it be lighted 
up by victory such as the sunshine of Olympia (v. 97), but 
that is all. The light within man is darkness, and the light 
that comes from without depends on the favor of God. God 
has Hieron’s cause at heart (v. 106), but God may fail. “If 
he fail not speedily” (v. 108), then— This strain is heard 
over and over again, the shortness and the sorrows of human 
Manisof life, the transitoriness of its pleasures, the utter de- 
afer devs. pendence on the will of an envious God. We feel 
trouble. throughout that we are in the atmosphere of Hesiod 
rather than in the atmosphere of Homer, and yet Homer is 
sadder than either by reason of the contrasting sunshine. 
Instead of searching for texts, read the eighth Pythian, the 
Ecclesiastes of the odes. 

It is true that the first Olympian would not be the best 
place to look for Pindar’s views of government. The ode 
from beginning to end has to do with the summits of things, 
not the foundations. But when in another Hieronic ode (P. 

1, 61) he comes to the basis of the state, we find that 
Hieron founded Aitna in honor of Zeus, “ with god- 

built freedom in the use and wont (vduorc) of Hyllid standard.” 
In these few words we have everything, We have the dedi- 

The State. 
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cation to the Supreme, we have liberty based on God’s will, 
we have a life directed by hereditary usage. The word vo- 
pc is a concession to the times—for Homer knows nothing 
of véuoc—but we still feel the “use and wont;” vopoc is not 
“law” to Pindar, it is “ way.” So in his earliest poem he says, 
P.10, 70: inpou pépovre vopov Oeooadwy, and a high and mighty 
way was the way of the Thessalianus. How Pindar felt when 
the spirit of Tranquillity was violated we see by P. 8—the truest 
expression of the aristocrat alarmed and grieved for his order. 

The next point suggested by the first Olympian is the rep- 
resentative position of Pindar as the expounder of Greek 
Pindaran ¢thics. Is Pindar speaking for himself or for his 
expennder people? Many of his thoughts are not his own. 

ethics. They are fragments of the popular Hellenic cate- 
chism, and they become remarkable in Pindar partly by the 
mode of presentation, partly by the evident heartiness with 
which he accepts the national creed. So in v. 56, and P. 2, 28, 
we find a genealogy which was as popular with the Greeks as 
“OdBos—Ké- Sin and Death in the Christian system. “OABoc— 
pos—YBpis Kopoc— "YBptc —"Arn. The prosperity that pro- 

—Am — duces pride and fulness of bread culminates in 
overweening insolence and outrage, and brings on itself mis- 
chief sent from heaven. That is not Pindar, any more than it 
is Solon, than it is Theognis, Aischylos. But the genius that 
stamps these commonplaces into artistic form, that gives to 
the wisdom of the many the wit of the one, and makes the 
doctrine a proverb, this was Pindar’s, and Pindar’s was the 
believing soul that breathed into the dead dogma the breath 
of a living and a working faith; and we call that man great 
who thinks and utters the people’s thought best. 

So it is no new doctrine that he teaches when he insists so 
much on the corollary of the abhorred genealogy just cited— 
the necessity of self-control. Laws are only symptoms, not 
remedies of disease in the body politic. Whenever crime is 
rife, legislation is rife, that is all, and the pndév ayay, the 
ewhpocvvn, on which the Greek laid so much stress, points to 
the moral difficulties of an impulsive race, whose moral har- 
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mony seems to be artistic rather than moral. The Greeks 
were too airy, too much like Hermes, of whom comparative 
pérpa piv mythologists have made the morning breeze, too 

yropa BusKon, little like Apollo. The text, then, on which Greek 
Hétpa 8€ kal moralists preached longest and loudest, on which 
Karéxev. Pindar preached loudest and oftenest, is the need 

of self-control. Pindar cares not whether it be the old, old 
story or not. This negative gospel is the burden of his mor- 
alizing. So in the first Olympian, v. 114: pnxére ramracve 
népowv. “Be thou not tempted to strain thy gaze to aught 
beyond.” “ As far as the pillars of Herakles, but no further; 
that is not to be approached by wise or unwise” (O. 3, 44). 
And so in every key, “ Let him not seek to become a god” 
(O. 5, 24), or, if that is not Pindar, ‘Seek thou not to become 

Zeus” (I. 4 [5], 14). ‘The brazen heavens are not to be 
mounted,” says the moralist of twenty (P. 10, 27). pérpy 
caraBacve, says Pindar the aged (P. 8, 78). 

Another point also discernible in the first Olympian is the 
lofty self-consciousness of genius. This Pindar shows in 
Self-con- all his poems, and strikingly here. His theme is 

selousness. high, but he is level with his high theme. If higher 
come, he can still ascend. A more glorious victory shall re- 
ceive a still sweeter song. The arrow shot has reached the 
lone ether, but the Muse has still her strongest bolt in reserve 
for him, and in his closing prayer he wishes a lofty career for 
Hieron, and side by side with the prince let the poet stand, 
mpoparrov aogia ka "EXXavac édvra avrg. The proud self- 
assertion is hardly veiled by the prayer. In the second Olym- 
pian there is the same maintenance of high pretension. In 
the first Olympian it is the Muse that keeps her strongest bolt 
in reserve. In the second it is the poet himself that keeps 
his arrow within his quiver (v. 92). He seems, as has been 
said, to rise to the stature of Apollo himself in his proud 
scorn of the Python brood. How, then, is this to be recon- 

ciled with the self-control, the freedom from boasting, which 
Hellenic ethic enjoins? It is because of the source of genius 
—God himself. Pindar looks down on lesser poets as eagles 
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on ravens (O. 2, 96), on daws (N. 3, 82). Contempt, scorn, 
superciliousness are hardly the words. It is a sublime look- 
ing over the heads of his rivals with at most a faint conscious- 
ness of their cawing far below. This is a dangerous assump- 
tion, an attitude that may be nothing but a posture, and we 
resent it in inferior poets, who take on Pindaric airs. But 
Pindar at his greatest height does not forget by whom 
he is borne up, the limits of his god-given power. pv) dé 
kar’ abroy aiei ravroc dpav pérpoy (P. 2,34). The little that 
he has to say about training bears on the games rather than 
on his art. In O. 8, 59 he is speaking expressly of a trainer,’ 
and there the meaning is disputed. Mild enough is O. 10 
(11), 22. But elsewhere Nature is praised—often blended 

with God and Fortune—to the exclusion of mere 
#6. learning, of the &daxral dperai of O. 9,108. 73 3¢ 

$vg Kparioroy Gray is his motto. If Pindar cultivated a choice 
garden of the Graces, it is by a skill that Fate has allotted 
him (O. 9, 27). If men are good and wise, it is in accordance 
with a dainwy (v. 28), and as if never weary of the theme, he 
comes back to it in v.100. Again it sounds forth in O. 11 
(10), 10: “ wisdom is of God.” When he longs for the good 
and the beautiful it must come from God (P. 11,50). Part 
and parcel of this belief in nature, in God, is his belief in hered- 
ity. This comes out more crudely, as might be expected, in 
his earliest poem—which is an arrangement in God and Blood 
(P. 10), but it is no less fundamental in that which some con- 
sider his latest (P. 8), when he intimates, not obscurely, that the 
hope of Aigina rests on thetransmitted virtues of her noble stock. 

Pindar has been called a Pythagorean, but this is saying 
nothing more than that he shared with Pythagoras the 
The next belief in the doctrine of the immortality of the 
world. soul, which had its main support in the Delphic 

oracle and in the Pythian temple. The symbolism of this 

17d dWakacOa dé ror | cidére pgrepov * Ayvwpoy dé rd px) Tpopabety -| 
Koupdérepar yap areparwy ppéivec. 

* Ontac dé Ke ivr’ aperg mori | weAWpLov dppacat KréoC ar)p Beov 
obyv wahaug. 

Q* 
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belief is found everywhere in Greek religion, especially in the 
Bacchic cycle, and in the mysteries of the Twain Deities, 

Demeter and Persephone. The second Olympian shows his 
creed in part as to the future world.’ Such a creed, it may be 
noted, is of a piece with the aristocratic character of his mind, 
the continuation of the proper distinction between Good and 
Bad, in the Doric sense, not a system of revenges for the in- 
equality of present fortune, as too many consider it. The 
grave is not all silence to Pindar; the ghost of sound, Echo, 
may visit the abode of the dead, and bear glad tidings to 
those who have gone before (O. 14, 21). Immortality has not 
been brought to light, but the feeling hand of the poet has 
found it in the darkness of Persephone’s home. 

Ms 

Pindar was classed by the ancient rhetoricians as an exem- 
plar of the avarnpa appovia, as belonging to the same class 
styLE With Aischylos in tragedy, with Thukydides in his- 

AND ART. tory, Antiphon in oratory.” This classification is 
Pindar an based on grounds which do not all justify themselves 
“ihe at once to the modern reader, although they have 
aiormpé their warrant in the formal system of rhetoric, with 
“prov its close analysis of figures of speech and figures of 
thought, its minute study of the artistic effect of the sequence of 
sounds. But “downright,” “unstudied,” are hardly adjectives 
that we should apply to Pindar without much modification.* 

? See note on v. 62. 
? Dionys. Hat., De compos, verborum, p. 150 (R.). 
* In the treatise just cited Dionysios gives an analysis of one of Pin- 

dar’s dithyrambs (fr. IV. 3), but his comments turn on phonetics. An- 
other characteristic of Pindar may be found in his Veterum scriptorum 
eensura, p. 224, which, though not free from professional cant, is worth 

quoting: Zydwrd¢g dé Kai Tivdapoc dvoparwy cai vonparwy eiveca Kai 
peyadorpertiac kai Tévov kai meprovoiag Kai KatacKevng Kai dvvapewc 
kai wikpiac meta ndovyce Kai ruKvérnrog Kai ceuvdrnroc Kai yywpo- 
Aoyiag Kai tvepytiag Kai cynparicpwr Kai HOomotiag Kai adbgjoewe cai 
Sevwoewc* padsora Oé Twy sic cwhpocivny Kai evosBeay Kai peyadompi- 
mreav nOwy. 
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The famous characteristic of Horace’ emphasizes the opulence 
of Pindar, the wealth and movement of his poetry. But in 

many respects Pindar does not in the least resemble 
a mountain-torrent, and if we accept the views of 

those whe systematize his course of thought into the minutest 
channels, we should sooner think of comparing the Pindaric 
poems with the cepvoi dyeroi of the Hipparis (O. 5, 12), than 
with the headlong course of the Aufidus, which Horace evi- 
dently has in mind. Pindar’s peculiar accumulation of para- 
tactic sentences, clause following clause with reinforcing weight, 
may indeed be compared with the ever-increasing volume of 
the mountain-stream as it is fed from hillside and gorge, and 
there are many passages in which the current runs strong and 
fast, and needs the large utterance of the profundum os, but 
the other figure of the Dirkaian swan rising above the din of 
the torrent of poetry, his wings filled with the strong inspira- 
tion of the Muse,? yet serene and majestic in his flight, is not 

to be forgotten. Quintilian (10, 1, 61) echoes Hor- 
ace, as usual: Movem lyricorum longe Pindarus 

princeps spiritus magnificentia, sententiis, figuris, beatissima 
rerum verborumque copia. 

Let us now turn from the characteristics of Pindar, as given 
by others, to the poet himself. We have not to do with the 
naive. Pindar is profoundly self-conscious, and his witness 
concerning himself is true. He distinctly claims for himself 
elevation, opulence, force, cunning workmanship, vigorous ex- 

ecution. In what seems to moderns almost un- 
own _ lovely self-assertion, he vindicates his rank as a poet 

* just as he would vindicate his rank as an aristo- 
crat. He is an eagle, his rivals are ravens and daws (0. 2, 96; 

Horace. 

Quintilian. 

2 Od. 4, 2: Monte decurrens velut amnis imbres 
quem super notas aluere ripas, 
Servet immensusque ruit profundo 

Pindarus ore. 
2 1.¢.v.25: Multa Dirceum levat aura cyenum 

tendit, Antoni, quotiens in altos 
nubium tractus. 
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N. 3, 82). Bellerophon shooting his arrows from the lone 
bosom of the chill ether (O. 13, 87) is a prefigurement of his 
poetic exaltation, his power, his directness, and so he never 

wearies of calling his songs arrows or darts (O. 1, 112; 2, 91. 
99; 9,5.12; 13, 93; P.1,12. 44; 6, 37), which sometimes 
fall in a hurtling shower; but sometimes a single arrow hits 
the mark, sometimes a strong bolt is kept in reserve by the 
Muse, for Pindar, as an aristocrat, is a man of reserves. Of 
the richness of his workmanship none is better aware than 
he. The work of the poet is a Daedalian work, and the sinu- 
ous folds are wrought with rare skill (O. 1, 105), the art of 
art is selection and adornment, the production of a rich and 
compassed surface (P. 9,83). The splendor of the Goddesses 
of Triumphal Song irradiates him (P. 9, 97), and he is a 
leader in the skill of poesy, which to him is by eminence wis- 
dom (cogia),’ wisdom in the art of the theme, and in the art 
of the treatment. Now how far does Pindar’s account of 
himself correspond to the actual impression? What is the 
immediate effect of the detailed work of his poems, that de- 
tailed work by which he is at first more comprehensible? 
The detail of Pindar’s odes produces, from the very outset of 
the study, an irresistible effect of opulence and elevation. 
Opulence is wealth that makes itself felt, that suggests, al- 

most insultingly, a contrast, and that contrast is in- 

digence. It is one half of an aristocrat, elevation 
being the other, so that in art as in thought, as in politics, as 

in religion, Pindar is true to his birth and to his order. This 
opulence, this abundance of resource, shows itself in strength 

and in splendor, for rAovroc is peyavwp, trovTOe is evpvaberic. 
The word splendor and all its synonyms seem to be made for 
Pindar. He drains dry the Greek vocabulary of words for 
light and bright, shine and shimmer, glitter and glister, ray 
and radiance, flame and flare and flash, gleam and glow, burn 
and blaze. The first Olympian begins with wealth and 
strength, with flaming fire of gold, and the shining star of 

Opulence. 

*P. 4, 248: mwoddoiat 3 dynuar cogiac érépore. 
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the sun. The fame of Hieron is resplendent, and the shoul- 
der of Pelops gleams. No light like the light of the eye, 
thought the Greek, and the ancestors of Theron were the eye 

- of Sicily, and Adrastos longs for the missing eye of his army. 
So the midmonth moon in her golden chariot flashed full the 
eye of evening into the face of Herakles. Wealth is not 
enough. It must be picked out, set off. It is not the uni- 
form stare of a metallic surface, it must be adorned with the 

tracery that heightens the value of the background. Pindar 
delights in elaboration. His epinikion itself, as we have 
seen, combines the two moral elements of the games mévoc 

darava re. His lyre has a various range of notes, his quiver 
is full of arrows, and at times such is the shower of notes, 
such the rain of arrows, such the sparkle and flash and flame 
of the lights, such the sweet din and rumble and roar of the 
music of earth and the music of heaven, that the poet him- 
self, overcome by the resources of his own art, confesses his 
defeat, and by one strong-impulse of his light feet, swims out 
of the deluge of glory with which he has flooded the world 
of song.’ It requires strength to carry this opulence of splen- 
dor, but Pindar’s opulence is the opulence of strength as well. 
He does not carve his bow with curious figures so deeply cut 
that at the drawing of the string the weapon snaps. His is 
not a sleepy but a vivid opulence, not a lazy but a swift opu- 
lence. Everything lives in his poems, everything is personi- 
fied. Look at the. magical way in which he lights up this 
great lamp of the architecture of his Odeon in the first Pythian. 
“O Golden Lyre, joint heirloom of Apollo and the Muses 

1 Tt will be observed by those who know Pindar already, that I have 

taken no notice of the various interpretations and readings that have been 
suggested for this passage (O. 13,114). In an edition like the present, one 
has the right to choose what would be useful for beginners, or needful for 
self-vindication. Those who cannot believe that Pindar is speaking of 
his own feet may compare the metaphor in N. 5, 20: paxpa por | abroOev 
Gua’ srockarra tic¢* Exw yovarwy hagpdy dpyav. For the comic 
side of the swimming singer, comp. Ar. Ran. 244: yaipovrec wdn¢ modv- 

rodvpBoror pédeory. How any one can consider dya to mean “Lord,” in 
this passage, is to me as yet a mystery. 
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violet-tressed, thou for whom the step, the dancer’s step, lis- 
teneth.” ‘‘Obeyeth” seems too faint. We see the foot poised, 
tremulously listening for the notes of the phorminx, as if it 
had a hearing of its own. A few verses further down, “snowy 
Aitna, nursing the livelong year the biting snow,” not “ her 
snow,” as it has been rendered. It is not hers. It has come 
down to her from Heaven, It is the child of Zeus, and only 
rests on her cold bosom, the pillar of the sky. Yet again the 
couch on which the fettered giant lies goads him and galls 
him, as if it too had a spite against him, as well as the weight 
of continent and island that pinches his hairy breast. And 
so it is everywhere; and while this vividness in some instances 
is faint to us, because our language uses the same personifica- 
tions familiarly, we must remember that to the Greek they 
were new, or, at all events, had not entirely lost their saliency 
by frequent attrition. 

Swiftness is a manifestation of strength, and Pindar is 
swift and a lover of swiftness, to judge by his imagery. 

Swiftness we readily recognize in plan, in narrative. 
In detail work it goes by another name, concentra- 

tion—the gathering of energy to a point, a summing up of 
vitality in a word. It is the certainty with which Pindar 
comes down on his object that gives so much animation, so 
much strength, so much swiftness to his style. A word, an 
epithet, and the picture is there, drawn with a stroke. In the 
second Olympian he is telling of the blessedness of the souls 
that have overcome. When he comes to the damned, he 
calls them simply “those.” “The others bear anguish too 
great for eye to look at.” Mon ragioniam dilor. In the same 
wonderful second Olympian he says, “ Liveth among the Olym- 
pians she that was slain by the rumble of the thunder, long- 
haired Semele.”’ Semele died not “amid,” but “by” the roar. 
“ Killed with report.” The roar was enough to destroy that 

gentle life, and the untranslatable ravvéBewpa gives at once 
the crown of her womanhood, the crown of her beauty, the 
crown of her suffering. Semele lives again as she appeared 
to Zeus, when he visited her with immortal terrors. 

Swiftness. 
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The aristocrat must be rich, must be strong. A man may 
be both and yet be vulgar, for there is a vulgar beauty, a vul- 
gar genius. The second characteristic of Pindar is elevation. 
This word is preferred to sublimity, because sublimity is ab- 
solute, and is incompatible with the handling of any but the 

highest themes. Elevation is relative. You may 
treat a thing loftily without treating it sublimely. 

Pindar is not always in the altitudes, though he loves “the 
lone bosom of the cold ether,” and the fruits that grow on 
the topmost branches of the tree of virtue, nearest the sun, 
and the lofty paths along which the victors of Olympia walk. 
He is not lacking in sportiveness, but whatever he treats, he 
treats with the reserve of a gentleman, a term which is no 
anachronism when applied to him. Hence his exquisite puri- 
ty. ‘Secret are wise Suasion’s keys unto Love’s sanctities” 
he sings himself, and amid the palpitating beauties of Greek 
mythology he never forgets the lesson that he puts in the 
mouth of the Centaur (P. 9, 42). The opulence, strength, 
swiftness, elevation, of Pindar’s art reveal themselves in vary- 
ing proportions in the various odes. Noteworthy for its opu- 
lence is the seventh Olympian, for Diagoras of Rhodes, the 
famous boxer, which the Rhodians copied in letters of gold, 
and dedicated in the temple of Athena at Lindos. What state- 
ly magnificence in the famous forefront of the sixth Olympian, 
in which he sets up the golden pillars of his porch of song. 
What vividness in his immortal description of the power of 
music in the first Pythian. Gray’s imitation is well known: 

Elevation. 

Perching on the sceptred hand 
Of Jove, thy magic lulls the feather’d king 
With ruffled plumes and flagging wing: 
Quench’d in dark clouds of slumber lie, 

The terror of his beak, and lightnings of his eye. 

Matthew Arnold’s is not unfamiliar: 

And the eagle at the beck 
Of the appeasing, gracious harmony 

Droops all his sheeny, brown, deep-feather’d neck, 
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Nestling nearer to Jove’s feet, 
While o’er his sovereign eye 

The curtains of the blue films slowly meet. 

But to begin to cite is never to stop. 
Of the various elements that go to make up this total im- 

pression of opulence and elevation, some will be considered 
hereafter. Something will be said of the effect of the 
rhythms, something of the opalescent variety of the dialect, 
of the high relief of the syntax, of the cunning workmanship 
that manifests itself in the order of the words. Let us now 
turn to a closer consideration of that which first attracts atten- 
tion in an author, the vocabulary. Much might be said of 
Vocabulary. the vocabulary, with its noble compounds,’ whether 
Compounds. taken from the epic thesaurus, and so consecrated 
by the mint-mark of a religious past, or created with fresh 
vitality by the poet himself. In the paucity of the remains of 
the lyric poets, we cannot always be certain that such and 
such a word is Pindar’s own, but that he was an audacious 
builder of new words’ is manifest from the fragments of his 
dithyrambs. Some of the most magnificent are put in the 
openings of the odes, as O. 2,1: dvakipdppryyec tyva. O. 
8, 4: veosiyadoy rpdrov. O. 8, 3: apyepavrvov. O. 13, 1: 
Tpoodupmiovicav. P. 1,1: torAokdpwy. P. 2, 1: peyadoro- 
Aug... Baburodepov. P. 8, 2: peyorérodku. P. 10, 3: ape- 

orouayov. P. 11, 3: apeoroyovw. The epithets applied to 
the gods match the splendor of their position. Zeus is aiodo- 
Bpovrac (O. 9. 45), dpoixrumoc (O. 10 [11], 89), dpowephe 
(N. 5, 31), éyxetxépavvoc (O. 13, 77), pourxooreporac (O. 9, 
6). Poseidon is invoked as déoxora rovrdpedov (O. 6, 103), 
is called Gapixrutoc Ebrpiawa (O. 1,73). Helios is gavoip- 

Bporoc ‘Yrepovidac (O. 7, 39), and Amphitrite is ypveadaxaroc 
(O. 6, 104), and Athena éyxetBpdpoc xépa (O. 7,43). And so 
the whole world of things, animate and inanimate, is endued 
with life, or quickened to a higher vitality, by Pindar’s com- 
pounds. The cry is advyAwaaoe (O. 13, 100), the lyre adverhe 

? BrivninG, De adjectivis compositis apud Pindarum, Berlin, 1881. 

? Hor. Od. 4,2,10.11: Seu per audaces nova dithyrambos | verba devolvit. 
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(O. 10 [11], 103). Lions acquire something of a human os- 
tentation by Bapixopro (P. 5, 57). The majestic chambers 
of Zeus are peyadoxevOeic (P. 2, 33), and hide awful shapes of 
doom to punish the intruder. dQouBporoy avynya (P. 1, 
92) resounds as if the words of themselves echoed down the 
corridors of Time. There are no phyara youporay?n, the riv- 
ets are hidden. We have festal splendor here also, not fate- 
ful sublimity. 

The effect of living splendor, produced by Pindar’s com- 
pounds, is not confined to the compounds. Even the most 
familiar words are roused to new life by the revival of the 
Vivid use of pristine meaning. It is a canon of Pindaric inter- 

vocabulary. Hretation that the sharp, local sense of the preposi- 
tion is everywhere to be preferred, and every substantive may 
be made to carry its full measure of concreteness. This is 
distinctly not survival, but revival. We are not to suppose 
that xparfp (O. 6, 91) was felt by the Greek of Pindar’s time 
as a male agent, or axdva (O. 6, 82) as a shrill-voiced woman.’ 
Whatever personification lay in the word was dead to the 
Greek of that time. Pindar revived the original meaning, 
and the yAvxvec xparjp is a living creature. In fact it is hard- 

ly possible to go wrong in pressing Pindar’s vocabulary until 
the blood comes. It is true that in many ofthe 
long compounds the sensuous delight in the sound is 

the main thing, and yet even there we find gAnaipodAze (O. 14, 
14) and épacivodre (O. 14, 16) used side by side, in such a 
way that we cannot refuse to consider how the poet meant 
them, just as in the same poem (v. 5) he combines the tran- 
sient pleasure of ra reprva with the abiding joy of ra yAuxéa.” 

Synonyms. 

1“ A Greek who called a thought an axévn, was using a less startling 
image than we should use in calling it a whetstone ; to call the teacher 
of a chorus a xparjo was not the same thing as .it would be for us to 
call him a bowl.”—Jxss. 

2 J. H. H. Scuupr, in his Griechische Synonymik, has paid much at- 
tention to Pindar. These matters have been touched lightly in the notes, 
in the hope that a good book, based on Schmidt, might one day supply 
the needs of our schools, 
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In the fine feeling of language few poets can vie with Pindar, 
and though he is no pedantic synonym-monger, like a true 
artist he delights in the play of his own work. There is 
danger of over-subtilty in the study of antique style; but 
Pindar is a jeweller, his material gold and ivory, and his 
chryselephantine work challenges the scrutiny of the micro- 
scope, invites the study that wearies not day or night in ex- 
ploring the recesses in which the artist has held his art seques- 
tered—invites the study and rewards it. Pindar himself has 
made gwrdevra ovveroioy (O. 2,93) acommon saying; Pindar 
himself speaks of his art as axo& copoic (P. 9, 84); his call 
across the centuries is to the lovers of art as art. There is 
an aristocratic disdain in his nature that yields only to kindred 
spirits or to faithful service. 

The formal leisurely comparison Pindar seldom employs, 
though he uses it with special effect in the stately openings 

of two of his odes, O. 6 and O. 7. In O. 12 the 

comparison takes the place of the myth, and others 
are found here and there. But instead of “as” he 

prefers the implied comparison, which is conveyed by parallel 
structure such as we find in the beginning of O. 1, of O. 17 
(10). In the metaphor, with its bold identification of object 
and image, Pindar abounds as few poets abound. Every 
realm of nature, every sphere of human life, is laid under con- 
tribution. The sea is his with its tossing waves (O. 12, 6) 
and its shifting currents (O. 2, 37). The ruler is a heliieman, 
whether a prince (P, 1, 86; 4, 274), an order (P. 10, 72), 
Tyche (O. 12, 3), or the fas of Zeus himself (P. 5, 199), 
To be liberal is to let the sail belly to the wind (P. 1, 91). 
His song is a flood that sweeps away the pebble counters of a 
long arrear of debt (O. 10 [11], 11). Rebellious insolence is 
scuttled as a ship is scuttled (P. 8, 11); a favoring breeze 
prospers the course of song (P. 4, 3). An eagle, as he calls 
himself, he loves to dwell in the air (O. 2,97; N. 3, 80), to 
wing his song (P. 8, 34). An archer, like his master Apollo, 
he delights to stretch his bow, to speed his dart (O. 1, 973. 2, 
91.99; 9, 5.12; 13,93; P.1,12. 44; 6,37). Of light and 

Comparison. 

Metaphor. 
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flame, as has been said already, he is never weary. Wealth is 
a bright aad shining star (O. 2, 58); fame shines forth (O. 1, 
23), fame looks from afar (O. 1, 94); joy is a light that lights 
up life (O. 10 [11], 25); his songs in their passionate dance 
blaze over the dear city of the Opuntians (O. 9, 22); the feet 
of the victor are not beautiful merely, they are radiant (O. 13, 
36). The games themselves furnish welcome figures—the 
chariot-race, reserved for grand occasions (O. 6, 22; 9, 87; 
P. 10, 65), the hurling of the dart, the wrestling-match (O. 8, 
25; P. 2,61). Nor does he disdain the homely range of 
fable and proverb and every-day life." The bee, it is true (P. 
4, 60), was a consecrated emblem before his time; the cow, 

for a woman (P. 4, 142), is as oid as Samson. The cock (O. 
12, 14) was to the Greek the Persian bird, and more poetic 
than he is to us, even as Chanticleer ;* but the fox figures in 
Pindar, not only as known in higher speech (O. 11 [10], 20; 
I. 3 [4], 65), but by the fabulistic nickname xepdw (P. 2, 48). 
He is not shy of trade and commerce, ledger (O. 11 [10], 2) 
and contract (O. 12,7). Dante has, in his Inferno, the figure 
of an old tailor threading his needle; Pindar is not afraid of 
a metaphor from adjusting clothes (P. 3, 83). Aischylos 
speaks of the net of Ate; the figure is grand, but Aischylos 
sees poetry in the cork as well (Choéph. 506), and so does 
Pindar (P. 2, 80). A glance at the list of the figures used 
even in the Olympians and Pythians®* is sufficient to show 
that life is not sacrificed to elevation. 

A word as to mixed metaphor in Pindar. No charge more 
Mixea common than this against him, as against Shake- 

metaphors. sheare; and a rhetorician of the ordinary stamp will 
doubtless consider the offence as a crime of the first magnitude. 

1A homely figure seems to underlie P. 1,81: weipara ovvravicate. 
Of this the commentators have made nothing satisfactory, though the 
general drift is clear enough, “summing up the chief points of many 
things in brief compass.” The metaphor of a rope-walk would explain 
ovvravicac, meipara being the ropes or strands. 

? Yet see Ar. Ran, 935: eir’ tv rpaywdiae txpny Kadextpudva roimoat; 
*See Index of Subjects, s. v. Metaphors. 
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The number of metaphors properly called mixed is not so 
large in Pindar as is supposed ;* nor, in any case, are we to 
count as mixed metaphor a rapid shifting of metaphors. 
This is to be expected in the swift movement of Pindar’s 
genius. The disjointedness of Emerson’s style has been in- 
geniously defended on the ground that each sentence is a 
chapter. And so Pindar’s metaphors are slides that come out 
in such quick succession that the figures seem to blend because 
the untrained eye cannot follow the rapid movement of the 
artist. A notorious passage occurs in the first Pythian (v. 86 
foll.), in which Pindar touches in quick succession various 
strings. “Let not fair chances slip. Guide thy host with a 
just helm. Forge thy tongue on an unlying anvil. If it so © 
chance that ought of import light escapes thee, it becomes of 
magnitude in that it comes from thee. Of many things thou 
art steward. Many witnesses are there to deeds of both 
kinds,” and so on, with a shift in every sentence. In such 
passages the absence of conjunctions is sufficient to show that 
no connection was aimed at, and it is the fault of the reader 
if he chooses to complain of an incongruous blending of things 
that are left apart. 

The next point to be considered is the plan of the epinikion. 
Original genius or not, Pindar was under the domination of 
Plan of the the tradition of his department, and the fragments 

Epinikion. Ff Simonides are enough to show that there was a 
general method of handling the theme common to all the 
poets. The epinikion is, as we have seen, an occasional poem. 
The problem is to raise it out of this position, as a mere tem- 
porary adornment of the victory, to a creation of abiding 
worth. The general method must have been reached be- 
fore Pindar’s time; it is his success in execution that has to 

be considered here. The epinikion has for its basis the fact 
and the individual; but it rises through the real to the ideal, 
through the individual to the universal. The light that shines 
about the victor’s head brightens into the light of eternity ; 

2 See note on P. 10, 53. 
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the leaf of olive or of laurel becomes a wreath of amaranth. 
Sheer realism had no place in high Greek art. The statues 
of the victors in Olympia were not portrait statues. When 
the victor had overcome three times, then, it is true, he might 

set up a portrait statue, but three victories of themselves 
would idealize. The transfiguration which we expect of heaven 
the Greek sought in art. So the victor and the victory are 
not described at length. True, the poet sometimes labored 
under the frightful disadvantage of a commission that dictated 
an enumeration of all the prizes gained by a certain family. 
How gracefully, how lightly, he acquitted himself of the task 
may be seen in O. 7, in O.13. But apart from such special 
restrictions—under which everything spiritual and artistic must 
groan, being burdened, in this travailing world—the poet was 
free to conceive his subject ideally. The special occasion 
secured interest and sympathy in advance, gave him the broad 
earth from which to rise; and not the proudest eagle that ever 
soared, if once on the earth, can rise without running, though 
it be but for a little distance, along its black surface: and the 
epinikion started on the earth. Now change the figure after 
the Pindaric fashion to the temple—Pindar himself has sug- 
gested the comparison (O. 6, 1)—some fair’ Greek temple, 
repeating the proportions of the clear-cut mountains of Greece 
just as the Gothic cathedral repeats the forests of Germany ; 
some temple standing on the large level of an acropolis, 
standing against the sky. The fagade of the work is to be 
illuminated, but not so as to throw a garish light on every de- 
tail. Only the salient points are to be brought out, only the 
characteristic outline, so that as it comes out against the dark 
sky you seem to have one constellation more. Nay, the new 
constellation is strangely blended with the old groups of stars, 
and we cannot tell which is mythic past, which illuminated 
present. 

The sources of the myth have already been indicated. The 
The myth. selection is often suggested by external relations. 

Now it is the victor’s family that furnishes the story, 
now the victor’s home, now the scene of the contest and the 
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presiding god or hero. Sometimes the selection is due to 
internal motives, and the myth is a model, a parallel, or a 
prophecy—perhaps all three. This, then, is the function of 
the myth in the epinikion, the idealization of the present, the 
transfiguration of the real. This was an artistic necessity for 
the Greek, and it was in some sort an historical necessity. 
It reconciled epic and lyric. It gave a new value to epic 
themes by using them as parallels for the present, while the 
drama took the last step and made the past the present. 

Pindar does not jumble his materials in admired disorder, 
nor does he sort them after the approved scientific fashion, 
with subdivision after subdivision, to the exhaustion of all 

the letters of the alphabet, Roman, italic, Greek, and Hebrew. 

Analysis does not show the way in which the poem was 
woven. The fruitful study of Pindar lies through synthesis, 
Symmetry Dot through analysis, and in the introductions to 
in Pindar. the several odes an effort has been made to show 
how the meaning of the whole reveals itself to him who sim- 
ply follows the poet’s guidance. What is dignified by the 
name of an analysis is often nothing more than a table of 
contents, a catalogue, the very form of which disguises the 
lack of connection. Logical disposition will not avail much. 
Pindar is poetical, not logical. But symmetry there must be, 
for it is impossible for any one that studies Greek literary 
art not to count on symmetry. The tendency to balance, to 
parallelism, is universal. In Greek the tendency is a law. 
It is needless to enlarge on this. The law of correspondence 
—measure answering to measure—is fundamental, and has 
been applied to every sphere of Greek art—pictorial, plastic, 
literary —not without overstraining, yet not without great profit. 
In music as in architecture it is unquestioned. Even frivolous 
Offenbach has said: “‘ Music is an algebra.” Poetry, like music, 
is made up of equations. 

In Pindar the symmetry of form is evident. The odes 
Symmetry are composed either of corresponding strophes or 

form. of corresponding triads (strophe, antistrophe, and 
epode). But this is not enough. There must be within each 
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strophe, each epode, another balance, another correspondence, 

another symmetry. Westphal first distinctly postulated this 
correspondence, and opened the way for the establishment of 
it; but the bold and brilliant originator wearied of his own 
work, renounced his own principles. J, H. Heinrich Schmidt 
began his metrical and rhythmical studies as a worker on the 
lines laid down by Westphal, although he differs from his 
forerunner at every turn; and Moriz Schmidt,’ well known as 
a Pindaric scholar, far from being satisfied with the results of 
his predecessors, has recently set up his schemes in opposition 
to Westphal’s and J. H. H. Schmidt’s. 
A sample of the divergencies may be given. In the epode 

of O. 6 Rossbach-Westphal saw three mesodic periods with 
an epodikon: 

wee 

I. 3. 2. 3. 11. 442.44, III. 43.33.33.4. 4 epod. 
~— —=—” See 

J. H. H. Schmidt marks five, according to his MS. revision, 
thus: — 

1.328. 11.424 I110.44.43é7. IV.33.33. V.4 
— — — “ey —_ 

Moriz Schmidt (p. 71) pronounces both wrong, and con- 
structs a different scheme: : 

A6446=20. B4444=16, A’ 66 44=20. 

It will be observed that the. number of bars in Rossbach- 
Westphal and in J. H.H. Schmidt is the same. In Moriz 
Schmidt, owing to the greater range he allows himself in the 
use of rovj# and pause—the power of prolonging and the 
power of resting—the number is slightly increased. He has 
fifty-six against fifty-three. . But the other differences are 
graver. Still, whether we accept the short periods or the 
long, the recognition of some principle of symmetry cannot 
be withheld. These choral structures were made not only te 
balance each other, but also to balance themselves. 

So much for symmetry of form. Is there any correspond- 

*M. Scumipr, Ueber den Bau der Pindarischen Strophen, Leipzig, 1882. 
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ing symmetry of contents? We find it elsewhere in Greek 
poetry. We find response of antistrophe to strophe in the 
Symmetry drama, not only in form, but to a certain degree 

of contents. in sense. Are we to renounce this in Pindar? 
Does the development of the ode go its own way regardless 
of the form? This has been practically the conclusion of the 
editors of Pindar from Erasmus Schmid, with his formidable 
rhetorical analysis of the odes, down to Mezger, with his re- 
inforcement of the Terpandrian véuoc. This Terpandrian 
vopoc, mentioned in Pollux 4, 66, and touched on by Béckh," 
Terpandrian COntains seven parts: érapya, perapya, kararpord, 

vopos. ueraxararpord, dupaddc, odpayic, éxikoyoc. érapya 

Westphal identified with the old-fashioned zpooipov, perapya 
he changed into apy, éridoyoc being the same as éédduor, and 
he applied the Terpandrian scheme in this form to the odes 
of Pindar as well as to the choruses of Aischylos.? In the 
same year Moriz Schmidt published his translation of the 
Olympian odes divided into the members of the Terpandrian 
vopoc,? and in Mezger’s commentary on Pindar (1880) much 
space has been given to the advocacy of the scheme.* Pindar, 
says Mezger in substance, composed his poems for oral deliv- 
ery, and consequently wished to be understood at once. But 
even to his contemporaries, in spite of all their advantages, 
the immediate comprehension of his poems would have been 
impossible if they had not had some outside help. Of these 
extraneous aids, three, melody, musical accompaniment, and 

dance, are lost for us irrecoverably. But there was a tradi- 
tion, a fixed norm for such compositions, a re8uée from which 
the epinikion must not vary, a reOud¢ not only for the contents, 
but also for the form. To be sure, the old interpreters in their 
blindness knew nothing of this; but Béckh and Dissen ob- 

1 De Metris Pindari, p. 182. 

? Prolegomena zu Aeschylos Tragédien, p. 75, Leipzig, 1869. 
* Moriz Scumipt, Pindar’s Olympische Siegesgesiinge—Griechisch und 

Deutsch, Jena, 1869. 
* Terpandrian composition has found no favor with J. H. H. Scumapr, 

Kunstformen iv. p. 635 fgg., or Crotsrr, Pindare, p. 126 sqq. 
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served certain laws of structure, certain recurrences, certain 
symmetrical responses. Thiersch proved the triple division 
MpoKwpuov, Mésov Tov Goparoc, émcxwpuov: but it was reserved 
for Westphal to set forth and establish the proposition that 
Aischylos, in the composition of his choruses, and Pindar, in 
that of his epinikia, followed the vépoc of Terpander with its 
sevenfold division. This Mezger considers Westphal to have 
made evident for all the forty-four odes except eight, at least 
so far as the three principal parts are concerned; and these 
principal parts are—beginning, middle, and end. But the es- 
tablishment of these principal parts does not carry-us beyond 
Thiersch. What we want is the normal number seven,’ as, 

I. mpooimoy. 
IL APXA. 

Ill. cararpord. 
IV. OM®AAO¥. 

V. peraxararpora. 
VI. 2®PArIz. 
VIL. émidtoyog or é&ddtov. 

Westphal himself seems to feel that the lover of Pindar will 
rebel against the thought that the great poet wrought ac- 
cording to a mere mechanical formula; but the Pindaric 
scholars that have followed Westphal seem to have no such 
scruples. The mystic and Delphic du@addc exercises on 
them a special fascination that reminds one of the days of 
the dudadrowyo,* and there is an undeniable charm about 
tke scheme. The three certain parts are beginning, middle, 
and end, and for these we have the high authority of Aris- 
totle (Poet. c. 7). The seven normal parts remind one of 
the seven parts of the comic parabasis, and as the seven parts 
of the parabasis are seldom found in their completeness, so 

? The organism is so elastic that Mezger makes eight parts, retaining 
the éwapya rejected by Westphal. 

*Ougaddywyor dicti primum Bogomili; deinde ita appellati per ludi- 
brium a Barlamo Calabro monachi aetatis istius qui se yavyaord¢ voca- 
bant, a modo quo preces fundebant, cewodrrec nempe rdv aicOnrov 
b90arpdy ody by vot tv péiow THC Koiriac iyour Kara Tdy budadér, ete. 
—Duvcance. 8 
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the Terpandrian yéyo¢ seldom has its full number. The name 
éupaddc is not only mystic and Delphic, it has indirectly a 
Platonic warrant. Plato demands of every Adyoe that it shall 
be a Zor, that it shall lack neither head nor foot,’ and if 
neither head nor foot, why should it lack the central navel ? 
The dugadde, then, is the organic centre of the poem, and con- 
tains a myth. True, “there is no myth in the dugaddc of 
P.1 and 9, N.1 and 10, I. 2 and 6,” but the rule is not rigid* 
at any rate, and we must be satisfied with an approximation. 
As a rule, then, the éugaddc contains a myth, while the begin- 
ning (4px4) and the close (e¢payic) contain the praises of the 
victor and his house. Then there are transitions between the 
apxa and the dugadde, just as in oratory the mpoxaracracic 
prepares the way for the duynorc: there are transitions be- 
tween the dugadde and the ogpayic. But in this way Ter- 
pandrian compositions might be made out of Demosthenes’ 
Philippics, and it is hard to see what has been gained except 
two or three quaint names for familiar relations. 

But Mezger has reinforced Westphal’s theory by a discovery 
of hisown, While committing the odes of Pindar to memory 
undgiihh he noticed the frequent recurrence of the same word, 
recurrent or close equivalent, in the corresponding parts of 
— strophe and antistrophe, epode and epode. These 

recurrent words are all significant, all mark transitions, and 
were all intended as cues to aid the memory of the chorus and 
to guide the thoughts of the hearers. It is a mnemonic de- 
vice, but more than a mnemonic device, for it lets us into the 
poet’s construction of his own poem, and settles forever the 

1 Phaidr. 264 c: adda rdde ye oipai se pavar ay, deiv Tavra éyov 
Gorep Cpov ovvecravat owpa Te ExovTa abrov avrov Wore phTe aKxépadoy 
sivat pyre Grovy AAG péoa Te tye Kai dkpa, wpérovT’ GAAHAotg Kai TY 
bAw yeypappeva. 

? Butte makes the following summary, which shows how very elastic 
the vdpoc is: (a) eight are excluded as not being constructed according 
to the reOudc: () eight have the seven parts; (c) fourteen have neither 
mpooimoy nor t&ddvov: (d) five have no mpooimoy: (¢) seven have no 
2Eédtov: (f) one has neither mpooiuioy nor kararpora: (g) one has ne 
peraxararpo7a (Philolog. Rundschau, 1881, col. 5). 
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disputed meanings of the odes.’ If this were true, it would 
hardly heighten our admiration of antique art, and although 
the coincidences are interesting and the observation of them 
a proof of loving study that deserves to be honored, the dis- 
covery of the recurrent word is not the end of all controversy 
—there are too many recurrent words.” 

Of course, the acceptance of the Terpandrian vépoc and the 
doctrine of the recurrent word puts an end to anything like 
proportion in the contents of a Pindaric ode. Compare, for 
instance, Blass’s analysis of a prooimion of Demosthenes, and 
Mezger’s exhibit of the composition of an ode of Pindar. 
You may not agree with Blass, but there is an architectonic 
principle in the one, while it is utterly incredible that we 
should have such proportions as: 

O. L.: 7(m.)+16 (4.) +4 (c.) +69 (6.) +7 (u.) +11 (0.)+6(e). (p. 95.) 
O. TIL. : 5 (w.)+8 (a.) +2 («.) +18 (6.) +4 (u.)+4(0.)+4(é). (p. 175.) 
©. XIII. : 23 (a.) +6 (éxr.) +17 (4.) +6 (.) +40 (6.) +5 (u.) +16 (6.) + 

2(2.). (p. 459.) 
P. I. : 28 (2.) +14 (a.) +3 («.) + (12 +3 + 20) (6.)+4 (w.)+14(0.)+ 

2(8.). (p. 83.) 
Contrast this with Blass’s analysis of the prooimion of De 

Corona (§ 1-8): 
I. § 1-2. Il. 3-4. Ill. 5-6. IV. 7-8. 

3.2|2.313.3 4.4/3.5[5.3 24]4/4/42 2.2.2.2/2222 
=16 = 24 =% | #=8 =8 

=16 
True, it may be said that the inner organism of a Pindaric 

ode need not correspond to the outer form, and that the five 
triads of the third Pythian may be chopped up into seven 

1 Only a few examples can be cited: O. 7, 20 (TAamoXépuov), 77 (TAaro- 
hip), 18 (rpixoru), 75 (rpixa Sacodpevor); P. 1, 43 (EArropar), 83 (éAzi- 
éac). The exact position is not always insisted on, as O. 1, 23. 96 («Aéoc 
...Té\oroc). Nothing so evident as the threefold stelle of Dante, at the 
end of Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso. 

* Butte cites, |. ¢., O. 1, 21. 39 (wapéywy), 67. 80 (ydporv); O. 2, 4. 48 
{wodépov), 3. 77 (Atéc), 19. 85 (xarvrwr), 66 (p¢pdcatc), 110 (ppacar); 
0. 6,77. 98 (‘Aynoia), 52 (dxoveat), 66 (dove); P. 1, 20 (Airva), 60 
(Airvac); P. 3, 5. 74 (woré), 4 (Kpévov), 57 (Kpoviwy), and others. 
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Terpandrian parts—chopped up, for the knife does not come 
down on the rhythmical joints. But where shall we find any- 
thing like this in Greek literature?. The further we penetrate 
into Greek poetry, the greater reason have we to acknowledge 
the reign of symmetry. Violation of symmetry, of corre- 
spondence, may be referred in every instance either to defec- 
tive tradition or to designed disturbance. As in Greek archi- 
tecture, so in Greek poetry, departures from symmetry are not 
only suffered, but enjoined, for the sake of a higher symmetrical 
effect, for the maintenance of the feeling of life. The straight 
line of mechanics becomes the curved line of art. The entasis 
of the Doric column, the flexure of the Doric stylobate, are 
familiar illustrations of the law of visual effect. The Greek 
artist had regard to the position that his work was to occupy, 
to the angle in which it would present itself to the eye of the 
beholder. So in Greek poetry we must consider the law of 
higher symmetry, the principle of artistic unity, the calculated 
effect on the hearer—and we must remember that we have to 
do with the hearer, not with the reader. rcyouvOia is well, 
but when passionate utterance gives two verses the time of 
one, we must not heedlessly apply the knife because the pas- 
sage looks out of balance. But these interferences apart, we 
expect a symmetry in contents corresponding to symmetry in 
form, and we cannot admit a logical division which shall ruth- 
lessly run across all the lines of the artistic structure. We 
must seek the symmetry of thought, where the symmetry of 
the form is revealed, in strophe, in triad. Each strophe has 
its office, each triad its function. The only concessions that 
must be made to logical distribution are those that must be 
made in the same department of art. We must simply allow 
the strophe and the triad the same play that we allow foot 
and series in the verse.’ 

1See Croiser’s chapter on this subject in his “ Pindare,” p. 354 foll. 
The views I am here presenting I have long entertained, but in this, as in 
all other matters, I am more desirous of thinking a right thought than a 
newone. AsI have not gone into the question of the relation of strophe 

to antistrophe and epode, I would add here that J. H. H. Scumupr, in his 
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Reduce the Terpandrian véuoc to a more simple expression, 
see in it nothing more than a somewhat bizarre statement of 
the general principles that manifest themselves in an oration 
of Isokrates or a dialogue of Plato as well as in an ode of 
Pindar, and it would be easier to become a Terpandrian, cer- 

tainly easier than to accept Dissen’s elaborate sys- 
tematization. In his chapter “ De dispositione par- 

tium,” Dissen has treated at length the arrangement of the 
elements of the epinikion—the preparatory office of the pro- 
oimion and the interweaving of the parts.. “ With the ex- 
ception of the very short pieces,” he says, “all Pindar’s odes 
have at least two parts besides the prooemium,” and Dissen 
has interested himself in showing how the poet prepares his 
theme, interposes a myth, and then returns to his theme, and 
how from the simple arrangements a 6a and a ba 5, the poet 

pee Wee 
advances to abaca,ababa,abcha,abchda,abacbe, 

et Pee Neer) ee | See 

abcbhab,abcade, and the crowning glory,abcdcda. 
ey” Nae’ 

There is, of course, an element of truth in these recurrences. 
There is a cyclical movement in many of the Pindaric odes. 
The myth is usually belted by the praise of the victor and the 
victor’s home, but it is impossible to accept an elaborately 
systematic arrangement of the subject within the symmetrical 
structure of the rhythm and independent of it. Dyads and 
triads there are in Pindar, but they do not disturb the rhyth- 
mical working of the odes; and Dissen often elevates to the 
rank of an organic part what has been brought in simply as a 
foil. According to him everything in Pindar must have a 
deep significance, an independent value, a special allusion, 
whereas much is put there for the sake of heightening the 
effect by contrast. 

Kunstformen (III. p. 350), has shown that Pindar has paused about twice 

as often at the end of the strophe as at the end of the antistrophe. The 

object of this, as Schmidt thinks, is to break up the mechanical balance of 

strophe and antistrophe, or, as he puts it, a+(a+4) is more common than 
a+a+(b). This is, of course, a reinforcement of the position taken here, 
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Dissen has gone through all the odes and reduced them to 
schemes, for which he claims great simplicity and beauty. 

Furtwangler’ has selected a few, and expended on 
them a great wealth of fancy. It cannot be said 

of him that he is indifferent to the claims of symmetry. To 
him the Pindaric odes are so many temples, and he sees 
ground-plans and elevations, and rows of columns, and groups 
of figures in the rhythmical structures of Pindar. Most per- 
sons will consider Furtwangler’s book a waste of fancy and 
ingenuity, and yet it has not been written all in vain. Tem- 
ple and ode are both built on a plan, both obey the laws of 
symmetry, and so one may serve to illustrate the other. But 
the manifestations are different. The temple is to be devel- 
oped from the cell, the ode from the rhythm. Regard the 
ode as a great verse and much of the difficulty in finding sym- 
metry in the Pindaric poems wil! disappear. 

The verse, as a rhythmical structure, is made up of verse- 
feet; the verse, as a logical unit, 1s made up of word-feet. 
The coincidence and the discrepancy of verse-foot and word- 
foot constitute respectively diaeresis and caesura, if, indeed, 
one may be allowed to use this nomenclature, which certainly 
has its convenience. 

Now a verse in which verse-foot and word-foot should coin- 
cide throughout as in the famous sparsis | hastis | longis | 
campus | splendet et:| horret of Ennius would lack unity, 
and a succession of them would be intolerably monotonous. 
Hence the office of caesura to effect unity by dividing a word 
between two feet and so to force a more energetic recitation. 
Diaeresis serves to distribute the masses, caesura to unite 

them. 
Of course where the masses are so large as in the Pindaric 

odes there is not the same danger of monotony. Each triad 
might present a complete whole. In fact each strophe, each 
antistrophe, each epode, might be rounded off as a separate 
element without much offence. But the Greek sense of unity 

Furtwangler. 

2 'W. Furrwina.er, Die Siegesgesiinge des Pindaros, Freiburg, 1859. 
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demanded a less mechanical distribution, and the parts of 
each ode often fit into each other as the parts of an hexame- 
ter or a trimeter. The preparation, as Dissen would call it, 
does not count, nor does the connection. The body of the 
thought falls within the limits; that is enough. The study 
of the Pindaric odes suggests the lines of color used in maps 
to designate boundaries. The eye is not offended by the ex- ~ 
currence there nor the mind by the excurrence here. Making 
this allowance then, and suffering the sense to bind strophes 
and triads together while the dominant themes of strophes and 
triads are distinct, we shall find no insuperable difficulty in 
establishing simple and easy proportions for most of the Pin- 
daric poems. Problems there will always be, and bold would 
be the man who should maintain that he had said the last 
word on such a theme. 

Of the forty-four Pindaric odes, seven only are composed 
in single strophes. 

Of these, O. 14 has two, P. 12 four, N. 2 five, P. 6 six, I. 
7 seven, N. 9 eleven, N. 4 twelve. 7 

Most of them are in triads: 

One triad: 0. 4,11(10),12; P.7. . . 2. 2 2 ew ee ee & 
Three triads: 0. 3,5; N. 5, 6,8,11; 1. 2,4,5,6. S260 es) st RO 
Four triads: 0.1, 8, 9;.:P..2,,6,10,11; N.1,8; Li. . « + 10 

Five triads: 0. 2, 6, 7, 10 (11) 13; P. : £8,95 N. 7,10; 1.3. . 12 
Thirteen triads: P. 45.) ¢* es or Sige | 

44 

It is evident that the single-strophe poems will admit of 
greater freedom of handling, and I shall take those up after 
discussing the triadic poems. 

One triad is evidently too short for any except slight occa- 
sional poems. 

In O. 4, an exceptional poem, the strophe has chiefly to do 
with God, the antistrophe chiefly with man, the epode is an 
illustrative myth. In O. 11 (10) the antithetical structure 
runs through strophe, antistrophe, and epode, but each member 
revolves about a separate element of the epinikion. O. 12 
rocks even more than 0.11 (10). Each element is distinct, 
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P. 7 has been considered a fragment, but whether it is a frag- 
ment or not, each member has its special office. 

Two-triad poems do not occur. The only two-strophe 
poem, O. 14, is suspicious, and cannot be cited to prove that 
two triads would give ample room. If we are to have intro- 
duction, myth, and conclusion, it would be hard to distribute 
them properly through two triads. Three triads give a natu- 
ral division, and so we find that it is used nearly as often as 
five, though the number five suggests a better proportion log- 
ically. Each triad has its dominant theme. O. 5 occupies an 
exceptional position among the Pindaric poems, but the dis- 
tribution forms no exception. There is no overlapping in it. 

Four triads are used as often as three. There is no me- 
chanical uniformity, but, as we should expect, the introduction 

usually dominates one triad, the myth two, the conclusion one, 
in most of the odes. This is the type 1.2.1. Overlapping is 
the rule 1.2.1 Lorl.2.lor1.2.1. In Pindar’s earliest piece, 

P. 10, there is is no , overlapping, a and the student of English 
versification is reminded of the early timidity of blank verse. 

Five triads might be expected to distribute themselves thus: 
Introduction = 1, Myth = 3, Conclusion = 1, and this is sub- 
stantially the arrangement in most of them. P. 8, with 2.1.2, 
forms an interesting exception, for which the notes must be 
consulted, as well as for the arrangement in O. 13, and P. 1, 
which have a quasi-epodic structure, two triads representing 
strophe, two antistrophe, and one epode. P. 3 and P. 9 are 
thrown out of line by the position of the myth. 

In the Fourth Pythian we have no less than thirteen triads, 
and it might seem at first as if the epic mass had crushed the 
lyric proportion. But when we examine the structure more 
closely, we find that the first three triads form the overture, 
if I may say so. It is a prelude which gives the motif of the 
piece. These three triads are followed by seven triads with 
the story of the Argonauts in detail, while the conclusion is 
prepared and consummated in the last three triads. It is true 

? J. H. H. Scumipr, Kunstformen, IV. p. 349. 
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that ‘the mass of the story carries it on into the eleventh triad, 
but the grand scale prepares us for a wider aberration. 

Of the strophic poems, O. 14 has already been considered. 
In P. 12 we recognize the familiar distriiution 1.2.1. P.6 
is represented by 2.2.2. 

In N. 2 there is a curious iteration of the name of the vic- 
tor and his family, 1.1. LT+1.1. The twelve strophes of N. 

4 divide into 3.6. 3, tlie e eleven of N.9 into 2.7.2. 1.7 has 
not yielded satisfactory results. 

To those who must have sharp figures at any cost, these 
statements will be disappointing; but the exact symmetry is 
eared for in the rhythm, the metre. All that we could fairly 
expect here is a general balance. 

VE 

In the preceding glimpses of Pindar’s thought and art, his 
poems have been treated as a whole, and no regard has been 
pEvELOop- had to the gradual development of his powers. If 

his career exhibited marked stages, if we had trust- 
worthy external data, such a presentation might well be con- 
sidered defective. Sophokles and Euripides would not fare 
thus, nor Plato, although it must be confessed that Plato is a 
warning against the rash application of the principle of devel- 
opment. Let us see how the case stands with Pindar. 

The life of Pindar gives scarcely any clue to his development. 
After his encounter with Korinna there is almost a dead si- 
lence from without. Those who have ears to hear—and every 
modern critic is a Fine-ear—may detect the sound of growth 
from within. Besides, we have the advantage of a certain 
number of fixed points. We know the dates of a fair pro- 
portion of Pindar’s forty-four odes, and we may construct the 
curve of his rise, and, if it must be said, of his decline. The 
department, too, seems to favor such a study, for Pindar was 

a lyric poet; and a lyric poet, it is thought, would be the first 
to show the traces of personal experience. But antique lyric 
is not modern lyric. Even Roman lyric is not Greek lyric. 
The Horace of the Odes is not the same as the Horace of the 

3* 
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Epodes; but it does not follow irresistibly that we can as 
easily distinguish between the Pindar of the tenth Pythian 
and the Pindar of the fourth Olympian. It may be going too 
far to say that the law of the department, the lyric re6pdc, 
was so much stronger than the individual that the personal 
development does not count. The personal development does 
count, and it is a legitimate and fascinating study, but the 
danger of importing into the result a priori conclusions is 
manifest. Once fix in the mind the characteristic stages, and 
the inevitable tendency is to force the phenomena, no matter 
how stubborn they may be, into the places which they are 
supposed to fit. Of youth we expect exuberance of language, 
unassimilated wealth of thought, rashness of imagery, a tech- 
nic that betrays, both by its mechanical adherence to rule 
and by its violation of principle, the recent influence of the 
school, and the rebellion against it. Of matured power we 
expect a balance of forces; the imagination is steadier, the 
thought deeper, the interpenetration of form and matter is 
more complete, the plan is organic, the poem grows symmet- 
rically up to its full height; there are fewer surprises, and the 
technic has become a second nature without the dulness of 
routine. The man is at his best. The closing stage shows 
perfect mastery of form still, but the effects are produced with 
less expenditure of power, there is not the same joy of surplus 
vitality, the word ‘‘ dexterity” comes in too often when we 
applaud, the plan is a scheme. Now while some such course 
may be laid down in general for the track of lyric genius, the 
very essence of genius, which is the unforeseen, disappoints 
calculation at every turn. There are some minds in which 
there is no trace of crudeness at any age. There are revivals 
of youth in poetry as in life, revivals that scandalize critics of 
art as well as critics of morals. Of all students of Pindar, 
Leopold Schmidt* has bestowed most attention on this sub- 

? Leopotp Scumipt, Pindar’s Leben und Dichtung, Bonn, 1862. Pe- 
riod I. (Ol. 69, 3 to Ol. '74, 2) embraces in the following order: P. 10, 6, 
12,7; 0.10,11; N.5. Period II. (01. 74, 3 to Ol. 80), I. 5, 4,7; P.9, 11, 
2:0.14,8,2; P.8; N.9; P.1; 0.1,12; L2; 0.6; P. 4,5; 0.7, 18 
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ject, but in spite of his thoughtful study and his sympathetic 
discernment, the results reached are not satisfactory. The pe- 

First  viod of immaturity is too long, and the evidence of 
Period. immaturity too slight. The great poets of the world 

do not wait until the Suabian age of discretion—which is for- 
ty—before they reach their prime. Of the seven dated poems 
assigned to this period three are on the border of Pindar’s 
perfect art, so that we are practically left to make up our 
characteristics of this stadium from P. 10, 6,12, and 7. We 
are told that Pindar’s first commissions came from Thebes. 
Nothing would seem to be more likely. But the odes give 
no evidence of it. The Thebans may have employed him at 
their local games, but the victors of the earlier odes are from 
Thessaly, Akragas, Athens, Epizephyrian Lokris, and Aigina. 
We are told that Pindar must have known Aigina from his 
youth up, and no one questions his intimate knowledge of the 
island, his deep interest in its fortunes. One fourth of all the 
odes celebrate Aiginetans, but the first Aiginetan ode is the last 
of this period of immaturity. True, not without significance is 
the close connection with Delphi and the consequent predom- 
inance of Pythian odes at this period, and it was doubtless a 
proud moment in the poet’s life when he received his first 
Olympian commission, and if the longer ode on Agesidamos, 
O. 10 (11), is the fulfilment of that commission, it may be par- 
donable to see a certain jubilation in its tone; but it is extrav- 
agant to attempt the reconciliation between the joyous tone 
and the long delay by the supposition that the poet was too 
much overcome by his emotion to do the theme immediate 
justice. The distinction between the earlier poems and the 
poems of the period of maturity, as marked by the prominence 
given to the grace of a special god in the latter, seems to be 
shadowy, and to have less in its favor than the criticism that 
there is a lack of unity in the composition of the earlier poems. 

8. Period III. (Ol. 81 and Ol. 82),0.9; 1.6; 0.4 and 5; P.8. The 
dates of the rest are not fixed, according to Schmidt, and must be ex- 

cluded from a rigid calculation, They are all Nemean and Isthmian. 
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Unfortunately the relation of myth to theme is not yet put 
on an impregnable basis, and what Schmidt says of the earlier 
poems has been said by others of the ripest. It is easy to say 
that there is no interpenetration of myth and thought, that the 
actual present is not yet merged in the mythic past, that we 
have only striking situations, no development, and hence no 
psychological interest. The trouble is to vindicate perfection 
for the others. The handling of the metres in the different 
periods is another matter that leaves ample margin for vary- 
ing judgment. Schmidt maintains that the metre shifts from 
logaoedic to dactylo-epitrite without discernible reason, that 
the logaoedic is more freely handled as the poet develops, and 
that the dactylo-epitrite is not thoroughly mastered until the 
close of the period. Here, again, the basis of induction is too 
narrow, the aAoyo¢ aicAnarc is too potent an element. 

The second period, according to Schmidt, extends from 
Pindar’s fortieth to his sixty-fifth year-—a stirring time. To 
Secona the opening of it belong the battle of Salamis—a 

period. contest of Panhellenic significance far greater than 
Marathon—and the battle of Plataia, which touched Pindar 

nearly. Thebes was severely chastised for her adherence to 
the Persians, and the dominant aristocratic party sorely hu- 
miliated. It is supposed—it is a mere supposition— that 
Pindar, though of the nobility, was not with the nobility; that 
his vision had widened. The aristocracy was no longer the 
only form of government worthy of the name, and so he was 
fitted by nature and insight to act as a mediator between ex- 
tremes. And yet it would be hard to prove from Pindar’s 
poems that he ever had a reasonable sympathy with democracy 
anywhere. There was no call for such sympathy. The victors 
in the games were all of his own order. 

In this second period Pindar’s reputation extended more 
and more; the princes of the earth sought the honor of being 
glorified by him. When he was fifty he yielded to Hieron’s 
solicitations and paid a visit to Syracuse. When he was in 
his fifty-sixth year he is supposed to have been at the court 
of Arkesilas IV. of Kyrene. Of his travels, however, it is con- 
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fessed we know nothing. We may infer from his extensive 
connections and his exact knowledge of localities and of fam- 
ily history that he had journeyed far and wide; but we are 
often unable to tell whether it is the singer or the song that 
is voyaging, and the minute local knowledge may be due in 
part to the persons from whom Pindar held his commission. 
In any case, the transmission of the names and fortunes of 
mythic characters presents problems enough in every depart- 
ment of Greek poetry. A personal acquaintance with Athens 
is not unlikely, though by no means certain. The high praise 
that he bestowed upon the city is referred by Schmidt to the 
time between the second Persian war and his visit to Syracuse. 
The relations between the Dorians and the Athenians became 
more tense afterwards, and Schmidt himself acknowledges that 
as Pindar grew older he went back to the faith of his fathers, 
the aristocratic creed in which he was nursed. 

Pindar’s rise in national estimation gave him a higher self- 
esteem. He likes to show that his song makes him the peer 
of kings. But it must not be forgotten that bis boldest utter- 
ances are courtliness itself, and that the Greek of that period 
would not have understood the modern attitude of the subject 
to the throne. It is absurd to see any freedom in his calling 
Hieron “friend.” His own achievements and the achieve- 
ments of the Persian war are supposed to have led him to 
higher views of human power. Success in the games is not 
due to fortune or to fate, but rather to the victor’s own prow- 
ess, the victor’s own zeal, the victor’s family record, especially 
in its religious aspects, to the favor of a special deity, and chief- 
ly to the favor of Apollo. _ Here, again, it may be said that the 
material for the first period is too scant for the establishment 
of such a contrast in the second. 

The advance in the art of composition in the second period 
is a point that cannot be discussed without illustrations from 
the several odes. To reach Schmidt’s conclusions it would be 
necessary to accept Schmidt’s analyses, which often err by 
supersubtilty. The attempt has been made in this edition t« 
follow the growth of the odes in the poet’s mind. A general 
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plan there was, doubtless, in each poem; but it was not a 
rigid scheme, and shaped itself into graceful variations as the 
poet wrought at his work. The myth grew out of the theme, 
its heart or head, as the herb in Isabella’s Pot of Basil. We 
must have suggestion, play, sweep, or we have no poetry. 
Now, according to Schmidt, it is only in this period that we 
have any such organic unity; it is only in this period that he 
sees the happy co-operation of imagination and plastic force. 
Yet even here he notices a difference. After fifty the signifi- 
cance of each poem may be summed up in a formula; before, 
the fundamental notion is so incarnate that we cannot dissect 
it out. But no high poetry is exhausted by its recurrent bur- 
dens, its catch-words, its key-verses, just as no high poetry is 
in any sense translatable. 

The advance in the art of the narrative is another point 
where we have to encounter the danger of a priori character- 
ization, and the difficulty of a narrow range of observation. 
Critics have noted that the construction of Thackeray’s earliest 
stories is as perfect as that of his latest. The difference lies 
in the detail work. The Pindaric manner of story-telling, with 
its sharp outlines of light, its tips of coruscations, remains the 
same throughout. 

But to follow in detail all the changes that Schmidt has 
noticed in the second period is not possible within the limits 
of this essay. The third period—the period of the senile 

Thira Pindar—is marked by a decided decline. ‘“ The 
period. eagle flight of the imagination is broken.” The 

understanding is as subtile as ever, the humor is as fresh, the 
feeling is as warm, but the fair enchantment of the harmony 
between the world of idea and the world of fact is gone. 
The old poet falls into the sins of his youth. His composi- 
tion is unequal; and yet so much praise is lavished on the 
five odes—and one of them of doubtful authenticity—that 
Pindar falls, if he falls, upon a bed of roses. 

Without refusing, then, the meed of praise to the intense 

study that has enabled Schmidt to draw in finest details the 
image of the poet’s life and the poet’s art—without denying 
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the value of the attempt to form such a picture of Pindar’s 
development, we may be pardoned for declining to accept as 
final results reached by processes so shadowy with materials so 
limited, 

VIL. 
Rauchenstein—who has done so much to promote the study 

of Pindar, and to whose Introduction to Pindar, read and 
approacn meditated on many years ago, the present edition 

TO PINDAB. is doubtless due—after commending Pindar in the 
warmest terms to those who have reached the lyrical stage of 
life, the age of feeling and enthusiasm, gives an outline of the 
preliminary studies that he deems necessary, and then bids 

_us begin with the easier odes. Which are the 
* easier odes? Not the shorter ones necessarily, for 

the fourth Pythian, the longest of all, is one of the easiest, 
and the fourteenth Olympian, one of the shortest, has given 
the commentators much trouble. The fact is, a man who has 
read himself into Pindar is a poor judge of the relative dif- 
ficulty of the odes unless he has made actual trial in the 
class-room, and the experience of most lovers of Pindar has 
of necessity been limited, as Pindar has seldom been read in 
our colleges. And yet it might be safe to recommend some 
such course as this. For the beginning, within the range of 
Olympians and Pythians, O. 12, 11 (10)—the short ode for 
Agesidamos—then O, 3, 6,7; P. 3,4; for the culmination, 
whatever else may lie between, O.1,2; P.2. This advice is 
based purely on the relative difficulty, but those who know 
Pindar will see at once that the easier odes are dactylo- 
epitrite, the harder odes are logaoedic or paionian. Of course 
it is not to be expected that the student will be satisfied with 
so long a course of dactylo-epitrites, but the lesson is this: 
If any ode of Pindar is to be studied as a work of art, it is to 
be approached as a work of art, and the first thing to be mas- 
tered, not theoretically, but practically, is the form. A good 
recitation will be found of far greater value than much dis- 

course about the atmosphere of the epinikion. The poem 
must be read rhythmically over and over until it can be read 

METRES. 
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fluently aloud, and this must precede the intellectual study. 
Then, of course, the vocabulary must be looked after, though 
the Pindaric vocabulary is not very troublesome; thereupon 
the commentary, and finally the introduction, by way of re- 
view. When the rhythm is mastered, it, will be found that 
the way is open for the appreciation of the meaning of the 
poem in its parts and as a whole. The stress falls on the 
summits of the thought. Words are not divorced that are 
bound together by rhythm, no matter how widely they are 
separated to the eye. Key-notes make themselves heard. 
The welding of masses makes itself felt. The confused fig- 
ures group themselves into patterns, and out of the darkness, 
as out of a picture of Rembrandt, the remotest forms come 
forth to the vision. Then it will be soon enough to bring in 
the historical apparatus, soon enough, if it is ever soon enough, 
to bring in the metaphysical analysis, the logical skeleton, 
which is supposed to exhibit the organism of the ode, though 
vertebrae and ribs and thigh-bones are often missing, to say 
nothing of the head. 

Of course metricians are not agreed about every detail of 
Pindaric metre, but neither are commentators about every de- 
tail of the interpretation of the text, and the divergencies af- 
fect chiefly matters that are cognizable by the eye rather 
than by the ear—questions of symmetry, of the distribution 
of the masses. The length of the c#Aov may be a matter of 
vital importance to the advanced Pindaric scholar. For the 
beginner it is enough if he can be taught to feel how intimate 
is the relation between form and sense, the 700¢ of the great 
moods and metres. 

Some knowledge of the form, then, is a prerequisite to the 
artistic study of Pindar, so much at least as is necessary to 
make use of the metrical schemes appended to the odes.’ 

1 These metrical schemes are due to the kindness of Dr. J. H. H. Scumipr, 
and give a revision of those that appear in the first volume of his Kunst- 

formen. For his system, see the Introduction to the Rhythmic and Me- 
tric of the Classical Languages, translated by Professor JoHN WILLIAMS 

Waite. Boston: Ginn & Heath, 1878. A brief and lucid account of 
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Lyric poetry meant among the Greeks what the words mean. 
It was meant to be sung to the lyre, cOapa, pdppryé, to be 

sung and not simply recited. Instead of the lyre, 
poetry, the flute, or rather clarionet, sometimes served to 

accompany the voice; sometimes both instruments 
were used. The rhythmical movement of the body, the dance, 
completed the trinity, which could not be dissociated without 
loss. The Shield of Achilles in Homer,’ Il. 18, 569-572, shows 
the rudimentary union of voice, instrument, and dance, which 
survives, still rudimentary, among the people of our stock. 
In Greece the popular became the artistic, and passed through 
a long development, which cannot be exhibited here. The 
great musicians of the eighth century "Olympos, Terpandros, 
Thaletas—were followed in the seventh by Alkman, the Lydi- 
an, the sweet singer of Sparta, Stesichoros of Himera, “ who 
bore upon the lyre the weight of the epos,” and these were 
succeeded by Simonides of Keos and Pindar, who represent 
the third great stage of lyric poetry proper. The Lesbian 
school is called melic rather than lyric, and Sappho and Al- 
kaios are not the artistic ancestors of Pindar. Their poetry, 
full of passion and fire as it was, had not the sustained flight 
of the choral ode. It was from the poems of Stesichoros 
that Pindar learned how to build the fourth Pythian. The 
dithyramb is a thing apart. 
Common to poetry, music, and dance is rhythm, which 

means “regular flow.” Regular flow can be recognized only 
i by interruptions; time unbroken is eternity; we 

ythm, 
must have groups, and these groups must be of 

such dimensions as to be comprehensible. Hence the definition 

it is given in the Introduction to Jess’s Oedipus Tyrannus. The sum- 
mary presented here rests chiefly on what I have learned from Wexst- 
PHAL, and especially from Scumupr, and the phraseology is adapted from 
my Latin Grammar. 

1 rotow 8 ty péicooit mate poppryye Acyeig 
imepder KiOapize* Aivoy & id caddy dedev 
Nerraréy gwvh* rol dt pyocovrec dpapry 
podry r’ ivypy Te roci oKxaiporrec Exovro. 

* For the controversy as to dates, see Fiacu, Lyrik der Griech. pp. 119. 188. 
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of rhythm as xpovwy raécc aGwprope vn, “ a definite arrangement 
of times.”” The recurrence of groups was marked by the re- 
currence of a beat. So we have a strong time and a weak 
time, Oéor¢ and apace, the sense of which terms was afterwards 

inverted. In these simple statements lies the whole theory of 
rhythm. There must be an orderly succession of groups of 
time, these groups must be accentuated by stress, they must 
have simple proportions and a moderate extent, so that the ear 
can recognize them, and finally they must be equal to one an- 
other. The conditions of verse-rhythm are the same as those 
of musical rhythm. As a rule, we have in every Greek verse 
a sequence of equal or equivalent feet under the domination 
of a regularly recurring stress. 

The elements of verses are called feet, just as we call the 
elements of a dance steps, and they correspond to 
bars in music. 

In language, as we have seen, rhythm is marked by stress of 
voice. The stressed part is called arsis, the unstressed thesis, 
the stress itself the ictus. 

Rhythm when represented in language is embodied in 
metre. A metre is a system of syllables that stand in a de- 

termined order. Of course only those metres are 
of importance that embody the principal rhythms. 

The unit of measure is the short syllable, ~ (xpévoc, mora) 
= J (4 note). The long, —, is double the short and = J (4 
note). 

The classes of rhythm are based on the relation of arsis to 
thesis. The number is restricted by the necessity of having sim- 
Classes of ple recognizable relations. The Greek has but three, 

Rhythms. nd the third occurs very seldom in modern music.’ 
I, Equal Class (yévoc toy), in which the arsis is equal to 

the thesis. Represented in Pindar by 

The dactyl —-~~ J} JJ 

ae 
* Bars having five quavers are said to be used in the Combat des /ut- 

teurs, a part of Les Troyeus a Carthage, by Berlioz. 

Feet. 

Metre. 
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II. Unequal Class (yévoc derAdowv), in which the arsis is 
double of the thesis. Represented in Pindar by 

The trochee — Pe 

or by resolution, the tribrach ~~~ Jf J JB 

III. Quinquepartite or Sescuple or Five-eighths Class (yévoc 
ieodvov), in which the arsis is to the thesis as 3:2 (14:1). 
Represented in Pindar by the various forms of the paionian 
measure. 

The Cretic —_-~S— me 

First Paeon — Ve LUnr a Pia 

Fourth Pason ~~ ~ — ye Pe 

Resolved Cretic ~-~--—-W~ jf SS JJ 

oe 
Jad & 

Bacchius —— 

So far we have considered the value of syllables as limited 
to the simple relations of the short and the long, J and J, 
+ notes and + notes. But if we assume, as we have to assume, 
the equality of the bars, it is impossible to restrict the range 
of the elements to these two proportions, nor was it so re- 

stricted. The long syllable may be drawn out be- 
yond its normal quantity. This is called rovy or 

protraction, and serves to make up for the omission of one or 
more theses. When this protraction fills up a whole 

orerk: bar it is called ovyxory, and the verse is a synco- 

pated verse. 
es es inar Sae = | 

J = = _| — ~—" i o 

Sometimes two shorts occupy only the time of one. This 
is called correption, and instead of writing ~ ~ we 
write @ or Js = ,* 

The final syllable of a verse is usually considered indiffer- 
ent, and is marked in the schemes here employed according 

Syllaba to the metrical requirements. Within the verse 
anceps. 4 long syllable which takes the place of a short, or 

a short which takes the place of a long, is called irrational, 
and is designated by >. 

Correption. 
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An irrational or two-time trochee is one in which the 
value is not that of three eighth-notes, but two, and it is rep- 
Irrational. Tesented by —~ fg, the proportions being not 2 + 

ity. 1 eighth-notes, but 14 + 4. So the irrational dactyl 
is one in which the values are 14 + 4+ 1 eighth-notes. It 
is written —_ _ or J So) 

The rhythm always begins with stress. The unstressed 
syllable or syllables preceding do not count as a part of the 
rhythm, but as an dyvdxpovore or signal- beat, marked off 
thus : . The value of the anacrusis must not exceed that of 
the regular thesis. 

Missing theses at the close of a verse are made 
up as in music by the pause or rest. These pauses 

have different values. So 

Pause. 

A denote a pause of one eighth-note 4 
= “ “ two eighth-notes f 
te “ “ three ss Pr. 
- “ “ four ss ae 

One or two examples from the leading kinds of Pindaric 
metres will illustrate these points. 

0. 12,1: Aiooo- | pat wai | Znvoc é- | Aevbepi- | ov. 

If this verse is measured by the mechanical values of the 
syllables, we should have 

Measured by this system, we have 

all bars equal, the missing thesis made up by pause. 
0. 10 (11), 6: everday arurdéevor. 

This verse would be divided, according to the mechanical 
values, thus: } } 

with utter disregard of rhythm. It is now read 

a b c d 

with anacrusis (a), protraction (b), irrationality (c), and pause 
(d). 
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How are we to know when to make use of these different 
methods of reproducing the equality of the bars? When a 
single long syllable comes between two trochees, — ~ | —|—~, 
it is evident that we must read —_|u|—wY. We have 
ovyxorh. But the case is not so clear when we have such a 
verse as 0.9, 27: ayyeXiav réuw ravray. Are we to read this 

—~~vl->] 4 I-~I 
1 aR Ey ce 
Ses rf — > | —-— > [— A 

It is clear that here as elsewhere observation must come in. 
We must find the great periods, which in Pindar are so clearly 
marked by the sense that there is little dispute about them, 
and then within the periods mark the ck#Aa or members, and 
observe the regular sequences. ‘True, such xwAa are already 
laid down by the metrical scholiasts, but scholars are divided 
as to the value of them, and the schemes followed here rest 
on the observations of J. H. H. Schmidt, who has rejected the 
antique kolometry, and has based his results on wide induc- 
tion. The details belong to the systematic study of the sub- 
ject and cannot be introduced here. 

The «Aa are designated in the schemes by ||, the periods by 
J. Within each period there is a correspondence in the number 
of the bars of each «wAov, and the groupings have received 
different names according to the order of the recurrence. 
mpowoixdv and érpdcxdy are respectively “ prelude” and “ post- 
lude,” and stand outside of the responsions, which are usually 
indicated by curved lines.’ 
We have zpowécxa in the following: 

_—m _—_ 

Ps O. 2, Ep. I. 3. rp. 3 2.3 2. 
wpowdix: SK 

0. 9, Str. I. 3. mp. 44. 

0.11 (10), Ep. I. 5. xp. 843. 
Mn" 

*In conformity with a hint from Dr. Scummpr himself, I have omitted 
in this edition the graphical designation of the responsions. It is hoped 
that the recurrent numbers will suffice to impress upon the student the 
principle of symmetry. 
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0. 13, Str. I. 3. mp. 6.5.5.6. 
SSS 

Ep. I. 3. wp. 3 2. 2 3. 
Sear 

O. 14, I. 3. mp. 6. 6. 
“—— 

P.5, Str. I. 2. wp. 3.2.3. 
———— 

érwocxa are far more common in Pindar. 
0.2, Str. I. 3.32 én. 

tll 

érydixd. II. 3.3.2 én. 
“—— 

i 

Ep. II. 22.22.4 éw, 
ae BE 

a, 

0.4, Str. 1. 44.4.44.4.5 dw, 
ie ee 

Ep. I. 4.4.4.5 éa. 
iis 
an, 

O. 5, Ep. 54.54 4 én, 
SY, 

O. 6, Ep. Ill. 4 4.4 3 én. 
ip el 

a, 
~_— 

0.7, Ep. IL 43 %.243.4 én, 
See 

So also O. 8, Str. III, Ep. I. II. III.; 0.9, Ep..; 0.10 (11), Ep. IL; 0. 
12, Str. I. IIL; 0. 13, Str. IIL., Ep. III. ; 0.14, VL; P.L,Ep.L; P. 2, Ep. 
IIL; P. 3, Str. L, Ep. I. IL; P. 4, Str. II.; P. 5, Ep. IL. IL.; P.6, UL; 
P. 7, Str. III; P. 9} Str. IIL, Ep. I. III.; P. 10, Str. I.; P. 11, Str, IL, Ep. 
I.; P. 12, IIL 

A period is stichic when two or more equal xw#Aa follow 
one after another. 

aa 
~— 

So 0.4, Sur. IV.,4.4, 
“—— 

Stichie O. 6, Str. V., 4 4. 
4 

ag 0.7, Str. 33, Str. VL3838. 
~~ 

O. 10 (11), Str. I. 6. 6, IIL. 4. 4. 
— 

It is palinodic when a group is repeated, as 

Palinodic. ab ab, e. g. 
Se 
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sta 

O. 1, Str. IV. 6.5.6.5. 
S<27 

0.4, Ep. IL. 43.43. 

0.5, Str. II. 

O. 9, Str. II, 4.2.4.2. 

It is antithetic when a group is repeated in inverse order: 

l. abba. 2,.abecba., 
Antithotte. — ~~ 

1. 0..38, Ep. II. 3 5.5.3, 
. Qo 

0.8, Ep. I. 5.3 3.5.3 én. 
aay eee 

O. 18, Str. I. 3 mp. 6.5.5.6. 
bo 

P. 5, Str. IV. 6.4 4.6. 

2. 0. 6, Str. IL. 423.324, 

P. 10, Ep. 11.3 4.5.5.4 3, 
Ss, 

In the palinodic-antithetic period, palinodic groups are re 
peated antithetically, e. g.: 

Sak, CES P| 
—_— , i ~_ 

Palinodic- ab ce ab. 

satithetio, SSae” 

0.6, Str.143 5.5.4 8. 

0.7, Ep.1l. 43 2.2 43. 

P.7, Ep. 83.44 3838. 

P. 9, Str.11.. 38.5.5 8 3. 
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When the antithetic period has a solitary «®éAov in the 
middle it is mesodic : 

Mesodic. 1a Dae 2,.abcba. 

.1, Str. I. 4.3.4; Ep. L 424, 
oe — 

ty) 

0. 5, Str. L. 323. 

0 
—— 

. 6, Ep. Il. 328; IL 424. 
“ “—— 

0. 7, Str. Il. 2 4.2; V. 328; Ep. IL. 323. 
ba a “— — 

2. 0. 3, Str.I. 5 3.5.35; Ep L48.28 4, 
SSS SS 

O 8, Str. I. 23 3.38 2. © 
—_= 

P. 5, Ep. I. 6.5.2 5.6.4 éx. 

P. 7, Str. I. 6.2 8 2.6. 

When a peowoxdy is introduced into a palinodic period it 
becomes palinodic-mesodic. 

Vat Fess HOT 
Palinodic- arenas ers 
Mesodie. ab ab becomes abcab. 

4 SS 

On this principle are constructed such periods as: 

_ -_ 

O. 8, Str. I. 24 5.24, 
Se” 

one a 
_——. >">. 

P. 2, Str. Il. 6.3 4.5.6.3 4, 
SS 

The principal rhythms used by Pindar are the Dactyio- 
epitrite and the Logaoedic. There are only a few 
specimens of the Paeon and the Bacchius. 

1. The Dactylo-epitrite measures receive the name from 
the combination of the dactyl,—~~, with the so-called 

Rhythms. 

Dactylo- epitrite, — ~~ — —, epitrite meaning 14 = 4, and 

epitrite. supposed to be a rhythm in which arsis is to thesis 
as 4 to 3. —~—— would be divided thus * +* +. The 
name is retained for convenience’ sake; the true measure is, 

as we have seen,“ ~ | — — |. 
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The model dactylo-epitrite rhythm is shown in O. 3. 
About half the extant odes of Pindar are composed in 

these rhythms, which are also called Dorian. They are ele- 
vated, well-balanced, equable, and present a marked contrast 
to the lively, lilting, excited logaoedic measures, and the still 
more stirring cretic. There is a thorough correspondence 
between the sense and the rhythm. The Dorian odes are much 
easier to follow, the development is, as a rule, much more reg- 
ular, the forms are not so puzzling, even the tenses sympathize 
with the rhythm, and the leisurely unfolding of the imperfect 
is more common in the dactylo-epitrite than in the logaoedic. 

2. The Logaoedic rhythm is a 3 rhythm, the basis of which 
is the trochee, but not the trochee with the ordinary ictus, 
Taakevtie +... This trochee has a stronger secondary ictus 

* onthe short, ! ~, admits irrationality, — >, and takes 
as a substitute the so-called cyclical or light dactyl, —~ ~, in 
which the proportions are, as we have seen, not 2 + 1 + 1 mo- 

rae, but 14+4+1=3 [3 Q The apparent jumble of dac- 
tyls and trochees, as in prose, gave rise to the name logaoedic 
(from Adyoe and aodh). The logaoedics are much used in 
the lyric portion of the drama, and are familiar to all in the 
odes of Horace, nearly half of the Horatian varieties, and 
more than ninety per cent. of the odes, being logaoedic. The 
logaoedic rhythms are lighter, more airy, than the dactylo- 
epitrite. They have festal glitter rather than steady light, a 
rapid flitting rather than a compassed march. All fancy apart, 
no stronger contrasts can be felt than between the movements 
of the two odes on the victory of Agesidamos (O. 10 and 11). 
The shorter ode rocks gently through a series of antitheses. 
It is grave and stately, despite its short compass. Not a pre- 
liminary flourish, not an anacrusis, throughout. Contrast the 
dash and the whirl and the surprise of the longer ode. O. 3 
and QO. 1 will also serve to bring out the contrast, which does 
not rest on the imagination of the commentators, but on the 
universal feeling of our race. 

3. Those who have read the Acharnians of Aristophanes 
are familiar with the passionate cretics that abound in that 

4 
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young and lusty play. The Cretic or Paionian rhythm 
shows itself in two of our odes, O. 2 and P. 5, both of them 

counted among the more difficult Pindaric poems by 
reason of their extreme elasticity. But the rhythm 

of these odes reveals the secret of their soul, and instead of 
being the most difficult, they are among the most easily un- 
derstood. The passionate movement betrays them. The 
keynote is struck at the very beginning. In O. 2, Oedc, fpwe, 
avjp recur with a persistency that cannot escape the most 
careless observer, and in P. 5 we have really nothing but a 
series of variations on 7Aovroc, aperd, rorpoc, another trinity. 
Passion comes out with itsstory; passion will not let its story rest. 

In what relation do these rhythms stand to the “moods” 
made so familiar to us by our own poets—by Milton, who says, 

“Lap me in soft Lydian airs,” who speaks of the 
“Dorian mood of flutes and soft recorders;” by 

Gray, who cries, ‘‘ Awake, Aeolian lyre, awake”? These three 
moods are all mentioned by Pindar himself." O. 3 is des- 
ignated as Dorian in v. 5: Awpig gwvay évappdia mediry. 
The Dorian harp of O. 1,17 is generally understood to refer 
to the instrument and not to the mood of the poem, which is 
called Aiolian in v, 102: gué d€ orepavwoa | xetvov ixmeip 
vou» | Aiodknide porrg | yph. “ Aiolian chords” are men- 
tioned.in P. 2, 69, “the Aiolian breathings of flutes” in N. 3, 
79. As these poems are logaoedic and QO, 3 is dactylo-epitrite, 
it would seem natural to identify Dorian with dactylo-epitrite 
and Aiolian with logaoedic, but the Lydian mood introduces 
a disturbing element. Lydian measures appear in O. 5, 19: 
Avéiore ariwy év aidoic, 14,17: Audio év rpory, and N. 

.4,45: Auédig ovv dppovig, three odes which are essentially 
logaoedic, and in N. 8,15: Avéiav pirpay xavaynda rerot- 
kApevay, dactylo-epitrite. But the logaoedic odes that are 
composed in the Lydian mood are all of very simple construc- 
tion and popular character, and the only Lydian dactylo-epitrite 
shows marked peculiarities of periodology, so that for Pindar 

Paionian. 

Moods. 

? See J. H. H. Scumrpr, Kunstformen, IV. p. 550 foll. 
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at least the general identification of Aiolian with logaoedic 
and Dorian with dactylo-epitrite may be maintained. It will 
suffice here to give a characteristic of these three moods—Do- 
rian, Aiolian, and Lydian '—after the ancient authorities, leav- 
ing the details of Greek musical composition, with its diatonic, 
chromatic, and enharmonic scales, to special students. This is 
the more permissible here because the diatonic or natural scale 
was the only one employed in lyric choruses,* 

The Dorian mood was manly and imposing, like the Dorians 
themselves; not expansive nor lively, but grave and strong. 

What it lacked in liveliness and variety, it made up 
by steadiness and impressiveness. Awpiov pédog 

oepvoraroy, says Pindar himself, in a fragment. It is the mood 
for the tug of war, where the staying quality is priceless. 

The Aiolian was said to reflect the character of the Aiolian 
chivalry, the high and mighty, self-asserting, deep - drinking 

magnates of Thessaly, the swaggering, fighting, love- 
making, convivial countrymen of Alkaios. The 

Aiolian mood, like the Aiolians themselves, was joyous and 
full of movement, frank and fair, without lurking meanness 
or shyness. Ifthe Dorian mood suited the close-locked con- 
flict of infantry, the martial dash of the Aiolian mood made it 
fit for the Kaorépewor, the trmetoc vdpoc.* 

The Lydian mood, originally a flute-melody, was introduced 
as a vdpoc éruxhdecoc or dirge, and the tender, plaintive strains 

were chiefly used in lamentations for the dead. 
Aristotle says (Pol. 8 end) that the Lydian mood 

was especially adapted to boys, da 7d dbvacbat Kéopov 7 Exev 
dua cal radeiay. The simplicity of the composition, and the 
naturally plaintive tone of boys’ voices, are reasons that lie 
nearer to us. 

The Pindaric odes were accompanied now with the cithern, 
now with the flute (clarionet), now with both. In Pindar’s 
time the instrumentation was still subordinate. 

Dorian. 

Aiolian. 

Lydian. 

1 See Wesrruat, Metrik, I. p. 273, for the authorities. 
2? See Wesrpnat, Metrik, I. p. 264. 
S mpére ror maaw dowodaBpaxrare Aiodic a4ppovia.—PRaTINAS. 
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The third element of the form is the dance; song, music, 
dance, being the trinity. This, of course, has perished for us 

beyond all recovery, and only the names orpogy, 
avrisrpopy, and érwddc remain to remind us that 

the rhythmical movement of the chorus added to the charm 
of the performance. The strophic poems of Pindar are pro- 
cessional, not orchestic. 

Dance. 

VIII. 

Careful dialect study will always separate the more or less 
sophisticated language of literature from the native speech. 

There is scarcely a writer in dialect that has not 
been assailed for infidelity to the spoken tongue; 

and if this is true of those who have tried to reproduce the 
dialect faithfully, what shall be said of the make-believes, 
such as Burns and Mistral?’ What shall be said of the lyric 
poets of Greece, who seem to have shifted and blended dia- 
lects according to rhythm and mood ?? 

Doubtless, to a certain extent, the dialect was dictated by 
the origin of the department. Lyric poetry emerging from 
the Epos could not throw off the authority of Epic forms, but 
the so-called Epic dialect is itself composite, and the Doric 
strains, with which the Epic language was tempered by Stesi- 
choros, became characteristic of the higher lyric. And yet 
such is the freedom with which the Ionian Simonides and the 
Theban Pindar handle the language, that we must leave a 
wide margin for individual susceptibility. Those who trans- 
late Homer back into the original Aiolic may yet reconstruct 
a Pindar in uniform dialect. But till this is done it may be 
provisionally assumed that Pindar used an artistic dialect that. 
had no definite relation to the spoken language, and it may 
be added that if such a uniform dialect should be established, 

DIALECT. 

7 “[Mistral’s poems] are written in a dialect which is neither the real 
old Provengal nor the modern patois, but a combination of the poet’s 
own.” —G. Monon. 

* Anrens, Ueber die Mischung der Dialecte in der griechischen Lyrik. 
(Verh. der Gott. Phil.-versamml., 1852, p. 55 sq.) 
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it would be a contradiction of the subtile variety that Pindar 

is always producing out of his material, and always producing 
with as full consciousness as true poets ever have. Pindar 
rejoices in his play with language; he rings changes on words, 
he toys with synonyms, he loves the discord of the oxymoron, 
and those who think that such artistic devices are too me- 
chanical forget that before plastic art had developed its 
finesse, song had served an apprenticeship of ages. While 
awaiting, then, new light, it may be permissible to call Pindar’s 
language an artistic dialect, and to give a rapid summary of 
the chief peculiarities that mark it. 

The basis is the language of the Epic, itself composite, and 
with this are blended in varying proportions Aiolic and Doric 

forms. None of these elements appears in its ex- 
tremes. The flow of the Epic is retained, but cer- 

tain forms familiar in Homer are discarded. There are no 
echoing verbs in -aw, there is no -d., no infinitive in -epevas. 

The Doric majesty and sonorous fulness of utterance enter 
into the composition, but the older and stiffer inflections are 
set aside. The first person plural cnds in -pev and not in -pes, 
Pindar says rov not rw, rove not rwc. The Aiolic gives fire 
and passion and a certain familiar sweetness as well, but the 
Boeotian variety was not refined, and, in spite of local criti- 
cism, Pindar preferred the Asiatic form of the dialect. Thus 
trebly and more than trebly composite, Pindar’s language 
shifts with the character of his rhythms. The three moods 
—Dorian, Aiolian, Lydian—call for different coloring, and 
the mobile Aiolian measures show the greatest number of 
recondite forms, so that dialect, rhythm, plan, imagery, are all 

in accord. Ahrens has seen in the dialect of Pindar the in- 
fluence of Delphic speech. So, for instance, the use of év 
with the accusative, the elision of -c in rept. But the evidence 
seems too slight, and while the study of Pindar by the light 
of Hesiod is instructive, the theory that they both used a 
Delphic dialect remains an ingenious suggestion and nothing 
more. 

Tn the following exhibit only those points are dwelt on that 

Mixed 
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might give the student trouble as to the recognition of forms. 
The more familiar facts are briefly stated,’ 

Vowe ts.—a for Epic 9. So where 9 comes from an original 
a, as in the sing. of the A- declension, apy4, apyac, apyg, apyar: 

in fut., aor., perf. of verbs in -dw as avddcopar (O. 2, 
101), éréApacar (O, 2,75), reroAuaxe (P. 5,117). So 

also reOvaxérwy. But forms from xrdopar retain 9 as krnodpe- 
vat (N. 9, 52), ®cAokrhrao (P. 1, 50), and also those from xpaw, 
xpdopar, as xpyoev (P. 4, 6), xonobév (O. 2, 43), xpnopdc (P. 4, 

60). On a in the augment see p. lxxxv. Derivatives 
of the A- declension and of verbs in -déw have 4G, as 

vecagopia (P. 1, 59), cuBepvaccac (P. 10, 72), pvapoovvay (O. 8, 
74). So in compounds of which the second part usually be- 
gins with 4, as xaxayopiay (P. 2, 58), evavope (O. 1, 24). The 
personal endings -pyv and -onv (3 p. dual) are in Pindar -pay 
and -o@ay, as ixdpay (P. 4, 105), crecodo8ay (0. 9, 49). For 
vn we find -ava, as KvAAdvac (0. 6, 77), Kupavace (P. 4, 279). 
Whether we are to read eipfva or eipava (O. 13, 7), "A@qAvae or 
"Adaya (P. 7,1), is disputed. In this ed. ’A@avaiga has been 
preferred to "A@nvaig, and ’AAkuhva to *AXkuava. Feminine 
abstracts in -rys show a as rayurac (O. 1, 95), kaxdrara (P. 2, 

35). So adverbs in -4 and in -8yy, as kpup@ (O. 1, 47), xpuBdar 
(O. 3,18). The others cannot be reduced to classes and must 
be watched. Doric is 9 for @ in "Apgrapnog (P. 8, 56), ’Apdia- 
pnov (O. 6, 13 al.). 

m is retained in verb forms and verbals from verbs in -éo, 

as djoev (P. 4, 71), airhowy (O. 5, 20), édevHOny (P. 11, 38), 
n, where though many have édcv48qv, as axuvhray (O. 9, 35), 
retained. koarnoipayoc (P.9, 93). There are a few exceptions, 

as gwrace from gwréw (O. 13, 67); a few variations, now , 
now a. So the MSS. vary between @eddunroy and Oeddpuaror 
(O. 3, 7). 1 remains in the augment of verbs, beginning with 

Vowels. 

> The ensuing pages are abridged from the dissertation of W. A. Persr, 

De dialecto Pindari, Halle, 1866, with corrections and adaptations. Use 
has also been made of E. Muck, De dialectis Stesichori, Ibyci, Simonidis, 

Bacchylidis aliorumque poetarum choricorum cum Pindarica comparatis. 
Leipzig, 1879. 
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€ as Amero (P. 4, 243), in the subjunctive endings as Gady 
(O. 3, 13), the opt. in -my as «ideiny (O. 13, 46), in the aor. 
pass. pavn (O. 1, 74), AeipOn (O. 2, 47). Nominatives of the 
3d. decl. in -p and -ys are unchanged. So is adwrni. So 
words in -rmptov as xpnorhpioy (O. 9,7), compounds the second 

part of which goes back to an initial ¢, as dodcyfperpoc (O. 8, 
20), evqparoc (O. 6, 98), dpparnAdrac (P. 5,115). Substantives 
of the 3d decl. in -npa, as rjpa (O. 2, 21), oicnua (O. 2, 10). 
Adj. in -ypos and -ndos that are not related to a- stems. So 
inde (O. 2, 24), Aauypde (O. 12, 4). Words ending in -as, 
-s, as ynpac (O. 1, 83), ppove (O. 7, 55), xpnric (O. 4, 138). 
A noteworthy exception is pave (P. 4,159). Adjectives in 
“ios, as dpyoc (O. 2, 46), adverbs in 4, and their compounds, 
i, Oh, ph, pndé, pre, rHAe (P. 11, 23), adjectives compounded 

with 4ps-, numerals in -nKxovra, as Hpuideoc (P. 4, 12), eEneovrae 
(O. 13, 99). Verbs generally retain a penultimate 9. So dpa- 
yw (P. 2, 63), Apyw (P. 4, 292). Ovdoxw, cadouar, and forms 
from mAjcow and rhyvuu are the main exceptions. Other re- 

tentions of » than those mentioned cannot be reduced to rule. 
& fore. This also is Doric. So axcapdc (O. 3, 14. 18) for 

oxtepdc. Still Pindar does not say iapd¢ nor ‘Idpwr. raprw 
is Ionic and Epic as well as Doric, rapvooa (O. 12, 
6), rpapoca = rpéporoa (P. 2, 44), rpadery = rpégery 

(P. 4, 115), rpaxorv = rpéxor (P. 8, 32). 
Under « note that Pindar has xevede (or Ketvdc), adedgedc, 

never xevoc, adeApdc. 4 is rejected in agpvedc, as apvedy (O. 1, 
10), apveatc (P. 11,15). For creevdc, daetvdc, ceda- 
decvéc, we find also the Aiolic form in -ewos. So 

kdeevvac (P. 5, 20, etc.), xeAadervey (P. 3, 113 al.), paevvdy 
(O. 1, 6, etc.). 

ow in Pindar is always ov (0. 1,111 al.). OvAvproc (O. 3, 
36 al.) varies with “Odvproc (O. 1, 54 al.), but the ’OA. form 

is far more common (more than 4:1). jdvoc is 
more common than povvoc, vdeo than votaoc, kovpoc 

alone is used, but xépa outnumbers xovpa. We find dovpi (O. 
6,17) as well as dopé (I. 4 [5], 42), odpoc less frequently than 
dpoc. Aréyvucoc is the normal form for Pindar. Syracuse is 

& for «. 
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Lupdxooa (P. 2,1) or Svpaxooca (O. 6, 6), never Lupdxovear. 
So the derivatives. The Aiolic évypa has expelled both dvopa 
and ovvopa, the Aiolic -owa (for -ovna) in the present parti- 
ciple has taken the place of -ovea. So gépoca (P. 3, 15), 
Kpeioca (P. 9,17), Motoa (for Movria). Aiolic -ovr is used 
as well as Doric -ovn, repervéorory (0. 2,79). See p. Ixxxv. 

Consonants. —yAépapoy for BArégapov (O. 3, 12 al.), but 
EXcxoBAepdpov (P. 4,172). éesdrdc for éoOAdc is Boeotian. So 

everywhere (O. 1, 99 al.). The first syllable is short, 
O. 2,19; P. 3, 66; N. 4,95. avrec for adc 

everywhere (O. 1, 66), déxeoOax for déxeoOar (O. 4, 8 al.). For 
rére is found the Doric form roca (O. 6, 66). Noteworthy 
are dxxoc = dxoc (O. 6, 24), and dxyéovre = dxéovre (O. 2, 74), 
and meroioa = wevovoa (O. 7, 69), rerdvrecot = revotcr (P. 
5, 50), euwetec = évérevec (P. 8, 81), xarweroy = xarérecor (O. 
8, 38). 

Pindar has éeao¢ (O. 9, 100 al.) as well as deo¢ (O. 2, 75 al.), 
roocade (O. 1, 115) as well as réva (O. 13, 71), péoooe (P. 4, 
224) as well as péooc (P. 11, 52 al.), wre, after the Doric fash- 
ion (O. 10 [11], 86 al.), as well as dere (O. 9, 74), though in 
different senses. 
np for fp is Aiolic, and is used of the Centaur. epae- 

gova (P. 12, 2) is familiar from the Iliad (1, 268; 2, 148). 
8 is not changed before » in Kexaduévoy (O. 1, 27), reOude is a 
Doric form for Oecudc (O. 8, 25 and often). Metathesis and 
other slight variations explain themselves. 

DieamMa.—Pindar seems to have used the digamma both 
in speech and in writing, and in this edition the example of 

Mommsen and Christ has been followed after some 
hesitation, and the digamma, though in skeleton- 

form, has been restored to the text." That the use was not 
rigid is clear. But from this irregularity we are not to draw 
the inference that Pindar only imitates the effects of the di- 
gamma, as seen in Epic poetry, although it must be admit- 
ted that the digammated words in Pindar are nearly all Ho- 

Consonants. 

Digamma. 

Against the introduction of the digamma, see Muoxg, p. 39. 
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meric. Foi, Fé, Fov (= édv), orig. oFot, oF é, oFedv. olda and 
idov (comp. wot and wit) have the digamma: rodAa Fetduc (O. 
2, 94), mavra Fioavre vow (P. 3, 29), éwet Fidoy (P. 5, 84), and 
yet ovr’ ideiv (O. 6, 53), dgp’ idota’ (O. 14, 22). Add Feidoe (O. 
8,19), FetSouar(P. 4,21). Favddvecy (fr. oFavéavey) is found 
(P. 1, 29), Faddrre (P. 6,51). Fépyov and its congeners, péya 
Fépyov (P. 1, 29), Feeretv (O. 13, 68 al.), yet eimety (O. 1, 52 
al.), Féroc (O. 6, 16; P. 2,16; 3,2; N. 7, 48), but foe is 
more common, though some examples may be got rid of by 
emendation. Fotxoc (P. 7, 4) occurs, but also olfkoc (P. 1, 72), 
oixety is certain (P. 11, 64), not so Foweiv: Favat, and Favacow, 

once avakrwy (O. 10 [11], 54). Fedric (0. 13, 83), but étalc 
(O. 12, 6), as often. Féroc (O. 2,102). Fetxoor (N. 6, 67). 

Feorépa (I. 7 [8], 44), but Zorepor (O. 10 [11], 82), Fidtoc (O. 
13, 49). There are examples of Ficoc in Nemeans and Isth- 
mians; toov (O. 4, 22). ra Feowdra occurs (P. 3, 59), éouxde 
everywhere else, Féxare (O. 14, 20), Fj0¢ (O. 11 [10], 21), 
Fiérdoxov (O. 6, 30), but ioroxdpwy (P. 1,1). In proper 
names Faxot (O. 14, 21), é¢ d¢ Fuwdrxdy (P. 4, 188), Frrcada (O. 
9, 120), Feddaov (P. 9, 85 al.), Feadvoor (O. 7, 76) [2]. In the 
Isthmians Froude, elsewhere “Io6pud¢ (O. 8, 48). Probably 
Foavy (QO. 5,11). The digamma in the middle of a word, 
aFedrria (P. 12, 31), &Frdpic (P. 2, 37), is seldom indicated in 
this edition, e. g. dFaray (P. 2,28; 3, 24), as the chief object 
of the insertion is the very practical one of avoiding the per- 
petual explanation of hiatus, to which the young student of 
Greek should be made as sensitive as possible. 

Hratvus.—True hiatus is rare in Pindar, though he some- 
times keeps a long vowel long before another vowel, as yAwoog 

axdvac (O. 6, 82). For ’OpOwoig typaey (O. 3, 29) 
Ahrens writes Op8waiac. The shortening of a long 

vowel before a vowel is not hiatus, as &Govdg teraroe (O. 10 
[11], 45), é Miog EXcacc (0. 10 [11], 47). In the case of a 
diphthong it would seem that « and v may be semi-consonant. 
Notice especially « short in Pindar before a vowel, e. g. ixeiov 
(0. 13, 68 al.). a%- is short in avdray (P. 2, 28), but in this 
ed. aFaray is preferred. v- is short in ixvedwy (P. 8, 35). 

4* 

Hiatus. 
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Crasis.—The ordinary crases, such as those with «ai, r6, rov, 
belong to the grammar. Some read wvag (P.8, 67). @ ‘pare 
Crasisana pevec (P. 8, 80), is APHAEREsIS rather than crasis. 
Aphseresis. Bergk goes so far as to write dpyn ‘«dékaro (P. 4, 
70), and dABw ’vdei~aro (P. 4, 256). 

Exis1on.—a is sometimes elided in 1 s. perf. act., ér:Aehad 
(O. 10 [11], 4); a in 1s. midd., péudop’ atoay (P. 11, 53), 

Wevoou’ apgi (O. 13, 52); in 3 pl. (often), cudtvdovr’ 
édridec (O. 12, 6); in inf., arobéc6’ a&xopoy (O. 10 

[11], 44). + is elided in 1s., apinp’ aypoc (P. 4, 149); in 3 pl. 
(Doric), ayardfovr’ abrixa (P. 4,241). Also wep’ for wepé (see 
p. Ixxxvii.). 0 is elided in rovro (O. 6, 57 al.), xetvo (P. 9, 
74), dedpo (O. 8, 51), even in dvo (O. 6, 101; 9, 86), in 3 pl. 
midd.; 2 s. opt. midd., yévor’ olo¢ (P. 2, 72), and in the gen. 
s. O- decl. in -ow, a non-Homeric freedom, Addo’ avacowy 
(P. 1, 39). 

Elision. 

ie Synizesis is very common in Pindar, and it has 
ant been thought best to indicate it in the text as well 

* as DrarrgsIs. 
First Deciension.—Pinday usually follows the Dorie dia- 

lect here. Notice, however, the Aiolic shortening of Hé\Aava 
First for HeAAhvn (0. 7, 86; 13, 109), Néwed (O. 13, 24), 

Declension. Kk j<yerd (O.10 [11], 17), Mevdera (0.14, 17). Comp. 
the Aiolic form ’Odvecea, retained in standard Greek. Also 

xpvooyaira (P. 2,16), érBdayv (P. 4,140), and words in -rpiawa 
(O. 1, 40, 70; O. 8,48; P. 2,12). G.s, mase. -ao (Aiolic), 
Kpovidao (P. 4,171), more commonly -& (Doric), Kpovida (O. 
8, 43). G. pl. -@v (Doric), the only form: dperav a&xo racdv 
(O. 1,14). So the adj. addy (O. 6, 25), ete., with the accent 
on the last syllable, not G\Awy. Dat. pl. -as far more fre- 
quently than -a.o, as -os far more frequently than -o1. Ace. 
pl. -as, but also the Aiolic -as (I. 1, 24), as Aiolic -o is sus- 
pected by Bergk (O. 2, 82). Proper names in -Aaos be- 
come -Aas (Doric), and follow the A- declension ’Apxeoidac 
(P. 4, 65), "Apxeoidg (P. 4, 2), voc. Apxecita (P. 4, 250. 298), 
but “IcAaog usually retains the open form (O. 9, 105; P. 9, 
85 al.). 
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Szconp Decienston.—The gen. ends in -ovo or -ov, -ovo 
being susceptible of elision, as is noted p. Ixxxii. The 

Second Doric ace. pl. in -os is favored by the metre (O. 2, 
Declension. 78) where, however, the best MSS. have vasov: 
the metre does not require caxaydpoc (O. 1, 53). 

Tutrp Dercienston.—The dat. pl. ends in -o, more fre- 
quently in -o1, sometimes (in o- stems) we find -eeoo, ra- 

Third Aaiopac (O. 9, 14), radacopareoor (P. 8, 35), peya- 
Declension. )oxeyOéeorv (P. 2, 33). There is a good deal of 
variation, but nothing puzzling. So woasi (O.10 [11], 71 al.), 
rooiv (O. 10 [11], 62 al.), rédecorv (N. 10,63). gpaci has bet- 
ter warrant than gpeoi. Gen. -eos and -ewv are never contract- 
ed, but do admit synizesis. -<«. is more common than -#. In 
the nom. ace. pl. -ea is seldom contracted. From words in -«Ajs 
we find N. “Hpacdénc, G. ‘Hpaxdéoc, D. ‘HpaxXe7 and ‘Hpaxdje, 
A. ‘Hpaxhéa, V. “HpaxAeec. From words in -evs, G. Evpuadéoc 

(O. 3, 28), rarely EtpvoOjoc (P. 9, 86), D. Barret (P. 1, 60), 

Bamré (I. 3, 18), Baordrae (P. 4, 2), Baordéa (P. 4, 32), Baorrqa 
(O. 1, 23), "Odveon (N. 8, 26). N. pl. Baorrjec (O. 9, 60), Ba- 
ahéec (P. 5,97). Ace. Baorsjac (P. 3, 94), apeoréac (I. 7 [8], 
55). Words in -~s retain +, patie (P. 12, 8), bBpeoc (O. 7, 

90). Qvyérnp has Ovyaréo (P. 2, 39) as well as Ovyarpi, Bvya- 
pa (O. 9, 62) as well as Ovyarépa, and always OBvyarpec (P. 3, 
97). Aapdrnp has Adparpa (O. 6,95). warépos (O. 7, 36 al.) 

occurs as well as rarpdc, parépos (P. 4, 74 al.) and parpdc, pa- 
répt (N.9, 4), and parpi. avijp, besides the usual forms which 
are more common, has avép (P. 4, 21), avépa (O. 9, 110), avé- 
pec (P. 4,173), avépwy (O. 1,66). From Zeds Ave is far more 
common than Znvdc, Znvi is nearly as common as Aé (Aid). 
Zjva occurs twice (P. 4, 194; 9, 64), Aéa once. Tlowe8dav 
contracts aw into a, Tocedav, or keeps open, and so all the 
cases except the dat., which is always Toceddwm. A variant 
is Moredavoc (O. 13, 5. 40). 

The termination -Gev (-6e) occurs frequently. cé6ev takes 
Bev, Be, Ou. the prepositions of the genitive é« and mapa. 

The local -8e (whither) is not common, -& except 
in oO, 766, occurs only thrice. 
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GrnpER.—Taprapoc (P.1, 15) is fem. So is ToOude al- 
ways (0.7, 81; 8, 48 al.), ctw», commonly fem. in the Od., 
Gender, 1° #!ways fem. in Pindar. Mapa$wyr is fem. (O. 13, 

110), aiwy varies (fem. P. 4, 186; 5, 7), aiOfp is 
sometimes fem., as in Homer (0. 1, 6; 13, 88), sometimes 
mase. (O. 7, 67 al.). 

Apsxctives.—Pindar, like other poets, sometimes uses ad- 
jectives of two terminations instead of three, ody powpdiy ra- 
Adjectives. Adug (O. 9, 28), ovyadov auayariay (P. 9, 100); 

more commonly and more poetically adjectives of 
three terminations instead of two: a0avara Oéric (P. 3, 100), 
Addov Geoduarac (O. 6, 59), axevhray paBdoy (O. 9, 35), rap- 
povipay evdaoviay (P. 7,15). Of the less common forms of 
wodvs note rohd\dv = rodv (O. 10 [11], 40), wodete = roddodc 
(P. 4, 56), rod€orv = wodXdoic (O. 13, 44). The old accentua- 

tions—épotoc, épjpoc, érotwoc—are retained. 
Comparison.—Pindar is fairly regular in his comparison. 

Eustathios says that he has a leaning to the endings -eorepos, 
-eotatos, as agfovéorepoy (O. 2, 104), axovéarepor 
(O. 2, 68), aidocéoraroy (O. 3, 42). rayurarwy = 

raxiorwy (O. 1,77) is peculiar to Pindar. mépew forms rép- 
owov (O. 1, 114). paxpdc forms pacowy (O. 13, 114) as well 
as paxporepoc. 

Pronouns, Personal.—N. éyév once before a vowel (P. 
8,77). o% or ri. Gen. ofo, ced, ofdev. D. tuoi or pot (the 

latter being far more common), ool, roi, riv, of which 

ro. is always enclitic, while ri like ré is emphatic. 
Foi is common. I have not ventured to write Fiv with Her- 
mann and Béckh (P. 4, 36). (See G. Meyer, Gr. Gram. §§ 411, 
414.) Acc. éyé and pé, of, Fé (O. 9, 15). In the plural N. 
Gupes. D. Gppiv, Gyr, dpiv (once), tppv, tp, odior, opior, 
od, ooiv. Acc. dppe, tppe, op. viv (Doric) is preferred by 
recent editors to the Epic piv, which is found not infrequent- 
ly inthe MSS. There are no reflexives. The emphatic forms 
of airéc suffice. Of the possessives note a&pés = hyérepoc =épdc 
(P. 3, 41; 4, 27); reds (Doric) is far more common than 
o6s, éés is nearly four times as common as 8s: for dpérepos we 

Comparison. 

Pronouns. 
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find ipdc (P. 7,15; 8, 66), od¢ occurs once (P. 5, 102), oge- 
repog = avrwv (P. 10, 38; I. 2, 27) twice, opérepoc usually be- 

ing = é6¢, while éd¢ is once used for the possessive of the pl. 
(P. 2,91). The article has Doric a in the fem. So has the 
relative. Notice rai = ai, 6 = é¢ (P. 1, 74 al.). 

Vers.—The augment is often omitted, both syllabic and 
temporal, but it is safer to read a before two consonants long ; 

Verb. hence dpxe (O. 10 [11], 51), iwdpyev (P. 4, 205). 
Augment. qui, av, ev, ec are unchanged. 

Of the terminations in the pres. act. -ovre (Doric) or -owr 
(Aiolic) is used to the exclusion of -over. -ovre cannot take 
Termina- ¥ épeAxvorixdy, and hence -oow must be used be- 
tions. = fore vowels. On the so-called short subjunctive, 

see note on O. 1, 7. 
-pev is more common than -ew in the inf. orduev = orqvat 

(P. 4, 2), Baper = Biya (P. 4, 39), whereas a long vowel be- 
fore -pev would not be allowed in Homer. éppevae occurs, 
but gupev is nearly twice as common. The Doric yapter (O. 
1, 3), rpdpev (P. 4, 115) has the authority of the MSS., not 
the cogency of metre.’ yeyaxecv (Doric) is from a theoretical 
yeyakw, and is = yeyovévae (O. 6, 49). 

In the participles -owwa (Aiolic) is used exclusively in the 
fem. pres. -ats and -aiwa (Aiolic) in the masc. and fem. aor., 

but never in Bac: avaPac (O. 13, 86), xaraBac (O. 
6, 58). Two perfect participles have present end- 

ings: meppixovrac (P. 4, 183), kexAddovrac (P. 4, 179). 
In the passive the open forms, -ea, -eo, are preferred, with 

synizesis, if needful (but always déxev). -peo8a for -pea oc- 
curs (P.10, 28). In the 8 pl. aor. pass. -ev is used 
as needed, paver (O. 10 [11], 88), SuaBer (P. 8, 17). 

So in the active @Bay (O. 2, 38), éyvov (P. 4, 120). 
Many verbs in -{# form the future and aor. in € instead of 

the ordinary o (see G. Meyer, Gr. Gram. § 529). 
kretEe (O. 1, 110), edvxretEae (P. 9, 99), carepapeter 

(O. 6, 56), axopAavpigtacca (P. 3, 12). iwhev (P. 4, 237), a 

Participle. 

Passive. 

Classes. 

1 Impugned by Curist, Philol. XXV. p. 628; Mucxg, p, 29. 
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Pindaric word, simply follows the analogy of onomatopoetic 
verbs in -w, which regularly have — as aAdXakev (O. 7, 37). 

Verbs in Others vary. xwpagw forms cwudéare (N. 2, 24) and 

to. kwpagae (N. 11,28); xopifw, kipucoy (O. 2, 16) and 
kopiéac (P. 5, 51); trarrialw, bravriager (P. 4, 135) and irar- 
ridgaca (P. 8, 11); dpragw, dprace (P. 3, 44) and dprakacc 
(P. 4, 34); dppooar (P. 3, 114), but in the compound évappd- 
Ea (O. 8, 5). Only a few verbs in -f double o in the o- forms, 
as Oeuroodpevoc (P. 4, 141), whereas future and aor. «, preceded 
by a short vowel, are often doubled: gpdecaro (O. 1, 25), éxa- 
Nese (O. 6, 58), &vvocey (P. 12,11). This so-called gemina- 
tion is a reappearance (G. Meyer, Gr. Gram. § 224). 

Pindar uses the Homeric éddcncev (P. 6, 40), but also the 
common édofav (O. 5, 16); once he uses éxdudaoxyoer (P. 4, 
217); aivéw increases in 9 except three times; verbs in -atve 
have -ava in the aor. 

Contract Verbs. Pindar contracts regularly the verbs in 
-ao, vaeraw, an Epic verb, is the only one left open, vace- 
Contract 7aovrec (0. 6,78; P. 4,180). Verbs in -ew contract 
Verbs. ee and -eet into -e, but -eo, -eot, -ew are never con- 

tracted. Verbs in -ow contract. 
Verbs in -ys. ribet (P. 8, 11), dedot (P. 4, 265), are found 

as from verbs in -, but réOnor (P. 2, 10) and dédwor (P. 5, 65) 
Verbs in also occur. There is much dispute about the read- 

= ing in P. 4, 155 (where see the notes). déd0 ( Aio- 
lic) is the only form used for the imperative. The short 
forms, ridev (P. 38, 65), mapéoray (O. 10 | 11], 58), xaréoray 
(P. 4, 185) = érifecay, rapéarnoay, karéornoay may be noticed. 

dovvae occurs once (P. 4, 35), otherwise déuer is the rule (see 
p- Ixxxv.). The passive forms require no special exhibit. The 
first aorist middle of ré@nye balances the second, each occur- 
ring four times, Onxapevoc (P. 4, 29), Ofuevac (0. 14, 9). No- 
tice para, 3 s, pres. subj. midd. from gpayar (P. 4, 92). 

Pr. s., 1. eipl, 2. éooi, 3. éori: pl., 1. eiuév, 3. évri, once eiair 
(P. 5,116). Inf., Euper or Eupevar. Part., éwv, éoica. Impf. 
s., 8. nv: pl. 3. Zeav or tooayv. Fut. s., 1. €ecopa, 3. tooerar, 
tcerat, tora. Inf., tcecOar, tocecOar. Part., éoodpevoc. 
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gapi has for its third pers. pl. pavri. toape is a Doric verb 
= olda. 
PREPOSITIONS.—apd, avd, karaé are apocopated when apo- 

cope is needful. dpvace (P. 4, 54) = dvapvadoe, so auvaceerv 
Preposi: (P.1,47). «av vdpor (O. 8, 78) = Kara vopor, Ka- 
tions. = rerov (O. 8, 38) = karéxecov. Comp. Alkm. fr. 38: 

xaBaivwy. ‘wort (Doric) = zpdc. It is elided once ror’ aera 
(O. 7, 90), and rarely used in compounds zororafwy (P. 4, 
137), and in five other words. The regular xpdc is far more 
common. 

els is suffered only before vowels, and when a long syllable 
is needed, and in composition eiodérw (I. 7 [8], 36) is the only 
example. Everywhere else we find éc. é& with the acc., es- 
pecially noticeable in Boeotian inscriptions, is found only in 
Aiolic odes (P. 2, 11. 86; 5, 38). 

mept is elided wep’ ararov (O. 6, 38), rep’ abrdc (P. 4, 265), 
meparrwy (P. 3,52). For peré Aiol.-Dor. me8é is found (P. 5, 
47; 8, 74). In comp. weddpenpay (O. 12, 12). gv occurs 
only three times, once alone (N. 4, 25), twice in composition. 

IX. 

_ Pindar’s syntax differs from Homer’s at many points, but 
it is not easy to tell what belongs to the period, what to the 

department, what to the individual. Only the most 
important points can be touched here,’ and com- 

pleteness of statistic is not attempted. 
One mark of advance is the extension of the substantive 

use of the neuter adjective, which can itself take another ad- 
Nenter jective. We feel ourselves nearer to Thukydides 

Adjective. than to Homer when we read reprvov érdpepor (I. 6 
[7], 40), arepet ody yale (O. 2, 33), év apelBovre (N. 11, 42). 

The scarcity of the dual is also noteworthy. The dual is 
preserved chiefly by Homer and the Attic writers. 
In the Attic orators, even, it dies out as we come 

down. It is not found in the Ionic of Herodotos. It is a 

SYNTAX. 

Dual. 

} Expmann, De Pindari usu syntactico, Halle, 1867. 
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stranger to Asiatic Aiolic, as it is a stranger to Latin. In 
P. there are very few examples. The dual substantive, xepot» 
(O. 13, 95), is a rarity, and so is wodotv (N. 9, 47), but such 
duals are found occasionally even in the so-called com- 
mon dialect. xaovyyyra (O. 13, 6) is not dual, and we must 
be satisfied with an occasional dual participle, arvZopévw (O. 
8, 39), karaBarre (O. 9, 46). It is very unlikely that P. 
should have used the few dual verbs (O. 2, 97: yapverov, O. 
9, 49: xricodc8av) without a full appreciation of the dual 
force.? 

The distributive plural as O. 12,9: r@v peddAdvrwy ppadai, 
O. 9, 21: oregavwy adwrot, P. 1, 4: mpoopiwy apPodrac, P. 10, 
72: modiwy xuBepvaorec, the use of the plural abstract as con- 
crete, ayAatat, dperai, and the like, are Pindaric. The Homeric 
use of the abstract plural is not common. See note on O. 5, 
20. The plural of stateliness—dayyeiat, ddpor, O4Aapor, AEKTpa 
—occurs often. In P. 3, 66 we have a plural of courtliness 
and reserve. A remarkable plural for singular is found in 
O. 9, 60. 

Peculiarities of concord, such as the singular verb with 
combined subjects (O. 5,15; P. 2,10; 4,66; 10, 4.10; 11, 

Concord. 45), and neut. pl. with verb pl. (0. 8,12; 10 [11], 
jpo = =6. 935 P. 1,135 4,121), may be passed over with 

Ilwéapuxév. bare mention. Not so the oxqjpa Mevdapudy, 
which, however, hardly deserves its name, for the trustworthy 

examples are few. The peculiarity of this figure is the com- 
bination of a plural substantive with a singular verb. But 
the singular is the general and the plural the particular ; 
and if the verb precedes, we have not so much a want of con- 
cord as an after-thought. As it is, most of the Pindaric in- 
stances have disappeared under critical treatment. See the 
note on O. 11 (10), 6. 

The case-register of a poet is of especial importance for his 
style, and Pindar’s use of the cases shows in an eminent de- 

* The dual is claimed as Boeotian on slight evidence, Muisrer, Gr. 
Dial. I. p. 272. 
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gree his genius for vivid presentation.’ His free use of the 
accusative is a return to the original sweep of the case. What 

Cases. 18 called the outer object is really an extension of 
Accusative. the inner object. dvdpa xreivey is avdpocraciay 
moeia0a or else cvdpoxrévoy etvac. The countless number of 
outer objects is apt to obscure the inner object, in which al- 
most all the variety of the accusative lies. In Pindar the 
inner object has its wide poetic, its wide popular sweep. 
vuxav “E\Adda (P. 12, 6) is commonplace. Not so vxay dpo- 
poy (O. 4, 20), vekdy arépavoy (N. 5, 5). To the same class 

belongs rip mvedvrwy (O. 7,71. 13, 90), adxar opwrra (O. 9, 
119), dee xpvadv (O. 7, 50), 6pBadrpov avrépreke Miva (O. 3, 
20), ob kaha dévdpea OaddAEv 6 ywpoc (O. 3, 23). A very dif- 
ferent effect would have been produced by tee ypvag, dévépes- 
ow EOadXev. 

The adverbial accusative is so familiar a form of the inner 
object that it is not necessary to cite examples, especially of 
Adverbial the neuter accusatives. Nor need we note such 

Accusative. Common uses as dikny and rpémov. Kxarpor ei o0éyEa0 
(P. 1, 81) reminds one of Sophokles’ carpor & épnxece (Ai. 34). 
The appositive accusative, the object effected, of the sentence, 
arava (O. 7,16 al.), xaper (O. 10 [11], 86 al.), is often dis- 
tinctly felt in its case-relation, though the post-Homeric dead- 
ening of xdpev is also found, Awe xaprv (P. 3, 95). 

An old use of the accusative of the outer object is the com- 
bination with passives, intransitives, adjectives, verbal nouns, 
Accusative nOt otherwise felt than such loose English com- 

of part. pounds as “ hoof-bound,” “shoulder-shotten,” “ foot- 

sore,” “ heart-sick.” In Pindar these accusatives refer chiefly 
to the body and its parts, either as such or as the seat of 
thought and emotion, seldom to abstracts. oda, uéAn, ypwra, 
Kapa, mpdowra, vara, Hrop, Ktap, ppévac, dpyay, Wuyar, Oupdy, 
voov, Pua, TaXOC, pHTi, aperay. etdoc and dy are hardly 
felt as abstracts. 

? ErpMann, |. c.; Friese, De casuum singulari apud Pindarum usu, Ber- 
lin, 1866. 
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Double accusatives in Pindar show few extensions of any 
importance. épépw takes the acc. of the whole and the ace. 

Double of the part, a familiar Homeric figure, Adyvae vv 
Accusative. 2day yéveov tpepov (O. 1, 68). épnudw takes the 
acc. of the person and the ace. of the thing (P. 3, 97), some- 
what strangely; pépoc, however, may be an after- thought. 
The factitive predicate is boldly used in P. 4, 6: xpyoev oixe- 
arjpa Barrov, “ Battos for the leader.” Proleptic (predica- 
tive) uses must be watched. The absence of the article leaves 
the adjective and substantive, as in Latin, without any exter- 

nal indication of the figure. So O.1, 68: Adyvae mv pédav 
(“to blackness”) yévetov Epegor, v. 82: ra Ké Te av@vupor 
ynpac... Po; v. 88: EXev ... mapbévoy cuvevvoy, and so in 
almost every ode. 

The acc. of extent in space and time requires no notice.’ 
The terminal accusative, which is not a whither-case, but only 
Terminal 2 Characteristic of motion, occurs in Pindar, who, 

Accusative. Jike Homer, limits it to a comparatively narrow 
range of verbs and substantives. ‘xecv and its kindred should 
not be counted,—they are transitive like Shakespeare’s “arrive,” 
—but édOeiv, podretv, Byvat, vicecfar cannot be excluded. So 
éhOety with wediov (P. 5, 52), péyapor (P. 4, 134), ddéuor (O. 14, 
20), Kpomoy (O. 1, 111), AcBvay (I. 3 [4], 72). L 2,48: #0ator 
éhOnc seems doubtful. O. 2, 105: atvoy Ba xépoc has given 
way to aivoy éréBa, but O. 9, 76: wedioy porwr, and N. 10, 35: 
éuodev “Hpac rov evavopa adv stand. Pindar far prefers the 
more concrete preposition, and it is a mistake to attempt the 
extension of the terminal accusative, as has been done. 

The genitive as a fossilized adjective stands in the same 
relation to the substantive as the accusative to the verb. The 

denominative verb takes the genitive by reason of its 
substantive element, just as the adjective takes the 

accusative by reason of the verbal activity in the floating predi- 
cate. Noteworthy is the large employment of the adj. in -toc 

Genitive 

1 Two rather free uses of the acc. of extent are to be found in P. 4, 
83; 5, 33. 
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for relations otherwise expressed by the genitive, especially of 
possession, origin, time, place. The dialectical preference for 

and = -toc: instead of the gen. of the father is marked.’ In 
Adj.im-t08. Attic 6 pév KAewrievoc odroc (Plat. Gorg. 482 D) is 
said with a tone of poetic persiflage; to Pindar himself the 
effect must have been less striking than it is to us. So o 
Kpéme wat (O. 2, 13), Mooedavoy Kréaroy (O. 10 [11], 30), 
Zevapxeov ... vidv (P. 8, 19). 

With the genitive proper is blended the ablative. The sig- 
Ablative ifications of the two cases often meet in languages 

Genitive. in which the forms are quite distinct. Of special 
uses of the genitive in either direction there is not much to 
note.- Possession, origin, cause, material, are familiar every- 
@en.of Where. The genitive of material varies with the 

* adjective. A@ivog is the rule, but Mapiou Aiov (N. 
4, 81) is a necessity, as in prose.” ddapdvrevoc is used once 
(P. 4, 224), adapuavrog once (P. 4, 71), & addpavroc once (fr. 
IX. 2,3). xpvoeoc, which, however, is often used figuratively, 
is far more common than xpvaov. 

Quality is everywhere in the language expressed by the 
adjective, and there is no example of a genitive of quality in 
Pindar.’ The appositive genitive is rare, as dpaxdvrwy pdBac 
(P. 10, 47), where dpaxdvreor goBac might have been used. 
Kdoropog Bia (P. 11, 61), Atavroc adxa (L. 3 [4], 53), cbévoc 
iyudvwy (O. 6, 22), Aja Kopwridoc (P. 3, 25), are familiar 
idioms. Pindar can even say, P. 6,35: Mescariov yépovroc 

dovnGeica ppv Boace waida Fé, and the boldness of P. 1, 73: 
Tupoar@y adadaroc .. . idwv, is exemplary. Cf, N. 3, 60. 

The genitive in the predicate is common. So after elvat 

' Berek, G. L. G.I. p.57. Possession: ody ’Ayapeuvovia pux¢ (P. 11, 
20), Neordpevoy Eppa (P. 6, 32), dvOe’ "Agpodiowa (N. 7,53). Time: éomt- 
prog préyer (N. 6, 43), weArrovrar ivyiywor (P. 3, 78), Eorepiare aorwaig (P. 
3, 19), ébapepiay odd: pera vixrac (N. 6, 7), wepmratoy yeyernpévoy (0. 6, 
53). The Hebrew says “the son of five days.” Place: évadiay Bapev 
(P. 4, 39), éareyouvidtoy Bpégog (P. 9, 67). 

* For an application of this in criticism, see P. 4, 206. 
* It is almost incredible that scholars should have been found to com- 

bine dépuoue aBpéraroc = dopove aBpovc (P. 11, 34). 
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(0.9, 57; P. 3,60). gureveoBar has the privilege of yiyvecOa 
(P. 4, 256), xexAnoBae is an extension of elva (P. 3,67). On 
the genitive with repu@ber, see O. 8, 43, and consult further the 
note on O. 4, 10. 

The comparative genitive, which is an ablative, allows the 
well-known brachylogy, hardly felt in English. ’Odvpmiac 
Comparatio “ywva péprepoy (0.1, 7) =(rov) ‘Odupriag (aya- 

compendiaria. oc) dyava géprepov, where I have not thought 
it worthy of a note. A remarkable comparative is zpiv with 
the gen., piv épac (P. 4, 43), where it is quasi-prepositional, 

Of the verbs of hitting and touching the most remarkable 
deviations are in the direction of the dative, for which see 

Unusual p. xciv. An unusual construction is tjuvoy apye 

Constructions. (N. 3, 10), where we should expect the genitive. 
The apyf is the buvoc, dpye is apxopuevn tuver or avaaddov. 

The common uses of the genitive, whether referred to the 
genitive proper or the ablative genitive, or left to hover be- 
tween the two, need not detain us. So the genitive after 
verbs of desire (P. 2, 27; 3, 20), under which class dpovecy (P. 
10, 61) and dpyay, after Christ’s conjecture (P. 6, 50), the gen. 
of remembering (P. 9, 95) and forgetting (O. 8,72; P. 4,41), 
of hearing (P. 1, 2; 4, 135), of the part by which such as 
xetpdc (P. 9, 132), abxévwy (N. 1, 44)—with strong ablative 
leaning —the gen. of price (O. 12, 12; P. 1, 39), of cause 
(O. 7, 6), of time within which (O. 6, 61; P. 4, 40). 

The genitive as a whence-case is used with somewhat more 
freedom than in prose. Outside of the verbs of separation 

Giesins the boldest is O. 1, 58: xepadde Badeiv, and 
whenee-case. the interpretation there is doubtful. See also 

note on O. 4,10. For all local uses Pindar greatly prefers 
the preposition, which he employs with peculiar clearness 
and force. Avw with the gen. is perfectly legitimate (O. 2, 
57; P. 3, 50; 11, 34), but he has é twice (O. 4,19; I. 7 

[8], 5). 
The genitive absolute will be taken up under the participle, 

but it may be said here that Pindar seems to go somewhat 
beyond the Homeric limits. 
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The dative case in Pindar shows the three elements—the 
dative proper, or personal dative (Latin dative), the local da- 

tive, and the instrumental, or, better, comitative. 

The personal dative is a locative plus sensibility ; 
the locative is limited in its range; the comitative has a per- 
sonal as well as a local character, and this is brought out 

especially when it is reinforced by ovr. 

The personal dative is used in Pindar with poetic freedom, 
but the differences from Homeric use and from prose use are 
Personal 0t startling for the most part. The differences are 
Dative. differences of degree, not of kind, and it is unneces- 
sary to go through the categories of the dative of possession 
(so-called), of profit and loss, freely combined with verbal 
nouns as well as with verbs, the ethic dative. It may, how- 
ever, be worth while to say that there is no double dative in 
the sense of whole and part as in the acc. (oxjjpa «ad’ ddov 
kat pépoc). In Pindar, as in Homer, the dative of the whole 
depends on the complex with the second dative. So O. 2,16: 
&ipovpay marpiay apical Kopioov KTM yéveEL, opioi depends 
on the whole group, dpovpay rarpiav Képucov Aor~ yéver, 
The dative of reference (O. 2,93: gwvaevra avveroiotv), the 
dative of the participle (O. 8, 60: eidéri, “to one that knows”), 
(P. 10,67: wetpwvrs, “to one that tests”), which is the beginning 
of a dat. absol. that did not ripen, the dative with verbals in -rd¢ 

all belong to the common apparatus of the language. The 
so-called dative of the agent, however, is really a dative of 
personal interest. The agency is only an inference. The 
prose construction is generally with the perf. or equivalent 
aor. (cf. P. 1, 73: apy@ Sapacbérvrec). On the construction 
with the present, see O. 8,30; 12,3. The Homeric construc- 
tion of déyouae with dat. is used in Pindar also. The giver is 
interested as well as the receiver. See notes on O. 13, 29 
and P, 4, 21. 

The conception often seems to be in suspense between the 
personal dative and the local. The dat. of inclination is a 
personal dative. So the dat. with «diveoOa, N. 4, 15: ryde 
péAec KABeic, but in O. 1, 92: ’AAgeod mépw KAeica, it would 

Dative. 
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seem to be rather instrumental, as in P. 10, 51: tpewor x@ovi. 
In O. 6, 58: "AAgep xaraBac péooy, it is better to personify. 

An unusual extension of the personal dative is seen in verbs 
of touching, which in Pindar are construed as verbs of ap- 
proach, though the other construction with the gen. is also 
known to him. wWavw has the dat., P. 9, 130; the normal 
gen., O. 6, 35; N. 5, 42; a&mrroua the dat., P. 10, 28; N. 8. 
36 (é.); I. 3 (4), 30; the gen., O. 3,43; P. 3,29; N. 8, 13. 
22; Ovyyavw the dat., P. 4,296; 9,42; gen., I. 1, 18. 

With some verbs which familiarly take the dative, Pindar 
occasionally uses a preposition to make the image more vivid. 
So especially év with the favorite uiyvuju, O.1,90; P. 4, 251; 
I. 2, 29. 

The adjectives that vary between gen. and dat. vary accord- 
ing to the predominance of the fixed element or floating ele- 
ment (“his like,” “like him”), N. 5, 8. pidoc as a subst. 
takes gen., as an adj., the dat., N. 4,22; 11,5. There is a 
certain caprice in these matters that it is not profitable to 
pursue. In O. 3, 30: OpOwoig Eypaev iepdy, the dat. gives 
an ugly but not unexampled Azatus which can be removed by 
substituting the gen. 

Of the adverbs, évéov, which regularly takes the gen. (as O. 
2,93; 7,62; P. 11, 64), takes the dat. (N. 3, 52; 7, 44). 
&yye with dat. (N. 6, 11) is figurative, but ayyov (N. 9, 40) is 
local. The government of a dative by such a word as cowww- 
viay (P. 1, 98) is an extension not to be wondered at in post- 
Homeric Greek, though not very common in the standard 
language. 

The comitative, or, as it is more usually called, the instru- 
mental dative, is common enough in Pindar, as O. 1, 49: 
Cieabitetive paxaipg rapoyv, but he often uses the more per- 

Gaetremental) sonal oby, as ovv tvreot (P. 12, 21), the more 
concrete éy, as év yepai (P. 2,8). As the verbal 

noun has much of the verbal motion in Pindar, we are pre- 
pared for such extensions as I. 2, 13: ‘IoOpuiav trmow vixav. 
Instrument, manner, cause, run into one another. They are 
all common in Pindar, and need not be cited, The causal 
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dative construction, however, it may be noted, is not so com- 

mon in Homer. Whether the dative as the measure of dif- 
ference is instrumental or local is open to discussion. The 
local conception has simplicity in its favor. We can say éa- 
pépey év, we can say tv Bagdyy. So wadg xparéwy (O. 8, 20) 
is “wherein” rather than “ whereby,” though local and in- 
strumental are not far apart. The descriptive dative, or dat. 
of manner, aAabe? vow (O. 2, 101), éXevOépa gpevi (P. 2, 57), 
aobeve? xpwri (P. 1, 55), is common, and there are a few dative 

adverbs varying with prepositional combination. rvyg is less 
common than ovy rixg, dixg than avy dicg, avayeg than ov 
avayKg. 

From the local dative must be separated the locative proper, 
such as ‘IoOpuot and [v60i. Whatever rights the local dative 

Local may have, Pindar does not exercise them freely. 
Dative. When the simple dative is followed by éy with the 

dat., as P. 5,70: Aaxedaipon | év”Apyet re, we have every rea- 
son to suppose that the év was forefelt just as the ob may be 
forefelt when ovre follows. Some examples may be construed 
personally, as P. 3, 4: Bacoao(y) dpyev MaXéov, or instru- 
mentally, as O. 6, 31: pve dé rapeviay ddiva KédArote. 

Nor is the temporal dative very common. pdr by itself 
is not temporal, but comitative or instrumental. It means,as in 
Temporal prose, “at last,” e. g. O. 10 [11], 93; P. 4, 258. 
Dative. For the active side see N.1, 46. Yet xpdérw has a 

temporal sense with an adjective, as P. 4,55: xpdrw | torépw, 
though we find P. 10, 17: torépacow | év dpéparcc. So O. 1, 
43: devrépw xpdvy, O. 2,41: arAAw xpdvy. In apépacory (P. 
1, 22) the év of év dppvaracy is forefelt. veri occurs only in 
O.1, 2. The dative of time of sacred festivals and games is 
claimed by some for O. 5, 5; N. 2, 24, but even these are 
doubtful. The explanation of Pindar’s limited use of the 
dat. of place and time is to be sought in his liking for the 
preposition, which in his hands is potent. 

The suffix -Oev is freely used by Pindar, and some- 
times takes the place of the ablative genitive, dvev 

aéOev (N. 7, 2), rap céOev (P. 1, 88), ée oéOer (I. 3 [4], 5), and 
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so of the possessive, of0ev dra (N. 3, 5), céOev waidac (I. 1, 
55), not that the whence force is lost. The local -de is little 
used. We find it in otxade, Mv@dvade, Tpoiavee. 

The limits of this outline make it impossible to go into the 
details of the use of the prepositions in Pindar.’ A few illus- 
Preposi- trations must serve to show the plastic power he 
tions. puts forth. The local signification is seldom ef- 

faced; we feel the motion in space, the rest in space, every- 
where. é yévoc—the MSS. have é¢ yeveac—(N. 4, 68) is not 
simply yéve, there is an element of purpose moving to an 

and. end. In 0.6,12: riv & ulvoc Erotpoc dy év dixg | amo 
yAwaooac "Adpacroc parry Oixdeidary mor’ é¢ "Apded- 

pnov | ¢0éyéaro, each preposition is used in its full force. The 
word moves roundly off the tongue, the praise is not simply 
about Amphiaraos, but goes out towards the lost orpariae 
6p0adpdc. Compare the festal picture, O. 7,1: dpvede amo 
xepoc Swphoera. Another passage where the amd of time is 
also the awé of space is P. 5,114: mworavdg amd parpoc pidac, 

“a winged soul from his mother’s lap,” “from the time he 
’ left his mother’s lap.” é is to év as ao is to émi, 
é. ait wits > 6 igi oe ahs 

and while avo and é& occur in similar combination, 

é£ largely outnumbers ard. In N. 5, 7: é& d€ Kpdvov fjpwac 
gurevOévrac Kai ard Nypnidwy, it would be unwise to insist on 

the difference, but a76 Oeov would not satisfy us for é« Oeov in 
O. 11 (10), 10: && Beco 8 avip copaic avOet rparidecow., é 
in the sense of “ outside of,” “ beyond,” “above,” occurs once 

wy O. 6, 25. Pindar’s favorite preposition is év. 
Every one who has watched the behavior of év in 

composition, where the original force best shows itself, is ac- 
quainted with its realistic touch. Compare, for instance, even 
in prose, arodeixvupu, érideixvypu, and évdeixvupe. Pindar uses 
it adverbially. So O. 13, 22 and O. 7, 5. He uses it occa- 
sionally in Aiolic odes for ei¢ with the acc., P. 2,11. 86; 5, 

38; N. 7, 31. Especially noteworthy is what is called the 
instrumental use of év, a use which is especially familiar to us 

1 Bossier, De praepositionum usu apud Pindarum, Darmstadt, 1862. 
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from the Greek of the New Testament, although there it is 
the result of Semitic influences.. Everywhere in this so-called 
instrumental év we can trace the local év, the seat of the mani- 
festation, the abode of the power. In many of the examples 
English itself would tolerate the local “in” as well as the 
instrumental “ with.” We ean understand N. 11, 28: avénea- 

pevog Kopay Ev roppupée Epveory, as well as I. 1, 28: avdnoa- 
pevoe Epvect xairac. So N.1, 52: év yepi revdoowy pacyavoy, 
P. 2,8: ayavaiow év xepoi rourdaviove éddpacce twAove, Which 
brings before us the image of the reins in the hands of the 
tamer. 0.5, 19: ariwy év aidoic is a perfectly comprehen- 
sible combination to any one who considers the nature of that 
wind-instrument. The combination of év with vou gives the 
limits, the environment (P. 1, 62; N. 10, 28; I. 2, 38). é 
éixg is not a stranger to prose. The proleptic use of éy with 
the dat., instead of cic with the acc., is common everywhere 

with 7<@évac, and common in Pindar, who, however, extends it. 

The anticipation of the result has the same effect of resist- 
lessness that thrusts the local da with the acc. out of prose 
in favor of da with the gen. In some of the Pindaric pas- 
sages év has been made adverbial, or, in other words, tmesis 
has been assumed, but the image often loses by it. There 
can be no tmesis in O. 7,69: Adywy xopupai | év adabeig reroi- 
oa = adabkic yevopeva. 

avy is an intensely personal preposition. In standard prose 
its use is limited to consecrated phrases of religion (ovv Oe) 

and business. The comparatively frequent use of it 
in Xenophon and in later Greek has made scholars 

regardless of its infrequency in model prose. Thukydides 
does not use it often, Isokrates never. Pindar, as a poet, 
has ovy very often, pera with the gen. very rarely. The use 
of avy where we should have expected the simple dative has 
already been touched. It serves to personify, to make the 
tool an accomplice. To bring this to our consciousness we 
sometimes do well to translate “‘ with the help of,” as “ with” 
by itself has become faint to us. P.12,21: ddpa ovy Evrect 
ppnoar’ tpixraysray yor, N. 9, 48: veoBadijc & avéera | 

5 
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paOaxg vixagopia avy aodg. The avy of time is not infre- 
quent, P. 11, 10: xeAadjaer’ axpg adv éorépg, P. 8, 7: xawpo 
avy arpexet, but it is well to remember that the Greek con- 
siders time as an attendant (cf. 6 ypdévoc praxpdc ovvwy) and 
not as a medium merely. 

With da in a local sense, the genitive is more common, as 
it is the exclusive use in prose. With the genitive the pas- 

sig.  %28¢ is already made, or as good as made. With 
the accusative da is ‘along’ as well as ‘through’ 

(comp. ava and xara), but it is not safe to insist. He who 

says mérerar & éri re yOdva Kai da Oadraaooac (N. 6, 55), says 

also éxi yxOdva kai dia rovrov BéBaxey (I. 3, 59). In a trans- 
ferred sense, d:4 with the acc. is “ owing to,” never “ by means 
of.” So N. 7, 21: da roy ddvern “Opunpor, is “thanks to,” 
“because of ;” so dia daipovac (I. 4, 11). 

irép in Pindar witb the gen. is “above,” both literally and 
metaphorically ; once “beyond” (N. 3, 21), where ixép with 

éméo. 20% would be more common. He who stands over 
stands to protect, hence irép is “in behalf of;” only 

once “by reason of” (I. 5 [6], 29); with the ace. it is “be- 
yond” (O. 1, 28); “above” (P. 2, 80). 

xara occurs only once with the gen., O. 2,65: xara yde. 
With the acc. the perpendicular motion is transformed into 

horizontal motion, “along,” and then, to extent, po- 
sition. «ar okey (P. 1, 72), is “at home,” car 

“Odvpror (N. 10, 17), of the abode of Hebe, car’ axpay (O. 7, 
36), of the head of the Olympian, the stage of Athena’s first 
appearance. The transferred meaning of xara, “ according 
to,” “in accordance with,” needs no illustration. «xara, “ after 
the likeness of,” is found in P. 2, 67: cara ®oinecay éuroday. 
In P. 4, 125, xara xdéoe, x. is “ following hard.” 

avé. ava, which has little scope in prose, has in P. the 
poetical use with the dat. (O. 1,41; 8, 51, etc.), and 

is as horizontal as cara with the ace. (P. 2, 60, etc.). 
buat. augi, another preposition for which prose has 

little use, is frequent in Pindar. It is an adverb, 
O.1, 50 (though the passage is disputed); P.4,81. On P.8, 
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85, see note. As a preposition it has all the oblique cases, 
most frequently the dat. The “ both-sidedness” of augi may 
be inside, or, more commonly, outside the dat., audi zodi, 

“about the foot” (P. 4, 96), augi-xdpace, “about the hair” 
(O. 13, 39). In this outside use agi is sometines weakened 
as the English “about” is weakened. So apgi xpovvoic, “ at 
the fountain” (O. 13, 63), aug’ avdpiarre oyeddv, “hard by 
the statue” (P. 5,41). In audi roxedouw (P. 6, 42), where we 
should use in prose 7epi roxéac, encompassing affection may 
come in. The parents are guarded on the right hand and 
on the left. Then dui with the dat. is used of the prize, like 
mepi with dat., aud’ apyupidecor (O. 9, 97), and thence trans- 
ferred to other relations. For the inside use comp. P. 1, 12, 
where apgi copig is “ with the environment of art,” and P. 8, 
34: éug roravoy aygi payarg. So in 0.13, 37: adip ap’ 
évi, it is the sun that compasses, where api is felt almost as 
an adverb. aydé is also found with gen. and acc. The most 
noteworthy use is O. 10 (11), 85, where rov éyxwpuoy apy¢i 
tporoy seems to make the tune the centre of the song. In 
adi karov (P. 5, 24) and aygi ravayupe (O. 9, 103) the xa- 
moc and the ravayvpic are measured from within. 

As aygi is comparatively common in Pindar, so epi is com- 
paratively rare. In mepi deipare (P. 5, 58) it is fear 
that surrounds. In zepi Ywyay (P. 4, 122) joy fills 

the heart from within. 
pera (used adverbially, P. 4, 64), besides the usual prose 

constructions (O. 1, 60 al.; P. 5, 11 al.), has the ace. (O. 1, 
pera, 66) and the dat. (O. 2, 32) in the sense of “amid,” 
wedd. and the acc. as “after” in the sense of “to get,” as 

0. 4, 21: pera orépavoy ivy. Noteworthy is pera with gen. 
in the general sense of “ among,” i. e. “as part of ” (péroxoc), 
P. 5,94. eda, which answers in meaning to pera, is construed 
with acc. weda péyay kaparov (P. 5,47), and in copoc red’ agpo- 
vwy (P. 8, 74) would be represented in prose by év with dat. 

éxi, the most difficult of the Greek prepositions, 
is used most frequently with the dative, when the 

superposition sense makes itself felt. So O.11 (10), 13: émi 
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orepary is not “on account of,” but “in addition to.” (See 
note on O. 9, 121.) 

mapa is limited in prose to persons and personified things, 
except in the acc. As P. uses apa freely, there is danger 

of feeling the personal sense too much. An old 
phrase is wap 7oddc (P. 3,60; 10,62). mapa is used 

freely with the dat. of place. See note on O. 1, 20. mapa 
with the acc. = propter, appears once in P., cecvay rapa diairay 
(O. 2,71). It is the first instance of this use, which does not 
become common until much later times. 

xpoc, not unfrequently in the form ori, once in the form 
xor (O. 7, 90), is a favorite preposition with persons and 

seems sometimes to personify slightly. Hence P. 
™pds. ‘ ? , ‘ of , 4,295: Oupor éxddobar mpdc Par xoddakte, we feel 

#Gav almost as a person, and the difference from the personal 
dative is not great. So zpdc¢ pe in prose is almost po. Even 
with designations of time, zpoc ao (P. 9, 27), mpoc ynpac 
(N. 9, 44), the coming of dawn, of old age, is felt as the ap- 
proach of an enemy. pdc with the dat. is seldom used. 

mpdc with the gen. of the agent is preferred to imo 
with the gen., which is the ordinary prose con- 

struction, and therefore colorless. Pindar tries to keep his 

iro fresh, and his iré with the gen. is still ‘‘ under,” still 
what we should call iéx, although the local meaning comes 
out more distinctly with the dative. See note on O. 6, 35. 
These are only specimens, but they are sufficient to show 
that in Pindar’s poetry the prepositions stand out with local 
vividness. 

The large use of the adjective instead of the genitive has 
already been remarked on, and needs no further emphasis, 

Adjective, °XCePt so far as it seems to show that neither geni- 
Proleptic tive of place nor genitive of time is local. The 
aa proleptic, or predicative, use of the adjective is com- 

mon, and must be watched. See p. xc. 
In the use of the demonstratives Pindar differs from the 

tragic poets in his comparatively scant employment of dée, 
which is pre-eminently dramatic. 

, 

oré. 
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Lyric poetry makes little use of the article proper. This 
is best shown by a comparison. of chorus and dialogue in the 

drama. In Pindar the old demonstrative sense is 
still conspicuous, the article can still represent and 

does represent freely an independent demonstrative pronoun ; 
it can be used as a relative. In combination with the sub- 
stantive it has the familiar anaphoric use, the emphatic refer- 
ence to that which is known, the use in vision, like éde. In 
the dactylo-epitrite poems, in which the article is generally 
less freely employed, the article seems to serve to bind the 
qualifier to the far-distant substantive, as in the noted pas- 
sage, O.12,5: ai ye pév avdpwv | 7oAN divw, ra 3 ad Karw Wevdq 
perapwven Tapvooa Kvdivoorvr éXwidec. That this occurs 
only in the dactylo-epitrites* is not surprising. It is only in 
the dactylo-epitrites that the movement is deliberate enough 
to allow the separation. In the tumult of the logaoedic the 
nexus would be lost. The ordinary use of the article is also 
found in Pindar, but it would take very little stress to revive 
the demonstrative meaning. The extensions of the article 
that are most noteworthy, in comparison with Homer, are the 
combination with the adjective ra reorva (O. 9, 30), that with 
the participle 6 2) cvmeic (N. 4, 31), and especially that with 
the inf., always, except in the disputed passage, O. 2, 107, in 
the nom. The full development of the articular inf. was re- 
served for prose. 

The free position of the relative and its equivalent article 
belongs under another head. Especially worthy of 
note is the use of the relative in transitions.” 

The voices present few peculiarities in Pindar, and it is 
hardly worth while to notice the so-called intransitive use of 

transitive verbs, as any verb can be used intransi- 
tively in any sphere of the language. The shifting 

use of dpérecy and dpérecOa, of xricac and xrisaoba, may be 
easily explained on general principles. The middle is no more 

Article. 

Relative. 

Voice 

1 Sram, De articuli apud Pindarum usu, Breslau, 1868, p. 34. 
* See Index of Subjects under Relative. 
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causative than the active, and it is a mistake to apply the 
causative formula as the key wherever the conception seems 
remote to us. Difficult is BadeO adcxiay (P. 1, 74), and the 
causative explanation may be the true one there, though Bade- 
70a: as a nautical term may have been extended. The middle 
has more color, more feeling, than the active, and we might be 
tempted to see in Pindar’s use of eipetv, where we might ex- 
pect eipécba (P. 2, 64), a certain aristocratic contempt of ef- 
fect, but we find the fut. middle of xeAada (O. 10 [11], 79) 
and of yaptw (I. 1, 30) where it is worth while to notice the 
analogy of gooua, Bofooa, and the rest.’ In davadhoavrec 
kopac (P. 10, 40), xouac takes the place of the reflexive pro- 
noun as corpus does in Latin, and so does xairay in éorega- 
vwoe xairay (O. 14, 24). On the passive use of caracydpevoc, 
see P. 1,10. Pindar has no future passive apart from the 
future middle (see note on O. 8, 45: dpéerat). 

As to the present indicative in Pindar, chiefly worthy of note 
is the absence of the so-called historical present. Brugmann 
Present has recently vindicated the proethnic rights of the 
Tense. historical present on the just ground of the time- 

lessness of the present. It is therefore not a little remarkable 
that Pindar uses it as little as Homer uses it. To them the 
historical present must have been either too vulgar or too hur- 
ried. vicera: (O. 3, 34) isa true present, and so is décovra: (P. 
5,86). The oracular use of the praesens propheticum is put in 
the mouth of Apollo, O. 8, 40: adéoxerat, of Medeia, P. 4, 49: 
tkavicravrat. 

The conative force of the present participle is conspicuous, 
so that it may stand, as in prose, where we might expect the 
fut., though some would read xopigwy (P. 4, 106) and xopi- 
Eovrac (O. 13,15). But all Pindar’s uses of the present par- 
ticiple can be paralleled in good prose. The present inf. in 
Imperfect ratio obliqua to represent the imperfect after a 

and Aorist. pres. tense occurs in O. 7, 55, a usage very common 
in Herodotos. A special study has been consecrated to the 

1 See the list in Rurnerrorp’s New Phrynichus, p. 383. 
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use of the imperfect and aorist in Pindar,’ and it has been 
shown that the aorist, preponderating as it does in lyric 
narrative, is used, as a rule, with more frequency in the logaoe- 
dic poems than in the dactylo-epitrite. An interchange of 
tenses is not to be conceded. Xeirs is not equivalent to zdere, 
but means “had to leave” (O. 6, 45), rixre, ‘she was a moth- 

er” (0. 6,85). The negatived aor. of a negative notion has 
for its pendant a positive imperfect in P. 3, 27: od Ehabe 
oxoréy .. . duev vaov Baoedc. The conative imperfect is 

Panhellenic. The perfect has originally nothing to 
do with completed action as such. Completed ac- 

tion is only the result of intense action. The perfects of the 
senses, such as dédopxe (O. 1, 94), of emotion, yéyabe (N. 3, 
33), like the perfects of sound, xéxpaya, xék\ayya, rérpvya, are 
not perfects in the ordinary sense. The perfect of the result 
of action requires no notice. The pluperfect, the perfect 
of the past, is of rare occurrence in Pindar (0: 6, 54) as in 
Aischylos. The picturesque Homeric use is not found. The 

aorist abounds in sharp summaries, and is used with 
full consciousness. The gnomic aorist, either as the 

aorist of the typical action, or as the aorist of experience (em- 
piric aorist), with a negative as ov rw rice evpev (O. 12, 8), or 
with zoré as ebval raparporor EBador wore (P. 2, 35), has many 
examples in Pindar. In combination with the universal pres- 
ent it sometimes produces the effect of sharp, incisive action 
(see note on P. 2, 90); but we must not overstrain the point. 

The future has many marks of a modal origin. It is not 
simply predictive. Like the English periphrastic “shall” and 

“will,” it was originally something more than the 
foretelling of what was to come. Traces of this 

modal future are found here and there in P. épéw, “I must 
needs tell” (O. 8, 57). So cwpdcopa (P. 9, 96). 

The tenses of the moods—durative (present) and complexive 
Tenses of (aoristic)—are used in conformity with the general 

Moods. principles of the language. When a verb of think- 

Perfect. 

Aorist. 

Future. 

? American Journal of Philology, IV. pp. 158-165. 
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ing becomes a verb of wishing or willing, there is no difficulty 
about the use of the aorist as a future (see note on P. 1, 44), 
but the fut. often lies too near, as P. 4, 243, where mpaéacOae 

must give way to mpaéeo8a on account of the negative. 
The indicative mood requires little comment. In one place 

the future takes av, N. 7, 68: pradwy O€ me av épei, where 
avepet is possible. The large use of the indic. in 
the conditional sentence is especially characteristic 

of Pindar’s love of the concrete.’ 
The pure subjunctive in prose, whether in dependent or 

in independent clauses, is always imperative in its character, 
whether we call it adhortative, interrogative, or 

final. The subjunctive question expects an im- 
perative answer. Examples of familiar constructions are P. 1, 

Indicative. 

Subjunctive. 

60: dy’ exer’ éketpwpev tyuvor, I. 7 (8), 6: pr év dppavig- 

réowpev orepavwy | pyre Kddea Oepareve, O. 5,24: pu) parevon 
Bede yevéoOa. On the short-vowel subj., see O.1,7. In O. 2, 
2: xehadjoouev may be either fut. or subj. The Homeric use 
of the subjunctive in which the imperative tone is lowered to 
simple prediction (comp. the toning-down of “ shall” and 
“will,” just referred to) is not found in Pindar. 

The opt. when standing free is regularly a wishing mood in 
Pindar, the wish passing easily, at times, into the semblance of 

a command. The opt. of wish usually dispenses 
with ei yap in P.—éi yap with opt. is found in P. 

1,46; N.7 (8), 98—and the present seems to occur more fre- 
quently than is usual in proportion to the aor. Pres. e. g. O. 
1,115; 4,12; 6,97 (2). 102; 8, 85. 88; 9,80; P. 1, 46. 56; 
10,17; 11,50. Aor.e. g.O. 8,29; 9,84; 13,25; P.1, 47; 
9,90. In one breath we have the opt., O. 13, 26: apOdrnroc 

yévow, in the next the imperative, evOuve (v.28). épare (O. 9, 
44), brooxamra rec (N. 5, 19), are to all intents imperatives, 
and so the optatives O. 3, 45 and P. 10, 21, where ein is 

commonly set down as potential opt., and equivalent to opt. 
with ay. Of this old potential use of the opt. there are only 

Optative. 

1 See American Journal of Philology, III. p. 438. 

— 

————————— 
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a few examples, and hardly one of these beyond cavil. The 
clearest is O. 11 (10), end: ovr’ aiOwy aden | ovr’ épiBpopo 
A€ovrec dtadAagauvro HOoc, where Hartung reads dcadddkaurr’ ay 
nOoc despite digamma, Schroeder, dadAdéavro (gnomic aor,). 

The imperative follows the rule. As every other idiomatic 
Greek author, Pindar has many examples of the weight of the 

present imperative—a string, P. 1, 86 foll.—of the 
= pregiire impact of the aor., see O. 1, 76 foll. Special uses 
have not been noted. 

Inseparably connected with the use of the moods is the 
use of the particles ay and xev." In Homer kev preponder- 

ates over dy: in Pindar ay has gained greatly on 
xev. In the Iliad xev stands to dv as 4 tol. In 

Pindar they nearly balance. In all Homer there is but one kev 
with inf., I]. 22, 11, and that used in a confused way, but one 
ay, Il. 9, 684, and that with direct reference to v.417. Pindar 
has no &y with the inf., but he uses cev three times with the 

inf., with pres. (P. 7,20), with aor. (P. 3, 111), with fut. (O. 1, 
110). Pindar has Homer’s leaning to &y with the negative, 
but he does not use it in the formulated conditional sentence, 
although it has effected a lodgment in the generic relative and 
in the temporal sentence, from which in Attic it was destined 
to shut out the old constructions with the pure subjunctive. 

A short space must suffice for the behavior of the moods 
in compound sentences. The structure of the sentence is very 
much simplified by the large use of the participle and the 
freedom of the infinitive. Pindar has much less variety than 
Homer, and in syntax, as in other matters, shows a certain 

daintiness of selection. 
The Homeric form of oratio obligua is also the Pindaric. 

The reigning form is the infinitive. So with Aéyorrs, O. 2, 31; 
Oratio 9, 533; gavri,O.7, 54; P. 4, 88; oa, 0. 6,49; garo, 

obliqua. P. 4,33; evyovro, 0.6, 54; pbeyEoua, O.1,36. Even 
with etre (against the rule), 0.7,62. (Cf.J. Mart. Ap. I. 12,32.) 

ay and Kev. 

' For particulars see American Journal of Philology, III. pp. 446-456 ; 
B. Breyer, Analecta Pindarica, p. 12 foll. 

5* 
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The ind. with we (N. 1, 35) or dre (O. 1, 48) is occasionally 
used. Notice the prolepsis in O. 14, 22: viow eimnc Gre... 
Fou... eorepavwoe xairav. 

Homer does not use the opt. after a past tense to represent 
the indicative, except after an interrogative.’ So in Pindar 
the indicative after an interrogative may remain as P. 4, 63; 
N. 1, 61; 3, 25, or be changed into the opt. as P. 9, 126, where 
one would be tempted to turn the fut. opt. into the fut. indic. 
were it not for O. 6, 49, where the relative, being confounded 
with the interrogative, takes the opt. 

In the causal sentence we find dr, O. 1, 60; 3,39; 8, 33; 
10 (11), 35; P. 2, 31.73 al.; de, O. 13, 45; N. 6, 34, but 
Causal Chiefly érei, O. 2, 108; 3, 6; 4,12; 6,27; 7, 61. 

Sentences. 90 a], The mood is the indicative or an equivalent 
opt. and ay (O. 13, 45). 

The chief final particle is d¢pa, a particle that was already 
obsolescent. Selected by Pindar doubtless for its antique 

Final sound, it. was soon to disappear from classical poet- 
Sentences. ry. That he had no feeling for its original signifi- 
cation is shown by the fact that he never employs it in its 
temporal sense.” é¢pa occurs eleven times, w¢ three times, 
we ay once, drwe once, wh four times, tva, “in order that,” 
never. For we av see O. 7, 42; drwe (N. 3, 62) has been 
needlessly attacked. The sequence is regular, principal tenses 
being followed by the subj., historical tenses by the opt.— 
a rule fixed by Homer. The two exceptions are easily ex- 
plained. P. 4,92: ogpa .. . Eparat is good for all time, O. 7, 
13: xaréBay is an aorist used as a perfect, the perfect form 
being regularly used as a present.” 

Remarkable for its narrow range and its sharpness is Pin- 
Conditional Gar’s treatment of the conditional sentence. The 

Sentences. most striking feature is the predominance of the 

? American Journal of Philology, IV. p. 419. 

2 See Weser, Entwickelungsgeschichte der Absichtssatze, p. 72; Amer- 
ican Journal of Philology, IV. p. 431. 

5 American Journal of Philology, IV. p. 429 (note). 
“ For details see American Journal of Philology, III. pp. 434-445. 
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logical hypothesis, the indicative in protasis, the indicative or 
equivalent in apodosis. This form outnumbers far all the 
others put together. It is largely a mere formal condition. 
It is based on what the poet knows or sees. Sometimes it 
is generic (see O. 11 [10], 4), but it almost always has in view 
a particular illustration of the principle involved. 

The generic condition proper is put in the old form of 
this hypothesis, ei with the subj., chiefly, perhaps exclusively 
the aorist subj., for in I. 4 (5), 12: «i daxovey, almost forces 
itself on the reader. Pindar knows nothing of ¢i xe, ijy, ei av. 

Pindar’s few ideal conditions («i with opt.) occur in 
dreamy, wistful passages, which seem to show that the opta- 
tive is, after all, not illnamed. Sometimes we can feel the 
growth out of the wish (O. 1, 108; P. 3, 110), sometimes 
formal wish is followed by an apodosis (P. 1, 46). Still few- 
er are the unreal conditions, conditions against fact, and in 
these we hear the hopeless wish (P. 3, 63.73). We are evi- 
dently in a different world from Homer’s, we are lapsing into 
formulae.’ 

The relative sentence follows the lines of the first two classes 
of the condition, except that it admits xey and ay in generic 
Relative sentences with the subj. «ev, N. 4, 7 (acc. to the 

Sentences. Schol.), dv, P.1,100; 5, 65; 10, 23; N.4,91; pure 
subj., O. 3,11; 6,75; 8,11; N. 3,71; 9, 44; L 1, 50; 6 (7), 
18. The Homeric xev with subj. of a more exact future oc- 
curs in the most epic of all the odes, P. 4,51. Opt. with ay 
occurs in P. 9,129: d¢ av Wavoee, for which see the passage. 

It is in the temporal sentence that the need of expressing 
generic and particular action, prior and subsequent action, is 
Temporal felt most distinctly. The original generic here too 
Sentences. was the pure subj. which Pindar retains here and 
there in the fragments. But ay with the temporal particles 
has already formed a stable compound for the expression of 
indefinite and future relations. O. 2, 23; 6,67; 10 (11), 
100; P.1, 4; 2,11; 3,106; 5,2; 8,8. 96. This & with 

1 For examples see Index of Subjects, s. v. Condition. 
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subj. is retained after a past tense, O. 13, 80; N. 1,67; there 
is no frequentative opt., no opt. representing ay w. subj. in 
Pindar. 

Of course the indicative is used of particular occasions. 
Noteworthy is the use of érére with the indic. (see note on 
P. 3,91). The fulness of the form gives it the effect of the 
exact jvixa. 

Of the temporal particles of limit Pindar uses de = twe 
once, O. 10 (11), 56, piv with the aor. inf., according to the 
norm, in the sense of “before,” as P. 2, 92; 3, 9; 9, 122; 
N. 7, 73; 8,51; 9, 26, xpiv with the indic., also according to 
the norm, in the sense of “ until,” O. 9,57; 13, 65, with neg., 
N. 4, 28. 

The infinitive plays a large part in Pindar. It has been suf- 
ficiently deadened to admit the article (post-Homeric).? Most 

of the examples are in the aorist, O. 2, 56.107; 8, 
. 59.60; 9,40; P.1,99; N. 8,44. The present oc- 

curs in O. 9, 41; P. 2, 56; N. 5, 18. These are all nom- 
inatives except the disputed O. 2, 107, and all retain the 
demonstrative force of the article. The language has not 
yet allowed itself to violate the sense of form by using a 
preposition with what had been so long felt as a dative. 
And this dative foree—for the infinitive seems to be the 
dative of a verbal noun—accounts for all that is peculiar in 
the use of the Pindaric infinitive. Whether we call it epexe- 
getic, whether we call it final, we are still in the sphere of the 
dative. It is hardly needful to cite ayaOov papvacba (O. 6, 
17), copdc xopvocéuev (P. 8, 74), or even etpnoeric avayeirOat 
(O. 9, 86), and éxipavéorepov rvécba (P. 7,7). What the 

later language has retained only here and there in phrases, 
Pindar uses as of right, dace . . . xpieoBar (P. 4, 222), wéprev 
avadeioba (I. 2,16). The inf. is consecutive enough, and sel- 
dom takes dove, but four times in all, once O. 9, 80. The 

Infinitive. 

1 American Journal of Philology, II. pp. 467-469. 
2 American Journal of Philology, III. p. 192 foll. Transactions Amer. 

Philol. Assoc., 1878, p. 11 (for the position). 
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consecutive notion proper (dere with indic.) is not suited to 
epic and lyric, in which the final abounds. Of course the 
infinitive had long been so far deorganized as to serve as a 
representative of the indic. in oratio obliqua, and in this re- 
spect Pindar presents no peculiarities, except that he some- 
times holds the aorist inf. to its timelessness. See above, p. civ. 

The infinitive is closely akin to the opt., and it is not sur- 
prising that it should be used as such. P. 1, 67: Zed réder’, 
aici duaxpivery Aoyor avOpmrwy (= ete daxpivor Adyoc). 

For the inf. as an imperative see O. 13, 114, where some 
read xovpowi p’ éxvedoar rociv, and give the inf. an optative 
use. 

After a long discourse, in which participles had been used 
very freely, Sokrates says in Plato’s Phaidros, 238 D: ra viv 

yap ovkére roppw diOuvpduBwry pOéyyouat, and it is 
natural that the lyric poet should make large use 

of the participle, which enables him to concentrate his narra- 
tive on the main points, while preserving the color of the 
thought or the description. We are prone to analyze the 
participle, to call it temporal, conditional, adversative, whereas 
the participial form avoids and often defies the analysis. 
When the later rhetorician wanted logical clearness, he would 
none of the participle, and Dionysios of Halikarnassos makes 
a distinct point against Isaios' for multiplying the genitive 
absolute. In narrative the participle gives color, gives atmos: 
phere. Turn it into a finite verb and you have a catalogue, 
at best an outline, and not a picture. Notice the effect of O. 
1, 49-51, where each point of horror is accentuated, rayov... 

duedacavro kai gayov. When the poet finds that he has been 
too leisurely in his narrative, his haste is marked by the use 
of finite verbs. So at the close of the story of the Argonantic 
expedition, after recounting the adventure with the fire-breath- 
ing oxen, in which descriptive participles play a conspicuous 
part (P. 4, 224-937), Pindar, as if feeling that his time was 
short, has not a participle to throw away on the adventure of 

Participles. 

1 judicium de Isaeo, 598 (R). Comp. Am. Journ. of Phil. LX. p. 142. 
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the dragon, and when he openly acknowledges (v. 247) that 
he must be brief, he touches off each stage in the subsequent 
action with a single finite aorist verb, and does not even allow 
a parenthetic imperfect. 

Instead, then, of the formal sentences of time, cause, adver- 
sative relation, condition, purpose, we often find the participle, 
although in many cases it is best not to analyze. The tem- 
poral relation is of course that which is rooted in the parti- 
Temporal ciple, and all the others come from that. Ordina- 

Participle. rily the aorist part. precedes in time the finite verb 
with which it is associated. O.1,71: é\Owv... arvev, O. 6, 
37: méoac xodov... oyxer iwv, 0.13, 86: avaBac.. . Era 
fev, P. 4,112: xd@doc ... Onxdpevonr . . . wéurov, v. 149: arov- 
pac... véueat, P. 9, 32: cepvov avrpov .. . mpodutwy Oupov 
. . » Oavpasoy, N. 1, 43: mewadro d€ mpwrov paxac . . . dowove 
- ++ pappac... dgiac. The tenses are often so combined 
that the durative tense of the participle accompanies and 
colors the leading verb in the aor. The effect of this is to 
hold the balance between the tenses. Any descriptive pas- 
sage will give examples." So O. 6, 46: é6péWavro . . . xadd- 
preva, V. 48: EXavywy ixero, P. 4, 95: ikero orevdwy, v. 135: 
éooupevor ... karéoray. The action is often coincident. O. 
10 (11), 53: €Onxe déprov Avow | ripaoace mopov "Addeod, I. 5 
(6), 51: elxév re gwrhjoac are partic avnp, P. 3, 35: &¢ kaxov 

tpépatc écapaocoard vv. So with the durative tenses, P. 4, 

271: xp) padaxay yépa zpooPaddovra rpwpay EdKeoc apguTo- 
Aeiv. The coincidence is sometimes disguised by the negative. 
So O. 8, 29: rovro zpacowy pi) Kapor (= Kaprepoin), O. 6, 36: 
ov0 Ehabe (=dGavepa ny) . . . KAérTOLwa. 

The participle is used after verbs of perception (intellectual 
and actual) as usual. O. 6, 8: torw... Exwy, I. 6 (7), 27: 

’ participle toTw ... avéwy,O. 14,16: iotoa rovde kopor... 
‘Perception. *o0pa [xBorra, P. 2,54: eldoy .. ."Apxidoxov .. . 

miacvopevoy, N.11,15: vara peuvacOw weproréhAwy 
péAn, O. 10 (11), 3: oeiAwy éxthedaba. Actual perception is 

1 See American Journal of Philology, IV. p. 165. 
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seldom put in the aor. part., usually in pres. or perf., P. 5, 
84: karvwieicav warpay .. ..idov, P. 10, 23: d¢ Gy... view 

én ruxdvra orepavwy, I. 7 (8), 36: vidv eiowdérw Oavdyr’ év 
jwOKE pw. 

Causal is an inference from temporal. So often with verbs 
of emotion. So P.1,13: arvGovra ... diovra, P. 4, 112: 

Causal delaavrec UBpv . . . wéwrov, v. 122: yaOnoev . .. yd- 
Participle. oy idwy, N. 3, 33: yéyaOe... rapwv. For a re- 
markable construction, where the participle is treated exactly 
as dre with a finite verb, see P. 7, 15. 

The adversative relation is expressed in Greek chiefly by 
the participle. The language is sometimes kind enough to 
Adversative give warning of this by cairep and dpwe, but often 

Participle. no notice is given, and failure to understand it is 
charged to stupidity. I. 7 (8), 5: kaérep ayvipevoc, N. 6,7: 
kairep ov« eiddrec, P. 4, 140: rpaxetay Eprévrwy mpoc Exyday 
dpwe, 0.1, 46: patpeva, N. 4, 85: xetvoc aud’ "Axépovre vace- 
rawy éuav | yAwooar ebpérw xedadgrwv. So P.1, 64: valovrec, 
P. 4,180: vacerdovrec. ; 

Pindar has a number of participles, which, if analyzed, 
would yield a conditional precipitate. This analysis is some- 
Conditional times forcibly suggested by xe. So O. 6,7: émexip- 

Participle. Gare — ci érexvpoete, O. 10 (11), 22: Ontacc—ei Onéece, 
P. 10, 29: iwy = ei tore, v. 62: rvyov = ei rvyac, N. 4, 98: 

aivéwy = ei aivoin, N. 9,34: tracrilwy = el ixhomiec. But 

it is often best to let analysis alone. Given, eiphoec Epevvav 
(O. 18, 113), and causal and conditional meet. The Attic 
would resolve: éav épevvge, etphoecc, not so Pindar. 

The fut. participle, as is well known, has a very limited 
range in Greek, being employed chiefly’ in the old modal 

Future sense of the future after verbs of motion, or as the 

Participle. representative of the indicative after verbs of per- 
ception and after #e—the last a comparatively late growth. 

1 éocopévac amounts to an adj. (O. 12, 8), like the Lat. fuéwrus. An 
extension of the use is seen in N. 5,1: tkwwioovra FepyaZecOat aydduara. 
I. 2,46: ove thuvioovrac abrode sipyacapuay. 
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After verbs of motion Pindar has the future participle, e. g. 
O. 6, 38: yer’ iwy parrevadpevoc, O. 5,19: Epxopat airhowy: 

but the present participle occurs so often with verbs of mo- 
tion that it is not worth while to change ayxopéZwy (P. 4, 
105) into ayxopi~wy. P. 2, 3: pépwv pédoc Epxopa, N. 5, 3: 
oreiye .. . CrayyéAdoa, N. 10, 16: abday EonOer.. . dépwr, 
v. 66: 7A0e. . . dwxwy, N. 11, 34: tGa...avaywy. There 
is of course a difference, as appears O. 5,19: Epxopuar Avdiog 
ariwy év addoic airhowr, but the two blend, as is seen O. 8, 49: 
dppa Oooy ravuev aroréurwy .. . Exoopuevoc. 

This is not the place to discuss the origin and development 
of the genitive absolute. The detachment must have been 
Genitive gradual, beginning probably with the gen. of the 
Absolute. time within which with the present and extending 
to the aorist, beginning.with the pure genitive and extending 
to the abl. genitive until it became phraseological and lost to 
consciousness. The last step is taken when the subject is 
omitted, a step not taken by Homer except Il. 18, 406 = Od. 
4,19. In Pindar it is rare. See note on P. 8, 43. 

In Pindar the gen. abs. is evidently not so free as it is in 
later times, and whenever there is easy dependence we must 
accept it. P. 3,25: éX@dvroc ebvaobn Lévou | Néxrporow am’ ’Ap- 
kadiac, P.11, 33: rupwOévrwy | Tpdwy duce dépove &Bpdraroc. 
See also note on P. 8, 85. In Homer the present part. is 
far more common than the aor.;* in Pindar, ace. to a 
recent count, aor. and pres. nearly balance. The relation is 
chiefly temporal; cause and condition come in incident- 
ally. Of time aor, P. 1, 80: dvdpdv capdrrwy, O. 3, 19: 

Bwpav aybévrwr,’ P. 4,69: mrevedvtwy Muvvar, P. 4, 292: 

* CassEN, Beobachtungen tiber den homerischen Sprachgebrauch, 
p. 180. 

7 N. 1,41: ofy@ecay rvdav. Fennell in his note admits the possibil- 
ity of the dragons having opened the gates, This would have been 
naturally oifavrec zidac. In Latin the first inference with the passive 

form of the abl. absol. is the identity of the agent with the subject of 
the sentence; in Greek with the passive form of the gen. absol. it is the 
last, and, to say the least, rare. 
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Agkavroc ovpov al., pres., O. 5, 23: vidv mapiorapévwy, P. 11,17: 
povevouevov marpéc. Of cause or condition, O. 3, 39: evimrwy 
dddvrwy Tuvdapiday, P. 10, 55: ‘Egupaiwy . . . xpoxeovrwy al. 

The participle differs from the infinitive, from the verbal 
noun in concreteness, and concreteness is one of the marks of 

Pindar’s style; so that it is not surprising to find 
him using the participle instead of the infinitive, 
instead of the abstract noun. We are so used to 

this in certain Latin authors that we overlook its rarity in 
Greek, and yet we are startled when we meet such a specimen 
as 0. 9, 111: dvev d€ Beov ceovyapévoy | ob oKxatdrepor ypnp’ 
txacrov, where the participle has a much more cogent effect 
than ceovyado@a. An analysis into éay ceovynuévoy 9 would 
weaken the sentence hopelessly. P. 11, 22: wérepév uy ip’ 
"Igvyéver én’ Eipimy | opaxGcioa ride warpac exvicev; P. 3,102: 
[’AxedAede] Wpoev mupi catdpevoc | ek Aavawy ydov. See note 
on 0.3, 6. In like manner interpret P. 2, 21: [éiova gavri 
ravra Bporoic | Néyery év wrepdevre rpoxg | mavTg Kudcvddpuevoy. 
Ixion does not preach; he gives an object lesson. 

The few examples of the participle in the predicate fall un- 
der the rule. They are either adjectives or are dissociated 
Participle in from the copulative verb." Comp. note on P. 6, 
Predicate. 98, and notice the parallelism, N. 9, 32: évré roc 

giderroi 7 airdOe Kai Kredvwy Exovrec Kpéccovac &vdpac. 
Many other points must be omitted for want of space, and 

the reader is referred to the commentary for further particu- 
lars. The large use of parataxis makes the Pindaric handling 
of the particles of especial interest to the grammarian, and 

we find exactness as in the use of re... re..., Te Kal, 

paired with bold variation as pév...re. It must suffice here, 
if the impression has been produced that in syntax, as in 
everything else, Pindar is sharp, cogent, effective. There is 
no “subjectivity ” about his pictures, and the syntax plays its 
part, too often overlooked, in producing the bold contour. 

Concrete 
use of 

Participle. 

2 See W. J. ALExanver in American Journal of Philology, IV. 291 foll., 
and my Justin Martyr, Apol. I. 3,4; 19, 5. 
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A complete Pindaric syntax would be at the same time a the- 
ory of Pindaric style. 

The order of words in Pindar is of prime importance to 
those who would study “composition” in the antique sense, 

Orderot but the effect of the sequence of sounds must be 

Words. eft to special studies. Noteworthy is Pindar’s 

fondness for alliteration in 8, +, «x, 7,4. Sigmatism, which his 

teacher, Lasos of Hermione, avoided so much that he actually 
composed a number of asigmatic poems, was not shunned by 
Pindar, as appears in P, 2, 80. Nor did he scrupulously avoid 
the recurrence of the same groups in successive syllables, 
P. 2, 80: drip Epxoc, O. 6, 16: cimev tv Of Barr, O. 4, 22: & 

reo, P. 1, 69: dynrhp avyp. Rhymes are not infrequent. 
Of course they are felt chiefly when rhythmical stress brings 
them out, P. 4,193: xpucéav yeipeoo KaBwy daddy, P. 4, 32: 
GAG yap vdcrov mpopacic yukepod, less where the rhyming 
words have different stress, as O. 9, 24: padepais émpdAEywv 
aowais. To the average reader, however, the position of words 
is chiefly of interest, so far as it gives emphasis to the leading 
elements, and in this respect the study of the rhythms aids 
very much in removing the difficulties that the beginner may 
find. In the equable measures of the dactylo-epitrites the 
separation of the words gives very little trouble. Our minds 
are attuned to the leisurely motion, and we can afford to wait. 
The stress- points of the verse signal to one another. No 
matter what the distance between beginning and end of a verse, 
they are never really far apart, and then again the meaning is 
often to be gathered from the edge of the ode in a manner 
of acrostic. The attention is often kept alive by suspense, 
the object being held back as if it were the answer to a riddle, 
and this very suspense serves to preserve the organic unity as 
well as to bind epode more closely to antistrophe. Some- 
times when the thought seems to have reached its legitimate 
end, a message follows, a momentous codicil to the poetic tes- 
tament, a condition, a restriction. Sometimes again a word is 

? Harpe, De verborum apud Pindarum conlocatione, Berlin, 1867, 
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held by the power of the rhythm until it penetrates the whole 
structure. Sometimes the poet strikes sharply two or three 
notes that convey to the student the movement of the whole, 
and O. 2 and P. 5 give up their secret to the skilled in song. 
All this is capable of demonstration, but it is a weariness to 
demonstrate what every one who attacks Pindar resolutely 
will soon find out for himself." Certain peculiarities of posi- 
tion,? such as hyperbaton and chiasm have been duly noticed 
in the commentary. The hyperbata are not over-common nor 
over-harsh. Chiasm is not unfrequently overlooked by the 
beginner ; it is the beautiful Greek method of giving a double 
stress to opposing pairs, a stress that we are prone to bring 
about by the mechanical expedient of hammering emphasis 
and dead pause. 

A word here as to the figure known as hypallage, for while 
hypallage is not the result of the order of words, it is the re- 

sult of the close knitting of words. By hypallage 
an attribute that belongs in logical strictness to one 

word of a complex is applied to another. Sometimes it makes 
so little difference that no notice has been taken of it in this edi- 
tion. If, for instance, the kine are dun, what trouble is given 

by Bowy tava ayédac (P. 4,149)? In uther cases, however, 
the effect is much more marked, the words are rolled together 
so as to give a superb unity, as O. 3, 3: Ofpwvoc "OAvpovixay 
tpvoy rather than Ofpwvoc OdAvprwvixov tpvory, as in O, 10 
(11), 6: Wevdéwv évemay Gderdgevoy, as in P. 4, 255: ipertpac 
akrivocg oABov. Of Pindar’s noble compounds something has 
been said already, but the range is much extended if we con- 
sider the manner in which he gathers up word after word 
into the sweep of his movement, and we begin to feel that 
there is something in the profundo ore of Horace. 

1 See Index of Subjects under Position. 
* More stress might have been laid on the regular interposition of the 

preposition between attribute and substantive or substantive and attribute. 
See notes on 0. 1, 37; 5,22; P.8, 88, 
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4 aryov 20 
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AE a Sa 
wivr--~l _——w~S |I~~-—--e le -—.~] -*< ] 

51ll,—: —-~~r~r~] —w=, | wove | —~— | 

W.~i -—-~ | —--a 1 

I. 3.32. Il. 3.3.2. III. 22.22. IV. 2.22. 
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3 /, ‘ Q / > iy 799 
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2 . ; Srp. B’. 
dtav Beod Moipa rép rn 
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\ Bapv 40 
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Epopt. 
L-: -~- |--s=| ---1 

ere are re hy ee 

B=; -s— | eee eel —Al 
° . 

I. 3.32.32. Il. 22.22. 4 (chorei). 
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A2 
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ee ho) | bw | H— Jewl=z) 

Be fos. Wy pL ZI 
1 Boje = | ee | —>- Bes 1-21 

Ill. t~|j—,—t vr |}——-l Lw | --— ] 

I 43.234. Il. 35.63. Ill. 22 2. 
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L>in~I-~-!l t+ I-A 

>iawl~w~l & |-~l-—Al 

L 4.4.4.5. Il. 43.438. Ill. 6.26. 

NYMPH KAMARINA ON SWAN. (Coin of Kamaring.) 
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rp. fp’. 
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Srp. s’. 
/ 2} / > sh Lud TaTpw y éTEepyomevos ayalay aracav. 

vow S€ mrodTov ayer, 

adicov ovO tmrépotrAov HBav Spérrar, 
/ ’ 9 cal ; , 

codiav 8 év pvyoicr Iepidwr - 
50 rev T, EX€AvyOor, 6 yas bs immerdv éodd@v 

/ U , é nr / 

para Fadovti vow, llocedav, rpocéyetat. 
yAuketa 5é dpnv 
Kal ovprotaiow opireiv 
pemooay apeiBetar TenTov Tovov. 

POSEIDON, 

Coin of Macedon. 



TIYOIONIKAI 2’. 

METAKAEI AOHNAIQt 

TEOPITIMQ«. 

« , ’ a ap. 

KddNorov ai peyarotrones ’AOGvar 
mpooimiov "Arxpavidav evpvobevel yevea 
KpnTio aovddy tmrmoucr Baréo bar. 
+ 4 U , / a / > 3 

érrel tTiva Tatpavytiva Fotkov vaiovr ovupdtopa. 5 
5 émrupavéarepov 
“Enrdd: rvbécbas ; 

“Avr. 
mdcaict yap TOMES AOYOS Opthel 
"EpexOéos aoray, "AmrodXopr, of Tedv rye Sopov 10 
Tlv0ave Sia Oanrtov érevéav. 

10 dryovts Sé pe TévTe pev “loOpoe vixat, pia § éxrpemis 
Avds Odvprrids, 
Sv0 8 aro Kippas, 

STROPHAE. 

L>: -—-~ | —-~ Il~~~lew~vl & IAD 

winw] & I~ | HZ lev dev l—al 

> —~tl & loo tinw~l & I-A‘ 

Ike: & J~ew~vl ww ld & I> [~rl—~l—al] 

Ziv~r~l & 1 -Ad 

L 6.232.6. Il. 44, Ill. 3.3. 
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MU , e / ‘ , 

@® Meydknees, vat Te Kal Tpoyover. 
/ > > / / \ > vég 8 edmpayia xalpw TL TO 6 ayvupat, 

‘ > 

15 POovov apeBopevov ta Kara Fépya. 
arti ye wav obT@ Kev avdpl Tappovipav 

101 

Epopws. 

Mess Pas) tw lad 
Pipa ke [| Kw [ae 

1338.44.33. I. 6.6. 

Coin of Athens. 



ITYOIONIKAI HB’. 

APISTOMENEI AITINHTH. 

TIAAAISTH:. 

Srp. a’. 

Dirodpov ‘Hovyia, Aikas 
@ peyrororron Ovyarep, 
Bovvdav te kai Todéwov 
x o G , 
éyoura KNaidas Urreptatas, 

5 Lv@covixov tiav “Aproropéver déxev. 
ee \ \ \ a sh 

TD yap TO padOaxov EpEar Te Kal Trabeiv Spas 
emictacar Kaip@ adv aTpeKel* 

td 8, ordrav Tis apelduyov 
Kapdia KoTov évehaon, 

10 tpayeia Sucpevéwv 
travtidEaica Kpater TWeis 
$Bpw év dvtr@. Tav ovdé Tloppupiov uabev 15 
map aicav éEepeOifwv. Képdos dé pidrraror, 
Exgvros el Tes Ex Sommv pépor. 

STROPHAE. 

H>:-—-~l~~! —Al 

visel| & beeen) 
m ~~ | & | —2 |l-~-t~~l—~i—al 

2i-—~l~~l & I-*ZI-—~|-~I—at 
2i-~1-21 —-~ | -~ I-A) 

I 4.4. Il. 3.23. Ill. 48.438.6, 
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15 Bia 8é cal peydravyov écharev ev xpove. 24 
Tudods Kinsé éxatoyxpavos ot vw advéev, 
ovdé wav Bacireds Tuvydvrav: dSuabev Sé xepavvad 

/ Ul 7? / > al / 
Tokooi T ’AmrodAX@vos* ds evpevel VOW 26 
— / yy / > / Eevapxeov édexto Kippabev éotepavwpévov 

20 vidv trola Iapvacid: Awpiet te kop. 

2rp. p’ 
érece 8 ov Xapirwv éxas 30 
a SixatoTrons apetais 
Krewaiow Aiaxidav 
Ovyoica vaoos: teréav & éyet 

25 Sofav am’ dpyds. trodXoiar pév yap deiSerat 36 
vixahopos év aéOro1s Opéxraica Kai Goats 
bepTatous Hpwas év wdyais* 

*Avr. f. 
ta 5é kal avipdow éurpéret. 
eful 8 doyoros avabéuev 40 

30 Tacav pwaKxparyopiay 
ope Te Kal POeypare parbaka, 
HY) Kopos €av Kviog. To 8 év mooi mow tpdyov = 48 
it@ Teov xpéos, ® Tai, vedTaTov Kado”, 

€ug Totavov audi payava. 
> 

En. f’. 
85 Tarkaicpadrecat yap ixvedwv watpaderApeods 

,’ / / > / 

Ondvprria te Meoyvynroy ov Kateréyyets, 56 

Epopt. 

Zim-elo~l] & I-Zel-~~] & I-A} 
mM -—2 I~~l-~l & hal ben? ell cae 

Pimvwt & [~~ —-~ |-~!—Al 

>$-21-2 I~~l -~ 1-~1-~] 
1. 43.43, IL 44.6.44.6 
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ovdé KrXevropdyouo virav "lo@pot Opacdyuov > 
avfwv Sé ratpav Midurdav Aoyor épers, 
tov évirep Trot "Orxdéos trais év értatinos iSov — 85 

40 viovs @nBais aivitaro Tappévovtas aixypa, 

c gee Se) Poe Me; A ap ¥ 

omroT am’ “Apyeos jAvOov 
Sevtépav oddv Ezriyovot. 60 
@0 efmre papvapévon * 
Pu To yevvatov érumpéret 

45éx watépwy Tatoly Apa. Oagopar cades 65 
Spdxovra trouxirov aibas ’"ArXxpudv én’ aomldos 
vopevta mpatov év Kdduou ridats. 

"Art. y’. 
6 8 kapoor mpotépa dba 
viv apelovos évéyetat 10 

50 dpyuyos aryyedia 
"ASpactos hpas: To 5é Foixobev 
dvria mpdée. povos yap éx Aavady otpatod 
Oavovtos dotéa NéEaS viod, TUya Deady % 
apiferat Aa@ adv aBraBet 

‘Er. 7 
55” A Bavros edpuvydpous dyuids. Tovadra pév 

epbéyEar ’"Apudidpynos. yaipwv 8é Kai adtos 
’Adxpava orepdvoict Barro, paivw 5é cal tyre, 80 
yelrov Tt wou Kal KTedvov PvAGE Euav 

4 a irdavracev lovte yas oupanrov trap’ aoldipor, 86 
60 wavTevudtav T éddrwaro cuyyovoict Téyvats. pavrevp. 

2p. &. 

wv 8’, éxataBore, wdévdoKov 
vaov evkréa Siavépov 20 
Tlv@dvos év yudnors, 

a 
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TO pe péeyiorov TOOL yapyareov 
v ines \ , ¢c s , 65 @macas* olxor dé mpocbev dprraréav Soorv 
mevtacOrlov avy éoprais tuais érdyaryes. 95 
diva, éxovte § eb'yopat vow 

Kata tl dppovlay Bréreww 
apd’ Exactov dca véopat. 

, \ Ld a 

10 Kom wev adupenre? 
Aika twapéotaxe* Oedv § drow 200 
” oy 4 , ¢ 4 , apOcrov airéa, Bévapxes, tpwerépars THyats. 
el yap Tis €oda TéTraTaL py GUY MaKP@ Tove, 
modnois coos Soxel wed adbpoveav 105 

’Er. &. 
75 Blov Kopvocéuev opOoBovro1o1 payavais - 

ta 8 ov ém avdpdar keira: Saipwv 8é traployes, 
adddo7’ Gdrdov Urephe Badrov, addrov & bd yerpov. 110 
HETPD xardBawy’ * év Meydpois S exets yépas, 
Hux T év Mapabdvos,” "Hpgs T ayov erruxwplov 

80 vikais TpLccais, @ pioTopeves, Sdpuacoas Epyy. 115 

Erp. ¢. 

tétpace 8 ewreres trydbev 
copdrerot Kaka ppovéwr, 
TOIS OVTE VOTTOS OMOS 
érranmvos év IvOcdd: xpiOn, 120 

85 ovde poddvTa@y Tap patép’ audl yédws yAuKYS 
apoev yap Kata ravpas 8 éyOpav amdopor 
TroccovTl, cuppopa Sedarypévot. 125 

6 8é Kaddv Tt véov Kaxov 
¢ , > , 

aBporaros éri peydras 
90 €& édariSos métaTau 

imomrépous avopéais, eywv 190 
E 2 



106 PYTHIA VIII. 
| 

/ / / > » WR / fol Kpécoova TAOUVTOU pépyvav. év & odly@ Bpotav 
TO TepTrvov aera: ovTw Sé Kal TiTvet yapai, 
aTOTpOT@ yvoua cEereLopévor. 

> ’ 

En. €. 

95 érapepou~ Ti 5é vis; TLS Ov TIS; oKLaS vap 135 
avOpwros. add Stav aityha SidcdoT0s EXOn, 
Aapmpov héyyos erect avdpav Kai pelrAryos aiwv. 
Aiywa, pira partep, edev0épw oTod@ 140 
modw Tavoe Kopite Al Kal kpéovts crv Aiaxg, 

100 IImret Te Kaya0@ Tehapau ovv 7 Axirrel. 145 

WRESTLERS. 

Coin of Aspendos. 



TIYOIONIKAI 4. 

TEAESIKPATEI KYPHNAIQ:s 

OITAITOAPOMQ:. 

2rp. a. 
"E0A\@ yarndorda UWv8covinav 
avv Babvfavacw ayyé\rov 
Tedeorxparn Xaplteco yeywveir, 
GABuov dv8pa, Sim ltr7rov orepdvapa Kupdvas- 5 

5tav 6 yatdes advepoohapdywv é« [ladiov Kddtw@v Tore 

Aaroidas 
dprao’, éveyxé Te xpuaty mapOévov aypotépay 
Sippy, 7600 viv TroduproV 10 
Kal ToAvKapToTatas OnKe Sécrrowvav ~Ooves 
pivav arelpov tpitav evnpatov OddXoLcar oixeiv. 15 

"Avr. a’. 
10 brédexto S dpyupdmel’ ’"Adpodita 
Admov Ecivov Geoduatwv 

STROPHAE. 

eel => J—~vj-~~1 —- } 

5. Lew | -— |-~~l|—~wvl—-—ite~| ~~ {-~w~] 

m—wvlow~vl ue beef -— Ib -j 1 
Iv. bw | mmf be Je — td ee J] LW | -—— 3) 

I. 4.222.4. Il. 88.55.38. Ill. 3.34. IV. 44. 
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oxéwv eharrropuéva yepl Kova: 
Kat odw émi yruKepais edvais épatav Bddev aida, % 
Evvov dppofoica Oe@ Te yapov px Pévra Kovpa 0 “Trpréos 

evpuBia - 
1585 AamiOav itepoTdwv tovtakis Hv Bacirevs, 

€& ’“Oxeavod yévos hpas 25 
Sevtepos* Sv tote Ilivdov Kreevvais év rrvyais 
Nats edppavOecioa Invevod rAéyer Kpelouw’ etixrev, 30 

°En. a’. 
Talas Ouvydrnp. 06 8 tav NevKddevov 

20 Opéxpato traiéa Kupdvay: a pév ov? iordv TrrardipBa- 
fous épirnoer obovs, 

ove Seivwr Téprias ov Erapav oixoupiar, 35 
GN’ axovtecoly Te yarkéols 
gacydve Te papvapéva Kepditev dyplous 
Ojpas, } jWoAday Te Kal HovyLov 40 

25 Bovelv cipjvay mapéyouca Tatp@ais, Tov Sé cvryKoLTOV 
yAuKov 

a > Det, / 

Tavpov éri yepapos 
barvov advaricxoca pérrovta pos aa. 

Epopi. 

L—i—eel —~~ li —— 1 t~l-jZ I 
mwelers fj <— ) Cols fk ~ | —=— loo 

—~~ | -—jx 1 

6. be joe 2 ove few] —2 JU~1 -FZ I 

— 

L. 6.65. Il. 25,4.265. Ill. 23.234. IV. 3.23 
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xiye vw Aéovri ror’ eipupapétpas 45 
6Bpluw povvav traraiocav 

30 drep éyyéwv Exdepyos ’AmroAXOv. 
avtixa 8 é« peydpwv Xelpwva mpocévvere hava * 
Leuvov avtpov, Pirvpida, rpodtrav Oupdv yuvarkds Kas 

peydrav Sivacw 
Gav pacor, olov arapBei vetxos dyer Kepanra, 
poxOov KabdrrepOe vedvis 55 

35 #rop éyouca poByw © ov Kexelpavtar dpévas. 
tis vw avOparrav Téxev ; Trolas 8 arootracbeica hitKas 

Avr. 8’. 
> “ 4 , épéwy KevOpadvas eye oKLoevTwr ; 60 
yevetat 8 adKas atreipdvtov. 
dala krutav yépa Fou mpoceveyxeiv, 

40% pa; cal éx reyéwv Keipar pedvadéa rolay ; 
tov 8& Kévra tapevns, ayava yAapov yerdooa ov évraupos Capevijs, ayava xdapov ¥ s 

> , n ec 

Oppv., wT éav 65 
evOds apuelBero: Kpurral kraides évti copas 
Tlevovs iepdv pirordrwr, 70 
PoiBe, cal év te Oeois Todt KavOpwTras Oo“as 

> > > \ e / u al ‘a > A 45 afdéovt’, dupavdor ddelas tuyetv ToTp@Tov edvas. 

"En. B. 

Kal yap o€, Tov ov Oepirov ~revder Ovyeiv, 75 
” ? \ 4, fol , 4 

étpatre peiduyos dpya mappduev ToUToV Néyov. Kovpas 
&, orobev, yevedv 

éEepwras, & Fava; xvptov ds mdvt@v Tédos 80 
oic8a Kal mdoas KedevOous * 

50d0ca Te yOav pia PUAN avarréwrres, yoTrocaL 
év Oardooa Kat Totapois ydpabor 
amy, < PF, , ” Kvpacw pirais Tt dvéuwv Krovéovtat, yo Te pédAreL, 

xo dbev 85 
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éooerat, ed xabopas. 
ef S€ yp7) kal map copov avtiheplEat, 

Zrp. y- 
tae , , ~ fal 

55 €péw. TavTa Toots ixeo Bacoav 
Tavoe, Kal wédXreLs UTrép TovTOV % 
Avos &£Eoyov trot Katrov éveixat: 
évOa viv apyérrorw Orjces, él Kady ayelpas 
vacvotav by Gov és audiredov: viv & evpudelpwv ToTVLd 

co. AvBva 96 
60 Sé£erau edxr€a viuhav Sadpacw év ypvaéous 

mpodpwv: iva For xOovos aicay 
FM g / wv t avtixa cuvTencbew évvopov Swpncerat, 100 

ovTe TayKapTev puTay vyTro.voy, oT ayvata Onpav. 

*Avr. y’. 

T00t maida rée€eTat, dv KAUTOS ‘Eppas 
65 evOpovors “Oparor cal Taia 105 

> \ ¢ \ , oN ” averov piras b71rd pwarépos oicer. 
‘\ .) > / a / > a 

tal 8 émvyouvidiov Oanodpevar Bpépos avtais, 
,* 2 2 AS A / , s véxtap év yelrNeoot Kal auBpociav atdtouct, Oncovtal 

Té viv abdvarov 110 
Ziva kal ayvov Arddrov’, dvipdor yadppa dlrs, 

10 dyyvoTov OTdova unrov, 
"Aypéa kal Nomov, trois 8 ’Apiorraiov xarelv. 115 
@s ap elma évrvev Teprrvav yduou Kpaivew TeXeuTav. 

°Er. ¥'. 
axeta 8 érevyopévov 45n Gedy 

a € / val la) a3 

mpakis odo te Bpayeiar. xetvo xeiv’ Guap Svalracev: 
Oardpo Sé piyev 120 

75 év worvypiow AiBvas+ Wa Kaddorav Toru 
dere krewav T aéOro1s. 126 
kai vuv év Ilv0evi vw ayabéa Kapverdda 
vids evOarel cuvvéwte TrHya* 
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évOa vikdoas avépave Kupdvay, & vw etppov Se€e- 
Tal, 130 

80 KadAvydvatK. TaTpa 
e \ > / ede \ lel 

ddfav iweptav ayayovr’ amd Aeroav. 

Zrp. 3. 

apetat § aie’ peyddar trorvpvOo - 
Bava & év paxpoior troukidrew 
aKoad copois: 0 5é Karpos opolws 185 

85 mavTos exer Kopupay. éyvov Troté Kal Fiddaov 
ovK atipdoayTa wv értatudor OABar- Tov, EipvcOyjos 

érrel Kepadav 140 
émpabe pacydvou aka, Kpvryav évepO bro yav 
Suppydara "Apperpdovos 
capart, matpoTratwp év0a Fou LrapTov Eévos 145 

90 KelTO, NevKiTrTroLoL Kadpelov HETOLKH TALS ayuLais. 

Avr. 3. 
TEKE Fot kat Znvi pryeioa Saidpwv 
év povats @diow "AAKunva 
Sid3pov kparno (payor abévos vidv. 150 
Koos avip Tis, ds “Hpaxrel ordua wr) mrepyBarrer, 

95 unde Aipxaioy vSatwv aé péuvata, Ta viv Opéryravto 
Kat “Iduxréa * 155 

Toto. TédeLov er” evya Kwudoopual Te Tabav 
éorov. Xaplirwv xedadevvav 
pn me Aétroe xabapov peyyos: Aiyivg Te yap 160 
dapi Nicov 7° év \6dq Tpis 5x modu Tad’ ev«reiEas, 

» En. &. 
100 cvyaXov ayayaviay épyw puyor. 

~ > > a ” > , , 7, 2 a 

Touvexer, eb Piros acTar, ef Tis avTdels, TO y’ ev Evva 
. TeTOVapMEeVOV ED 165 
Li) NOyou BrATwv aréio1o yépovTos KpuTTéTw. 
keivos aiveiv Kal Tov éxOpov 
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mavtl Ou ovv te Sika Kara péovt’ Evverrev. 176 
105 TheioTa vikdoavTa oe Kal TereTAIis 

e 7 ? / : »” / Wl 4 , 

wpias év Lladddbos eldov apavot 0 @s Exacta Pitta 
Tov 

mapbevixal Técw 4 115 
XV + , s / »” 

ulov evyovT , @ TeXeoixpates, Eupev, 

Srp. ¢. 
év Odvptriowwi te kal Babveodrov 

110 as aéOro1s ev Te Kal Tacw 
émrty@plous. ue & av Tis aoLdav 

/ al 

Sinpav axewdpevov mpdace: ypéos avtis eyeipar . 180 
kat teav Sofav Taraiav tpoyovav: olor AvBiaoas 

dpi yuvaixos EBay 
"T X 4 , / \ 

[paca mpos Tod, Avtaiov peta Kadrixopov 

115 upvacThpes ayaxdéa Kovpap 185 
\ ; a3 - > a y 

Tav wanda TodXol apioTtnes avdpav aiteov 
, Y Oy Ves we Gaps, | avyyovot, TodAol Sé Kal Ecivwv. érrei Santor eldos 190 

"Avr. €. 

érreTo* ypvoootepavou Sé For"HBas 
& > / » > 3 / 

Kaptrov avOnoavtT amodpéypat 
»” \ \ \ / 120 €BedXov. matnp 5é Ovyatpl duTevav 

ay , ” , Se KAELvoTEpov yamov, dkovoev Aavaov trot’ év”Apyer 195 
olov edpev TecoapdKovta Kal oxT@ tTrapbévoicr, mpiv 

pécov Guap éreiv, 
OxvTaTov yauov. eaTacev yap dmavTa yopov 
év Téppaciy avTtix’ ayavos- 200 

125 ody 8 aéOrous éxéXevoev Svaxpivar Todor, 
avTia cxynco Tis Hpwwyr, dcot yauBpoi chi HrOov. 205 

"En. €'. 

ote 8 édidov AiBus appofov Kopa 
vuphiov dvpa~ Trott ypaupa pev avTav oTace Koopn- 

gas TéXOS Eupev AKpov, 210 
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eime 8 év péooors amrdyeOat, ds dv Tpa@Tos Gopwy 
130 dui Fou ravoeve rétXo1s. 

&vO ’AreESapos, érret pirye Nawpnpov Spoor, 215 
mapOévov Kedvav yepi yeupos EX@v 
dyev immevtav Nopddwv dv buidov. Todra pev Ketvor 

Sixov ) 
PUAN re wal otepavors - 

185 rodAa Sé mpdabev mrepa SéEato Nixas. 220 

APOLLON. 

Coin of Kroton. 



ITYOIONIKAI I. 

INNMOKAEAt OETTAAQe 

TIAIAI AIAYAOAPOMQ:, 

2rp. a’. 

*OABia Aaxedaipor: 
paxaipa @cocaria: twratpos & audorépais é& évos 
apirTouayou yévos ‘Hpaxhéos Bacireves. 
Ti; Kouméw Tapa Kxaipov; adda pe IlvOd tre Kal TO 

Tleduvvaiov amver 5 
5 Adeva te traides, “Immoxdéa Oédovtes 
ayayeiv érixwpiay avdp@v KAuTay Ora. 10 

*AvT. a’. 
, \ I 4 

yevetar yap aéOrwr - 
< ~ «Dt S e Ug TS \ otpaTa T audixtiover 6 Ilapydavos adrov pvyds 

SvavAodpopav brarov twaidev avéevtrev. 
10”A7roAXor, yruxd & avOp@re@v tédos apyd te Saipovos 

> , y 

opvuvTos avferat - 15 
O pév Tov Teois ye under TOOT Erpakev: 

Y gy i Re, a ” x 
TO 5€ ovyyeves €uBéBaxev iyverww TaTpos 20 

STROPHAE. 

kK -—-2|-~~| & |All 

~inwl~v~l -2 In~l & I-A) 

Hee i & [we l]—- Petar] & |---| ~~] be I-—~I—-~] 
—Al 

6M: vw | —~j—~-l~ |] —~]-~!1 

I. 4.44.6. Il. 3538. ll. 33.38. 
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‘Orvpriovixa Sis év Trorepadoxors 
“A peos S7rho1s 

15 OjKev 5é nal Babvrciwov bro Kippas ayov 
métpav Kpatnoitroda Ppixiav. 25 
&roiro poipa Kal boTépacow 
év apépais aydvopa TAovTOY dvbciv odicw: 

Srp. B’. 
tov & év “EXddbe Teptrvav 

20 AayovTes ovK orlyav Sdcwv, un POovepais ex Gedy 30 
petatpotriass émixtpoasev. Geos ein 
amnpev Kéap* evdaipov S€é Kai ipyytos obTos avnp 

" yliveras codois, 35 
ds av yepoly 4 Today apeTa KpaTnoais 
Ta peyiot aéOrwv Edy TorAma Te Kal oOéver, 

"Avr. B’. 
25 kal Cowv ert veapov 

kar’ aicay viov i8n Tvyovta crepaver IvOiwv. 40 
© yaAKEoS ovpaves ov ToT’ auBaTos adTe’ 
boas 5¢ Bpotoy eOvos dydalais arropecOa, trepaiver 

™Mpos éoyaTov 45 
mroov. vaval & obte elds idv Kev etpous 

30 és “TrepBopéwy ayava Oavparay odor. 

Er. f’. 

map ois tote Ilepoevs edaicaro Xayéras, Rais” 

Epon. 

L2i-~~l & I-21~~1-~I—A) 
~~l-~! 

>: --IlI~w~l + I -~I-—Al 
& 2: —-L|~~l—~! & I-All 

2 P-L |—vl~~l—~i & I-~I-al 

I, 24.2. Il. 34.5.5.43., 
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deépat éoedOar, 

KAreTas dvev ExaTouBas éeritocoas eo 
e7 e / ” 

péCovtas: av Cariais éumredov 
35 evhapiais Te wadoT ’AmoAr@V 

xaipel, yend O opdv bBpw opbiav kywddrov. 55 

Srp. y’. 
Moica & ov« arrodapet 

/ p a 4 ‘ to Se \ 6 , 
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(@¥" The abbreviations in the Notes are all, or nearly all, 

familiar—such as O. = Olympian Odes, P. = Pythian or Pindar, 

N. = Nemean, I.=Isthmian. Once or twice A. is used for the 

Codex Ambrosianus, Scholt, Germ.=Scholia Germani, Cod. Perus. 

= Codex Perusinus. The Nemean and Isthmian Odes and the 

Fragments are cited for convenience’ sake according to the edi- 

tion of Christ (Teubner). 



NOTES. 

OLYMPIA L 

Syracuse’ was founded by a colony of Dorians from Corinth, 
under the Herakleid Archias, in Ol. 11, 3 (734 B.c.). The first 
point settled was the island Ortygia (N.1, 1: dumvevpa cepvdv 
*Addeod, | KAewav Svpaxoacay Oados ’Oprvyia), with which Achra- 
dina, on the mainland, was afterwards united. The city grew 
until it embraced in its circuit five districts, each worthy to be 

called a city; but even in the earlier time Pindar’s address was 
no figure of speech, P. 2,1: peyadordd\tes & Supdxooat. 

Theconstitution of Syracuse, originally aristocratic,was changed 
into a tyrannis by Gelon, prince of Gela, who reconciled the fac- 
tions of the city, Ol. 73, 4 (485 B.c.). After Gelon became lord 
of Syracuse, he made it his residence, enlarged it, built up Achra- 
dina, added Tyche, and what was afterwards called Neapolis. 
All this was not accomplished without high-handed measures, 
such as the transplanting of the populations of other cities. Gela 
lost half its inhabitants. Kamarina was razed to the ground, 
and the Kamarinaians transferred in a body to Syracuse (see O. 4). 
Under Gelon’s rule Syracuse became the chief city of Sicily, the 
tyrant of Syracuse one of the most important personages on Gre- 
cian soil. Applied to by the Greeks for aid, when the invasion 
of Xerxes was impending, Gelon offered two hundred triremes, 
twenty thousand men-at-arms, two thousand cavalry, two thou- 
sand archers, two thousand slingers, two thousand light troops, 
and provisions for the whole Greek army until the close of the 
war, on condition that he should have the command in chief 

1 In the historical introductions, especial acknowledgments are due 
to Mezger. 
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(Herod. 7,158). Soon after this offer was declined, Gelon was 
called on to help his father-in-law, Theron of Akragas, against 
the Carthaginians, who had espoused the cause of Terillos of Hi- 
mera (see O. 12), and Anaxilas of Rhegion, son-in-law of Terillos. 

The great battle of Himera, popularly put on the same day as 
the battle of Salamis—really fought somewhat earlier—ended in 
the signal defeat of the Carthaginians, who lost one hundred and 
fifty thousand men dead on the field. The Carthaginians sued 
for peace, which was granted on singularly easy terms; for the 
Carthaginians were backed by the Persian empire with its vast 
resources. The battle of Salamis had not yet shown the weakness 
of the Persian power; and, in fact, the immediate effect of that 
battle has been exaggerated. Persia lost little of her prestige 
until the close of the fifth century, and Persian gold was a potent 
element in Greek history far into the fourth. 

The consequence of the victory at Himera was a vast acces- 
sion of power and influence for Gelon. Anaxilas of Rhegion, 
and a number of Sicilian cities, recognized his supremacy. But 
in the midst of his plans and projects Gelon died of dropsy, 
Ol. 75, 3 (478 B.c.). To his brother, Polyzelos, he left the com- 
mand of the army, the guardianship of his minor son, and the 
hand of his widow, daughter of Theron. Hieron, the elder of the 
surviving brothers, who had been prince of Gela, succeeded to 
the government. Owing to the machinations of Hieron, Polyze- 
los was forced to take refuge with Theron of Akragas, who was 
at once his father-in-law and his son-in-law; and a war between © 
Hieron and Theron was imminent, had not a reconciliation been 
effected by Simonides, the poet. Polyzelos was allowed to re- 
turn to Syracuse, but Hieron was thenceforward sole ruler. In 
477 the Epizephyrian Lokrians invoked the help of Hieron 
against Anaxilas of Rhegion; the prince sent his brother-in- 
law, Chromios (see N. 1 and 9), to Anaxilas, and the lord of Rhe- 
gion held his hand, In 474 the inhabitants of Kyme (Cumae) 
were hard pressed by the Etruscans. Hieron immediately grant- 
ed the desired aid, and defeated the Etruscans in a naval engage- 
ment off Cumae. A helmet with the inscription ‘Idpwy 6 Aewopeé- 
veos | kai rol Supaxdov | rH Al Tupdy’ dws Kipas was found at 
Olympia in 1817 (Hicks, No. 15). The year after—Ol. 76,4 (473 
B.c.)—Hieron defeated Thrasydaios, son of Theron, and Akragas 
and Himera both acknowledged his sway; but he granted them 
their independence and a democratic constitution. 
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To his success in war Hieron wished to add the heroic honors 
paid to the founder of a new city. This new city, Aitna, was 
founded, Ol. 76, 1 (476 B.c.), in the territory of Katana, the old 
inhabitants having been removed to Leontini. Ten thousand 
citizens were imported, half from Syracuse and Gela, the other 
half Peloponnesian immigrants. The constitution was Doric; 
and Hieron’s son, Deinomenes, and his brother-in-law, Chromios, 
were put in charge. Hieron often called himself Airyaios (P. 1); 
Chromios followed his example (N. 1), and the founding of the 
city was celebrated by the “ Aitnaian women” of Aischylos, and 
by Pindar’s first Pythian. 

The court of Hieron was a centre of literature and art. Epi- 
' charmos was a frequent guest. Aischylos, Simonides, Bakchyli- 
des, Pindar were among the visitors. No Doric prince ever 
reached such a height of glory. He was brilliantly successful 
at the great games: Ol. 73 and 77, with the single horse; Ol. 
78, with the chariot; Pyth. 26 and 27, with the single horse; 
Pyth. 29, with the chariot, and again with mules. Successes 
elsewhere are not unlikely. He devised and performed liberal 
things. A special treasury was erected at Olympia for the Car- 
thaginian booty, and the noble gift which he vowed to the 
Olympian Zeus was set up after his death by his son Deinome- 
nes—a bronze four-horse chariot and driver, the work of Onatas, 
on either side a horse with a boy rider by Kalamis. 

As a Doric prince, Hieron has found as little favor with pos- 
terity as he did with his Athenian contemporary Themistokles. 
A tyrant, he helped the moralists to make the uneasiness of 

crowned heads still more uneasy. He became the type of splen- 
did success and of splendid misery ; for he was tortured by bod- 
ily suffering, he was surrounded by sycophants and informers, 
and lived in an atmosphere of treachery and meanness. Those 
who see in Pindar’s Hieronic odes sermons levelled at the unfor- 
tunate prince will be inclined to despise the greatest ruler of his 
day. A more humane judgment will recognize high qualities 
impaired by the faults that were engendered and exaggerated 
by the tyrannis. 

Hieron died Ol. 78, 2 (467 B.c.), at Aitna, and upon his death 
received heroic honors. 

The first Olympian celebrates the victory gained by Hieron, 
OL 77 (472 B.c.), with his race-horse Pherenikos. He was then 
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at the height of his power and glory. Some put the ode four 
years earlier, Ol. 76 (476 B.c.). 

The theme of the poem is given in v. 7, und’ Odvprias dyova 
éprepov ad’dacopev ; and while every Olympian does honor to Olym- 
pia, this is the mpocwmey rndavyés, this is, as Lucian says (Gall. 7), 
Td Kd\\LoTOy Tov dopatev dravrev. It may have been put first, be- 
cause it was the most beautiful; but it owes, in turn, no little of 
its celebrity to its position, for which it was commended by its 
myth as well as by its theme. The chariot-race of Pelops for 
Hippodameia was the true beginning of Olympian contests, and 
the Pelopion was the heart of Pisa. The Aiolian rhythms are 
bright and festal, and glitter as the language glitters. Pindar is 
consciously treading a lofty measure. ‘No better element than 
water,” he says, ‘no brighter blaze than fire by night, no form 
of wealth that outdazzles gold, no light of heaven so luminous, 
so warming, as the sun, which dims the ether into voidness, no 
contest more noble than the Olympian, the source of highest 
songs to highest bards, chanting Zeus supreme in the palace of 
Sicily’s chief lord, who plucks the loftiest fruits of emprise, who 
is decked with the sheen of the fairest flower of poesy. For him 
the noblest chords must be struck, the sweetest musings of the 
poet recalled, and the scene brought back when the steed Victor 
bore his lord to triumph (vv. 1-22). Forth shines his glory in 
the land which Lydian Pelops made his own, for Pelops, the 
favorite of the gods, has found his resting-place (v. 93) where 
Hieron, favorite of the gods, has won his victory. The fame of 
Hieron shines forth (v. 23)—the fame of the Olympiads looks forth 
(v. 94)—and the story of Pelops is encircled by a belt of glory.” 

In his version of the Pelops legend (vv. 25-96), Pindar contra- 
dicts the popular account: hence the elaborate caveat at the out- 
set. To make the myth resplendent as his theme, he must re- 
move the foulness of envious tongues. No cannibal feast was 
offered to the gods by Tantalos, none shared by them (v. 52). 
Tantalos’s sin—the giving of the sacred nectar and ambrosia to 
his fellows—brought ceaseless woe on himself; but his son, 
though sent to earth again, was remembered by Poseidon, to 
whom he had been what Ganymede was afterwards to Zeus. The 
darkness of the fate of Tantalos only heightens the brilliancy of 
the fortunes of Lydian Pelops. 

The story told, the tone is sensibly lowered. An Olympian 
victory is still sunshine for life,and Pindar avers that no prince 
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more deserving of what is noble—none of more powerful sway— 
shall be set forth by his hymns; but there is the old moral that 
the present good is the highest, and the old restlessness of hope 
for a yet sweeter song, and a yet more glorious victory. And 
then, at the last, the poem rises to the height at which it began. 
The Muse has her most powerful shaft in keeping for the poet’s 
bow. The king, as king, whatever else others may attain, is at 
the summit of human fortune. Look no further. Prayer can 
only seek the keeping of this lofty height for king and bard 
alike (vv. 97-116). 

The poem is an epitome of Pindar’s manner—approach by 

overlapping parallels, the dexterous use of foils, implicit imagery. 
His moralizing is national. No Greek lets us off from that. 

The rhythm is Aiolian (AioAnid: podma, v. 102), the tune the 
rider-tune (immeio vopo, v. 101). On the reconciliation of this 

statement with v. 18, Awpiay pdppryya, see the passage. 
Of the four triads, the first is taken up with the introduction, 

and the preparation of the myth; the second and third contain 
the myth; the fourth connects the myth with the conclusion. 

Srp. a’.—1.”Apicrov pév t8wp: Much cited in antiquity, and 
variously interpreted. 17 xpjows imepéxer, says Aristotle, dey dé- 
yetat dproroy péev Vdwp (Rhet. 1,7,14). No profound philosophical 
tenet is involved, as is shown by the parallel passage, O. 3, 42: 
ei 8 dpiorever pev vdap, xredvav S€ xpvods aidoéorarov, cré. The 
poet emphasizes, after the Greek fashion, water as the source and 
sustenance of life. The copula éori, eici is rare in P. This first 
sentence is characteristic of P.’s advance by a series of steps. 
“Water,” “gold,” “sun” are only for the enhancement of the 
Olympic games, Much in P. is merely foil.—é 8: The article 
is still largely deictic in P. Notice the rhythm, which is an im- 
portant guide. 6 dé, “ but there is another—gold—a blazing fire 
like it loometh—a night fire far above all proud wealth.”—ip 
is brought into close relation with yuxri by its position.—2. vue«rt: 
The local-temporal dative. Below é¢y duépa.—peydvopos: P. 10, 
18: dydvopa mAodrov.—3. yaptev: Dor. for ynpiew. The inf. in -ev 
is well authenticated in several Pindaric passages.—5. pyxér(t): 

More vivid than py (Herm.). Look for no other light, now 
that the sun has risen.—-Oadavérepov . . . gaevvdv: P. delights in 
double epithets, vv. 10,59; O. 2, 60. 90.—6. év apépa gaevvév: sug- 
gested by wip vuxri.—épypas: Not otiose. There are no rivals; 

F2 
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povos Gdtos €v ovpav@, Simonid. fr.77 (Bgk.). Alérp is Homerical. 
ly fem. here and O. 13, 88: aiOépus yuxpas ard KéArwv €pjpov.— 
8u’ ai€épos: Note P.’s peculiarly plastic use of the prepositions.—7. 
avSdcopev: There is no good reason for denying to P. the so- 
called short subj., as here and 0.7, 3. The imper. fut. with pa, 
which so many commentators accept here, has little warrant any- 
where. In So. Ai. 572, still cited in some books, 6ja0vo1 depends 
on érws. See note on O. 6, 24. I. 7 (8), 8, dazwodueda was under- 
stood by the Schol. as subj., and 8é£era: in a generic sense—Fr. X. 
4: oloc... dé€erac—is in all likelihood a sulj.— d&.o:PdddAeraa: 
Variously rendered. P.’s usage (see O. 2,98; 9,5; 13, 93 al.) indi- 
cates a shower of poetic BéAn or xjAa whirring about the minds of 
the bards. So the pavreia in So. O. R. 481 dei (Gvra mepurorara.. 
Cf. Eur. H. F. 422: duiBadeiv BeAcow.—9. cohav = dowddv. They 
are called éméwv réxroves, P. 3, 113.—kedadeitv: Favorite word with 
P., who has ennobled it. “Sound forth,” “ praise.” The inf. in its 
old final sense.—10. Kpévov waid(a): There is always a certain 
stateliness in genealogy. The adj. is still statelier than the gen. 
Of. O. 2,18: GAN & Kpéve mai ‘Péas. There is good reason for the 
specially common mention of Kronos in the Olympians. See v. 
111.— és ddvedv . . . pdwarpav: See v. 6. Comp. P. 5,11: redy 

pdkatpay éoriay, and I. 3 (4), 35: épnywoer paxaipay éoriay. — 
ixopévovs: Concord with the involved subject of cedadciv. The 
v. l. ixouévors is not to be considered. Cf. I. 5 (6), 21: réOpudy pros 
papi capéoraroy ray émoreixovra vacor patvépev eddoyiats. 

*Avr. a’.—12. Ocproreiov ... oxamrov: Lit., “staff of doom,” “ju- 
dicial sceptre.”—%s: For position, comp. O. 2, 9. — wokvpdde = 
rokveapr@: The Schol. Germ. cite Il. 9, 542, in which pidoyr is 

“fruit.” Strabo, 6, 278, puts of xapoi in the first line for Sicily. 
Others roAvpndq, “rich in flocks.” Demeter is padroddpos, Paus. 
1, 44, 3.—18. Spéwov: Where we might expect dperduevos, P. 1, 
49; 4,180; 6,48. The dpéravoy is a woodman’s bill, Lycurg. 86. 
—opudds: O. 2,14: déOwv Kopupay, 7,4: maéyxpvoov Kxopypay 
xredvwv.—14. &ydatfera: 8€: The change to the finite construction 
brings out the nearer image in bolder relief. Special reason is 
discernible also in P. 3,53. When there is no pév the change is 

easier, I. 8 (4), 12.—15. év adr: P. uses ey with plastic vividness, 
Comp. N. 3, 32: év dperais yéynée, as in Latin sometimes gaudere 
in.— 16, ota: Not to be roughly explained as=<ér: rowira. It 
is the exclamatory relative from which the causal sense can be 
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picked out. “Such are the plays we play.” Comp. P. 1,73; 2, 
75; 8,18.—17. Awplav ... pdpptyya: A. does not refer to the me- 
tres, as is shown by v. 103, AioAnid: podwa. Hieron is a Doric 
prince; the ddpyryé may well be a Doric instrument. O. 3,5: 

Awpi@ medirw does refer to the measure; but rédiAoy is not dédp- 
py&, and at the worst the Aiolic melody may be considered as a 
subdivision of the Doric. See Aristot. Pol. 4, 3, where it is said 
that some recognize only two dppovia, the Dorian and the Phry- 
gian.—18, AdpBav(e): Here the aor. might be expected, but the 
pres. shows that the action is watched. The poet addresses him- 
self, his hidov frop.—et tr... xe: This the regular form of 
condition in adjurations. Cf. I. 5 (6),42.—epevixov: Name of 
Hieron’s horse, “ Victor.” In the form Bepevixn (Macedonian), the 
name is familiar. The ®. of P. 3 was doubtless grandsire to this 
@,—te xai: This combination is common in P.; the occurrence 
varies much in various authors. In P. it serves to unite comple- 
ments, both opposites and similars, Here Iioas, the scene, and 
®., Victor, make up the sum of the song.—xdpts: Usu. rendered 
“beauty,” “charm.” Why should it not be “song,” the grace 
of poetry, as below? Pindar had pledged himself to sing the 
victory; and, when the steed sped to the goal, the promised 
song made him feel the stir of sweetest cares.—19. yAvevrdrais 
+++ povtiow: dpovrides is used of the poet’s musings. “ Brought 
me under the empire of sweet musings.” —20. wap’ "AAde@: mapa 
in prose, with gen. or dat., is shrivelled into an exclusively per- 
‘sonal preposition, like Fr. chez. It is freer and more original in 
Pindar, although “in the domain of Alpheios” would err only 
in suggesting too much. —8é¢yas: The living body, originally 
distinct from cdpua. Used plastically as the Lat. corpus = se.— 
22. mpoogutte: The concrete, personal peyvivae is common in 
Pindar, and must have its rights of contact. Here “ brought to 
victory’s embrace.” ‘ Wedded,” “clasped,” “ embraced,” “ en- 
circled,” will answer for many cases. With this passage comp. 
P.9,77: kai vuv év TvOavi vw ayabég Kapyetdda | vids edOadei ovvé- 

me Toxa. 

"Er. a’.—23. trwoydppav: From ydpya or xdppn? See P, 2,2.— 
wdéos: Echoed, v. 93, — 24. Avdov: The gold of v.1 glitters in 
the rich adjective——Ilé\oros aroixig: Emphasizes the scene for 
the third time, and prepares the transition,—25. tov: The story 

often begins with a relative. — 26. éwet: “Since” (causal ).— 
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xafapov A€Byros: «x. possibly to present a contrast to the prapds 
héBns of the familiar story (Ov. Met. 6,407), which P. is at the 
pains of denying below. The abl. gen. is used below v.58. Later 
Greek meets poetry here.—KAo: Klotho, Lachesis, and Atro- 
pos, the three fates, are Adytat Geai, acc. to Euripides, I. T. 206. 
— 27. ehépavte gaidipov Gpov KkexaSpévov: 3. depends on kek. 
gaidipoy is explained by eAépavrt. — 28. Savpara: So the best 
MSS. On the omission of éori, see v. 1.— Kai wot Tt kai: So 
Thuk. 2, 87: cai rov rt Kal  dretpia tpGrov vavpaxodvrras €odyrev. 
— aris: The interpolated MSS. have dpévas, Christ suggests 
dpsvw. aris cannot be acc. pl., and would not do us much 
good, if it were. We must connect closely, after the Pindaric 
fashion, paris irep rov ddaby Adyoy; as one element, put Sedadad- 
pévot... wdOo in apposition with it, and make é¢famaravr: abso- 
lute, “mislead” — “are misleading.” So «dérre, absol. N. 7, 
23; cf. P.2,17. Notice the contrast between aris, the poetical 
story, and Adyos, the prosaic truth; pidos has departed from its 
Homeric sense.—29, woixidous: The etymology points to embroi- 
dery (7 mocipory v0 droxpiwe: pdos) and embroidery to false- 
hood, as we have learned from Fr. broder, whereas dm)ois 6 pidos 
rhs adnbeias edu. 

Srp. B’.— 30. Xdpus: The charm of poetry. Comp. 0. 14, 5, 
where there are three Xdpires: atv yap typw tra re Teprva Kai ra 
yAuké’ Gvetat mayta Bporois.—tevye.: The rule, present.—31. épaj- 
caro: The manifestation, aor.—33. Spdpes 8 éwidouror .. . copdra- 

: O.10 (11), 59: 67 e&edéyxov pdvos dAdBevay ernrypov Xpédvos. 
35. éort: €. in this position is never otiose. Often = évras 
gor. “In truth it is..—év8pt: Not differentiated from dvépam@. 
So often in poetry.—éapoi: A favorite preposition in P., esp. with 
dat., little used in prose. In the sense of this passage zepi is 
more commonly employed even in P.: dui, being the narrower, 
is the more picturesque.—36. vi Tavradov, ve 5(€): The effect of 
dé after the vocative is to give pause. It is not uncommon in 
Pindar, and is used where yap would seem more natural, dé = 5». 
Cf. O. 6,12; 8,15; P. 10,10 aloe... p0éyfopar: The position 
shows that oé is not felt as the object of dpmdca (v. 41) until 
dpraca is reached, when the impression is renewed. “ Touching 
thee I will utter what wars with earlier bards.” —87. émwér(e): 
Where the simple ére might have been used. O,9, 104; P. 8,41 
al. The tendency of the compounds is to crowd out the simple 
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forms. —éxddeoe: Sc. Geois. — Tav ebvopsrarey | és epavey: P. 
likes to put the preposition between attribute and substantive 
or substantive and attribute. The article is added, as here, P. 2, 
3: ray Aurapay dro OnBav. dv is deictic, and eivoudraroy gives 
an anticipatory refutation of the yaorpiapyia.—38. épavov: This 
word is selected to show the familiar footing of Tantalos. Nor 
is didav Zivdov idle. The adjective there also is intended to 
enhance the intimacy of the aépo.Bata Setrva.—39. wapéxav: P. no- 
where uses the middle of this familiar verb.—40, "AyAaorp{atvay : 
An original feminine, “ Bright - trident,” then a surname; like 
“ Bright-eyes ” (Jh. Schmidt). The Greek cares little about pos- 
sible ambiguity of accusatives before and after an infinitive. 

*Avr. B’.—41. ipép@: P. uses iyepos and 7d6os both so little that 
we can only say that his usage is not inconsistent with the tra- 
ditional distinction. Of passionate desire ivepos is used, O. 3, 
33: Tay vw yAukds iwepos eoxev .. . huredoa. For rodé@ comp. 
0.6, 16: ro8éw orparias dpOadpov euas.—xpveéaow av’ Urrors: 7., 
here of the chariot. dvd is another Pindaric preposition that is 
very little used in prose, even with the acc.—42. peraBaoat: De- 

pends on inép@, as, in the passage cited above, puredoa.— 43. 
Sevtépw xpdv: So without ev, 0.2, 41: DA@ xpdve@, P. 4,55: xpdve 
torépo.—4d. Zyvi depends on 7AGe; in its moral sense not simply 
to, but for. Ganymede, according to Bick, was considered by P. 
to be the son of Laomedon, Pelops was a contemporary of Laome- 
don, and so the chronology is saved, if it is worth saving.—reir’ 
émi xpéos: “ For the same service.” —46, patp{: More tender than 
mpos parépa.— WoAhG pardpevor: “Despite many a search.” — 
Gres: hos (poet.) is colorless, or—=“ wight.”—48. mvpl {éowav: 
To be closely connected. The Schol. renders ddaros dxydy by 

Udep dxpaiws (éov. The position of the words shows impatience 
and horror.—49. paxatpq makes the butchery more vivid.—xara 

pédn =pedeiori rather than rdpyoy xdra pédn, With péAn in apposi- 
tion to ce.—50. tpawdfaroi 7° Gudi: d. isan adverb in P.4, 81, and 
P. 8, 85. The rpdme{ac were arranged in two rows facing each 
other, each guest having a rpdme{a. “They divided among 
themselves the flesh to the tables on both sides,”—8evrara: “The 
last morsels,” implying a cannibalic delicacy. —51. 8ue8dcavro: 
The finite verbs throughout force attention to the horrid details. 

"Em. B’.—52, Gropa: 0.10 (11), 44: dropoy. The plur. exagger- 
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ates, P. 1, 34.—yaorpipapyov: “Cannibal” approaches the effect. 
—adiorapar: Asyndeton is especially in place where repugnance 
is to be expressed. See Dissen, Exc, I1.—53, dxépSera Addoyyev: 
Gnomic perfect. For the sentiment comp. P. 2,55. dAayydve has 
more commonly a person for a subject.—xaxayépos: Dor. for xa- 
xnyopous. — 55. Fw: See v. 35.— GAAa yap: ydp gives the reason 
for the ddd, as who should say, dos & jv,“ but all in vain; 
for.”—xatamépat ... «dpm: The same homely sphere of imagery 
as concoquere, “stomach.” Nor is “ brook” far off. So II. 1, 81: 
et mep ydp Te xoAov ye Kal airnpap Karaméyy.—d6. Edev: P. 2, 30: 
e€aiperov €re pdx Oov.—57. Sv... AlBov: Apposition “ which in the 
form of a stone.” — For watyp: We could dispense with Fo. or 
airo. Yet Fou rarnp gives the punisher, air@ Aidov the punish- 
ment, and the apposition makes it easier, dy going with Fo: and 
Aidov with aire. Comp. 1.7 (8), 9: rov imép Kebadas Gre Tayra- 
Aov Aidov mapa tis erpeev Gppe Oeds.—58. Kehadas Badeiv: Abl. 
gen., which is better than to make pevowdy “expecting,” and 
xepadas the mark, with Badeiv=reverOar.—evppooivas &dGrar :/ 

a. with gen. as Eur. Tro. 640. 

Srp. y'.—59. arddapov—mpods dv ovk €ort madkapnoacba. Schol. 
—60. pera tpiav: Supposed to refer to the three great sinners, 

Tityos, Sisyphos, and Ixion. Tityos is mentioned in Od. 11, 576, 
Tantalos in v. 582, and Sisyphos, vy. 593, and Ixion may have 
dropped out of the list. In any case, we are to understand with - 
tpiay, not dyvdpayv, but mévey, which, on the hypothesis men- 
tioned, would refer to the punishments of Tityos, Sisyphos, and 
Ixion. If we analyze the woes of Tantalos, the stone, the hun- 
ger, and the thirst, we shall have three. What is the fourth? 
Is it the Bios éumedépoxGos, the thought that nectar and ambrosia 
had made him immortal (aé:rov), or the remembrance of the : 

nectareous and ambrosial life of the immortals, the “ sorrow’s 
crown of sorrow,” or the reflection that his son had been banished 
from heaven for his fault (rovyexa mpojxay)? As Tantalos is men- 
tioned only for Pelops’ sake, the last view gains probability. 
—62. vécrap apBpociav re: re here, like -gue, makes y. and d. a 

whole. re, connecting single words, is chiefly poetic or late.-— 
64, @ecav: It is better to admit a tribrach than to accept the 
MS. @éccay, or Mommsen’s ééy vw, although we miss an object. 
Hartung would read d6irous Ojxev, referring to the Gres cup- 
mérat, but the point is the favor shown by the gods to Tantalos. 
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ols vw is tempting.—m with épdwv.—Aabépev—A7jOew. Inferior 
MSS. haveAacépev, making ¢Amera refer to the future as €A7ropat does 
v. 109; but €Aroua: in the sense of “ think,” “suppose” —comp. spero 
—inay take the present as it does repeatedly in Homer. I. 9,40; 
13,309. Mommsen reads \eAabéuev.—65. mpoyxay : mpo., “straight- 
(forward).” — viv... For: The dat. shows how he felt it.—66. 
avépwy: v. 36.— 67. mpds eddvOepov ... pvdv: Even in the three 
temporal passages, here, P. 9, 27, and N. 9, 44, mpdés shows its 
“fronting” sense.—68. vw... yévetov: oyjpua Kal ddov Kal pépos, 
not different from “they bound him hand and foot.”—pédav: 

“To blackness.” Proleptic use, esp. common in tragic poets. 
So. Antig. 881; O. C. 1200; Eur. H. F. 641: Brehdpwv cxorewdy 
dos émxariway. —69. éroipov dveppdévticev yapov: ¢. here is al- 
most equivalent to “tempting.” dvedpdvriwer, ‘woke to the 
desire of.” Love is a dpovris. Notice that this triad is welded 
together, and moves very fast, with stress on ydyov (v.69, 80), 

*Avr. y'.—70, Tlvodra . . . watpés = Oivopdov, v. 76. Oinomaos, 
king of Pisa, had offered his daughter Hippodameia in marriage 
to any one who should overcome him in a chariot race. Frag- 
ments of the sculptures representing the dyav of Pelops, from 
the eastern pediment of the temple of Zeus, have been unearthed 
at Olympia.—71. oxe6éyev: It is better to make the whole pas- 
sage from Ilodra . . . oxeOéuev explanatory to ydyoy than to 
make yduoy “bride,” in apposition to ‘Immoddpeay. cy. “to 
win.” —olos év dpgvq: Cf. P. 1,23: év dpgvacow. A similar scene, 
O. 6, 58, where Iamos invokes Poseidon by night.— 72. Garvey: 
Loud call to the loud sea. jmvew, of a cry that is intended 

to carry—“ halloo.”—74. wap wo8l: On apd, with dat., see v. 21.— 
75. etre: Regular word to introduce the language of the speaker. 
Hence seldom with any other than the finite construction in the 
best period.—@iAta Sapa: Note the effective position and the 
shyness.—és xdpw réAderar: “Come up to favor” = “count 
aught in one’s favor.” Verg. Aen. 4, 317,cited by Dissen, is not 
so delicate: fuit aut tibi quicguam dulce meum.—%76. wéBacov .. . 
mépevoov ... méAagov: Neither the three aorists nor the three m’s 
are accidental.—78. xpdre.... wéAacov—xp. mpdapuéov. Cf. v. 22. 

—79. Oinomaos was wont to transfix the suitors from behind. 

*Er. y'.—81. @vyarpés: The sense was fairly complete with 
vdpoyv. Comp. the structure of the strophe. P. likes this method 
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of welding the parts of the triad, e. g., 0. 2,105: Onpwvos. 0.6, 
50: marpés. O. 9,53: vewrépwv. With the nominative the effect 
is startling. See P. 11, 22.—é péyas ... AapBaver: “ Great peril 
takes no coward wight.” \., according to one Schol. = caraAap- 
Bavet, “ takes possession of,” “inspires” (cf. P. 4,71: ris 5€ xivdu- 
vos Kpatepois addyavtos Sjoev Grows ;); according to another = 
Séxera, “admits of,” “allows of,” less vigorous. — Gvadkw od 
gra: So I. 1,15: dddorpias ov xyepoi. The rhythm calls for a 
prolonged ov, and dyadxw is thought over again with dara. 
“A coward—no! no coward wight.’—82. olow: Not to be dis- 
sected into rovray oiaw. — 7a: So Mommsen after good MSS. 
Doric for ri.—évévupov ... parav: An impressive cumulation in 
which it must be remembered that ca@ypevos means more than 
“sitting” in English. It is “sitting idle, useless.”—83, &pou: 

“ Nurse.” — pdarav: “ Aimlessly,” “and all to no good end.”—85. 
troxeicetar: Acc. to Schol. =apoxeioerat. “On this I shall take 
my stand.” ‘This struggle shall be my business.” — wpagw: 
“ Achievement,” ‘‘consummation,” not yet colorless, — 8(80. — 

didov: More solemn and impressive than the aorist with which 
he began. — 86. éwewev: Bergk writes j#verev everywhere in P. 
A formal imperf., but it has no clear imperfect force in P.— 
axpdvrois: eri in épdyaro eases the dat., which P. however uses, 
as well as the gen., with verbs of contact. Dat. P. 8,60; N. 8, 
36; Gen. O. 9,18; P. 3, 29.—é&yddAov: “ Honoring,” “by way of 
honoring.” N, 5,43.—87. Sippov ... xpvaeov: v. 42.—rrepoiow : 
The horses of Pelops on the chest of Kypselos were winged, Paus. 
5,17,7. sr. instrumental rather than local. 

Srp. 8'.—88. Dev .. . cWvevvov: Commonly set down as a zeug- 
ma, yet hardly so to be considered. ‘He overcame Oinomaos, 
and the maid to be his bedfellow.” re, consequential.—Otvopdov 

Biav: 8. not otiose.—89. & réke: So the best MSS. 4 short in 
Aiolic. réxe re, the reading of the inferior MSS., would suggest 
a change of subject, not surprising in Greek, but clearly a metri- 
cal correction.—édperator pepadras: “ Forward in deeds of valor.” 
Not “to deeds of valor,” for which there is no warrant, as II. 8, 
327, and 22, 326, have emi. The Schol., however, understands the 
passage as émOupodyras rhs aperns Kal Tavrns avTexopuévous, thus 
giving pepuadras the Pindaric construction of a verb of approach, 
GnrecOa, Ovyeiv. "Aperaiot pepwaddras, another reading, is frigid. 
P. does not personify d. The Scholiasts give the names of the six, 
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among whom figure Atreus and Thyestes. Pindar is supposed 
not to know the horrors of the house any more than Homer, but 
one cannibalic incident was enough for one poem, to say nothing 
of the rule ra cada rpéyar €£o.— 90. aipaxovplats = rois ray vexpav 
évayiopaot. A Boeotian word (Schol.). The yearly offering was 
the sacrifice of a black ram, Paus. 5, 13, 2.—91. pépixrar: With éy, 
I. 2, 29. On yp. see v. 22.—92. wép@ xAvbeis: The conception is 
that of support (instrumental). — 93. ripBov apydiaodov: See O. 
10 (11), 26: dyava . . . dpxaim odpart map MéAomos Bopay édpib- 
pov. The tomb of Pelops was near the great altar of Zeus in 
the Altis.—apa Bopo: On rapa, see v. 20.—rd Be kdéog .. . 5éB0pxe : 
Echo of Adprret 5é Foe xdéos, V. 23.. Combine 7d xdéos ray ’OAvp- 

muddy and év Spdpors WéAoros. The dpdpuor refers not to the ex- 
ploits of Pelops, but to the scene (iva), where not only speed but 
strength is shown. — 94, 5é5opxe: Perceptual perfect = present. 
Comp. érara, dada. Glory is an dpOaryds.—95. tayvras roddv 
«+ Gxpat 7 loyvos: The two great elements of speed and strength 
are set forth, N. 9,12: ioyvos 1 avdpav duiias dppaci re yAadu- 
pois. Here wodav suggests the axayavromédav trmav adwrov (O. 
3,3). There is another division, révos darava re, with the same 
complementary re (O. 5, 15),-the mévos for the feats of bodily 
strength (@pacvmovo), the damrdva for the horse-race (8ardva yai- 
pov immayv, I. 3,47). — épiferar: The middle of reciprocal action, 
as if we had mddes rayeis epifovra. Comp. I. 4 (5), 4: nai yap 
epiopevat vaes ev mévT@ . . . Oavpacrai méovrar.—97. hovwdv dudl 
Biorov: His life has light on both hands.—98. pediréeooay: ‘ De- 
licious,” which we also extend beyond its proper sphere. 

*Avr. &. — 99. &€0Xwv y' Evexev: The necessary amari aliquid. 
“So far as sunshine is to be found in games.” Religiose dictum 
(Dissen), Then follows a bit of cheerful philosophy.—rd 8 ale 
- «+ Bporav: “The highest boon is aye the blessing of the day.” 
TO aiet mapduepov €odédv is not, as one of the old Scholia has it, rd 
xaO’ nyépay kai ddiadeinrws mapa trois dvOporos dyabdy. P. empha- 
sizes the supremeness of the day’s blessing as it comes.—éoAév: 
A curious Boeotian form everywhere in Pindar.—100. tavri Bpo- 
rav: The reading of the best MSS., as if éxdor@ Bporady or ravri 
tat Bporay. Comp. also Plat. Legg. 6, 774 c: maou ray év rabry 
TH mOAct.—epe 88 oTepavdcar: P. passes over to his highest duty 
and his highest pleasure.—101. iwmel véum: The rider-tune, 
7d Kaordpevov (Castor gaudet equis), well suited to the achieve- 
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ment. Comp. P. 2,69: rd Kaordpetoy 8 ev Alodiderat yopdais bé- 
Lov, I. 1, 16: 4} Kacropeip fj "Ioddov évapyoéa vw dpve. The Aioli- 
ans were the great equestrians of Greece.—103. wérow8a ... ph: 
Verbs of believing incline to the swearing negative yj. “Iam 
confident,” “I am ready to swear that.”—104. apodrepa: Adv., 
like dudérepov.—Gppe: With Mommsen for dua.—105. dar8aroce- 
pev: Acc. to Mommsen, an old aor. inf., like dééyev, Il. 24, 663. 
But even if this is granted, it does not affect the sphere of time, 
as an aorist inf., after such a verb as mémoda, may be thrown into 
the future. See note on éAropa, P.1,43. The compliment of a 
comparison with the past is not so great as with the future. 
The case O. 2, 102 is different.—tpvev mrvyais: “ Sinuous songs,” 
the in and out of choral song and music and dance.—106. teator 
+++ pepipvacow: Depends on éezirpomos. pépipvat, as in N. 3, 69: 

wepvov ayAaaiot pepiyvas TvOiov. Here God makes the plans 
of Hieron his own.—pyderar: Might be used absol. “Is full of 

watchful thought.” Dissen comp. N. 6, 62: émoua d€ kai avrds 
éxev pedéray, but it would be easy to get an acc. pepipvas out of 
the dat., “is meditating the accomplishment of them.” Schol.: 
pnderae dé, epyaterai oe vixntny.—107. Exwv tovTo Kados: “ With 
this for his great concern.”—108. et 8 pH Taxd Aiwor: The origi- 
nal wish element is plain in all or nearly all Pindar’s ideal con- 
ditionals. Subject of Aiwo is Oeds, and Aimou is intr.—109. yAvev- 
tépav: Sc. pépiuvay, “a sweeter care,” “a sweeter victory.”—xev 
- ++ «Aelgev: xev with fut. inf. here, and only here,in P. Some of 

the Scholiasts use the aor. in the paraphrase. But it is better 
not to change. The construction is due to anacoluthia rather 
than to survival. 

"Er. &.—110. ow Gppars 006: For civ comp. N. 10, 48: ody mo- 
dav obéver vixaoa, and the older use of Lat. cwm.—éwixovpov ... 
68av Adyov: Combine erixovpov Aéywv. The path is the path of 
song, which will help forward the glory of Hieron, as told in the 
Adyot by the Adyior. See P. 1, 94: dmiOduBporov avynpua dd€as | otov 
arotxyouévay avdpav Siarray pavier | Kat oyiots Kai dowdois. The 
path is to be opened by poesy for rhetoric.—111. wap’ edSeledov 
+++Kpéviov: The famous hill at Olympia, on the summit of which 
sacrifices were offered to Kronos. See 0. 5,17; 6,64; 9,3. The 
sunniness of Olympia is emphasized, O. 3, 24.—112. Bédos . . . tpé- 
$a: Poetical and musical bolts are familiar. O. 2,91; 9,5; 18, 

95; P, 1,12; 1,4 (5),46,—@Axg: Dissen comb. with xapreporarov, 

. 
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and comp. O. 13, 52: muxvéraroy makduas. So, too, the Schol. It 
is more vigorous to combine it with rpéde:, as Béckh does. 
“Keeps in warlike plight.”—rpépa: ‘“ Nurses,” “keeps.” r., a 
favorite word with Sophokles, and so perhaps ridiculed by Ar. 
Vesp. 110: alyiaddv rpéher.—113. em’ Grover: ei = “in,” though 
it suggests the various altitudes of the great. — xopvgotra : 
“ Heads itself,” “ caps itself.” The topmost summit is for kings. 
—114. pyxért: rc suggests the temptation; see v. 5. — wdqwrawe 
mépovov: P. 3, 22: mamraiver ra mépow. I, 6,44: ra paxpa 8 ei ris 
manraivet. m., originally of a restless, uneasy search in every di- 
rection. In P. rdrrawe is little, if anything, more than oxére. 
“Look no further.” —115. ety: Asyndeton in a prayer. The 
present is more solemn and less used in prose than yévoro. P. 
1, 29: ety, Zed, tiv cin Favddvew. — Tovrov: “Thy.” Pronoun of 
the second person.—rooodSe: “ All my days.”—116. col = émi 
copia. a. is “poetic art.” The tone is high enough, for P. 
pairs himself with Hieron by the parallel re . . . re, “as... 80” 
(oé te . . . eué re), but édvra is part of the prayer, and not an 
assertion merely. 
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AxraGas (Agrigentum) was a daughter of Gela. Gela was 
founded, Ol. 22,4 (689 B.c.), by a Rhodian colony; Akragas more 
than a hundred years afterwards, Ol. 49, 4 (581 B.c.). In Ol. 
52, 3 (570 B.c.) the notorious Phalaris made himself tyrant of the 
city, and, after a rule of sixteen years, was dethroned by Telema- 
chos, the grandfather of Emmenes or Emmenides, who gave his 
name to the line, and became the father of Ainesidamos. Under 
the sons of Ainesidamos, Theron and Xenokrates, the name of the 
Emmenidai was brought to the height of its glory, and an alliance 
formed with the ruling house of Syracuse. Damareta, the daugh- 
ter of Theron, married first Gelon, and, upon his death, Polyzelos, 
his brother. Theron married a daughter of Polyzelos, and, finally, 
Hieron married a daughter of Xenokrates. 

The Emmenidai belonged to the ancient race of the Aigeidai, 
to which Pindar traced his origin, and claimed descent from 
Kadmos, through Polyneikes, who was the father of Thersan- 
dros by Argeia, daughter of Adrastos. Evidently a roving, and 
doubtless a quarrelsome, race, the descendants of Thersandros 
went successively to Sparta, to Thera, to Rhodes, and finally to 
Akragas. Such was the ancestry of Theron, who made him- 
self master of Akragas by a trick, which he is said to have 
redeemed by a just, mild, and beneficent reign. Under his rule 
Akragas reached its highest eminence, and Theron’s sway ex- 
tended to the neighborhood of Himera and the Tyrrhenian sea. 
When he drove out Terillos, tyrant of Himera, and seized his 
throne, Terillos applied to his son-in-law, Anaxilas of Rhegion, 
for help, who, in his turn, invoked the aid of the Carthaginians. 
Thereupon Theron summoned to his assistance his son-in-law, 
Gelon, of Syracuse, and in the famous battle of Himera the 
Sicilian princes gained a brilliant victory. (See Introd. to Ol. 1.) 
The enormous booty was spent on the adornment of Syracuse 
and Akragas. Akragas became one of the most beautiful cities 
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of the worfa, and the ruins of Girgenti are still among the most 
imposing remains of antiquity. A few years after the battle of 
Himera, Gelon died, Ol. 75, 3 (478 B.c.), and was succeeded by 
his brother Hieron in the rule of Syracuse. To the other brother, 
Polyzelos, were assigned the command of the army and the hand 
of Damareta, daughter of Theron, widow of Gelon, with the 
guardianship of Gelon’s son; but the two brothers had not been 
on the best terms before, and Hieron took measures to get rid 
of Polyzelos, who was a popular prince. Polyzelos took refuge 
with Theron, who had married his daughter, and who in con- 
sequence of this double tie refused to give him up to Hieron. 
The Himeraians, oppressed by Theron’s son Thrasydaios, made 
propositions to Hieron; two cousins of Theron, Kapys and Hip- 
pokrates, joined his enemies, and the armies of Hieron and Theron 
faced each other on the banks of the Gela. Thanks, however, to 
the good offices of the poet Simonides, peace was made; Polyze- 
los was suffered to return, and Hieron married the daughter of 
Xenokrates, brother of Theron, The rebellious spirits in Himera 
were quelled, and our just, mild, and beneficent prince, who was 
elevated to the rank of a hero after his death, so thinned the 
ranks of the citizens by executions that it was necessary to fill 
them up by foreigners. Kapys and Hippokrates having been 
put to flight, Theron sat firmly on his throne again, and, after 
putting to death all his enemies, had the great satisfaction of 
gaining an Olympian victory, Ol. 76 (476 B.c.), which Pindar 
celebrates in this ode and the following. 
Theron died Ol. 76,4; Xenokrates, his brother, who won two 

of the victories celebrated by Pindar (P. 6 and LI. 2), died either 
before him or soon after. Thrasydaios, his son and successor, 
whose cruelty had roused the Himeraians to revolt, chastised the 
Agrigentines with scorpions, and attacked Hieron with 20,000 
mercenaries. After his defeat, Akragas and Himera rose against 
him, and he fled to Megara, where he died, and the revolted 
cities became democracies. Thrasybulus, the son of Xenokrates, 
continued to live in Akragas, but the memory of Thrasydaios 
was a stench in the nostrils of the Himeraians; hence their 
gratitude to Zebs "EXevépuos and Sereipa Téxa for having de- 
livered them from such a monster (O. 12). 

In the opening of the second Olympian, Pindar himself points 
out the threefold cord that runs through the ode, and recent 
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commentators have found triads everywhere. It is best to limit 
ourselves to the poet’s own lines. When Pindar asks, “ What 
god, what hero, what man shall we celebrate ?”” he means to cele- 
brate all three, and god, hero, and man recur throughout: the 
god helping, the hero toiling, the man achieving. God is the 
disposer, the hero the leader, and the man the follower. The 
man, the Olympian victor, must walk in the footsteps of the 
greater victor, must endure hardness as the hero endured hard- 
ness, in order that he may have a reward, as the hero had his re- 
ward, by the favor of God. This is a poem for one who stands 
on the solemn verge beyond which lies immortal, heroic life. 
But we must not read a funeral sermon into it, and we must no- 
tice how the poet counteracts the grave tone of the poem by the 
final herald cry, in which he magnifies his own office and cham- 
pions the old king. 

Hymns, lords of the lyre, what god, what hero, what man shall 
we sound forth? Pisa belongs to Zeus (6eds), Olympia was 
stablished by Herakles (;jpas), Theron (dyjp) hath won the great 
four-horse chariot race. His sires (;jpwes) founded Akragas ; Zeus 
(@eds) send the future glorious as the past has been (vv. 1-17). 
Done cannot be made undone. The past was toilsome and bitter, 
but forgetfulness comes with bliss, and suffering expires in joy- 
ance. So in the line of Theron himself, the daughters of Kadmos 
(np@vat, nota), Semele, Ino, suffering once, as the founders of 
Akragas toiled once, are now glorified. Yet this light was 
quenched in deeper gloom. After Semele, after Ino, comes the 
rayless darkness of Oidipus, so dark that even his name is 
shrouded. Polyneikes fell, but Thersandros was left, and after 
him came Theron (dyjp), and Theron’s noble house, with its no- 
ble victories (vv.17-57). But this is notall. Earthly bliss is not 
everything. There is another world, and the poet sets its judg- 
ment-seat, unfolds the happiness of the blessed, and introduces 
into the harmony of the blissful abode a marvellous discord 
of the damned. In that land we hear of Kronos and of Rhea 
(Oc0i), Peleus, and Kadmos, and Achilles (jpwes). Of men there 
is expressive silence (vv. 58-91). Theron is old, and the poet, in- 
stead of working out his triad mechanically, vindicates the re- 
serve of his art. He has arrows enough in his quiver; he has 
power enough in his pinion. He can shoot, he can fly, whither- 
soever he will; and now, that we have left that other world, and 
have come back to this realm of Zeus, he bends his bow, he 
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stoops his flight, to Akragas. Now he can praise Theron with 
all the solemnity but without the gloom of an epitaph, and the 
last words fall like a benediction on the gracious king (vv. 92- 
110). 

There is no myth proper. The canvas is covered by the pre- 
figuration-picture of the house of Kadmos and the vision of the 
world beyond. Innocent suffering is recompensed by deep hap- 
piness, heroic toil by eternal reward. ' Theron’s achievements 

have the earnest of an immortal future. Time cannot express 
his deeds of kindness, 

The rhythms are Paionian, manly, vigorous, triumphant, but 
Bakcheiac strains seem to have been introduced with the same 
effect as the belts of darkness. which chequer the poem. 

Of the five triads, the first opens the theme, the last concludes 
it; the second triad deals with the mythic past; the third re- 
turns to Theron, and connects the second with the fourth, which 
is taken up with the world beyond. ; 

Srp. a’.—1.*Avatipdppryyes: Originally song dominated instru- 
metal music. Music was “ married to immortal verse,” as the 
woman to the man. Pratinas ap. Athen. 14,617 D. makes song 
the queen: ray dowdy karéorace Mepis Bacirevay: 6 & aidds bore- 
pov xopevérw: kai yap é€o8 innpéras. In P.1 init. the dédpyryé 
gives the signal, but there is no difference in the relation.—2. 
tiva Oedy, tiv’ Hpwa, riva 8 dvipa: Imitated by Hor. Od. 1,12: quem 
virum aut heroa lyra vel acri | tibia sumis celebrare, Clio, | quem 
deum? Horace follows the artificial climactic arrangement, 
which brings him up to Augustus. So Isok, Euag. 39: ovdels 
ove Ovnris oO Hpibeos ovr aOdvaros. Antiphon (1, 27) gives us 
Pindar’s order: ovre Oeovs 08 Fpwas ott avOpa@mrous aicxurbeioa 
ovde Seicaca. The triplet here announced runs through the 
poem. To Zeus (A) belongs the place (a), to Herakles (B) the 
festival (b), to Theron (C) the prize (c), and the order is 

A (Oey) B (jpea) C (avdpa) 
a (Ilica) A (As) b (OAvpmadda) B (“Hpaxdéns) 

C (Onpwva) c (rerpaopias) 
with a subtle variation of case. —KedaSyoopev: See O. 1, 9. 
Whether we have subj. or fut. here it is impossible to tell, nor 
does it matter.—3. ’OAvpmdda .. . ‘Hpaxhéns: See O. 10 (11), 56, 
for the story.—4. axpé@va: Comp. O. 10 (11), 62: ray modgyoro 
ddow | dxpd Ova dueddyv EOve xai mevraernpi® . . . Earacvev éopray. 
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Usu. axpodina, as in N. 7, 41.—6. yeyovnréov: “ We must proclaim 
so far as voice can be heard.” The post-Homeric -réos forms are 
not common in lyric poetry.—émw: So Hermann, as acc. of extent 
to dixawy. Others dm. Most of the MSS. have dzi, glossed by da 
wrijs Naumpas, and all have £évov, which is interpreted as dixavoy 
éyra kara TH piriay tov E€vov. mis aS a Mmasc. subst. = 6 dméd- 
pevos (cf. P. 4, 86; I. 3 [4],5) would not be unwelcome to me, “a 
just respecter of guests.” So Adrpis = 6 Aatpevoy and cins =6 
owopevos, besides others in -1s.—§évev: Supposed to have reference 
to Polyzelos, the fugitive brother of Hieron.—7. épevop’ "Axpdayav- 
tos: The reference is to the great day of Himera. So Athens, 

for her share in the Persian war, is called (fr. IV. 4, 2) ‘EAAddos 
épecopa. The compliment is heightened by the well-known 
strength of Akragas.—S. evovipeov...matépwv: Notice the auspi- 
cious beginning of the last lines in the four stanzas: y. 8, evovd- 
por, V. 16, ethpar, V. 38, edOvpuay, and, like a distant echo, v. 104, 
evepyérav. — dp0érokw: Continuation of the figure in €perpa. 
This raising of the city to its height is supposed to refer to the 
adornment of Akragas with great temples and other r magus 
public buildings. 

Avr. a’.—9. wapévres of: This position of the relative is not so 
harsh as in Latin, on account of the stronger demonstrative ele- 
ment of the Greek relative. So v.25: @raOov ai yeydda.—Oupe: 
Od. 1,4: wodda 8 6 y’ &v mévr@ mabey yea by xara Ovpdy.—10. 
iepév: All cities were dedicated to some deity, but Akragas espe- 
cially, having been given to Persephone by Zeus, eis dvaxadumrnpia. 
Preller, Gr. Myth. 1, 485.—€oxov: “Got” (of conquest). So P. 1, 
65. The ingressiveness of éryov is due to the meaning of the 
verb.—otkypa rorapot = oiknua mordpuov. In such combinations 
the full adj. is more common than the fossilized adj. or genitive. 
Comp. P. 6, 6: morauia *Axpdyayvr. The river bore the same 
name as the city. Comp. further Eur. Med. 846: lepav ToTap@v 
modus, Theogn. 785: Evpara Sovaxorpépov dyAaby dorv, and O. 
13, 61, where Corinth is called gory Tletpdvas. —10,11. ZuxeAias ... 
SpOaAuds : Comp. O. 6, 16: modé@ otpartas 6pOadpor euas. Athens 
and Sparta were the two eyes of Greece. See Leptines ap. Aris- 
tot. Rhet. 3, 10,7, whence Milton’s “ Athens, the eye of Greece.” 
—11. aidv ... pépoipos: “Time followed as it was allotted.”— 
épere: In innumerable passages aiay, xpdvos, Bios are represented 
as the attendants of men. This personification is easier to the 
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Greek than it is to us, and must be looked for. See O. 6, 56.— 
mhovrdéy Te kat xdptv: Notice the close connection of “ wealth and 
honor.” x. is the glory lent by poesy, and “ wealth and poesy” 
would represent the material and the spiritual elements of hap- 
piness. On xdpis, see O. 1, 18, 30.—12. yvnotats én’ Gperais: In 
prose we should consider emi “on account of.” Here it is more 
plastic. ‘ Wealth and poesy crown their native gifts.” See O. 
11 (10), 13: xécpor em orepdv, and comp. note on P. 5, 124.—13. 
Kpéve wat ‘Péas: Much more vigorous than & mai Kpdvov re Kai 
‘Péas, though we must not forget dialectic preferences for the 
forms in -wos. Rhea is mentioned again with Kronos, v. 85: 
moots 6 mavtwy “Péas imépraroy €xoicas Opdvoy, and Zeus is called 
mais “Péas, fr. XI. 5. For this Kronos element, see 0.1,10. P. 
himself was a servant of Rhea (Magna Mater). The special 
allusions detected by the commentators to Theron’s personal 
history are due to fanciful combinations.—€8os ’OAvpmrov: Here 
again ’Odvprov is = ’OAvpmoyv, a8 morayov = rordmuov. The triplet 
here reminds one of the triplet in the first strophe, and by as- 
signing déO\wv copypdy to Herakles (O. 6, 69), and mépoy 7 ’AA- 
geod to Theron (comp. O. 1, 20: map’ ’AAded cairo déuas), we 
should have the same order.—14. wépov 7’ "Addeod: So, O. 10 (11), 
538: “The watercourse of the Alpheios.” So-called gen. of apposi- 
tion.—15. tavbets = eihpavéecis, but the old “ warming,” “ dissolv- 
ing,” “ melting” sense is not wholly lost. See P. 1, 11.— 16. 
afew depends on kduicov Aourg yéver. There is no cyxjpa cad 
dor kai pépos for the dat. For the construction, comp. O. 8, 83, 
and P.1,7; Eur. Bacch. 335: iva doxn Oedv rexeiy | nyiv re Tryst 
maytt tH yéver apy. — Kédpigov, like our “convey,” always con- 
notes “ care,” “ safety.” 

*Er. a.—17. tav...tédos: Familiar commonplace. The mean- 
ing is essentially complete without épyv réAos, so that these two 
words come in as a reinforcement. “ When fully consummated.” 
—4moinrov: We should expect dmpaxroy like Lat. factum infee- 
twm, but dmroiyrov embraces dmpaxrov.—20. Mba: N. 10, 24: vixd- 
cas dis €xxev Geaios Suaddpwy Adbav rovay. P.1,46: ei yap 6 was 
xpdvos kaudroy éemikacw mapdoxo. —wétpy ow evSatpov: civ 
semi-personifies mérpos.— yévour’ av: “Must come.” “Cannot 

fail to come.” —21. éokav—=c bay, itself a poetic word. See O. 
1, 99; 2, 69,—twd yappdrov: id, with the genitive of things, 
keeps the personification alive in prose. But the “under” 

G 
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element of id is felt in P., though, of course, it is more evi- 
dent with the dat., “ Under the weight of.” yapp. is echoed 
in vy. 109 (Mezger). —22. wadtyxorov Sapacdev : * Quell’d in spite’s 
despite.” The mya resists, but resists in vain. woe is 
adversative, not attributive merely. 

Srp. B’.— 23. wéupg: So the Ambrosianus and the Schol. 
Otherwise wéury might stand. The durative tenses of méurew 
are often used where we should expect the complexive (or aoris- 
tic) tenses. 7. has not the same notion of “detachment ” as our 
“ send.” —24. dvexas ... inpyddv: Ar. Vesp. 18: dvexas és roy ovpa- 
vév. %. is predicative. The figure is that of a wheel.—éwera: 
“Sorts with,” “suits,” dpydfer, Schol.—ev8pévors: Elsewhere of 
goddesses only, P. 9,65; N. 3,83; 1.2,5. ‘Opnpixds (dos, says 
a Scholiast. Cf. Il. 8,565: €d@povoy "HG pipvoy, al.—25. KaéSpor0 

' wovpats: Semele, Ino, Autonoé, Agaue, were all in trouble. P. 
selects those who emerge.—é€mafov ai: See v. 8. Ino, pursued 
by her mad husband, leaped into the sea and became a goddess, 
Leukothea. Semele, killed by lightning because she wished to 
see her celestial lover, Zeus, in full array, was afterwards re- 
ceived up into heaven. — wévOos 5¢ mrvet: An intercalated re- 
flection, and not a part of the narrative, as émrvey would make 
it.—Bapt: Position as in madiyxoroy dapacbér, v. 22.— 26. Kpeo- 
odévev mpds ay.: “Before the face of mightier blessings.” — 27, 
28. Bpspe | kepavvod: The instrumental “ by” is more poetic than 
the locative “mid.” The tenderness of Semele is brought out 
by the womanly tavvé0e.pa.—29. IIadAds: The Scholiasts call at- 
tention to the significant omission of Hera; the specific mention 
of Pallas may be explained in half a dozen ways. She was one 
of the guardian deities of Akragas, a close sympathizer with her 
father. The triad here is not to be emphasized.—30. waits 6 mo- 
copépos: Dionysos. Cf. fr. IV. 3,9: rév xurcodéray Gedy. 

"Avr. B'.—31. & Kal Gaddéoog: Here kai belongs to Aéyovrs 
(Bossler).—32. xéparor Napijos GAfars: Comp. v. 13: & Kpdve mai 
‘Péas. The Nereids are the daughters of Nereus and the sea (f 
&s). Nereus is “ water” (mod. Gr. vepd), as his spouse is Doris 
—the sea being a symbol of riches (éorw @dAaoca, ris dé vw Ka- 
tao Béce: ;).—Piotov apbrov . . . Tov Sdov audi xpdvov: The expres- 
sion seems redundant, unless we remember that Sioroy expresses 
the enjoyment of life, and not the mere duration (xpdvos).— 
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33. Tov Sdov . . . xpdvov: Comp. 6 mas xpdvos, P.1, 46. On dui see 
0. 1,97, where the “both” signification is plainer. As mepi w. 
acc. may mean “around” (without) and “around” (within), so 
ay.pi may be “about” (without) and “about” (within), and so 
be loosely used for ¢v.—Bporav ye: However it may stand with 
high and mighty heroines.—34. weipas Oavdrov: The Odvaros is 
the meipas. Cf. v.19: épywr réAos.—35. 008 hovyipov Gyepay, xré. : 
Instead of a mechanical réAos dyépas to balance meipas Oavdrov, 
instead of a mechanical é7d@ ifdpeOa to balance émdre Tedeurd- 
copev, P. varies the structure: “Surely in the case of mortals a 
certain goal of death is in no wise fixed, nor [is it fixed] when 
we shall bring one day, child of a single sun (spanned though it 
be but by a single sun), with unfretted good to its end in peace.” 
The position removes all harshness. fporéy at the head of the 
sentence is only semi-dependent. jovxipoy dyépay, in like man- 
ner, allows us to wait for its regimen.—ai®’ dehiov: The per- 
sonification may have faded somewhat,.but the mind dissociates 
TeAevrdcopev from the apposition.—38. @Bav: Gnomic. 

*Er. B’.—39. Moip(a): In P. Moira is above the gods, but in 
harmony with them.—4@ te: ‘ She who.”—arpdvov, xré.: “ Main- 
tains as an heirloom [=—from sire to son] this fair fate of theirs.” 
—40. révde: As usu. of the victor’s house, the Emmenidai.—41, 
éwi tu... whp(a): The calamity is gently touched. The name 
of Oidipus is not even mentioned. Where P. does mention 
the hero, it is to honor him, P. 4, 263,—wadwrpdmedov: “ Re- 
verse.” Pendant to madiyxoroy Sapacdév, v. 22.—42. && obwep: 

“Since.”—pépipos vids=6 xara poipay air@ yevdpevos.—43. ovvay- 

tépevos: On his way from the Delphic oracle, where Apollo had 
told him that he would be the murderer of his father that begot 
him (So. O. R. 793).—xpno®év | wadalparov téhkeooev: P. ignores 
the first part as recorded by So. O. R. 791: @s pyrpi per xpein pe 

pix Oijvar. 

Srp. y.—45. df? "Epwis: d£éws Bdémovea, Schol. She saw, 
while Oidipus was blind. So. Ai. 835: cade 8 dpwyods tas dei 
te mapOévous, | det 8 dpdcas mdvta tay Bporois mdOn, | cwepvas 
"Epwis ravirrodas.—46. oiv dddadodovig: The comitative ovy 
with the dat., instead of the simple instrumental dat., which has 
forgotten its comitative origin. Cf. P. 12,21: égpa . . . ov 
Erect piypnoar epikAdyKray yoov.—yéves Gpyiov: “ His fighting 
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stock,” his sons, the spear-side of his house.—47. Oé¢paavBpos : 
The son of Polyneikes and his wife Argeia, daughter of Adrastos. 
—év payas ... wok¢uov: He was slain by Telephos before Troy. 
—49, @ddos: Cf. O. 6, 68: “Hpaxdéns cepvdv Oddos ’A\Kaidav.— 
apwyév: Aigialeus, the only son of Adrastos, had fallen before 
Thebes, so that Thersandros became the avenger of the family in 
the war of the Epigonoi. (So Béckh with the Schol.) —50. 
onéppatos... pilav: ‘ Seed root,” origin.—é€xovra: So Aristarchos, 
The MSS. have ¢yorr:, which some Scholiasts take as éyovor, while 
others note the change from dat. (€yovr.) to acc. (rov Alvnowda- 
pov), a change which, however natural from substantive to par- 
ticiple, is not natural from participle to substantive.—52. pedéev 
Avpav te: Blended in v.1: dva€ipdpyryyes Tpvor. 

*Avr. y'. — 54. yépas: “Prize.” — dué«Aapov: Likewise victo- 
rious. The brother was Xenokrates. Comp. P. 6 and I. 2.— 
xowal: “Tmpartial.”—Xdpitres: Who give and grace victories. 
See O. 6, 76; N. 5 (end); N. 10, 38.—-GvOea reOpinrav: The 
chariots are wreathed with the flowers they have gained. See 
P. 9, 183: modAa peév keivor Sikoy | PUAN Ent Kal oreddvovs.— 
Suwdexadpépov: Chariots had to make twelve courses. Cf. P. 5,33. 
Hence O. 3, 33: dadexayvaurroyv répya, and O. 6, 75.—56. 7d Be 
Tuxetv 7d vixjoa, Schol. N.1,10: gor & év eiruxia | ravdo€ias 
dxpov.—58, ayevias: The bad sense is late-—8vodpovav: Formed 
like etppdvn, appdvn = adhpooivn. The best MSS. have dvadpo- 
gtivay mapadver. dvod. is glossed by d@upia. This is the recur- 
rent thought of the ode—the balance of good and bad.—58. 6 pay 
®hodtos: p., a faded oath, by way of confirmation. Often used 

to meet objections.—dperais SeSa8adpévos: See O. 13 for a poetic 
lesson on the necessity of something more than wealth. Cf. P. 
5,1: 6 mdodros edpvaberns, Gray Tis dpera Kexpapévoy Kabapa avrov 
dvdyn | modviAov éxéray.—59, TOv TE Kal Tov: “This and that.” 
Not “good and bad,” but “indefinite blessings.” So, in prose, 
roy kai roy, “this man and that man,”—60. BaSetavy iméxov pépi- 
prvav Gyporépav: Acc. to the majority of interpreters this means 
“rousing a deep and eager yearning for achievement,” “ putting 
into the heart of man a deep and eager mood.” So the Schol.: 
cuverny €xav TH ppovrida mpos Td dypevew Ta dyad. aypdrepos is 
used of the Centaur, P. 3,4; dyporépa of Kyrene, P. 9,6. But 
lions are dypérepo, N. 3, 46, and as pépyuva leans in P. to the bad, 
and jréywy occurs nowhere else in P., diversity of opinion may 
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be pardoned. iméyew, “sustain,” is the other side of xaréyeu, 
“keep down,” and that other side appears, v. 21: éoA@v .. . ind 
xappdrov mya Ovaokes | madiykoroy Sapacbev. There the monster 
is crushed, here the high (deep) load of carking care is shoul- 
dered. Wealth i is an Atlas. 

’Er. y' .—61. dorhp apifndos, xré.: The shifting of the imagery 

is facilitated by the beginning of the epode. dpifndos = dpidndos, 
an Homeric word.—62. $éyyos is used of the sun, the moon, or 
any great or conspicuous light.—e«l 8€: The passage has an enor- 
mous literature to itself. In despair, I have kept the reading 
of the MSS., with the interpretation “If, in truth, when one 
hath it (vw =-)oirov) he knows (of) the future that,” etc. dé 
in P. is often not far from 67. This would make the sentence 
an after-thought. Béckh’s «i ye, which is simple, is not lyrical 
(Mommsen). ed dé and é d¢ are not convincing conjectures, 
edre has been suggested. Bergk considers oidev to have been 
used once by brachylogy instead of twice, and punctuates ei dé 
vw exov tis, oidev To péAXov, “If any one that hath it knows, he 
(Theron) knows.” In that case, Theron would have been men- 
tioned. Mezger makes ci ris oidev . . . dvayxa the protasis, and 
toas 8€ . . . rupow the apodosis, or rather the apparent apodosis, 
the real apodosis being some verb of ascertainment understood. 
See my Lat. Gr.*, 601. “If one knows... (why, then, he must 
know that)... the good,” etc. This makes dé apodotic. See O. 
8,43. It would be better to leave the first sentence frankly with- 
out an apodosis.—63. ®avévrev: The sins committed in the world 
below are punished here on earth. Earth and Hades are mutual 
hells. P.’s view of the yonder world, as set forth in this passage, 
may be supplemented by the fragments of the @pjva. P. believes 
in the continued existence of the soul after death, in transmi- 
gration, in retribution, in eternal blessedness. Immediately after 
death the soul is judged and sent to join the ranks of the pious 
or of the wicked. Good souls dwell with Pluton and Persephone 
in perpetual light and happiness, the bad must endure anguish 
past beholding for punishment and purification. If they do not 
mend, they are sent back to earth, and after death come again 
before the inexorable judgment-seat. Those who are purified 
return to earth in the ninth year, and are made kings, heroes, 
sages. When a man has maintained himself in each of these 
transition stages, and has kept pure from all wrong, he becomes 
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a hero, and dwells forever in the islands of the blessed. (After 
Mezger.)—airix’: “ Straight,” ed@éws, Schol.—émdAapvor: Cf. O. 
1,59: dmddapov Biov.—64. éreav: The aor. disposes of Rauchen- 
stein’s adris. — TGSe Avds dpxg@: On earth. — 65. xara yas: xara 
with gen. in P. only here—tis: Dread indefiniteness.—66. Aédyov 
dpdcais: “ Rendering his sentence.” gpdtew, of deliberate, care- 
ful, clear speech. Adyos is used of an oracle, P. 4, 59. 

Srp. &'.—67, 68. toats 82 vinrerow alel, | tras 8 apépais: I follow 

Mommsen. The best MSS. have icats 8 ev du. Various changes 
have been made to save the uniformity and avoid — for ~ ~ inv. 
68. So, v.67: icoy dé, v. 68: toa & ev du., which J. H. H. Schmidt 
follows. Equal nights and equal days may be equal to each other 
(equinoctial) or equal to ours; may be equal in length or equal in 
character. ‘“ Equal to each other in character” seems to be the 
safest interpretation. ‘The night shineth as the day; the dark- 
ness and the light are both alike.” To some the passage means 
that the blessed have the same length of day and night that we do, 
but their lives are freer from toil. This interpretation is favored 
by drovéorepov, which shows that the standard of comparison is 
earthly life, though Dissen makes it refer to the wicked. — 69. 
Séxovrar: It isa boon. dépxovra, the reading of the mass of our 
MSS., is unmetrical, and not over-clear.—ov x@é6va: The position 
of the negative in P. is especially free; here it is to be justified 
by ovd€ mévriov ddap.—ev xepds dupa: So, P. 2,8: ayavaiow ev 
xepolv morkiAravios eSdpaooe modovs. N. 1, 52: €v xepi rwaocoey 
gacyavov. Local more vivid than instrumental. — dxpq: 
“Strength ;” as dxua modday, I. 7 (8), 37, is “ speed.”—71. newav 
mapa Siatray: “ For the sake of unsatisfying food,” as mortals do. 
This use of mapa, “ along,” “ by way of,” and so “ by reason of,” 
“for the sake of,” is solitary in P., but becomes common in the 
later time. So map’ 6.—rtwptors | Oeav: At the court of Pluton 
and Persephone.—72. €xatpov: When they were on earth.—evop- 
xiais: Ps, 24, 3: Who shall stand in His holy place? He that 
hath clean hands and a pure heart; who hath not lifted up his 
soul unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully.—TA4. rot 8€ = oi xaxoi.— 
dxxéovTt = dyéovor = idioravra kai Baorafovow (Schol.). 

"Avr. &.—'75. érédpacav: ‘“ Persevered.” —éorpis | éxarépwht : 
tpis éxarépw6 would naturally mean six times. é¢orpis may mean 
three times in all. The soul descends to Hades, then returns to 
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earth, then descends again for a final probation.— 77, éredav: 
Act, only here in P.—Avés 686v: The king’s highway (mystic).— 
wapa Kpdévov tipow: Not “ along,” as in prose, but “ to the neigh- 

borhood of,” as if apa Kpédvor, “ to the court of Kronos,” who pre- 
sides over the happy isles.—78. vaeos : Dor. =vjcovs.—79. GvOepa 
xXpvgot = 4. ypuod. So I. 1, 20: qiadracor xpvood. Of. P.1,6; 4, 
71. 240; N. 5, 54; 1.7 (8), 67.— 80. Ta pev xepodbev .. . tBwp & 
@\Aa: Chiasm. The world below is a brilliant repetition of the 
world above. The prizes are of gold —gold instead of olive 
and laurel. In vdwp, Dissen sees an allusion to the water-parsley 
of the Isthmian games.—82. orepdvois: I have given what seems 
to be the best MS. reading. xedadds is used in a gloss to explain 
ore is, a8 or. is not applicable to yépas, dpyor being used for 
neck and breast, orépavo: for heads. Bergk suggests: dppyos é 
(=e in Lokrian inscriptions) ray yépes dvamdéxovtt kal oreddvos 
—<éppas, and orehavas being Aeolic accusatives. 

"Er. 8. — 838. Bovdais ev dpSaior: Like éy vdpuors, P. 1, 62; &y 
vou, N. 10, 28; I. 2, 38; and ey dixa, O. 2,18; 6, 12; P. 5, 14; 
N. 5,14. é» dixy is common even in prose.—Pa8apdvvos : The 

ris of v. 65.—84. 8v ...mdpeSpov: The best MSS. have éy marjp 
éxet yas with agap. The true reading cannot be elicited with cer- 
tainty from the Scholia and glosses. Even in antiquity the critics 
were at a loss. I have resigned myself with Dissen and Schnei- 
dewin to the reading of the interpolated MSS,—85, “Péas .. . Op6- 
vov: Rhea, as mother of the gods, thrones above all.—86, IImAevs : 

An Hellenic saint, a Greek Joseph. See N. 5, 26, where he resists 
the wiles of Hippolyta, and I. 7 (8), 41: dvr’ etaeBéoraroy paris 
"IoAxod tpadew rediov. Peleus and Kadmos are associated again, 
P. 8, 87. Here they are linked by re «ai on account of the like 
fortune in marriage, l.c. 91: é76@ ‘Appoviay yapev Bodrw | 6 dé 
Nnpéos edBovdrov Cérw maida xdurdv.—K ddpos: Called dyrideos, P. 
3, 88.— Ayuda: ev vnoos paxdpwy o€é hacw eiva | varep rodadxns 
*AxtAevs, acc. to the famous skolion of Kallistratos ap. Athen. 15, 
695 A. See Plat. Symp.179 E,180 B. Acc. to N. 4,49 Achilles 
has another abode, an island in the Euxine. It has been fancied 
that Theron was a Peleus, a Kadmos, and an Achilles in one. 

Srp. <'.—90. Gpayov dorpaBy xlova: An allusion to “Exrap (ace. 
to Greek feeling = *é¢yérwp) as the “ upholder” is not impossible, 
though the metaphor is common enough.—Kvxvov: Son of Posei- 
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don, who opposed the landing of the Greeks, — Savdrw mépev: 
Comp. P. 5, 60: dwxe Ojpas aive PoBo, N. 1,66: hacd vw docew 
pope, and Lat. dare morti, “ put (in)to (the maw of) death.” In- 
stead of flattening antique personification, let us emboss our own. 
mopew is combined with véyew and d:ddva, P. 5, 65.—91. “Aots 
te maid’ Aifioma: Memnon. Kyknos, Hektor, and Memnon are 
grouped, I. 4 (5), 39, another triad.—oAAa pot, xré.: Asyndeton 
common on announcing the end.—im dyxovos: Comp. Theokr. 
17, 80: imwdéndy re papérpnv.—Béy: Of poetry, I. 4,46; O. 13, 
93.—92. évri: Is explained as a singular, but Gust. Meyer, Gr. Gr., 
§ 483, dissents. It is livelier as a plural, O. 10 (11), 93; P. 1,13. 
—93. dwvdevta ovveroiow: A stock quotation, “that have a voice 
only for the wise.” —és 8 73 mav: Sometimes written romay or 
rémay to save the quantity, like cvpsav, drav, mpdrar. “ie is 
glossed by 7d xowdy, Shakespeare’s “the general,” rods modAovs 
kai xvSaorépovs. The other rendering, “ generally,” is less Satis- 
factory. The change from the dative cuveroiow to és and the acc. 
is in P.’s manner. Mr. Verrall argues (Journal of Philol., No. 
XVII.) at length in favor of romay from *romn, “ divination,” a 
word which he elicits from romd{ew.— 94. aodés: Of poetic 
art.— @vg@: A Pindaric cry to be heard often, e. g. O. 9, 107: 
ro Se hua Kpdricroy Gray, for while P. does not despise train- 
ing, O. 8, 60, where, by the way, he is praising a trainer, he 
believes in Ruskin’s first rule, “Be born with genius.” God, 
Apollo, the Muse, the Muses, Charis, the Charites—these are the 
sources of the poet’s inspiration. It is part and parcel of his aris- 
tocratic “ blood ” theory.—95. pa@évres: The old sneer that finds 
an echo in Persius, Quis expedivit psittaco suum xatpe? The com- 
mentators refer this characteristic to Simonides and Bakchyli- 
des. Simonides was considered co peraros, and if Simonides 
was meant, copds 6 moddad Fetdas hua would be spiteful. Bak- 
chylides was the nephew of Simonides, disciple, imitator, and 
collaborator of his uncle. It is supposed that P. gained the con- 
tract for writing this poem over 8. and B., and hence this scorn- 
ful and, we should say, ignoble note of superiority. As Simon- 
ides had just made peace between Hieron and Theron, it is very 
unlikely that P. should have made this arrogant fling at this time. 
—éBpor: With xdpaxes. The antithesis is the dps Ocios (Mez- 

ger). Usually punctuated AaBpor mayyhocia, képaxes as. — 96. 
Képaxes Gs... yapverov: The dual certainly suggests definite pairs, 
especially as it is often used with mocking effect, e. g. in Plato’s 
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Euthydemos (comp. Arcades ambo). The use of the dual on 
metrical (?) grounds for the plural is not tolerable. Mr. Verrall’s 
suggestion that the reference is to the two Sicilian rhetoricians, 
Korax and Tisias (the latter of whom was called xaxod xépaxos 
xaxdv @év) is ingenious. See P. 1,94, where the panegyric side 
of oratory is recognized. If we must have rivalry, why not rival- 
ry between the old art of poetry (pva) and the new art of rhet- 
oric (uaOdvres)? Besides, Ad8por xépaxes of this kind succeed 
best in the AdSpos orpards (P. 2, 87).— Gxpavra: “ Ineffectual 
stuff.” 

*Avr. e’.—97. Ards mpds Spvixa Getov: See P. 1,6. The eagle 
(Pindar) sits quiet and disdainful on the sceptre of Zeus. His 
defiant scream will come, and then the ineffectual chatter will 

cease. Comp. Soph. Ai. 169: péyav‘alyumiv & iodeicartes | 
ray’ av e€aidyns ei od haveins, | oryn mrngecay apwvor.—8. Erexe 
viv oxom®, xré.: Resumption of the figure in vv. 92-94. Cf. N. 
9,55: dxovri{av oxorot adyyiora Mocay.—Oupé: So N. 3, 26.—riva 
Baddopev: Not exactly=Badodpev: “Whom are we trying to 
hit?” The pres. for fut., except in oracles (O. 8,42), is rare, con- 
versational, passionate. See Thuk. 6, 91, 3.—99. é« pad@axas 
+++ dpevés: The quiver usually has a hostile significance, hence 

dpevos is qualified. The arrows are kindly (dyava), not biting 
(mxpa).—ént: As in O. 8,48: én’ "IoOu@ rovrig | dppa ody ravvev. 
—100. ravicas atddcopa: — reivas rd ro£ov dmopavodpat (Schol.). 
Béckh punctuates ravioas: and makes it an optative (impera- 
tive opt.), counter to the Pindaric use of ror.—101. at8dcopat: 

In its full sense of “loudly proclaim.”—évépxvov Adyov: O. 6, 20: 
péyay Spxov dpdocas.—102. texetv py: The neg. is py on account 
of the oath. Commentators are divided as to rexeiy, whether it 
is past or future. For the future, see 0. 1,105. For the past, 
P. 2, 60: ef 5é rus #8n Kredreaci te Kal wept Tia Aéyer | erepdy Tw’ 
dy “E\Adda trav mapobe yevéor Oat | yavva mpamid: madatpovei Keved. 
The past is better on account of the éxarov ye Feréwy: “ These 
hundred years,” with an especial reference to Akragas, which 
was founded about a hundred years before (Ol. 49, 8 = 582 
B.C.). 

"Er. «'.—105, Oxjpovos: Effective position. Comp. v.17: dome 
yéve, and O.1, 81. The sense is fairly complete in the anti- 
strophe; and the use of the dependent genitive here renews the 

G2 
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whole thought with a’ challenge.—atvov: In prose this word was 
reserved for religious occasions. P. uses érawos but once.—éréBa: 

- Issupposed to have an actuul! basis in the behavior of Kapys and 
Hippokrates, two kinsmen of Theron, who went over to Hieron 
(Schol.). But gnomic aorists have an actual basis also.—106, 
ov BSixq cuvvavrépevos: “ Not mated with justice, but [set on] by 
rabid men. Comp.I.2,1: xpvcapmixeyr | €s dippov Mody €Bawov 
KAuTa pdpptyyt ovvayrdpevo..—papyev: Of men besotted in their 
fury. So papyoupévous, N. 9, 19.—107. 7 Aadayfoa békov: The 
articular infinitive, which is not fully developed in P., is seldom 
used after verbs of will and endeavor, and then always has a 
strong demonstrative force—often with a scornful tang. So, Ant. 
312: ov« €& dmavtos Sei 7d KepSaivew didrciv, 664: rodmiraccew Tois 
kparovow eévvoei, O. C. 442: 1d dpav ovk 7OéAncay (cited by De 
Jongh), So in prose with omeddew, Oappeiv, dioxew, and the 
opposite. “Full fain for this thing of babbling.”—xpigov: A 
very rare substantive.—re 0éyev: Better than riOéyev, which 
would depend awkwardly on Aadayjoa.—108. éwel . . . Sdvarto: 
eet is “ whereas.” Madmen may attempt to babble down and 
obscure his praises, but his deeds of kindness are numberless, 
and cannot be effaced any more than they can be counted.—109, 
xéppar(a): Echo of yappdray, v. 21 (Mezger). 

Ze i 

BAGLES AND HARE. 

Coin of Akragas. 
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Tue third Olympian celebrates the same victory as the pre. 
ceding ode. In what order the two were sung does not appear. 
O. 2 was probably performed in the palace of Theron; O. 3 in 
the Dioskureion of Akragas. The superscription and the Scholia 
indicate that this ode was prepared for the festival of the Geo- 
£éna, at which Kastor and Polydeukes entertained the gods. It 
is natural to assume the existence of a special house-cult of the 
Dioskuroi in the family of the Emmenidai, but we must not 
press v. 39 too hard. 

The third Olympian, then, combines the epinikian ode with the 
theoxenian hymn. The Tyndaridai are in the foreground. It is 
the Tyndaridai that the poet seeks to please (v. 1) by his ’OAvup- 
movikas vpvos. It is the Tyndaridai, the twin sons of Leda (v. 
35), that are the ruling spirits of the Olympian contests. It is 
the Tyndaridai that are the givers of fame to Theron (v. 39). 
The victory is the same as that celebrated in the previous ode, 
but there Theron is always present to our minds. We are al- 
ways thinking of the third member of the triad—god, hero, man. 
Here Theron is kept back. The poet who was there almost, if 
not altogether, defiant in his heralding of Theron, utters scarce a 
word of praise here. Before it was merit, here it is grace. 

The poem is a solemn banquet-hymn. The victory calls for 
the fulfilment of a divine service, a OedSuarov ypéos (v.7). Pisa is 
the source of Oedpopo: dodai (v.10). The myth has the same 
drift. It is the story of the Finding of the Olive, the token of 
victory. This is no native growth. It was brought by Herakles 
from the sources of the Istros, a memorial of Olympic contests 
(v.15). It was not won by force, but obtained by entreaty from 
the Hyperborean servants of Apollo (v. 16), and the hero craved 
it as shade for the sacred enclosure of his sire, and as a wreath 
for human prowess (v.18). Already had the games been estab 
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lished, but the ground was bare to the keen scourgings of the 
sun (v.24). Sent to Istria on another errand by Zeus, he had 
beheld and wondered (v.32). Thither returning at the impulse 
of his heart, he asked and received, and planted the olive at 
Olympia (v. 34), which he still visits with the sons of Leda (v. 
35). 

The parallel with Herakles is revealed at the end. Theron 
has reached his bound—his Herakles’ pillars. Beyond lies noth- 
ing. Seek no further (v. 45). 

The olive was a free gift of God. So is this victory of Theron. 
It might be dangerous to press the details. Yet it is not un- 
Greek to say that the beauty of life is found of those who walk 
in the path of duty. Theron’s praise is no less because it is in- 
direct. 

The dactylo-epitrite rhythms are peculiarly appropriate in a 
hymn addressed to deities so Dorian in their character as the 
Dioskuroi. The compass of the strophe is not great, but especial 
stateliness is given to the composition by the massiveness of the 
epode. It is noteworthy that strophe and epode end with the 
same measure. 

Of the three triads, the central one contains the heart of the 
Finding of the Olive. The story is begun at the close of the 
first triad, and finished at the beginning of the third, and thus 
the parts are locked together. 

Srp. a.—1. grdofelvois: The Dioskuroi were in an especial 
manner gods of hospitality, though an allusion to the Geoféma is 
not excluded,—é8etv = ddciv, Aeolic Witwors, P. 2, 96.—xaddAu@ho- 

xdpe 0 “Edéva: «., used of Thetis and Demeter in Homer, who is 
more lavish in his use of é¢vmAdxapos. Helen is xadAikopos, Od. 
15,58. re... re, as the brothers, so the sister. See O. 1,115. 
H. shares her brothers’ hospitable nature. See Od. 4, 130 foll., 
296 foll.—2. kXewav "Axpdyavra: With P.’s leaning to the fem.— 
yepatpwv: “ While honoring.” — evxopar: A prayer and not a 
boast. So also P. 8, 67, where airéw forms a sufficient contrast. 
—3. Orvjpwvos "OAvpmovixav tpvov: Instead of the prosaic ’OAvp- 

mtovikou vpvov. — sp%daas: Simply “raising,” without any side- 
notion of column (O. 7, 86) or statue (I. 1, 46).—dxapavromddev : 
O. 5, 3: dxapavrémodos . . . amrfqvas.—4. Gwrov: Appos. to duvor. 
Comp. 0. 5, 1; 8, 75.—otrw pot waperraxor: So with Mommsen, 
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instead of ovrw ro mapéota po. ovr, as she had done before. 
In a wish, P. 1, 46.56. With wapeordxot comp. P. 8,70: Kayo 
péev ddvpedet | Aika mapéoraxe.—veooiyahov: ‘ With its gloss fresh 
upon it.” We say, with another figure, “fire-new.” O. 9, 52: 
divOea 8 ipvav vewrépwv.—tpéwov: The novelty consists in the 
combination of honor to God and honor to man, of theoxenia 
the epinikion (Mezger). Combination of lyre and flute (Fennell). 
—5. wedikw: The rédiAor strikes the measure. 

*Avr. a’.—6. éwel... yeywveiv: Gives the double element—vhe 
victory of Theron (¢émwixcoy), and the right of the Tyndaridai to 
Pisa (Geo&évia). Comp. v. 9: ras dro | Oedpopo vicovr’ én’ avOpa- 
mous dowai, with v.34: fAaos dvtriOéovow vioera | civ Babvgavov 
dddpvos maot Andas. The song is the refluence of the coming 
of Herakles and the Tyndaridai.— yatrator pév Levy Sevres: P. 

prefers this warmer participial conception to the colder infinitive 
(rd) xairatow éemicevxOjva aredavovs. See P. 2,23; 3,102; 11, 
22; N. 4, 34; 1.4,49; 7,12. Dem. 18, 32: d:a rovrous odyi met- 
o6évras, much more vigorous than ia rd rovrous pr mevoOjva. 
The familiarity of these constructions in Latin deadens our per- 
ception of them in Greek, where they are very much rarer. uév, 
with an answering re, v. 9. See O. 4, 18.—7. mpdocovr: P. 9, 
111: eve 8 Sv... ts mpdooes xpéos. The more familiar middle 
occurs O. 10, 33.—8ed8parov: The last part of the compd. is felt 
elsewhere, O. 6, 59; P. 1, 61; 9,11; though faintly in IL 5, 11: 
Ocodpdrous dperds. There is no echo of épdacas.—8. pdppryya te 
+++ kal Boav aiAav éméwv te: Te... kai unites the instrumentation, 
re adds the words as an essential element.—routAdyapuv: Cf. O. 
4, 2: mouwoddppryyos dodas. — Pow = roinow. Etym. Magn. 
p. 819, 31: Oars 7 moinors rap’ ’Adxaig, and p. 391, 26: Tivdapos 
Oéow Td roinua Aéyer. Sappho, fr. 36 (Bgk.): od« of8 orm Oéo.— 
9. Aivyo8apov madi: In honor of Theron.—ovppiga: Cf. O. 1, 22. 
—G te Ilioa: See v. 7.— yeywveiv: Supply mpdooe:, which is 
easier, as the near neighborhood of cuppifa keeps the construc- 
tion wide-awake. yéywvev (Christ) does not give a clear sense, 
though the shift is in P.’s manner.—ras Gro: O, 1, 8.—10. Oedpo- 
po: “God-given,” as I. 7,38: ydayov Oeduopoy yépas. 

Er. a’.—11. $ tu =Tovr@ (in his honor), 6 rw.—xpatvev ... 
Bady: Pres., the rule; aor., the exemplification. Simple subj. in 
generic sentence as in Homer.—égerpads: See P. 2, 21.—wporépas: 
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“Of old,” “of yore.” O.'7,72: émt mporépwv dvdpav.—12. arpe- 
xyjs: “ Unswervable.”—EAAavodixas: The judge of the contest, 
so called because Greeks alone could participate in the games. 
Originally the number is said to have been two, afterwards ten, 
according to the number of the ¢@vAai of the Eleians, and after- 
wards still further enlarged.—yhedpov . . . inpdev: The eyes of 
the victor would naturally follow the movement of the prize- 
giver’s hand, hence iwdéev.—Altrodéc: The Eleians were called 
Aitolians, after their leader, Oxylos, who accompanied, or rather 
guided, the Herakleidai on their return.—15. yAavxéxpoa: Cf. So. 
O.C. 701: yavkas .. . PiXAov edaias. The hue is grayish-green. 
On the symbolism of the olive, see Porphyr. de Antro Nymph. 
c. 33. P. does not distinguish the ¢Aaia from the xérwos (wild 
olive).—tév wore: The relative begins the myth. Cf. O. 1, 25.— 
14. “Iorpov: A half-fabulous river. —’Apditpvevddas: Herakles. 
The mouth-filling word, well suited to the hero, occurs again, 
1.5,38. Cf. Catull. 68,112: falsiparens Amphitryoniades, 

Srp. B'.—16. Sapov “YwepBopéwv: The well-known favorites Of - 
Apollo, who lived “beyond the North,” according to P., as he 
brings them into contrast with the Nile (1.5 [6], 23). Perseus’ 
visit to the Hyperboreans is described in P. 10 (Pindar’s earliest 
poem ).—’Améddovos Gepdrovra: P. 10, 34: dv Caria eumedov 
| evapias re pdduor "Amdo | xaiper.—teioars . . . Ady: A. has 
an emphatic position. Herakles does not often stoop to plead. 
—17. mora dpovéwv: “ With loyal soul,” if‘ loyal” were antique; 
“true to his sire.”—aire: “ He had toask.” Not aire, the histor. 
pres., which is very rare in P., and turns on P.5,82, which see.— 
mav8éxy: Comp. O. 1,93; 6, 69.—18. Gdoe: “ Every place conse- 
crated to the gods is an dAgos, even if it be bare of trees,” says 
the Schol.—oxtapév re Gvrevpa: It had shaded the "Iorpov zayai, 
v. 14.—fvvév avOpdros: The shade is common to all men, the 
wreaths are for the victors (Béckh). “A common boon.”— 
19. airG: With dvréprc&e. “In his face.”—8ixépyvis: “ Month- 
halver.” The full moon lighted the height of the festival, — 
Sdov: “Full” ( proleptic ). —xpvedpparos: Comp. the “ yellow 
harvest-moon.”—20. éomépas: ‘At eventide” (cf. P. 4, 40), ace. 
to Béckh, but the moon may flash full the Eye of Even, which 
is herself. Still the adverbial interpretation is favored by O. 10 
(11), 81: &v & gomepor | éprckev edamdos | ceddvas épardy aos. 
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Ayr. B’.—21. dé0dov . .. xpiow: So N. 10, 28, but 0. 7, 80: xpi- 
cus app déOdois.—4yvav: The decision is “ pure” (intemerate) 

us the judge is “ true” (unwarped), v. 12.—&pa (Dor.) = dua here, 
and P, 3,36; N. 5,11, but=dyod, N. 7, 78.—22. Oj«e: Sc. “HpaxAjs. 
Change of subject is very common in Greek, e. g. O. 9, 50; P. 4, 
25. 251. See also O. 1, 89.—«pnpvois: “ Bluffs,’ as in Homer. 
P. 3, 84: mapa BorBiddos xpnuvois, fr. XI. 64: wap xpnpvdv Oadrac- 
cas.—23. ob Kaha, xré.: On the position of od comp. O. 4, 17.— 
SévBpe’ Waddev: 4. is inner object: dévdpa reOndAdra eiye.—Kopoviov. 
Béckh combines Kpoviov MéAomos. This would require Kpovida 
(Herm.). Aristarchos combines yépos Iéomos, év Bac oats Kpoviov. 
Hence we read ya@pos—ev Baooats Kpoviov—Ilédoros, which is 
very much in P.’s manner. —24. tovtav ... yupvds: As ray is used 
asa relative, the asyndeton is not felt with the fuller rovr@v, which 
need not be = rovrwy oby.—kamos: So “ garden” of any favored 
spot, P. 9,57: Ards é£oxov Karov (Libya).—twaxovéywev: As a slave. 
“To be exposed to,” “lashed by” (cf. “ that fierce light which 
beats upon a throne”). —égelaus.-cabyais: O. 7,70: éye: ré pu 
dferay 6 yeveOduos axtivev matnp, Theogn. 425: aiyas d§€os jeXiov. 

—25. wopevew: The Schol. makes this form here = ropeverOat, 
but it is better to make qopevew transitive and épya intransitive. 
Bergk reads épyaw’. 

*Er. B'.—26. immorda: I. 4 (5), 32: immoadas "Iddaos. In P. 2,9 
Artemis puts on the trappings when Hieron yokes his horses. Ho- 
mer calls her (Il. 6, 205) xpuojvios.—27. S€far' éhOdvr’ . . . Grd, Kré.: 

Refers to a previous visit, the memory of which was recalled by 
the nakedness of the xaos. The circumstances of the two visits 
are different; the first visit (from Arcady) was under the stress 
of dvayxa, and at the bidding of the hated Eurystheus, and the 
second visit (from Elis) was in faithful love (mora dpovéwr), at 
the bidding of his own spirit.—Sapév: O. 9,63: Maiwadiaow ev 
detpais.—28. ayyeAtais: The plural of an impressive message, also 
I. 7 (8), 48: idvrav . . . airix’ ayyeAia. Eurystheus sent his mes- 
sage to Herakles by Kopreus (Il. 15, 639), a proceeding which 

both Homeric and Pindaric Scholiasts ascribe to fear.—évrv(e) : 
As in P, 9, 72: &s dp’ eimay Evruey Tepmvay ydpuou Kpaivew redev- 
trav. The extension of evr. from mapackevd few to dreyeipew (Schol.) 
is not Homeric.—zatpé0ev: The avayxa bound sire as well as son. 
The story of the oath of Zeus and the consequent subjection of 
Herakles to Eurystheus is told, H. 19, 95 sqq.—29. xpuodxepey é 
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@yAeav: Mythic does have mythic horns.—Tatyéra: One of the 

Pleiades, daughter of Atlas, mother of Lakedaimon and Eurotas. 
In order to escape the pursuit of Zeus, she was changed by Ar- 
temis into a doe, and after she returned to her human form she 

consecrated a doe to the goddess. — 30. aévriWetoa = dvaribcioa 
(Schol.).—Op@aoig: The hiatus is paralleled by O. 6,82; N.6, 
2/; I. 1, 16 (Bergk).—’O. is not different from “Apreyus ‘OpOia, be- 
fore whose altar boys were scourged at Sparta. Both doe and 
scourging indicate a substitution for human sacrifice. As the 
capture of the doe ordinarily precedes the cleansing of the Augean 
stables, and so the founding of the Olympic games, v. 34 foll., see. 
Ol. 10 (11), we have another indication that there were two visits 
to the land of the Hyperboreans. — éypayev: The Scholiast is 

good enough to give us the inscription on the doe’s collar: Tai- 
yétn tepay avéOnxev ’Apré urd. 

Srp. y'.—31. mvovas Smibev Bopéa: P. comes back to the Hyper- 
boreans with an explanatory touch. See on P. 4, 29. To em- 
phasize the distance is to emphasize Herakles’ devotion to his 
sire. This P. has done here and in vv. 14, 26. voids has scarcely 
any MS. warrant, but zvovais can only be defended by vague anal- 
ogy. — 32. OdpBawe = davpawe, which is an inferior reading.— 
33. tav: Depends on fuepos. — SwBexdyvaprrov: See O. 2, 55.— 
34. gvtetoot: Epexegetic infinitive. The place was called ro - 
TlavOeov (Schol.).—ravrav éoprav: The Theoxenia.—vioerar: The 
only correct spelling, ace. to the best MSS., and borne out by 
G. Meyer, Gr. Gr., § 497, vioowat for vi-vo-1-0-yar.— 35. Babvfavov: 
Epithet applied to the Graces, P. 9,2; to the Muses, I. 5 (6), 74; 
to Latona, Fr. V.2,2. See P. 1,12. 

Avr. y'.—36. éwérpatev = erérpewev (Schol.).—8anrov ayava vé- 
pew: The Dioskuroi were @eoi evaymvo. N. 10, 52: edpvxdpov 
Tapiat Srapras ayovev.—37. avipav 7 dperas: Especially of those 
games that require personal prowess. O.1, 95: iva rayvras modav 
epiterat | axpait ioyvos Opacvirova, N. 9,12: icyvos 7 avdpav dpir- 
Aas Gppaci te yAadupois tpawve kvdaivev wodw, N. 5,52: mixrav 
Té viv kai rayKpatio PbéyEa Ereiv Emdaipo diumddar | vixdvr’ dperdy. 
Still charioteering was not without its dangers. See P. 6.— 
pippapparov: So. O. C. 1062.—38. Sippndacias: As adernpwor the 
Dioskuroi had an altar at the starting-post of the Hippodrome 
(Paus. 5, 15, 5).—rap Oupds drpiver: The wa of the MSS. (=zas, 
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Schol.) cannot be construed; with drpvvec it makes no sense, 
and édd6vrey is too far off. mdp, Bockh (maporpiver), with poor 
and late MSS. The old Scholiasts show uneasiness.—Eppevidars 
| Oypové r(€): Theron crowns the line. The dat. with ¢Aéeiy as 
often when equiv. to yevéoOar.—40. émotyovrar: Sc. the Emmeni- 
dai. Comp. what is said of Xenokrates, brother of Theron, I. 2, 
39: Kal Gedy Sairas mpooémruxtro macas. 

"En. y .—41. tederds = ras €opras (Schol.), — 42. et 8 dprorever, 
xre.: “If” (which no one will deny). A familiar sentiment, 
such as the Greeks did not hesitate to repeat on occasion. See 
O. 1, 1.—43. viv 8€: The reading viy ye is at first sight more 
natural, but viv dé has the better warrant. “ Now in his turn.” 

This comes near an apodotic 5¢.—éoyatidv: Of one that casts 
anchor. I. 5 (6), 12: é€oyarius {dn mpds 6dBov | Badder’ ayxvpay 
Oedripos eoy.—peraiow : “ By his deeds of emprise.”—44. otofev: 
Variously interpreted. As olkoOev oixade is proverbial for ease 
and comfort of transmission and transition (O. 6, 99; 7, 4), so 
the omission of oickade shows difficulty, trouble, arduous effort. 
Comp. I. 3 (4), 30: dvopéacw 8 eoydraow oikobev ordtacw an- 
tov ‘HpakXcias. The effect is “the far distant pillars of Hera- 
kles.” —‘Hpaxdéos oradav: Proverbs weary less by repetition 
than original figures.—45. ot viv Sef: vw = 7d répow. Neither 

ov pay nor ov py is Pindaric. Suavius dicit de se quae Theroni 
dicere vult (Dissen).—kewds einv: “ Set me down an empty fool” 
(if I do). There is no omission of dy. Comp. Lys. 21,21: pa:- 
voiuny (= doxoiny paiver Oar), ei dvadioxoyn. 

KASTOR AND POLYDEUKES. 

Coin of the Brettioi. 
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KaMarRina was founded by the Syracusans, 599 B.c., one 
hundred and thirty-five years after Syracuse itself. Destroyed 
by Syracuse in consequence of a revolt, it was some time after- 

wards restored by Hippokrates. Aguin stripped of its inhabit- 
ants by Gelon, it was rebuilt once more by men of Gela, Ol. 79, 
4 (461 B.c.). The proverb py kivec Kapdpwvay~ dxivntos yap apei- 
vev is supposed to refer to the unhealthy situation of the city, 
but Lobeck reads xapdpwav, cloacam. 

Of Psaumis we know absolutely nothing, except what Pindar 
is pleased to tell us in this ode and the next. Both odes are 
supposed to refer to the same victory, amnvy, that is, with a mule 
chariot. The MSS. have in the superscription dpyate or tras: 
amnvn is due to Bockh’s combinations, This gives us a terminus. 
The mule-race was done away with, Ol. 84 (444 B.c.). Béckh 
puts Psaumis’s victory Ol. 82 (452 B.c.), and maintains that the 
victor had failed in the four-horse chariot race, and in the race 
with the single horse (xéAnr). The dmjvn victory then was a 
consolation, and there seems to be a note of disappointment in 
the rhythm. 

According to Béckh the ode was sung in Olympia; accord- 
ing to Leopold Schmidt in Kamarina. The latter view seems 
to be the more probable. The fourth ode was sung in the festal 
procession, the fifth, the genuineness of which has been disputed, 
at the banquet. , 

The key of this brief poem is given, v. 16: Sidmewpa row Bporay 
2reyxos. The final test is the true test. Success may be slow 
in coming, but when it comes it reveals the man. The thunder- 
chariot of Zeus is an unwearied chariot. What though his 
Horai revolve and revolve ere they bring the witness of the lofty 
contest? Good fortune dawns, and then comes gratulation 
forthwith. The light comes late, but it is a light that shines 

—= 
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from the chariot of a man who hastens to bring glory to Kama- 
rina. Well may we pray, “God speed his other wishes.” Well 
may we praise the man—liberal, hospitable, pure-souled, lover 
of peace, lover of his state. No falsehood shall stain this record 
of a noble life. The final trial is the test of mortals. 

So, by trial, Erginos, the Argonaut, was saved from the re- 
proach of the Lemnian women. Unsuccessful before, he won 
the race in armor, and said to Hypsipyle as he went after the 
crown: “This is what I am in swiftness. My hands and heart 
fully match my feet. The race is for the young, but I am 
younger than my seeming. Gray hairs grow often on young 
men before the time. The final trial is the test of mortals.” 

Psaumis had every virtue but success; now this is added. 
' So Erginos was a man of might, of courage; now he has shown 
his speed. 

The logaoedic rhythms are handled so as to produce a peculiar 
effect. Prolongation is frequent (- for — ~), and the result is 
a half-querulous, half-mocking tone. The lively Aiolian mood 
is tempered by the plaintive Lydian. Psaumis is only half satis- 
fied, after all, and his enemies are not wholly confounded. 

The triad distributes itself fairly into prayer, praise, and story. 

Srp.—1. "EdXarhp tméptate Bpovtas dxapavrémofos Zed: Plat. 
Phaidr. 246 E: 6 peév 57 péyas nyepar ev opav@ Zeds mrnvov dppa 
€Aatvev mparos mopeverat, Which mrnviv dppa becomes a stock 
quotation in later Greek. Comp. Hor. Od. 1, 34, 8: per purum 
tonantes | egit equos volucremque currum.—éxapavrémodos : O. 3, 3 ; 
5, 3.—real yap Spat: yap gives the reason of the invocation. The 
Horai, originally but two, Kaprw and Gadde (Paus. 9, 35, 2), are 
the daughters of Zeus and Themis; they who in their steady 
course—Qpa: being from ja," go”—bring things at their sea- 
son. It has taken time for Psaumis’s success to ripen,—2. éwd 
++. dodds: Comp. 0. 7,13: in’ dudorépwr (Pdppuyyos Kai aidGv) 
karéBav.—troxrhopédppryyos : Cf. O. 3,8: poppeyya mocxiAdyapuy, N. 
4, 14: morxidov xOapitov.—éAtoodspevar: “In their circling dance.” 
—€meprpav .. . pdprup(a): It is deplorable literalism to suppose 
that P. actually went and bore witness tothe contests. See N. 1, 
19: €oray 8 én’ aideias Oipas. The poet is said to go whither- 
soever his song goes. Comp. N.5,3: oreiy’ dm’ Aiyivas, duayyéA- 
hoa” Sri, xré.; also I. 2, 46.—3. paprup(a) = ipynriy (Schol.).—4. 
kcivov .. . eb mpacodvrwv, xré.: The only possible meaning for £e/- 
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vey forces us to take écavay in a good sense, which is otherwise 
strange to P. See P. 1,52; 2,82. The figure was not so coarse 
to the Greek as it istous. So. O.C. 320: daidpa yodv am’ duparov 
caivet pe mpoooteixovoa. We can hardly make poetry of Horace’s 
leniter atterens caudam. éeivey refers to Psaumis and éoAoi to 
Pindar. ‘ When friends fare well, forthwith the heart of the 
noble leaps up to greet the sweet tidings.” Some make the pas- 
sage ironical.—6, &AX’,  Kpévov wat: Resumption of the address. 
Cf. O. 8, init.: Marep . . . OdAvpmia. . . GAN & Micas.—Atrvav... 
dBpipov gives the repressive, as €Aaryp ... Zed the aggressive, side 
of Zeus’s power. Comp. also O. 6, 96: Znyvds Airvaiov kpdros.—%. 
iwov: A trivial word (almost = “dead - fall” ), ennobled like 

canopy” (kovereiov).—éavepseroav: Od. 9,400: dkpras vepoeo- 
cas. — Tudavos: P.1,16.—8, Otdvpmiovixay .. . xdpov: O. 3, 3: 
*OAvpmiovikay dpvov.— 9. Xapitev: N. 6, 42: Xapirwy | éomépios 
cpad réyev, and 9, 54: evyouat ravray dperav Kedadjoa ov 
Xapirecow. The fourth of the Bapoi é& didupo, O. 5, 5, was dedi- 
cated to Xdpires kai Avdvucos. Comp. O. 2, 55, and remember 
also the enmity between Typhon (6e@y modéuos, P. 1, 15) and 
the Graces. 

*Avr.—10. xpovudrarov: The Horai have not hastened. Hence 
x-» “late” with Mezger, not “ lasting.”—Wavpuos .. . dxéov: It is 
not necessary to supply éyv nor to make dyéwyv the abl. gen. ike 
is only an éori in motion. “’Tis Psaumis’s that has come, his 
chariot’s” (revel song of victory). dx. prevalently of an dann 
(Schol., O. 6, 24).—12. owevSe.: Psaumis’s own eagerness is 
brought into contrast with the deliberateness of the Horai.—13, 
Aourrais edxais: A mild personification after the Homeric A:rai, 
Il. 9, 502.—pév ... Te: ev... dé balances, re . . . re parallels, 
pev... te shifts from balance to parallel. Cf. O. 3, 6; 6, 88; 
7, 12. 69; P. 2, 31; 4, 249; 6, 39 al. Notice the triple praise in 
two groups: I. rpodais éroipov trmey, and IT. (1) Eeviats mavddxors, 
(2) ‘Hovyiay pircrodw.— 16. “Hovytav didéwokw: High praise in 
the disturbed state of Sicily. Personify with Bergk.—17. ob 
evdei téyEo: N. 1, 18: od Wevder Badtov. For other eccentric 
positions of the negative, see O. 1,81; 2, 34. 69. 106; 3,23; 7, 
48; 8,79. Here it amounts to, “I will not lie-dye my word.” 
Cf. also P. 4, 99: ey@iorovor py Wevderw | xarapravats eime yéevvar. 
—18. didmeipa ro. Bporav Edeyxos: Cf. N. 3,71: ev dé meipa réhos 
| Stapaiverar. dia- is “ final,” “ decisive.” 

—_—~ 
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*Er.—19. KAvpévowo waiSa: Erginos, the Argonaut, son of Kly- 
menos (ace. to Apollodoros, 1, 9, 16, 8, son of Poseidon), was ridi- 
culed by the Lemnian women (P. 4, 252), on account of his white 
hair, when he undertook the weapon-race in the funeral games 
held by Hypsipyle in honor of her father, Thoas. His victory 
over Zetes and Kalais, the swift sons of Boreas, gave the mockers 
a lesson, not to judge by appearance, but to judge righteous 
judgment (after the Schol.). According to Pausanias, 9, 37, 4, 
Erginos, son of Klymenos, late in life consulted the oracle as to 
the propriety of marriage with a view to offspring, and received 
the answer: ’Epyive KAupévoto mac LperBouadao,| dy irAOes ye- 
venv SiCnpevos GAN ere kal viv | ioroBone yépovte vénv moriBadXe Ko- 
poynv. The sequel showed that his natural force was not abated, 
and this gives point to Erginos’s reply to the taunt of the Lem- 
nian women.—21. édvoev 2& atipfas: Concrete power of the prep- 
osition. So I. 7 (8),6: &« mevOé@y AvOévres. A. without a prep- 
osition in P. 8, 50: Avoas . . . dyéwv, where, however, e£ayev is 
sufficiently plastic.— 22. xadxéoror 8 év évreoww: Comp. P. 9, init. : 
A game usu. at funerals.—vixav Spdpov : O. 13, 30.—23. “Yyrrvdelq : 
See Ovid’s Heroides VI. and Chaucer’s Legend of Good Women. 
—orépavov: The prize was raiment (Feo@aros daudis, P. 4, 253). 
The wreath was given besides, I. 1, 18 foll—24. Otros: Taunt- 
ingly: “You see.” Kayser, Rauchenstein, and others punctuate 
obTos éyw* taxuTart xeipes dé Kai jrop ivory, the position of dé as 
0. 10(11), 76.109; P. 4, 228. But we should lose dramatic power 
by this. Erginos is slightly out of breath.— yetpes: The hands 
and feet show the first symptoms of age, Hesiod, O. et D. 114. 
The feet give way before the hands. Notice the scene between 
Euryalos and Odysseus in Od. 8, 147 foll., and especially where 
Odysseus shows some concern about his running, For jubilant 
assertion of the power of old age in boxing (yeipes), see Aristoph. 
Vesp. 1383. If the feet are all right, then the rest follows a for- 
tiori.—ioov: “ Are a match” (to say the least).—25. @vovra:: Er- 
ginos is still speaking.—-wod.al: An allusion to the gray hairs of 
Psaumis, who is supposed to have been an apoyépar, if a yépor 
at all, is an unnecessary hypothesis of the mechanical order. 
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Tue victory celebrated here is the same as that of the precea- 
ing ode. 

The verse about which the poem revolves is v. 15: aiei 8 au’ 
aperaiot movos Samdva te pdpvara mpos epyov | kwdvv@ Kekadup- 
pévov. The preceding poem dwells on the importance of the 
final trial (4,16); this gives the conditions of success, mévos 
dandva te. The wain must be untiring (v. 3), the sacrifices great 
and various (v.6). To gain an Olympian victory, to found a new 
city, costs toil and money. The flower of victory is sweet (dwros 
yAvkis), the abode of Pelops lovely (edjparot crabpoi), now that 
the work is over, the price paid. So the daughter of Okeanos, 
Kamarina, who is to greet the victor with laughing heart (v. 2), 
was builded with much toil, much cost. The stately canals, the 
grove of houses—these, like dmjvn, like Bovévoia, were not made 
for naught. May blessings rest on city and on Olympian victor ! 
May the one have the adornment of the noble deeds of her sons, 
the other a happy old age, with his sons clustering about him! 
novos dandva te have brought their reward. Wealth sufficient 
remains. Addfame. Whatmore? Let him not seek to become 
a god. 

There is no myth. The founding of Kamarina is fairy-tale, is 
magic achievement, enough. 

This poem, short as it is, has given rise to much discussion. The 
Breslau Scholiast (A) tells us that it was not in the eddaqua (original 
texts), but it was considered Pindar’s from the time of Didymos on. 
In O. 2 and 8 we have two poems on one and the same victory, but 
the treatment is very different, as we have seen. P.4and 5 cele- 
brate the same success, but different sides are turned out. Here, 
too, it might be said that O. 4 dwells on the achievement, O. 5 
on the conditions; and O. 5 shows a more intimate acquaintance 
with local circumstances than O. 4 does. But this makes it 
only the harder to understand the resemblance in diction. 
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With ivnray aperay (5,1) compare ipndordrav aéOrwv (4, 3); 
with dwrov yAvukiv (5, 1), dyyeAiay yAuceiay (4,4); with dxapar- 
rémodos amnvas (5, 3), Bpovras dxapavrorodos (4,1). Séxev occurs 
4, 8, and 5,3; «ides dvéOnxe is found 5,7; xidos dpaa, 4,11; ier, 
5,9; ier, 4,10; and if the more common interpretation of 4, 4 be 
accepted, éravay avrix’ dyyeXiay mori yAukeiay éodoi, it is echoed 
by 5,16: 40 8 Exovres cool kai modiras CSogav Eupev: ifnot, 5,16 
is a sarcastic comment. yipas (5, 22) is a reflex of rodrai (4, 26). 
It is also well to remember the very narrow limits within which 
these resemblances, some of them in themselves trifling, are — 
crowded, and Pindar’s disinclination to repeat himself. In all 
P. dékev occurs but four times, dxayayrdérovs three times, forms 
of ikw seven. The chances of an accidental coincidence are re- 
mote. The poet must have had his own ode in mind, or an- 
other— perhaps Pindar’s local representative, another Aineas 
(O. 6, 88)—must have imitated his manner. Add the point ad- 
duced above, the evidence of a more intimate acquaintance with 
local circumstances. 
Much of the other detail is hyper-Pindaric. xapdia yedavei, 

v. 2,seems to be modelled, and not very happily modelled, on 
P. 4,181, dvpd yedavei, and dxapavrdrodos admqvas, v. 3, on O. 3, 3, 
dxapavrondédev inmev. tna dperay, v. 1, is matched by I. 4 (5), 
45, iWnrais dperais, réAw daorpddor, v. 4, by O. 6, 60, Aaorpdépov 
tysdy. kiddos 48pdr, v. 7, is found I. 1,50; wepydy ayrpor, v. 18, is 
found P. 9,32. On the other hand, dros is épOdmois, O. 2, 8; 
erinxos, O. 8,75; iepds, P. 4, 181; xadduoros, N. 2,9; GAmnoros, 
1. 4 (5), 12; dpos, I. 6 (7), 18, never yAukis except here. Mezger 
has called attention to the resemblance between this ode and 
the beginning and the end of the fifth Isthmian; and we can 
hardly resist the impression that we have before us a clever copy 
of Pindar’s manner. 

But if it is a copy of Pindar, the copy is faithful to Pindaric 
symmetry. Of the three triads, the first has for its main theme the 
victory of Olympia, the second the founding of Kamarina, the 
third contains a prayer for well-earned enjoyment of the glory 
gained abroad as well as at home. The three triads have been 
compared to the three xparjpes of the symposium, at which the 
ode was sung. 
The metres, logaoedic acc. to J. H.H.Schmidt, are often called 

dactylo-ithyphallic, not elsewhere found in P. Moriz Schmidt 
insists on the strong resemblance between the movement of O.4 
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and of O. 5, in opposition to Béckh, who says: A ceteris Pindari 
carminibus mirum quantum distans. Von Leutsch emphasizes the 
brief compass of the strophes and epodes, the simplicity of the 
verse, the peculiarity of the sequence, all indicating the Lesbian 
style of composition. According to him the poem is too light, 

and has too little art, for Pindar. 
If we had a wider range of Pindaric poems, we might obelize 

. with more certainty. To me the poem is exceedingly suspicious. 

Srp. a.—1. Gwrov: “The prime.” See O. 2, 8.—2. ‘Qxeavod 
@vyarep: The nymph of the lake, Kamarina, from which the city 

received its name.—yeAavet: P.4, 181: Ouyo yedavei. 

*Avr. a’.—4. avtov: P. 8, 38: avi~wv marpav.—daorpdgov: With 
reference to the rapid growth of the restored Kamarina.—5. 
Bwpods 2 SSipous: According to Herodoros, Herakles built six 

altars to twelve deities, and the pairs of cvpBepor are these: 1. 
Zeus and Poseidon; 2. Heraand Athena; 3. Hermes and Apollo; 
4, Charites and Dionysos; 5. Artemis and Alpheios; 6. Kronos 
and Rhea.—éyépatpev: More natural than éyépaper, on account of 
avéwy: “ Strove to honor.”—6. trd Bovévatas: Comp. I. 5 (6), 44: 
evxais id Ocomecias | Niccoua. 8. denotes the height of liberal- 
ity, and sorts with avfov. Do not extend id to dudAas.— 
mweprrapépois: This is the reading of the best MSS. Hermann 
thinks that the contests were held on the fifth day. Fennell 
considers reprrapépous a formation analogous to €8dopunxovrra, 
éydonxovra, and so equivalent to reumapépors, “ lasting five days,” 
which many editors have. 

’Er. a .—7. trtrois fprdvors re povaprrucia te: The various games 
in which he strove to honor (éyépaipe) the city. He succeeded 
only in the mule-race (amy). The controversy about this pas- 
sage is endless.—povapmruxiq: “And with the riding of single 
horse.” The povdurvé was a xédns. “ Sole-frontleted ” for “ sin- 
gle,” like oié{wvos avnp. See commentators on So. O. C. 718: 
tav éxatourddav Nnypnd@v dxddovbos.—8. vikdoas avéinxe: The 
success is in the aor., the effort (v.5) in the imperf.—éxdpvée: 
Causative. —véoxov: See Introduction to O. 4. 

2rp. B’.—9. Otvoudov nai Tlékowos: See O. 1, 24 foll. P. does 
not couple closely the luckless king and his fortunate successor 
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—10. crabpdv: “ Abode.” So 0.10(11),101; P.4, 76; 1.6 (7), 45. 
—TlaAAds: Brought from Lindos in Rhodes to Gela, from Gela 
to Kamarina.—ée(Se. pév... wotraydv te: See O. 4, 18.—11. “Nav: 

K. lay on a hill, eighty feet high, between the mouth of the Oanis 
(Frascolaro) and the mouth of the Hipparis (Camarana), at the 
eastern end of the great bay, the innermost point of which is 

occupied by Gela (Holm). "Qays bears a suspicious resemblance 

to ’Qayyns, an Oriental fish-god, germane to Dagon. re "Qavw 
points to Faas. See Curtius, Gr. Et. *, p. 561.—éyxwptav: Not 
otiose. Kamarina gets its name from the lake of the land. 

"Avr. B’.—12. cepvois dyerovs: “Stately canals” (Am. Journ. 
of Phil. VII. p. 407). Others “sacred” because of the river.— 
etparéy: Doric use of the word “ host” for “ folk.”—13. Koddq: 
The commentators are divided as to the subject; part take “Ir- 
mapis, part Vaduis. Assuming, as we may, that Psaumis had done 
much to improve the navigation of the river, the praise is more 
delicate if we make the river the agent of all this good, and 
put, instead of the benefactor, the benefaction. “The river doth 
build with speed a lofty forest of stedfast dwellings” (Myers). 
The canal enables the builders to float down wood rapidly for 
the new houses. Fennell transl. xodAa@, “ makes into rafts.” —inpt- 

yutov GAoos : As it were, “a forest of tall houses,”—14. tm’ apaya- 
vias: Livelier than the other reading, aw. See O. 6,43, and N. 1, 
35: omddyxvev tro parépos Oanray és atyhay potoy.—és dos: To 
light and life. 

*Er. B’.—15. Gud’ dperaion: N. 5,47: eodoior pdpvarat mépe aca 
moAus.—m6vos Samdva te: I. 1,42: ducdrepor Saravats te kal révois. 
—pdpvarar: The singular number of a welded pair.—mpés épyov: 
“With victory in view, veiled though it be with risk.” The 
chariot-race was a risk to person as well as to property. See P. 
5, 49.—16. 4b 8 gyovres: The successful are the wise—an old 
sneer. So Eurip.: rév evruxotvra cai poveiy vopifowev.—kai tro- 
hirats: Who are the last to recognize merit in a fellow-citizen. 
P. 11, 28: xaxoddyor 5é modirat. 

Srp. y.—17. Zwrjp: Kamarina was a redeemed city. The 
voc. cérep is post-Homeric.—18. FiSatov: According to Deme- 
trios of Skepsis this Idaian cave was at Olympia. If so, it was 
doubtless named after the great Ida in Crete. There were many 

H 
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Cretans among the original founders of Kamarina.—19,. Av8lous 
Gmvwv év atdois: The Lydian flute melody was used in suppli- 

cations. On éy, see O. 7,12: mappavor.. . év Evrecw adtdav. 

’Avt. y'.—20. ebavoptaor: “With hosts of noble men,” — 21, 
‘Odvpmidvixe: The victor is apostrophized, as often, at the close of 
the poem. — IloveSaviarow twros: Cf. O. 1,77; 8, 49.—22. ev6v- 

pov: P.’s usage would lead us to combine e#Oypov with redevray, 
but this is an exceptional poem, and we may follow the Schol., 
who combines it with yjpas. See O. 1,37; P. 8, 88. 

°Er. y' .—23. waprorapévov: Cf. Od. 12,43: rq 5° ob re -yuvy Kat 

varia téxva | otkade voornoayte mapiatrarat ovde ydvuvrat.— 
iylera = iyia. Proleptic. — 24. @fapxéwv: Cf. N. 1, 31: ove 

¢papar moddw ev peydp@ movrov Kataxpuyas éxew GAN edvTo@v 
ed te mabeiv Kai dxovoa dhitos €Eapxéwyv. That prosperity 

is sound which streams in and out, helping others and gain- 
ing good report. Whoso hath this, and Psaumis hath it, let 

him not seek: to become a god.—p patetoy Oeds yevéodar: Sa 
I. 4 (5), 14: pa pareve Zeds yevéeoOa. An abrupt end, like O, 3, 

MULE CAR. 

Coin of Messana. 
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Agestas, son of Sostratos, was a Syracusan of the noble family 
of the Iamidai, descendants of Iamos, son of Apollo. The Iami- 
dai were hereditary prophets among the Dorians, hereditary 
diviners at the great altar of Zeus in Olympia. Early settlers 
of Italy and Sicily, they retained their connection with Arkadia, 
Our Agesias, a citizen of Syracuse, was also a citizen of Stym- 
phalos. As a Syracusan he was an active partisan of Hieron, 
and after the fall of the tyrannis was put to death by the Syra- 
cusans, 

' The composition of the ode cannot be earlier than Ol. 76,1 
(476 B.c.), nor later than Ol. 78, 1 (468 B.c.), the earliest and the 
latest Olympian celebrations that fall within the reign of Hieron. 
Ol. 77 (472 B.c.) is excluded, because Pindar was at that time in 
Sicily, and the poem was composed in Greece. Ol. 78,1 is the 
date to which the ode is assigned by Béckh. Zevds Airvaios 
(v. 96) would seem more appropriate after the founding of Aitna 
(Ol. 76). The arguments advanced by Leop. Schmidt in sup- 
port of the same date, such as the character of vv. 58-63, which he 
regards as a feeble reflection of O. 1, 71-85, and the confidential 
tone in which Hieron is spoken of at the close, do not seem to 
be cogent. 

The ode was probably sung at Stymphalos and repeated at 
Syracuse. One Aineas brought the poem from Thebes to Stym- 
phalos, and directed the performance. We do not know wheth- 
er he was an assistant of Pindar’s or a local poet of the Iamid 
stock, 

The verses to which one always comes back in thinking over 
this poem are these (100, 101): adyaOai S€ médovr’ ev yemepia | 
vuxti Boas éx vads dmeckinpba bv’ dyxupa. In the second Olym- 
pian we have noticed a recurrent three; here there is clearly a 
recurrent two. Agesias, the hero of the poem, unites in his per- 
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son Syracusan and Stymphalian. At Olympia he is victor in 
the games and steward of an oracle (vv. 4,5). At Syracuse he is 
avvoixiorns of the city and beloved of the citizens (vv. 6,7). He 
is prince and prophet, as Amphiaraos (v. 13) was warrior and 
prophet, and his victory.must be celebrated at Pitana (v. 28), as 
it must be celebrated at Syracuse (v.99). His charioteer, Phin- 
tis (v. 22), must speed to the banks of the Eurotas, and Pindar’s 
leader, Aineas (v. 88), must conduct the festal song. Agesias’s 
maternal stock was Arkadian; from thence came his prophetic 
blood—from Euadne, daughter of Poseidon (v. 29), a prophetic 
god; from Iamos (v. 48), whom Euadne bore to Apollo, a pro- 
phetic god. 

The myth of Iamos (vv. 29-70) shows the value of this double 
help—the result, a double treasure of prophecy. Prosperity and 
fame attend the Iamidai. Herakles helped Iamos at Olympia 
(v. 68); Hermes the Iamidai in Arkadia (v. 79). Thebes and 
Stymphalos are akin (v. 86), as Herakles, Boeotian hero, and 
Hermes, Arkadian god, unite to bless the Iamidai. So the song 
must praise Hera (v. 88), for Arkadia was the home of her vir- 
ginity, and vindicate Boeotia, home of Herakles (v. 90); must 
remember Syracuse, and wish the victor a happy reception in 
one home as he comes from another home—as he comes from Ar- 
kadia to Syracuse (v. 99). He has two homes in joy—two an- 
chors in storm. God bless this and that (révde Keivev te KAvTay 
aivay mapéxot didéwv, V. 102). Nor is the mention of the two. 
anchors idle. May Amphitrite’s lord speed Agesias’s ship, and 
prosper the poet’s song (v. 104). 

This is one of the most magnificent of Pindar’s poems, full of 
color, if not so dazzling as the seventh Olympian. The myth of 
Iamos, the pavris ancestor of a paytis, is beautifully told. Pro- 
found moral there is none to me discernible. ‘He that hath 
gods on either side of his ancestry shall have the gods to right 
and left of him for aye,” shows an aristocratic belief in blood 
(ovdé mor’ éxdelyrew yevedy, V. 51). 

There is such a ganglion of personal and tribal relations in- 
volved in this piece that one is tempted to long historical and 
antiquarian disquisitions; but if we accept Pinéar’s statement 
as to the connection between Thebes and Arkadia, nothing more 
is necessary to the enjoyment of the ode. 
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The rhythm is Doric (dactylo-epitrite). 
Of the five triads, the first contains a glorification of the victor, 

who is compared to Amphiaraos, also a prince and a prophet: 
the second takes us to Arkadia, and begins the story of Iamos, 
which is continued in the third and the fourth. The latter half 
of the fourth prepares the return to Syracuse, which forms the 
conclusion of the poem. 

Srp. a.—1. Xpveéas: “ Golden” for “ gilded.” —tmoordcavres : 
O. 8, 26: iméorace . . . kiova Satpoviay. — Paddpov: “ House,” as 
0. 5,13.— 2. as re: Without a verb, as P. 11,40; N. 9, 16; 
1.5 (6),1. With as Gre the verb is in the ind., and not in the 
Homeric subj. (N.8,40); therefore supply wayvuper, if anything. 
The ellipsis was hardly felt.—3. mafopev: On the mood, see O. 2, 
2.—dpxopevov 8 Epyov, xré.: A favorite quotation in modern as in 
ancient times. The gen. absol., though not “ pawing to get free,” \\ 
is not used with perfect freedom in P. Hence a. é. is felt to de- 
pend on mpéc@mov.—4. ei 8 ein, xré.: The ideal conditional (O. 1, 
108) of a fair dream, too fair to come to pass, and yet it has co 
to pass. ei has no subject, no ris, as might be expected. 
N. 9, 46.—pév ... 7e: See 0.4,13.—5. Bope... pavrefm tapias: 
The dative often varies with the genitive so as to produce a 
chiastic or cross-wise stress, thus emphasizing each element alter- 
nately. Here the stress is on rapias, while in cuvoKiornp Trav 
kNeway Svpaxoocay it is on Svpaxoooay. Comp. Hat. 7, 5: fv 
Répén pev dve weds, Aapeiov S¢ adeA hens mais. Cf. Isai, 3,13; 
éraipa hv To Bovdopér@ kai od yur) Tod Huetépor Oeiov. Cf. 
Ar. Ach, 219, 220: viv & émeid) oreppdy dn Tod poy dytixynpoy | 
kai mada Aaxparidy td ok éXos Bapiverar.—pavrely=pavrixo.— 
taplas = dSiorxnrns (Schol.). The Iamidai had the right of divin- 
ing by fire.—6. cvvoixerp: Of course only by hereditary right.— 
7. émucipoais: Not with év iveprais dowais, but with apédver dorar. 
Cf. v.74. Citizens are apt to show envy in such circumstances. 
Those who count three columns in the mpdévpov forget Pindar’s 
implicit way. There are four. A.is an Olympian victor, a rayias 
Aids, & cuvorxiornp Of Syracuse, and beloved of his people. The 
outside columns are personal, the inside are hereditary.—derév : 
Both Stymphalians and Syracusans. 

*Avt. a'.—8. torw.. . gov: N. 9,45: torw Aaydv.—weBidg: 
O. 3, 5.—Baipéviov wé8 Exov: Cf. Aisch. Ag. 907: rdv cov 26d’, 
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dvak, TKiov mopOnropa. The Greeks drew largely on foot ana 
footgear for their imagery, and yet Aristoph. laughs at ypdvov 
moda (Ran. 100). 38., “blessed of heaven.”—9. Zwarpdarov vids: 
Effective suspense.—dax(vBuvor .. . dp.: On the risk of the chariot- 
race, see So. El. 745 sqq.; also O. 5, 16; P. 5, 49, and Introd. 
to P. 6.—10. wap’ avipadow: “On land.” Hymn. Apoll. 142: 
vygous te kai avépas. N.5,9: Atyway, rdy mor’ evavdpdv te xal 
vavotkduray Oéooavro.—11. et t wovaly: The position throws 
this clause up in opposition to dxivdvvo.. The generic condi- 
tional in P. takes the pres. indic. (rarely pres. subj.) or the aor. 
subj.: édy (fv, et xe) does notoccur. For the thought, see 0.11 (10), 
4.—12. "Aynota, ww 8(€: Cf.0.1,36. riv=coi.—érotpos: Cf. P. 6, 
7: éroipos dpvov Onoavpds.—13. &ms yAdooas: He flung it off— 
“ roundly,” “ freely.”-—"A8pacros: Leader of the Argive host that 
came to help Polyneikes to his rights, P. 8, 51, and elsewhere.— 
"Apdidpnov: Amphiaraos, noblest of the seven against Thebes. 
N. 9, 24: 6 8 ’Aududpn cxiooey xepavy@ rapBia | Zeds trav Babv- 
orepvov xOdva, kpvev 8 dy’ trmas. N. 10,8: yaia & ev OnBas 
iméSexro Kepavvabeioa Ards Bédeow.—14. kara: With guapyev.— 
a8ipas trrovs: White, acc. to Philostr. Imagg. 1, 27. On the 
gender, see P. 2, 8. 

"Er. a’.—15. éwra ... teMeo0évrwv: The MS. redeoOévror is un- 
derstood now as “consumed,” now as “ composed” in the sense 
of Lat. compositus. “The corpses of seven pyres,” one pyre for 
each contingent, not for each leader, as Adrastos escaped death, 
Amphiaraos disappeared, Polyneikes was buried by his sister. 
Of the many conjectures, van Herwerden’s re dSa:oOévrwy is the 
most convincing. Cf. N. 9,25: émra yap Saicavro mupai veoyvious 
oras, and Eur. Herakl. 914: wupds pdroyt capa Satobeis. eec- 
$évrwy is one of Bergk’s experiments. Christ’s text has éeracdév- 
tov. The Scholiasts seem to have had before them re AeyOévrav 
(so says Moriz Schmidt also), which they understand now as 
“ counted ” (xarapiOpunbévreyv), cf. Il. 8, 188: pera rotow €héxOnv— 
now as gvAdexOevrarv = ovddeyévrav—Cl. Ar. Lys. 526; Plat. Legg. 
6,784.A. The former is the more likely. Bergk: re modévroyv, 
from véo, “ pile up.” —TadaioviSas: Mouth-filling patronymic for 
Tadaidas(Adrastos). Comp. ‘Yzepiovidns for “Yrepiwy (Od.12,176), 

"Jarerwovidns for “lareridns (Hesiod, O. et D. 54). — 16. dpBarpdv: O, 

2,11,—17. &pérepov: A clear Homeric reminiscence. Cf. Il. 3,179: 
dpdsrepov Bacrheds 1’ dyabds kparepds 7’ aixpnrs.—18. GvSpi xopow 
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Seondrq .. + Supaxoaiw: The Schol. combines a. 5. and x. 8., and 
this must stand despite the affinity of dvdpi for deamdra.—19. grdd- 
vexos: Bergk writes diAdvixos from vin, as he thinks with Cobet, 
N. L, 691, that veixos would require ditovexns. The passage is re- 
ferred to by Isokr. 1, 31: éusAnrixds & foes pr Sicepis dv pydé dvord- 
pearos pndé mpos mavras diiovixos (so the Urbinas). — 20. péyav 
Spxov dudéccas: P. isa challenging herald. O. 2,101: avédcopa 

evopkiov Adyov dabei vdw.—21. pedipBoyyor: So I. 2,7: pedupOdy- 
you Tepyixdpas.—émurpérpovrt = cuupovicovew (Gloss), “ will ap- 
prove,” “‘shall not say me nay ” (E. Myers). 

Srp. B'.—22. Pivrs = Aris. A Sicilian-Doric name. Comp. 
Phintias in the story of Damon and Phintias (falsely Pythias). 
—éAhd: With imper., as O. 1, 17 and often.—fedgov: P. harnesses 

his poetic chariot only on grand occasions. O. 9,87; P. 10, 65; 
I. 2,2; 7 (8), 62.— 48m: “ Straight.” — o6évos hpisvav: Comp. P. 
2,12: oOévos immer. o6.is not limited by P. to animals, Fr, IT. 
1,4: oOévos ‘“Hpaxdéos. Homer has II, 13, 248: o. Idopuevqos, and 
18, 486: o6évos ’Qpiwvos. Plato says in sport of Thrasymachos, 
Phaidr. 267 C.: rd rod Xadxndoviov abévos.—23. & TaXos = Hs Ta- 
xos.—Sopa: P.’s favorite final particle.—xedevO@ év xabapg: For 
the path of poesy see N. 6,52: mpdaodo, 62: 6ddv duakerdy, I. 2, 33: 
ovde mpoodyrns a xédevbos yiverar, 1.3 (4), 19: pupia mavra Kédev- 
Oos. xad. “illumined.” — 24. Bdcopev: ddpa, as a relative, may 
take the fut. (Il. 16,243; Od. 4,163; 17,6), and P. has P. 11, 9: 
éppa... keAadnoere, but the “short” subj. is more likely. See 
O. 1, 7.—25. wal yévos: «., “actually,” “at last,” shows impati- 
ence, like #5n.—é§ a@Adav: “ Above (all) others.” ¢& as Il. 18, 
431: éuol ex macéwyv Kpovidns Zeds arye €Onxev. addav Dor. 
fem. pl. = Aor (jpidvev). — 26. otepdvovs: The chariot was 

wreathed as well as the victor.—28. wpés Ilvrdvav: The nymph 
of the town in Laconia—not the town itself. 

*Avr. 8'.—29. &: The myth is often introduced by a relative 
or equivalent demonstrative, O. 1, 25; 3,13; 8, 31.—eyOeioa: P. 
much prefers the first aor. p. of this verb to the second.—Kpoviy : 
See O. 2, 13.—30. Fidmdoxov: “ Black -tressed.” So Bergk for 
iom\dxayoy (unmetrical) of the best MSS. Cf. P.1,1: FuomdoKd- 
voy | Mooay. Allusion to the lapida.— 31. wapSeviav d8iva: 
“Fruit of unwedded love.”—x«éAmrous: “ With the folds of her 
robe.” References to change of belting, in the circumstances, 
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are common enough in all literature.—32. «vpio év pyvi: The de- 
cisive month.—éwroe(a): See O. 2, 23.—apoumddovs: As a. is 
uniformly fem. in Homer, it may be considered fem. here. — 33. 
mopoaive Sépev: So P. 3,45: rope Kevravp dddga, and P. 4,115: 
tpapew Xeipor S@xay.—Eikaridq: This son of Elatos was Aipytos, 
v. 36.—34, Paewdvg: In southern Arkadia, on the upper Alpheios. 
—olxeiy: Epexegetic inf. — 35, im ’Améd\don: Comp. N. 1, 68: 

Bedéwv bd puraion, Fr. X. 3,3: id Cevyhats apv«rois, and esp. I. 
7,45: Avot kev xarwoy bP’ Fjpwi wapHevias. 

"Er. B’.—86. ob8' GhaO(e) . . . kAéwrowwa: The aor. éAabe would 
more naturally take the aor. part., but the neg. is killed by the 
neg. (ovk €habev = havepa jv). Of. Il. 17, 676. «X., “ hiding.”— 
37. d&elq pedérg: As with a bit (dfurép@ yak, Soph.).—38. wep’: 
Allowed in P. for repi.—39. gowrxdxpoxov : The passage is charac- 
teristically full of color. ¢., “ crimson.”—kara®yxapéva: P. gives 
in detail for the daughter what he had only hinted at for the 
mother. — 40. xdAmSa: As in Od. 7,20: wapOevixn ecxvia venvids 
kddrw €xovon.—Aédxpas td xvavéas: The gen. with the notion of 
overarching. Mommsen reads with A Adypats id xvavéas. For 

gen., comp. O. 2,91; 18,111. For Adypa, P. 4, 244: Keiro yap Ad- 
xpa.—kvavéas : The colors are contrasted, dark blue with yellow, 
cold with warm.—41. tlere = réfeoOar Guede. The imperf. of 
this verb is in very common use. Sometimes “ she was (a) moth- 
er’ (v. 85), sometimes “she had to bear.”’—@eédgpova: Fit word for 
a future prophet, “ upon whom was the spirit of God.” —Xpveoxé- 
pas: O.7,32. Comp. P. 2, 16: ypucoyaira. — 42. "EdeiOuiav: Cf. 
N.7,1: "EdciOvia mapedpe Moipav Babvdpdver. O. 1, 26, KrAobe is 
the mdpedpos of "EXeiGvia.—Moipas: P. speaks of KAoba xactyyn- 
ras te, I. 5 (6), 17, and mentions Adyeous at the Adyos of Rhodes 
(O. 7, 64), but nowhere calls ”“Arpomos by name. 

Srp. y.—43. aBivos ... éparas: An oxymoron, like “sweet sor- 
row.” Comp. N. 1, 36: omddyxvev tro parépos ad’rixa Oanray 
és atyAay trais Aws | ddwa hevyov bidvp@ ov Kacryynr@ poder.— 
44, atrixa: Effective position. The favorites of the gods are sped 
in childbirth. — «viLopéva: On the savagery of the primipara, 
see Plat. Theaitet. 151 C: x) dypiawe Somep ai mpwrordkor mept 
ra madia. Fennell, “though sore distressed.”—45. Aetwe: The 
imperf. denotes reluctance, “had to leave,” “felt that she had 
to leave.” —8vo ... Spdxovres: Two also in Eur. Ion, 23. The ser- 
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pent is notoriously mantic and Apollinic, and occurs everywhere 
in the history of Greek religion. The dpdxovres are children of 
Gaia. Notice the rarity of dual nouns in P.—yAavxénes: P. 
4, 249: yAavkdra rokiAdvwrov pw. The basilisk eye is proverb- 
ial.—46. @pépavro: The affectionate middle, P. 9, 20. 95.—éapep- 
get | ig: An oxymoron contrast to the natural ids of the dpdxorres. 
The honey, which is also mantic, was a miraculous exudation of 
the serpent’s fangs, and so pedtooay is =pedtooaig. ig is another 
play on “lapida:.—47. nadépevor: As if they were human,—48. re- 
tpatooas ... IIv0avos: So. O. R.463: & Ocomémera Acdgis wérpa. 
—éthatvev: “ Hasting.”—49. tov ... réxot: The opt. for the ind. 
in Homer is virtually confined to the .interrogative sentence. 
This Pindaric experiment with the relative is due to the inter- 

rogative character of eipero, and has few parallels in classic 
Greek. So. O. R. 1245: xadei rév Adiov | pynuny wadaav oreppa- 
tay €xova’ id’ dy | Odvor pév adrds, rn dé rixroveay Aino. The ex- 
amples mainly in Herodotos.—yeydéxew: A Doric perfect, such as 
we find most frequently in the Sicilian dialect. rereAevraxovoae 
occurs in a Delphic inscription (Curtius). 

*Avt. y' .—50, wept Ovarav: As in Od. 1, 66: és mepi per vdov 
éati Bporay, wepi 8 ipa Geoiow | dbavarocw édoxe. Bergk reads 
mépt With most of the codices.—52. pavve : Specialized in prose. 
Here of prophetic revelations. — 53. etyovro: “ Vowed,” “de- 
clared.”—4@AAa ... yap: “But (in vain) for.” See O. 1, 55.—54. 
axoive: So Odysseus, Od. 5, 463: cyxoive imexdivOn.—émepary : 
Bergk writes dmeipirw (as Od. 10, 195), “ limitless.” The quan- 
tity dretpére, “ unexplored,” is, to say the least, very problematic 
(dmeipnros, Hom.), but dreiparos might be to meipas as réparos is 
to mépas. “ Boundless brake.”—55. twv: The colors assigned to 

the violet here seem to show that the pansy ismeant(viola tricolor), 
the yellow eye of the violet being too small for the prominence of 
favOaior. ‘toy means also “ gillyflower.”—mapmopotpois: ‘“ Deep 
purple.”—BeBpeypévos : “ Steeped.” —56. 76: * Therefore.” —o@pe : 
In Homer only of the dead body.—«atepapitev: She dedicated 
him to be called. Her calling was a dedication; the nomen was 
an omen, as often. — xpéve ovpravn: “For all 'time,” where és 
mdvra xpévov would be coarser, and ¢v mayti xpdvm would make 

us lose the intent. 

’E. y' .—57. totr’ dvup(a): Iamos.— xpvoorredpdvoro « « -"HBas: 

H 2 
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So P. 9, 118: xpvcocrepdvov 8€ For “HBas | xaprév avOnocavt 
arrodpéyat | €bedov. A consecrated epithet, Hes. Theog. 17: “HBn» 
te xpucoarépavoy Kadzy te Acovnv.—d8. "Added péoow: Dat. of 
approach. The god of the sea is also god of the river. Besides, 
Alpheios runs straight to the main. ‘“ Mid-Alpheios” (Schol.). 
Others, “into the middle of the Alpheios.”—edpvBiav : P. 2, 12. 
—59. mpéyovov: v. 29.—oKowdy: Comp. P. 3, 27: od5’ dade oxo- 
wov.—eodparas: Here in its full sense. See O. 3, 7.—60. Aaorpé- 
gov tuxdv: The honor of a roipiy Aadv.—éG wepadg: Cf. O. 7, 67: 
éa kepada . . . yépas.—61. vunrds tralOpios: Comp. the scene, O. 
1, 71.—Gpreemys: “Clear speaking.” So I. 4 (5), 46. Comp. dpri- 
mous, apriotowos. Not Ao€ias, the riddlesome, this time.—62. pe- 
taddacev: The voice sought him in the dark and (when it found 
him) said. The commentators have made much difficulty about 
the highly poetical expression.—68. mwdykowov és ydpav: Comp. 
O.8,17: Ads aire: ravdéc@ Groce. 7.,a prophecy rather than a 
prolepsis in the usual sense of that word.—ddpas émiobev: “In 
the track of my voice.” 

Srp. &.—64. &M(Barov: An Homeric word (7A/Baros) of uncer- 
tain meaning. “Steep” might answer here, “ brambly” (Goe- 
bel) would not. eddeiehov Kpdviov (O. 1, 111) does not help us. 

—66. téKa = rore.—67. Opacvpdyavos: Cf. N.4,62: dparvpaydver 
te Aedvtwv, Which shows the survival of the etymological mean- 
ing of pnxavn, “might,” “power.” — 68, @ddos: So O, 2, 49: 
*Adpacriday Oddos dpwydy Séuois.—’ Adxaidav: From ’Adkaios, the 
father of Amphitryon. We are more familiar with the form 
Alcides, ’AXxeidns.—70. én’ axpotare Boyd: The altar was built 
of the ashes of the sacrifices, and consisted of two parts; on the 
upper and lesser the thighs of the victims were burned, and the 
divination performed, Paus. 5, 13, 9.—7ér’ at: The contrast to 
réxa pév is put characteristically at the end, not at the beginning 
of the dé clause.—«éAevoev: A shift of construction, instead of 
leaving 6é00a in apposition with Oncavpor. 

*Ayr. &'.—71, #§ ob: “ Since when,” not a part of the promise. 
Supply éori as usual, “ has been and is.” Some have no stop at 
‘Iayiday, and make yévos depend on éemero, a rare accusative, on 
the strength of N. 10, 37.—72. tipévres: “ Prizing.”—73. és pave- 
pay 68év: Comp. v. 23: xededdm . . . kaOapa, and contrast the 
picture of home-sneaking youths, P. 8,87: xara Navpas 8 €xOpav 
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dmdopo. mraccovrt.-— 74. xpip’ E&acrov: Each action is a proof 

(thereof). So ypip’ éxacrov, of achievements, 0. 9,112. Others: 
Action proveth each man.—pépos: Cf. fr. XI. 42: mort papor 

%mawos xipvara. Blame and praise are inseparable.—é&: Of the 

source.—kpéparat = émixpéuarat (Schol.).—75. wept 8wBéxarov Spé- 

pov: See O. 3, 33.— 76. wotierdéy ... popddv: Victory transfig- 
ures. So the Schol.: of vuxavres duxodaw evedeis evar. No one 
who has seen can forget the light of battle even on vulgar 

faces, and everybody notices the beauty of homely brides. As 
Iamos is steeped in violet light (v. 55), so Agesias has beauty 
distilled upon him. sorieraéy with Bergk for woriord{et. For 
the generic subj. (without dy), see 0. 3,13: ¢ run. . . BdAg.—TT. 
ind KvAddvas Spovs: So Christ, after the Schol., for épas. The 
gen. in O. 13,111: rai & im Airvas tWrodov xadXimAovrot wodces. 
—pdtpwes Gv8pes: The double lineage is insisted on. The ma- 
ternal stock is one of the two anchors, v. 100. 

"Er. 5'.—78. @dpynoav: The aor. act. occurs also Hes. O. et D. 
82.—Oeav xdpuka: Hermes is often Cyllenius, Od. 24,1: “Eppns 
dé Wuxas KuvAAnwos e&exadetro. — Avrats = deraveurixais (Schol.). 
“Supplicatory.” Comp. P. 4, 217.—79. ayavas exe potpdy 1’ dé- 
Prov: On éevaydyos ‘Eppas see P. 2,10; for aéOrovr . . . poipa, I. 8 
(4), 10.—80. etdvopa: Applied to the Peloponnesos, O. 1, 24; to 
the Lokrians, 0.10(11), 109; to Argos, N. 10, 36; to the sturdy 
Acharnians, N. 2, 17.—82. 86av ...mvonis: One of the harshest 
combinations in P., at least to our feeling, but the tongue is 
freely handled in Greek. It is a bow, I. 4 (5),47: yAdood po 

rogevpar exe. Itisa dart, N.7,71: dxov@ dre yadxomdpaoy (comp. 
the use of yAwyiv, So. Tr. 681). Being a dart, it can be ham- 
mered, P. 1, 86: yaAxeve yA@ooay, or sharpened, as here. The 
trainer is a Nagia dxdva, I. 5 (6), 73, and the poet’s tongue is to be 
edged as the spirit of athletes is edged, O. 10 (11), 22. The word 
Aeyupas is not used in a bad sense; the Greeks liked piercing 
sounds, and xaAA:pdo.ce mvoais shows that in this case, at any rate, 
the sound of the whetstone was the voice of the Muses. The 
shrill whetstone that P. feels on his tongue accosts him with 
sweet breathings, and with a welcome message. — yAéooqg: We 
want the dative and accept the hiatus, as O. 3, 30: ’Opéwcia 
éypawerv.—83. mpowépmea: So with Mommsen and the best MSS. 
The inferior MSS. have mpoaéAxe:, “‘ draws to,” with ééAovra as an 
oxymoron, “which to harmonious breath constraineth me noth- 
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ing loth” (Myers). We should expect rather some such word 
as mpoceirer (mpocehei), “ forces.” —KaddAtpéorer mvoais: If rpocéd- 
ket is read, x. 7. is the dat. of approach. — 84. patpopdrwp ena, 
xré.: Metope, daughter of Ladon, and nymph of a body of water 
near Stymphalos, was the mother of Thebe by Asopos. 

Srp. ¢.—85. whdtvrmov OyBav: Hes. Scut. 24: Bowwrol wAngim- 

mrou.—éruxtev: See v.41. P. 9,18: dv more . . . Kpeiow” eruxrev.— 
éparewvov t8wp: Much stress is laid everywhere on the waters of 

Thebes. Comp. P. 9, 94: xapds avnp tis, ds . . . pndé Atpkaioy 
tddrov dé péuvara.— 86. wiopat: A pres. form used everywhere 
as a fut. except here, where Curtius (Gr. Verb. II'. 290) considers 
it to have a pres. force.—88. Aivéa: Aineas was P.’s yopodidd- 
okados, and was to him what Phintis was to Agesias. It is sup- 
posed that Aineas was a Stymphalian relative of Agesias, and a 
local poet—the proper man for the performance of an ode in- 

tended to be sung at Stymphalos. The task “Hpay HapOeviav 
ceAadjoa was to be the work of Aineas himself, to be followed 
by P.’s ode, which Aineas was to produce, and to find out by its 
effect whether P. was open to the old sneer against Boeotians. 
Aineas is a man whom he can trust with the execution of a com- 
mission which should silence the cavillers in Stymphalos.— 
“Hpav IlapQeviav: A Stymphalian goddess. Hera had three 
temples there, and three names, rais ( map@évos ), redeia, xnpa, 
Paus. 8, 22, 2.—89. dpxatov dveiBos .. . Borwriav iv: Comp. fr. IV. 
9: fv Gre cvas Td Botwtioy €Ovos évenov. The “Yavres were old in- 
habitants of Boeotia. The moral character of the swine was not 
exactly the same among the Greeks as it is among us and the 
Semites. Comp. Phokyl. 3,5: 9 8€ avds Brooupis ovr dy Kaky 
ovde pév eon. — adabéow | Adyous = rais aAnOcias: “In very 
truth” (after an honest calculation ).— 90. devyonev = perf. — 
Gyyedos dp0és: Of the words. He is faithful.—91. juxdpev oxv- 
téha Mowav: Of the musical and orchestic part. He is reten- 
tive. — yAvxis xparjp: Shifting of the metaphor. He adds a 

charm of his own. See Introductory Essay, p. xli. 

"Ayr. €'.—92. eimév: So the best editors with Ailios Dionysios, 
—Oprvyias: Sacred to Artemis, an Arkadian goddess.—94. gows- 
xémeLay: So called with reference to the color of the ripening grain 
—95. Adparpa: Hieron was an nereditary priest of Demeter ane 
Persephone, who belonged to the Triopian deities, as did Apollo 
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(Hat. 1, 144), and Demeter and Persephone were much worship- 
ped in Arkadia.—)evx(wmov: So, especially, when she returns in 
the spring.—96. Znvés Airvatov: Cf. N. 1,6: Znyvds Airvaiov xdpw. 
Aitna was an especial pet of Hieron, who is called Airvaios in the 
title of P. 1, Airvaios éévos P. 3, 69.—97. Avpar podmwai te: P. com- 
posed in his honor three Pythians, one Olympian, and fragments 
of a skolion and a hyporchema remain.—yweerovtt: So O. 7, 83: 
6 ev "Apyet xadkds @yva vw.—Opdoco — rapdoco: So for Opavcor, 
with the Schol., Béckh. The fut. opt. cannot be defended. 
Bergk cites So. O. R. 1274, where éyoia® . . . od yrwaoiaro are 
in oratio obliqua, and represent fut. ind. We should have to 
read @pavoa: with Hermann, or 6pavo: with van Herwerden, 

Em. €'.—99. otxo0ev oixad’: With a sweet security of transfer 
(comp. Aus Gottes Hand in Gottes Hand). So also O. 7,3: dapn- 
gerat.. . oikober oikade, and, for the opposite, see O. 3, 44.—100. pa- 
rép...‘Apxadias: Stymphalos. Cf. 0.9, 22: xcAvray Aoxpay éma- 
eipovtt parép’ adyhaddevdpov. The metropolis is not necessarily the 
oldest town,—etpydroro: Heyne reads eipadouw. See O. 1, 12.— 
101. 80° Gyxvpar: On either side of the prow (Paley). Starboard 
and port, not fore and aft. Proverbial. The two homes, with 
the double line of descent.—102. rave: Stymphalians.—ketvev re: 
Syracusans.— 103. Séorora wrovrépedov: Return to Poseidon, sug- 
gested by the ship. With rovrdéyeddv, comp. P. 3, 6.—edOiv 8é: 
On 8é after the voc., see O. 1, 36.—104, 3&o. = diS0v.—xpvoahaxd- 
roo: “ Gold-distaff” is a poetic way of sexing the sea (Béckh). 
—105. "Apdurpiras: Amphitrite has, as her special province, the 
waves (Od. 3, 91) and the great fishes, «rea, Od. 5, 422, and 12, 

97.—tpvev ... dvOos: Cf.0.9,52: dvbea & duvayv | vewrépav. 

ROSE. 

Coin of Rhodes. 
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Dracoras of Rhodes, most famous of Greek boxers, won the 
victory here celebrated Ol. 79, 1 (464 B.c.). 

The poem was composed soon afterwards, as we may gather 
from v.13: ody Avayépa xaréBay, and was sung at Rhodes. 

Diagoras was a Herakleid. In the third generation after Te- 
menos a Doric colony went from Argos to Rhodes by way of 
Epidauros. The leaders were descendants of Tlepolemos, son of 
Herakles, and Pindar makes Tlepolemos himself the founder of 
the colony. The Herakleidai occupied three cities of Rhodes, 
and established a triple kingdom. Those who inhabited Ialysos 
were called Eratidai,and this was the stock of Diagoras, who 
also counted among his ancestors a son-in-law of the famous 
Messenian leader, Aristomenes. The royal power of the Eratidai 
ceased after Ol. 30, and in the time of Pindar prytaneis ruled in- 
stead ; and it is supposed that the father of Diagoras, Damagétos, 
was such a prytanis. Of an illustrious family, Diagoras won for 
himself unparalleled distinction as a boxer. Besides being vic- 
torious at many local games, he was successful at all the national 
games, and so became a mepiodovixns. His sons emulated the 
head of the house. His youngest, Dorieus, had a career only 
less brilliant than that of his father. Damagétos won the pan- 
kration at Olympia, Akusilaos a boxing-match. The two sons 
of his daughters were also victors at Olympia, and one of his 
daughters enjoyed the exceptional privilege of being present at 
the Olympian games. The statue of Diagoras, surrounded by 
his three sons and two grandsons, the work of Kallikles of Me- 
gara, was erected at Olympia; and familiar is the story of the 
Spartan who, when he saw Diagoras borne on the shoulders of 
his two laurelled sons, exclaimed, “ Die, Diagoras, for thou canst 

not mount to heaven” (Cic. Tusc. 1,46,111). -It is not known 
whether Diagoras followed the advice or lived to see the down- 
fall of his family. Rhodes belonged to the Delian league. Two 
years before the victory here celebrated the battles of Eurymedon 
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were fought (466), and Athens was at the height of her power. 
Enemies of aristocratic government, the Athenians favored the 
commons as against the Doric aristocracy of Rhodes, Diagoras’s 
son, Dorieus, fled to Thurioi, but returned and fought against the 
Athenians in his own ships, was captured, but liberated. Again 
exiled, he went to the Peloponnesos, where he was arrested by 
the Spartans and executed. But these events befell many years 

after the date of the victory celebrated in this ode. 

The good fortune of Diagoras was proverbial. The Morere, 
Diagora of Cicero's version of his story,cited above, is in the 
school-books. But if we had no evidence outside of this ode, 
we should know by Pindar’s recital that his career was brilliant, 
as his home was brilliant—Rhodes, child of Aphrodite, bride of 
the sun (v.14). No wonder that the golden beaker and the 
foaming wine are used to symbolize the song in honor of such a 
victor and such a home (v. 1, foll.). But there must be shade as 
well as light. Nemesis does not allow too much happiness, and 
in the history of the line of Diagoras, Pindar finds enough trouble 
for contrast, each trouble ending in higher joy. So, should the 
happiness of Diagoras ever be interrupted, there is good hope 
of more than recompense. Tlepolemos, founder of the house, 
slew the brother of Alkmena—passion had overmastered him 
(v. 27)— but Apollo sent him to Rhodes, where he received 
“sweet ransom for grievous disaster” (v.77). The sons of He- 
lios, lord of Rhodes, were bidden to raise an altar to Athena and 
sacrifice to the Great Sire and the Warrior-maid, Wise as they 
were, they forgot fire, and offered flameless sacrifices. Yet the 
gods forgave; Zeus sent them gold, Athena cunning craft (vv. 39- 
53). Helios himself, pure god, was absent at the partition of the 
earth; yet he received a boon that he himself preferred to all 
besides (vv. 54-76). In each of these three cases we have a good 
beginning followed by misfortune, and yet a good ending crowns 
all. Diagoras was fortunate. Both dpera and ydpyara were his 
(cf. v. 44), but he might one day forget; he trod a noble path, 
UBpws exOpay dddy (v. 90), but passion might overtake him; he was 
a prince among men as Helios was a prince among gods, but he 
might, in his absence, be forgotten; but should Nemesis have 
aught against Diagoras, he may yet hope to find, like Tlepole- 
mos, like the sons of Helios, like Helios himself, Avrpov cvpdpopas 
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oixrpas yAukd (v. 77). The winds shift (v. 95), but the divine 
helmsman steers the ship to its haven. 

A remarkable feature of the myth is the reversal of the usual 
chronological order. We begin with Tlepolemos and end with 
the emergence of Rhodes. The climax is in the rank of those 
who have sinned, who have forgotten, who have been absent. 
Note that the fault is less the higher we mount. No wonder 
that an explanation has been sought of the triple shadow that 
falls across the poem. The Scholiast on v. 94 assumes that Di- 
agoras had got into discredit by killing one of his opponents. 
But this must have been in some previous contest, for in such an 
event there would have been no victory, as is shown by the case 
of Kleomedes (Paus. 6, 9,6). The shadow may come from the 
future, as has been assumed above, but there is danger of being 
a Lpopunfeds pera ta mpdypara, and to Diagoras the words rodro 
& dpdxavoy evipeiv, | 6 re viv €v kal reAevta Pépraroy avdpi ruxetv (V. 
25) need not have been ominous. The changing breezes of the 
close may bring good as well as evil. 

The rhythms are dactylo-epitrite. 

Of the five triads, the first is occupied with the introduction; 
the second, third, and fourth unfold the fortunes of the house— 
Tlepolemos, the Heliadai, Helios himself. The last triad turns 
to Diagoras. The divisions are all clear-cut, the triads do not 
overlap—a rare thing in Pindar. 

On the statement that this ode was preserved in the temple 
of Athena at Lindos in letters of gold, see Ch. Graux, Rev. de 

Phil. V. 117, who thinks that the offering was “a little roll (Gi- 
AXtov, volumen) of parchment or fine leather, bearing on its inner 
surface the ode written in gold ink.” 

Srp. a'.—1. Pvddav: The father of the bride pledged the bride- 
groom in a beaker of wine and then presented him with the 
beaker, evidently a formula of espousal. See Athen. 13, 35, p. 
575 D. The diddy was not a drinking-vessel in Homeric times. 
—4averas Grd xeipds: Combined with dapnoera. dad has the 
connotation of “freely.” Comp. ard yAoooas, O. 6, 13. — Adv: 
For “pleonastic” (Dissen) read “ plastic.” — 2. xayAdfoav: 

“Bubbling,” “foaming.”—3. Spycerat: P. has as ef only here, 

&s dre once with the ind. (N. 8,40). Homer has os ei with subj. 
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once (Il. 9, 481), with ind. once (Il. 13, 492). 8wpnoera is the 
generic subj., and the shift from subj. to indic., 6jxe, may be com- 
pared to the shift with os 8 ére in Homer (e. g., Il. 11, 414), in 
which “the most important point of the comparison is usually 
expressed by the subjunctive, while details and subordinate in- 
cidents are given in the ind.” (Monro after Delbriick ). Still 
Ojxe produces the effect of an apodosis (comp. N. 7, 11: ei de 
Tux Tis Epdwr, pedippor’ airiay poaior Moway évéBade). It is not 
a mere picturesque addition, but forms an organic part of the 
comparison. However, as this use of d¢ is not absolutely certain 
in P., in spite of viv dé (O. 3, 43), it may be well not to urge it 
here. The effect can be got at all the same. P. is nothing, if 
not implicit—4. mpomivev: mporivew earl kupiws Td dua TO Kpa- 
part TO ayyeiov xapiter@a (Schol.).—otkobev oixade: From home 
to home and so binding home to home. See O. 6, 99.—xopuddy: 
O. 1, 18. —5. cvproctov te xdpw: advti tod Trav ev TO cUpTocio 
(Schol.). ‘For the sake of them that sat at drink with him.” 
o.=o8 cupmivovtes, a8 Ogarpov =o! Oedpevor. Others, “to grace 
the banquet.”—tipdoas: Coincident with depjoera as an aorist 
subj. Comp. P. 4, 189.—é 8é€: “Therein” =“ thereby.” — 6. 
6yxe: So often in P., as O. 8,18: OjKxev ’OAvpmiovixay, 13, 98: 

Oncw pavép’ aOpsa, P. 9, 58: &Oa vw dpxérodw Onoers.—ladwrdv 
épddpoves edvas: The present is a prelude and a pledge of an 
harmonious wedlock—a great boon now as then. evivas, sv- 

» called gen. of the source of emotion. 

*Avt. a.—7, wal éyo = ovr kai €yo. Comp. 0.10 (11), 94: dre 
. kai.—véxtap xuvtév: Persius, Prol. 14, Pegaseiwm nectar. x., 

ace. to the Schol., denotes 76 airéparoy kai dkparoy, “ liquid.”’— 
Mowsév 8éow: The Muses have given it apveids dmb xeupds. But 
the figure is not carried out, though it might have been. The 
gudka would have represented the maestro di cappella. Comp. 
O. 6, 91, where Aineas is called yAukis xparnp dyapbéyxray doar. 
—8. avipdow ...vixdévrecow: Class for individual. Diagoras had 
been successful at both places.—yAvxiv kapmwév dpevds: Follows 
as an after-thought, like mayypvcov xopupdy xreavov above. — 9. 
ikdoxopat = iapods mod (Schol.), “I cheer them,” but the equi- 
poise of the passage demands a graver sense, such as ripé, cor- 
responding to riwdoas (v. 5), ‘pay homage.” If fAapods rod is 
not for iAdous (Aews) oid, the Scholiast manufactured the sense 
“cheer” on account of the superhuman sphere of iAdcxopat.— 
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10. xaréxovr(.): See P. 1,96: €yOpa bddapw xaréxer mavra paris | 
ovdé vw poppeyyes br@pddua Kowvewrviay | padrOaxay maidwy ddpoe 
déxovra. Song is the earnest of abiding good report, as the cup 
is the pledge of harmonious wedlock; but Charis, the goddess 
of the epinikion, casts her eyes now on one and now on another. 
—l1. éworreva : “ Looks” (with favor). P. 3,85: Aayéray ydp roe 
ripavvoy dépxerar.—twbd Aptos : “ That giveth life its bloom” (more 
fully expressed, O. 1,30: dep Gmavra revyer ra peidtxa Ovarois). 
A similar formation is BiodAptos, Hymn. in Ven. 190.—12. Odpa 
= dua, whereas @aya is Oapdxis, “ often” (Bergk). The assump- 
tion of this dua has been vigorously opposed by J. K. Ingram in 
Hermathena, No. 3, 217-227.— pév... ve: O. 4, 13.— dppryye: 
The regimen is suspended until év comes in with évreow. (But 
see note, O. 9,94). So the first negative of two or more may be 
omitted, P. 6, 48. —wapddvorot: See P. 12, 19: aiAdy mapdovov 
pédos, and 21: ovv evreot. For ev of instruments, see O. 5, 19; 
N. 11,17; I. 4, 27. 

’Er. a’. —138. i Gpdorépov: 0.4, 2: id morxiAopdpuryyos dowdas. 
xatéBav: Figuratively. So O. 9,89; N.10,43. For the verb, see 

P. 3, 73, which there also is used absolutely.—rav wovriav: De- 
pends on ipvéwv. tay moyriay is usu, combined with ‘Podoy. As 
to the distance, see O. 12,5. Still it is better to take the words 
as they come—the daughter of the sea (ray rovriay = ray mévrov) 
—child of Aphrodite—bride of the sun. With ray rovriav rai’ 
*Adpodiras, comp. & Kpdme rai “Péas (O. 2, 13).—15. wap’ "Adgeag: 
So below mapa Kaoradia. In prose this would be felt as per- 
sonal, “in Alpheios’s demesne,” “in Kastalia’s home ;” here not 
so much, See O. 1, 20.—16. wvypas G@wowa: The full acc. force 
is felt in drowa, which has to be revived for ydpw, dSixnv. The 

aivos is the dowa, as the dpvos is the amouwa, I. 3 (4), 7: edxréwv 
& épyov adrowa xpi) péev byvqoat tov €oddv.—17. wapa Kacrahiq: 
So N.11, 24.—Aapdynrov: A prytanis, as Bockh infers from what 
follows.—é8évra: See O. 3,1. P.’s Widoors of this word is neg- 
lected in some editions and lexicons, With the phrase comp. I. 
3 (4), 33: xadkéw 7 "Ape Fadoy.—18. tpiwohw: So Il. 2, 655: of 
‘Pédov apdevépovro b1a tpixa xoopnOévres | Aivdov, "Inhuody te Kal 
dpywéevra Kapetpov.— vaoov: With an easy transition from the 
nymph to the island.—19, éyBéA@: The “ship’s beak” headland 
is Kuvds ojya in Karia.—Apyelg: Rhodes was colonized from 
Argos,—aelxp¢=alyparais. 
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Srp. B’.—20. Wedijow ... Sopldcai—cbérav dipboce. P. uses 
the more prosaic BovAova only once.—rotew é€ apyas: Explained 
by awd TAarod¢pov, and magnified by ‘Hpaxdéos eipvobevei yévva. 
—2i. Svvév: “That touches the common stock.” Comp. P. 9,101: 
ro y ev Ew@ memrovapevor, 1.1, 46: Evviv dp0aoa Kaxov, 5 (6), 69: 
Evvdv dore kdopov €@ mpordyor.—ayyéd\dwv : Of public announce- 
ments. So P.9, 2: “eee . . dyy\ov . . . yeyoveiv.—Srophacar 

= dueAGeiv 8p 06s. —23. é Aus : The line is: 

*"HAexrpvav 
| : 

| 
1 ale ’AAKunvn-+Zevs 

| 
‘Hpakhijs Kerth 

TAnrorcpos+’ Aorvddpeca 

2e is omitted with the nearer in the line,’Aorvdapeias. Acc. to 
il. 2, 658, the mother was ’Agrvoxeca, but in these far-away mat- 
ters we must be satisfied with any feminine ending. Comp. ’Iqu- 
yévera and "Ididvacoa, Mepoepdvera and Mepréhacca.—' Apuvtopt- 
$a:: Amyntor, king of Armenion in Magnesia, overcome by He- 
rakles. — 24. Gpgi... «xpépavrar: Cf. I. 2,43: @éovepal Ovaray 
hpévas audixpépavra Fedrides. There seems to be an allusion to 
lures or nets. 

*Avr. B’.—26. viv év kal rehevta: For the trajection of xai, which 
gives especial emphasis to the second member, comp. O. 2, 31; P. 
10,58; N. 7,31.—-+vxéiv: Epexegetic infinitive.—28. Atcipnov... 
Midéas: L. was the son of Elektryon and his concubine Midea, 
and as Elektryon was the father of Alkmene, Tlepolemos killed 
his father’s uncle. See table, and cf. Il. 2, 662: atrixa marpds €oio 
pirov pntpwa Karéxra | #8n ynpdoKovra Ackipyov bCov “Apnos.—31. 
és Gedv: es of motion to a person is rare in Pindar, O. 2, 38 and 
54. The person is the place. 

"Er. B’.—32. Xpvooxdpas: O. 6, 41.—cdd8eos: Sweet odors rose 
every now and then from the opening covered by the tripod. 
—mhéov: Involves mAciv. ime mAdov = exédXevoe mreiv. Cf. P. 4, 
6: xpyoev Barroy oixiornpa = x. B. oixioar. — 33. dpdrbddaccov 
vonév: Oracles delight in circumlocution for the saving of their 
credit. So P. 9,59: dy@ov és duimedov.—Acpvaias: Dwelling- 
place of the hydra, forty stades from Argos, Strabo, 8, p. 368 and 
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371.—85. avix’: Comp. P. 4, 48.—réyvarow : Forthe pl. comp. 0. 9, 
56; P.3,11; 4,249; 8,60.—36. war’ dxpav: We should expect éé, 

but Athena makes her sire’s head the stage of her first appearance. 
So N. 10, 17: ‘Hpaxdéos of kar’ ”"OAvprov GAoxos “HBa . . . fore. 

Urp. y'.—39. pavoipBporos: Od. 10, 191: "Hédwos haeoipBporos. 
—Yreprovidas: An overdone patronymic, like Tadaiovidas, O. 6, 
15.—40. xpéos: ** Duty.” The service was the worship of Athena 
with burnt-offerings.—42. as év=<drws dy, due to dvddkacbat, 

- which involves the “how” of an action. So even in prose. Cf. 
Dem. 6, 3 (with wapeoxevacGa:), to say nothing of Xen., who has 
it often with emipedrcioda (e. g. Cyr. 1, 2,5). In Homer with a 
verb of will, Od. 17, 362: drpuv as ay mipva kara pynotipas ayei- 
po..—43, éyxeBpdpo: Formed like eyyecxépavvos, P. 4, 194.—44. 
éBakev: Gnomic. — AiSdés: As a personification. Reverence is 
the daughter of Wisdom. If knowledge were wisdom, it would 
not be necessary to say ‘“ Let knowledge grow from more to more 
| Yet more of reverence in us dwell.” The reverence here is the 

respect to the ypéos. For the personification see P. 5, 27: ray 
’Emipabéos .. . dyrwoov bvyarépa Lpspacw. 

*Avt. y'.—45. éwi pav Batve. r1: Surprise is shown by tmesis and 
pay, mystery by 7, which goes with vépos. 7: “A strange.”— 
aréxpapta: “ Bafflingly ” (Myers).—46. wapéAxer: The cloud of 
forgetfulness “ sails over and makes nothing ” of the right road, 
effaces it and so “trails it out of the mental vision.” The 
changes proposed ruin the highly poetical passage.—mpaypérwv 
.-- 686v: So P. 8, 103: ddadeias 686v.—48. owépp(a) . . . pAoyds: 
Od. 5,490: oméppa mupds.—éavéBav: To the acropolis of Lindos, 
where Athena was worshipped dzvpois iepois.—ov: The effect of 
the position is almost as if there were an interrogation point 
after ¢doyds, and ot were the answer. On the position of the 
negative in P., see O. 4, 17.—49. G@Aoos = répevos. O. 3,17; 10 
(11), 49.—6 pév = Zevs.—avOdv: The cloud takes its color from 
the gold that it contains.—50. xpvoév: The poem is full of gold, 
vv. 4, 32, 34, 50, 64. toe: A metaphor turned into a myth. 
Comp. II. 2, 670: cai opw (sc. “‘Podios) Oeaméovoy modrov Karéxeve 
Kpoviwv, and Chaucer’s “It snewed in his hous of mete and 

drynke.”—réyvav: Depends on @race, and is felt over again with 

kpareiy. “Every art to excel” (therein). Rhodes was a centr 
of art from the earliest times. 
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’Er. y'.—51. wpareiv: Depends on dace. xpareiv usu. absolute 
in P.: with the acc. “o’ermaster,” “surpass,” P. 4, 245; N. 5, 
45; 10, 25: with the gen. only here. — 52. Cwotow éprdvrecci 6 
épota: “ That looked as if they lived and moved.” The Greeks, 
like the Japanese, were fond of exaggeration about art and 
artists. So the Rhodians were fabled to have tied the feet of 
their statues to keep them from running away. Michael Angelo’s 
“ Cammina” is a stock story.—¢épov: The statues were set up in 
the streets. There is no reference to moving along the roads, 
as Dissen thinks.—53. fv 82 xAdos Babv: It was to this fame that 
Rhodes owed her prosperity. Pindar skilfully suppresses the 
loss incurred by the neglect of the Heliadai. Athena transferred 
her presence to Athens, but did not leave the Rhodians comfort- 
less.—Saévrt. . . reA€0er: “To the wise man (to him that knows), 
e’en surpassing art is no magic trick.” The mythical artisans 
of Rhodes, the Telchines, who came up out of the water with the 
island, were supposed to be wizards. All folk-lore is full of 
magicians of this kind, and the devil figures largely as a crafts- 
man in mediaeval legends. All these miracles of art, says P., were 
wrought by apsoromdvo: yeipes, and there is no trick in any of 
them. The refutation of this charge naturally brings up the 
story of the birth of Rhodes. There are other renderings. “The 
subtlety that is without deceit is the greater altogether,” that 
is, the Heliadai, who received their knowledge from Athena, were 
greater artists than the Telchines, who were magicians. Yet 
others refer daévr: to the artisan and not to the judge. Bergk 
transl. in prudente homine etiam maior sapientia fraudis est ex- 
pers.—54, gavti . . . frijoves: mpd Iwddpou 8€ rotro ody iardpyro 
(Schol.).—56. weddyet... wovtiw: mdvros is practically the deep 
sea: even according to Curtius’s etymology deep water is the 
only true mdros or “path” for the mariner. méAayos, whatever 
its etymology, has often the effect of “expanse.” “In the wide 
sea,” “in the open main.” 

Srp. 8.— 58. Wekev: evdecxviva is the practical dexviva, 
“then and there.” —60. ayvév Gedv: Notice the after- thought 
position, which has the effect of a protest against the ill-treat- 
ment of Helios.—61. pvac8évri: Sc. "AcAio.—a&pradov—dyaradoyr. 
“A new cast.”—péAdev: As a verb of purpose, wéAXo may take 
the aor. inf. as well as the present, which is far more common. 
As a verb of thinking it has the future inf, which is the 
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norm, though P. does not use it. See O. 8, 32.—62. elwe... 
épav: Instead of the usual finite construction. Cf. O. 1, 75.— 
avfopévay mwedd0ev: Allusion to the name ‘Pddos, the Island of the 
Rose. Hence also Bddore (v. 69).—63. wodvBooxov, xré.: Clara 
Rhodos was famous for grain, and pasture also. 

*Avr. 5'.—64. xpvodpruxa: “ With golden frontlet.” Comp. P. 
3,89; 1.2,1: ypvoaumrixoy Mooay.—Adyeow: Cf. v.58. A. only 
here. See O. 1, 26.—65. GeGv Spxov péyav: Cf. Hesiod, Theog. 400. 
The formula is given Il. 15, 36; Od. 5, 184; Hymn. in Apoll. 83: 
loro viv réde yaia kai Odpavds edpis drepOer | kal 7d kareeBdpevov 
Srvyos vdwp dare péyroros | Spxos Sewdrards re wéAet paxdperor 
Ocotor.—66. ph wapddpev: “ Not to utter falsely,” “to take in 
vain.” So P.9,47: mappdpyev rovroy Adyov.—67. weppbeioay — 
Grav treupbn. —€Q weparkgd: Comp. O. 6, 60.—68. redevTabey: So 
for reXevracay, Bergk. — Adyov xopvdai: Comp. P. 3, 80. The 
chief points of the compact were fulfilled, came true.—69. é& 
édabelq werotoar: Coincident action with reAevrader, a more vivid 
expression for ddadeis yevopeva. Comp. 0. 12,10: mapa yropay 

érecey (‘fell out’’). 

"Er. 5'.—70. dfediv . . . durivov: O. 3, 24: eSotev yupvds aire 
Karros b£eias imaxovépev avyais dediov.—72. copotata: Mommsen 
transposes thus: év6a codporara ptyOels | réxev éxra ‘Pddq | more 

vonpar, With an unfortunate juxtaposition of goporara and pi- 
xGcis.—énra ... waidas: Favorite position.—wapadebapévovs : From 
sire to son.—73. év eis: Kerkaphos. — Kaépipov: Schneidewin, 
with inscriptions, for Kdpetpov.—74. “IdAvoov: F (Fiah.) is sus- 
pected, but not proved.—75. 81a ... 5aeedpevor: Tmesis.—76. ogw: 
“Tn their honor,” “ by their names.” 

Srp. e'.—77. Mitpov = own, rowa, “ requital.” So 1, 7 (8), 1: 

Avrpov . . . Kapdrov.—ovpdopas : Euphemism for the affair of v. 29. 

—78, terarat: Not historical present. The offering is still kept 

up (donep be). t.=yivera (Schol.), redcirat. — 80. prev te 

cycdeoca Towra: It is forced to make p. depend on knoderoa, 

as Mezger does, nor is it’ necessary to the sense. Comp. Body 

Eavbas ayédas, P.4, 149.—«plors app’ G€bors: N. 10, 23: aéOheov 

kpiow. For dui thus used, see 0. 9, 97.—avbear : The wreath 

was white poplar acc. to the Schol.—81. hewg: ‘Io Oyés is fem., 

O. 8, 49, and elsewhere. — 82. GAAay én’ GAAg: The ellipsis of 
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vixay is not violent. ‘One upon another,” in immediate succes- 
sion.—xpavaats év "A@dvais: So O, 13, 38; N. 8, 11. 

*Ayr. €.—83. xadxés: The prize was a shield, for the fabrica- 
tion of which arm the Argives were famous.—éyve: O. 6, 89.— 
7a 7 év ’Apxadig | épya: The prizes in Arkadia were bronze tri- 
pods and vessels, épya being “ works of art.” —84. OyBats: The 
prize of the Herakleia or Iolaia was a bronze tripod.—éwope: 
“ Wonted.”—86. IIé\Aava: In Achaia, The prize was a mantle, 
O. 9,104; N. 10,44: ex d€ MeAAdvas émeooduevor vOrov padakaict 
xpdéxas.—Atyiva: There is no warrant for the form Aiyiva, yet 
Alyiva would be unbearably harsh, as we should have to supply 
a verb of showing out of ody érepov Eee Adyov.—odyx Erepov . «+ 
éxet Adyov: “Has no other tale to tell,” the “tale” being the 
“count,” “ shows the same number.”—Avbiva | Wados: “ The reck- 
oning on stone,” of the orjAn on which the victories were re- 
corded.—87. Zed matrep: Zeus is more conspicuous here than is 
usual even in an Olympian ode. See v. 23.—’AraBvpiov: Ataby- 
ron, or Atabyris, a mountain in Rhodes, with a temple of Zeus. 
Strabo, 10,454; 14, 655.—88. tripe pév: Followed by dida re. See 
O, 4, 18. — tpvov reOpdv: Cf. O. 13, 29. —’OdAvpmovixav: Extension 
of the freedom involved in dpvos ’OAvpmovixas, for which see O. 
3, 3. 

"En. e'.—89. dpetdv = dperas xdéos. O.8,6,— ebpévra: Where 
one might expect cipopevor (P. 2, 64).—mor’ =mpds.— 91. twarépwv 
bpOai dpéves ¢& ayabdv: This is poetry for “ hereditary good 

sense.” Comp. v. 72: émra coportara vonuar emi mporépwy av- 
Spaév mapadeEapévous | maidas. The dpOai ppéves are marporapd- 
dora. Diagoras is dyadés ¢£ dyabdv. See P. 8, 45.—92. Expeov = 
mapnvouv, iréOevro (Schol.). The oracle of Diagoras is the wis- 
dom of his ancestors, which is personated in him.—pi xptrre: 
Let it ever shine.—xowév: A common glory.—93, KadAtdvaxros : 
Kallianax was a conspicuous ancestor of Diagoras.—’Eparidav : 
D. belonged to the Eratidai. °E. depends on yapireoow. Each 
joy of the Eratidai is a festivity to the city.—94. mq: “ One and 

the same.” —95. S:arbicoowrw atpar: P. 3,104: MXore & ddoia 
mvoat | ivumeray dvépwr, I. 3 (4), 23: aAAore 8 GAAoios odpos. Bre 
the Introduction to the ode. 
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TuE victory celebrated in this ode was gained Ol. 80 (460 B.c.) 
by Alkimedon of Aigina. We know nothing about the victor 
except what Pindar tells us. He was a Blepsiad (v.75) of the 
stock of Aiakos, son of Zeus. There had been much sickness in 
the family (v.85). He had lost his father, Iphion (v. 81); his 
uncle, Kallimachos (v. 82). His grandfather was still living 
(v.70). His brother, Timosthenes, had won a Nemean victory 
(v.15). His teacher was the famous trainer Melesias, who is 
mentioned N. 4, 93 and 6,74. There is much dispute whether 
Alkimedon was an édedpos or not. See v. 68. 

The song seems to have been sung immediately after the vic- 
tory during the procession to the altar of Zeus in the Alltis. 

Pindar knew Aigina well, and the universal of the Aiginetan 
odes is often so pegged in the knotty entrails of the particular 
that it is hard to set it free. The victory is the victory of a 
boy, and the ddeimrns, who is entitled to a fair share of the praise 
in all the boy-odes, seems to have a disproportionate space al- 
lotted to him. As an Athenian, Melesias had a certain amount 
of odium to encounter, and P. found it necessary to vindicate 
him by recounting the successes of Melesias as well as the suc- 
cesses of those whom he had trained. Mezger sees in the ode a 
jubilee-tribute to Melesias for the thirtieth victory of his pupils 
(v. 66)—a notion more German than Greek. 

After an invocation of Olympia as the mistress of truth, by 
reason of the happy issue of the oracle delivered by the diviners 
at the great altar of Zeus (vv. 1-10), the poet says: There are 
other blessings, but Olympia’s prize isthe chief. There are oth- 
er gods, but Zeus is the patron of the Blepsiadai, head of their 
race (v.16). Themis, the glory of Aigina, sits by the side of 
Zeus (v. 22). Apollo, son of Zeus, Poseidon, brother of Zeus, take 
Zeus’s son Aiakos to Troy (v. 31). Then the poet tells the story 
of Aiakos to show what honor Zeus puts on his son, Aiakos is 
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rvvepyds to the gods (v. 32), and Znvi yeveOXio (v. 16) is echoed in 
Zevs yéver (v.83). So far the poem runs smoothly enough, and if 
the poet had returned to the victor after despatching Aiakos to 
Aigina, the ode would be less difficult; but the introduction of 
the trainer jars us, and, in fact, Pindar himself apologizes for it 
(v.56). Timosthenes, who ordered the ode—Alkimedon is no- 
where addressed, and his youth is emphasized—required this 
mention of Melesias, who must have been his trainer too; and 
so Pindar dwells on the importance of having an old athlete as 
a trainer both for man (v. 63) and boy, both for Timosthenes and 
for Alkimedon. This brings Alkimedon forward again, but he 
is soon lost again in the mention of his race—in the mention of 
the dead sire, who hears in the other world the glory that has 
come to the house. 

The prose line of thought would be: The blessing of Zeus on 
Aiakos was on children’s children; and so the brothers, Timos- 
thenes, trained by Melesias, and now Alkimedon, have gained 
the prize, at Nemea one, at Olympia the other, both in games of 
Zeus, and even in the lower world the gracious boon is not un- 
known. 

The poem is full of prayers, but Aigina was near the point 
when she would be past praying for. 

The rhythms are dactylo-epitrite. According to Béckh the 
mood is a mixture of Dorian and Lydian, in which we should 
have the blending of sadness with manly joy. 

Of the four triads, the first is introductory; the second con- 
tains the brief myth; the last two are divided between Timos- 
thenes, Melesias’s patron, who ordered the ode, and Alkimedon, 
who won the victory. 

2rp. a’.—1. Marep: P. makes free use of family figures. So 
O. 7, 70: 6 yevéOdXvos dxrivey watnp, P. 4,176: aoday marijp ’Op- 

evs, 0.18, 10: "YBpw Képou parépa OpacipvOov, N. 5,6: répeway 
parép olvdvOas dmapay, N. 9, 52: Biardy auméAov aida, P. 5, 
28: "Empabéos Ovyarépa Ipépacw. These are not to be effaced, 
as Dissen would have it.—xpvcocrepdvev = xadduorepavwv. So 
O. 11 (10), 13: ypuegas edaias, and P, 10, 40.—2. tv(a): Always 

“where” in P.—38. éyaripois texpatpdpevor: Pyromancy, divina- 
tion by means of altar flames, was practised by the Iamidai (see 
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O. 6).—wapareipdvrat: zapa here produces the effect of reverent 
shyness.—apyixepavvov: The thunderbolt is figured on coins of 
Elis. —4. et rw’ €xee Adyov: “If (whether) he hath any utter- 
ance to make,” “any decision to give.” ei interrog. also in P. 4, 
164.—5. potopévov .. . Ouvpo: “Eagerly seeking.”—6. aperdv — 
dperas kdéos, a8 O. 7, 89—7. Gpmrvodv: Well chosen for a wrestler. 

*Avr. a’.—8. Gverat: Impersonal. ‘ Accomplishment is accord- 
ed.” The pass. impersonal is not over-common in Greek.— pds 
xapw evoeBelas:. “In requital of their piety.”—9. @AX(é): Invoca- 
tion renewed with fervor. “Nay.” Comp. O. 4, 6.— et8evSpov 
+++ GAgos: See O. 3, 23.—10. orepavadopiav: Of the winner.— 
11. odv yépas: Such an honor as thine—the wreath of victory.— 
éomyt(ar): The generic relative may omit dy in P. This is, in 
fact, the original form. So O. 3,11; 6,75 al. In éomnra, € rep- 
resents the reduplication (for ceoz.), and is not dropped. See 
Od. 12, 349.—12. G@ANa . . . &yaba@v: In prose Ada adyabd. This 
reflection is intended to console Timosthenes. The neut. pl. 
with verb pl. is especially appropriate here, as the notion is dis- 
tributive. 

Er. a’ .—15, Tepdobeves: A brother of Alkimedon. On 8é after 
voc. see O. 1, 36.—mérpos: Here=Moipa.—16. Zyvi yevebdig: 
Every man has his daipey yevéOdtos (0. 18,105). He who has 
Zeds yevéOdwos has the highest. Comp. P. 4, 167: dpxos dupuy pdp- 
rus €oTw Zevs 6 yevéOArLos aphorépors.—mpéharov — rpdparror, 
“illustrious.”-—19. py: Parallel with écopay, as if the dat. force 
of the inf. were felt (dyer). The re complements: appearance 
and reality are exhaustive. — xara FeiBos éhéyyxov: xara with é. 

Tyrtai. 10,9: aicytver re yévos, kara & ayhadv cidos ehéyyet.—20. 
éEévere: Causative, as O. 5, 8: exdpvée. Comp. P. 1, 32: kaput 

dvéeimé viv.—Bodryypetpov: Od. 8,191: Bainxes dodrrynperpor.—21. 
Uéreipa ... Oéuis: O.9,16: Sarecpa. . . Eivopia, O.12,2: Sadreipa 
Tixa.—Avds feviov: Owing to the active commerce of Aigina, 
many suits were brought by strangers before the courts, hence 
the special propriety of feviov. The probity of the Aiginetans 
was conspicuous. So just below, mavrodaroiow . . . Eévots | xiova 
Satpoviay.—22. wapedpos: So. O. C. 1384: Znvds A‘kn mapedpos ap- 
xaiows vopors.—aoxeirar: “Is honored,” “ receiveth homage.” N. 
11, 8: cai Eeviov Atws doxeiras Gus. The personification is kept 

up. P. 3,108: rév dupémroyr aici ppacly | Saipor’ doxnoe. 
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Erp. B’.—23. ox’ avOpdwrav: Comp. O. 1, 2.— 8... pérq: I 
read 66: with the Schol., pérn with Bergk. ‘ Where there is 
heavy weighing in many ways.” ‘ Where there is much in the 
balance and the balance sways much.” Aigina was a great 
commercial centre; Aiginetan standards were known all over 
Greece, and Aiakos, the son of Aigina, was a famous judge. 
Comp. P. 8, 98: Atywa, pida parep, eAcvOépw ardr@ | méAw ravde 
opie Al kal kpéovrt oiy Alaxg. This makes the pomp significa- 
tion of pémn the more probable. We have to do with the scales 
of justice and the Aiginetan talent. Schol.: dray yap rd ev To 
(vy@ ehahpor 7, edxepes Tv lodryntra yvdvar~ édy 5é Bapd, duaxepés. 
—25. 8veradés: More or less pointed allusion to the wdAy of the 
victor.—@Atepxéa: See P. 1,18; I. 1, 9.—27. xlova: O. 6,2.—8at- 
poviav: O. 6, 8.—28, éwavréAkov: Coming time is a rising sun. 
Neither time nor sun grows weary. But three or four years 
afterwards (456 B.c.) the island was taken by the Athenians, 
See Thuk. 1, 108. 

*Avr. 8’. —30. Awpret Aap taprevopévay: For the dat. see O, 12,3: 
rly... KuBepva@vrat Ooai | vaes. The island obeys the rule of the 
Doric folk, as the ships obey the helm of Tyché.—é§ Aiaxod: 
“From the time of Aiakos.” Aiakos was an Achaian, but the 
Dorians appropriated the mythic heroes of the tribes they suc- 
ceeded, especially as the chiefs were often not Dorian. Note 
that we have to do with oracle and prophecy from the begin- 
ning of the ode.— 31. waits 6 Aarots: The partnership is well 
known. Il.7,452 (Poseidon speaks): rod 8 [sc. reixeos] éaAn- 
govtat, Td €y® kai BoiBos ArddAoy | ipo Aaopédoyre wodioaapev 
dOAnoavre.—edpupéBv: Poseidon is also eipuBias (O. 6, 58) and 
evpvabevns (O. 13, 80), and Evptmvdos is his son (P. 4, 33),—32. 

émi ... revgar (= emrevéar): The aor. after péddo, as O. 
7,61; P.9,57. The pres., 0. 8,64. P.does not use the normal 
future. — orépavov: “ Battlement.” Comp. P. 2, 58: evorepdver 
ayuay.—33. qv Sr.: Not a harsh hyperbaton. — vw = orégavov. 
If a mortal had not joined in the work, the city could never 
have been taken (Schol.).—36. AéBpov ... xamvdév: Cf. P. 3, 40: 
oédas AdBpov ‘Adaiorov. AdSpos in Homer is used of wind and 
wave, river and rain; in P. the sphere is different. 

*Er. B’ .—37. Spaxovtes 222 0t So pev eee els 8(é): Distributive 

apposition, much more vivid than the genitive use. -yAavxoi is 
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glossed by oBepépOaryo. For the basilisk glare, see P. 4, 249: 
yAavxarra . . . du, O. 6, 45: yAavedmes Spdxovres.—véov = vewori. 
—88. évadAdpevor: The conative present is translated by the 
Schol. BovAdpevor eioeAOciv.— kawerov = xarérecov. We should 
have expected xammerov. The two who fell were Achilles and 
Aias; the one who entered was Neoptolemos, son of Achilles 
(Schol.).—39. at@.: “On the spot.”—érvfopévw: Hardly seems 
applicable to the representatives of Achilles and Aias. The 
Scholiast feels this, for we find in the paraphrase ev dry ¢yévovro* 
aréOavov ydp.—39. yuxas Badov: Contrast the choked serpents 
of N. 1,46: ayyouévors Sé xpdvos | uxds arémvevoev pehéwy aparor. 
—A0. Bodoas: “ With a cry” (of victory). Mythical serpents 
may make mythical outcry. The aor. part. is not prior to the 
leading verb. Cf. O. 9, 15.—41. avriov: “ Adverse,” with répas 
(Schol.). —éppatvav = diadoyi(dpevos, Siavootipevos (Schol.). Not 
satisfactory. The Scholia give also épév, Jeaodpevos pointing to 
a corruption in dppaivey. A possible translation is “ Apolle 
straight came rushing on and openly (dyriov) declared the prod- 

igy.” Comp. Od. 17, 529: epyxeo, Sedpo xkddeooor, ty dyriov abrds 
evionn.—42. apo teats... épyactas: “ About (and by reason of) 
the works of thy hands.” ‘Where thou hast wrought.” The 
weak point is indicated Il. 6,483: wap’ epwedv, &vOa pddiora | 
apBards éore modus Kal émidpopoy &mdero teixos.-—GMoxerar: Prae- 
sens propheticum. — 44. weppOév... Ads: The construction is 
lightened by gaopa Kpovida, K. being the subjective genitive. 

Srp. y'.—45. Gpferat: Acc. to the Schol. a. = dpxy AnWerat. 
“The capture will begin with the first generation and (end) 
with the fourth.” Better dp£era, “will be swayed.” So Hat. 8, 
83, apyOnoopat, like so many -@jcoua futures, being late. Bergk 
conjectures pngera. pdgerar, though lacking early proof, has a 
vigorous ring.—46, tetpdtows: These numbers have given trouble, 
so that it has been proposed to read with Ahrens and Bergk 
reprarocs (Aeol.) = rpirdros (Meister, Gr. Dial. 1,43). The gene 
alogy is this: 

Alaxés 

| Use 1 
TeAapov IInAevs Paxos 

| 
"AyiAdeds Tavorets 

I 
NeowrdAeuos *Exciée 
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The Schol. remarks that Aiakos is excluded in mp@rots and in- 
cluded in rerparois. Epeios was the builder of the famous 
wooden horse. Telamon aided Herakles and Iolaos in the first 
capture of Troy. N. 3, 36: Aaopédovra & edpvabevis | TeAapav 
"IdAa mapacraras eov érepoev.odda: Apollo is usu. Aogias. Cf. 
note on O. 6, 61.—47. Bav8ov: The prepos. is often suspended in 
P. See O. 9,94; P. 1,14; P.4,130,and elsewhere. EZayéos, the 
divine name of the Sxdyavdpos. Il. 20,74: dy ZavOov Kkadéovor 
Geoi, dvdpes dé Sxdpavdpov.—irery’ 4: The codices have #mevye or 
ifrevyev.— Apalévas: The friends of Artemis, who lived on the 
Thermodon. Apollo goes from river to river. Cf. O. 6, 58: ’AA- 
he@ xaraBas éxddeooe . . . roopdpov Addov Geodparas oKxordy.— 
“Iotpov: O. 3, 14.—48. "Opgotpiawa: So also P. 2,12; N. 4, 86. 
— tr’ "Iotpo... tdavvev: Cf. O. 2,99: emi roe Axpdyavtt ravicais. 
For the gender, O, 7, 81.—50. &wonéprov: “Bringing home.”— 
51. Setp(o): To Greece from Troy and so to Aigina.—év’ trois 
xpvoéais: so O. 1,41: ypucéaow ay imrois. 

"Avr. y’.—52. Sepé8(a): The Isthmus or “neck” of land (Schol.). 
—Bairixdvtav: “ Feast-famed.” So Bergk for ddira xAvrdy, formed 
like Oepumdéxrois, N. 9,52.—53. teprvév... od8év: The contrast is 
between the life of the gods and the life of men. Apollo is happy 
in three places, Poseidon in two. But human beings are not 
equally happy everywhere. Timosthenes was victorious at Ne- 
mea, Alkimedon at Olympia. An Athenian would not be at 
home in Aigina, nor an Aiginetan at Athens, This common- 
place prepares, after a fashion, the way for the inevitable mention 
of Melesias.— 54. Mednoia: An Attic trainer. See N. 4 and 6, 
end. No favorite in Aigina, as we may gather from P.’s cau- 
tious tone.—é dyeveiwy KiiBos: See note on O. 1, 2: vuxri mip. 
“Glory from training beardless youths.”—davé8papov dpv@: A bold 
equivalent of avipynoa. Comp. the use of drefrévar, die&eddeiv, 
and Simon. Amorg.10: ri radra paxpav ba Adyov dvédpapovr; 
“Tf I have traversed in song to its full height the glory of Mele- 
sias.” This is the objection of the cavillers, dramatically put in 
the aor., and not in the fut. P. uses the fut. only once certainly 
(fr. VII. 4, 15) in the protasis ofa conditional sentence, and ¢? with 
aor. subj.is generic. See 0.6,11.—55. ph Bakérw: The 3 p. aor. 
imper. with uy is much more common than it is sometimes repre » 
sented to be.—56, wat... xépiv: The whole passage is much dis- 
puted. The sense seems to be: Do not envy the glory of Mele- 
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sias gained from his teaching art; he hath practised what he 
taught. If he taught boys to win, he himself won as a boy a 
wrestling -match; nay, won afterwards, as a man, the pankra- 
tion. To train is easier for him that knows himself what strug- 
gle means. Foolish it is not to learn in advance, for giddier are 
those that have not tried. So he, as teacher and as athlete, could 
better tell what the prizers should do. By emphasizing Melesias’ 
own achievements, P. justifies Alkimedon in employing him, and 
tries to salve the wounded feelings of the Aiginetans.—Nepéq... 
xapw: Comp. v. 83: xdéopov Odvpmia.—57. épéo: The old modal 
use of the future = ¢y eimeiy.—tavrav — roravray, the same kind 
of honor that Alkimedon gained—a victory in wrestling.— 
avbpov pdxav: Leop. Schmidt calls this a metaphor, as p. cannot 
be used literally ofa game. Still eddvudyay (O. 7, 15) is used of 
a boxer. 

_ *Em. y'.—59. 1 BiBdgaoGar: Only a more intense dddéa, “To get 
one’s men into training.” The two articular infinitives are note- 
worthy, as the construction is somewhat rare in P. The demon- 
strative sense is still perceptible. ‘This thing of teaching.”— 
62. xetva... pya: The mdAdn, the mayxpdriov.—xeivos: Melesias. 
63. tpémos: “ Training.”—65. "Adnipédov .. . €Xdv: In prose usu. 
To AAkiédovra édeiv. See P. 2, 23.—66. vixav tpraxoordv: Mez- 
ger thinks that the apparently aisproportionate space allotted to 
Melesias is to be accounted for partly by this round number. It 
was a professional jubilee for the old dAcimrns. See Introd. 

Srp. &'.—67. Tixqg... Saipovos: So P. 8,53: rvya Oeav, N. 4,7: 
ovv Xapiroy tvxa, N. 6,27: ody Geod dé rvxa.—oi« &prdaxdv: Neg. 
expression of rvyoy. dd. often in tragic poets = duapray. — 68. 
rérpaow: The most simple way of fulfilling the conditions is to 
suppose sixteen contestants, eight pairs, four bouts, the victors 
in each bout wrestling off the ties. Alkimedon, as the final 
victor, would then have thrown his four boys. If an éedpos, or 
“odd man,” is assumed at any point in the match, the calcula- 
tion is more complicated, and the number may be as low as nine. 
With nine contestants (four pairs and an éedpos), the fourth 
bout would have been wrestled by the victor and the éedpos of 
the third. In this way Alkimedon might have thrown four boys, 
provided he was not himself an épedpos, which is an unnecessary 

inference drawn by some commentators from v. 67: riya peév Sdai- 
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povos. The épedpos was considered lucky because he came with 
fresh strength to contend with a wearied victor, but if Alkime- 
don was to be an édedpos at all and defeat four boys personally 
and not by proxy, there must have been at least five bouts. In 
any case, the épedpos seems to have drawn lots with the others at 
the end of each bout, so that the same person was not necessarily 
épedpos throughout. The “reasonable plans” vary according to 
the editors. See P. 8, 81.—damefyjxaro: “ Put off from himself” as 
something hateful. Comp. O.10 (11), 43: veikos 8€ xperodvey | 
aro0éa@ dmopov.—yvies: Emphasis on the important element, 
as in €rAa kai Aavdas . . . déuas (Soph.); cOévos jydver (O. 6, 22), 

yvia being the main thing in wrestling. So N. 7,73: ai@om mp 
ddig yviov éumeceiy (of a pentathlete saved from wrestling). 
Comp. Il. 23, 726: xéy’ éridev koAnra Tuxor, UméAvae BE y Via.— 
69. véerov, xré.: v. is the return to the town, drimorépay yA@ooay 
refers to the jibes and jeers of enemies in the gate, émixpudov 
otjuoy to the slinking to the mother’s house by the back way. 
Comp. the parallel passage, P. 8, 81: rérpaot 8 Eumeres inrdbev 
| copdrerot Kaka ppovéwy | Trois ore vdoros éuas | émadmvos ev 
TivOidds Kpidn | ov8€ podrdvray map parép’ audi yédws yAuxis | 
dpoev xapw* xara Aavpas 8 €xOpav amdopo | rrdccovrt, cvppopa 
deSaypévor. There is a savagely boyish note of exultation in both 
passages. — 71. dvrimwadov: “That wrestles with.” — 73. Gppeva 
mpatas — ed mpdéas, as P. 8,52: dvria mpdet = Kaxas mpdket. 

"Avr. 8'.—T4. GAN eyé: The adcimrns teaches, the poet sings, 
the victor, being a boy, gets only a boy’s share.—75. xetpév Gwrev 
«+. émtvxov: “The victorious prime of their hands,” “the fruit 

of their victorious hands,” xaprév éy ai yxeipes abray iveyxay. 
Comp. P. 10, 23: yepolv 4) woda@v dpera xparnoas. Melesias is 
praised, N. 9, end: deAdivi kev | raxos b0 Gdpwas eixdCoupe MeAnoiay 
| xetp@v re Kai icxvos dvioyov.—BrefrdSars: The dative empha- 
sizes the gain.—76. @vAdopdpov: Cf. P. 9,133: modAd pév Keivos 
| Sixov PUAN emi kai cresdvovs.—78. Kav = xard.—épdopévov: The 
MSS. have ¢pddpuevoy, which is harsh. The expression xara ydpov 
épdew is sacrificial, So Hes. Theog.416: kai yap viv dre mov ris 
emtxOoviov avOporer | épdSwr iepa cada kata vdpoy Adoxnra. 
ra vouipa, usta, often of funeral rites.—79. ob xévig: On the free 
position of the neg., see O, 1, 81.—80. ovyyévev keBvav yap: The 
dust does not hide (from the dead) the noble grace of (their liv- 
ing) kinsmen, As the dead are not insensible of rites paid in 
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their honor, so they are not blind to the glory gained by their 
kindred. 

En. &.—81. ‘Eppa: Hermes is Wvyoropurds, and has a right to 
an extemporized daughter ’AyyeAia, who plays the same part as 
the well-established "Hy#. does, O. 14, 21.—Itev ... Kaddupa- 
xy: Iphion is supposed to be the father, and Kallimachos the 
uncle, of Alkimedon.—83. xécpov ’Odvparia: Cf. v. 56.—odgt... 
yéver: yéver is not epexegesis to cdi. ox depends on the com- 
bination yéver dracev, “ made a family gift to them.” See O. 2, 
16.—84, éoha 8 én’ éodois: emi is—= “heaped on.” See O. 2, 12; 
11 (10), 18.—86. evxopar: Asyndeton, as often in prayers. Zeus 
is mvoked. Cf. O. 1, 115.— Gpot xaddv poipa: The dat. of the 
thing at stake, as mepi with dat.—®8.xéBovdov: “Of divided 
mind.” Zeus is not to make (6éuev) Nemesis double-minded. 
She is not to waver; she is to be a steady friend. P. 10,20: pi 
POovepais ex Oedv | peratporias emxipoaer, N.10, 89: od yvdua 
SumAdayv Oéro [Zeds] BovAny. It must be remembered that matters 
were emi Evpod dxuns in Aigina. Others, “ Of different mind,” 
“hostile.”  d:y. vépeow 6., “to rouse factious discontent” is too 
colorless.—87. éyov = émadywov. Comp. O. 2,41: otra... Moiofa) 
-.éni ti Kal mpp aye.—88. abrovc = rods BAeyiddas. 
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Tue date of this ode is uncertain, and the Scholiasts are at 
variance. According to Béckh the victory was won Ol. 81 (456 
B.C.), shortly after a Pythian victory, Ol. 80, 3 (458 B.c.), which is 
celebrated in this ode together with the Olympian one (v. 18). 
Leopold Schmidt finds that Béckh’s computation agrees with 
his theory of P.’s poetical decline. Fennell puts the date Pyth. 
30 (468 B.c.), acc. to one Scholiast, on the ground that at the 
later date (456) the Lokrian oligarchy was threatened, if not 
overthrown, by the Athenians, Cf. Thuk. 1,108. Besides his 
many local successes, Epharmostos had been victorious in all 
the great national games, and was, consequently, a mepiodovikns. 
Pindar tells us all we know of him—his noble personal appear- 
ance (v. 119), his ancient stock (v. 58), his intimacy with Lam- 
promachos, also a friend of Pindar’s (v. 90). 

The song was sung in Opus at a festival of Aias Oiliades. 
The assumption of a banquet gives more point to v.52. The 
Lokrians are better known to us through the Epizephyrian rep- 
resentatives of the stock than by the members of the family that 
remained in Central Greece, and for us Opuntian Lokris is more 
lighted up by this ode of Pindar’s (v. 24) than by the rude in- 
scriptions, which doubtless give a false impression of the people 
(Hicks, Hist. Inscr. No. 63). Writing may be rude, and song, 
for which the Lokrians were famous, refined. The position of 
woman among the Lokrians seems to have been exceptionally 
influential, and even one who knew nothing of Lokris and the 
Lokrians could hardly fail to be struck by the predominance of 
woman in this ode. Pindar is a manner of “ Frauenlob,” at any. 
rate, but here “das Ewig-Weibliche” is paramount. Archilo- 
chos does not suffice; we must have the Muses (v.5). Lydian 
Pelops is mentioned for the sake of the dowry of his bride, 
Hippodameia (v.10). Themis and Eunomia (v. 15) are the pa- 
tronesses of the renowned city, mother of the Lokrians (v. 22). 

12 
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The city is the city of Protogeneia (v.44). Opus, son of Zeus 
and an Epeian heroine (v. 62), bore the name of his mother’s 
father (v.67). When Menoitios is mentioned, his mother is not 
forgotten (v. 75); Achilles is only Thetis’s son (v. 82). 

The fundamental thought is rd d¢ gua xparioroy Gray (v. 107). 
It matters not that in the previous song P. had sung: @yvepoyr de 
ro pi) mpopabeiy (O. 8, 60). Here no Melesias is to be praised. 
The dva comes from God; hence P. sings, dvev d€ Geod weovyape- 
voy ov aokatdrepoy xpip Exacrov (Vv. 111). The poem is full of the 
strange dealings, the wonderful workings of the deities, of the Su- 
preme, culminating in the story of Protogeneia and her son. The 
fortune of Lydian Pelops (v. 10) reminds us of Poseidon. The 
dowry of Hippodameia was a gift of God, as Pindar’s garden of 
song was allotted him by Fate (v. 28). The Charites are the be- 
stowers of all that is pleasant. Men are good and wise according 
to the will of Heaven (v.30). If Herakles withstood the gods 
themselves (v. 32), it is clear that there was a greater god within 
him. That god was Zeus, and P., after deprecating impiety tow- 
ard the gods, tells of the marvels Zeus hath wrought. Behold 
the miracle of the stones raised up as seed to Deukalion and 
Pyrrha. That is the decree of Zeus, aiodoBpdvra Avs aiog (v.45). 
Behold the deluge abated. That is the device of Zeus, Znvds 
réxvas (v. 56). Protogeneia is caught up (v. 62). Zeus interferes 
again to give life to the dying house (v. 64). 

Epharmostos has been singularly favored by nature and fort- 
une. Nature and fortune mean God, and the narrative of his 
successes closes the poem with a recognition of the divine decree 
that made him quick of hand, ready of limb, and valorous of eye. 

The Lokrian or Aiolian (logaoedic) rhythms are light and fes- 
tive. They whirr like arrows (vy. 12), they flame (v. 24), they 
speed faster than mettlesome horse or winged ship (v. 25). 

The first triad contains the introduction. The myth, the story 
of the heroine who made Opus what it was, is announced in the 
first epode, the theme of which is continued in the second triad. 
After unfolding his moral (dyaOoi 5€ kai coo! xara Saipov’ avdpes 
éyévovro), P. resumes the myth, v. 44, tells of Deukalion and Pyr- 
tha and the stone-folk, and the union of Zeus and the ancestress 
of Opus and the Opuntian nobles. About the city thus founded 
gathered nobles of different Grecian lands, chief of them Menoi- 
tios, father of Patroklos, From this story, which shows what 
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God can do, P. passes, at the close of the third triad, to the 
achievements of the descendants of this favored stock, and, in 
the last triad, recounts the exploits of Epharmostos. 

Srp. a’.—1. ’"ApxtAdxov péAos: The Schol. has preserved two 
lines of this famous hymn to Herakles: & xadXinxe xaip dvagé 
“Hpdkdees | adrés te Kai “Iddaos, aixypnra S00. The hymn was 
called simply xadAinxos, the burden being caAXinxe, and in the 
absence of music ryyeAAa, an imitative word, represented the 
lyre. Comp. Ar. Ach. 1227. It was the “See the conquering 
hero comes” of the Greek, and was sung in honor of the Olym- 
pian victors at the evening procession, unless a special poem was 
ordered.—2. @wvaev: Has the effect of a participle, O. 2, 93,—é 
tpurdéos: The burden was repeated three times.—xexAa8és: One 

of the onomatopoetic perfects which denote intense, not com- 
pleted, action. ‘“ With its full ringing burden,” “with its note 
thrice swelling.”—-3. ayepovetoar: Acc. to the Schol., one of the 
companions of the victor struck up in the absence of a musician. 
In Ar. 1. c, Dikaiopolis himself chants the caAXinixos without re- 
serve.—5, éxataBékwv: P. keeps up this figure unusually long, as 
it is especially familiar. See O.1,112; 13,93; P. 1,12, and else- 
where.—6. dotwixootepérav: The words swell with the theme. 

We, too, speak of the “ red levin,” Hor. rubente | dextera sacras 
iaculatus arces.—'7. émiveypor: Only here in P. It has an artil- 
lery sound, “sweep,” “rake” (comp. émipAéyer, v. 24), and is 
used chiefly of destructive agency. So of fire, Hdt. 5,101; Pol. 
14, 5,7; Diod. Sic. 14,51; of plague, Thuk. 2,54; Diod. Sic. 12, 
12; of foes, Plut. Caes. 19; Pomp. 25. P. delights in the oxy- 
moron. Comp. O. 6, 46: dueudet io, and yAvkty duoroy, v. 12. 
é., then, is not “aim at,” but “send arrow after arrow at,” “sweep 
with hurtling flight.”— 8. axpwrjpiov: Kronion. — 11. “Iwmo8a- 
petas: Recalls O.1,70. The Schol. notes that %vov is not used 

, 

in the regular Homeric sense, as P. 3, 94, but as @epvn, “ dowry.” 

Avr. a’.—12. yAueiv... duerév: Homer’s mpds ducrés, Il. 23, 
867, or “biting arrow,” was to P. as to us a “bitter arrow.” 
Hence the antithesis yAvciv.—13. Iv6évé8(e): Epharmostos had 
won a victory at Pytho also, Pyth. 33 = Ol. 80, 3 (458 B.c.), ace. 
to one Schol. One arrow for Pytho, a shower of bolts for Olym- 
pia.— xaparreréwv: Here with reference to arrows that fall to the 
ground without reaching their mark. — 14. dpi wadaicpaow: 
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See P. 2, 62.—¢édppryy’ éheAiLov: The ddpyryé takes the place of 
the Bis. ededitor is properly used of the ddpyryé, P. 1, 4.—15. 
khewas é& "Omrdevros: On the gender, comp. O. 3, 2: KXeway ’Akpd- 
yavra. Pindar shows a special interest in the Lokrians (v. 23), 
and this has given rise to many historical fancies on the part of 
scholars.—atvyoats: Aor., the result, as eAeAiCwy, pres., is the pro- 
cess. Dissen puts a full stop after ’Omdevros, and makes aivnaats 
an opt. unnecessarily.—16. @éy1s: The family-tree of such ab- 
stractions often gets its branches twisted, but P. consistently 
makes Eivopia daughter to G¢uis, O. 13, 8.—Ovydrmp .. . of: “She 
that is daughter to her”—not “her daughter.” N. 7, 22 is not 
a parallel (Erdmann).—Aéedoyxev: The sing., v. 89.—21. orepdvev 
awro: Cf. 0. 5,1: orepdvev dwroy yduxiy. The distributive plural 

is genuinely Greek. Comp. I. 3 (4), 48: rév dretpdror yap ayve- 
oro. oiwmai. Yet dwror occurs only here and N. 8,9: jpdav 
d@rou.—kdvutav: “To renown” (predicative). 

°Er. a’.—23. pidav wédw: Comp. v. 89.—24. padepats émrupdréyov 
GovSais: padrepds is painfully dazzling. So. O. R. 190: "Aped re 
Tov padepor, ds viv préyet pe. pd. is almost an oxymoron. P. 5, 
45: o€... prdéyovrt Xdpires, N. 10,2: préyerar & dperais pupiacs, 
I. 6 (7), 23: préyerar & lomddxoror Moioas, P. 11,45: rév ebppootva 
re kai O6€ emipdéyer. See note on v. 7.—26. trowrépov: Is the 
ship a winged thing (a bird) or a finny thing (a fish)? Od. 11, 
125: €perpd, rd te mrepa vnvol wéAovra. ind proves nothing in 
favor of oars, because imémrepos is alatus quocumque modo et qua- 
cumque corporis parte (Tafel). Transl. “ Winged.”—28. et otv 
Tit porpidie wakdyua: The condition is merely formal. This is 
the key-note of Pindar’s poetic claims. Here he is tilling the 
garden of the Charites. The flaming darts of song are changed 
into flowers (dvdca dpuver, v. 52), with which the keeper of the 
garden of the Charites pelts his favorites (P. 9, 183: moAAd pev 
keivot Sikov PO’ émt kal orepayous) as he showered arrows before. 
Comp. P. 6,2: dpovpay Xapirwy, N. 10, 26: cai "IoOpot cai Newéa 
orépavoy Moicacw eax’ dpéoat. For the shift comp. N. 6, 31: amd 
réfov icis, V. 37: Mepidwy dpdrats.—80. ayabol . .. kal emul The 
brave and the wise, the hero (Herakles) and the poet (Pindar). 
Comp. P. 1,42: kai codol kai xepot Biarai.—kara Satpov(a) = kar’ 

J 
ativay. 

2rp. B’.—31. éyévovr(o): Empiric aorist.—émel: “ Since” (were 
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this not so), “‘ whereas,” “else.” —32, oxitakov = pdmadov. Post: 
Homeric. Peisandros of Rhodes first endowed Herakles with 
the Oriental and solar club.—xepotv: See P. 3, 57.—33. avix(a): 
“ What time.” P.1,48. P. rolls three several fights into one— 
the fight of Herakles with Poseidon in Messenian Pylos, because 
the sea-god’s son, Neleus, would not purge him of the bloodguil- 
tiness of the murder of Iphitos; the fight with Hades in Eleian 
Pylos, because he had carried off Kerberos; the fight with Apol- 
lo, because he had stolen a tripod to avenge the refusal of an 
oracle. So the Scholiast.—ép@i IT.: O. 1, 17.—#jpewSe: “ Pressed.” 
—34, mwohepiLov: meAewiC@y (Thiersch and Bergk) is specious, but 
we should expect rofov. Homer does not use rodepifew of single 
combat, but that is not conclusive.—35. p4B3ev: Hades’ wand is 
akin to the caduceus of Hermes, with its well-known miraculous 
power. Herakles could meet not only two, but three—could 
match his ocxvradov against Poseidon’s jagged trident, Apollo’s 
clangent bow, and Hades’ magic wand, because he was supported 
by his sire. Genius is a match for the divine, is divine. Hera- 
kles is a xara Saipov’ dvnp, as P.is a xara daipoy’ dodds. Comp. 
v. 28. Observe that P. only carries out the thesis dya@oi xara 
dainov’ é¢yévovro with Herakles as proof. The codoi he leaves 
untouched, as savoring of presumption.—38. amd... pipov: P. 
is overcome by his own audacity. A little more and le had 
matched himself against all the gods and goddesses of song. 
Comp. the sudden start of 0. 1,52: ddiorapa.—40. 16 ye Aowbo- 
ojoa... 7d kavxaoVar: Both objectionable; a very common use 
of the articular infinitive. See O. 2,107. XAoWopyaa involves 
taking sides. In tense, Aowopjoa matches pipov. Kxavyacba 
and Aadayee go together. ov Sei AowWopjoa .. pirov. Sei pr 
kavxaoOa .*. 47) Maddyet. So P. leaves the divine warriors facing 
each other, and holds his peace about his own powers. 

*Avr. B’.—42. paviaow troxpéxer: “ Keeps in unison with the 
discordant notes of madness.”—43. wéAepov payav te: The com- 
bination of two substantives with re is common enough in this 
poem, so vy. 16, 43,46, 75,89. It is very rare in model prose, and 
hence it may be noted as a curiosity that it is exceptionally com- 
mon in Plato’s Timaios—Timaios being an Epizephyrian Lokri- 
an.—44. xwpis 0avdrev: y., “ apart from,” “ aside from.”—¢épors : 
Imper. opt. “ Lend.”—IIpwroyeveias: P. seems to have been very 
familiar with local myths of the Lokrians. The story as told by 
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Mezger, after Béckh and Bossler, is as follows: Deukalion and 
Pyrrha, grandchildren of Iapetos (comp. Hor. Japeti genus ) 
escape the deluge by taking refuge on Parnasos. When the 
waters subsided, by the devices of Zeus (y. 56), they descended 
from the mountain (v. 46) to Opus, where, in consequence of an 
oracle of Zeus, they founded the first town (vy. 47), and made the 
Stone people. To these belonged “the hundred mothers” from 
whom the Lokrian nobles were descended, as, indeed, the promi- 
nence of women among the Lokrians generally is a significant 
fact. The royal race to which Epharmostos is supposed to have 
belonged traced their descent from Deukalion and Pyrrha down 
to Lokros in the male line, and from his adopted son Opus in 
the female. Lokros was the last of his house, and the race was 
about to die out with him, but Zeus carried off Protogeneia, 
daughter of Opus of Elis, and granddaughter of Protogeneia, 
daughter of Deukalion and Pyrrha; was united to her in the 
Mainalian mountains, and brought her to the childless Lokros, 
her cousin, as his wife. Lokros called the offspring of the 
younger Protogeneia after her father Opus, and gave him the 
throne. The fame of Opus spread, and many settlers came to 
him, none dearer than Menoitios.—45. atohoBpévra Avés: A thun- 
derbolt was the token on the coins of the Lokrians. ’Ozois is 
supposed to be connected with the “ eye of God,” lightning.— 
48. dpé8apov: They are of the same commonwealth, not of the 
same blood. Comp. the Herakleidai and the Dorians.—51. egw: 
Refers to Aaoi, “in their honor.”—otpov Atyév: oiuos is more fre- 
quently a figurative path. So Engl. ‘‘way” yields more and 
more to “road.” Comp. O. 1,110: 68ds Adywy, and Hymn. in 
Merc. 451: dyAads otpos dowdjs (Hom. otun).—52. alver ... vewré- 
pev: This is said by the Schol. to be an allusion to a sentence 
of Simonides, who, in blaming P.’s new version of a myth, said, 
fr. 75 (Bergk): e&eAéyyer 6 véos oivos od (ov rd, Schneidew.) wé- 
puat Sépov apmédov: 6 S€ pdOos Bde kevedpwrv. P. retorts by in- 
sisting on the difference between wine and song. Men want old 
wine and new song, the former a universal, the latter an Homeric 
sentiment, Od. 1, 352: ry yap downy padror émkdelova’ dvOparot, 
| # Tis dxovdvrecot vewrdrn auduréAnra. The story has so little 
warrant that it ought not to weigh, as it does with some, in fix- 
ing the date of the ode. Simonides died 456 B.c. 

*Er. B’.—53. A€yowrt pév: pdy with a note of defiance. Cf. P. 
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3, 88: A€éyovrat pay, and especially P. 1,63. The challenge does 
not refer to the old tale of the deluge, but to the new version of 
the line of Opus. I renounce the examination of the spider-web 
speculations that have been spun about the relations of Elis and 
Opus.—57. avrhov: “The flood,” which rises as the water that 
rises in the hold of a ship, the regular meaning of dyrAos. Cf. P. 

8,12. The earth appears as a leaky vessel.—éAeiv: “ Drained.”— 
xeivev: The reference is much disputed. «.—Aady (Dissen); «.= 

AevxaXiwvos Hvppas re (Béckh), which is the more likely by reason 
of the emphasis on “Iazeriovidos hirdas.—58. tyérepor mpdyovor: 
Refers to Epharmostos and his family.—59. "Iamertovi8es: See O. 
3, 14.—60. Kotpo. xopav: Stress is laid again on the distaff side, 
and it is hard to resist the inference that the novelty of P.’s story 
consists in dissociating Protogeneia from the Aaoi, the child of 
Deukalion and Pyrrha from their stone offspring; hence apyaGev. 

—60. xopaév... KpowSav: Used by poetic extension for Protoge- 
neia the younger and Zeus, the pl. for the sing., as in fr. IV. 3, 
11: yovoy iraroy pev marépay pedmépev yuvatk@y re Kadpecay 
éuodov (of Dionysos). Bornemann’s képas ... heprarov is a purely 
arbitrary simplification.—éyx@pior Bacrdjjes: eyyapicr is used in 
opposition to émaxroi. “A purely native line of kings until...” 

Srp. y'.—61. mpiv "Odiparuos . . . &vexev: The Schol. makes a 
full stop at aiei,and considers mp an adverb, with ydp omitted 
=mpérepovy ydp. But mpiv requires a standard of reference and 
aiei forces a close combination. piv with the ind. always means 
“until,” which here marks the introduction of new blood.—62. 
fxahos: Acc. to Schol.=Adépa. Comp. Il. 8,512: pa pay domovdi 
ye vedv emiBaiev €xn dot, with reference to an escape under cover 
of the night (8:4 vixra).—63. ploy: Cf. O. 6, 29.—Mawwadlaow 
év Sapais: In Arkadia.— 64. Aoxp@: Not merely mpds Aoxpdv. 
Cf. O. 1,46.—aidév: “ Time.” —épadypais: As a weight of sorrow.— 
65. &ev=geper. Comp. P. 3,15: pépovea oméppya Oeod xabapdv. 
—68. éxddero’ vw... Eupev: With the same fulness as O. 6, 56: 
carepaystey kadeioba.—71. wédw Sracev: Acc. to another tradi- 
tion (Eustath. on Il. 2, 531), Lokros had been forced to yield to 
Opus. 

"Avr. y'.—712. adlxovro 5€ For: For the dat. see P. 4, 124, where 
there is a gathering of heroes, as also N.8, 9.—73. “Apyeos: Then 

at the head of Greece,—@nBav: Pindar’s home. Notice the re 
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. te here, the dé... dé further on; significant change from 
parallelism to contrast.—ApxdSes: On account of the joyance 
Mawariaow €v detpais.—Iloarar: By reason of the Olympian 
games.—74. vidv 8 “Awropos: Il. 11, 785: Mevoirios, “Axropos vids. 
—'5. Mevotriov: Patroklos is tenderly treated in the Iliad, and 
often called by his patronymic. So Mevorriddns, Il. 1, 307; 9, 211; 
11, 608; 16,420; 17, 270; 18,93; Mevorriou vids, Il. 11, 605; 16, 
278. 307. 827; 18, 12.—76. Tev@pavros meSiov: Comp. I. 7 (8), 49; 
8 [se. "AysAAeds] Kal Mvovoy dymeddev | aipake Tnrépov péAave pai- 
vav dive mediov. Teuthras was adoptive father of Telephos 
and king of Mysia.—poddv. Rarely, as here, with a simple ace. 

(N. 10, 36).—80. Setar | pabetv: Lit. “to show (so as) to (make 
one) perceive,” “to show beyond a doubt.” Comp. N. 6,9: re- 
kpaiper.. . eiv, So. O. R.792: dSnracop’ pay, So. El. 1458: kdva- 
Secxvivar . . . dpav.— 82. y tus: The MSS. have yévos, unmetri- 
cal; Schneidewin @eridéyvyros, Bergk y' 60s, Mommsen Fivvos, 
Bothe y’ ius, in which I have acquiesced, though y’ is a poor 
piece of patchery, as often. 

"En. y'.—84. oderépas: Homer uses ogérepos of pl. only. Of 
sing., “ his,” O. 18, 61; P. 4, 83; I. 5 (6), 33; I. 7 (8), 55; of pl., 
“their,” I. 2,27; P. 10,38. The Scholiast remarks how much 
more honorable Pindar makes the position of Patroklos than 
Homer does. This divergence from Homer in small matters is a 
sign of independence of spirit, not of ignorance. Which of the 
two, Achilles or Patroklos, was épaorns, which épepevos, which 
the older, which the younger, was much discussed. See Plato’s 
Sympos. 180.—86. etyv: A sudden trarsition. Remember that 
prayer is always in order, and many asyndeta fall under this head, 
O.1,115. A similar shift is found N. 7,50. P. suddenly remem- 
bers the heavy load he had to carry, the contract list of the vic- 
tories of Epharmostos, and prays for more power. “May I find 
words.” Compare Homer’s petition to the Muses, goddesses of 
Memory, before he begins the catalogue of the ships, Il. 2, 484.— 
évayeioat: “ For my progress” through all the victories of Ephar- 
mostos. aya gives the force of “all through.” In N. 10, 19: 
Bpaxtd po orop avaynaoag Gaz, the figure is effaced; not nec- 
essarily so in I. 5 (6),56: €uol d€ paxpoy macas dvaynoag Oat 
dperas. Here év Moway didpg, for which see O. 6, 22, keeps the 
figure alive. — 87. mpéagopos: The traditional “ fit,’ whether 
“fit” (for the Muses), “fit” (for the theme), “fit for (év) the 
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Muses’ car,” “fit to rehearse” (dvayeio Oa), gives neither satisfac- 
tory sense nor sharp image. If rpdéoqopos can be understood as 
mpoapopay mpoorpépwy (cf. v. 116), the passage is perfect. P. is 
“a bearer” of precious gifts. He would mount the Muses’ char- 
iot, passing through the long line of victories with a tribute of 
praise to each, and for his attendants he wishes poetic Daring 
and ample Power.—88. téApa: Comp. O. 13,11: réA pa ré por | 
ev0cia yhdooay dpvvet héyew.—89. Eoworro: In v. 16 the concord 
(AeAoyxev) is with the unit produced by re, here with the nearer. 
For the form éoz., see O. 8, 11.—-mpofevig: According to the 
Schol. Lampromachos was a mpd€evos of the Thebans and a kins- 
man of Epharmostos. Pindar’s coming is a tribute to affection 
and to achievement. The datives are = dia with acc.—#AOov: 

In song. Comp. 0.7, 13: xaré8av.—90. tTipdopos: To claim the 
honor due.—pitpats : The pendent woollen ribbons of the wreath; 
hence, by synecdoche, the garland itself. 

Srp. &.—91. épyov: Cognate acc., being = vicyy. Comp. P. 8, 
80.—92. év KopivOov mvAais: Poetic variation for Isthmus.—xép- 
por: Not in the Homeric sense, but = ydpyara. So also Profess- 
or Postgate (Am. Journ. of Phil. II1., p. 337). The “horrid” 

(o/ghar) xdéppa for “contests” would not be endurable in P., 
who does not tolerate pdya of dyaves, except in a figure (0. 8, 
58).—98. ral 8€: “Some.” —94. “Apye.... &v "A@dvais: The omis- 
sion of the preposition with the first and the addition of it to the 
second word occurs sixteen times in P., according to Bossler’s 
count, but, as Bossler himself admits, all the examples are not 
cogent, e. g. O. 7,12; P. 4, 130 (cf. O. 1, 2. 6). Clear are, e. g., P. 
1, 14; 2,59; I. 1,29. The principle seems to be the same as the 
omission of the first negative, for which see P. 3, 30; 6,48.—95. 

oviabels dyeve(wy: Bold brachylogy. “ Reft of the beardless,” of 

the privilege of contending with the beardless. Cf. O. 8, 54.— 
97. Gud’ GpyupiSeoow: The prize consisted of silver goblets. On 
dppi with dat., see O.7,80.—98. dgupeet 864m: “ With a quick 
sleight of shifting balance.” By this light read So. O. R. 961: 
opixpa maraa copar eivdter por 7.—99. awtam: Many a trick 
ends in a fall for the trickster.—100. xvxAov: The ring of specta- 
tors.—8e00q Bog: Of applause. P. 4, 241; O.10 (11), 80.— 101. 
&paios: P. dwells on the personal beauty of the victors whenever 
he has an excuse. So O. 8,19; 10 (11), 114; N.3,19. 
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*Avr. 3’.—102. 7a 8€: “Then again.” 0,13, 55; P.8, 28; I. 3(4), 
11.—Ilappaciw orpare: At the Lykaia, in Arkadia, O. 13, 108; 
N. 10, 48.—104. uxpav .. . eddtavév ddppaxov aipav: The prize 
was a woollen garment (yAawa). Comp. Hipponax, fr. 19: yAaivay 
| Sacveiay ev xetparr Padppaxoy piyevs. The games were the Her- 
maia, and were held, according to the Schol., in winter.—éwér(e) : 
Never generic in P. except with subj.—105. IeAAdvq: In Achaia. 
Comp. O. 7, 86; 13, 109. — oWvSiKxos: Schol. paprupei. Comp. O. 
18, 108: paprupnoe Avxaiov Bwpds.— ‘Ioddov: The Iolaia were 
celebrated near Thebes. Comp. I. 1, 16 foll. On the tomb of 
Iolaos, see P. 9,90. Amphitryon was buried there also.—106. 
"Edevois: The Eleusinia, in honor of Demeter and Koré (ra bed), 
are mentioned also O. 13,110; I. 1, 57.—ayAatarow: The dat. aire 
still lingers in the mind. “ Witness to him .. . and to his splen- 
did achievements.” — 107. Td 8¢ vq xpdtictov wav: The key- 
note of the poem. A natural reflection after the long list of 
victories due to native endowment in contrast with the fruitless 
efforts of those who have tried to gain glory by mere training 

—the Pedevvoi dvdpes (comp. N. 3, 41), whose numberless vent- 
ures come to naught.—111. Gvev 82 Geot, xré.: “Each ungodded 
thing—each thing wherein God hath no part—is none the 

worse (for) remaining quenched in silence.” A good specimen 
of P.’s terse participiality. See note on 0.3,6. 1d dvev Oeod is 
7d yx va. Deep silence is to bury the d:daxrai dperai, but loud 

proclamation (cf. dp@ov dpvca) is to announce the heaven-sent 
valiance of this man.—112. évti yap GAAat, «ré.: Each thing must 
have the blessing of God. Some roads lead further than others; 
not all of us can prosper in one path of work. The heights of 
skill are steep. Of one Epharmostos has reached the pinnacle. 
For this no silence, but loud heralding. 

"Er. 8. — 118. 686v . .. pedéra: The Schol. cites Il. 18, 780: 
Dro pév yap Coxe Geds morcuma Epya, | Drow & €v orpBecar ribet 
véov evpudma Zevs.—116. toto... debAov: The emwixiov. See v. 
87.—117. épvoa: A howl of defiance, as if P. were a watch-dog. 
To us the word has a note of exaggeration. Hence Ahrens: 
dpvca = ydpvoa, but 3. is not worse in its way than the dies diei 
eructat verbum of the Vulgate.—118. Satpovig: Adv., Saipovia 
poipa (Schol.). — 119. dpév7’ GAxdy: “With valor in his eyes.” 
So mip dedopxas, PéBov Brérov, Engl., “look daggers.”—120. 
Aldvrady 7° év Barri FiAdda: With Mommsen. “At the banquet 
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of Oiliades he crowned victorious the Aias-altar.” This seems 
better here than “ At the banquet he crowned the altar of Aias 
Ofliades,” the gen. being in apposition with the adj. in -vs, as 

in Topyein xebadr Sewoio medwpov (Il. 5, 741), Neoropén mapa vni 
TvAoryevéos BaorAjos (Il. 2,54). Firrdda for ’Orudda. * Aias, son of 
Oileus, was a Lokrian, Il. 2,527: Aoxpa@v & tyyepovevey OrAqos 

raxvs Atas. His effigy is seen on the coins of Opus. The post- 
script -re comes in very well.—éweorepavege: “ Crowned in com- 
memoration (émi).” So Fennell. Rather “heaped wreaths 
upon.” 

BOXERS WITH OIL-FLASKS, 

Coin of unknown city. 



OLYMPIA X. (XI). 

Tx victory celebrated in this ode was gained by Agesidamos, 
a boy boxer, son of Archestratos of Epizephyrian Lokris, Ol. 74 
(484 B.c.). The following ode (11), composed on the same theme, 
and produced at Olympia immediately after the victory, was put 
after the longer ode in the MSS., because it was fancied to be 
the réxos mentioned v.11. This longer poem was sent to Lokris 
some time afterwards. There is nothing to measure the interval 
that elapsed, and the poet’s expressions of contrition at the long 
delay must be construed poetically. Hermann and Mommsen 
assign it to the next Olympiad, De Jongh and Fennell, who see 
in y. 15 an allusion to Anaxilas of Rhegion (see Introd. O. 1), 
would put it Ol. 76. 

Liibbert has written an elaborate essay (Kiel, 1881) to prove 
that Pindar gave this detailed account of the institution of the 
Olympian games by the Theban Herakles in distinct opposition 
to the traditions of the Eleian priests, who referred the establish- 
ment of the games to the Idaian Herakles, and the Dactyls, his 
brothers. See Paus. 8, 7,6. Lobeck and others consider the 
Eleian legend a late invention, but Liibbert has proved the great 
antiquity of Idaian sites in the Peloponnesos, and this theory 
gives a more plausible explanation of the detail here presented 
than the gratuitous assumption that the poet went into all these 
particulars for the benefit of the Epizephyrian Lokrians, as if the 
Epizephyrians did not have traditions of their own. As a cham- 
pion of the glory of the Theban Herakles against all comers, Pin- 
dar appears in a very natural light. 

The words which form the key to the poem lock the third 
antistrophe and the third epode together, 6 7’ e£ehéyyov pdvos | 
Grdbevay ernrvpov | Xpdvos (v.59). The poet begins by acknowl- 
edging a debt: Time shamed him. The truth of the first Olym- 
pian games was hidden: Time revealed it. The melody was 
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long suppressed: Time brought it at last,as welcome as the son 
with whom the wife rewards the long-expectant love of the 
aging sire. Time brings roses, Time crowns renewed effort. 
So Herakles suffers repulse. So Agesidamos has a hard struggle, 
but both succeed at last. Xpdvos yap edpapis Geds (Soph.). 

The poem was written in fulfilment of a promise, in payment 
of a debt which the poet poetically feigns that he has forgotten 
(v. 4). He calls on the bystanders to read the ledger of his heart 
and see where his creditor stands written; he calls on the Muse 
(Memory) and Truth, the daughter of Zeus, to keep from him 
the reproach of falsehood (v. 6). . Time has brought the blush 
of shame to him for this heavy arrear of debt (v. 7), but usury 
can make good the failure of prompt payment (v.11). The tide 
of song will wash away the pebble-counters into the depths of 
poesy, and the debt due to Agesidamos and to Lokris shall be 
settled, and favor gained besides with Faithfulness, who inhabits 
the city of the Zephyrian Lokrians, with Kalliope, who is dear-to 
them, as also mail-clad Ares (v.15). But the poet is not the only 
one in debt. Agesidamos would have failed, as Herakles failed 
in the fight with Kyknos, had not Ilas helped him (v.19). So let 
him pay his debt of gratitude to Ilas as Patroklos his to Achilles. 
Native valor, training sharp, and God’s favor can raise a mortal to 
great fame. Only some few reach joy without toil, light without 
darkness (v.25). This tribute paid to Ilas for the training sharp, 
the decrees of Zeus urge the poet to pay another debt—the debt 
due to Herakles for the establishment of the games hard by the 
ancient tomb of Pelops—and the heart of the poem is occupied 
with a detailed account of the origin of the Olympian games and 
the first celebration (vv. 27-85). Herakles is not the Herakles of 
Peisandros (O. 9, 82); he is not a lonely knight-errant, he is the 
leader of a host. The version here given bears on its face the 
impress of a strong local stamp. It is not the common story, 
that is evident; and the poet draws a sly parallel between his 
forgotten debts written on the tables of his heart, which Time 
reveals to his shame (xpdvos, v.8) and the truth which Time has 
brought to light (Xpdvos, v.61). The victors, so far as they can 
be traced, are all in the belt of the Peloponnesos with which the 
Lokris of the mother-country had affinity. Arkadia is promi- 
nent, Tegea is there (v. 73),and Mantineia (v. 77), and the con- 
clusion bears the broad mark of the device of the Lokrians—the 
thunderbolt (vv. 86-91). 
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At the close, P. sings how welcome the song must be in com- 
ing, as a late child of one’s old age; and well it may, for song 
alone gives immortality. And now he has fulfilled his promise. 
He has praised the Lokrians, he has praised the son of Arche- 
stratos, a vigorous prizer and a Ganymede for beauty (v. 115). 

The debt is paid, as debts should be paid, with cheeriness, if 
not with promptness. The Aiolian (logaoedic) rhythms are gay, 
lilting. The poem ends fitly with Kumpoyevet. Mezger calls at- 
tention to the recurrence of ydpw, vv. 14, 19, 86, 104. 

Of the five triads, the first is occupied with the introduction, 
the fifth with the conclusion.: The story of the Olympian games 
takes up the central three. There is a little overlapping, but 
not so much as usual. . 

Srp. a’.—1. Tov OdAvpmovixav: Prolepsis. Emphatic accusa- 
tives naturally seek the head of the sentence.—évdyvwre: Famil- 
iar reference to reading and writing, esp. common in Aischylos, 
e. g., P. V. 789: iv eyypadou ov pyjpoow SéAros ppevav. Comp., 
further, Choeph. 450, Eum. 275, Suppl. 179; Soph. Triptol. fr. 8: 
bes & ev ppevos dédrovar rods €uods Adyous. We have here a hu- 
morous search in the poet’s ledger.—4. éw.Aéha0(a)= emAAAno pa 
(Schol.).—Mote(a): The eldest of the old three was Mynyun.—s. 
*AdaGea: With a touch of repentance for the émAéAaba. He had 
forgotten, and so had lied, or seemed to lie. Hence what fol- 
lows: épvxeroy Wevdéwr evimdy. Memory is to find the place, and 
Truth is to discharge the debt.—ép9¢ = dixaia (Schol.). ‘ Recti- 
fying hand ;” the hand that scores off the debt.—7. évuwav aduré- 
tevov: Is much more poetic than aurogévav with Wevdéov. For 
a like hypallage, comp. P. 6,5: Iv6:dvixos tyvav Onoavpds, P. 4, 
255: tperépas axrivos ddBov. 

*Ayt. a’.—8. 6 péAXwv xpdvos: The morrow to which I had long 
postponed my payment has come at last, and has revealed to my 
shame my long arrear of debt.—9. xaratoyuve: The aor. as a per- 
fect. The shame is not in the debt—this, too, is a Oed8uarov 
xpéos (O. 3, 7)—but in the delay. Cf. P. 9, 112.—Ba6v. Comp. ©. 
13, 62: Baiv kXapov. The column of figures grows downward, . 
deeper and deeper as interest is added to principal.—11. téxos : 
Not a separate poem (see Introduction ), but payment in full 
with usance added. — épar’ dv: So Schneidewin for the un- 
metrical 6varéy of the better, the dydpay of the inferior MSS. 
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Hermann writes dvarwp, “beneficial ;”’ in the mercantile sense, 
“a good round interest.” Mommsen, ye roxos dvdpév. So also 
Mezger. Fennell, who desiderates proof for éy with imper. in 

P., has épdrw. One might be satisfied with Homer’s ody and im- 
per.—adgov: The Schol. refers y. to émmopuday, “ the accumula- 
tion of censure.” In view of the technical use of Waqos as “a 
counter,” it seems more natural to refer it to the debt; but as 
the éemipopda consists in the accumulation of the Ba6d xpéos thus 
rolled up, there is no great divergency in the two views.—12. 
kipa: The tide of song, as N. 7,12; I. 6 (7), 19.—13. wa re: This 

parallelism is characteristic of P. Comp. 0. 2,108. How the 
wave will wash away with its flow the rolling pebble, and how 
this new tide of song will pay my growing debt. “How and 
how” = “as... 80.” — Kowdv Adyov: “The general account.” 
What is due to the victor and the victor’s home. Thus only 
does yap get a clear reference.—14. pihav... és xdpw: “As a 
loving favor,” and thus get thanks for blame.—ricopev: Pindar 
not unaided by Moica and ’AAd@eca. 

"Er. a’. —15. *Atpéxera: Not the same with ’AAd@ea above. 
dAndeva is truth, as “candor ;” drpéxeca, “ truth,” as “ straightfor- 
wardness,” “unswerving accuracy,” a business virtue. Fides 
iustitiaque (Dissen). In ’Arpéxeva there may be an allusion to 
the uprightness of Zaleukos, the Lokrian lawgiver. The Lokri- 
ans love honesty. Iam honest. They love song. Ising. They 
are warlike. I will tell of war.—16, KadAiéra: Afterwards es- 
pecially the heroic Muse. Stesichoros, “ who bore the weight of 
the epos on the lyre” (Quintilian), was of Lokrian origin.—17. 
xa@Axeos “Apns: See O. 11 (10), 19: orpardy aixpardy.— Kuxvesa : 
The short a, as in ’Odiccer (Aeolic). Kyknos was slain by He- 
rakles in the grove of the Pagasaian Apollo because he had 
seized the victims destined for the Delphian shrine. So Stesi- 
choros, The poem was doubtless familiar to the Lokrians, The 
nexus is not over-clear. It is tolerably evident, however, that 
the victory of Agesidamos was gained after a hard struggle. 
In the first encounter Kyknos was aided by his father, Ares, and 
Herakles fled acc, to the proverb, ovdé “HpaxAjs mpds dv0. But 
our Lokrian Herakles, Agesidamos, found his one adversary too 
much for him, and he would have failed, had it not been for the 
help of his trainer, Ilas, whether that help was the training itself 
or encouragement during the struggle. The parallel of Patroklos 
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and Achilles with Agesidamos and Ilas gives reason to suspect | 
that the adversary was an ingens Telephus of a boy (O. 9,76). De 
Jongh sees in this an allusion to the struggle between the Lokri- 
ans and Anaxilas of Rhegion.—19. “IAq: The mention of the 
trainer (d\ein7ns) is a part, often a large part, of the contract. 
See O. 8,54.—21. "Ayxidct [ldérpoxkos: The Lokrians took an es- 
pecial pride in Patroklos. See 0.9, 75. Patroklos was almost 
universally considered the older of the two, after Homer, Il. 11, 
787.—22. Oygais: A trainer is called a Na€ia axdéva, I.5 (6), 73. 
The same figure is used by Xenoph. Cyr. 1, 2, 10. 6, 41.—qwvr" 
&perg: “ Born to achievement.” Cf. N.7,7: dpera xpiOeis. P.’s 
contempt of the d:daxrai dperai (O. 9, 108) is reconcilable with the 
value of training (doctrina sed vim promovet insitam). 

Srp. B’.—24. Gmovov ... matpol twes: Litotes for “no joy with- 
out toil.” An dmrovoy ydppa would not be singable. Connect 
gdos with ydpya above, “a joy that is a supreme light to life.” 
—25, mpé: “ Above.” —Biéty pdos: Comp. O. 2, 62: avdpi péyyos. 
—26. @yéva: The place, as in Homer, and not the contest.— 
Oéprres — Oecpoi, with Avs.—27. odpari: O, 1, 93.—mdp: O. 1, 20. 
—28. Bwopev éfap.Opov: “ Six-numbered of altars” (€£. with ayéva), 
“with altars six in number.” dynpiOyos with the gen. is not par- 
allel. Hypallage, as with pevdéor evar adird€evor (v. 6), would 
be scarcely more harsh. On the six altars, see O.5,5. The passage 
is corrupt.—30. Kréarov: Kteatos and Eurytos, sons of Poseidon, 
had attacked Herakles and slain most of the army that he had 
brought from Tiryns, and so prevented him from exacting the 
pay due him from their uncle, Augeias. In requital, Herakles 
lay in ambush for them near Kleonai, as they were on their way 
from Elis to the Isthmus, slew them, marched against Augeias, 
and put him to death. With the booty thus acquired he estab- 
lished the Olympian games. See O.2,3.—Gpvipova: Physically. 
Such an dytpey was Absalom, 2 Sam. 14,25: From the sole of 
his foot even to the crown of his head there was no blemish in 
him. Such an dyipey was Aigisthos, Od. 1, 29. 

*Ayr. B’.—31. Atyéav Adrpiov . . . proPdv imépBiov: Chiastic po- 
sition, especially effective at the end of the verse. Adrpioy = arti 
Ths arpeias, the well-known menial service of cleansing the stalls, 
“That he might exact of Augeias, despite unwillingness and o’er- 
weening might, the wage for his menial service.” Some com- 
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bine tirépBiov with picOdv. — 33. mpdooaro: See O. 8, 7.— id 
KXeovav: In Argolis. Kleonai was on the crest of a hill. Hence 
imd.— 84, wal xelvovs: «ai, “in his turn.”’—Hpaxdéys: The name 
of the subject kept back to the close of the period, as often in 
P., O0.6,9; 18,17; P. 12,17; 1.5 (6), 30. 35. 40. Cf. also O.1, 
26; 8, 20.—é¢’ 686: An offset against the ambush of the Molio- 
nes. . 

’Er. B’.—38. Modloves: The Siamese twins of antique fable, no 

monsters, however, in Homer, who calls them, II. 11, 750, ’Axro- 
piwve MoXiove aide. The name M. came from the mother’s side 
of the house. —mepdiador: Like uncle, like nephews, v. 31: Aiyéay 

. tmépBiov.—xai pav: pay gives a solemn preparation for the 
doom of Augeias. — Sevamwdras: So Iason is called fewamdras by 
Medeia, Eur. Med. 1392.—39. "Eeiav Baotheds: Augeias. —dmbev 
| ob wodkASv = ov odd dorepov. —40. otepem: Almost personifies 
mupi. Transl, “ pitiless.” Note also the vividness of the dat. (O. 
6, 35).—41. dxerév: Fire and axe are not enough. The river-bank 
has yielded, and the doomed city settles into a deep channel of 
woe.—42. éav wédwv: Effective position. If arpida is treated as an 
adj. with méAw, the color is lost.—44. amobéoO(ar): Cf. O. 8, 68.— 
45, toraros: “ Last of the three,” and so “at last.”—46. 0dvarov 
alaiv: Homer’s aimiy odeOpov. He fell into the same oyerds with 
the city. 

Srp. y'.—47. Aoas: Orig. FéAcats.—49, oradparo: “ Laid off.” 
—fdoos: Not yet a grove (0. 3, 18), and not necessarily a grove 
(Schol.).—50. wept 8@ wagais — repuppdas (Schol.).—év nabap@: 
“In the open.” —52. 8éprov Avow: “ Resting-place for the even- 
ing meal” (Fennell).—53. tipdoas: Coincident action. Cf. O. 

7, 5. 

*Avr. y'.—54. pera: “Among.” One of the six double altars 
was consecrated to Artemis and Alpheios. See O. 5, 5.—55. 
Kpévov =Kpomoy. Of. P. 3, 67: #f rwa Aaroida KexAnpévov.—dé6. 
as: Asiat. Aeol. and Dor. = éws.—57. vepdds: The snow of the 
old time is an offset against the sun of the time of Herakles. 0. 
3, 24.58. wapéorav: The Moirai were present to help, as at the 
birth of Iamos (0. 6, 42).—pév ... t(€): O. 4, 18.—dpa: “As was 
meet.” —60. aAd@erav éryrupov: ad7nGeca, orig. “ candor,” needs the 
reinforcement of “reality.” = ree is ro dvras dv. Truth 
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to impression is proved to be truth to reality. The broidered 
‘tales (O, 1, 29) perish, but the true record prevails (duépat & ézi- 
Aouror paprupes coporara). Things will right themselves—nay, 
have righted themselves—and Time, the Recorder, is Time the 
Herald. Nothing can be more evident than P.’s championship 
of the Lokrians against false traditions. 

’Er. y'.—61. Xpévos: See v. 34.—xaréppacev: Fulness and ac- 
curacy are both implied in «ard and in Ppd(w.—63. axpdéOwa: 
For the word, see O. 2,4. The “firstlings” were Herakles’ 
share, and this he separates from the lots of his companions.— 
64. obv ’Odvpmiddi: The Schol. transl. by év’0. This effaces ovv. 
To resort to év dia dvoiv, “ with the victories of the first Olym- 
piad,” is a coarse expedient. “The first Olympiad” is “the 
first Olympic contest” (Bergk).-—66. tls 84: P. gets out of the 
tedious dependent form as soon as possible.—68. xelpeoor: Is 
satisfied by zag, v. 73, and muypas, v. 74.—ootv te kat Gppart : 
Closely joined by re xai, on account of their kinship in speed ; 

afterwards distributed into roaci rpéxor, v.71, and dy’ trmowwt, 
v. 76. — 69. Gydviov év Sdéq Oduevos edxos: Much disputed. The 
contrast between éey d6€a and épy» must be insisted on: dd€a, 
usually “ glory,” is “ opinion” P. 1, 36, and N. 11, 24: euay do€av. 
ev d0£a Oépevos = mpobepevos, “ setting before his mind” the glory 
(edxos) of the games. The Schol., however, makes éy dd£a 6. edxos 
= &vdofov vouioas rd vixjoat.—naledov: Cf. P. 5,21: edxyos dow. 

Srp. 5.—70. ordb.ov ... dpiorevoev: Comp. O. 4, 22: vixav Spd- 
pov.—evOiv révov: “A straight stretch”—not the diavdos. So 
the Schol.—71. Aucipuov: See O. 7, 29. — 72. Olovds: Nephew 
of Alkmene, first cousin of Herakles. According to.Pausan. 3, 
15, 4, he was killed in Sparta, 7Atkiav perpaxcov, not very consistent 
with Pindar’s orpardy €havvoy.—Midéabev: Midea was in Argolis. 
The name of Oionos’s grandmother was Midea. See 0.7, 29.— 
73. “Exepos: Who afterwards killed Hyllos, the son of Herakles. 
Paus. 8, 5, 1.—74. Aédpukdos: Unknown.—égepe: Imperfect of vis- 
ion, what Shilleto calls the panoramic imperf. Comp. O. 8,49: 
ravvev.—tédos: “Prize.” P. 9, 128; I. 1, 27. 

"Avr. 5'.—77, Zapos: Mentioned in the Choliambi of Diphilos: 
arpéyas 5€ madovs ws 6 Mavtweds Sjpos | bs mp@ros appar HAacer 
map ’Adder@,—@Arpobiov = 6 “AXippo@iov. Halirrhothios, son of 
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Poseidon, and so an hereditary charioteer.—78. Ppdetwp: Un- 

known, as well as Nikeus below. P. is following local records, 
—T79. panos... Sine = paxpay éppee piyw (Schol.).—8é Nuxeds : 
So Ambros. for & ’Evixeis.—térpo: In L. 1, 24, cited as a parallel 
for the dat., Christ reads aiypais = aiypds. — xépa Kxuxdocats ; 
Od. 8, 189: rév pa (sc. dicxov) mepiorpéyras. — 80. trép amdvrwv : 

“ Above” =“ beyond.” So N. 9, 54; I. 2, 36.—ovppaxla = ovp- 
payor. — 81. wapaiOvée: Tr., “shot past;” the cheer flashed by. 
See P. 1,87, note. For the last two contests the révraéAov was 
afterwards substituted. See I. 1, 26: od yap jv mevraéOdtov add’ 
ep éxdor@ | epypate xeiro rédos. P. sticks to his record. It 
would not be strange if this whole description was composed to 
save the neglected memory of Doryklos and Phrastor and Ni- 
keus. — év 8 oepov | épdefev: evédrcEev, “lighted up.” Comp. 
O. 3,20. The full moon, hence evambBos ceddvas, was a necessary 

part of the institution. The light of the moon meets the shout 
of the army. . 

"Er. 3'.—84. delSero: “Rang with song.” This use of the pas- 
sive is not very common in Greek. Cf. Eur. I. T. 367: adAcira 
may péAabpov, Heraclid. 401: Ounmodcira & dorv.—85. Tov éynadprov 
G&pgi tpdrov: “Like banquet music.” A curious use of ayudi, 
which makes the tune the centre of the song.—86. dpxais ... 
mporépais: “ The beginnings of yore,” the establishment of the 
games by Herakles.—éwépevor: Seems to hint at deviation on 
the part of others.—érwvuplay xdpw: “As a namesake grace of 
the proud victory, we will sing forth the thunder .. . of Zeus.” 
The victory is Olympian, let us sing, to grace it, Olympian thun- 
der. Perikles the Olympian was Perikles the Thunderer. ydpw 
is the result of xeAadnodpeba Bpovrdy.—87. vinas: So P. 1, 30: rod 
er@vupiay, — &yep@xov: See P. 1, 50. — xedadnodpela — ciraper 
(Schol.). — 89. mvpwdAapov Bédos: “ Bolt of the firehand.” Hor. 
Od. 1, 2,2: rubente | dextera sacras iaculatus arces. The thun- 
derbolt is figured on the coins of the Epizephyrian Lokrians.—90. 
év Gravrt xpdre. . .. dpapéra: “In every victory fit emblem.” 
Mezger, after Friese, makes it “in which dwells omnipotence.” 
—92. xAi8doa: “Swelling.” O.9, 2: xeyAadas. 

Srp. ¢'.—93. Ta... pdvev: Neut. pl. with verb pl. gives more 
individuality and more life. We distinguish the strains. Cf. 
P.1, 13. For davev of music, comp. So, O. R.186: adv d€ A dp- 
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met.—94, Gre: So Bockh for dore.—95. vedraros 7b wadw: “The 
reverse of youth.” So O. 12,11: gumadw répuos, P. 12, 32: ep- 
Tad yvopas.— 97. wouséva: “ Master.” — 98. éwaxrév GAAérptov: 
One thinks of “this Eliezer of Damascus.”—99. OvgoxKovrt orvye- 
potatos: Out of the almost epic fulness of this passage it has 
falsely, if not foolishly, been gathered that Agesidamos had be- 
come old while waiting for Pindar’s song. In one sense, yes! 
oi d€ rodcivres ev juart ynpdoxovow. The late song is as welcome 
as a child of one’s old age. Nothing more hateful than to die 
and leave no heir of one’s body. Nothing more hateful than to 
die and leave no memorial of one’s hard-earned glory. As the 
child keeps up the name, so the lyre keeps up the fame. We 
have no right to assume that Agesidamos was on the brink of 
the grave. The poet simply declares that he is secure from any 
such disaster as oblivion. 

*Avr. €'.—102. keved mvevoais: “ Having spent his strength and 
breath in vain.” Cf. N. 3,41: dAdor ado mvéov, and P. 2, 61: 
madamovei keved.—psx9~: Semi- personification. ‘“ Procures for 
Toil naught but a little pleasure,” the fleeting glory of the un- 
sung victory.— 105. espt: Predicative. The fame is spread 
“abroad ” by the fostering Muses. 

"Er. ¢.— 107. éy® 8€: In contradistinction to the Muses.— 
ovveharrépevos: “Lending a helping hand.” — 108, &pdémecov: 
* Embraced,” “took to my heart.” What was promise is per- 
formance.—109. xataBpéxwv: Cf. I. 5,21: pawépev eddAoyiats, P. 8, 
57: "AAkuava oreddvowot BaAw, paive dé cai duv@. Above dya- 
nmaooe. Suggests roses.—éparév: The son of Archestratos is not 
old enough to have lost his bloom.—110. elSov: Here no figure. 
The poet promised when he saw him, and then forgot.—xepés | 
@dng: Cf. v.68: yeipeoot.—114. kexpapévov: “ Endued,” literally 
“blended ;” see P. 10,41.—115, ava8éa ... pépov: Theogn. 207: 
Odvaros dvadns. Death is a true das dvadjs, “unabashed,” 
“regardless,” “ruthless.”—otv Kwmpeyevet: With the favor of 
Aphrodite. 



OLYMPIA XI. (X). 
For the occasion of this ode see the Introduction to the 

preceding one, where Béckh’s view has been followed. Leop. 
Schmidt calls it a promissory note, while the old arrangers im- 
agined it to be interest on deferred payment. This is the first 
Olympian victory celebrated by Pindar, and Schmidt thinks that 
P. shows great satisfaction ut receiving the commission. This 
may be true, but Schmidt does not succeed in explaining why 
P. should have postponed the execution so long. 

The thought of the poem is, “ Song, God-given, is the true com- 
plement of God-given victory.” There is a time for all things; 
time for winds, for showers. The time of all for song is when 
success is achieved by help of toil; then ’tis a beginning of fame 
hereafter, a sworn warranty of great achievements. High above 
envy is dedicated this praise for Olympian victors. This glory 
my tongue would fain feed full, but ‘tis God alone can give a 
heart of wisdom. This glory I can sing as an adornment over 
and above thy olive wreath and foster the name of the Lokrian 
stock. There revel, ye Muses, for I will be bound that it is an 
hospitable race, acquainted with beauty, wise to the highest 
point, and warlike. Nor fox nor lion changes nature. 

The rhythms are Dorian (dactylo-epitrite). Leop. Schmidt re- 
marks on the inferior impressiveness and majesty of the rhythms 
as compared with other poems. However that may be, the pro- 
portion of dactyls is unusually small, though about the same as 
in 0.12, which belongs to the period of full maturity. Béckh 
says: ad [ydiam declinat harmoniam. 

The strophe sets forth the importance of the song, the anti- 
strophe the divine calling of the poet, the epode the noble stock 
of the victor. Thus this brief poem contains all the elements of 
the éemuwixioy except the myth. To this effect, Mezger. 
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Srp.—1."Eotw avOpdois, xré.: Pindaric approach by parallels, 
of which the type is given O.1 (init.). See also O. 3, 42, and 
comp. N. 3, 6: dipn dé mpayos adXAo pev AAXov, | dOdovixia dé 
padior aoday pirci.—avépov: The wind is not necessarily sug- 
gested by the voyage of Agesidamos, but wind suggests rain. In 
Greece navigation and agriculture go hand in hand. Hesiod 
puts agriculture first. —3. waf8ev: A common personification ; 
hence less felt, though not wholly effaced. See note on O. 8,1; N. 
4,3; 9,52.—4, mpéooe: So with Christ for paca. Schol., Har- 
tung, Bergk have mpaoon, but P. prefers the pres. indic. in the 
generic condition. The opt. protasis with universal present in 
the apodosis occurs P. 1, 81. 82; 8, 13. 14; IL. 2, 38. 84, but the 
circumstances are somewhat different.—6. ré\Aerat: Cited as an 
example of the schema Pindaricum (agreement of a plural sub- 
ject with a singular verb), of which there are very few examples 
in P. Here we read, with A, dpyd, and the example disappears. 
This syntactical figure gives no trouble when plural nouns 
are mixed with singulars or neuters—of course, disjunctives do 
not count, as P, 10, 41,q. v.—nor much when the verb precedes, 

for the singular is the general and the plural the particular. 
Comp. fr. TV. 3,16. In P. 10,71 there is a various reading, xeiy- 
ra for xetra, in P. 4, 246, ré&Xeoav for rédkecev. In Plat. Gorg. 
500 D, for ef éors B has ei €orw, which points to éordy (Hir- 

schig). In Aischyl. Pers. 49 orevra rests on a correction of 
M; the other MSS. have oredyra. — muorév Spxiov: “A certain 
pledge for mighty deeds of emprise.” Cf. N. 9,16: dpxioy... 
morév. These songs are to be the beginning of future renown 
and a witness to great achievements. They are called a pledge 
because they bind themselves to prove what has been done. On 
shifting gen. (Adyv) and dat. (dperais), see O. 6, 5. 

"Avr. —%. &pOdvytos: The gloss mokuGOdyyros shows that the 
word was a puzzle here, ‘Beyond the reach of envy,” Béckh 
after the Schol., who says that images may be taken down, but 
the hymn cannot be destroyed.—8. Gyxevrat: The best MSS. have 
éyxerrat, but adyxerrat is established by the Schol. and the sense. 
The song is an dydOnya, O. 13, 36; I. 4 (8), 17.—7a pév: Schol.: 
Taira Ta KaTopOmpara kal ra eykopia Toy €v ’OdvpTria verixnKdrar. 
As often, uév and dé attack different members of the antithesis 
with chiastic effect, P. 1, 21.—Gperépa: Plural of the chorus,— 
9. wowpatvew: “Tend,” “cherish,” “make our care.” Comp. also 
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the use of Bouxodeiv. The figure is not to be pressed.—10. &« 
Geod 8(€): P. modestly acknowledges his dependence on God. 
Comp. P.1, 41: éx Oca yap payavai maca Bporéas dperais.—éavip : 
O. 1, 66.—épotws: So von Leutsch, who has expiscated it out of 
the ics kai air@ tO tpdr@ (Tro aire tp.) and dpoiws Somep kai 
ov vevixnxas of the old Scholiasts. “We are fain to sing thy 
praise, but our success depends on God, as well as thine.” The 
old MSS. have éyés dv, the interpolated écaci after duamavros of 
the Schol. Mommsen reads: mparideoow: Spas dv io, xré. 

"Er.—13. én orepdve: “Over and above,” “topping.” So O. 
8,6: yxairaor . . . CevxyOévres Ee oréavor. Mommsen retains 

audi of the Ambros.—xpvoéas édatas: yp. figurative. O. 8, 1: 
xpvcoorepdvey aéOrdwv, N. 1, 17: piddrois eAasav xpvoéors, P. 10, 
40: dadpva xpvoéa.—15. ddéyov: “ Caring for;” hence “ praising,” 
ipvav (Schol.).—17. tppw: So Bergk and De Jongh after the 
Scholiasts, the MSS. pn pw. The subject of apiferda is “ We,” 
“T and the Muses.” Comp. Od. 12, 212: éxpiyouer kai mov ravde 
prncer Oa diw (SC. qyads). vw, in anticipation of orpardv, would 
be forced (in spite of O. 7,60); with reference to the return of 
Agesidamos to his home, unnatural.— 18, pn: For the one 
neg., comp. P. 10,41: vécoe & ore yipas. So. Phil. 771: éxdvra 
pyr axovra, Eur. Hec. 373: Aéyovoa pndé Spdoa. The neg. pi, as 
after a verb of swearing(O. 2, 102).—émelparov kahav, xré.: The 
Epizephyrian Lokrians well deserved this praise. For their 
poets—Xenokritos, Erasippos, Theano—see the classical diction- 
aries. The Aoxpixa dopara reflected the passionate and erotic 
character of the people. The poems of Nossis, preserved in the 
Anthologia Palatina, are well worth study.—19. alypardv: Es- 
pecially noted is their victory over the Krotoniates on the banks 
of the Sagra. Cf. O.10 (11), 17.—71é yap | éngués ... Fi00s: The 
equable dactylo-epitrite rhythm allows this separation of article 
and substantive (Stein). Cf. O. 7, 13(?); 12,5; P. 12, 20.—20. 
adkanng: This need not refer to axpdcopov. Perhaps only the lion- 
part holds. Still comp. I. 3 (4), 65.—21. SadAdgavro: “ Change” 
(gnomicaor.). So with Lehrs, v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Schré- 
der (Am. Journ. of Phil. XII. p. 386). The MSS. dcadAdéacvro, 
“May change,” the so-called potential optative without dv. How- 
ever, the examples commonly cited for this opt. in Pindar, N. 3, 
20; P. 11,50, cannot be considered stringent. O, 3, 45, the opt. is 
imperative. In prose dy is necessary, and Hartung writes here: 
diadAdgawr’ dy 440s, which is forbidden by the digamma. 
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ErGoTe.es of Himera, an exile from Knosos in Crete, won the 
doAtxos, Ol. 77 (472 B.c.). The dddcyos is variously estimated at 
seven, twelve, twenty, twenty-four stades, most accepting the 
last. Crete was famous for its runners (Xen. An. 4, 8,27: d6Ae 
xov S€ Kpnres meious 4} €Enxovra ebeov), though the Cretans 
seldom took part in the Greek national games. After the vic- 
tories mentioned in this ode (v. 17), Ergoteles won another 
Olympian (Ol. 78), and two Nemean contests (Paus. 6, 4, 11). 
The poem itself tells us that he had been driven from Crete by 
political faction, and as Sicily was the land of promise to the 
eastern Greeks, and especially those of Dorian stock, we may 
dispense with a closer investigation. From the Scholiast we 
learn that he arrived at Himera when a quarrel between Gelon 
and Hieron was at its height. Himera was hardly more quiet 
than his old home, but he succeeded in acquiring citizenship 
and the jealously guarded right of holding real estate. 

The twelfth Olympian is a short occasional poem. It has no 
room for a myth, unless we consider the simile of the home- 
fighting cock an equivalent (v.14). The simple thought is the 
domination of Tyché. At the beck of Tyché ships are piloted 
on the deep, stormy wars and councils guided on land. Men’s 
hopes are ships that roll through seas of idle plans, now high, 
now low. The future no god hath pledged, no man hath seen. 
The hoped-for pleasure is reversed, and from the battle with a 
sea of trouble men pass in a moment’s space to joy profound 
(vv. 1-12). 

So Philanor’s son, like some home-fighting cock, would have 
had only homely fame, and the garland for the swiftness of his 
feet had shed its leaves unheralded, had no hostile faction bereft 
him of his Knosian fatherland. Now he hath gained a wreath at 
Olympia, two at Pytho, two on the Isthmus. Now he magnifies 
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the city of the Nymphs’ hot baths. Now he dwells amid broad 
acres of his own (vy. 13-19). 

The sea plays an important part in this ode, as might be ex- 
pected for many reasons—the distance that separates Ergoteles 
from Olympia, the distance that separates his old home and his 
new. There is something symbolic of the vicissitudes of Fortune 
in the numerous antitheses. The poem-rocks like a ship. The 
deep, the land—wars, councils—up, down—no pledge from God, 
no foresight of man—pleasure reversed, pain redeemed. 

Himera and Ergoteles are paralleled. . The city and the victor 
mirror each other. The fortune of Himera is the fortune of Er- 
goteles. 

The rhythms are dactylo-epitrite. Béckh calls the mood a 
mixture of Dorian and Lydian. The parts of the triad are clear- 
cut. The first deals with the domination of Tyché, the second 
reinforces the theme of the uncertainty of human plans, the third 
makes a practical and comforting application of these reflections 
to the case of Ergoteles. 

Srp.—1. Znvos "Edevbepiov: Zebs "EXevOépios was honored in 
other Greek states, but esp. in Himera, on account of the great 
victory gained over the Carthaginians, and the new deliverance 
from the rule of Thrasydaios. See Introd. to O. 2.—2. etpvobe- 
vé(a): Proleptic. Not used elsewhere in P. of a city.—épouméde: 
“Keep thy sentry-round about.”—Zdrepa Tixa: Tyché, acc. to 
the Homeric Hymn in Cerer. 420 is a Nereid; acc. to Hesiod 
(Theog. 360), a daughter of Okeanos. Notice the sea atmosphere. 

Only ace. to Pindar himself (Paus. 7, 26, 8), T. is one of the Moi- 
pat.—s. tiv: “ At thy beck.” The dat. of interest is by implica- 
tion the dat. of agency. Comp. P. 1,73: dpy@ Sapacbévres.— 
Goat: Jods is used of actual speed, d«is of inherent. ‘ Oo1 vais, 
velox navis, a thing of life; dxeia vais, celeris navis, an expedi- 
tious conveyance.” Jebb, on Soph. Ai. 710. Ships refer to war 
and peace, then follows war (éAeuor), then peace (dyopai). So 
the balance is prettily held.—4. wédepor: Seas of blood, through 
which Himera had passed.—5. xéyopai ... Bovdaddpor: In pub- 
lic councils it was a formula to commence dyaj riyy (Paley). 
—al ye pév avipav .. . édides : Article and substantive are rhyth- 
mically near, though syntactically far removed. Cf. O. 11 (10), 
19, — pév...8(€: O. 11 (10), 8.—6. wOAN Gvw... 7a 8(€): Ad- 
verbial, as N. 9,48. The lying world is ploughed by hopes as 
waves by ships.—perapovia — ferewes kat aipdpeva (Schol.), The 

2 
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waves of falsehood dash high and then fall back.—«vdivSovr(az) : 
Not xvAivdovri = xvXivdovet. 

*Avt.—7. otpBodov: “ Token,” “pledge.” The figure is not 
wholly dropped. We are now voyaging on a merchantman.— 
9. dpadai—yrveces. The plural in sympathy with ray pedAdvrwv 
(=repi trav p.). See O.9,21.—10, éreoev: Empiric aorist. The 
metaphor is from dice: dei yap eb wimrovaty of Aws KvBot.— 
11. és3adw pév répyros: Instead of the mechanical rois pév. See 
v.5. Comp. 0.10 (11), 95: vedraros rd mad, P. 12, 32: fumadrw 
yvopas = rapa yvouav.—12. {édats: Recurrence to the nautical 
figure. — Bad: Cf. O.7,53: xAéos Badd, O. 13, 62: Babdy KdGpov. 
Familiar is Ba@dmAovros. Still the adj. belongs to the sea sphere, 
proverbially rich. Cf. O. 2, 32.—mjparos: Gen. of price, “won 
joy for anguish.” —weddpeupav = periperpay. eda, Acol. and Old 
Dor.= perd. Etymological connection is denied. 

*Er.—14. évBopndyas Gr’ adéxrwp: A breviloquence (=4r’ éydo- 
pdaxou ddéxropos tyid) hardly noticeable in English. Villemain 
tells of a translator who agonized over the unpoetical cog, but be 
it remembered that the Ieporxds épvis was really more poetical to 
the Greek than it can be made to us. Aischylos does not shun 
the comparison (Eum. 861). Cock-fights were popular in Greece. 
Pindar knew the cocks of Tanagra as well as he knew the poetess 
of Tanagra; the cock was sacred to Athena (Paus. 6, 26, 2), and 
Himera stamped her coin with a cock, acc. to some a pun on ‘Iyépa 
(j2épa), ace. to others in honor of Asklepios.—15. éxdejs: Prolep 
tic.—katepvddopénoe: The tryna thus becomes a flower. It has 
been noticed that P. draws few of his figures from the world of 
plants.—16. ordows avridveipa: A Aééis Spieia according to Eu- 
stathios. —Kvwetas: It has been inferred from this that the 
Knosians of that time did not take part in the Olympic games. 
Notice the sigmatism of the line.—17. orepavwodpevos: O.7, 81. 
—18. Sis ék: Mommsen writes d:éx, as the Scholiasts know noth- 
ing of a second Pythian victory; but see Paus. 6, 4, 11.— 19. 
Geppa ... Aovrpd: The glory of Himera, still there and called 
Termini.—Paordfers = iyois. The figure is not fully felt, else it 
would be absurd. It is nothing more than éracipew, O. 9, 22. 
Comp. I. 3 (4), 8: xpi Sé kwpafovr’ dyavais yxapirecow Baordcat. 
—map’ oixeiais Gpovpais : On rapa with dat., see O. 1, 20, and comp. 
further Od.18, 383: ovvexa map mavpowor kal ox dyaboiow épedeis. 
Characteristic is the stress laid on @yxrnots. 
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Tue thirteenth Olympian commemorates the victory of Xen- 

ophon of Corinth in both stadion and pentathlon, Ol. 79 (464 
B.C.). Xenophon’s father, before him, had won a foot-race at 
Olympia, Ol. 69 (504 B.c.); hence rpicoAvpmiovixay oikoyv (v. 1). 
Indeed, the whole house of the Oligaithidai, to which Xenophon 
belonged, was illustrious almost beyond compare in Greece for 
their successes at the different games, The wealth of the family 
is shown by Xenophon’s vow to consecrate a hundred éraipa: as 
iepd8ovdcr to Aphrodite, which liberality Pindar’s épydris Moioa 
did not fail to glorify. See fr. IX. 1. 

The splendor and wealth of Corinth were proverbial, and as 
the seventh Olympian glitters with the light of the sun, so the 
thirteenth reflects the riches of & dABia Képw6os (vy. 4). The 
first impression of the poem is that of a semi- Oriental bazaar. 
It seems to be profuse in the admired disorder of its wares. 
But there is, after all, a certain Greek symmetry. Victor and 
victor’s city mirror each other as elsewhere (O. 12), and the hero 
of Corinth, Bellerophon, sums up the highest of both. For 
wealth and success, without wisdom, without courage, are vul- 
gar. The sister spirits of Law, of Justice, of Peace, daughters of 
Right, are the guardians of Corinth’s wealth (v. 7). The achieve- 
ments of the games abroad are balanced by inventions at home 
(v.17). The dithyramb first rose upon the airin Corinth. The 
bit that rules the horse was first planned in Corinth. The tem- 
ple’s summit first received the adornment of the king of birds in 
Corinth. Here are three great inventions matching Eunomia, 
Dika, and Eirena—matching the three Olympian victories of the 
Oligaithidai. The Muse with the sweet breath and Ares with 
his embattled hosts of youthful warriors are both at home in 
Corinth (v. 23). 

If Corinth abounds in wealth, in art—if Corinth claims the 
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honor of invention, her sons prosper, too. Keep, O Zeus, the 
people unharmed, fill the sails of Xenophon with a favoring 
breeze. dav & eipdvros épyoy (v.17) is true of him. He gained 
the pentathlon and the stadion in one day, which mortal man 
never attained before (v. 31). Then comes a long list of the vic- 
tories of Xenophon and his house, until the poet finds himself 
in feud with many concerning the number of these honors, and 
swears that he cannot count the sands of the sea (v.46). The 
time has come to put a bound, and so he returns to Corinth and 
tells the story of Bellerophon (vv. 63-92), forerunner of Xenophon 
—Bellerophon who mounted the height of heaven on a winged 
steed, so that it might have been said of him as of Xenophon: 
avreBodnoey | Tav avnp Ovaris ovr tis mpdrepor (Y. 81). 

The myth concluded, the poet again tries to sum up the 
achievements of the Oligaithidai in a few words, but the line 
stretches beyond his sight, paocor 7) as idéuev (v. 118). Swim 
out of this sea of glory with nimble feet. In highest fortune, as 
in trembling suspense (0. 8), there is but one resource, and that is 
prayer. Zeus, Perfecter, give reverence with enjoyment (v. 115). 

So the spirit of control regulates both the end and the begin- 
ning of the ode, The dominant thought is éwera: 8 ev éxdore | 
peérpov (Vv. 47). 

The measures are logaoedic. 
The distribution of the five triads is not the common one, 

The first triad is devoted to Corinth, the second to Xenophon, 
the third and fourth to Bellerophon and his ancestors, the fifth 
to the Oligaithidai. Mezger calls attention to the fact that the 
subjects fall strictly within each triad. P. was evidently deep- 
laden with his commission, which must have come from the 
whole house, whose praises he distributes as best he may. The 
later successes, Xenophon’s and his fathcr’s, are put first; the 
earlier, those of the Oligaithidai generally, are put last. 

Srp. a’.—1. Tpicodvpmovixav: Notice the pomp of the begin- 
ning. So also 0.10 (11), 1: rov "OAvpmiovixay dvadyvaré 
po. Comp. O. 2, 1: dvagibdpptyyes vuvor, another grand open- 
ing. The opulent word suits the opulent (é\Sia) Corinth. 
Xenophon was victorious twice (v. 30), his father once (vy. 35). 
—2. dorois: Cf. P. 3, 70: Bacwreds | mpais dorois, ov pbo- 
véwy ayabois, Ecivois 5€ Oavpacrds marnp. dd. is more common 
than zroXirns in P., because d. is less technical and has to de 
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with the natural rather than the political position. The dif- 
ference is briefly expressed in [Dem.] 59, 107: fy odre of mpd-yovor 
adorny Katéd\urov ovf 6 Sipos moXirev éemomoaro. It would 
not be safe to make dorois “the humbler citizens” here, although 
it would include them.—3. @«pdémovra: A word involving kindly 
service. See P. 4, 287.—yvecopar: Disputed. The Schol. eis 
yoaow do, “I will make known,” for which yvava (0. 6, 89) is 
cited, but in vain. “TI will learn to know Corinth,” means “I 
will visit Corinth.” So De Jongh. This is the language of one 
who had never seen Corinth and is to make the acquaintance 
of the city on this happy errand of praise. Of course this is 
figurative, as is xaréBay (O. 7, 18).—4. 6ABiav: Noted from Homer 
on, Il. 2, 570: ddveidy te Kopwov.—d. mpdvpov: As one comes 
from Olympia, Corinth is the entrance of the Isthmus. Bakchyl. 
says of Corinth: [éAomos Aurapas vacou beddpara bipar.—tlore- 
Savos: Comp. N. 6, 46: Hoceddvoy réuevos (of the Isthmian 
games). The form [or.is Corinthian (Fennell). See Cauer,? No. 81. 
—4Gyladxovpov: Refers only to men, and not to the modvéevar vean- 
Ses, dudirora | Iecbois ev apver@ KopivO@ of the famous skolion. 
—6. Etvopia... Aika... Eipyva: The same genealogy is given 
in Hesiod, Theog. 901: dedrepor nyayero (sc. Zeds) Aurapny O€ perv, 
i téxev "Qpas, | Edvopiny tre Aixny re kal Eipnyny tedadviav. 
The seasons are distributed thus: Eunomia is preparation (seed- 
time); Dika, decision (harvest); Eirena, enjoyment (festival). 
The Horai preside over everything that needs timing (0. 4, 1); 
they are the regulators of wealth, and prevent the growth of 
vBpis, which owes its origin to the wedlock of baseness and pros- 
perity. On the chryselephantine statues of Themis (standing) 
and the Horai (sitting) at Olympia, see Paus. 5, 17, 1.—-kaovyvijra: 
Sing., not dual, as is shown by the apposition; see O. 6, 45.—7. 
épérpodos: With v. 1. 6pérpotos, “ of like character.” This seems 
to require the MS. éegadrjs above. Much tamer than the reading 
given here,—rapta: avipdor: Slur -a dv- into one. Mommsen writes 
raya for the fem. (O. 14, 9).—8. xpvoeat: See O. 11 (10), 13. 

"Avr. a’.—9. @édovtt: Of a fixed purpose, P. 1,62; O. 11 (10), 
9, and so of a wont.—10. “YBpw, Képov parépa: Full personifi- 
cation to match the other. Theognis reverses the genealogy, v. 
158: rikree ror kdpos UBpty Gravy Kax@ GABos Exnra, but that 
makes little difference, as, according to Greek custom, grand- 
mother and granddaughter often bore the same name. It isa 
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mere matter of "YRo1s—Képos—YBpis.—12, ed0eia: “ Straightfor- 
ward.” ev. with rodpa, not acc. pl., as Mommsen says, with dé- 
yew. ToApa is semi-personification, and the figure is not unlike 
that of O. 9,88, where réAya is »ne of the two attendants P. de- 
sires to have on his progress. I have hosts of fair things to 
tell, and I must go straight to my errand. Such is my nature. 
The poet apologizes for plunging into the thick of his praises, — 
por: Ethic dative.—13. Gpayov... 400s: Cf. O. 11 (10), 21.—14. 
tppw Sé: I am tlic singer, yu and yours the recipients of the 
favors of the Horai.—’Addra: Aletes wis a Herakleid king of 
Corinth. — wodAa pév, .. . wodda &(€): Both are adverbial = woaA- 
Adxis. Symmetry keeps the second wodAd from going with 
copicpara (Vv. 17).—15. twepedOdvtwv: The gen. absol. without a 
subject is denied for Homer. In P. the construction is to be 
watched. Undoubted, however, seem to be P. 8,48: 8 cine 
papvapéver, and P. 4, 232 (= N.10, 89): ds dp’ aiddcavros. Here 
the shift from the dat. to the gen. is easy, easier than making 
imepeAOdvrwy depend on dyAaiav.—iepois év aéBdors: O. 8, 64: €f 
icpa@v aéOdov. 

"Er. a’.—17. Gpyaia: “ From the beginning.”’—érav 8 eipévros 
%pyov: This has a proverbial ring. “All the work belongs to the 
inventor” (i. e. the credit for it all). Often quoted. Best com- 
mented by an epigram on Thespis: pvpios aiay roAda mpocevpyoe 
xadrepa: rapa 8 épa (Schneidewin).—18. trai Avwvicov .. . 
xapitres: Explained by the Schol. as ai éoprai ai 7d éemaywydv 
éxovra.—19. Bonddrq: Refers to the prize of the victor in the 
dithyramb. Some think of the symbolical identification of 
Dionysos with the bull. See Hadt. 1, 23, for the history of the 
dithyramb, first performed in Corinth by Arion of Methymna 
during the reign of Periander. The Bacchic joyance is the main 
thing, and we must not hold P. to a strict account when he 
attributes the origin of the dithyramb, as he does elsewhere, acc. 
to the Schol., now to Naxos and now to Thebes.—20. tis yap: 
P. 4, 70: ris yap dpya, xré.—twaetous év évtecow pérpa: py. here is 
“check,” and so “bit,” as the Schol. explains: ra trea pérpa 
rod xadwov. The myth turns on the praise of ’Aénva Xaduiris, 
who bad a temple in Corinth, Paus. 2, 4,5. The selection of the 
word points to a more perfect control gained by the Corinthian 
bit, not the out-and-out invention of it.—21. vaotow .. . SiSupov: 
The words would seem to mean naturally that two eagles were 
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placed as dxpwrnpra, or “finials,” on the temples, one on either 
gable. The pediment was called derds, dérwpa, and the Scholiast 
supposes that the name was due to the eagle here mentioned. 
Another explanation is that the Corinthians filled the pediments, 
naked before, with the figure of an eagle, which subsequently 
gave way to groups of statuary. The name derds for the gable- 
field is commonly referred to the resemblance of the pediment to 
an eagle with extended wings. Bekker, Anecd. p. 348, 3: derod 
piwetrat ona amorerakdros Ta mrepd. See Aristoph. Av. 1110, 
and the passages there collected by Blaydes.—22. év 8€: With 
vet, “ And there.”—Moio’ &8vnvoos: We have no right to refer 
this with Dissen to the older poets and musicians of Corinth ex- 
clusively.—23. “Apys: The Corinthian helmet (Hat. 4, 180), the 
Corinthian trireme (Thuk. 1, 13), are well known, and the story 
of Periander, the history of Corinth in the Persian war, may be 
read in Herodotos. 

Srp. B’.—24. trar(e): With OAvpmias (Fennell). Comp. Aisch. 
Ag. 509: Umardés te xdpas Zevs.— 25. ApOdvntos: Active, as 
neg. compounds of verbals in -rés often are. Cf. 0. 6,67: Wevdéar 
dyvoarov.—26, apOévnros yévoro= p17) veueonons (Schol.). Hat. 
1,32: 1d Ociov may €ore POovepsv.—28. etOvve: Natural metaphor 
for a nautical Corinthian, O. 7, 95.—8alpovos: The daipov here is 

the dainer yeréOduos (v.105). See P. 5,122: Ards roe vdos péyas 
xuBepva | daipor’ dvdpav prwv.—29. SéFar ré For: The dat. is used 
with dé£ac6a because the giver is interested as well as the re- 
ceiver. When the giver is a god, he is waiting to be gracious. 
When he is a man, the acceptance of the present is an honor. 
See the Pindaric passages P. 4, 23; P. 8,5; 12,5; I. 5 (6), 4 
Cf. Tl. 2,186: dé£ard of oxirpov.—tyxadprov rebpdv: Cf. O. 7, 88: 
reOpdv ’OAvpmovixav.—éaye: The processional notion of the capos 
comes out, This reOyds is also a wodvdudos éréras (P. 5, 4).— 
30. wevraé0kw: The memorial verses of Simonides run: "Ioy1a 
kai IvOot Atopy 6 Ditwvos evixa | (1) Apa, (2) rod@xeiny», 
(3) 8ioKoy, (4) dxkovra, (5) raXnv. See a long discussion of 
the wévraOAoy in Fennell’s ed. of the Nemean and Isthmian odes 
IX.-XX.—31. tév: See O. 2,25. The hyperbaton is easy with 
the demonstrative relative ray = dv. 

"Avr. 8’. —33. oeXivev: The Isthmian wreaths were at first made 
of pine, then of parsley (I. 2,16; N.4, 88), then pine was re 
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stored. The parsley of the Isthmian games was dry, of the Ne- 
mean green. Parsley had a funereal as well as a hymeneal sig- 
nificance.—34. oi« aévtigoei: Lit. “ does not go against the grain,” 
ovk évaytiodrac (Schol.).—35. @eaaddor(o): Homer does not elide 

theo in-ovo=ov. Cf. P.1,39; N. 9,55; 1. 1,16.—26. atyAa wodav: 

Cf. O.12,15: riya modav. With atyda comp. P. 3,73: cépov r 
aéO\ov Uvbiav alyav orepdvors.—évaxertar: Cf. O. 11 (10), 8. 
—37. oradiov: Six hundred Olympic feet.—8.avAov: The double 
stadion, round the turning-post and back. — deAfm ap@’ évi: 
“Within the circuit of a single sun.” Here dudi has the pe- 
culiar inside use O. 2, 33,‘ with only one sun about it.”—38. 
kpavaais év’A.: See O. 7, 82.—épya: “ Victories,” “ crowns of vic- 
tory.” —oSapxijs | apépa: The day sympathizes with the victor. 
Comp. the Homeric dovAcoy jap. 

"Er. B’.—40. “EAA@ria : Depends on the general notion of gain- 
ing. If the exact verb of the previous sentence were to be sup- 
plied, we should have émrd. Athena Hellotis was honored in 
Corinth by a torch-race.—épouddorer II. repotow: The Isthmian 
games.—41. paxpdrepat, xré.: “Too long would be the songs that 
shall keep up with the victories of,” etc. Similar self-checks are 
found P. 4,247; N. 10,45; I.4 (5), 51.—42. Teppia: Acc. to the 
Scholia, Terpsias was the brother of Ptoiodoros and so uncle of 
Thessalos (v. 35), Eritimos was son or grandson of Terpsias. To 
judge by Pindar, Ptoiodoros was father of Terpsias and Eritimos. 
The Scholia give two names not in P., but it is hardly worth 
while to attempt to reconcile the two accounts, or to explain the 
divergence.—44. xéprots év Mdovros: The Nemean games. Cf. N. 
6,47: Bordva ... déovros. A dash, rather than a comma, after 
Aéovros would give the feeling of the passage: “ As for all your 
achievements—I am ready to contend with many.” No matter 
how many come against me,I can always match them, as your 
victories are like the sands of the sea for multitude.—46. wovriay 
Wadav aprOudv: Comp. O. 2,108: yappos dprOpdv wepurépevyer. 

Srp. y'.—47. érerar: Used absolutely = érépevdy eorw, “is 
meet.” There is a limit to everything. The poet puts a bit in 
his own mouth. Comp. v.20. Enough of the house, now of the 
state.—48. voijoa: Sc. rd pérpov. So the Schol.: rodro d€ adrd 
vongat TO Ths cuppetpias edKatpdy Té €oTt Kal dpiorov. The cen- 
tral thought of the poem. Cf. Hes. O. et. D.694: pérpa @uddooe- 
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wbat° xaipos 8 emi maow apirros.—49. Fibtos év ow orahels: The 
metaphor is nautical; P. 2,62; 4,3; N.6, 37: ia vavorodéortes 
émuxopia. In the fleet of the common joy, P. is an ididaroXos vais 
—one that is independent of the rest; he sails his own course 
of poetry (Kayser). His mission is to celebrate the victor’s fam- 
ily, but he is to learn to know Corinth, he is to praise Corinth, 
he is to forget for a while the iS:oy in the xowdv.—50. pijyrly te... 
médeudv 7: Afterwards distributed into Sicupov péev... ra dé 
mor év dAxa. Comp. Pindar’s praise of Sparta, fr. XT. 62,1: 6a 
BovAal yepdvtwy kal vedv avdpay dpiorevoow aiypai.— 52. apdi 
Kopiv0e: In prose zepi KopivOov.—Zitovdov: Both Sisyphos (the 
Archwise) and Medeia (the Deviser) were held in higher esteem 
in Corinth than in most parts of Greece. =. depends not so much 
on yapvey as on the echo of it. See v. 40.—dés 0edv: The popular 
and false etymology of Sicudos derived the name from ods = 6eds 
and cuvdds = codds, hence = Gedcohos.—53. abtg: ipsi, not aira, 
sibi. There is no compound reflexive in Pindar, as there is none 
in Homer. The middle and the emphatic pronoun show the un- 
naturalness of the action from the Greek point of view. The 
story of Medeia is told P. 4, 218 foll. 

*Avr. ¥.—55. 7a 82 kal: Adverbial, comp. O. 9,102. Two ex- 
amples of wisdom are followed by a double line of martial deeds. 
—éy édxg: “In the fight,” closely connected with rpé Aapdavov 
retxéov.—57. én’ &ppdtepa: There was Corinthian blood on both 
sides. The Trojan side, represented by Glaukos, grandson of 
Bellerophon (see note on v. 67), happened to be the more satis- 
factory, and hence P. turns that outward, according to his rule, P. 
8, 88.—paxav tdpvew tédos: “ Decide the issue of battles.”—58. 

rov pév...’Arpéos: The Corinthians were vassals of Agamemnon, 
Il. 2,570. Their leaders were not especially distinguished. Eu- 
chenor, the son of Polyidos, the Corinthian seer, chose death: in 
battle rather than by disease, and fell by the hand of Paris, II. 18, 
663.—59. Kopifovres .. . eipyovres : Conative.—60. TAatdxov: Glau- 

kos appears often enough in the ranks of the Trojans—a brave, 
but flighty fellow, Il. 6,119 foll. (where he makes himself immor- 

tal by exchanging armor with Diomed, v. 236: ypicea yadkeiar, 
ExaropBor évveaBoiwy); 7,13; 12,102 (summoned by Sarpedon to 
help him), 309; 14, 426; 16, 492; 17, 140. — 61. Ilepdvas: Pei- 
rene, a famous fountain in Akrokorinthos.—oderépov: See P. 4, 83. 
—martpds: “ Ancestor.”—62. Badvv: “Rich.” Comp. Badimdouros. 
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’Er. y'. —64. Ildyarov: Homer says nothing of the Pegasos 
myth. P. follows local legends, which he seems everywhere to 
have studied carefully. Comp. N.7, 105, Avs Kopwos, with the 
commentators.—65. mptv ye: “ Until,” which the conjunction piv . 
always means with the indic. O. 9, 61.— xpvodprvxa: Of the 
whole headstall. —66. é€ dvetpov 8 airixa qv trap: “Out of a 
dream there was forthwith reality,” the sober certainty of waking 
fact.—67. AiodiSa: The genealogy is Aiolos—-Sisyphos—Glaukos— 
Bellerophon—Hippolochos-Glaukos. P. drops, or seems to drop, 
Hippolochos. See Il. 6, 144.—68. $iArpov: So v. 85: dppaxor. 
Transl. “charm.” — 69. Aapatw...marpi: “ Tamer-father,” Po- 
seidon, of whom Glaukos is the double.—vw: Anticipates rai- 
pov (rare in Pindar). See N. 5, 38.—dpydevra: Black bulls are 
generally sacrificed to Poseidon, and the Scholiast is puzzled 
into explaining dpydevra as edad} Kal péyay, but in P. 4, 205 
red bulls are sacrificed to the same god, and P. was doubtless 
following local usage. 

3rp. &’.—71. xvéacovT:: Of sleep at once sweet and deep. The 
word is used of Penelope’s slumber (Od. 4, 809), when she sees 
the vision of Athena, disguised as her sister, who addresses her: 
Evders, UnveAdreva . . .; just as Athena addresses Bellerophon. 
—72. ava 8 éwadt(0)—dayémadro: Sudden change of subject.— 
$p0 modi: Dat.of manner, though we tr. “to his feet, erect.” —75. 
Koupavidg: Polyidos the seer; see note on v. 58.—76. ard xeivou 

xpyjovos: “ At his bidding,” viz. that of Polyidos. 

*Avr. &'.—80. xeAyjoaro: Sc. MoAvudos. —Srav: Repraesentatio 
(mood of the original speech), common in repeating laws, ora- 
cles, and the like.—81. xapratwo8(a): A Delphic word for bull 
(Schol.). Oracles had a vocabulary of their own, which was wide 
open to parody.—Taaéyp: Comp. O. 1, 25: peyarbevis yatdo- 
xos Iocedav.—83. xovghav: Predicative, “as a light (little) 
thing "as xovpov tt.—x«tlow: Here=épyov, just as xrica is 
often = oijoat.—84. wal 6 xaptepds: Even the strong Bellerophon 
had failed, and now was glad to use the mild remedy.—85. $dp- 
paxov wpad: A variation of piArpor, v. 68.—yévur: Dissyllabic. 

"Er. 5’. — 86. évéwhia .. . railev: “He played the weapon. 
play.” So N. 3,44: dOupe peyada épya.—87. ’Apafovidev: Comp, 
O. 8, 47: "Apafovas evimmous, where they are represented as favor 

a 
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ites of Apollo.—88, at@épos  uxpas: On the gender comp. 0. 1, 
7: épnpas b0 aidépos. “ Chill,” on account of the height.—xéArav : 
* Bosom of the ether,” with as much right as the “deep bosom 
of the ocean.” Shakespeare’s “ bosom of the air,” R. and J. ii. 2 
(Cookesley).—épjjpov: So with Hermann for épnyov.—90. Kipar- 
pav: In Homer (Il. 6, 179 foll.) the order is different. The king 
of Lykia bids him slay the Chimaira first (7 & dp’ mv Oeiov 
yévos ov8 dvOpamwr- | mpdacbe Aéwv, bmibey 8€ Spdxov, péoon 
dé xiwatpa), then he attacked the Solymoi, and finally slew 
(xarémedvey) the Amazons. Purposeful variation. — wip mvéot- 
gav: Il, 6,182: dewoy dnmomveiovaa mupds pévos aidopévoro. 
—Zodipous: Not an anticlimax. The name of this mountain-folk 

of Lykia was enough, according to Homer, Il. 6, 185: xapriorny 
8 Thy ye paxny paro Sipeva avdpav.—91. Siacwrdcopat: cwr- for 
owwn- (Aeolic).—Ffor: Dependent on the verbal element in pédpor. 
— épov: He fell from his winged steed when attempting to fly 

to heaven, and was crippled. Homer says of him simply, Il. 6, 201: 
h To. 6 Kam mediov rd "AAyjwov oios adGro | dy Oupdy karédwv, aro 
avOpareav ddecivoy.—92. S€xovtar: Not historical present, “ are his 
shelter.” 

Srp. €'.—93. pd 8 eidiv axdvrwv, xré.: The poet checks himself 
again. He has darts enough (cf. 0. 2,91: modAd pot im’ dyrdvos 
BéAn), but he has a definite aim (O. 2, 98: émexe viv oxom@ rdgov), 
and would not speed too many darts beside the mark (P. 1, 44: 
adyavos ¢£). The figures grow out. of ro€dray . . . erpardv.—95. 
7a Twodha B.: “These many,” “all these.”—xKaprivew xepoiv: “ To 
speed with all the vigor of my two hands,” Notice the dual 
noun xepoivy, sorare inP. See 0.6,45. But such duals crop out 
even in post-classic Greek, where the dual is practically dead.—96. 
yap: Accounts for ra woAdd BédXea. P. was evidently embarrassed 
by the instructions he had received, and took care to distribute 
the masses by taking up the victor in the first part and the victor’s 

parpia, the Oligaithidai, in the third.—97. €Bav: O. 9,89: 7AGoyr | 
tizdopos, N. 4, 74: xapv€ éroipos €Bav.—98. “Io®pot: The poet is 

often spoken of as being present at the scene of the victory, so 
that it is unnecessary to supply ré from what follows. N. 9, 43- 
P.1, 79. So Mezger, with whom I read ravp@ y’ éret.—éOpd(a): 

He cannot go into details.—99. éopxos: “‘ Under oath.” ¢. is a 
peculiar word (@opxos idiws, says the old Schol.), but that is 
no reason for changing it into €£opxos (* six-times sworn”) with 

Christ ap. Mezger. —éméooera:: “ Will add confirmation.” — 
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éEqxovraxt: With ddvyAwooos, which involves speaking, “ with 
its sixty-fold sweet messages.” They had overcome sixty times, 
thirty times in each of the two places, unless €£. is merely a 
round number.—100. a8vyAweoos: Notice the short v before yA. 

*Avr. €’.—102. 484 mdpoube: The only Olympian victories scored 
were those mentioned in the beginning.—103. rér(e): When the 
time comes.—105. Satpwv yevébAros: See v. 28.—épmor: We should 
say “ have free course.” On the opt. see O. 1, 115.—106. "Evvahie: 
Supposed to refer to a family cult. A mere guess.—107. avde- 
cwv: Looks very much like dvadccoyr, a gloss to dak. Bergk reads 

*Apkaot (Bdooats). Still we may comp. Homer’s dvadédpope rérpn. 
This king-altar might look as if it were leaping into the air, on 
account of its commanding position on Mt. Lykaion, from which 
almost all the Peloponnesos was visible. See Paus. 8, 38, 5.— 
108. Aveatov: Sc. Ards. 

"En. ¢.—109. Té\dava: In Achaia, O. 7, 86.—2Zixvev: N. 9, 1. 
— Méyep(a): O. 7, 86.— Alaxi8av ... GAvos: Aigina, O. 7, 86.— 
110. "Edevois: O. 9, 106.— Avwapa Mapabdv: O. 9, 95.—111. rat 
@ im Airvas: At Aitna and Syracuse.—112. EtBoua: The names 
of the games at the different localities are given as follows: At 
Argos, Heraia or Hekatombaia; at Thebes, Herakleia and Iolaia; 
at Pellene, Diia, Hermaia, Theoxenia; at Sikyon, Pythia; at Me- 
gara, Diokleia, Pythia, Nemea, and Alkathooia; in Aigina, Aia- 
keia, Heraia, Delphinia, or Hydrophoria: at Eleusis, Eleusinia, 
Demetria; at Marathon, Herakleia; at Aitna, Nemea; at Syra- 
cuse, Isthmia, as at Corinth; in Euboia, Geraistia (in honor of 
Poseidon ), Amarynthia (in honor of Artemis), Basileia.— 113. 
pacoov’ # as idéuev: First appearance of this construction. 

“Stretching beyond the reach of sight.”—114. éva—=dAN’ aye: 
“Up!” The poet addresses himself.— éxvetoar: Imperative 
infin. “Swim out” of this sea of victories, which is to P. a 

sea of troubles, even if they are sweet troubles (O. 1, 19).—115. 
Zed rédev(e): Comp. P. 1,67: Zed réde’. The special cult is sup- 
posed to have been brought from Corinth to her daughter, Syr- 
acuse, and thence to Aitna.—at8@ 8{$0.: Moderation is needed in 
this flood of prosperity. The poem closes with a wish for singer 
and for victor, as does O.1. The poet wishes for himself a happy 
discharge of his perplexing task (€xvedoac), for the victor the en- 
joyment of the fruits of his victory, which can only be assured 
by aides. — 



OLYMPIA XIV. 

ORcHOMENOS, in Boeotia, was a very ancient city, the home of 
the famous Minyai (v. 4), where the Charites were worshipped 
from the earliest times. The poem, as we have it, contains 
scarcely more than an invocation and exaltation of the Charites, 
and an announcement of the Olympian victory of the boy Asopi- 
chos, who won the single-dash foot-race, Ol. 76 (476 B.c.). This 
victory Echo is bidden report to the father of Asopichos, who is 
now in the abode of Persephone. While the poem closes well, 
the massive structure of the strophe gives the piece the effect of 
a torso. 

The song is supposed to have been sung in a procession 
(xodpa BiBavra, v. 17) to the temple of the Charites for the dedi- 
cation of the wreath. 

The metres are logaoedic. The mood is said by the poet 
himself to be Lydian (v.17). The soft Lydian measure was es- 
pecially suited to boys’ voices (mpémet rj trav maidev jAukia, Aris- 
tot. Pol., end, p. 1342 6 32), and was in favorite use for prayers 
and plaints, and consequently well adapted to the close of the 
poem, in which the dead father of the victor is mentioned. 

Poets have admired the ode greatly—while editors have com- 
plained of its difficulties. 

Srp. a.—1, Kagictwv: On this Kephisos, see Strabo 405. 407. 
It was a common river-name, and is found in Attika, Salamis, 
Sikyon, Skyros, Argolis.—Aayotcat aire: Bergk writes raire for 
aire of the MSS., which Mommsen defends, -a: in Aayoiou 
being shortened, as often in dactylic poetry. The Pindaric pas- 
sages cited by Mommsen (P. 5,72, and 8, 96) have been emended, 
the latter with good warrant. Béckh reads Aaxoicay. On the 
lot (Adxos), comp. O. 7, 58.—xaAAtrwhov: On account of the pas- 
turage. Comp. the praise of the Attic Kephisos in Sophokles, 
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O. C. 668: edimmov, Eéve, xré., and 677: eviurmov, etr@dov. — 8. 

Auwapas: A. is used of Thebes, P. 2,3. Elsewhere of Athens, N. 4, 
17; I. 2,20; and in the famous fragment IV.4: & rai Acwapai 

cai loorépavor kai doidipot, | “EAAddos €pecopa, krewal "APavat, dat- 
povoy mrodieOpov.—4. 'Opxopevod: Mommsen has ’Epxopevod, the 
local form, after Cavedoni. The change is advocated by van 
Herwerden also.—Mwvav: Minyas was the son of Poseidon and 
Kallirrhoé. His descendants, the Minyans, were the Vikings of 
Greek legend. — 5. Ta Te Tepmva Kai | Ta yAuwé(a): re . . . Kai is 
usually employed to couple opposites or complements, as Momm- 
sen notes. If rd repmvdy is the transient diversion (Schmidt, 
Synonym. ), and rd yAvxv the immanent sweetness, there would be 
enough difference to justify the combination.—6. Gverar: So Kay- 
ser for yiverat.—Bporois: “For,” only incidentally “by.” The 
Schol. correctly yivera: cal cvpBaiver.—7. vodpés: “ Skilled in song.” 
See O. 1, 9. 116.—4yAads: Of victory, which is often represented as 
sheen (comp. 0. 13,5: dyAadxoupoy, 14: dyAaiay), and Aglaia is one 
of the Graces.—8. ayvav: So Kayser, to save the metre; the MSS. 
oepvay: cf. fr. VI.1: cepvay Xapirwy wéAnua reprvdy, and Eur. Hel. 
184: cepvai Xdpires. For dyvav, see Sappho, fr. 65 (Bgk.): dyva 
Xdpires,and Alkaios, fr. 62 (Bgk.).—Xaptrev Grep: See P. 2,42.—9. 
ov8e . . . Korpavéorow x.—ovdé Koipavéoiow ov're xopods ore Sairas. 
The first neg. omitted. See O. 11 (10), 17. «.=dtaxoopoios 
(Schol.), “consent to be the lords” (xoopyropes ). — Taptar: 
Mommsen inclines to rdycat, a theoretical fem. form. Cf. O. 18, 
7: Alka kal dpdrpopos Eipyva tapiar mAovrov, and Eur, Med. 
1415: wodhav rapias Zeds év’OAtpr@. Even in prose, Isok. 11, 
18: rév SuBpev Kal tov adxpav 6 Ze’s raplas éoriv.—l0. Odpevar 
+. Opdvovs: Leop. Schmidt suspects the statement of the Schol. 
that the thrones of the Muses were placed at the right hand of 
Apollo in Delphi.—12. dévaov ... Typdv: a. is more poetic as a 
proleptic adj. than as an adverb. Kadiova ddara calls up the 
image of d8ara devdovra. The honor of Zeus is “as a river.” 

Srp. 8’. —13. wérv’ *AyAata: Aglaia was especially the mistress 
of victory (see v. 7), as Thaleia presided especially over feasts 

(xdpo.). The three Graces were first fixed by Hesiod, Theog. 
909: "AyAain» re kai EXGpoctyny Oariny 7 eparewny.—l4 
giAnoipodre .. . épaciyodwe: As one might shift from pAew to 

¢pav, the weaker to the stronger. Toying with synonyms was 
not impossible for P.—Sedv xparierov: Zeus was the father, Eury- 
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nome, an Okeanid, the mother, acc. to Hesiod (Theog. 907).— 
15, éwaxootre viv: So Bergk and Mommsen (for émdxoo viv of 
the MSS.) from a supposed émnxoée, not an attractive formation. 
Other conjectures are: émaxoo. raviv, Herm., Dissen, but we 
must have imperative or optative; ¢mdxoos yeved, Herm., Béckh, 
Schneidewin. —17. xotoa BiBovra: So Hom. Il. 13, 158: xotga 
root mposiBds.— Aowmyov: Diminutive from ’Acwmds. — Avdg 
- ++ év tpém@: Mommsen recognizes a kind of éy dia dvoiv, to 
which figure P., indeed, comes nearer than does any other Greek 
poet, but rpdm@ is “ the tune,” and pedérars is the verse. “ With 
Lydian tune and meditated lays.” éy, of the flute, O. 5,19; 7, 
12; N. 38,79; of the cithern, P. 2, 69; I. 4 (5), 27.—18. €podov : 

See O. 7,13: caréBav.—19. Miviea: Acolic accentuation, as in 
Kixveta, 0.10 (11),17. Orchomenos is so called to distinguish it 
from the Arkadian city of the same name.—20. oet Féxart: Thaleia, 
not because she is xopydaia generally, but because this is the xa- 
vos, of which she has special charge.—21. éA0é, Faxot: Ahrens 
writes €Av@’, metri causa. With the passage comp. O. 8, 81, 
where *AyyeXia, a daughter of Hermes, is supposed to discharge 
the same office. Echo belongs to the Orchomenian sphere, 
by reason of her passion for Narkissos, son of Kephisos. — 22. 
Krcé8apov: Father of Asopichos.—édp’ i8ote(a): F lost.—vidv... 
Sr: Prolepsis for dru... vids. Comp. P. 9, 121.—23. «éAmous trap’ 
ev8dEous: So Bergk for eddd£o10. On rapa, see O. 1, 20,—24. éore- 
dvece: The middle (0. 7, 15), though natural, is not necessary. 

xairay represents € airdv. So P. 10, 40: xépas dvadnoavres.— 
mrepotor: Of. P. 9,135: wodka b€ mpdcbev mrepa bé€aro Nixas. 
Wreaths are wings, because they bear the champion aloft, émaei- 
povrt (O. 9, 28). 

PuILOKTETES. (After a gem.) 



PYTHIA 1. 

Tue victory commemorated in this poem was gatned Pyth. 29, 
i.e. Ol. 76,3 (474 B.c.). Hieron had himself proclaimed as a cit- 
izen of Aitna in order to please the city founded by him, Ol. 76, 
1 (476 B.c.), to take the place of Katana. In the same year he 
had gained a victory over the Etruscans off Cumae, thus crown- 
ing the glory of the battle of Himera. The great eruption of 
Aitna, which began Ol. 75,2 (479 B.c.), and continued several 
years, figures largely in this poem, which has been much ad- 
mired and often imitated, notably by Gray in his “ Progress of 
Poesy.” 

Pindar’s poems are constellations. There are figures as in the 
heavens, a belt, a plough, a chair, a serpent, a flight of doves, but 
around them clusters much else. The Phorminx is the name of 
the constellation called the first Pythian. In the first part of the 
poem the lyre is the organ of harmony, in the second the organ 
of praise. In the first part everything is plain. Apollo and the 
Muses are to the Greek the authors of all harmony, artistic, po- 
litical, social, spiritual. The lyre, as the instrument of Apollo, is 
the symbol of the reign of harmony over the wide domain of 
Zeus. Everything that owes allegiance to Zeus obeys his son 
Apollo, obeys the quivering of the lyre’s strings. So the foot- 
step of the dancer, the voice of the singer. Even the thunder- 
bolt, the weapon of Zeus, is quenched, the bird of Zeus slumbers, 
the wild son of Zeus, violent Ares, sleeps a deep sleep. This is 
the art of the son of Leto and the deep-bosomed Muses (vv. 
1-12). 

All those that Zeus hath claimed as his own are ruled by har- 
mony. Not so those that he loves not. When they hear the 
sound of the Pierides, they strive to flee along the solid earth 
and the restless main. So he who now lies in dread Tartaros, 
enemy of the gods, Typhon, reared in the famed Kilikian cave. 
His hairy breasts are pinched by the high sea-shores of Kymé 
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and Sicily, and Aitna’s heaven-mounting column pinions him— 
Aitna, nurse of keen snow, from whose inmost recesses belch 
purest streams of unapproachable fire, rivers that roll sparkling 
smoke by day, while purple flame by night bears in its whirl 
masses of stone down to the surface of the deep, plashing. These 
jets of fire are upflung by yon monster. Terrible are they—a 
marvel to behold, a marvel even to hear from those that have be- 
held. Such a creature is that which lies bound by peak and 
plain, while his back is goaded by his craggy couch (vv. 13-28). 
May we not be of those thou lovest not, may we find favor in 

thy sight, O Zeus, lord of Aitna’s mount—the forehead of this 
fruitful land, whose namesake neighbor city the famed founder 
glorified when the herald proclaimed her in the Pythian course 
by reason of Hieron’s noble victory with the chariot. As men 
who go on shipboard count as the first blessing a favoring wind, 
an omen of a happy return, so we count from this concurrence 
that the city will henceforth be renowned for wreaths of victory 
and chariots, her name be named mid banquet-songs. Lykian 
and Delian lord, thou that lovest the Kastalian fount of Parnasos, 
make this purpose good, make the land a land of men (vv. 29- 
40). 

So far Apollo and the Muses dominate—dominate as the in- 
terpreters of Zeus. Now Zeus himself comes forward. Apollo 
is mentioned no more, but the prayer to him, v. 40, is matched 
by a prayer to the Muse in v. 58, 

Zeus, Apollo, the Muses, have now led us up to the praise of 
Hieron. The achievements of mortals are all due to the gods, 
Men are bards; are valiant and eloquent through them (v. 41); 
and so, through them, Hieron has the virtues of his high posi- 
tion, and all the so-called counsels addressed to him are merely 
indications of what he is, or thinks he is, or tries to be. In 
praising his hero Pindar picks out first the quality that had re- 
cently distinguished him, and this success was won 6edy Taddpuas 
(v.48). The future lacks nothing but forgetfulness of toils and 
pains. Greater prosperity, greater wealth, it cannot give. It can 
only administer (odre, v.46). When the forgetfulness of the bitter 
past comes, then the memory of all the glorious achievements of 
war, with all its proud wealth, will return. May our hero, like 
Philoktetes of old ¢v. 50), have a god to be his friend and bene- 
factor. But the song is not for Hieron alone. His son, Deino- 
menes (v. 58), shares the joy in the victory of his sire; his son is 
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king of the city Aitna, which Hieron built for him, founding it 
with god-sent freedom in the laws of Doric stock, after the prin- 
ciples of Doric harmony (v. 65). May this harmony between 
people and princes abide, and may father pass to son the keynote 
of concordant peace (v. 79)—peace within and peace from bar- 
baric foes without. Zeus keep the Phoenician and the Tyrrhe- 
nian battle-shouts at home, now that they have seen the fell 
destruction of their ships, the punishment of their insolence, be- 
fore Kymé—that weight that rests upon Typhon’s breast, For 
what Salamis to Athens, what Plataia to Sparta, that to the 
sons of Deinomenes is the day of Himera (v. 80). 

But brevity is best. Twist the strands tight. Less, then, will 
be the blame, for surfeit dulleth the edge of expectation. Others’ 
blessings and advantages are a hateful hearing ; yet envy is better 
than pity. Hold, Hieron, to thy high career. Still guide the 
people with a just helm. Still be thy word forged on the anvil of 
truth. No sparkle of dross that flieth past is without its weight, 
coming from thee. Steward of many things thou art. Faithful 
witnesses there are many for right and wrong. Firm abide in 
generous temper. Wax not weary in expenditure. Let thy sail 
belly to the wind. Let no juggling gains lure thee. After mor- 

tals liveth fame alone as it revealeth the lives of the departed to 
speakers and to singers. Kroisos’ generous kindliness perisheth 
not. The cruel soul of Phalaris—brazen-bull-burner—is whelmed 
by hating bruit; no harps beneath the roof-tree receive him to 
soft fellowship with warbling boys. Good fortune is first; then 
good fame. Whoso hath chanced on both and made both his 
own hath received the highest crown (vv. 81-100). 

The mood is Dorian, the rhythms dactylo-epitrite. 
Of the five triads, the first two deal with harmony; the third 

and the fourth have to do with Hieron’s work as a founder, bis 
work as a warrior, with the sweet music of a concordant state, 
the sweet silence from the barbaric cry, have to do with Aitna 
and Himera. The last triad avoids the weariness of praise by 
disguising it under sage counsel, with the intimation that Hieron 
has not only been prosperous, but has gained the fair voices of 
the world. 

Srp. a’.—1. Xpvoéa pdppry—: Cf. Hes. Scut. Hercl. 202: ipepdev 
niOdpile Ards cai Anrois vids | xpuocein Pdppeyyt, N. 5, 24: 
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Poppcyy "Andro éExrdyhocoo xpvcéw mAdKTPY BiwKor. 
—tlomhoxdpov: Cf. O. 6,30: maida FidrAoxov. Our violet is the 
tov péAav of the Greeks, and “ black” is the nearest translation ot 
to-. — 2. oivbuKxov ... xréavov: “Joint possession.” —Bdow: The 
dancer’s foot listens and obeys the throb of the cithern.—3. 
dooi: The singers of the chorus. —4. wpoouslwv: “ Preludes.” 
—GpBohas trevxys = dvaBodds mow, dvaBddAy. Cf. Od. 1, 155: 7 
rot 6 poppi{wy dveBddXero Kaddy deiderv.—édeAiLopéva: “ Quiv- 

ering.” O.9, 14: pdpyeyy eAcrifov. — 5. alyparav nepavvdy: ai. 
better as a subst. than as an adjective. «x. is personified, “ spear- 
wielder Thunderbolt.” —6. devdov mupdés: So dvbeua xpuaoi (0. 2, 
79).—éva oxdrty Aids: The eagle on the sceptre of Zeus is a 
familiar figure. Comp. So. fr. 766: 6 oxnmroBdyev aleris kiov 
Aws.—@xeiav: Of the inherent quality. See note on O. 12, 3. 
Contrasting epithet to heighten yaddfas. 

*Ayt. a’.—T. &pxds olovav: Cf, O. 13, 21: olwvay Baoiréa. — 8. 
dykvAw kpati: Od. 19, 538: alerds ayxvAoyeiAns.—xvéoowv: This 

is a deep sleep with fair visions. See O. 18, '71.—9. typév varov : 
The feathers rise and fall like waves on the back of the sleep- 
ing bird in response to his breathing.—10. fumater: ». often of 
winds and waves. So P. 4,195: xupdrey pumds dvépov te.—KaTa- 
oxspevos = xarexdpevos. There is no aor. feeling. Cf. Od. 11, 
334: xynOu@ 8 ~orxovro, and Thompson’s notes on Plat. Phaidr. 
288 D, 244 E.—Biaras”Apys: To match aiypardy xepavvdy above. 
—11. tafver: With dvpdv, O. 7,43. “Lets his heart (himself) 
dissolve in deep repose.”—12. «ja: Comp, O. 1, 112; 2, 91; 9, 
5-12; 1.4 (5), 46 for the same metaphor.—ap¢t: With the pecul- 
iar poetic use, rather adverbial than prepositional. ‘ With the 
environment of art,” “by virtue of.” So P. 8, 34: cua audi 
paxava.— Babvxdrdrov: Like Babifwvos, of stately and modest 
beauty. The deep girdle and the deep folds might be due to 
amplitude or to dignity, or both. BaOvdxodmos of Mother Earth, 
P. 9, 101. 

"Er. a’.—18. weptAnxe: Emotional perfect = pres., though on 
the theory that dios means “ own,” 7. = “hath made his own.” 
—4arifovra:: On the concord, see O. 2,92; O. 10 (11), 93. The 
neuter écca conjures up strange shapes.—Bodv: Of music. 0. 3, 
8; P. 10,89; N.5, 38.—14. yav: duawdxeroy with mévrovy throws 
up as a complementary color crepedy, “solid,” with yay. For 
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dpatpaxeror, “ furious,” “ restless,” see Il. 6, 179, where it is used 
of the Chimaira. The sea is the favorite haunt of monsters.— 
xat(a4): On x. with the second member, see O. 9, 94.—15. aiva 
Taprapw: So IcOuos is fem.in P. O.8,48; N.5,37; I. 1, 32.— 
16. Tudds: See IL 2, 782, where his bed is said to be eiy ’Apiyors, 
which is in Kilikia. Cf. Aisch. P. V. 351: rov ynyevy tre Kede- 
kiwy oiknropa...€katoykdpavov...Tupava. In this passage, 
too long to quote entire, Prometheus prophesies the eruption in 
language that seems to be a reflex of Pindar’s description.—17. 
Kidtixiov...avtpov: P. 8,16: Tudas Kiué.—rodvevupov = odv- 

OptAnrov.—18. tzép Kipas: Behind and above—not immediately 
over. The whole region is volcanic. Ischia, the ancient Pithe- 
kussa, where Hieron established a colony, was rudely shaken by 
an earthquake in 1880, almost destroyed in 1883.—19. kiov... 
eipavia: Aisch. P. V. 349: kiov odpavod te Kai xOovos | dpow 
epeidov.—20. maveres... TiOyva: r. is adjective enough to take 
an adverb.—riOyva: Kithairon is yovorpédos, Eur. Phoen. 803. 

Srp. B’.—21. épevyovrar pév ... worapol 8(€): Aisch. P. V. 367: 
e€xpaynoovrai more | ToTapol mupds.—ayvérarar: The commenta- 
tors see in this epithet Pythagorean reverence of fire. The rever- 
ence of fire is Indo-European. For per... dé, see O.11 (10), 8.— 
22. wayal+ morapot...Kpovvovs: All carefully used. mayai, “ well 
up,” morapoi, “roll,” kpovvoi are “shot up” in jets.—é@péparow 
- «+ vy Sppvacow: Cf. O.1, 2: vueri ... &v dyépa. — 24. Babetav: 
Measured from the top of the mountain. “Far below.”—ovwv ma- 
Taye: Effective position.—25. “Agateroo: This personification 

was not so vivid to the Greek as it is to us. See note on P. 8, 
39.—26. tépas .. . Savpdorov mpoordéo80r: For the inf., comp. L. 3 
(4), 68: dvords pev idéoOa. Oadpa idéoda is a common Homeric 
phrase.—@atpa S¢ kai wapedvrwv dxotoat: «ai is naturally “even,” 
and goes with dxotoa. “It is a marvel of marvels to see, a mar- 

vel even to hear.” This makes mpoowddoba refer to the prdé, 
the dxodoa to the ody mardym. So Schneidewin. sapedyrov 
(for which we have the variant wapiyrwy) is genitive absolute 
without a subject, ‘when men are present.” P. uses the con- 
struction somewhat charily (see note on O. 13, 15), and Cobet’s 

map iddvrey, “to hear of from those who have seen,” would be 
seductive in prose. P. does not happen to use zapd thus. 

’Ayr. B'.—27. olov: Exclamatory, O. 1, 16.—28. orpwpva: The 
a 
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bed of the monster is alva Taprapos, v. 15.—29. etn, Zed, tiv ety: 
Asyndeton is common and natural in prayers (see O.1, 115), and 
so is the suppression of the dative (jpiv).— 30. pérwrov: The 
mountain rises from the plain as the forehead from the face. 
The transfer of the designations of parts of the body to objects 
in nature is so common as not to need illustration. Whatever 
original personifying power this transfer may have had seems to 
have faded out in Greek poetry (Hense, Adolf Gerber).—rov .. . 
érovupiay: Cf. 0.10 (11), 86: éravupiav xdpw | vixas ayep@xov. 
—32. TIv@id8os 8 év Spdpq: Dissen compares O. 1,94: ray OAvpmid- 
dev ev Spdpors, but there ray ’O. depends on xAéos.—avéeuwe : “ Pro- 
claimed.”—irép: “ By reason of.”—xadAwixov | dppaoi: P. 11,46: 
év Gppaot xadXivikot. 

’Er. B'.—33. vavorpopyros: “Seafaring.” P. refers to a belief 
of the craft. In this case a good beginning makes a good end- 
ing.—34, és mdov ... otpov: Connected by the rhythm.—éouxéra : 

“Likelihoods” for “likelihood” Cf. O. 1,52: dsopa, P. 2, 81: 
adivara, P. 4, 247: paxpd.—35. tvxeiv: In Thukyd. also the reg- 
ular construction of eixds is the aor. inf., never the fut. 1, 81,6: 
eixds “AOnvaious ... pyre... SovAetdoa pyre karamAaynva. So 1, 
121, 2; 2,11, 8; 3, 10, 6, al.—é 88 Adyos: “ This (faithful) saying.” 
—36. tavrais éwi Evvruxtars: “ With this good fortune to rest on.” 
—Bétav: “ Belief.”—37. Aourév: So Aouroy aici, P. 4, 256.—vw = 

méAw.—88. ov etddvors 0.: “’Mid tuneful revels.”—39. Ave: 
So Hor. Od. 3, 4,61: Delius et Patareus Apollo, Patara being 
in Lykia. In solemn invocations the gods are appealed to by 
names which remind them of their favorite abodes. — Addov’ 
aévaoowv: The participle here and in ¢Aéwyv is almost substantive. 
For the elision of Addo’, see O. 13, 35.—40. @edrjoas: “ Deign.” 
P. uses BovAopat but once (fr. VIIL 1). Attic distinctions do 
not always apply to the earlier period, but be it noted that 

eOé@ or Oédw is the higher word; hence regularly Oeod OéAovros. 
—raita: The implied wishes and hopes,—vé@: Local dative, the 
range of which is narrower even in poetry than is commonly 
supposed.—evavSpov: 7iOéuev must be understood with this as 
well as with vém. A slight zeugma, r. being there “put” or 
“take,” and here “make.” Herm. reads edaydpodr. 

Srp. y'.—41. paxavat: Sc. cior, ‘ways and means.”’—dperats : 
“ Achievements.” —42. gogoi: Specifically of poets. Cf. O. 1,9; 
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P. 1,12; N.7, 23. P.is thinking of his class in cogoi, the Biarai 
and repiyAoooo being put in another by the force of re.— 
®epiyAwooo.: Supposed to refer to the rhetorical school of Ko- 
rax, who began his career under Hieron. See O. 2, 96.—éiv: 
Gnomic aorist. P. identifies pvovs with Oeds. See O. 9, 107. 111. 
—44, ph... Badeitv: CAwoua takes pn as involving wish; Badeiv 
may be fut. (cf. P. 10, 55) or aor. (N. 4, 92). The negative favors 
the aor. (47 Badoyn). P. 4, 243 the neg. odkér: indicates the read- 
ing mpd£erOa.—xadxorapqov: N.7, 71: dropviw pi) téppa mpoBas 
dxov® Ste xatxomdpaor spaa Ooay yoooav. The tongue, 
which P. handles boldly, is the missile here also. Being a 
javelin, it is forged, v. 86. See O. 6, 82.—déeeir(e): The ellipsis 
(@oei tus Bddor) is hardly felt. Of. O. 6,2: as ére.—éya@vos... 

é#: “Outside of the lists,” so as not to count.—wahdpq: See 
P. 3, 57.—45. Gpevoar(at): “ Surpass.” Cf. P. 6, end.—évrious: 

Supposed to refer to Simonides and Bakchylides. It is con- 
jectured that there was to be a contest of poets.—46, el yap... 
ev@vvo.: A wish that runs over into a condition. See O. 1, 108. 
—6 mas xpdévos: All time to come, O. 6,56; N. 1, 69.—otra: “As 
heretofore.” —ei6ivor: Cf. N. 2,7: etOvmoumds aioy. The nautical 
image was still in the poet's eye. Cf. v. 34 and O. 13, 28: Eevo- 
davros e%¥Ouve Saipovos odpoy. — kapadtav 8 érikacw: Victory 
brings serenity (0. 1,98); breathing space (O. 8,7); tranquillity 
(N. 9,44). Hieron suffered with the stone.—mapdoyot: See O. 1, 
39. 

"Avr. y'.—48. dvix’: “ What time.” P.’s usage does not mili- 
tate against the rule, jvika : Gre 3: kaipds: xpdvos. See O.7,35; 9, . 
33.—etpioxovro: “Gained” in the usu. sense of the middle of this 
verb, So P.3,111. The active “find” can be used in similar 
connections (so P. 2, 64, and elsewhere), and, in fact, the active. 

being the general, is often used where the particular middl 
might be expected. The plural of Hieron and his brothers.— 
Tidy: ry is something practical, and does not correspond to 
“honor” pure and simple. — 49, Spéra: Active, O. 1,13; P. 1, 
49; P. 4, 180; P. 6, 48; fr. XI. 72, Middle, N. 2,9; fr. IX. 1, 6; 
fr. IX. 2, 1. The active is colder. —50. ayépwxov: O. 10 (11), 
87: vixas ayepmxov. a, Only of persons in Homer, who does not 
use it in the same sense acc. to the lexicographers. To P. the 
word must have carried with it the yépas notion denied to it by 
modern etymologists, The booty gained at Himera was immense, 

a — 
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—viv ye pav: A statement that defies contradiction. Cf. v. 63. 
~-Pihoxrjtao: The type of a suffering hero. See the Philoktetes 
of Sophokles. “ At that very time Syracuse contained the famous 
statue of the limping Philoktetes by Pythagoras of Rhegion, of 
which Pliny says that those who looked at it seemed to feel the 
pain (xxxiv. 59). Even if we hesitate to believe that the sculptor 
intended an allusion to Hieron, we may well suppose that Pindar’s 
comparison was suggested by the work of Pythagoras ” (Jebb).— 
Tav...8ixay: Notice the rare article with dixay, “ wise.”—51. éerpa- 
vev@q: An aor. pass., where the middle would seem more natural. 
Cf. éropevOn. We can understand the passive of Philoktetes “ who 
was won to the war,” not so well of Hieron.—oww 8 avayxq: “ Un- 
der the pressure of necessity.” The comitative, personal character 
of civ makes it a favorite preposition in poetry, keeps it out of 
model prose.— $iAov: Predicate, “fawned him into a friend.” 
Rauchenstein’s 7) PiAov is not Pindaric.—52. kat tis éov peyadd- 
vwp: ris is referred to the proud citizens of Kymé (Cumae), who 
were forced to beg help from the tyrant. According to Eurip- 
ides, Odysseus and Diomed, according to Sophokles, Odysseus 
and Neoptolemos, were sent for Philoktetes. Odysseus was evi- 
dently not a favorite with P. (N. 7, 21; 8, 26), and peyaddvap 
may be a sneer.—petaBdoovras: So Kayser for the MS. peradd- 
govras OF peradAdogovras. Comp. O. 1, 42: peraBaoa. Béckh 
gives perapeiBovras ( Hesych., Suid., Zonaras ); but while the 
present is admissible on general grounds (O. 13,59; P. 4, 106), 
we should not emend it into a text. jperayedoovras would be 
nearer, but it has even less warrant than Wakefield’s peravaocoy- 
ras, a future formed on the aorist of vaiw (P. 5, 70: év "Apye 
€vacoev ‘Hpakdéos éxydvous). 

"En. y'.—58. to&érav: The bow of Philoktetes, being the chief 
thing, could not be left out. We are not to look for any corre- 
spondence to this in the history of Hieron.—54. TIpidpoto wédw ... 
mévouvs Aavaois: Chiastic not only in position, but also in sense. 
For the shifting stress on Ipidyoro and méyvovs, see O. 6, 5.—55. 
doGevet pév xpwri Balvwv, AAG poipidiov Fv: On the shift from par- 
ticiple to finite verb, see O. 1, 18.—56. @eés: As one short sylla- 
ble, possibly as @és. Comp. @¢uvacros, @éSapos in Megaric in- 
scriptions (Cauer * 104, and G. Meyer, Gr. Gr. § 119). Schnei- 
dewin suggests Oeds gwrnp. dpGwrnp does not occur elsewhere. 
Comp. N. 1,14: Zeds ... xarévevoey .. . Sexehiay... dpOdcerr. 
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—57. xpévov...xatpév: With the usu. differentiation of “ time” 
and “season.” ‘To give the season” is “to give in season.”— 
58. Aewopéver: Hieron had appointed his son, Deinomenes, re- 

gent of Aitna (v. 60).—KedaSfjoa: O. 1, 9.— 59. mwowdv: “ Re- 
ward.” So in a good sense N. 1, 70; Aisch. Suppl. 626. The 
reward is the xéAados.—60. Atrvas Bactdet: In Greek one is king 
of the Aitnaians, rather than king of Aitna. The gen. of the 
place has something of the iwre divino stamp. So of the old 
house of the Battiads, P.4,2: Bac Kupdvas. Cf. N.8, 7. 

Srp. 8'.—61. re: “For whom.” Deinomenes was succeeded 
by Chromios. See N. 9.—-rédw xetvav: x. seems to prove that 
the ode was sung, not at Aitna, but at Syracuse. —eo8pdto ov 
éhevBepia: See O. 3, 7.62. “YAABos ordOpas: There were three 
Doric tribes ‘YAXcis, Haupvdn, and Avyaves. The MaudvdAo: and 
Avpaves were the descendants of Pamphylos and Dyman, sons of 
Aigimios. The Herakleidai did not belong to the Doric stock 
proper, and so are distinguished from the descendants of Aigi- 
mios, P. 5,72: “HpaxdAéos exyovor Aiyipiod re. Comp. also fr. I. 1, 

3: "YAAov re kai Aiyystod. So “YAAs ordbua and Alyyuod reOpoi 
cover the ground of the Dorians, official and actual.—év vépous: 
Cf. O. 2, 83: Bovdais év dpOaicr “PadapdvOvos.—63. kai pav: “ Ay, 
and I dare swear.” A clear intimation, if such were needed, 
that the Herakleidai were not real Dorians, This does not make 
it necessary to change the MS. Aapreis, v. 65, to Awpiows. They 
all belonged to the Awpeds orpards, fr. I. 1, 4. — 64. vatovres: 
Though they dwell far from the old home of Aigimios, they 
are still a Awpis azro:xia, I. 6 (7), 12.—TeOpoiow: See O. 6, 69.—65. 
écxov: “They gat” (O. 2,10). The occupation of Amyklai was 

a memorable event in Doric annals. I. 6 (7), 14: €Aov & ’Apd- 
kAas Aiyeida. We must not forget nor yet exaggerate Pindar’s 
personal interest in all this as an Aigeid.—66, Aevkomddov: The 
Dioskuroi were buried at Therapnai, on the left bank of the Eu- 
rotas. The white color of the steeds of the Dioskuroi is fixed 
by the myth. So Cic. N. D.3,5,11: Tyndaridas ...canthe- 
riis albis... obviam venisse existimas? White horses be- 
longed to royalty, P. 4,117. White was not a favorite color for 
horses in Vergil’s time (Georg. 3, 82), but that does not concern 
us here. Even in the Apocalypse (19, 11) the Kine or Kines is 
mounted on a white horse. 
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’Avr. &'.—67. Zed rédev(e): Zeus, God of the Accomplishment, in 
whose hands are the issues of things. Comp, O. 18, 115.—aolei 8€: 
On 8é, after the vocative, see O.1, 36. The infinitive may be 
used in wish and entreaty, but did0: roiay for 8€ rovavray would 
be more natural, Mommsen’s 8ds roiay for rovavray is based on 
the Scholiast’s mapdocyov. roavray aicay refers to the first line 
of the strophe, @codpdarm atv éAevbepia. “Grant that the judg- 
ment of the world may with truth assign such a lot to citizens 
and kings.” —’ a: Amenas, or Amenanos, “the unsteady” 
(mod. Giudicello), a stream of varying volume, which flowed 
through the city of Aitna,—68, Siaxpivew: Is used of legal de- 
cision, O. 8, 24; of marking off by metes and bounds, O. 10 
(11), 51. — Adyov: See O. 1, 28, where 6 ddadijs Adyos is kept 
apart from Bporaéy dadris and dSedaidarpévor pidor. — 69. ovv Tor 
viv: “With thy blessing.” — 70. vig 7 émrehAdpevos: The posi- 
tion favors the close connection with avy riv, “and with a son 
to whom he gives commands.” The regent who receives Hie- 
ron’s behests, being a son, may be expected to carry them out in 
his spirit.—yepatpwv: A significant concession to the new city, 
which at once becomes something heroic and divine; “ by pay- 
ing honor due,”—71. Mocopa: vetoov: Asyndeton in prayer.— 
&yepov: Proleptic. ‘In peace and quiet.” — 72. dopa... xp, 
instead of ¢yew, the temporal final sense of éppa being hardly 
felt. yp is intr.—kar’ olkov: Hdt. 6, 39: eZye kar’ oixovs.—é Poivg 
= Poenus, Carthaginian.—é Tvpoavév 7 ddadarés: This forcible 
form of expression, which is built on the same lines as Bia “Hpa- 
kréos, cbévos jpiovev, is made still bolder by the participle idey, 
as if 6 dAadd{@v Tupoavds had been written..—vavotorovov ... mpd 

Kupas: Best explained 6ri 7 vBpis 7 mpd Kipns vavoictovos éyéve- 
ro. There is no Pindaric warrant for the use of vBpis as “ loss,” 
“damage.” The reflection that their overweening insolence off 
Cumae had brought groans and lamentations to the ships (ef. P. 
2, 28) would silence their savage yell and keep them quiet at 
home. The Etruscans must have been especially prominent in 
this famous engagement: Diodoros does not mention the Phoe- 
nicians (Carthaginians) in his account (11, 51).— mpd Kvupas: 
Brings up the image of the iSpiorns already depicted (v. 18). 
Typhon symbolizes every form of violence, domestic (ScxeAia) or 
foreign (Kvyn). 

’Er. 5'.—73. ola: See O. 1, 16.—4&px: Hieron. The dat. with 

L2 
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the aor. partic. is easy, as the aor. is the shorthand of the perf. 
—74. Bade’: The middle is peculiar, as if the dAicia were an 
dyxupa, as I, 5 (6), 13: Bader’ ayxupay. —'75. “Edd: Where 
Greek was spoken there was ‘EAAds. Here Magna Graecia is 
specially meant.—é§éAxwv: The image of the sea-fight is half 
kept up.—4péopar, xré.: “From Salamis I shall try to get for my 
reward the favor of the Athenians,” i. e., when I desire reward 
from the Athenians I shall seek it by praising Salamis. P. climbs 
up to Himera by parallels, as is his wont. See O. 1, init.—77. 
épéw: For the shift, see v.55. Béckh’s épéy lightens the con- 
struction if we take it as a present, denied for classic times; but 
comp. Theogn. 492; Soph. O. C. 596.—1mpd Kubatpavos payav: Knit 
together. mpd, “in front of,” “at the foot of.” The battle of Pla- 
taia is meant, where the Lacedaemonians distinguished them- 
selves especially.—78. trator: Refers to Sadapivos (=rijs év Sadapive 
paxns) and mpd KiOatpavos payay. Not simply “ where,” but “in 
and by which.”—79. etv8pov durdv: Cf. 0. 12,19. mapa dé oa 
edvdpov axray, ‘Iuépa, would not be unpoetic nor un-Pindaric.— 
“Ipépa: Gen. of ‘Iuépas, the river. —redéoais: Participle; dpéopa 
must be recalled. — 80. apd’ Gpera: v. 12. — xapdévrev: Rather 
strange, so soon after xépov, in view of P.’s zrovxsAia, though the 

Greeks have not our dread of repetition. See P. 9, 123. 

Srp. e’.—81. xarpév: Adverbial. “If thy utterance prove in 
season.” — o6éyfaro: The poet to himself with a wish (0. 1, 
108). — wetpara ovvtavicas: “ Twisting the strands of many 

things into a brief compass.” The contrast is éexreivew Adyov, 
reivewy, Gmoreivery, exreivew, paxpdy. See Intr. Ess, p. xliii (note).— 
82. érera:: “Is sure to follow.” Indic. apodosis, as I. 2, 88; 4 
(5), 14.— papos: O. 6,74. In moralizing passages the meta- 
phors follow in rapid succession—not so much mixing as over- 
lapping. A defence of P. in this regard that should flatten 
his language out so as to make the metaphor disappear would 
be worse than a confession of the worst.—daé . .. édmi8as: “ Sa- 
tiety with its gruesomeness dulls quick hopes.” aiavns, of doubt- 
ful etymology, is used of xépos again I. 3 (4), 2. The hopes speed 
to the end; the poet, by lingering, wearies, and not only so, but 
rouses resentment at the blessings of those whom he praises. 
This prepares the return to the praise of Hieron, which is 
couched in imperatives, a rhetorical form strangely misunder- 
stood to convey a real sermon.—84, acrav 8 axod: “ What citi- 
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zens hear.” Citizens are naturally envious (O. 6, 7), and the 
good fortune of others is an ill-hearing, and oppresses their soul 
in secret. ‘“ What is heard from citizens” has in its favor P. 11, 
28: xaxoddyot 5€ rodira.—85. Kpéoowy ... oiktippod pldvos: Pro- 
verbial. Hadt. 3,52: pOovéerOa xpécoov ori 4 oixriper Oar. —86. 
ph wapie xara: “ Hold to thy noble course.” apiec possibly sug- 
gested the following metaphor. Notice the large number of 
present imperatives, as in the rapaiveocs of Isokrates ad Demoni- 

cum (1).—vépa ... otparév: P. 8, 98: eAevOép@ ordrq | rédw ravde 
kduite. On orp. see O. 11 (10), 17.—érpevBet 82 wpds Gxpov xdAneve 
yAéeoav: This is counted as one of P.’s harsher metaphors, in 
spite of Cic. de Orat. 3, 30,121: non enim solum acuenda nobis 
neque procudenda lingua est. P. might have continued the 
figure just given, for the tongue may be considered a rudder 
(comp. P. 11,42 with James 3,4), but the vibrating tongue is to 
Pindar a javelin (comp. xjAa,v. 12), and in N. 7,71 he has dckov@ 
dre xadxomdpaoy bpaa | Ooty yRaooayv. xddrxeve grows out of 
vopa. The “true anvil” refers in all likelihood to the shaping 
of the arrow or javelin on a part of the anvil designed for that 
purpose. The figure is reflected in the next sentence. 

*Avr. €'. —87. ef te wal .: xai,“ never so.”—mapabiooe: P. is 
thinking of the sparks that fly from the anvil, sheer dross it may 
be (PAadporv), but “surely you must know, coming from you, it 

rushes as a mighty mass.” If the figure is pressed, the moral 
is “Hammer as little as possible,” but the figure is not to be 
pressed. gépera, “is reported,” the common rendering, is too 
faint after mapabiooe.— 88. topias: A higher word than 
“steward,” in Engl. Comp. O. 14, 9.—épdorépors: Is “ good and 
bad,” as @drepov is “ worse.”—89. evavOet ... mappévov: “ Abide 
in the full flower of thy spirit.” Contrast to Phalaris.—90. etwep 
vt pireis, xré.: Arguing on a basis of conceded facts.—éxodv a8etav 
-++«Avev: A good explanation of the idiom ed dxovew.— ph ndpve 
Alav 8amrdvars: The Christian exhortation, “ Be not weary in well- 
doing,” is addressed to well-doers, and Hieron’s expenditure was 
doubtless liberal enough. It does not follow that he hoarded 
because he was diAdpyupos. Of the virtue of generosity Kroisos 
was the model soon to be adduced.—92. iortov dveydsev: The sail 
(so as to be) breezeful, (so as) to belly with the breeze. Cf. I. 
2,39: otd8€ wore Eeviay | odpos eunvevoas imécteN ioriov audi 
tpdre{av.—ph SorwOijs ... xépSera(iv): Referred by some to “ cour- 
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tier arts,” but it is better to keep the generosity side uppermost 
until we come to Kroisos. Tr. “juggling gains.” No mean sav- 
ing on the one hand, no grasping at unworthy gains on the other. 
The positive exhortation stands between the two negatives.— 
gos: The commentators note P.’s familiarity. What other 
word was possible for a Greek gentleman ?—émv66pBporov: Sen- 
sitive as Hieron is to the voice of the world about him, he is 
far from deaf to the acclaim of posterity. 

’Er. ¢'.— 98. Gtrorxopévav ... dowdois: Cf. N. 6,33: dmorxyope- 
voy yap dvépewy | docdai kai Adyou Ta Kaha ody epy exdpucay. 
—B8(avrav = Bioroy, which is the parallel, O. 2, 69.—pavie.—dmay- 
yédArer. — 94, Aoylous: Usually interpreted of prose-writers, the 
early logographers; but it may refer to panegyrists. Comp. not 
only N. 6, 33, just quoted, but the same ode, v. 51: wAareiae may- 
todev ARoyiotgey evti mpdcoda | vacov eixdéa ravde Koopeiv.— 
Kpotoov: A romantic figure, if one may say so, in Greek history, 
though, perhaps, Lydian influence has not been sufficiently em- 
phasized. That a Greek with such close relations to Delphi as 
Pindar bore should have given a niche to Kroisos is not strange. 
—apera: “ Generosity,” as often.— 95. rév 88 ravpw xadkéw Kav- 
vipa: x, takes the dative of instrument by virtue of its transpar- 
ently verbal nature.—véov: Acc. of specification to ynAéa. The 
prose laws of position are not to be pressed. dy dé may well 
be “the other,’ and the rest in apposition.—ravpw yahkéw: A 
survival or revival of Moloch worship.—96. @dédapw: See In- 
trod, O. 2.—xaréxet: Evil report weighs upon the memory of 
Phalaris as Aitna upon the body of Typhon, though xaréyec may 
be used of a weight of glory, O.7,10: 6 & dABios by hapa kar é- 
xovr dyabai.—97. vw... xowoviay... Sékovrar: x. is construed 
after the analogy of dé£w dSéxovra, which we have Eur. I. A. 
1181: ef’ 7 [sc. mpohacer] o° eye kal maides ai NeAeppévae | Se Ed- 
peOa SéEuv Wy oe déEacba xpemv.—98. ddporot: Depends on 
kow@viay.—99, Td 82 waleiv eb: We might expect the present, but 
the notion of achievement will serve. N. 1,32: ed re waGei xai 
axovoat.—Sevtépa poip(a): So So. O. C. 145 speaks of mparns poi- 
pas. With the sentiment comp. I. 4,12: dv0 d€ rot f@as dwrov 
podva troimaivoyrs Toy GAmvcroy evavOei ody GAB | ci Tis ed Tae Xov 
Adyov é€oddv dxovon.—100. éyxipoy Kai Ey (cuddrepa). The two 
verbs show a combination of luck and will. 
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Tus victory, gained not at the Pythian games, but at the 
Theban Iolaia or Herakleia, is probably to be assigned to Ol. 
75, 4 (477 B.c.), in which year Hieron had, by his interposition, 
saved the Epizephyrian Lokrians from a bloody war with Anax- 
ilas, tyrant of Rhegion. The poem, with its dissonances, echoes 
the discord of the times. Hieron was just then at enmity with 
his brother, Polyzelos, who had taken refuge with his connec- 
tion, Theron, the friend of Pindar, and a war was impending. 
The strain makes itself felt amid all the congratulation. 

It is a strange poem, one in which divination and sympathy 
can accomplish little. Only we must hold fast to the common- 
sense view that Pindar did not undertake to lecture Hieron. 

“Great Syracuse,” the poet says, “rearer of men and horses, I 
bring this lay from Thebes in honor of Hieron’s victory with the 
four-horse chariot, gained not without the favor of Artemis, god- 
dess of Ortygia, thus wreathed with glory. For Artemis and Her- 
mes, god of games, aid Hieron when he yokes his horses and calls 
on the God of the Trident. Other lords have other minstrels, 
other praises. Let Kinyras be praised by Kyprian voices, Kinyras 
beloved of Apollo, and minion of Aphrodite. Thou, Hieron, be- 

- loved of Hermes and minion of Artemis, art praised by the voice 
of the virgin of Epizephyrian Lokris, to whose eye thy power 
hath given confidence. Grateful is she. Well hath she learned 
the lesson of Ixion, whose punishment, as he revolves on the 
winged wheel, says: Reward thy benefactor with kind requitals.” 

So far the opening (vv. 1-24). 
In P. 1 we had one form of dSpis, sheer rebellion, typified by 

Typhon. Here we have another typified by Ixion, base ingrati- 
tude. Typhon belonged from the beginning to those dca 1) 
mepidnxe Zevs (P. 1,13). Ixion was one of those who eipevéoo: 
map Kpovidas yAukiy eiAov Bioroy (v. 25). Ixion was another, 
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but a worse, Tantalos. Tantalos sinned by making the celestial 
meat and drink common (0. 1, 61). Ixion sinned by trying to 
pollute the celestial bed (v.34). Each was punished in the way 
in which he had sinned. Tantalos was reft of food and drink 
(note on O. 1, 60).. Ixion was whirled on his own wheel, became 
his own iynx (comp. v. 40 with P.4, 214). Ixion’s sin was of a 
deeper dye, and so, while the son of Tantalos came to great 
honor (O. 1, 90), the son of Ixion became the parent of a mon-- 
strous brood. 

This is the myth (vv. 25-48). 
It is, indeed, not a little remarkable that in every Hieronic ode 

there is a dark background—a Tantalos (O. 1), a Typhon (P. 1), 
an Ixion (P. 2),a Koronis (P.3)—and the commentators are not 
wrong in the Fight-with-the-Dragon attitude in which they have 
put Hieron. Who is aimed at under the figure of Ixion no one 
can tell. The guesses and the combinations of the commenta- 
tors are all idle. Hieron isa manner of Zeus. He was the Olym- 
pian of Sicily as Perikles was afterwards the Olympian of Athens, 
and the doom of Tantalos, the wheel of Ixion, the crushing load 
of Typhon, the swift destruction of Koronis, the lightning death 
of Asklepios were in store for his enemies. The Hieronic odes 
are Rembrandts, and we shall never know more. 

Passing over to the praise of Hieron, the poet emphasizes with 
unmistakable reduplication the power of God. “God decides 
the fate of hopes, God overtakes winged eagle and swift dolphin, 
humbles the proud, to others gives glory that waxes not old 
(v.52). This be my lay instead of the evil tales that Archilo- 
chos told of the Ixions of his time. Wealth paired with wisdom, 
under the blessing of Fortune—this is the highest theme of 
song” (v. 56). The key of the poem lies in this double 6eés. 
God is all-powerful to punish and to bless, and Hieron is his 
vicegerent. 

The praise of Hieron follows, his wealth, his honor. His cham- 
pion, Pindar, denies that he has ever had his superior in Greece, 
and boards the herald-ship all dight with flowers to proclaim 
his achievements—now in war, now in council; now on horse, 
and now afoot (vv. 57-66). But as we gaze, the herald-ship be- 
comes a merchant-ship (v. 67), and the song is the freight—a 
new song, which forms the stranger afterpiece of a poem already 
strange enough. This afterpiece is an exhortation to straight- 
forwardness. The Archilochian vein, against which Pindar pro- 

_ ivan iho 
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tested semi-humorously before (v.55), stands out. The ape (v. 
72), the fox (v.78), the wolf (v. 84), are contrasts dramatically 
introduced, dramatically dismissed. ‘Let there be no preten- 
tiousness, no slyness, no roundabout hate. Straight-tonguedness 
is best in the rule of the one man, of the many, of the wise. 
Follow God’s leading, bear his yoke. Kick not against the 
pricks. There lies the only safety. May such men admit me 
to their friendship” (v. 96). 

The difficulty of the last part lies in the dramatic shiftings— 
the same difficulty that we encounter in comedy, and especially 
in satire. If there are not two persons, there are two voices. 
The poet pits the Aixcavos Adyos and the “Adios Adyos against 
each other in the forum of his own conscience. The Aixavos Ao- 
yos speaks last and wins. 

A. Show thyself as thou art (v. 72). 
B. But the monkey, which is ever playing different parts, is 

a fair creature, ever a fair creature, in the eyes of chil- 
dren (v. 72). 

A. Yes, in the eyes of children, but not in the judgment of 
a Rhadamanthys, whose soul hath no delight in tricks 
(vv. 73-75). 

B. If the monkey finds no acceptance, what of foxy slander- 
ers? They are an evil, but an evil that cannot be mas- 
tered (vv. 76, 77). 

A. But what good comes of it to Mistress Vixen ? (v. 78). 
B. “Why,” says Mistress Vixen, “I swim like a cork, I al- 

ways fall on my feet” (vv. 79, 80). 
A. But the citizen that hath the craft of a fox can have no 

weight in the state. He is as light as his cork. He 
cannot utter a word of power among the noble (vv. 81, 
82). 

B. Ay, but he wheedles and worms his way through. Flat- 
tery works on all (v. 82). 

A. I don’t share the confidence of your crafty models (v. 82). 
B. My own creed is: Love your friends. An enemy circum- 

vent on crooked paths, like a wolf (vv. 83, 84). 
A. Nay,nay. No monkey, no fox,no wolf. Straight speech 

is best in monarchy, democracy, or aristocracy. A 
straight course is best because it is in harmony with 
God, and there is no contending against God. Suc- 
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cess does not come from cunning or overreaching, from 
envious cabals. Bear God’s yoke. Kick not against 
the pricks. Men who are good, men with views like 
these, such are they whom I desire to live withal as 
friend with friend (vv. 86-96). 

The rhythms are Aiolian (logaoedic). The introduction occu- 
pies one triad, the myth one, the praise of Hieron one, the after- 
play one. 

Srp. a.—l. Meyadorédues & Zvpdxooat: A similar position, O. 
8, 1: parep & xpvooctepaveay aéO\wv *Odvpria, P. 8, 2: Aikas & 
peytororod Ovyarep. Athens is called ai peyadorddtes "AOava 
(P.7, 1). The epithet is especially appropriate in the case of 
Syracuse, which, even in Hieron’s time, had a vast extent.— 
BaSvrodepov: “That haunteth the thick of war.” The martial 
character of Syracuse is emphasized on account of the military 
movements then on foot. — 2. avipav trmwv te: See O. 1, 62. — 
oSapoxappav: “ Fighting in iron-mail.” Here we seem to have 
xappn in the Homeric sense. So I. 5 (6), 27: yadkoxydppay és 
moAepov, Where the notion of rejoicing would not be so tolerable 
as in P. 5,82: yadxoydpyat E€vor. immoxdppas (O. 1, 23) is doubt- 
ful. See O. 9, 92.—3. Avwapav: Orig. “gleaming,” then vaguely 
“bright,” “ brilliant,” “famous.” P. uses it of Thebes (fr. XI. 
58), Athens (N. 4, 18; IL. 2, 20; fr. IV. 4), Orchomenos (0. 14, 4), 
Egypt (fr. IV. 9), Marathon (O. 13, 110). The wideness of its 
application takes away its force.—¢é€pwv: Figuratively, as else- 
where pédAov, P. 3, 68; Bay, N. 4, 74; 6,65. Comp. v. 68.—4. 
éXedixPoves: Used P. 6, 50 of Poseidon; in Sophokles of Bakchos 

(Antig. 153).—5. év @ xparéov: Comp. P. 11,46: ev dpyact xadXi- 
vixkot.—6, THAavyéow: The wreaths send their light afar, like the 
mpoawmoy tnravyés Of O. 6,4. Only the light is figurative, as the 
gold is figurative, O. 8,1. Comp. O. 1, 23 and 94.—Oprvyiav: 
See O. 6, 92.—7. woraplas ... ‘AprémiSos: Artemis, among her 
numerous functions, is a river-goddess, and in the Peloponnesos 
her worship is connected especially with the Kladeos and the 
Alpheios ("Aprepis AXpera). She has charge of rivers not only 
as a huntress, but as the representative of the Oriental Artemis. 
Pursued by Alpheios, she fled under the waters of the Ionian 
sea, and found rest by the fountain of Arethusa in Ortygia, where 
a temple was raised in her honor. Of course, Arethusa and Arte- — 

e 
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mis are one (comp. Telesilla, fr. 1: a8 “Aprepus, & kdpat, | pevyor- 
aa tov Addedy), but when Alpheios and Arethusa were united, 
Artemis, the virgin, and Arethusa were separated. Similar is 
the case of Kallisto. Comp. with this whole passage N. 1, 1: 

dprvevpa cepvoy ’Addeod, | krewav Svpaxoacay Oddos ’Oprvyia, | 
déunov "Aprépidos, | Addov kacvyyyta. Note also that the brother 
of Artemis appears in the corresponding sweep of the anti- 
strophe. —&s ot Grep: O. 3, 26: Aarovds immoada Ovydrnp, fr. V. 
2,2: tmey €Adretpay. Hieron has a trinity of helpers, “Apreyis 
morapia, ‘Eppns €vayovios, and kdvtdre@dos Hoceddwy (fr. XI. 33, 
2), whose enmity was so fatal to Hippolytos, favorite though he 
was of Artemis.—8. xe(vas: The preference for mares comes out 
distinctly in the famous description, So. El. 702. 734.—év xepot: 
Plastic. N.1,52: ev yepi.. . rwwdooewr, instead of yepl rwdoowr 
(instrum.).—rouxtAavious : “ With broidered reins,” 

’Avr. a. —9. ert: With rigor. For sing. comp. O. 9, 16.— 
toxéatpa: In Homer ioyéarpa. The word occurs only here in 
Pindar.—xepi 88dp¢: Variously interpreted. As we say, “with 
both hands,” to show readiness. According to others the refer- 
ence is to Artemis and Hermes, y. 6. being an anticipation, like 
the plural in the schema Alemanicum.—10. évaydévios “Epps: Fa- 
miliar function of Hermes. Hor.Od.1,10: qui feros cultus homi- 
num recentum | voce formasti catus et decorae| more palae- 

strae. See 0.6,78: edapnoay Gedy kdpuxa Aurais Ovaias | moda 
81) wodAaiow “Eppay eioeBéws, ds dyavas exer poipdy tT aébdov. 
—alyhdevra . . . xéopov: x. “‘reins and trappings.” Comp. jwia 
ovyadéevra.—11. év: So for és in the Aeolic poems. Cf. v. 86; 
P. 5, 38; N. 7, 31. év, like Lat. in, originally took the acc., as 
well as the locative-dative. *évs (eis) was formed after the 
analogy of e€, with which it was constantly associated in con- 
trasts. By that time the -s of ¢€ had lost its abl. force. Comp. 
uls like cis, karw like dvw, dmobev like mpd ev, éumodar like éxzo- 
dev (Brugmann). On the preposition with the second member, 
see O. 9, 94.—meorxddiva : “ Obedient to the bit.” Only here, as 
if the chariot were the horses. In the few other compounds 
mevot- is active.—Katatevyviy: Hieron. — 12. o0évos tarmeov: Cf. 
O. 6, 22: oOévos tyudvev.— dprorpiaway: Poseidon is so called, 
O. 8,48; N. 4, 86. —eipuBiav: O. 6,58. —Kahéwv Oedv: Comp. the 
story of Pelops, O.1,72: drvev Bapixrumoy Evrpiawav.—13. Gddois 
Sé ts, xré.: Pindar now passes to the praise of Hieron’s services 

% 
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to the Lokrians. As is his manner, Kinyras is introduced ta 
balance. “I have praised Hieron, favorite of Artemis and of 
Hermes, for his victory with the chariot. The Kyprians praise 
Kinyras, the favorite of Apollo and Aphrodite, for his royal and 
priestly work. The Lokrian virgin praises Hieron for his suc- 
cessful championship.”—étéXeooev: Gnomic aorist. ‘ Pays,” as a 
tribute.—14, evaxéa ... Spvov: “The meed of a melodious song.” 
—Gmow’ dperas: Contrast this clear accus. with the fading ydapw, 
the faded dkny, which needs the article to vivify it (P. 1, 50). 
See O. 7, 16.—15. wehaSdovre: O. 1, 9.—Gpgi Kwipav: Kinyras 
was a fabulous king of Kypros, priest and favorite of Aphrodite, 
He was a great inventor, a kind of Jubal and Tubal Cain in one 
—a Semitic figure, it would seem—the man of the harp, "422, 
with whom we may compare Anchises, another favorite of Aph- 
rodite, of whom it is said, Hymn. in Ven. 80: aadecir évéa xai 
évOa Starpiciov ktOapi¢wy. The introduction of Kinyras, lord 
of the eastern island of Kypros, as a balance to Hieron, lord of 
the western island of Sicily, leads the poet to mention Apollo in 
this non-Pythian ode (see Introd.) as a balance to Artemis. A 
genealogical connection is the merest fancy. — 16. xpvcoyatra: 

Voc. used as nom. Elsewhere ypvooxdpas, O. 6, 41; 7, 32.— 
épidno(e): If didtos is “own,” “made his own,” “marked him 
for his own.” See P. 1,18—‘Améddkov: Aphrodite and Apollo 
are often associated. So esp. in P. 9,10, where Aphrodite re- 
ceives the spouse of Apollo. 

’Er, a’.—17. wrlrov: Lit. “Tame pet.” “ Minion,” “ favorite,” 
“cherished,”.— aye: Without an object. “Is in the van,” 

“leads,” or neg. “ cannot be kept back.” So N. 7,23: codia dé 
kNénree mapayotoa pvdas. Comp. also O. 1, 108.— rotvpos: 
duwewrrixy (Schol.). Echo of drow’ dperaés. For town, in a good 
sense, see P. 1, 59.—dmfopéva: “In reverential regard.” Cf. O. 
2,6: dmw.—18, Aewopévee wat: Cf. O. 2, 13: & Kpdme mai, P. 8, 
19: Zevdpxewoy vidy. Hieron was the son of Deinomenes, and his 
son, after the Greek fashion, was also called Deinomenes. See 

P. 1, 58.—Zegvpla . . . wmapSévos: The Lokrian women held an ex- 
ceptional position in Greece. Lokrian nobility followed the 
distaff side (comp. O. 9, 60) and Lokrian poetesses were famous. 
But here we have simply an expression of popular joy, such as 
virgins especially would feel, and Lokrian virgins would freely 
express—pd Sénev: Why mpd déuor? Why “haven under the 
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hill?” Why anything that gives a picture? P. 3,78: Marpi, 
Tay Kovpat map €hov tpoOvpoy ory Mavi péAmovra Oapa.—20. 
Spaxeio’ dogadés: We might expect the pres., but the aor. of at- 
tainment is here the aor. of recovery, “ having gained the right 
to fearless glance.” For fear as expressed by the eye, comp. 
ho. Ai. 189: mepoBnua | mrris os Sppa medeias, O. R. 1221: 
avérvevoaT ex oéOev kai karexoipnoa Tovpoy dupa. The inner obj., 
with verbs of seeing, is familiar. So dSpipd Bréew, Sewov dépke- 
wOa. Pindar has épavr’ ddxdy (O. 9, 119).—21. égetpais: “ Be- 
hests,” usu. of exalted personages.—’Igiova: The story of Ixion 
and his wheel has often been told. So in a famous (corrupt) 
passage of So. Phil. 676: Ady@ pev éfjxovo’, drama & od pada | Tov 
meXdray Aéxtpwy tore trav Avs | “Iéiova(?) kar’ dymuka (ayrvya?) 81 
Spopdda déopiov as €AaBey (others €Badrev) 6 mayxparis Kpdvou 
mais. The only important points that Pindar’s narrative sup- 
presses are the purification of Ixion from bloodguiltiness by Zevs 
xaOdpows himself, and the intimacy of Zeus with the wife of 
Ixion. The former would not have been altogether consistent 
with v. 31, and the latter would have given a sinister meaning 

to dyavais duoiBais (v. 24).—tatra: Namely, rov evepyéray . . . Ti- 
ver Oar. — 22. Aéyew: “ Teaches.” — 23. wavrg: Here “round and 
round.” —xvAw8dpevov: Instead of the more prosaic inf. See O. 
3, 6.— 24. GporBats érotxopévous tiverGar: Notice the fulness of 
the injunction. ézotxopévous, “ visiting,” “frequenting.” “To 
requite the benefactor with ever-recurring tokens of warm grati- 
tude.” 

Srp. B’.—25. wapa KpoviSais: Zeus and Hera. — 26. paxpév: 
“ Great,” as P. 11,52: paxporépe (?) . . AAB@.—27. épdowaro: P., like 
Homer, has no jpdcn.—rav . . . Adxov: Comp. O. 1,53,—etvat: The 
pl. of the joys of love. Cf. P. 9,13: émi yAukepais eivais, fr. 
IX. 1, 7: eparewais év edvais, P. 11,25: Evyuyoe mdpayoy x otra. 
—28. dfdrav—drav. See P. 3, 24.—29. avyip: He had presumed 
as if he were a god.—30. éfatperov: Elsewhere in a good sense. 
There is a bitterness in the position, and in én¢ also, as it recalls 
v. 26 : yAuxiv Adv Biorov.—31. teAéBovrr: Not historical pres. He 
is still in hell.—ré pév...Sr..., Sve re: A double shift. On pév 
... Te, see O. 4, 18.—32. éppvdAvov alpa: He slew his father-in- 

law, Deioneus.—mpémoros: Aisch. Eum. 718: rpwroxrévoicr mpoc- 
tporais "I€iovos. — od« Grep réxvas: He filled a trench with live 
coals, covered it slightly, and enticed Defoneus into it when he 
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came after the édva.—éwéuite Ovarois: ¢. = intulit (ignem fraude 
mala gentibus intulit), but livelier, “Brought the stain of 
kindred blood upon mortals,” “imbrued them with kindred 
blood.” 

’Avr. B’.—33. peyadoxevOdecow . .. Gadrdpors: Stately plural. 
So O. 7, 29; P. 4, 160.—34. éweiparo: Active more usual in this 
sense (N. 5, 30). — Kar’ atrév, xré.; Not xa& airdy. P. does not 
use the compound reflexive. See O. 13, 53; P. 4,250. “To 
measure everything by one’s self,” 7. e. “to take one’s own meas- 
ure in every plan of life.” This is only another form of the 
homely advice of Pittakos to one about to wed above his rank: 
Tay kara cavrov éda. P., like many other poets, has a genius for 
glorifying the commonplace. Comp. Aisch. Prom. 892 on up- 
equal matches.—35. ebval 5¢ wapdrpomot . . . wore kal Tov EXdvT(a): 

The MSS. have wore kai tov ixovr. The quantity of txovr’ will 

not fit, an aorist ixdyr’ rests on Il. 9, 414, the sense of ixérny is 
marred by xai. Béckh’s qori xoiroy iovr’ is ingenious, but coarse ; 
éxdvr is feeble. Schneidewin’s éAdv7’ is not bad, in view of P.’s 
harping on the word (vv. 26 and 30). The aor. is gnomic, and ézei 
gives the special application. ‘“ Unlawful couchings have many 
a time plunged into whelming trouble even him that had won 
them.” Comp. the case of Koronis and Ischys (P. 3, 25).—38. 
mwpéwev: “Was like unto.” Only here in P. with this sense.— 

39. avre: The reinforcing relative, “her, whom.” P.’s use of dere 
does not give ground for any supersubtle distinctions.—40. 
Zmvos waddpat: More delicate than the other story that Hera 
played the trick on him. Schol. Eur. Phoen. 1185.—xahév wpa: 
P. perhaps had in mind Hes. Theog. 585: xaddv xaxov (of Pan- 
dora).—rerpdxvapov ... Secpdv: “The four-spoked bond” is the 
“four-spoked wheel.” The magic iynz (“ wry-neck”’), used in 
love - incantations, was bound to just such a wheel. Cf. P. 4, 
214: moxiday ivyya treTpdxvapov Ovdrvurdber | év adit@ Cev- 
Eaoa kixr@ | pawad’ dpyw Kumpoyévera épev | mparoy avOparo.ee. 
It was poetic justice to bind Ixion to his own iynx wheel. End- 
less are the references to this symbol of mad love. See Theokri- 
tos’ Pharmakeutriai.—émpage: “ Effected,” “ brought about,” and 
not émpagaro, I. 4 (5),8. See note on dpéror, O. 1, 13. 

’Er. B’.—41. édv bAeBpov Sy’: A renewal of the close of the last 
line of the antistrophe with effective position. The breath is nat- 

i i 
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urally held at decpov. On the position of dy’, see P. 11, 22.— 
avddtar’: He received the message and delivered it, not in words, 
but by whirling on the wheel (v. 23). Mitscherlich’s dydei£ar’ has 
found much favor.—42. avev... Xapirwv = dyapw, “ Unblessed by 
the Graces.” Cf. dvev cod, O. 9, 111.—43. péva kal pdvov: kai un- 
usual in such juxtapositions, and hence impressive. No mother 

like her; so, too, no offspring like this.—év8pdo. — dyOparois.— 
yepardépov—riyiov. Without part or lot among men or gods.— 
vépois = Tois vouiCouévors.—44. tpddoroa: Dor. for rpépowra. So 
P. 4,115; I. 1,48; 7 (8), 41.—Kévravpov: This name, of obscure 
origin, was applied to his descendants, properly “Immoxévravpot.— 
45, Mayvyntiderow: P. 3,45: Mayuyte. . . Kevravp@.—a6. ovpois : 
With a like figure we say “spurs.” See P. 1, 30.—otpards: Is 
in apposition to the subject of eyévoyvro. “Out they came—a 
host marvellous to behold.” —48, Ta parpdev péev kato, Ta 8° Uarepbe 
mwatpés: “The dam’s side down, the upper side the sire’s.” Chi- 
asm is as natural to the Greek as mother’s milk; not so to us. 
parpdéey is often used parallel with pyrpés. 

Srp. y -—49. Ocds ... dvierar: “God accomplishes for himself 
every aim according to his desires.” Fedmis, “ pleasure,” “ wish,” 
shows here its kinship to volup. émi as in én’ edyxa, P. 9, 96. 
The wish is crowned by fulfilment. The middle dvvera is rare. 
—50, 06s: The emphatic repetition gives the key to the poem. 
See introd. — 8 = ds. — «lye .. . wapape(Berar . . . Ekapwe... wapé- 
Swx(e): The gnomic aorist often varies with the present. Many 
examples in Solon, fr. XIII. (Bergk). See also Tyrtaios, fr. XII. 
(Bergk). In the absence of an aoristic present, the Greek often 
uses an aor. for concentrated action in the present with a con- 
scious contrast to the durative. See Plat. Phaidr. 247 B. So 
here kixye, kaye, mapédax(e) are finalities, mapapeiBerac is pro- 
cess,—mwrepdevt(a) = ravimrepov. Cf. P. 5,111: ravimrepos aierds. 
—alerév: N. 3, 80: aierds axis ev troravois.—51. SeAdiva: Also 
proverbial. N. 6,72: SeA ivi kev | rayos 8¢ Grpas | eixdCoume 
MeAnciay.—tw(a): “ Many a one,” tel. So P. 4, 86.—52. épe Se 
xpeov: For the connection, see introduction.—53. Sdxos—= dijypa 
(Etym. Mag.).— é8wév: “ Excessive,” “I must avoid the repu- 
tation of a biting calumniator.”—54. éxas éév: P. was two hun- 
dred years later than Archilochos.—55. woyepdv “ApyxfAoxov: A. 
is a synonym for a virulent and ill-starred satirist. From such 
casual mention we should not imagine that the ancients placed 
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A. only lower than Homer.—56. mawépevov: Not to be taken 
ironically. There is nothing unhealthier than unhealthy fat, 
and there is no necessity of an oxymoron. Comp. Shakesp. M. 
of V.i. 3,48: I will feed fat the ancient grudge I bear him. Ar- 
chilochos is a fat and venomous toad that lives upon the vapor of a 
dungeon. A reference to Bakchylides is suspected, but the 
name does not fit the metre here.—ré wdovureiv ... dpiorov: The 
Schol. interprets 76 d€ émirvyydvew mAovrov pera copias apiorov, 
and so Aristarchos: edmorpdérards €orw 6 mAovrady kal codias dua 
ruyxdvey, so that we combine rixa with codias and rérpou with 
dpiorov. “ Wealth, with the attainment of wisdom, is Fortune’s 
best.” The position .is bold, but not incredible. .Others, with a 
disagreeable cumulation, atv riya métpou codias, “ with the at- 
tainment of the lot of wisdom.” But the two genitives cited 
from P. 9,43: copas IeOods iepav pirordrer, are not at all par- 
allel, the relation there being that of a simple possessive. If 
Archilochos were alone involved, codias dpucrov might well 
mean is “the best part of the poetic art,” as “ discretion is the 
better part of valor,” but codias here must be applicable to Hie- 
ron as well. 

"Avr. y'.—57. vw Exeus: Sc. 7d mAoureiv pera codias, vw may be 

neut. sing. Aisch, Choeph, 542, or pl. P. V. 55; So. El. 436. 624. 
—merrapety — évdei~ar, onunvar (Hesych.), “for showing them with 
free soul,” ‘so that thou canst freely show them.” Others read 

memopetv = Sodya, which would make wy refer to rd mAovureiy 
alone.—58, mpvtav.: “Prince.” Used of Zeus P. 6, 24: xepavyav 

. mpvravw. — evotepavev: “ Battlemented.” .This is an early 
use of orépavos. Comp. O. 8, 32.—orpatot: Sc. roAXod orparod. 
—59. wepi tind: m. with the dat. of the stake, as, to some ex- 
tent, even in prose, “when wealth and honor are at stake.” 
So with dnpiopat, O. 18,45; papvara, N.5,47; dpardara, N. 10, 31; 
pox bite, fr. IX. 2,6. On the preposition with the second mem- 
ber, see O. 9, 94. —61. xatvvg mpamid: wadatpovet ceved: “ (With) 
flabby soul, his wrestlings are all in vain.” —62., evavéa: The ship 
of the victor is wreathed with flowers.—orédov: Cogn. acc. to 
dvaBdooua (Dissen). or. as “prow” is more poetical.—éapq’ dperg : 
0.9, 14: dudi radaicpaow pdpptyy €AeriCov.—63. Kedadéov: O. 
2, 2.—-vedrart pev, xré.: Contrast chiastic, v. 65: BovAai dé mpe- 
oBurepat.—Spdaos . . . wohépwv: “ Boldness in.” Of. N.7, 59: roA- 

pay kaav.—64, eipciv: See O. 7, 89, and comp. P. 1, 49, 

- 
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"Er. y'.—65. twrocéatow avBperor: {., O. 3, 26, of Artemis, I. 4 

(5), 82, of Iolaos. These achievements refer mainly to Himera. 
—Bfovdal 8 wpeoBirepar: Sc. i) xara tiv vedrnra, or, as the Schol. 
says, imép thy vedrnta Bovdevn. “Elder than thy years.” P. 4, 
282: Keivos yap év mal véos, ev 8€ Bovrais rpéaBus eyxup- 
oas éxaroyraetet Bora, P. 5, 109.110: xpéooova pev ddsxias | vdov 
épBerar.—b6. axivbuvov éuot Féros: “Thy counsels, riper than 
thy age, furnish me with an utterance that runs no risk of chal- 
lenge to praise thee in full view of the whole account,” through 
the whole count.» The two exhaustive excellences are Opdcos 
and edBovAia. If he is wise as well as brave, he has all the vir- 

tues. Comp. I. 4 (5), 12: dvo b€ rot (was dwrov poiva roipaivorre 
tov GAnmorov evavbei aiv ABQ, | «i Tis ed marxeav Adyor éohdy 
axovon ... avr exes, | ef we TovT@y pop’ edixorro Kcarov. — 67. 
xaipe: So N. 3, 76: xaipe, pidos, where we have, as here, praise 
of the victor, farewell, and commendation of the poet’s song.— 
768e pév: This would seem to indicate that the péAos here sent 
was different from the Kaorépeory, but P.’s handling of péy and 
8é is so peculiar, not to say tricky, that Béckh has a right to set 
up the antithesis méumera pev rdde péAos, GOpnooy dé rd Kaoro- 
pevoy.— kara Poivoway éuarohdv: x., “like.” Phoenician ware was 

costly, being brought from afar.—-69. rs Kaorépevov: Comp. I. 1, 
16: # Kaoropeio ij) "IoAdo:’ evappdga vw duro. The Kaordpecor 
was an old Spartan battle-song, the rhythm anapaestic, like the 
évBarnpia, the mood Doric, the accompaniment the flute. P. 
uses it as a immevos vdpos, in honor of victory with horse and 
chariot (Castor gaudet equis); the mood is Aiolian, and the 
accompaniment the dépyryé. Some suppose that the K. was an- 
other poem to be sent at a later time, hence a@pycor, as if the 
prince were bidden descry it coming in the distance: others 
that the K. is the last part of the poem, which P. made a present 
of to Hieron, together with a batch of good advice. The figure 
of the Phoenician cargo runs into the antithesis. The Doric 
king might have expected a Doric lay, but this Kastoreion, with 
its Aiolian mood, is to be viewed kindly (@éAwv d@pnaov) for the 
sake of the Doric @éppry—Apollo’s own instrument. Comp. O. 
1,100: ene d¢ orehavGca | keivoy immeio voum | AioAnide pore 
ma, and yet 1,17: Awpiay ard pdpptyya racaddov AdpBavr(e).— 
70. xapw: Before its genitive only here in P.—éwraxréwov: The 

old Terpandrian heptachord. N. 5,24: ddppryy ’AmddX@v € wr d- 
yAoooor xpvcém mrdxtp@ Sixov.— 71. dvrépevos: Absolute. 
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“Coming to meet it, receive it”—the Phoenician ware again. 
Pindar’s power of parenthesis is great. The farewell (v. 67) 
suggested the commendation, or, if need be, the justification of 
his poem, and he now returns to the characteristic of his hero. 
An unprepared break at v. 72 is not likely.—72. yévov’ oles éooi 
padov: The necessity of connection makes paéoy refer to the 
praise of the victor. “Show thyself who thou art, for I have 
taught it thee.” Some take padéoy as part of the wish or com- 
mand, yévowo... padmv = paGors lias no satisfactory analogy in Pin- 
daric grammar, nor does it give any satisfactory transition. P.’s 
contempt of mere mechanical learning, as shown O.2,95: pa@dvres 
d€ AdBpo . . . dkpayra yapveroy has suggested a combination with 
niOwv (Bergk ), in which the learned ape is contrasted with 
Rhadamanthys, who is doubtless woddd cidas gua (O. 2, 94), but 
the position of rot in paddy xadds rot is hardly credible, to say 
nothing of the quotation by Galen below.——mi®wv: A young ape. 
—tTapa maoiv: “In the judgment of children.” The ape was 
a favorite in the nursery then as he is now. Galen, de Usu Part. 
1, 22: Kaddés rot wiOnkos mapa mao alei, pnoi tis Tov Tadatar, 
dvapipynokey tpas as €otw GOuppa yedoioy makévt@v traid@y TovTo 
To (gov. Instead of mapa dé ‘PadapdyOu, P. changes the form of 
the antithesis. 

Srp. &’.—73. wahés: Child-like and lover-like repetition. The 
ape is said to have been introduced into Greek fable by Archi- 
lochos, and the mention of the ape here may have called up the 
image of the fox below without any inner nexus. An allusion 
to the Archilochian fable of “ the Ape and the Fox” seems to be 
out of the question. ‘Show thyself thyself. Care naught for 
the judgment of those that be mere children in understanding. 
Thy judge is Rhadamanthys.” —et wérpayev: Rhadamanthys 
owes his good fortune to his judicial temper. Comp. O. 2, 83: 
BovAais év dpOaior ‘PadapdvOvos | bv rarip exer [Kpdvos] éroipor 
ait@ mdpedpoy. Of the three judges in Hades, Aiakos—usually 
the first met by the new-comer—is in P. only the great Aeginetan 
hero, except in I. 7 (8), 24, where he is represented as a judge over 
the daipoves. Minos does not appear.—dpevav .. . kaprév: So N. 
10,12. Famous in Aischylos’ description of Amphiaraos is the 
line S. c. Th. 593: Ba@eiay droxa dia Hpevis kaprovpevos.—tA, 
éBo0ev: The wiles of the deceivers do not penetrate the deep 
soil. — 75. ola: See O. 1,16. Half exclamatory. If with the 
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MSS., Bporav, “Such things (amdra:) always sort with the acts 
of whisperers!” So érera, O. 2,24. If with Heindorf, Bporg, 
“ Such things always haunt a man by the devices of whisperers !” 
—fBporav: Used like dvdpar, so that Widupor Bporoi = Wibupiorai, 
but 8. is hardly so colorless in P.— 76. apoorépas: “To both 
parties,” the prince and his slandered friends, r@ diaBadAopév 
kai T@ mpos dy SiaBaddAcra (Schol.).—tmwopdrves: Bockh has izro- 
davries, Bothe imoddropes. ‘Secret speakings of calumnies” 
for “secret calumniators” does not satisfy. We want a masc. 
subst. Some MSS. have imoddyries from gaivw.— 77. dpyais: 
See P. 1, 89.—éarevés = ravrehds. P. has proudly compared him- 
self to the Aids épyis Ocios, O. 2, 97, and it may be well to remem- 
ber that the eagle and the fox were not friends, acc. to the fabu- 
list Archilochos, and that the eagle was the “ totem” of the Aia- 
kidai and of Aias, Pindar’s favorite, a straightforward hero (N. 8, 
28 foll.).—78, foll. The usual interpretation gives the whole pas- 
sage to one voice, “ But what good does this do to the fox (the 
whisperer). I, Pindar, am a cork not to be sunk by his arts, I 
know it is impossible for a crafty citizen to utter a word of power 
among the good, and, though by his fawning he makes his way, 
I do not share his confidence. My plan is: love thy friend and 
cheat thine enemy—the enemy alone is fair game. The man of 
straightforward speech hath the vantage- ground everywhere, 
under every form of government.” In the introduction I have 
suggested two voices, —- kepSot: To me convincing emendation 
of Huschke for xépde:. xepde is a popular name for fox, Ar. Eq. 
1068. First Voice: “ But what doth Master Reynard gain by his 
game?” The pun in kepdoi . . . képdeaoxr is obvious. The proy- 
erb ddan Swpodoxeira is taken from Kratinos’ parody (2, 87 
Mein.) of Solon’s celebrated characteristic of the Athenians, fr. 
11,5 (Bergk): ipéwv cis perv exacros dhameKos tyvect Baiver.— 
79. Gre yap... GApas: Second Voice: “ His gain is to be an dya- 
xov kaxdy (v. 76). He can say: I am a cork that is always 
atop, though all the rest be under water. I am a cat, and always 
fall on my feet.’”” Fennell, who, like the others, understands the 
poet to speak of himself, allegorizes thus: “ The net is the band 
of contemporary poets; the heavy purts are those of poor and 
precarious repute, who try to drag down the cork, Pindar.” — 
eivadktov wévov: Toil of the sea. So Theokr. 21, 39: dSeAwdy os 
xaréSapOov év eivadiorgs méovoror.— 80. oxevas érépas: The 
appdrepa above mentioned —the whole world outside of the 

M 
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slanderer.—@edAbs ds : The comparison is not so homely in Greek 
asin English. ‘“ Cork” could hardly be used with us in elevated 
poetry, but Aisch. Choéph. 505: maides yap dvdpi Kryddves corn- 
ptoe | Oavdyte* heddol & ds ayover Sixrvoy | rov ék Bvbod Kkworhpa 
o@fovres Nivov. “Our withers are unwrung” might be as im- 
possible for an un-English poet.—GApas: With a8damrioros. 

’Avr. &'.—81. First Voice: “ But you are, after all, a mere cork. 
You have no weight. A deceitful man cannot utter a word of 
power among the good (the conservatives).”—é8vvara: So O. 1, 
52: dopa, P. 1, 34: éouxdra. — 82. aorév: a. is much more fre- 
quently used by P. than zoXizns, as he prefers orpards to dapos. 
See O. 6,'7.—Second Voice: “‘ Well, what of that? The deceit- 
ful man fawns and makes his way thus.”—pédv: Often used te 
meet objections. Cf. P. 1, 63.—catvev: Specifically of the dog. 
See P. 1, 52.—ayév: The MS. @yav has the first syllable short. dyn, 
“bend,” is not the doubling of the fox, but the peculiar fawning 
way in which the dog makes an arc of himself. J.H.H. Schmidt 
reads avdday and comp. for dvamdéxee P. 12, 8: otAtov Opjvoy 8ia- 
wr ék €1.—Svamwdéxe.: Commentators comp. Aischin. 3, 28: dyridia- 
méxet mpos Todro evOvs, but there the metaphor is from the twists 
and turns of wrestlers. Here we are still with the dog.—83. ot For 
petéxo Opdceos: First Voice: “I do not share his confidence.” 6pa- 
cos in a good sense, v. 63.—otdov ety dideiv, xré.: Second Voice: 
“T do not deny the claims of friendship ; it is only mine adversary 
that I seek to circumvent.” Others think this perfectly consist- 
ent with the antique morality of a man like Pindar. Comp. I. 3 
(4), 66: xp dé wav épdovra pavpdcat rdv €xOpdv, Archiloch, fr. 65 
(Bergk): év & eriorapa péya | rov kaxas pe Spdvra Sewvois avrapei- 
BeaOa xaxois. P. is supposed to say: “Let my adversary play 
the monkey, the fox, the dog; I can play the wolf.” Requital in 
full is antique; crooked ways of requital are not Pindaric.—84. 
iroPevcopat: Incursionem faciam, Dissen. It is more than that; 
it involves overtaking. The persistency and surprise of the 
wolf’s pursuit are the points of comparison. — 85. GAA(a): Ad- 

verbial. — 86. ves: See v.11. The First Voice closing the 
debate.—vépov: “ Constitution,” “form of the state.” —eb@vyhoo- 

gos: In opposition to the 680i oxoAtai, exodial amdra (fr. XT. 76, 
2).—wpodéper: “Comes to the front.”—87. wapa tupawvidt: As if 

mapa tupdvvots.-—6 AdBpos otpards: Milton's “fierce democratie.” 
—88. of gopoi: The aristocracy. — xpi 5¢ pds Ocdv ovK epitew: 
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The neg. ovx, as if he were about to say dddka épew eAadpas 
eravxévov (vydv. As it stands, it looks like a licentious ovx 
with the inf., of which there are very few. The connection is 
shown in the introduction. Though the straightforward man 
has the lead in every form of state, yet his enemies have some- 
times the upper hand, and we must not quarrel with God for 
this. But the envious do not wish him to have anything at all, 
and so they overreach themselves, and come to harm. 

En. &.— 89. avéxax: As in So. O. C. 650: xicody dvéxovea, 
“upholding,” “ holding high.”—7ra xefvev: The fortunes of the 
whisperers.—é8oxev: As there is no metrical reason for not using 
di8aow, We may accept a contrast between continued and concen- 
trated action. See v. 50.—90. tatve: O. 2,15; 7,43; P. 1, 11.— 
ordpas: ordOun is ypaupn, N.6,8. The Schol. thinks of a measur- 
ing-line. The measuring-line has two sharp pegs. The measurer 
fastens one in the ground and pulls the cord tight, in order to 
stretch it over more space than it ought to cover (mepiocas). 
In so doing he runs the peg into his own heart. Hermann finds 
an allusion to the play dceAxvorivda, still played everywhere. 
This would make éAxdéyevo: reciprocal, “ one another,” and ord- 
Ouas a whence-case, but for repiooas we should have to read 
mepiooas. On the other interpretation, crd@yas is the gen. of the 
hold, as in P. 9, 182: mapGévov kedvay xepi xetpds E@v. Schnei- 
dewin has noticed the play on €Akdpevou and éAxos.—91. &G@... 
xapdia: As if “one’s heart” for “their heart.” —92. 30a... tv- 

xiv: rvyyava often takes a pronominal neut, acc.—d¢povri& pm- 
tlovrat: “ Are planning with anxious thought.” — 93. oépew... 
tvyév: Yet another animal. This whole fabulistic passage seems 
to point to court pasquinades. A reference to Hieron’s secret 

police of araxovorai, “ eavesdroppers,” and moraywyides (-dat), 
“tale-bearers,” Aristot. Pol. 5, 11, is to me incredible. — 94. wert 
xévtpov ... AaxtiLéuev: A homely proverb familiar to us from 
Acts [9,5] 26,14. Doubtless of immemorial antiquity in Greece, 
Aisch. P, V.323; Ag. 1624; Eur. Bacch.795.—96. &8évra = ddcvra. 
Cf. 0. 3,1; 7,17. 
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Tuts poem, which is not so much an émpixoy as a Consolatio ad 
Hieronem, is classed with the émivixca because it celebrates the vic- 
tories that Hieron gained with his race-horse depévixos (v. 74) at 
Delphi, Pyth. 26 and 27 (Ol. 73, 3, and 74, 3, 486 and 482 B.c.). 
According to Béckh, the composition of the poem belongs to a 
much later period, Ol. 76, 3 (474 B.c.). Earlier than Ol. 76,1 
(476 B.C.) it cannot be, for Hieron is called Airvaios (vy. 69), and 
Aitna was founded in that year. Later than Ol. 76,3 it cannot 
well be, for in that year Hieron won a chariot-race at Delphi, of 
which no mention is made in this poem. Béckh thinks that the ~ 
ode was composed shortly before P. 1, probably to celebrate the 
recurrent date of the previous victories. Hieron was suffering 
(comp. P. 1, 50), and hence the blending of corgratulation and 
consolation. The “ historical” allusions to scandals in Hieron’s 
family and to the quarrels of the court physicians are all due to 
the fancy of the commentators. 

The drift of P.3 seems to be plain enough. Hieron is victo- 
rious, but suffering, and he must learn that the gods give two 
pains for one pleasure, and be content to have only one against 
one. To expect more is to reach out to what is not and cannot 
be. To this lesson the poet leads up step by step. So in the 
very beginning of this ode he himself sets an example of the im- 
patient yearning he condemns. “ Would that the old Centaur, 
the master of Asklepios, the great healer, were alive!” A poet, 
Pindar longs for the control of leechcraft, and does not recognize 
his own ambition until other examples of disappointment pass 
before his eyes. Such an example is Koronis, mother of Askle- 
pios. This was her sin: she had one love, she wanted yet an- 
other (v.25). Asklepios himself comes next. He was a leech 
of wide renown—a benefactor to his kind—but he was a slave 
to gain (v.54). This was his sin, and, like his mother, he per- 
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ished (v. 57). And now the poet draws the moral. ‘“ Mortals 
must seek what is meet for mortals, and recognize where they 
stand, what is their fate.’ The wish is renewed, but this time 
with a sigh. The poet is not satisfied with paying Hieron his 
homage in music, he yearns to bring him the master of healing 
and gain a double share of favor. It must not be; he cannot 
cross the water with this double joy (v.72). He must be content 
to stay at home and make vows to the goddess at his door (v. 77). 
This lesson Hieron and Hieron’s poet must divide: éy map’ €oddv 
mpata cvvdvo Saiovra Bporois | abdvaro (v.81). That is the rule. 
Make the best of it. Look at Peleus. Look at Kadmos (vv. 87, 
88). They heard the Muses, as Hieron heard Pindar’s songs. 
One married Harmonia, one Thetis (vv. 91, 92). Both saw the 
sons of Kronos banqueting with them, both received bridal gifts 
of the gods. But three daughters brought threefold sorrow to 
Kadmos. True, one daughter's couch was shared by Zeus (v. 99), 
yet this is only one joy to three sorrows. Against the bridal of 
Thetis set the death of Achilles (v. 100), an only son, and so more 
than a double sorrow. “Enjoy, then, what thou mayest while 
thou mayest in the changing breezes of fortune, in the ticklish 
balance of prosperity. This be our creed. Fit thy will to God’s 
will. Pray for wealth. Hope for fame. Fame rests on song. 
Nestor and Sarpedon—the one who lost his noble son, the other 
lost to a divine sire—live on in lays. Few achieve this” (vv. 102— 
115). And so the poem ends with the tacit pledge that Hieron 

shall live on in P.’s song as they in Homer’s. 

The rhythms are dactylo-epitrite (Dorian). 
The distribution of the elements is different from that of an 

ordinary émwikiwyv. The myth, with a slight introduction, takes 
up nearly half the poem. Indeed, the whole ode is a picture- 
gallery of mythic troubles. We have at full length Koronis and 
Asklepios, who were guilty; with less detail Kadmos and Peleus, 
who were innocent; and, in mere outline, Nestor and Sarpedon— 
Nestor, who was lord among the third generation but to see Anti- 
lochos die; Sarpedon, who was mourned by Zeus himself. But 
all this sorrow is lost in the light of poetry. _ 

Srp. a’.—1, Xefpwva: Cheiron was the great mythical healer 
and teacher; he gave Machaon healing drugs (Il. 4, 219), and 
taught Achilles medicine (Il. 11, 882). The Xeipwves of Kratinos 
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was a plea fora return to the old training, of which Achilles was 
the mythical example. See N. 3, 43, foll.— @uAvpiSav: So the 
Centaur is called, P. 9,32. Comp. N. 3,43: :Adpas ev dépors.— 
2. aperépas dd yAwooas: Contrast to xowdy Féros. Something 
more was expected of the poet than such an every-day utterance. 
P. apologizes, as it were, on the ground of the naturalness of the 
wish. It was on everybody’s tongue then. P. 5, 107: dvdpa xeivoy 
émawéovtt ouvetoi* Aeydpevov é€péw.—4, yévov ... Kpédvov: Cf. 
N. 3,47: Kpoviday Kévravpov.—Iladtov: His cave was on Pelion 

(P. 9, 30), a mountain full of medicinal herbs.—P%p(a) = Ojp(a): 
“Centaur.” So called Il. 1, 268; 2, 743; as well as P. 4, 119.— 
a&ypétepov: “ Upland,” as in Chapman’s Homer, with the same 
note of ruggedness—5. avdpav dihov—diAdvbpwmor: A contrast to 
his name, yp. Cheiron was d:xadraros Kevravpor (Il. 11, 832).— 
Opéev... Téxtova: Op. like €dida€ev, “ bred.” — 6. yuapxéds: The 

o must be lengthened to save the metre. Comp: O. 6,108: zop- 
ropedov, P. 4, 184: md0dy, 11, 88: tpwdoy.—?. pda: So Fpaas, P- 
1, 53. 

"Avr. a’.—8. Pdeyda: The myth was taken from the "Hota of 
Hesiod, a xarddoyos yvvatxay, or list of heroines to whom the 
gods had condescended. The story of Koronis is an especially 
good exemplification of the difference between epic and lyric 
narrative. Epic narrative is developed step by step. “The 
lyric poet gives the main result briefly in advance, and follows 
it up by a series of pictures, each of which throws light on 
the preceding ” (Mezger).—9. mplv redéooa: “ Before having 
brought to term,” “before she had borne him the full time.” 
Eur. Bacch. 100: érexev & dvixa Moipa | réXe aay ravpdKepov 
bedv.—xprvoéos: P.1, 1.—10. "AprépiSos: A. kills women, Apollo 
men.—11. év Gaddpo: With dapeioa, an additional touch of color. 
The MSS. have eis ’AiSa(o) Sépov év Paddy karéB8a, which would 
give a quibbling tone, “ went to Hades without leaving her cham- 
ber;” nor is a lingering death implied by éy O6addyo. Artemis 
is expected to kill queens éy peydpowor (Od. 11, 198); Artemis 
smites Aribas’ daughter, who stole Eumaios, by hurling her into 
the hold of the pirate vessel (Od. 15,479); and it was meet that 
the wanton Koronis should be slain éy 6aAdu@—not in her cham- 
ber, but in the bed of Ischys.—12. ytvera:: “ Proves.”—émogdav- 
plgaied viv: Sc. roy ydAov.—13, Gpardaxiaror: Homeric plural, not 
common in Pindar. dvopéas (P. 8, 91; N. 3, 20; I. 3 [4], 29) is 
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not exactly parallel.—atvncey yapov: Cf. Eur. Or. 1092: fs Aéxos 

y éexqveca (Dind. wor’ jveca), and 1672: Kai A€éxrp’ émpver(a).— 
14, dxerpexdpq: So the best MS., and not dkepoexdya. Comp. Ov. 
Trist. 3,1, 60: intonsi candida templa dei, and the descrip- 
tion of Iason, P.4, 82. A.is ever young. 

"Er. a’.—15. owéppa... xaSapdév: x., because divine.—16. ge’ 
éXGeiv: Subj. of eAdciv is tpdweCav.—tpdweLav vupdiav: Koronis 
should have waited until the birth of the son of Apollo, and then 
have married. The gods were tolerant of human successors.— 
17, wapddvev taxav tpevaiov: P. 12,19: aidav rap pavor pédos. 
On the shield of Achilles, Il. 18,493: wodis & ipévatos dpapec~ | 
kodpot 8 dpxnoriipes ediveor, év & apa roiow | avdvt pédpperyyés Te 
Bony éxov. — 18, ota: Loose reference to ipevaior. Cf. P. 1,73. 
—19, troxovpifec6(ar): “Such petting, playful strains as girl- 
mates love to utter in even-songs.” In the even-songs of the 
bridal the maids were wont to use the pet name, “ baby name” 
(imoxépicpa), of the bride, while they indulged in playful allu- 
sions to her new life.—20. qparo rév dredvrwv: Nikias warns the 
Athenians against this dvcépwras civas rav adadvra@v (Thuk. 6, 
18). Lys. 12,78: rév dmévrayv émbvpov. Theokr. 10,8: oddaya 
ro. ovvéBa wobéoat twa TOV aGredytTwy.—ola Kal wohdol wa- 
Gov, xré.: Pindar unfolds a moral as Homer unfolds a compari- 
son. A reference to Hieron and foreign physicians (dmedvrwyv), 
which Hermann suggests, is altogether unlikely, not to say ab- 
surd.—21. dtAov... 8or1¢: A common shift, as in “kind who;” 
only we follow with the plural.—22. alcyivev: “ Putting shame 
on.” —ranratve Ta mépow: O, 1,114: pyxért ramrawe rd patov.— 
23. perapovia: P. multiplies synonyms to show the bootlessness 
of the quest. The seekers are “ futile,” the object is “ unsubstan- 
tial,” the hopes “ unachievable.” Cf. O. 1, 82, and 14, 6.—@npevov . 
Cf. N. 11,47: xepdéwr dé xp7 péerpov On pevéper. 

Srp. B’.—24. frye: “Caught.” On the ingressiveness, see O. 
2, 10.—rovavray peyddav: Keep the words separate.—éfdrav = 
drav. P.2,28. Note fhe quantity.—25. Aja Kopevi8os: “ Wil- 
ful Koronis.” Cf. O. 6, 22: cOévos jyudver, 1, 88: Oivopdov 
Biayv, and note on 8,68. It may be of some significance that 
she was the sister of the wilful hero Ixion, who came to his bad 
end by etval mapdrpora (P. 2, 35).—évov: Ischys, as we are told 
below (v. 31).—27. oxowév: Used of the gods (0, 1, 54), but esp. 
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of Apollo. 0.6, 59: ro€opéspoy Addov Oeodudras o kor 6 v.— pyro 
Séxm: See Eur. Ion, 228: emi & doddkros | pnrovoe ph mdpir és 
poxdv.—técoas (Aeolic) =rvyov. Comp. réfov.— 28. Aofgias : 
There is, perhaps, a play on Ao&ds and edOiraros, “ crooked” and 
“ straight.”—xowave (Dor.) = xowavi= pnvurn. Hesiod says (fr. 
90) that a raven told it to Apollo. Pindar delights to depart 
from the popular version in little points that affect the honor of 
the gods; hence the emphasis laid on the rayra Ficaytt vdg@.— 
map(a)...vdm: As it were “in the courts of.” He did not go 
out of himself. The Schol. dulls the expression by apa rod vdov 
muOdpevov.—yvepay rev: For the MS. yroua membdv. mbov = 
meioas. The acc. yydpay gives the finer sense. Apollo forced 
conviction on his will, his heart. So also Mezger, who cites for 
this use of yy. O. 3,41; 4,16; P.4,84. Fennell prefers “judg- 
ment” to “heart.” — 29. Fioavrs = eiddri. Cf. P. 4, 248: oipor 
toape Bpaxiv.—wWevdéov 8 obx dwrerar: Neither deceiving nor 
deceived. Cf. P.9,46° oé, rév od Oemirdy Pedder Oryetv.—s30. 

épyous ovre Bovdais: On the omission of the former negative, 
comp. P, 10, 29. 41. 

*Avr. B'.—81. EtdariSa: Ischys, son of Elatos, seems to have 
been a brother of Aipytos (O. 6, 36), who was an Arkadian lord. 
—32. Seviav xoirav = xoiray £évov. ‘“ Couching with a stranger.” 
— 33. dpatpaxérm: Homer’s duaipdxeros suits all the Pindaric 
passages. See P. 1, 14.—34. Aaxépeav: In Thessaly. Van Her- 
werden has called attention to the resemblance between Koronis 
of Lakereia and Hesiod’s \axéputa kopdvn (O. et D.'745).—xpnpvot- 
ow: Specifically of “ bluffs.” O. 3, 22: xpnyuvois "AAheod. — Sat- 
pov: Where we should blame her mad passion, her Ajjpa.— 
trepos = 6 xaxorroids (Schol.). N.8,3: rév pev duépors avdyxas xepot 

Baordtes, érepov 8 érépars. So often after P., rréov Oarepov 
rroveiy, ayaba 7) Oarepa. ‘The daivwv érepos is one of the notes by 
which Bentley detected the false Phalaris. See ‘Letters of Pha- 
laris,’ p. 247 (Bohn and Wagner),” C. D. Morris.—36, apa: See 
O. 8, 21.—wodhav ... Sav: Inevitable expansion of the moral. 
See v. 20. The sentence is proverbial, as in James 8, 5: 280%, 
Ortyov wip HAikny DAnv avanret.— 37. owépparos: 0. 7, 48: 
oréppa... proyds, 0d.5,490: oméppa tupds color. 

"Er. p’.—38. welyer eee év EvXive: On the pyre.—39. céXas eee 

“Agaiorov: P. 1,25: ‘Adaivroo kpovvots. The verson of Hephai- 
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stos is little felt, but it can always be brought back as in ‘Hai. 
arov koves, “sparks,” Alexis, fr. 146 (3, 452 Mein.).—40. otxére: 
Apollo has been struggling with himself. Cf. O. 1, 5.—41. dpév 
= iypérepov, but nyérepov = eusy, and does not refer to Koronis. 
“Our” would be a human touch. Here it is the selfish “my.” 
P. 4, 27: dwois = éuois. — ddéooar: The MSS. dréoa. ddréoba 
would not be so good. He had killed: the mother, and so was 
about to kill the child.—42. parpis Bapeta oiv wag: The same 
principle as Aja Kopavidos (v. 25). The ill-fate of the mother 
= the ill-fated mother. — 43. Bépar. 8 év wpdry: An exaggera- 
tion of rperar@, which Aristarchos preferred, after Il. 13, 20: rpis 
pev opéEar’ lay (locedav), ro 5 tet partoyv tkero réxpwp (Schol.). 
Bergk suggests répro (Aeol.)=rpir. See note on O. 8, 46.— 
vexpov: There is no good fem.—44. Siéparve: Imperfect of vision, 
in an intercalated clause. So the best MS. dépave would be 
an unusual intransitive, “flamed apart,” literally “shone apart,” 
‘opened a path of light.” The flames were harmless to him.— 
45, &8afo.: The old final infinitive.—46, av@pdmoow: More sym- 
pathetic than dyéparer. 

Srp. y'.—47. abropirev: In contradistinction to wounds.—48. 
§uvdoves: The sphere of partnership and companionship is wider 
in Greek than in English. We usu. make the disease, not the 
sufferer, the companion. See Lexx. under ovvewu, cvvoixd, cv- 
vaiw.—50. Sepiv@ mvp: Sunstroke. Perh. “Summer fever,.”—51. 
éEayev: “Brought out,” still used by the profession.—rovs pév: 
Resumes the division indicated, v. 47.—podaxats éraoSais: In- 
cantations were a regular part of physic among the Greek med- 
icine-men. The order is the order of severity. So. Aias, 581: 
ov mpds larpod copod | Opociv em@das mpds Tropavte mpatt.— 
aphérov...atvovras... mepdrtrav: P. breaks what seems to him 
the hateful uniformity by putting zivoyras instead of a causative, 
such as murioxey, or an abstract, such as zrorcis.—52. mpocavéa: 
“Soothing potions.” — wepdarrov ... ddéppaxa: “Swathing with 
simples.” Plasters and poultices are conspicuous in early leech- 
craft. mepdmreoy (Aeolic) = mepidmrav. So N. 11, 40: mepddors. 
—53. topats Erracev dp8ovs: rou7 is the regular surgical word 
for our “ knife,” and the pl. gives the temporal effect of réuvev. 
P. makes in éoracev a sudden and effective change to the finite 
verb, so as to be done with it. Comp. 0.1,14; P.1,55. iords 
would be feeble. To punctuate at ¢fayev- and make rods pe» 

M 2 
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... Tods 8¢ mpooavéa depend on éoracey is to efface the growth of 
the sentence and the rhythm. The methods are in the durative 
tenses, the results in the complexive (aorist). 

*Avr. y'.—54. Sé5erar: “Is a thrall,” “is in bondage.” deirae 
would mean “lets itself be enthralled by.” The instr. dative 
is the regular construction.—55. érpamev .. . xoploa: P. 9, 47: 
érpame.. . mappdpev. The prose mporpérew has lost its color.— 
&ydvopt: Cf. P. 10,18: aydvopa mdovrov, and O. 1,2: peydvopos .. . 
mAovrov. One cannot help thinking of ypnyara ypnpar avnp (I. 2, 
11). See Plato’s criticism of this passage, Resp. 3, 408 B.C.— 
56. Gv8p(a): Hippolytos, son of Theseus, acc. to the Schol. Comp. 
Verg. Aen. 7, 765-774.—oploar: N. 8,44: reay wuxydv ckopiéar | 
od pot Svvaréy.—57. Ghoxdta: Sc. Oavaro.—yxepot: O. 9,32: oxdira- 
Rov rivage xepoiv. The addition of “hand” does not give the 
same vigor in English. — dapgotv: The Hesiodic fragment tells 
only of the death of Asklepios (Athenag. Leg. p. 134 ).—58. 
évéoxipev: “ Brought crashing down.”—59. Ovarais dpactv: De- 

pends on éorxéra, and is not dat. of manner (Dissen) to pacrevéper, 
modesta mente, Of. 1.4 (5),16: Ovara Ovaroior mpémet.—60. 75 wap 
moddés: P. 10, 62: dporrida rav wap modds (1. 7,18: 7rd... mpd 
moods), “that which stretches from the place of the foot,” “our 
nearest business.” —otas eipév atoas: As Archilochos says: yi- 

yrooke & olos pucpos avOpamous exer. aicas: Gen. of the owner. 

"En. y'.—61. fra ox: P. is addressing himself and swinging 
back to his theme. ‘“ Asklepios sought to rescue a man fordone. 
We must seek only what is meet, see what is before us, what are 
the limits of our fate. Seek not the life of the immortals, my 
soul; do the work of the day, play thy humble part to the end. 
And yet, would that I could bring the double delight of health 
and poesy; would that my song had power to charm Cheiron! 
Then the unreal would be achieved by the real, health which I 
cannot bring by poesy which I do.” gira uxa of Hieron would 
be too sweet. It is more likely that P. is taking a lesson to 
himself. — Biov &@dvarov — 75 e£oporodaba rois Geois (Schol.), — 
62. tav 8 Eurpaxtov Gvrhe paxavdv: “Exhaust all practicable 

’ means,” “drain each resource.”—63, ei 82... évar(e): Wish felt 
in the condition.—64, pedvydpves tpvor: So O. 11 (10), 4; N. 3, 
4,—66. avipdow: The plural is part of the shyness with which 

the poet alludes to Hieron’s disorder.—eppav véowy: “ Fevers,” 
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—67. & twa AarotSe, xré.: “Some one called (the son) of Lato- 
ides, or son of the Sire ;’ Asklepios or Apollo, son of the great 
Sire Zeus. Bergk suggests 4} rarépa=’AmddAw.—68. Kai Kev... 
podov: This shows that the poem was composed in Greece, and 
not in Sicily.—Ioviay . . . @dkaoccav: Elsewhere (N. 4, 53) called 
"Idviov mépov.—69. ’ApéBoveav: The famous fountain of Ortygia 
(P. 2, 6), called N. 1,1: dymvevpa cepydv “AAheod.—Alrvaiov Eévov : 

See P..1. 

Srp. 8.—70. véper: “ Rules” without an object.—71. aerois: Seems 
to mean here the rank and file of the citizens (O. 13, 2).—é&yaOois : 
The optimates, doubtless, for they are “the good” to a Dorian.— 
72. xdpuras = ydpyara.—73. tyleav...xpvodav: See P. 1,1; and 
for the praise of ‘Kealth, comp. Lucian’s De lapsu inter salutan- 
dum.—x6pév +(e): On the effect of re in twinning the two yapires, 
see O. 1, 62.—4é0dov IIv0iw: Depends on oreddvos. So N. 5,5: 
maykpatiov orépavov. —aiyhav orepdvous: Cf. O. 1, 14: dyhaitera 
dé kal povorkas €v dor, and O. 11 (10), 13: kéopoy emi orepave 
.. . Gdupedq xehadjnow. The song lends additional lustre to the 
lustrous crowns. The plur. on account of the victories of Phere- 
nikos.—74. Pepévixos: O. 1, 18.—év Kippq woré: Kirrha was the 
Delphian hippodrome. The victory was won at least eight years 
before. — 75. dap: Out of construction. Elsewhere in P. with 
acc. and inf.—@dos: Acc. to J. H. H. Schmidt, pdos is the light 
of joy (O. 10 [11], 25; I. 2, 17), péyyos, for which we here have 
aty\ay, is the light of glory (0. 2, 62; P. 9,98; N. 3,64; 9, 42). 

’Avr. 8’.—77. &dA(4): “ Well,” since that may not be.—émevéa- 
oa: “ Offer a vow to,” not simply “ pray.”—é0éAw: See P. 1, 62. 
—78. Marp{: Magna Mater or Rhea (Kybele is not mentioned in 
Pindar). The worship of this Phrygian goddess was hereditary 
in the flute-playing family of P. (see P. 12), and he had a chapel 
in front of his house dedicated to the joint service of Rhea and 
Pan. Among the xodpa, who sang mapOéma by night to the two 
deities, are said to have been P.’s daughters, Eumetis and Proto- 
mache. The Scholiasts tell us that Magna Mater was ray vécwv 
av&nrix?) kal pecwrixyn. Welcker takes xotdpa: with Mavi, and con- 
siders them to be nymphs. But there is an evident connection 
between the podmy and the éerevyn. — ow Mavi: Cf. fr. V1.1: 3 
Ilay, .. . cepvav advray pirat, Matpds peydAas drradé.—80. Adyov 
«+. Kopudv: “ The right point (the lesson) of sayings.” —pav@dvev : 
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“Learning.” The lesson is ever before him, It is a proverb.—81. 
évy wap’ éohov, xré.: One and two are typical. So we have not to 

do with avoirdupois or apothecaries’ weight in Spenser’s “ a dram 
of sweete is worth a pound of soure” (F. Q. III. 30).—82. néope 
=koopios.—83, Ta kaha tpépavres Eo: Another proverbial locu- 
tion; “turning the fair part outward ” (of clothes), as we might 
say, “putting the best foot foremost” (of shoes). 

"Er. &.— 84. tiv 88... Sera: Thy & éoddv is great. — 85. 
Sépxerar: As the Biblical “look upon” (with favor). Comp. O. 
7,11: Gore 8 DAov €momrevet Xdpis. “The eyes of the Lord 
are upon the fighteous.” — 86. et tw’ av@p.: Comp. O. 1, 54. — 
& péyas wérpos: N. 4,42: morpos avaé. — aohadis —drraoros.— 
87. €yevt(o) = éyévero: Aor. with neg. — Inet... KéSp@: Pro- 
verbial examples of high fortune and noble character, O. 2, 86.— 
89. of = vbror.—oyxev: O. 2, 10.—xpvcaprixov ... Mowav: The 
Muses so styled again, I. 2, 1.—90. év dpa: Pelion. Cf. N. 5, 22: 

mpoppov dé kai keivos ded’ ey Tadio | Moway 6 xdddoros xo- 
pos. The marriage of Peleus and Thetis was a favorite theme 
with the poets. See N. 4, 65, quoted below. Catullus makes the 
Fates sing at the wedding (64, 322).—-91. émé@: The indic. of a 
single occasion. With the indic. érére has very much the sense 
of jvixa. Comp. O. 1, 37; 9, 104; P. 8,41; 11,19; I. 6 (7), 6; 
fr. V. 1,6.—92. Nnpéos: The sea-gods were oracular. So Posei- 
don (0.6, 58). So Proteus and Glaukos. For Nereus as a proph- 
et, the commentators cite Hesiod, Theog. 233, Eur. Hel. 15, Hor. 

Od. 1, 15,5. See also P. 9,102 

Srp. «'.— 94. Kpévov maiSas .. . tSov, xré.: N. 4, 66: cidey & 
edxukdov edpay, Tas ovpavod Bacrijes wovrou T eheCopevor, Kré.—95, 
Avs ..- xdpww: Here “thanks to Zeus.” —96. éoracav dp0av Kxap- 
Siay: “Raised their hearts again,” “raised their sunken hearts,” 
épbay being proleptic, “ erect.” — 98. pépos: epypewcar, with two 
acc., a8 ddatpeioba in prose. — at tpeis: Ino, Agaue, Autonoé. 

Cf. O. 2, 25.—99. Oveva = Sepéra. 

*Avr. €’.—101. tierev: P. uses the imperf. seven times (nearly 
all in dactylo-epitrites), the aorist nine times. See note on O. 6, 
41.— réfors: I]. 22, 359: fare r@ Gre xév ce Tdpis wai SoiBos 
"ArdAdav | eo Oddv edvr GAécoow evi Skarjor wvAQot.—102. Kard- 
pevos: See O. 3, 6.— 104. tvyxdvovr’ eb wacydpev—ecirvyowwr ed 
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macxévev. Comp. 0. 2,56: 1d dé ruxeiv, “success,” and N. 1, 32: 
GAN’ édvrov ed mabeiv, ré. —GAdore 8 GdAolat, xré.: O.7,95: aA- 

Aor adrXAotat Stabiconcw adpar.—106. wapaodkvs: So Dissen 
for és wodvs. Others dmderos. 1. with émSpioas, “in all its ful- 
ness.” —émBpicats: “Coming down with weight.” 

’Er. €'. — 107. opixpds év opixpois, xré.: cpixpois is neut. “I 
will be small when my fortunes are small, great when they are 
great.” P. puts himself in Hieron’s place. See O.3, 45.—108. 
Tov Gudérovr’ aici... Saipov(a): “ My shifting fortune.” Though 
prosperity is a modvduos éréras, excessive prosperity is danger- 
ous, and the wise man must be prepared to do homage to the 
fortunes that attend him from time to time.—¢pactv: “ Heartily.” 
—109. denyjow: So doxeira Oguis, O. 8, 22; N.11,8. a. of honor 
and homage, while Sepawevwv is used of service.— Kar épav... 
paxavay: “To the extent of my power,” “with all my might.” 
Cf. v. 62: ray €umpaxroy dythet paxavdv.—110. et 8é por... dpéEar : 
Hieron might be expected to say dpefev. P. looks upon such 
fortune as a dream. See note on O. 6,4.—111. eipéobar: “ Gain.” 
P. 1, 48.—mpéo: With a solemn indefiniteness, that is yet made 
sufficiently plain by the mention of Nestor and Sarpedon. The 
mpdcw is “among them that shall call this time ancient ” (Dante), 
where songs shall make thee what N. and S. are to us.—112. 
Néoropa: A model prince, though mentioned by P. only here 
and P. 6,35, Meooaviou yépovros. — Zapwyddv(a): Lykian Sarpe- 
don balances (Pylian) Nestor. One shining light is taken out 
of each camp. Sarpedon, we are reminded, was the grandson 
of Bellerophon, B. was from Corinth, and Corinth was the metrop- 
olis of Syracuse. But P. is thinking of Homer and the looming 
figures of Nestor on the Greek, Sarpedon on the Trojan side. 
Some quiet mischief in this, perhaps (N. 7, 21).—év@pamev paris: 
aris = parias, hominum fabulas, comp. “the talk of the town” 
—‘‘ whose names are in every mouth.”—113. tékroves: So Kra- 
tinos (Schol., Ar. Eq. 527): réxroves evmaddpov tpyvoy.—114. 
dppooav: “Framed.” So Lat. pangere—115. xpovia redéOer: Cf. 
N. 4, 6: pjpa & épypdrov xpoviarepoy Brorever. — mpdgac8(ar) — 
evpéo Oa (v. 111). 
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Arxesiias* IV,, son of Battos IV., king of Kyrene, won a 
Pythian victory with the chariot, P. 31 (Ol. 78, 3—466 B.c.). 
This victory is commemorated in the fourth and fifth Pythian 
odes. P. 5 was composed to celebrate the return of the victori- 
ous roan, which took place, as has been conjectured, at the time 
of the Kdpyeca, a festival which fell about the same time as the 
Pythian. The fourth ode was doubtless composed to be sung 
at a banquet in the royal palace, and seems to have been pre- 
pared at the urgent request of one Damophilos, who had been 
exiled by Arkesilas for participating in an aristocratic rebellion. 
That he was related to Arkesilas, that he was akin to Pindar, is 
little more than conjecture. “ Urgent request” means in Pin- 
dar’s case a lordly recompense. The poem was a grand peace- 
offering, and the reconciliation had doubtless been quietly ar- 
ranged in advance. 

Not only in size, but also in many other respects, the fourth 
Pythian is Pindar’s greatest poem—a prime favorite with all 
Pindaric scholars. The obscurities are few in proportion to the 
bulk, the diction is noble and brilliant. The aesthetic value is 
great, for in this poem we have a whole incorporated theory of 
the lyric treatment of epic themes, the Argonautic expedition in 
points of light. 

After a brief invocation of the Muse, Pindar tells how the 
priestess of Apollo bade Battos leave his sacred island, Thera, 
and found a city on a shimmering hill in Libya, and thus bring ~ 
to honor the prophecy of Medeia (vv. 1-9). 

In the Prophecy of Medeia, we learn the story of the won- 
derful clod that a deity delivered to the Argonaut Euphamos 
where the Libyan lake Tritonis empties into the sea. Washed 
overboard, this symbol of sovereignty followed the wet main to 

-* Doric form of Arkesilaos. 

SS 
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Thera, whence the descendants of Euphamos should, at the bid- 
ding of Apollo, go forth and possess the land promised to their 

ancestor (vv. 10-56). 
Such is the prophecy that was fulfilled by Battos, the founder 

of Kyrene, and it is to the descendant of this Battos in the 
eighth generation that Apollo has given the glory of the victory 
in the chariot-race, the theme of Pindar’s song (vv. 57-69). 

So far the overture. Then follows the Quest of the Golden 
Fleece, or the Voyage of the Argonauts, which constitutes the 
bulk of the poem (vv. 70-256). 

On their return voyage the Argonauts had shared the couches 
of Lemnian heroines. From such a union came the stock of 
Euphamos, which went first to Lakedaimon, thence to Thera, 
and from Thera to Kyrene (v. 261). 

Here the poem seems to pause. A stop at Kupdvas (v. 261) 
would satisfy mind and ear. But P. continues with an after- 
thought participle, which emphasizes the importance of right 
counsel, and prepares the message that he has to deliver. The 
message is one that needs delicate handling, and, like the wise 
woman of Tekoah, P. clothes it in a parable—the Apologue of 
the Lopped Oak (vv. 263-268). 

The answer is not given at once. The king is a healer that 
knows well the art of the soothing hand. The king is one that, 
under the guidance of God, can put the shaken city on its true 
foundation. He has only to will and it is done. Let him then 
take counsel, and consider what Homer said, that a fair messen- 
ger makes fair tidings. Such a fair messenger is the poet’s 
Muse (vv. 270-279). 

The way being thus prepared, the name of Damophilos is men- 
tioned for the first time, and the praise of the banished noble- 
man is blended with an appeal for such forgiveness as Zeus ac- 
corded the Titans. ‘Let him see his home again; let him take 
his delight in banquets by Apollo’s fountain. Let him make mel- 
ody on the harp. Let his days be days of quietness, himself all 
harmless, by the world unharmed. Then he can tell what a well- 
spring of song he found for Arkesilas at Thebes” (vv. 281-299). 

As the fourth Pythian is thrown out of line with the other 
odes by its size, and as this characteristic determines the hand- 
ling of the poem, the distribution of the masses becomes a mat- 
ter of leading importance and cannot be relegated, as has been 
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done elsewhere, to a mere summary. Pindar nowhere else goes 
beyond five triads. Here he has the relatively vast structure of 
thirteen. If the introduction bore any proportion to the myth, 
or to the introductions of the other poems, we should have a 
large porch of song. What do we find? The poet seems to 
enter upon the theme at once, as if he were composing an epic 
and not a lyric. The ringing relative that so often introduces 
the myth makes itself heard almost immediately after the invoca- 
tion of the Muse (v.4). We slip out of port in a moment, and 
find ourselves in the midst of the returning Argonauts. But 
the introduction is longer than it seems. The first three triads 
constitute an introductory epyllion—the Prophecy of Medeia— 
which bears a just proportion to the rest. Only if the usual 
measure were observed the myth would occupy seven triads and 
the conclusion three (8++-7-++-3), but the story runs over into the 
eleventh triad, when the poet chides himself as having lin- 
gered too long (v. 247), and the slow imperfects give way to the 
rapid aorists. He calls on Arkesilas (vy. 250) in order to show 
that he is hasting to Kyrene, and the emphasis laid on the guid- 
ance of Apollo prepares the conclusion. Notice that the story 
of the Argonauts makes the same returning sweep to Arkesilas 
and Apollo as the Prophecy of Medeia (vv. 65, 66). Apollo is 
an oracular god, and speaks in riddles. “So read me,” the poet 
says, “the riddle of Oidipus” (v. 263). After this riddle is given, 
“fulfil the word of Homer” (v. 277). Both Oidipus and Homer, 
be it noted, are Apollinic. The answer to the riddle is—Damo- 
philos (v. 281); but it is not until the poet has claimed the good 
messenger’s credit, according to the word of Homer, that he 
brings forth the name. The poem closes with a commendation 
of the banished nobleman, and with the evident intimation that 
this song was made at his desire (v. 299). 

The myth itself (vv. 70-256) is natural enough. It is natural 
enough that in celebrating the victory of Arkesilas, Pindar 
should sing of the founding of Kyrene; and the introduction of 
the Argonautic expedition may be justified on general grounds; 
but this is not the only time that Pindar has sung Kyrene. In 
P.5 Battos and the Aigeidai come to honor, in P. 9, the heroine 
Kyrene, but there is no such overwhelming excess of the myth. 
In the length of the myth nothing more is to be seen than the 
costliness of the offering. If the poem was to be long, the myth 
must needs be long. 
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There are those who see in Pindar’s Argonautic expedition a 
parable, Damophilos is Iason. Then Arkesilas must be Pelias 
—which is incredible. Damophilos is anybody else, anything 
else. Sooner the soul of Phrixos (v. 159), sooner the mystic clod 
that Euphamos received (v. 21). The tarrying of the soul of 
Phrixos, the drifting of the clod, the long voyage of the Argo- 
nauts, may be symbolical of the banishment of Damophilos, He 
could not rest save in Kyrene (v. 294). The true keynote, then, 
is the sweetness of return, the sweetness of the fulfilment of 
prophecy and of the fruition of hope long deferred. Theancient 
prophecy came to pass, and Battos founded Kyrene (vv. 6, 260). 
The word of Medeia was brought to honor in the seventeenth 
generation (v.10). The ships should one day be exchanged 
for chariots (v.18). The clod, following the watery main, was 
borne to Thera, not to Tainaros (v. 42), and yet the pledge failed 
not. Iason came back to his native land (v.78). Everybody 
comes back, not Iason alone, else the moral were too pointed. 
Let Damophilos come back. Let there be one Kyrenaian more. 

The measures are dactylo-epitrite (Dorian ), and the grave, 
oracular tone is heard in rhythm as well as in diction. 

“ As this poem, among all the Pindaric odes, approaches the 
epos most closely, so the rhythmical composition reminds one 
of the simplicity of an hexametrical hymn. Four times in suc- 
cession we have precisely the same pentapody, 

wu~|——-|—---l|l—-~wv-l]—-A 

the close of which reminds us of the hexameter, which, like it, 
prefers the trisyllabic bar towards the close. Another example 
of this will be sought in vain throughout Pindar. These five 
pentapodies are followed by nine tetrapodies, interrupted only 
by a dipody in the middle of the strophe, where there is usually 
most movement” (J. H. H. Schmidt). 

Srp. a’.—1. Tdpepov ... orapev: So N..1,19: foray & én’ aidei- 
as Oipas. P. “floats double.” The Muse is his shadow. orapev 
sorjqva. So Raper (v.39)=Bivar.—avbpt oiig: See on P. 1, 92.— 
2. eblrmov: Comp. v. 17.—Kvpévas: See on P, 1, 60.—Apxeotdq: 
The position gives zest to the postponed proper name. Comp, 
P. 8, 42.—3. AarolSarcw: Comp. N. 6,42: addy gpveou Aatods (of 
a victory at the Pythian games); 9,4: paréps kal didvpos raider- 
ow... UvOdvos aimewas dpoxddpos érémras. Apollo and Arte: 
mis, together with their mother, presided over the Pythia 
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games. Hence deAdspevov.—avtys: “ Freshen the gale of songs” 
(Fennell). —otpov tpyev: N. 6,31: odpov ... éréov. P. makes 
much use of nautical metaphors and similes, but as the Battiads 
were originally Minyans, a manner of Vikings (O. 14, 4), there is 
a special Argonautical propriety in this use of odpoy.—4. xpveéwv 
-..alyrév: There were two golden eagles on the dudadds at 

Delphi, the white stone navel, at which two eagles, sent from 
east and west, had met, and so determined the centre of the 
earth. ainréy in one MS.—5. ob« awoddpou ... tuxévros: When 
the god was present in person the oracle was so much more 
potent. Cf. P. 3,27: &v 8 dpa pnroddc@ Mvdau réccas. Apollo 
was a migratory god, now in Lykia, now in Delos (P. 1, 39). 
For Apollo’s sojourn among the Hyperboreans, see P. 10, 30 
foll.—ipea, an Aeolic form = fépeia, which Christ gives. Béckh 
and others, ipéa.—6. xpijcev oixiorijpa Barrov: “ Appointed by an 
oracle Battos (as) colonizer.” Comp. O. 7,32: mAdov etme, where 
the verbal element is felt, as here.—xaproddpov ArBvas: P, 9, 63: 
ovre maykdpreayv putay vyrrowov.—tepav | vacov: Thera (Santorini 
= Saint Hirene).—7. és... «riooeev = rica. As xpioev is here 
a verb of will, s is hardly so purely final as in O. 10 (11), 31; 
N. 8, 36. It is used rather as édpa, P. 1,72. Comp. Il. 1, 558: rp 
@ dio Katavedoa ernrupoyv as “Axrja | Tyunons, OdAéons S€é moras 
ert vnvow *Axyaoy, and L. and §. ed. 7, s. v. érws, end.—8. apy 
véevrt paoro: “A shimmering hill,” an Albion Mamelon. P. 9, 

59: dyOov . . . dudimedov. Kyrene was built on a chalk cliff. 
For description and recent researches, see F. B. Goddard in Am. 
Journ. of Philology, V. 31 foll. 

’Ayr. a’.—9. &yxoploat: “ Bring back safe,” “redeem,” “ fulfil.” 
Cf. ‘my word shall not return unto me void.” The MSS. have 
dykopioca @, of which the editors have made dyxopica@. P. no- 
where uses the middle of xopig@, nor is it necessary here.—10. 
EPSdpuq kal odv Sexdrqg: As this is not equivalent to ody éBddua Kai 
oiv Sexdra, P. 1,14 is not a parallel. Cf. 0. 13, 58: yéver pido 
aiv Arpéos. It is idle to count these seventeen generations.— 
Oyparov: “ Uttered in Thera,” the dAimAaxros ya of v. 14.—fape- 
vis: Animosa. Others think of non sine dis animosa, and con- 
sider Medea “inspired.” It is simply “ bold,” “brave,” “ high- 
spirited,” as suits such a heroine. There is no such curious 
adaptation of epithet to circumstance as we find in the hive- 
work of Horace (apis Matinae | more modoque).—13. KéxAvte: The 
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speech ends, v. 56.— 14. "Ewdgowo xépav: Epaphos, son of Zeus 
and Io. The Scholiasts notice the blending of nymph and 
country, which is very easy here, as pifav and gureioecOa are 
often used of persons. N.5,7: é« 3€ Kpdvov kat Znvis peas ai- 
xHaras purevOévras raéade yas.—15. doréwv pitav: This root, which 
is to spring up out of Libya, is Kyrene, metropolis of Apollonia, 
Hesperides, Barka, etc. — vtedoeo%ar: “Shall have planted in 
her” (Fennell), as one should say “shall conceive and bring 
forth.” P. has no fut. pass, apart from the fut. middle.—pedy- 
aipBporov: Only here in Greek. Comp. Od. 12, 70: "Apy® mact 
péAovea.—16. ev" Appwvos Oepébdors: The whole region was sacred 
to Zeus Ammon (Schol.). 

"En. a’. —17. dvti 8ehoivey, xré.: The dolphins were to the 
Greeks the horses of the sea, and we must not spoil poetry by in- 
troducing the notions of “fisheries” and “studs,” as some have 
done. On the speed of the dolphin, see P. 2,50: 6eds . . . Qadac- 
caioy mapapeiBera | SeAdiva, and N. 6,72: deAdivi xev | rdxos 
de GApas eikdfouue MeAnoiay.—Oods: O.12,3.—18. avia 7 avr 
éperpav Sidpous te: éy d1d dvoiv, in the extreme form assumed 
here, can hardly be proved for Greek, and dvia didpous re is 
not dvia dippwv. The correspondence between “oar” and “rein” 
is not to be pressed, the “rein” being rather “the rudder” (m- 
8dadvov). The two spheres of ship and chariot have much in 
comnion, and borrow much from each other.—vopdooww: youay 
of ships, P. 1,86: vdpa dixaiw rndario orparér, of reins, as here, 
I. 1, 15: dvia .. . vwpdoayr(a). Subject “they,” i.e., “men.”— 
&e\Abrodas: For the metonymy, comp. P. 2, 11: dpyara mevor- 
x@wa, and O. 5, 8: dkapayrémodos amnvas. — 19. xKeivos Spyies: 
“That token,” the clod of earth (v. 21). dpus and olwyds are 
familiarly used without too lively a sense of the bird meaning. 
See Ar. Av. 719: dpvw S€ vopifere mav@ doamep mepi pavreias 
Staxpiver, and Professor Postgate in Amer. Journ. of Phil. IV. 70. 
—20. Tprrwvidos év mpoxoais: The geography of the Argonautic 
expedition will always be misty, and the mistiness is essential to 
its poetry. On their return from Kolchoi, the Argonauts passed 
by the Phasis into Okeanos, thence to the Red Sea, carried their 
ship overland twelve days, reached Lake Tritonis, in Libya, and 
found an outlet from Lake Tritonis to the Mediterranean. The 
Okeanos is not our Ocean, the Red Sea is not our Red Sea, the 
Lake Tritonis that we know is inland, and Pindar is poetry.— 
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21. Ce@ Gvépr FerSopévp: “A god taking to himself the likeness of 
man.” No ambiguity to a Greek. 6eg depends on dé£aro (v. 22), 
which takes the dat. of interest (see O. 13, 29), just as mpiac@at, 
“buy,” and so “take off one’s hands.” Ar. Ach. 812: adcov 
mpiopai oot Ta xolpidia; éye. A gift blesseth both. The god 
is supposed to be Triton. Poseidon was masking as his own 
son and speaking to his own son (v. 45).—yatav: An immemorial 
symbolism. ‘ With our Saxon ancestors the delivery of turf was 
a necessary solemnity to establish the conveyance of land.” —22. 
awpgdpatev: Because he was mp@pevs.—23. atovov...&khayke Bpovray: 
“ As a sign of favor he sounded a thunder peal.” Comp. v. 197: 
ex vedéoy 5é Fo avrdvoe Bportas aicwy Pbéypa. Bergk reads 
Bpovrais, Aeolic participle, fr. Bpdvracus—porra. 

Srp. B’.—24, Gyxvpav: In Homer’s time there were no dyxupat, 
only eivai.—morl: With xpnyvavrov.—xadrndyevw: The flukes bite; 
hence “jaws” of an anchor, which is itself a bit. Comp. Lat. dens 
ancorae. — 25. «pynpvavrwv: Commonly considered a gen. absol. 
with avira, or the like, understood. Not an Homeric construc- 
tion, and sparingly used in P. See O. 13, 15, and below, v. 282: 
és dp avddcaytos. eénérooce takes the acc. P. 10, 33, but it is 
hard to see why it cannot be construed with the gen. here, as 
éréruxe in prose. —éméroooe = erérvye: Sc. Oeds avépe ciddpevos. 
On the change of subject, see O. 3, 22.—SaBexa .. . dépopev: op. is 
imperfect. Definite numbers usu. take the aor., but the imper- 
fect is used when the action is checked, usu. by the aor., some- 
times by the imperf. There are numberless passages from Ho- 

mer on, Od. 2, 106: ads rpieres pev EAnOe.. . GAN Gre rérparov HAOev 
éros. Cf. Il. 1, 53. 54; 9, 470. 474; Od. 8, 118. 119. 304. 306, al. 
—26. vorwv ... épyjpou: Cf. v. 228: varoy yas, and Homer's evpéa 
vata Gaddoons. Here we have a desert sea of sand.—27. eivddtov 
8épu: Consecrated oracular language.—pyseow: Medeia was not 
above an allusion to her name.—évomdooavtes: Usu. “ drawing 
ashore.” Mezger tr. “shouldering.”—épois = nyerépors = euois, 
P. 3, 41.—28. otomédos: An Homeric word, Il. 13, 473; Od. 11, 
574.—Satpov: The god of v. 21.—ep’ dw Onxdpevos: So Bergk, 

after the Schol., for rpdcoyuw Onxdpevos. rep(e) Onxapevos, “ hay- 
ing put on.” In resuming the story P. amplifies it.—30. Gr€): 
“ As,” “such as those in which,.”—evepyérat: “The hospitable.” 

1.5 (6), 70: Evor edepyeciats dyanara.—31. Setmv érayyéAdovte: 

The model words are found in Od. 4, 60, where Menelaos: girov 
@ amrecOoy kai xaiperor. 

——— 
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’Avr. B’.—32. GANG ydp: “ But it might not be for.” Cf. O. 1, 
55.—mpégacis: Is an assigned reason, true or false.—33. Evpv- 
mvdos: Son of Poseidon and Kelaino, and king of Libya (Schol.). 
Poseidon (Triton) assumes a name like one of his own attributes. 
evpuBias (0. 6, 58), edpupédar (O. 8, 81). —Ewvoot8a: So vy. 173. In 
Homer évvociyaios, évocix bar. — 34, apovpas: Is not felt as de- 
pendent on mporvxéy, which comes in as an after-thought, but as 
a partitive on dpmdéas.—35. mporvydv: “ What presented itself,” 
“what came to hand.”—36. ot8 ami@noé viv: “ Nor did he fail to 
persuade him.” Herm. odd dwidnoé Fw (dat.), “ nor did he dis- 
obey him,” the subject coming up emphatically in the second 
clause—the jjpws (Euphemos) being set off against the god (Euryp- 
ylos), — 87. For: The position speaks for dependence on xeip’ 
dvrepeiaas. See O. 2, 16.—Baédaxa: More special and technical 
than yaiay (v. 21).—8a.poviav: “ Fateful.”—39. évadiav Bapev: So 
Thiersch for évadia Bayer civ GApa. The adj. (esp. in -vos) for the 
prepos. and subst. So imaidpios (O. 6, 61). Comp. meddporoe 
vaiovot, Aisch. Prom. 710; @vpaioy oiyveiv, So. El. 313. The éva- 
hia Bodaé would thus match the eivddvoy dépv and take its own 
course.—Bapev = Biya. See v. 1.—oww GApq: Comitative-instru- 
mental use of cv. See P. 12,21. The clod went with the spray 
by which it was washed into the sea. 

’Er. 8’. —40. éowépas: When men wax tired and careless.— 
oropévay: Coincident with Bayev.—% pdav: Protest. — drpuvov: 
“T, Medeia.” dr. with dat., like ceXevo in poetry.—41. Avouwd- 
vos: “ Who relieve their masters of their toils.” So also Schol. 
Il. 24,734. “ Reliefs,” “relays,” would be to us a natural trans- 
lation.—43. mpiv Spas: First and extremely rare use of mpiv as a 
preposition.—et yap oixot vw Bade: Wish passing over into condi- 
tion. — 44. “Ai8a orépa: This was one of the most famous en- 
trances to Hades.—45. vids itmmdpyov TloweBdwvos: A half-broth- 
er of Eurypylos on the Triton theory. This Poseidonian origin 
accounts for the Battiadai’s love of horses.—46. tikre: See O. 
6, 41.—Kagioot wap’ 5x9ars: A Minyan of Orchomenos (see O. 
14), and so an interesting figure to a Boeotian poet. map’ dxGas 
as mapa Kpnpvoiow, P. 3, 34. 

Srp. y .—47. terpdrev waiSev...alya: The blood (offspring, 
N. 3, 65) of the fourth generation (r. 1. émvyewouéver need not be 
gen. abs.) is the fifth generation, the time of the Dorian migra- 
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tion, or the return of the Herakleidai.—48. oiv Aavaots: The Da- 
naoi (or Achaians) were the old inhabitants of the Peloponnesos, 
who were driven out by the general unsettling known as the 
Dorian conquest.—«(e)...AéBe: One of P.’s few unreal condi- 
tions. See O. 12, 18.—49. éavioravra:: Prophetic present, as O. 
8, 42. — AaxeBSaipovos, xré.: The order is the line of invasion, 
though such coincidences are not to be pressed.— 50. viv ye: 
Regularly viv dé. “As it is.” — GAdoSamav ... yuvaxdv: The 
prophecy fulfilled, v. 252: piyey ... Aawmay ... €Over yuvatkav 
avSpopévey. These murderous brides are often mentioned in 
classic poetry. See O. 4, 17.—etpjoa: See P. 2,64. Subject is 
Evpapos.—51. tavBe...vagov: P.’s range of the terminal acc. is 
not wide. For ¢eAéeiv with ddyor, see O. 14, 20; with péyapor, P. 
4, 134; with mediov, P. 5, 52; with AcBiav, I. 8 (4), 71; with a 
person, I. 2,48. For podeiv, see O. 9,76; N. 10,36. ixeo (P. 9, 
55; N. 3, 8), &eovre (O. 10 [11], 95), apixero (P. 5, 29), abigera: (P. 
8, 54), eEixero (P. 11, 35) hardly count, as these verbs are felt as 
transitives, “‘ reach.”—ot xev ... Téxwvrat: The plural agrees with 
the sense of yévos. «ev, with the subj., as a more exact future, 
where in prose the future indic. would be employed; an Ho- 
meric construction, nowhere else in P.—otv tipg Sedv: 8., subjec- 
tive genitive, “favor of the gods.” Cf. v. 260.—52. ara: Battos 
(Aristoteles), who is glorified in the next ode.—xedawedéwv: Ky- 
rene had rain, the rest of Libya none. Hence x. by contrast 
rather than absolutely.—53. wodvxypiow: So. O. R. 151: ras mo- 
Avxpvoov | Mvddvos. The presence of Phvibos is emphasized, 
as v. 5.— 54. apvdoe = dvapvdoe. —Séurcow: “Oracles.” Pl. as 
ayyerias, O, 3, 28. 

’Ayt. y'.—55, xaraBdévra : The threshold is much higher than 
the floor (Od. 22, 2: dAro & émi péyay od8ov); hence, car otdov 
Bayra, Od. 4, 680.—xpév@ | torépw: With caraBavra.—56. ayayév: 
Doric = dyayeiy (see O. 1, 3).—Netdovo mpds ... Tépevos Kpovida: 
“To the Nile precinct of Kronides” (Zeus Ammon). With Nei- 
Roto réuevos, comp. O. 2, 10: otknua morapod = otk. morasov. The 
Schol. combines N. Kpovida, and considers it equivalent to Aus 
NeiAov, but there is no Zeds NeiAos in the sense meant.—57. 4 pa: 
The Homeric asseveration (Il. 16, 750; Od. 12, 280) is well suited 
to the solemn, oracular passage.—éméwv orixes: “ Rows of words,” 
“ oracular verses.” On the absence of eiox, see O. 1, 1.—éwragay: 
Only here in P. Not the usual tone of the word, which is ordi- 

i |. 
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narily “to cower,” as in So. Ai. 171: ovyy mrn€etav apovo. 
The attitude here assumed is that of brooding thought.—59. 
vid Ilokvpvderov: Aristoteles - Battos (v. 52).—oé 8: O. 1, 36.— 
év rovrm Ady: “In consonance with this word” (of prophecy). 
— 60. SpOwoev: “ Exalted,” “glorified.” —peMooas: “The bee” 
is the Pythia. Honey is holy food. Cf. O. 6, 47.—atropdre 
xehdéS@: “Unprompted cry.” He had only asked a remedy for 
his stuttering tongue.—61. és tpfs: The consecrated number.— 
avSdcaea: The original sense of avday is not lost, as is shown 
by xeAdd@, “loudly bade thee Hail!” The oracle is given by 
Herodotos, 4,155: Barr émi doviy fArGes: dva& 5é ce PoiBos 
’AmddAav | és AiBuny wéuret pndorpdgor oikiorhpa. 

"Er. y'. — 63. Svo%pdou dwvas: “Slowness of speech.” Barros 
means “stutterer.” Cf. Barrapi{w. His real name was ’Apicro- 
rédns. Herodotos (1. c.) says that B. was the Libyan word for 
“king.” — wowd: dyor8i i Avows (Schol.).— 64. 4 pada 84: No- 
where else in P. Od. 9, 507: 4 pdda 87 pe madaihara Orga 
ixdvet. There of a painful revelation, here of a joyous vision.— 
pera: Adverbial.—are = &s.—owixavOguov Fpos: I. 3, 36: pow- 
kéoow avOnoev pods. The rose is the flower by excellence. 
Arkesilas was in the flower, the rosy flush of his youth.—65. 
mwoa.ot trovros, xré.: “These children” are the descendants of 
Battos, to whom A. is the eighth bloom. “Eighth in the line 
of these descendants blooms Arkesilas.” Battos is counted in 
after the Greek fashion.—pépos: P. 12,11: rpirov xaovyynray pé- 

pos.—66. ’Amwéddov & re ITv6s: A complex ; hence éropev. Comp. 
O. 5, 15, — wiBos . . . immoSpopias: “Glory in chariot-racing.” 
Others make dydixridvey depend on immodpopias.—* Gpdueridvev : 
e€ is “over,” 0.8, 54. dudixridvor, not ’Audixrvover, “the sur- 
rounding inhabitants.” This is understood of those who lived 
around Delphi, but it would apply with more force to the 
Libyan rivals of Arkesilas. So. El. 702: dv0 | AiBues (vywray 
dppdrev émordra.—67. ard... 8dé0o: “TI will assign him to the 
Muses” as a fit theme for song. The meetness lies in dé, often 
used of that which is due. Cf. I. 7 (8), 59: @o& dpa cai dOavdrots, 
| €oddv ye Para kal POipevor Tyvors Oeav diddpev.—adrév: Ipsum. 
Euphamos in contrast to ro pév, his descendant, Arkesilas, the 
dé shifting, as often in P. See 0.11 (10), 8. — 69. ofiow: The 
house of Euphamos. — vrevéev: I. 5,12: daivov purevec Sdéav 
émnparov. Oaddct, V. 65, shimmers through. 
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Srp. &.— 70. 8éGaro: Without an object, as dye, P. 2, 17. 
Bergk reads dpyy ’xdéEaro.—71. xlv8vves: The dangerous quest, 
the vavriAia.—xpatepois ... GAous: The Argonauts were riveted 

to their enterprise as the planks were riveted to the Argo, which 
may have suggested the figure, but we must not forget that Hera 
inspired them (v. 184), and so may be said to have driven the 
nails. The passages cited certatim by the editors do not really 
help, such as Aisch. P. V. 64, and Hor. Od. 1, 35,17. These are 
not the nails of necessity, but the nails of passion — the nails 
that fastened the ivy to her wheel, just as the proverb jAov 
7Aq, clawum clavo pellere can be used “of the expulsive power 
of a new affection.” —4a8dépavros: On the gen. see 0. 2,79. d. iron 

of special hardness.—72. é§ &yavav Ai.: e& of the source, not of 
the agent. So Thuc. 1, 20.—-Atod8av: Here is the genealogy of 
Iason that seems to be followed: 

Atodos + ’Evapéa 
(v. 108). (Schol. v. 142). 

we | \ 
KpnOevs Takpovevs *AOapas 
(v. 142). (v. 148). 

| 
| | 

Alcwv épns "Apvédev Tupo@+Tocedav pitos 
(v. 118). (v. 126). Canute) (v. 136). (v. 188).  (v. 160). 

v. 125). 

| 
IASQN “Adunros MéAapmos IleAias NnAevs 

(v. 126). (v. 126). (v. 71). 

Néorawp Tiepideilesos 
(v. 175). 

—4xdparrois: Pelias perished by the latter means. d., “inflexi- 
ble,” “invincible.” -— 73. qAGe 8€ For . . . Oupo: On the double 
dative, see 0.2, 16. Fo. depends on 6vp@ xpudev. The relation 
is not that of apposition. Cf. P. 1,7: Fou... xpari, and above, 
v. 37.—«pvéev: “ Blood-curdling.” —rukw@ ... Gupo: O. 18, 52: 
Sicvpoy pev muKvdtaroyv maddpuas os Oedv. Pelias is not only 
“wary,” but “crafty.” Comp. v. 188: BdAAero xpnrida copay 
émréwv.—4. pévov dughaddv: See note on vy. 4.—evdévBpor0... paré- 
pos: Gaia was the first tenant of the oracle. Aisch. Eum. 1, 
2: mp@rov pev edvyn TAS mpecBevw Oeady | THy mpw@rdpayrw Taiavy, 
and the dudaddés was a reminder of her. N.7, 33: mapa péyay 
Oppardy evpuxdArov | poray xGovds, Cf. P. 6,3; 8,59; 11, 10. 

SEE = 
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—76, alwewév ard otabpav: On Pelion, where he was brought up 
by Cheiron. or. is used in its special Homeric sense.—ev8eledov : 
The Homeric signification “far-seen” suits Kronion after a fash- 
ion (O. 1, 111), but not Iolkos, whereas “sunny,” an old inter- 
pretation, suits Kronion perfectly (O. 3, 24), and is not inapt for 
Iolkos, as opposed to the forest shade of Pelion and the cave of 
the Centaur. P. was not always clear himself as to the tradi- 
tional vocabulary. 

"Avr. &.—78. §etvos alr’ Gv dorés: Only passage where aire is 
used = cire. Even in prose the first eire is sometimes omitted. 
Iason was both.—79. atxpatow 88dparow: As Homer’s heroes. 

Od. 1,256: ¢yav .. . dv0 Sodpe.—80. & Te... dpi BE: re... BE, 
again P. 11, 29, the reverse of the common shift, pev . . . re (O. 4, 
13). —Mayvijrev ériydpios: A close-fitting dress was necessary 

for hunters in a dense forest.—81. wapSadéq: So Paris, Il. 3,17: 
mapdarény dpoow exwv kai kaymvida T6Ea | kal Eihos: airap 6 
Sovpe Siw KexopvOuéva xadk@ | rddAov. But Paris was brought 
up on Mt. Ida, not on Mt. Pelion, and P. has blended his colors, 
Philostratos IT. (Imagg. c. 7) gives Iason a lion-skin, which is a 
symbol of the Sun, who was Medeia’s grandsire, rarpds “HAwos 
matnp, Bur. Med. 1321.—¢$piccovtas SpBpovs = hpiccew movodvras 
(Schol.). “Shivering showers” —“ shivery showers.” But as 
épBpos is a orpards dueidtyos (P. 6, 12), “ bristling showers” may 
well represent bristling spears. Comp. Il. 7, 62: orixes... &yxeot 
medpixviat.—B82. ob8 kopav ... xepOévres: He was still a boy, and 
had not shorn his locks off--for Greek youths were wont to ded- 
icate their first hair to the river-gods (Schol.). Hence Pelias’ 
sneer at him, v.98. Others think of the cdpy xowdwyres ’Axatoi, 
and the vindication of his Achaian origin, despite his strange 

attire.—83. Grav va@rov kataifvogov: For acc. comp. P. 5,11: carat- 

Oicoe...paxatpay éoriay. As P. seems to associate aiéiocw with 
aidw (P. 1,87; 5,11), “ flared all down his back.” Comp. dyAaoi 
above.—oderépas = éas. See 0.9, 78.— 84, GrapBdxrovo (not in 
L. & 8.) =drapBdrow. Herm. reads drappixroo after Hesych. 
rappvéacbat: poBnOjva. I. makes trial of his unaffrighted soul 
—his soul that cannot be affrighted—just as, on one interpreta- 
tion, Kyrene makes trial of her unmeasured strength (P. 9, 38). 
—85. tv &yopG mwAjPovros SxAov: In prose, rAnOovans adyopas, from 
10 o’clock in the morning. Gen. of time, from which the gen. 
absol., with pres. part., springs. 
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’Er. 8'.—86. dmLopévwv: Not gen. absol. “Of the awed be- 
holders.” —é€pras: “ For all that,” though they knew not that he 
was the heir.—rtis... nal ré8e: “ Many a one (de dé ris eirecke, 
Hom.), among other things this.” —87. OU ti wov: Half-question, 
half-statement. “It can’t be, although it ought to be.” Comp. 
Ar. Ran. 522, and the famous skolion of Kallistratos: 6Ara@ 
‘Appdde, o& ri rou TéOynxas.—ov8é pav: Swearing often indicates a 
doubt which one desires to remove (P. 1, 63). Apollo’s hair is 
the first thing suggested by the mAdxapo . . . dyAaoi (Vv. 82). 
Ares is next (€kmaydos, v. 79)—but not so beautiful as Apollo, 
though Aphrodite’s lord—then the demigods.—réors | ’Adpodi- 
ras: Ares, for Hephaistos is not recognized by Pindar as the 
husband of Aphrodite; nor is he by Homer in the Iliad, and the 
episode of Od. 8, 266 was discredited in antiquity.—88. év 8é: 

And yet who else can it be, for Otes and Ephialtes are dead ?— 
Nd»: The Aloeidai were buried in Naxos and had a cult there. 
—89.*Orov ..."Equddra: Homer calls them zroAd kadAiorous pera 
ye KAurdv ’Opiwva (Od. 11,310). According to him the brothers 
were slain by Apollo for threatening the immortals with war. 
According to another account, they slew each other by the device 
of Artemis. The comparisons are taken from the Artemis cycle, 
as Iason is clearly a hunter.—’Equédta: For the voc. comp. v. 
175; P. 11,62. The voc. naturally gives special prominence and 
interest, but it must not be pressed too much, as has been done 
with IlarpdxAes immed and Etvjpace ovBdra. Metre and variety 
have much to do with such shifts.—90. cat pév: It is hard to 
believe Tityos dead with this gigantic youth before our eyes; 
hence the oath by way of confirmation, as v. 87.—Ttrvév: T. was 
slain by Artemis. Od. 11,580: Anrad yap #AKnoe Aws Kvdpiy mapd- 
cory | Iv0a8 epxouévny dia Kaddixdpov Tavorjos. Those who 
wish to moralize P.’s song see in these figures warning examples. 
It would be as fair to say that Tityos was introduced as a com- 
pliment to Arkesilas, whose ancestor he was (v. 46).—92. Sopa... 
épara.: épara is subj. A bit of obbligato reflection without any 
personal application. The Greek moralizes as Shakespeare quib- 
bles.—rav év Buvar@ idotdtwv: See P. 2, 34. 

Srp. <’.—94. yapvov: The lower range of this word, as O. 2, 96. 
— dye 8 fpidvois: Comp. O. 8, 51: av’ immois, — hprdvors Eeorg 7 
amyvg: Greek seldom comes nearer than this to év dia dvoip (Vv. 

18). Mules were a favorite team among the Thessalians as well 
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as among the Sicilians.—96. Se§vrepd: Iason had lost his left shoe 
in crossing the Anauros. See v. 75.—«érrav = xadvrroy. Cf. O. 
6, 36. The Greek associated the dissociate radicals of these 
words,—97. Ilotav yatav: There is something disrespectful about 
roiay, and yaiay is not especially courteous. The Homeric formula 
(Od. 1,170) is: ris méOev éoo’ avdpav; 1dO1 Tor modus HSE ToKHes ; Pe- 
lias had come mporpordSav, looking neither to the right nor to 
the left of him, his eye riveted on the unsandalled foot, and see- 
ing nothing of the éms on the face of the multitude.—98, av@pdrav 
+++ Xapatyevéov: “Groundling wenches.” — woltas ... yaorpds: 
No father is mentioned (contrast Homer’s roxjes), and the mother 
is an old drab, by whom Iason was “‘ditch-delivered.” The in- 
sinuation that ‘she petted her child is not impossible, though to 
less prejudiced eyes Iason could not have suggested a paypa- 
xvOos.—99. éEavijxev: “Sent forth,” “spewed forth,” “ spavned.” 
—100. xa vais: Ironical. 

’Ayr. €.—101. Oapovjoais dyavoio. Adyous: Both lessons that 
Iason had learned from Cheiron—boldness of action, gentheness 
of speech. — 102. dpelp6m: This form, only here in P., becomes 
common in later times; perhaps “was moved to answer.” Cf. 
éorparevOn (P. 1,51).—otoew: May be an undifferentiated fut., 
equiv. to a present. But the future = péddAew oicew is defens? 
ble, “that I am going to show myself the bearer of Cheiron’s 
training.” Cheiron’s great lesson, reverence for Zeus, and rever- 
ence for one’s parents (P. 6, 23), is the very lesson which Iason is 
about to carry out. In restoring Aison he is obeying Zeus.— 
103. XapixAots: Chariklo was the wife and Philyra the mother 
of Cheiron (P. 3, 1).—xotpat ... ayvat: Repels the wodia yaornp, 
the old drab who is supposed to have spoiled him.—104. Fépyov 
- ++ elmdv: Zeugma for ronoas.—105. ebtpdmedov: The reading of 
the old codices, éyrpameAov, might mean “ to cause concern, shame, 
anxiety.” eirpdmedov (Cod. Perus.) would mean “shifty,” “ de- 
ceitful.” “I have never said nor done aught that was not 
etraightforward.” éxrpamedoy ( Schol.), “out of the way,” “in- 
solent.”—106. a&pyav ayxopifev: So with Bergk after the gram- 
marian Chairis for the MS. dpyaiay xopifev. dyxopitr: “To get 
back,” pres. part. for fut. (dy)xopigov has been suggested, but 
is unnecessary. The conative present will serve. See O. 13, 59. 
If dpxaiay is read, notice how far the adjective carries in the 
equable dactylo-epitrites. Cf. O. 11 (10), 19.—marpés: Pelias had 
asked for his mother, Iason proudly speaks of his father. 
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*Er. ¢'.—109. vw: Sc. ryudv.—evaats mOijoavta ppaclv: Nevais 
is variously interpreted. “ White,” i.e.“ envious.” Others comp. 
Aevyahéos (Il. 9,119: hpeoi Aevyarégor mOjoas), Avypds, Fennell 
Aiooa (Avkya), “yielding to his mad desires.”—110. apyedixav : 
*“QLords by primal right,” “lawful lords.”—112. Ka8os . . . Onxa- 
pevor: “‘ Having made lamentation.”—113. piya koxvtd: So piyda - 
with dat., Il. 8, 437.—114. wépwov: With the imperf. the thoughts 
follow the motion. See note on O. 2, 23.—omapydvous év rropdu- 

péors: The omdpyava are also xpoxord, N. 1, 88.—115. vunti Kowd- 
eavtes S8év: “ Having made night privy to the journey.” Time 

is often considered a companion (O. 2, 11).—tpddev = rpégew: 
The inf. as 0. 6,33: jpwr tropoaivery Soper Eidarida Bpépos. 

Srp. s’.—117. Aevxiwrwv: White horses were princely. See P. 
1, 66: Aevkom@A@y Tvydapiday. — 118. od Eetvav ixoipav... GAAwv: 
The MSS. have ixduay, which is unmetrical. od £eivay tows ap 
=adrypévos ay ecinr), “I can’t have come to a strange land” would 
be easy, and an aorist fkouu is supported by ixapr, Il. 9, 414, and 
by P. 2, 36, where the codices have ikdy7’. The pure opt. might 
stand here as a half-wish, a thought begotten of a wish, “I hope 
it will turn out that I have come to no strange land,” od being 

adhaerescent. Bergk has written od pay €eivos ikw yaiay Dar, 
which does not explain the corruption. od pdy does not occur 
in P., though ovdé pay does. — GAXov = adAorpiay. Cumulative. 
—119. 4p = 6yp. Only of the Centaurs. P. 3, 4.—120. éyvov = 

éyvocav.—121. woppddvgav: For the plur. see P.1,13. The dual- 

istic neut. plur. often retains the plur. verb, and there are two 
streams of‘tears here.—122. &v wept  uydv: “ All round (through) 
his soul ”—xara tiv éavrod Wuxnv (Schol.). 

"Avr. s'.—124. xaotyvnro.: Aison’s brothers. See v. 72.—o¢t- 
ow: O. 3,39: "Eupevidats Onpwvi t edOciv xidos. The brothers 
were an accession.—125. xara KAéos: ‘“ At the report,” “close on 
the report.” Comp. xara mddas, “at the heel of,” “ following.”— 
épns: See vy. 72. Most memorable to us for his part in the 
Alkestis of Euripides, where he declines to die for his son Ad- 
metos: yaipers dpav pas, matépa 8 ov yxaipew Soxeis ;—Ymepysa: 
A fountain in the ancient Pherai, near Iolkos, Hypereia. See 
commentators on II. 2, 734; 6, 457.—126. é« 88 Meoodvas: Mes- 
sene was distant, hence an implied antithesis to éyyis pév.— 
*"ApvOdv = ’ApvOder, as *AAkpay for ’AAKpaiwy (P. 8, 46).—Médap- 
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wos: A famous seer, son of Amythan. Od. 11, 259; 15, 225.— 
127. dveyudv: Must depend on ixey —cf. P.11, 35: Srpdquoy e€i- 
xero—but it would be easier to have fkoy (suggested by Bergk), 
and dveyoi (Hartung). ixoy would then be in the schema Alema- 
nicum. Seev.179. It is wholly inconceivable that dveyudv should 
depend on cipevéovres = pidéovres. —év Barros . . . poipa: At a 
shared, i. e. common, banquet.—129. appéfovra: Comp. N. 1, 21: 
dppddtioy Seimvov. The Thessalians lived well, as we know from 
Euripides’ Alkestis, Plato’s Kriton, and other familiar passages, 
—ragav ... tavvev: “Stretched joy to its full extent,” “kept it 

up to its full height.”—130. Spawav: N. 2, 8: dateeo' Bis KadAucrov 
dwrov. The aor., on account of the definite number ( v. 26). 
Otherwise we should have expected the present part., as the 
action is coincident with ravvev. 

’Er. s’. — 132. mwdvra: Acc. pl. with mapexowaro. In contra- 
distinction to v. 116: Kkeddaa Adyar. — b€pevos = rroinodpevos. 
“Speaking in sober earnest.”—omov8aiov: Before v. 129 it was 
all eippociva. — 133, éréowovr(o): Figuratively. “They took 
sides with him.”—134. qAGov ... péyapov: v. 51. — 136. Tupoits 
épacitAoxdpov: See v. 72, and note the contrast to modus... 

yaortpos, both at the time of bearing.—mpatv... dapov: Cf. v. 
101. spas, “gentle” by nature; #pepos, by culture (J. H. H. 
Schmidt).—137, wotrerdLwv: Comp. the Biblical “ distil ” (Deut. 
82, 2), and Homer’s péev avdn.— 138. Baddero xpywida: P. 7, 3: 
kpnwid dowav BatéobOa. The metaphor shifts rapidly, but the 
notion of drink - offering is not foreign to that of laying the 
foundation.—Ilat II.: Stately genealogical address, with effect- 
ive position of vocative.—Iletpatov: Poseidon was worshipped 
in Thessaly as the Cleaver of the Rock, because he had opened 
a way through the rock for the Peneios. On the m’s, see v. 150. 

Srp. ¢’.—189. dkirepar: “ Are but too swift.” N. 11,48: dmpoo- 
ixrov 8 éporev d&irepar paviar. — 140. émBSav: “ Day after the 
feast,” the next morning with all its horrors, next day’s reckon- 
ing.—141. Oepiccapévous dpyds: “ Having ruled our tempers by 
the law of right (Aéus).” — dative: Cf. v. 275.— 142. pia Bois : 
Not common, yet not surprising after the frequent use of heifer 
(“Samson’s heifer”) everywhere for a girl or young married 
woman, Cf. Aisch. Ag. 1126 (Kassandra speaks): daeye rijs Boos 
tov tadpov. — 143. OpacupySei Dadpowvet: See v. 72. 8. imitated 
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Zeus’s thunder and lightning, and was struck by lightning for his 
pains, — 144. xeivov gutevOévres: v. 256: Evdhdpyou urevbév. — 
o8évos deXfov: The sun rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race.— 
xpveéou: v in Homer, vy common in P.—145. Moipa: 8 adiorayr(a), 
xré.: “The Fates withdraw... to hide their blush” (Dissen). 
This has a modern sound, but is better than Rauchenstein’s, 
“The Fates avert their faces, if enmity among the members of 
a family obscures reverence (die heilige Scheu).” Hermann reads 
aidoi, and makes the Fates revolt against concealment. 

*Avt. (.—148. axévteoow: The historical Thess#ians were fa- 
mous dkoyriorai. X. Hell. 6,1, 9.—149. EavOas: “ dun.’—éaovpats 
| Gperépwv roKxéwv, xré.: This is hardly mpavs dapos, according to 
modern ideas, but Iason warms as he goes on. Comp-y. 109 
with vy. 101. — 150. mAotrov matvev: “Feeding fat thy wealth.” 
P. has an especial fancy for r- alliteration.—151. wovet: “ Irks,” 
a rare transitive use.—ratra wopovvovt(a) = dri raita mopavver.— 
152. Kal oxamrov pdvapxov Kal Opdvos: The verb of raira is not 
exhausted, and there is no need of a nominativus pendens.—Kopn- 
GetSas: Aison.—153. twwérats ... Aaois: The Thessalian cavalry 
was famous.—evOuve ... Sixas: Solon, fr. IV. 37: eiOuvvec d8 di- 

kas oxodtds. — 154. 7a pév: Notice the lordly indifference to ra 
8é, which had already been disposed of—flocks and fields. 

°En. ¢.—155. avaoryjyg: To which the dvacrjon, dvactnons, of 
the MSS. points. dvacrain, the opt., is a rare sequence and can- 
not be paralleled in P, As there is no touch of a past element, 
avaorain would be a wish, and detach itself from Adcov. See 
Am. Journ. of Phil. IV. p. 425.—vesrepoy, itself threatening, is re- 
inforced by xaxév.—156.”Eoopas | rotos: “I will be such” as thou 
wishest me to be, will do everything thou wishest. Comp. the 
phrase mavroioy yevéoOar.— 157. yapardv pépos: Yet Pelias be- 
longed to the same generation with Iason, acc. to Pindar (see v. 
72), although not acc. to Homer, who makes Aison and Pelias 
half-brothers (Qd. 11, 254 foll.). This makes the fraud transpar- 
ent. Notice also his vigorous entrance (v. 94). It is true that 
his daughters cut him up, in order to restore his youth, but 
that does not prove that he was as old a man as Aison.—158. 
gov 8 avbos HBas xupatve:: x. “is swelling,” “is bourgeoning.” 
xdua is not only the “ wave,” but also the “swelling bud.” (J. 
H. H. Schmidt).—159. xopita.: This refers to the ceremony of dvd- 
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xAnots, by which the ghosts of those who had died and been 
buried in foreign parts were summoned to return home and rest 
in their cenotaph. So we might translate x., “‘lay.”—160. éA0év- 

tas: We should expect €A@dyra, sc. ra. But there is a nas in 
Pelias’ conscience. 

Srp. 7. — 162. parpuias: Ino- Leukothea, acc. to the common 
form of the familiar legend ; acc. to P., Demodike (Schol.).—164. 
ei peraddardy t.: ‘“‘ Whether there is aught to be followed up.” 
Dreams might be false, for they come through the gate of ivory 
as well as through the gate of horn, Od. 19, 562.—érpive: Sc. 
*Ard\X@yr, a very natural ellipsis whenever oracles are mentioned. 
—vat mwopmrdv: Almost as one word, “a ship-home-bringing.” 

Troumay: Od. 6, 290; 10,18, — 165. téXecov . . . wporjoew = edy Te- 

Aéons .. . Tponc7w.—povapyxety | kal Baoidevépev: Comp. v. 152: xai 
oKanroy pévap xov kal Opdvos.—167. Zevs 6 yevéOuos: Cf. O. 8, 16. 
Z. was the father of their common ancestor, Aiolos.—168. xpidev 
= dtexpiOnoar. 

"Avr. n'.— 170. éévra wAdov = Gri Bvrws Eorw.—-171. aivéper: 
Comp. the use of dpovpay paivey among the Spartans, Xen. Hell. 
3, 2,23. 5,6. There may be an allusion to fire-signals.—rpets : 
Herakles, Kastor, Polydeukes.—172. éA.xoBAepapov: Of Aphrodite, 
fr. IX. 2,5: Aqpodiras EAckoBAehdpov. Cf. Hesiod. Theog. 16; 
Hymn. Hom. Y. 19. — 173. "Ewoot8a: Of the sons of Poseidon 
(v. 33), Euphamos, ancestor of Arkesilas, is from Tainaros (vy. 44); 
Periklymenos, grandson of Poseidon, brother of Nestor (Od. 11, 
286), is from Pylos. Notice the chiasm. They are all Minyans. 
—aldeo8évres GAxdv: In modern parlance, “from self-respect,” 
a\xay being an equiv. of “self,” as yairay (O. 14, 24), as kéuas (P. 
10,40). ddAxay is “repute for valor,” a brachylogy made suffi- 

ciently plain by «Aéos below. aldas and alcydvn are often used 
in the sense of military honor. Il. 15,561: & ita, dvépes ore, 
kal al8@ Oé0@ evi bvpd. See also v. 185.—tryatra: Hardly a 
reference to the top-knot. Poseidon’s sons were all tall (the unit 
of measurement being the fathom), and if they were tall, so was 
their hair. Cf. oié¢wvos (So. O. R. 846), Exaroprddav (O. C. 717). 
—175. Tlepixdvpev(e): Comp. v. 89. P. has no special interest in 
Periklymenos.—evpvBia: A title in the Poseidon family, O. 6, 58; 
P. 2, 12.—176. && "Amwé\Awvos: Orpheus is the son of Oiagros (fr. 
X. 8,10; hence e€ ’A. may be taken as ‘sent by.’ Cf. Hes. Theog. 
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94.—4o.8av warip: Even in prose the speech-master at a sympo- 
sium is a rarjp Adyou (Plat. Sympos. 177 D).—177. *Opdets: First 
mentioned by Ibykos of Rhegion, assigned to the Argonautic ex- 

pedition by Simonides of Keos, 

Er. n'.—178. wépare; See v. 114.—xpvedpams: ypvodppamis is an 
Homeric epithet of Hermes.—179, "Extova . ..”Epvrov: Hold-fast 
and Pull-hard, sons of Hermes and Antianeira.—exAddovras: A 
peculiar Doric perfect participle with present signification (comp. 
mepikovras, V. 188). The Schol. makes it = wAnOvorras, “ full to 

overflowing with youth.” The anticipation of the plural is called 
oxjpa AXkpavixdy. See note on v. 126. IL. 5, 774; 20,1388; Od. 
10,513: cis ’Axépovra IupipdeyéOav re péovew | Koxurés 6, ds 87 
Zruyds dards éorw dmoppwé. The figure becomes much easier 
if we remember how distinctly the plural ending of the verb 
carries its “they,” and here xeyAddovras recalls viovs.—taxées: So 
the better MSS. for rayéws. Of. P. 11, 48: Oody dxriva. — 180. 
Tlayyaiov: On the borders of Thrace and Macedon.—vaterdovres : 

“Dwelling, as they did,” far to the north, while Euphamos dwelt 
in the far south. Cf. P. 1,64.—181. @vp@ yedavet: Comp. O. 5, 2: 
kapdia yeAavei. Notice the cumulation.—évrvev: 0. 3, 28: evrv’ 
dydyka.—183. weppixovras: See v. 179.—184. wé0ov évdarev “Hpa : 
Hera favored the expedition, as appears from other sources. Od. 
12, 72: “Hpn mapémepwev, eet pidos fev “Inewr. 

Srp. 6'.—186. trav axlvduvov ... aidva: aidy is fem. P. 5, 7; 
N. 9,44. The article has a contemptuous fling. So. Ai. 473: 
aigxpov yap dvdpa rod paxpod xpntew Biov, “ your.” —map& parol : 
Comp. the slur cast on Iason (v. 98), and P. 8, 85: poddvray map 
parépa. — réooovt(a): O. 1, 83. —émi kai Oavdrw: Even if death 
were to be the meed (like él picd@).— 187. dppaxov .. . as 
Gpetas: pdpuaxdy twos is either “a remedy for” or “a means to,” 
Here it is the latter. It is not ‘<a solace for their valorous toil,” 
but an “ elixir of valor,” as we say the “elixir of youth.”—189. 
Aéfaro: “ Reviewed.”—érawyjoas: Coincident action.—191. Mé- 
os: A famous soothsayer. — épBédov: The éuBortoy was more 
modern, but P. had in mind the famous talking-plank in the ship 
Argo.—192. ayxipas: The same mild anachronism as above, v. 
24. The anchors were suspended at the prow, v. 22 and P, 10, 
52. On the two anchors, see O, 6, 101. 
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"Avr. 6'.—198. guddav: Comp. the famous scene in Thuk. 6, 82. 
—194, éyyernépavvov: So O. 13, 77: Znvds éyxetxepavvov.—exund- 

pous: Proleptic. So eppova and duiriay, v. 196.— 195. Kupdrav 
piras avépov te): dvéuwy purai is common enough everywhere. 
So in our author, P. 9, 52; N. 3, 59; fr. V.1, 6; So. Antig. 137. 
p. not so common of the waves, Fr. XI. 83: mévrov pirai.— 
éxdder: He called on Zeus, and then on the other things that he 
feared or desired. Nothing is more characteristic of the heathen 
mind than this meticulous prevision. Zeus answered for all.— 
198. $0éypa... dxrives: No vorepoy mpdrepov. The lightning was 
secondary.—199, apmvodv...érragav: iordva is used in poetry 
to form periphrases with abstract nouns (Béckh), very much as 
moveioba is used in prose. 4d. éor.—advérvevoar, for which see 
So.0.R.1221: dvémvevaod rt éx céOev |.xai xarexoiunoa rovpov 
dppa. “They drew a free breath again.” 

°Er. 6. — 201. évirrov: Not the Homeric évirrw, but a new 
present formation from évvere (Curtius).—202. Gxopos: Gives life 
to the dipping oar, that cannot get its fill_—203. ’Agetvov: The 
“A€ewos, afterwards Evfewos.—204. Evvavt(o) = xabidpvcay. Cf. 
P. 5,42: xa0éocavro (MSS.), where, however, we read xdéeocav. 
—205. hotvicca...ayéha tavpwv: Cf. v. 149: Body EavOas ayédas. 
For the sacrifice, see O. 13, 69. 81.—O@pytxtwv: Hieron, the seat of 
the altar, was on the Asiatic shore and in Bithynia. The Bithyni- 
ans were Thracians (Hat. 7,75), but Thracian had a nobler sound, 
such as Norse has to us, a sound of the sea. So. O. R.196: rédy 
drdEevoy Sppov Opynkcrov Krvdwva, Antig. 588: dvomvdos Sray | 
Opyocatacy EpeBos vpadrov emdpdun mvoais.—206. vedurvrtov : 
Built by the sons of Phrixos.—At@wv: The best MSS. have Aié&- 
voy, Which is a gloss. This shows that the old readers connected 
it with Oévap.—Oévap: I. 3 (4), 74: Baduxpnyvou modas ddds eEevpav 
@évap, where it means the hollow (depth) of the sea, as it else- 
where means the hollow of the hand. Acc. to the Schol. ré xoi- 
A@pa ToD Bapod rd drodexdpevoy ta Ovpara. — 207, Seomdrav.. . 
vaav: Poseidon. 

Srp. (.—208. cvvSpépov ... metpav: The famous Symplegades. 
—Gpatpdxerov: See P. 1, 14.—210. orixes: The winds come like 
files of armed men. Contrast P. 6, 12.—teXevrdv: “ Death.”— 
211. Paow: Long a notable demarcation for the Greeks.—212. 
Kekawemecor: See Hdt, 2,104, on the dark skin of the Kolchians. 

N2 
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—Plav | ptfav — “ Joined battle,” “fought hand to hand with.” | 
—213. wap(d): “In the realm of.”—air@: Contrast to their previ- 
ous adventures.—érva ,.. Bekéwv: Aphrodite. Cf. Il. 21, 470: 
motvia Onpav (Artemis). - 214, wouxtdav tvyya: See P. 2, 40, and 
add N. 4,35: tuyye & €Axouat jrop, and Plaut. Cistell. 2, L, 4: 
versor in amoris rota miser. 

’Avr. ¢.—216. pawd8(a): “ Maddening.”—217. durds: “ Suppli- 
catory,” “the litany of incantations,” Cf. 0.6, 78: Acrais duci- 
as. Some prefer to consider Aurds as a substantive in apposition. 
—éxdiSdonynoev copdv: Sc. eivar. So rovrous imméas edidakev, rov 
vidv imméa €6:8d£aro, adrods yevvaious e€edida€as.—218. wobewa ... 
‘EAAds = moOoupévn “EXAds = 1660s “EAAddos. — 219. Karopévay: 
The metaphor of the @uros xixdos lingers. She is a wheel of {Jt 
fire, lashed by Peitho, who is Aphrodite's first maid of dishonor. ¢ ** 
So Aisch. Ag. 385 (of an unholy love): Suara: & 4 radawa Metbo. 
—220. weipar’ aé0\wv: “The achievements of (the means of 
achieving) the labors,”—221. avriroya: Magic herbs were shred- 
ded (réuvew), as in Aisch. Ag. 17: dmvov 768 avripodmov évré- 
pvev dkxos.—222. xaratvyoav: They pledged (themselves). De- 
sponderunt. ‘They vowed sweet union in mutual wedlock.”— 
223. pitta: A promise, as a vow, takes the aor. of the future. 
Od. 4, 252: dyooa... py... dvadmva. With pita cf. P. 9,13: 
Evvdy yapov puxOévra. On ev with pryriva, O. 1, 90. 

"Er. '.—224, &8apdvtwov: So Apoll. Rhod. 3, 1285: dddpavros 
dporpov.—oxippato: “ Pressed hard.” L. & 8. transl. “alleged !” 
Applies strictly to dporpoy alone, not to the oxen, which would 
require ¢orncev. Transl. xai, “ with.”—225. gavOav: See v. 149: 
Body ~avOas ayédas. — yeviov = yevyor: v is semi-vocalic (con- 
sonantal). See G. Meyer, Gr. Gr. § 147, — mvéov: Monosyllabic. 
Sometimes written mveiy. See G. Meyer, Gr. Gr. § 117. — 227. 
méhagcev: Apoll. Rhod. 3, 1307: eiAkev émxparéws mavri obéver 
dppa medaoon | CevyAn xadxein.—dpbas F addaxas, xré.: “ Straight 
stretched he the furrows as he was driving.” The process and 
the result side by side, — 228. ava: With cyife. dy’ dpdyuap 
would mean “a fathom at a time,” not “fathom high.”—229, 
Bacrrevs, | SoTs Gpxer vads: He disdains to turn to Iason.—230. 

oTpwpvav: “ Coverlet.” 

Srp. va’.— 231. Ovedve: “ Flocks.”’—232. atSdacavros: Gen. abs. 
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of participle without a subject. See v. 25.—xpoxéev: A royai 
color, as well as purple. See N.1, 38: kpoxwrdyv omdpyavor. 
— 283. éékea— Fore. Plupf. of <ikw. Comp. éopya and the 
rest.—égetpais: P. suppresses the details. So he does not say 
that Medeia bade Iason not plough against the wind. Even 
here we have to do only with the xeddAaia Adyov. For the pl., 
see O, 3, 28.—234, dvdyxas | &vreow: So. N. 8,3: yepolv dvdyxas. 
Comp. Hor. Od. 1, 35,17: saeva Necessitas | clavos trabales et cu- 
neos manu | gestans aena.—236, alavés: P, 1, 83.—237. ivgev: His 
anguish was inarticulate (dpovjr@ .. . dyer), but his amazement 
forced from him the whistling iv of astonishment. 

*Ayr. ca’.— 240. wolas: Cf. P. 8, 20: moia Mapvacid:.—éperrov = 
fpepor (I. 3,72: épépovra). Homer has only an aor. épeyra.—241, 
*AcXlov Oavpacris vids: Od. 10, 186: Kipxn éumddxapos, dew Oeds 
avdjerca, | airoxacvyvyitn ddoddpovos Ainrao: | dupd 8 éexyeydrny 
pacotpBpdrov Herioro.—éppa ... &wemev, 28a: Prolepsis. 
—242. éerdvucav: Poetical condensation. Phrixos had slain the 
ram with his sacrificial knife in honor of Zebs Aapiorios, flayed 
him, and stretched the skin. — 243. #Awero...mpdgeoOar: As 
€Arrovat contains an element of wish it may take the aor. mpdéa- 
oa (with the MSS.) instead of the future, but P. uses the first 
aor. only here, and the neg. od favors mpdfeoOa (P. 1, 48), unless 
we write xeivév xe. Comp. P. 3,43. The subject of mpdé. is 
"Idvova. Easier mpdé. as fut. pass. (note on v.15) with oi="Idcom. 
Perh. wempageoOar.—244. Aédxpq: The grove of Ares.—etyero ... 
yeviev: “ Was sticking to the jaws.” The dragon guarded it 
thus when he saw Iason approaching.—245. vatv xpdrer: The 
absence of the article does not exclude the Argo, which is never 
lost sight of (maou péAovea). The antecedent of the relative 
does not require the article.—246. té\ecav Gv... ovSdpov: Pict- 
uresque addition. The finishing of the ship was the beginning, 
the finishing of the dragon the achievement, and there the main 
story ends, 

*Er. ca’. —247. paxpd: For the plur. O. 1,52; P. 1,34; N. 4,71. 
From this point to the end of the story proper (v. 256), P. has 
nothing but aorists, whereas the statistics of the myth show the 
proportion of imperf. to aor. to be 1: 1.78, which is unusually 
high. See Am. Journ. of Phil. IV. p. 162. — Kat’ dpagfirév: The 
point of this is heightened by the existence of grooves in the 
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Greek highways, “in the old groove.”—dGpa .. . cvvawre:: “ Time 
presses.” xaipds yap p’ emeiyer (Schol.).—248. &ynpat = ipyepov 
ceips.—ooptas: ‘ Poetic art” (O. 1,116). Poetry is a path (0. 9, 
51).—249. yAauk@ma: O. 6, 45.—réxvaus: By putting him to sleep. 
Pl., as O. 9, 56; P. 3, 11.—250, “Apxeoita: The poem is soon to 
become more personal.—oww airg: “ With her own help.” Cf. 

O. 13, 53.—évov: We expect ovdy like rpopdy, but comp. Eur. 
I. A. 794: ray kdxvov Sodtxavyxevos ydovov. “Her... the death 
of Pelias” seems violent. In the story of the return, the pas- 
sage through Africa is presupposed on account of the overture 
(v. 26).— 251. é&v ... piyev: “They (the Argonauts) entered the 
stretches of Ocean.” —252, Aapvadv... avdpopdvav: O. 4, 20: Aa- 
pviddeayv yuvakoy.—253. aé8do1s: Funeral games in honor of 
Thoas, father of Hypsipyle. See O. 4, 23. — Ftv’: So Kayser for 
kpiowy, on the strength of the Schol.’s dvdpeiay. I.7 (8), 53: Tvas 
extapayv Sopi. —— eoBaGros audis: “About (for) raiment.” Such a 
prize is mentioned 0.9,104. This does not exclude the wreath 
mentioned O. 4,24. Note audis = audi only here. 

Srp. (B’.— 254. év GAo8aTrais ... dpodpais: Familiar symbolism. 
So in the marriage formula émi raidoy yrnoiwy dpéro. Eur. 
Phoen. 18: px) omeipe réxvwy ddoxa Sapdvev Bia. The fulfilment 

echoes the prophecy. Cf. v.50: dAAodamay . . . yuvatkar | ev 
A€éxeow.—255, TovTdkis —rdre. P. 9, 15.—iperépas axrivos SABou: 
Run together (so-called hypallage). ‘‘ Your radiant prosperity.” 
dxrivos is due to Hermann. The MSS. have dxrivas.—pouptdtov : 
The rhythm connects it with omépp(a), and p. orépua is as easily 
understood as pdpipos vids (O. 2,42). But the standing phrase 
pdpotpoy jpap forces the other combination with dyao.—256. 4 
voeres: “Or, shall I say? night.” The plur., as often of “ night- 

watches.” —257. ptxOévres: See v. 251. —258. HOeow: “ Abode.” 
See P. 5, 74: dev (Sparta) yeyervapévor | ixovro Onpavde pares 
Aiyeida. — KadNorav = Onpay.— 259. AarofSas:. The next ode 
emphasizes the agency of Apollo.—AtBvas mediov: Cf. v. 52: Ke- 

Aawedéwy wedi av. — 260. civ Cedv tipais: Cf. v.51: odv ria 
Ociv.—kaotvy xpvrobpévov ... Kupdvas: xdoru for dorv with Har- 
tung. . More about Kyrene in P. 9, 

Avr. 18’. — 262. dpOdBovdov ... épevpopévois: An after-thought 
participle (P. 6,46) which recalls dps, balances ody beav rimais, 
and, like ody Ocdr tyais, gives at once the cause and condition 
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of success in administration, “ by the devising of right counsel.” 
These words link the conclusion to the myth, and 6p@dB8ovAoy pare 
prepares the way for the wisdom of Oidipus and the saying of 
Homer. The Battiadai are a wise race; they can read riddles 
and apply proverbs that bear on the management of the state. 
Neither text nor interpretation is settled. A full discussion is 
impossible in the limits assigned to this edition. I give first a 
close rendering of Christ’s text, which I have followed: “Learn to 
know now the wisdom of Oidipus. For if a man with a keen- 
edged axe hew off the branches of a great oak and put shame 
on its comely seeming, e’en though its fruit fail, it puts a vote 
concerning itself, if at any time into the wintry fire it comes 
at last, or together with upright columns of lordliness being 
stayed it performs a wretched toil in alien walls, having left 
desolate its own place.”—263, yva0.... codiav: Twisted by the 
interpreters to mean “show thyself as wise as Oidipus.” ray 
Oidirdda codiay is as definite as ray & ‘Opnpov kai réde cuvbépe- 
vos. P.,to whom all Theban lore was native, is repeating a 
parable of Oidipus, and, if I mistake not, a parable of Oidipus 
in exile.—264. éepeiy pév: So Christ after Bergk, who has also 
changed aicyxiva into aicyivy. ei yap with the opt. would not be 
consistent with P.’s handling of this form. On the other hand, ei 
with the subj. is found in comparison O. 7, 1.—265. 880t wadov 
wep avras: The oak is on trial. d:ddvar Wor is equiv. to emupnpi- 
(ew. “It puts its own case to the vote.” “Enables one to judge 
of it” (Jebb), and so shows its quality. On ep’, see,O. 6,38; on 
avras, P, 2, 34.—266. et wore... oicbiov: “If at last it comes into 
the wintry fire,” i. e., shows its good qualities by burning freely. 
Although it cannot bear fruit, it is good for burning, good for 
building. ore... AoiaAoy like wore ypsv@ tarép@ (vv. 58, 55), 
more xpdv@ (V. 258). — 267. ovv dpOais ... éperSopéva: The great 
oak forms a beam, which, stayed by the help of the upright col- 
umns, bears up the weight of the building. According to some, 
the beam is horizontal; according to others, it, too, is an dpa 
xiwv, and the kioves Seardavva its fellows.—268. pédy8ov ... Bv- 
oravov: The weight of the building.—a@AAous . .. telxeow: dros 
= aorpios. +. cannot be the “walls of a house,” only the 
“walls of a city.” The oak is supposed to be the people, the d¢oz 
the princes of the state of Kyrene, or the oak is the Kyrenaian no- 
bility and the branches the members. But nothing seems clearer 
than that the oak is one. Who isthe oak? Iason. But as Iason 
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would be the type of Damophilos, Arkesilas would be Pelias, 
which is monstrous. Are all these accessories of fire and column 
mere adornments? Or is “ the fire insurrection and the master’s 
aouse the Persian Empire?” Is this an Homeric comparison, 
or a Pindaric riddle? Why should not the ‘wisdom of Oidipus’ 
refer to the case of Oidipus himself? Oidipus is uttering a par- 
able for the benefit of those to whom he had come as an exile. 
The parallel between the exiled Oidipus and the exiled Damo- 
philos is one that would not insult Arkesilas, and the coincidences 
in detail between the oak and Oidipus are evident enough. Like 
the oak, Oidipus has lost his branches, his sons (é{ovs), who, 
according to one version of the legend, perished before their fa- 
ther, his comeliness has been marred (6anrdy eidos), the place that 
knew him knows him no more (€dy €pnuocatoca xapoy), and yet, 
though his fruit perish (kai @Owdxapmos éoioa), he can render 
services to an alien state, such services as are set forth in the 
Oidipus at Kolonos of Sophokles. By drawing a lesson from 
the mistaken course of his own people towards one of their 
great heroes, Pindar acquits himself of a delicate task delicately, 
and then, for fear of making the correspondence too close, breaks 
off. ‘But why this parable? Thou art a timely leech.’ 

"Er. «8’.—270. éoot 8 tarjp: In any case an interruption to a 
parable that is becoming awkward.—émxarpdrartos: “That knov- 
est how best to meet the time.”—TIladv: This is a Delphic vic- 
tory, and the mention of the Healer is especially appropriate, as 
Apollo is the dpyayéras of the Battiadai, P. 5, 60.—272. pddiov.. . 
ceioot: In such passages P. delights to change the figure. ocioa 
and émi yopas suggest a building, xu8epyarnp forces us to think 
of a ship. The house suddenly floats. So. Ant. 162: ra pev ba 
méAeos dogaras eot | TOAAG oadr@ ceicartes GpOwcay Tad. emi 
xXepas Eooa = dpbdca. —27! 5. tlv=ool. i.—tEupatvovrar : “ For thee 

the web of these fair fortunes is weaving to the end.” The 
achievement of this restoration is at hand, is in thy reach.—276. 
wha.: The imper. instead of the conditional éay rAjs, as v. 165. 

Srp. vy’.—277. tav 8 ‘Opyjpov: There is nothing exactly like it 
in our Homer, but we must remember that Homer was a wide 
term, and P. may have hadabad memory. The nearest, and that 
not near, approach is Il. 15, 207: éoOAdv cai rd rérukrat Gr ayye- 
hos aioipa €id7.—ovv0épevos: Od. 17,153: eucio 5é¢ civOeo pido, 
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“take to heart.”—278. wépovv(e): “Further,” “cherish.”—dyye- 
hov éoAdv: P. means himself.—279. ayyeAlas dp0as: “ A successful 
message.” Everything points to a private understanding be- 
tween P. and Arkesilas as to the restoration of Damophilos. D. 
paid for the ode, and one is reminded of the Delphic oracle and 
the banished Alkmaionidai. It would be very innocent to suppose 
that P. was really pleading for a man whose pardon was not as- 
sured,—éméyvw: With mpamider, “had knowledge of.” yryvacxo 
occurs with gen.in Homer. II. 4,357: yd xwopuévowo, Od. 21, 36: » 
yraorny a@Arrorv, 23,109: yvardpued’ dAAndoy. So also Xen. Kyr. 7, 
2,18: éyv@ kal pada aroma énod movodvros.—281. év maraiv véos: Cf. 
N. 3, 80: dkds ev woravois, So. Phil. 685: tvos &y y ioos avnp. It 
does not necessarily follow from this statement of Damophilos’ 
versatility that he was really young.—282. éyxipoas: Adjective 
use of the participle in predication. mpéoBus éyx. €. Bora =mpéo- 
Bus éxarovraerns.—283. dphaviter ... drés: He hushes the loud 
voice of the calumnious tongue.—284. tBpifovra: Above we have 
the word, here the deed. 

*Avt. vy’. — 285. tots ayafois: Doubtless in the conservative 
sense,— 286. od82 paxivev tédos otév: “Not postponing decisive 
action ”—a hint, if one chooses, to Arkesilas, but on my theory 
Arkesilas had decided.—é yap katpis mpds 4vOpdrav: With Pin- 
daric freedom =6 xatpds 6 mpos avOporav. “The favorable season.” 
—287. Sepdrwv 8€ For, cré.: The Greeks conceive Time and man 
as companions (6 xpdvos avvmv, Soph.). See O.2,11. If, as He- 
siod says, Day is sometimes a stepmother, sometimes a mother 
to a man (O. et D. 825), so a man may be ason or a stepson to 
Time—an attendant (@epdmwy), as Patroklos was on Achilles, or 
a mere drudge. A @epdrey is one who has rights, who can avail 
himself of an opportunity without servility.—288. rotr’ éviapéra- 
tov: “ A sorrow’s crown of sorrow.’’—289. é«rds gxew wé8a: “To 
stand without,” éxrés caddy, as Aisch. P. V. 263: mnyarov ¢£o 2dda 
| €xet.—xelvos “ArAas: “ He, an Atlas,” “a second Atlas,” which 
recalls very prettily v. 267.—290. amé: “ Far from, reft of.”—291. 
Turavas: The comparison shows that Damophilos has been at 
least indiscreet.—xpévw: In the introduction stress has been 
laid on the fulfilment of prophecy, long postponed, yet unfail- 
ing; and, if the catch-word theory is worth anything, it is at 
least to be noted that ypdv@ occurs four times, each time at the 
end of a verse (vv. 55, 78, 258, 291), where the position demands 
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stress. Whoever chooses to hear in it the sigh of Damophilos 
“at last” is welcome. 

"Err. vy’. — 2938. ovdopévav votoov: ydcos is a common word for 
any misfortune.—294. xpavq: The great fountain Kyré or “ ring,” 
whence Kupnvy.—295. éxdéa0ar mpds HBav: As he is ev maiciv véos, 
he can give himself up to the enjoyment of youthful pleasures.— 
296. hovxia Oryépev: “To attain quiet.” For the dat. see P. 8, 24; 
9,46.—297. par(e) ... dads 8(€): Comp. P. 8, 83: otre.. . ovdé. 
—298. wat xe pubyjoai8’ Sroiav, xré.: The real apodosis to the wish 
in v. 293: edyeras=ei ydp.—299. ebpe wmaydv: This fountain that 
he had found in Thebes was the ode that P. composed for him 
in honor of Arkesilas, the ode we have before us.—péc¢arov . .. 
gevwbels: Cf. P.5,31. This does not seem to favor Béckh’s hypoth- 
esis that Damophilos was an Aigeid and a connection of Pindar. 
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Tue fifth Pythian celebrates the same victory as the fourth 
(Pyth. 31, Ol. 78, 3466 B.c.), and was sung in the festal proces- 
sion along the street of Apollo at Kyrene. The charioteer, who 
plays a conspicuous part in the ode, was Karrhotos (Alexibiades), 
brother of the king’s wife. 

For the legendary portion of the story of the Battiadai, Pindar 
himself, in these two odes, is our chief authority. Herodotos 
has given much space in his fourth book (c. 150, foll.) to the 
early history of the house. 

The founder of Kyrene was Aristoteles, surnamed Battos, de- 
scendant of Euphemos, the Minyan, of Tainaros. From Tainaros 
the family went to Thera, and in the seventeenth generation ful- 
filled an ancient oracle by the occupation of Kyrene, which had 
been settled five hundred years before by the Trojan Antenoridai. 
Kyrene was founded Ol. 37 (682 B.c.), and the throne was filled 
by eight kings in succession, an Arkesilas succeeding a Battos 
to the end. The rule of the Battiadai seems to have been harsh; 
revolts were frequent; and the Arkesilas of this poem was the 
last of the kings, and fell in a popular tumult. 

This ode seems to be the one ordered by the king; the pre- 
ceding ode was a propitiatory present from a banished noble- 
man, Damophilos. 

In the fifth Pythian the theme is stated in the very beginning. 
Wealth wedded to Honor and blessed by Fortune hath a wide 
sway (v.1,foll.). The word ddfos is repeated with a marked 
persistency. So we read v.14: modds dABos duduwépera, Vv. 55: 
dABos Eumay ta kal ra véwwv, V. 102: ody Bor. As variants, 
we have pdkatpay éoriay (v. 11), paxap (Vv. 20), paxdpios (v. 46), 
pakap (v.94). But Honor is not lessloved. We have ovy eidotia 
(v. 8), yépas (vv. 18, 31, 124), Adyar heprdrav pvapjov (v. 48), 
weydAay dperdy (v.98). There is a cvyyeris dpOadpés (v. 17), af 
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dppa ‘baevydraroy (v.56). But above Wealth and Honor is the 
blessing of God. The power is given of God (v.13). The glory 
must be ascribed to God (v.25). The men who came to Thera 
came not without the gods (v.76). God makes of potency per- 
formance (v.117). The higher powers aid at every turn—Kastor 
of the golden chariot (v. 9); Apollo, god of the festal lay (v. 23) ; 
Apollo, leader of the colony (v. 60); and, to crown all, Zeus 

himself (v. 122). This iteration makes the dominant thought 
plain enough, and there seems to be no propriety in classing the 

poem “among the most difficult of the Pindaric odes.” 
After an introduction, then, which has for its theme the power 

of prosperity paired with honor under the blessing of Fortune, 
as illustrated by Arkesilas’ possession of ancestral dignity and 
his attainment of the Pythian prize (vv. 1-22), the poet is about 
to pass to the story of Battos, founder of Kyrene, in whose career 
are prefigured the fortunes of his race. But Pindar pauses per- 
force to pay a tribute to Karrhotos, the charioteer, before he tells 
the legend of Battos, just as in O. 8 he pauses perforce after the 
legend of Aiakos to praise Melesias, the trainer. Such details 
were doubtless nominated in the bond. This time the honor is 
paid to one who stands near the king, and it needs no apology. 
The trainer has but one sixth of O. 8, the charioteer has one 
fourth of P.5. The transition is managed here with much 
greater art than in O. 8, which shows the jar of the times. 
Karrhotos represents the new blessing of the Pythian victory as 
Battos represents the old blessing of Apollo’s leadership. 

The story of Battos is briefly told, as is the story of Aiakos in 
0.8. True, he put lions to flight (v. 58), but it was Apollo’s do- 
ing, and Battos is as faint in the light of Apollo as Aiakos in the 
light of his divine partners. He was fortunate while he lived, 
and honored after his death (vv. 94, 95), but we are not allowed 
to forget the thought of the opening, v.25: mavri pév Oedy atrioy 
imepriOéuev, & thought which is reinforced by the close also. 

The rhythms are logaoedic in the main, but the strophe has a 
long Paionian introduction of sixteen bars (I. II.). Comp. the 
structure of O. 2,* and see Introductory Essay, p. Ixxiv. 

The introduction proper (Arkesilas) occupies one triad, one is 
given to Karrhotos, one to Battos, the fourth returns to Arke- 
silas. 
—_—~ 

* Details for both odes in J. H. H. Schmidt, Kunstformen, IV. 497-507. 
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Erp. a’.—1. ‘O mottos eipvoberrs: On the union of mdotros and 

dperd, see O. 2,58: 6 pay mdovros dperais dedadadpévos | éper 
Tov Te Kai Tov | Kaipov.—2. Kexpapévov: Blended with—wedded to. 
See O. 1, 22.—xaapg: As dpera is “ honor,” so xa@apa is used of 
it as xaapov is used of déyyos. P. 9,97: Xapirwy xedadevvar | 
pn pe Aimrot KaOapdy héyyos, fr. XI. 3: xaOapdy dyépas oédas. The 
poet strikes the keynote of the ode: ‘Wealth with Honor” as 
a gift of God, who appears here as mérpos.—3. mwapaddvros . . « 

avayy: There is a festal, bridal notion in both words. For ava- 
yew, see Il. 3,48; Od. 3,272; 4,534.—5. Oedpop(e): This string is 
harped on. Sov.13: @edadorov, v.25: mavri pév Gedy airvoy tmepri- 

Oépev, V. 60: apyayéras "ArddXor, V. 76: od Gedy Grep, V. 117: Beds 
ré Fou... redci Svvaow.—6. viv: “ Wealth blent with Honor;” but 
vy may be mAodrov and ody eddokia a variant of apera.—kAvras | 
aldvos dxpav Balpidwv dro: Life is represented as a flight of 
steps. dm’ dpxijs tov Biov, says the Schol. The «Avra aldy is the 
lofty position to which Arkesilas is born. Kastor plays the part 
of wérpos, and the king goes after the wealth that he is to bring 
home as a moAvdiAov éréray. For aidy fem. see P. 4, 186.— 9. 
xpveapparov Kdoropos: The Dioskuroi, whose worship was 

brought from Thera to Kyrene, had a temple on the famous ir- 
moKpotos okupwra 6dds (v.92). Castor gaudet equis, but the Dios- 
kuroi were, and, in a sense, are still, sailor gods. The wealth 
of Kyrene was due to its commerce in silphium, its fame to its 
chariots (P. 4,18; 9,4), and Kastor represents both commerce 
and chariots. This sailor element suggests the next figure.— 
10. es8fav: The special function of the Dioskuroi was to calm 
storms. Comp. “the ship of Alexandria whose sign was Castor 
and Pollux” (Acts 28,11), and Hor. Od. 1, 12, 25-32: Dicam et 
Aleiden puerosque Ledae,| hune equis, illum superare pugnis | 
nobilem: quorum simul alba nautis | stella refulsit, | defluit samxis 
agitatus wmor, | concidunt venti, fugiuntque nubes, | et minaa, quod 
sic voluere, ponto | unda recumbit.—xepéprov SpBpov: Cf. v. 120: 
pbworwpis avéuov xeyepia ... mvod. This is the storm of state 
in which Damophilos was banished. See introd. to P. 4.—11. 
karaidicoe: karaidvocew is used of Iason’s hair that streamed 
down his back (P. 4, 83), and is well suited to the meteoric Kas- 
tor, called by the sailors of to-day St. Elmo’s fire. — pdxatpav 
éorlav: Cf. O. 1, 11. 

’Avr. a’.—12. gopot: “The noble.” From P.’s point of view 
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wisdom is hereditary, the privilege of a noble caste. P. 2,88: 
xérav woAw of codpol mpéovrr. Comp. O. 7, 91, foll., where 
Diagoras’ straight course, despite his prosperity, is attributed 
to the hereditary balance of his soul.—14. épxépevov: “ Walk- 
ing.” The first figure echoes still—év Sixg: O. 2, 83.—17. Ge 
ovyyevys: I follow the MSS., though it is hard to frame a clear 
translation. ddOadpds is used as O. 2,11; 6, 16, metaphorically. 
avyyerns opbarpos is really = cvyyevis morpos (I. 1, 39). It is 
the blessing that comes from exalted birth. ‘“ Born fortune hath 
this (rd Baowéa eiva) as its meed most fit for reverence when 
wedded to a soul like thine.” Comp. 0. 8,11: adv yépas, “a 
privilege like thine.” One cannot be born to higher fortune 
than to have thy rank and thy nature. Hermann’s émei ovyyevés 
is easier. “Since this born meed of reverence wedded to a soul 
like thine is a light of life.” To be born a king, and to be of 
kingly mould, is a real 6@@adpds, a true dABos. J.H.H. Schmidt 
(Synon. 1, 376) maintains that d6¢6adpds is clearly differentiated 
from dupa. “ dpOadrpds is not the eye as a jewel, but the eye as 
a guiding star.” So O, 2,11; 6,16 (cited above). Here he 
makes cvyyevis épGaduds to mean “native insight.”—19. peyvv- 
pevov: Cf. v. 2.—21. etyos... éddv: Comp. O. 10 (11), 69: edxos 
epy@ Kabedov. 

"Er. a’.— 23. ’ArrohAdviov auppa: So 1.3 (4),57 dbvpew is used 
of the joy of poesy.— 24. Kupdvav: So Bergk for Kupava. K. 
depends on dyudi. Cf. P. 9, 114: “Ipaca mpds médAw. — KGarov 
*"Adpodiras: As P. calls Libya.(P. 9, 57) Ads xaos, and Syracuse 
(P. 2, 2) réuevos "Apeos. Kyrene, a luxurious place, was famed 
for its roses, flowers sacred to Aphrodite.—ée8dpevov: With ce. 
This gives the necessary contrast, whereas with xamoy it would 
only be a picturesque detail. ‘While thy praises are sung, do 
not forget what thou owest to God, what thou owest to Kar- 
rhotos,” According to Bergk, the inf. gives the contents of the 
song, and dedpevoy is=<dri deiderat, ‘Forget not that there is 
asong that resounds about Kyrene: Ascribe everything to God.” 
Cf. P. 2,23. This message is supposed to have been delivered to 
Kyrene by an oracle.—-25. twepriOéyev: The sense is “to give the 
glory of everything to God.” The figure is that of setting up 
God, as the author, over the achievement, which is the pedestal. 
—26. Kdppwrov: Arkesilas’ wife’s brother, who was the charioteer. 
—27. “Empaiéos: “ After-thought,” the opposite of Ipoyné.vs 
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(Fore-thought). Comp. O. 7, 44: Upopabéos Al8as.—ayov: The 
figure of a procession, as v. 3: dvdyy. No lingering bride de- 
layed his steps. — 28. @vyarépa: See O. 8, 1.— 29. Oeproxpedvrav : 
The word, which occurs only here, seems to refer to the oracular 
institution of the kingship. P.4,53: rév pev.. . SoiBos dyvdce 
Oépioow. . . modes “ayayev NeiAowto mpds iov tépevos Kpovida.— 
81. t8art KaoraXlas tevw0eis: With reference to the usual lustra- 
tion in the waters of Kastalia, and not merely a periphrasis for 
Pytho. Cf. P. 4,299: Ona fevwdeis. 

Srp. B’. — 32. d&unpdrots aviais: Dative of circumstance. The 
reins which were passed round the body (see fig. p. 170) often got 
broken or tangled. Comp. So. El. 746: civ 8 €Xiowerat runrois ipact 
(r. iL =jvias), and Eur. Hippol. 1236: airés 8 6 rAjpor jviaurw éy- 
mrakeis | Serpov SuoeEnvucroy €dkerat deeis.—33. woBapkéwv SdéSexa 
Spépov téyevos: “Through the sacred space of the twelve swift- 
footed courses.” réyevos is acc. of extent to the verbal idea in 

dknparas. Bergk considers rodapxéwy to be a participle=rpéyor. 
Boéckh writes rorapxéwv = rpocapréay, “ holding out,” rori=apés 
being elided as O.7,90: wor’ dorév. On the number twelve, see 
O. 2,55; 3,33; 6,75. The hippodrome was sacred soil, hence 
the propriety of réyevos. — 34. évréwv ofévos: Comp. O. 6, 22: 
obévos npovev. .“ No part of the strong equipage.” évrea em- 
braces the whole outfit.—xpéparat: The change of subject is noth- 
ingtoP. Cf. 0. 3,22.—85. éréoa...Sa(Sadk(a): The chariots of 

Kyrene were famous (Antiphanes ap. Athen. 3,100 f.). The éxéca 
gives the positive side of ovdé» above, and daidada can only be 
referred to the chariots and their equipment (éyrea) which were 
hung up as dva@jpara at Delphi, a usage for which, however, we 
have no very safe warrant. — 36. Gyov ... Gpeupev: “ Brought 
across.” — 38. év= és: See P. 2, 11.—39. rod: Sc. ’ArdAX@vos 
(Bergk). The MSS. rd, “therefore” (“ wherefore ’’).—40. dv8pu- 
dvr: Why the especial mention of this Cretan statue? Béckh 
thinks of a connection between the Cretans and the Battiadai. 
But the peculiar sanctity of the effigy is enough to account for 
the mention.—42. nd@eovav rév: For xadéccayro (unmetrical), 
with Hermann. Bergk, xaéocav? 6, g being = oderépo = 

Kpnrav. — pové8porov gutév: “Grown in one piece.” Of a tree 
that had an accidental likeness to a human figure, which like- 
ness had afterwards been brought out by Daidaleian art. 
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*Avr. B'.— 44. rev evepyérav: Usu. referred to Karrhotos, L. 
Schmidt and Mezger make it apply to Apollo, and cite v.25. The 
only thing that favors this is the bringing in of Alexibiades, as if 
some one else had been mentioned.—tmavridoa: “To requite.” 
The construction after the analogy of dpeiyao6a. The subject 
aé is implied as éyué (jas) is implied P. 1, 29.—45. "AdeEBidba : 
The patronymic gives weight and honor.—eé 8(€): See O. 1, 36. 
—héyovrt: “Tilume.” Comp. O. 9, 24: piday modw | padepais 

emtpr€ya@v dowais. —Xdpires: See O. 7, 11.—46. paxdpros, ds 
exets, xré.: He might have had the cdyaros without theAdyo. This 
furnishes the transition.—47. we8d—yera (Aiol.-Dor.). Cf.0.12,12. 
—49. pvapjov (Aecolic) for pynpeiov (Bergk). The MSS. pvayuniov, 
Christ pvayne.-— teooapdxovra: The number seems high. IL. 28, 
287 there are but five competitors, So. El. 708 but ten.—50. werév- 
teaow (Acolic) = xararecovax (Schol.).—51. arapBet ppevi: Cf. P. 
9, 33: drapBet...xepadra. Karrhotos owed the victory to his 
coolness. So did Antilochos in the Iliad (23, 515): xépderw ob 
Tt Taxet ye mapapOduevos MevéAaov.—52. HAGes . . . weBiov: See P. 
4, 51. —ayAaGv: So Moschopulos for dyaday. Mommsen reads 
ayabéav = jyabéwr, “ divine.” 

°Er. B’.—54. wévov... €rerat: In another mood Pindar says, 
O. 10 (11), 24: drovov & edaBov ydppa madpoi tiwes.— 55. Eparav 
Ta Kal Ta vépwv: “ Despite its chequered course.” So I. 4 (5), 52: 
Zedbs ta Te kai ra véwer, and I. 8 (4), 51: rev te yap kal ray ddoi. 
Success and defeat, good and bad, glory and toil.—56. mwipyos 
Goreos . . . Sévoriot: Comp. P. 8, 71: mpais darois, ov pbovéwy 
ayabois, eivors 5¢ Oavpaords warnp. Significant omission here 
of the dya@oi. The conspiracy was among the upper classes.— 
dppa: See note on v. 17.—daevwvétarov: See P. 3,'75.—58. A€ovres 
--- gvyov: P., according to his wont (cf. P. 3,83: ra xada rpéyav- 
tes €£w), turns the old tale about. Kyrene was infested by lions, 
like the rest of Africa (leonwm arida nutriz), until the arrival of 
Battos. According to Pausanias, 10, 15, 7, Battos, the stammerer, 
was frightened by the sight of a lion into loud and clear utter- 
ance; P. makes this utterance frighten the lion and his kind into 
flight.—7wepi Seipart: wepi here takes the peculiar construction 
which is more frequently noticed with audi, “ compassed by 
fear,” hence “from fear.” So Aisch. Pers. 696: epi rdpBe, 
Choéph. 35: epi pd8@, Hymn. Cer. 429: mepi ydpparr. — 60. 

Box(e) .- . o6By: So N. 1, 66: dSdcew pdpe, O. 2, 90: Oavarye 
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ropev, O. 10 (11), 102: rope poxOo.—62. tapiqg Kupdvas: rapias 
is a high word. See P. 1, 88.—éareAjs ... pavrevpaow = Wevdo- 

payvtis. “One that effects naught by his prophecies,” 

Srp. y.— 63. Bapeav véowv, xré.: Apollo’s various functions 
are enumerated, beginning with the physical and proceeding 
to the musical and the political, which had a natural nexus 
to the Greek. The development is perfectly normal. — 64. 
éxéopar(a): The Kyrenaians, next to the Krotoniates, were 
the best physicians of Greece, Hdt. 3,131. The medical side 
is turned out v. 91: dreEquSpdros woprais. Comp. P. 4, 270. 
Silphium also had rare virtues.— 65. wépev re xi8apw: Comp. 
v. 107 and P. 4, 295. The moral effect of the xi@apis (comp. 
the ddpuryé in P. 1) prepares the way for dméXepov . . . eivo- 
piav. — 68. poxdv ” Gpdéwe. | pavrgov: This is the crowning 
blessing. Kyrene owes her very existence to the oracle of 
Apollo, P. 4, 53. — 69. pavrjjov = payreiov. — $: “ Whereby.” — 
Aaxe8afpov.: The most important is put first and afterwards 
recalled, v.73: dm Smdpras. A. is geographically central, with 
Argos and Pylos on either hand. On ey with the second dat. 
see O. 9, 94.—72. Atyyuotd: A Dorian, not a Herakleid. See P. 
1, 64.— 7d 8 éudv: Cf. I. 7 (8), 89: rd pév eudv. The healing 
power, the gift of the Muse, the fair state, the settlement of the 
Peloponnese—all these wonderful things are due to Apollo— 
but mine it is to sing the glory of Sparta and the Aigeidai, who 
are bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh. By insisting on the 
ancient ties of kindred, P. gives a warmer tone to his narrative. 
Comp. O. 6, 84.—yapvev: So with Hermann and Bergk for ya- 
pver’, yapvevr’ of the MSS. 

"Avr. y'.—75. OrypavBe: Thera is called Kallista, P. 4, 258.—76. 
pot mwarépes: P. was an Aigeid of the Theban branch. If ddeAdds 
may be stretched to mean “ cousin,” marépes may be stretched to 
mean “uncles.” According to Herodotos, 4, 149, the Aigeidai 
colonized Thera, and were preceded by Kadmeians, c. 147. On 
the Theban origin of the Aigeidai, see I. 6 (7), 15.—ob Oedv arep 
GAAG potpd tis Gyev: Some editors punctuate after drep and con- 
nect dyevy with what follows, but the divorce of adda from ov 
Oedv rep and dyey from ixovro is unnatural. Comp. 0. 8,45: ox 
drep maiioy owébev, GAN’ dua mpatras ap€era. The leading of 
fate in the imperfect, the special case of Aristoteles - Battos in 
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the aor., v. 87.—77. épavov: The Karneia was a sacred festival, to 
which each participant contributed. See O.1, 38.— 78. eGev: 
Cf. O. 2,9 on the trajection of the relative.—avatefdpevor: Pindar 
identifies himself with the worshipping multitude at Kyrene. 
Hermann’s dyade£apévay is unnecessary.— 80. Kapvji(e): The 
Karneia, the great festival of Apollo Karneios, was transmitted 
from Sparta to Thera, from Thera to Kyrene.—82. €xovtt: Not 
an historical present. The old stock of the Antenoridai is still 
there. If not, they still hold the land, as Aias holds Salamis. 

N.4,48: Aias Sadapuiv’ €x e+ matp@av.— adkoydppar: See P. 2, 2. 
— 83. Tpaes "AvravopiSa:: Lysimachos is cited by the Schol. as 
authority. A hill between Kyrene and the sea was called Addos 
Avrnvopwdav.—84. Kamrvabeioay ... FiSov: In prose the aor. part. is 
seldom used of actual perception, not unfrequently in poetry of 
vision. I. 7 (8), 37. Aor. part. with ideiv, P. 9,105; 10, 26. 

"En. y'.—85. éAdourmov: As Trojans the Antenoridai were xév- 
ropes tmmey (Il. 5, 102) and immddapor (Il. 2, 230, etc.).—86. Séxov- 
rat: Not historical present. The Antenoridai are still worshipped 
by the descendants of the colony under Battos.—oiyvéovres: Cf. 
O. 3,40; P. 6, 4.—87. “AptororéAns: Battos I. See P. 4, 63.—90. 
evOvTopov ... 686v: Bergk reads ed@irovoy, which is not so good. 
The road was hewn out of solid rock, the occasional breaks being 
filled in with small stones carefully fitted together; hence oxvpo- 
tay 6dé6v. This road was evidently one of the sights of Kyrene, 
and the remains still stir the wonder of travellers. —91. dAeEup- 
Bpéros: See note on v. 64. — weBiaSa: “Level.” All care was 
taken to prevent ill-omened accidents in the processions.—93. 
Sixa Ketrar: Special honor is paid him as xriorys. So Pelops’ 
tomb is by itself (Schol., Ol, 1, 92). Catull. 7,6: Batti veteris 
sacrum sepulerum. 

Srp. &.— 95. AaoveBys: The honors thus received are de- 
scribed O. 7, 79, foll—96. mpd Swpdrav: On either side of the 
road. The monuments are still numbered by thousands; many 
of them are little temples. — Aaxévres aiSav: P.’s soudia for 
Oavdvres. — 98. peyddav ... “Apxeoidg: “They hear, sure, with 
soul beneath the earth great achievement besprent with soft dew 
’neath the outpourings of songs—their happiness a joint glory 
with their son, and richly due to him, even to Arkesilas,” Anoth- 
er reading is peyadGy dperay pavOeoay. Yet another, pavdciow. 
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The codices have xopwr, for which Beck reads tyuvay to save 
the metre. —99. Spécw podOaxg: A favorite figure. P. 8, 57: 

paivw S€ kal tyre, 1.5 (6), 21: vaoov pawépey evdAoyias.—100. 
pavOeioav: The aor. part. is not very common even in poetry 
after verbs of hearing as actual perception. See v. 84. — iw 
xevpacw: Plastic. Spdcos padOaxa forms the xetpara.—101. wot 
=nos. Comp. 0.1, 28: mov. Béckh prefers roi.—xovig ppevi: 
x9ovia = ind xOovds. Fennell: ‘With such faculty as the dead 
possess.” —102. og6v = odérepov. Only here in P.—-éABov: The 
Scholiast refers this to the képos. Grammatically it is in appo- 
sition to the whole preceding clause. 76 pavOjva is the ddrBos, 
the axon involved in dxovoyr:. The honor is common to them and 
their son (comp. P. 6, 15), but it is peculiarly due to Arkesilas; 
hence the neat division of vié and ’ApxeoiAg, which should not 
be run together.—103. év do.8¢: 0.5,19: Avdiows driv €v addois. 
—104, xpvodopa: Hung with (the) gold(en ddpyryé). Comp. P. 
1,1. The same epithet is applied to Orpheus, fr. X. 8, 10. 

*Avr. 8. — 105. €xovra: With rév.— 106. kadAtvixov Avrijpiov : 
Both adj.—8amravav: The inevitable other side, never forgotten 
by the thrifty Greek. Cf. 0.5,15: mévos Samdva re.—108. Aeyd- 
pevov épéw: I can only say what all the world says. See P. 3,2: 
xowov Féros. —109. xpéooova pév Gdtxias: Comp. the laudation 
of Damophilos, P. 4, 280.—110. dépBerat: Used like rpéper.—114. 
év..+ Motoatot: Not “in musical arts,’ which were colorless. 
He flits among the Muses (P. 6, 49), a winged soul from his 
mother’s lap—not “ taught by his mother dear,” but as an inher- 
itance from her nature.—115. wépavrar: Now. Not to be supplied 
with the other predicates.—oo$és: See note on v. 51. 

"Er. 8'.—116. doar 7 eloiv... reréApaxe: re sumsup. The ém- 
x@pia xada embrace all the forms of generous rivalry in Kyrene, 
—oodo: Cf. P. 6,50.—117. tedet Sivacw: “ Maketh his potency 
performance.”—118. épota: So Hartung for MS. 4, Moschopulos’ 
® m\eiora. May the blessed Kronidai give him like fortune in 
deeds and counsels.—120. ph... xpévov: Punctuate after Zyew. 
Asyndeton presents no difficulty in wishes. — $@womrwpis: The 
compound recalls éwoxapros, P. 4, 265. Comp. v. 10.—121, xara 
mvod: So with Christ for caramvod, x. with Sapadritor.—Bapadifor : 
Bergk reads dvoraditor.—xpévev = Biov (Schol.). “ His lifetime,” 

as O. 1,115. Not satisfactory. O@pdévov (Hecker). yAday would 
O 
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keep up the figure (Bergk ).—123. Satpov(a): “Fate.” Here it suits 
P.to make Zeus the pilot and the daivey the oarsman. — 124. 
rovro... yépas: It is not necessary to change to rwird, 0.8, 57. 
The desired victory was gained Ol. 80.—é@m: “As a crowning 
mercy.” See O. 2,12; 9,120. 
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THE victory here commemorated was gained P. 24 (Ol. 71, 3), 
494 B.c., and was celebrated by Simonides also, acc. to the Schol. 
on I.2. The victor, Xenokrates, was an Agrigentine, brother of 
Theron. Comp. O. 2,54: Tvéav 8 éudxdapoy és adedAdedy | "Io- 
Opot te Kowal Xdpites avOcea teOpinmay Svwdexadpdper | dyayor. 
The charioteer was Thrasybulos, son of Xenokrates. Béckh 
thinks that the ode was sung at a banquet held at Delphi in 
honor of Thrasybulos. 

The theme is the glory of filial devotion. As the man that 
hath dared and died for his father’s life, so the man that hath 
wrought and spent for his father’s honor hath a treasure of hymns 
that nothing shall destroy, laid up where neither rain nor wind 
doth corrupt. 

The simplicity of the thought is not matched by the language, 
which is a trifle overwrought. 

The poet’s ploughshare is turning up a field of Aphrodite or 
the Charites as he draws nigh to the temple centre of the earth 
where lies a treasure for the Emmenidai, for Akragas, for Xenok- 
rates (vv. 1-9). 
A treasure which neither the fierce armament of wintry rain 

nor storm with its rout of rubble shall bear to the recesses of the 
sea—a treasure whose face, shining in clear light, shall announce 
a victory common to thy father, Thrasybulos, and to thy race, 
and glorious in the repute of mortals (vy. 10-18). 

At thy right hand, upheld by thee, rideth the Law, once given 
in the mountains by the son of Philyra to Peleides when sun- 
dered from father and mother, first of all to reverence the Thun- 
derer, then of such reverence never to deprive his parents in 
their allotted life (vv. 19-27). 

There was another, Antilochos, man of might, that aforetime 
showed this spirit by dying for his father in his stand against 
Memnon. Nestor’s chariot was tangled by his horse, stricken 
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of Paris’ arrows, and Memnon plied his mighty spear. Bris soul 
awhirl the old man of Messene called: My son! (vv. 28-36). 

Not to the ground fell his word. Stedfast the god-like man 
awaited the foe, bought with his life the rescue of his father, 
for his high deed loftiest example of the olden time to younger 
men, pattern of filial worth. These things are of the past. Of 
the time that now is Thrasybulos hath come nearest to the mark 
in duty to a father (vv. 37-45). 

His father’s brother he approaches in all manner of splendor. 
With wisdom he guides his wealth. The fruit of his youth is 
not injustice nor violence, but the pursuit of poesy in the haunts 
of the Pierides, and to thee, Poseidon, with thy passionate love 
of steeds, he clings, for with thee hath he found favor. Sweet 
also is the temper of his soul, and as a boon companion he out- 
vies the celléd labor of the bees (vv. 46-54). 

The poem is the second in time of Pindar’s odes. Eight 
years separate it from P.10,and Leop. Schmidt notices a de- 
cided advance, although he sees in it many traces of youthful- 
ness, The parallel between Antilochos, son of Nestor, who died 
for his father, and Thrasybulos, son of Xenokrates, who drove 
for his, has evoked much criticism, and, while the danger of 
the chariot-race must not be overlooked, the step from Antilo- 
chos to Thrasybulos is too great for sober art. 

The poem consists of six strophes, with slight overlapping 
once, where, however, the sense of the preceding strophe (v. 45) 
is complete, and the participle comes in as an after-thought 
(comp. P. 4, 262). Of these six strophes two describe the treas- 
ure, two tell the story of Antilochos, son of Nestor, prototype of 
filial self-sacrifice, the last two do honor to the victor’s son, 

The rhythm is logaoedic. 

Srp. a’.—1. “Axovoar(e): A herald cry. So dxovere eg, the 
“oyez” of the Greek courts,—éAuxdémiBos: This. adj. is used of 
Chryseis, Il. 1,98; variously interpreted. ‘‘ Of the flashing eye” 
is a fair compromise.—AdpodSiras: Pindar goes a-ploughing, and 
finds in the field of Aphrodite, or of the Charites, treasure of 
song. Aphrodite is mentioned as the mistress of the Graces, 
who are the goddesses of victory. See O. 14, 8 foll.—2, apovpay: 
Cf. O. 9,29: Xapirov... kamov, N. 6,37: Tepidwy dpdras, 10, 26: 

Moicaow ¢dwx’ dpdca.—3. dnpaddév: See P. 4,74; 8, 59; 11, 10. 
—+tpiBpépov: Refers most naturally to the noise of the waterfall, 
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though the gorge was full of echoes, the roar of the wind, the 
rumble of thunder (vy. 11), the rattling of chariots, the tumult of 
the people.—4. vétov: The MSS. have vady, for which Hermann 

writes vawov = vaod, “of the temple” (cf. v. 6), Bergk and 
many editors Adwov.— 5. "Eppevi8ais: O. 3, 38.—6. woraplg... 
*"Axpayavrn: Cf. O. 2,10: otknua morayod. Akragas, the city, 
is blended with the nymph of the river Akragas. See P. 9, 
4; 12, 2.—kal pdv: P. 4, 90.—7. tpvev | Onoavpds: A store of vic- 
tories is a treasure-house of hymns. — 8. rwodvyptow: P. 4, 53: 
mokvxptao@ mor évy Sdpari.—9. tereixiorar: The figure shifts 
from the field to the gorge, or rather the temple in the gorge, 
where the treasure is safely “ guarded by walls.” 

Srp. B’.—10. xepéptos SuBpos: The original of Hor. Od. 3, 30, 
8.4: quod non imber edax, non Aquilo impotens | possit diruere. 
—éraxrés: The rain comes from an alien quarter. Comp. the 

hatefulness of the mowuny émaxrds adAdrpwos, O. 10 (11), 97.—11. 
épBpspov: P., with all his wocx:Aia, is not afraid to repeat, as a 
modern poet would be. See P. 1, 80.—12. orparés: The figure 
is perfect. Rain comes across a plain, or across the water, ex- 
actly as the advance of an army. One sees the oriyes dvdpav. 
The wall protects the treasure against the hostile (émaxrds) ad- 
vance,—ape(Atyos: “ Relentless,” “ grim.”—13. a@foro.: With the 

plur. comp. Eur. Alc. 360: xai yp’ 068 6 TiNotravos kiwv otf otmi 
Komn Wuxoroumes dy Xdpov €o xov. Similar plurals are not un- 
common with disjunctives in English. In Lat. comp. Hor. Od. 
1, 18,5: Tum nec mens mihi nec color | certa sede manent.—rap- 
py xepdde.: So, and not yepdd:. he nom. is yépados, not yepas. 
The Schol. says yepas 6 pera ihvos cal Aidwy cupherds. It seems 
to be rather loose stones, and may be transl. “rubble.” — 14. 
tumrépevov: So Dawes for rumréyevos. Bergk’s xpumrépevoy is 
not likely. The whirlwind drags the victim along while he is 
pounded by the storm-driven stones. The rain is an army (imber 
edaz), the wind is a mob (Aquilo impotens).—mpécwmov: The mpdc- 
wrov is the mpdcwmoy rnAavyés of the treasure-house made lumi- 
nous by joy (P. 3,75). Mezger: “thy countenance” (of Thrasy- 

bulos) after Leop. Schmidt. We should expect redv, and we 
need the reg that we have.—15. warpt te@ . . . owdy Te yeveg: rr. 
depends on xowdy, not on dmayyedci. — 16. Adyourr Ovarav ... 
amwayyeAet: “ Will announce to the discourses of mortals,” will 

furnish a theme to them. Cf. P. 1, 93: paver Kai Aoyiows Kai 
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dowWois.—17. ev8ofov: Proleptic.—aippar: vixav | Kptoatars év wry 
xais: All run together, “a Pythian chariot-victory,” as I. 2, 13: 
> , Ld ‘ 

IoOpiay imroor vikay. 

Srp. y’. —19. oxé0wv: Shall we write oyebdy aor. or cyébwr 
pres.? Most frequently aor., the form seems to be used as a pres- 
ent here.—ro.... vw: vw anticipates épnuocivay. See 0.7, 59; 
13, 69. Another view makes wy the father, who stands on the 
right of the son in the triumphal procession. Bergk writes yup, 
after the Schol. roiyvy.—émBégia xetpds: Comp. Od. 5, 277: rip 

_. €m adpiorepa xeipds éxovra. The commandment is personi- 
fied. She is mounted on the chariot of Thrasybulos as a zoAdgu- 
Nos éréris (cf. P. 5,4), and stands on his right hand because up- 
held by him. The word shall not fall to the ground. It is an 
6pOdy mos. Of. v. 37: yapaumerés . . . Eros ovk drépuper.—21. Th: 
Comp., for the shift, P. 2,75: ofa.—peyadooSevq: So with Bergk 
for peyadoobevei. The teacher is to be emphasized this time.— 
22. Pidvpas vidv: Cheiron, P. 3,1. On Achilles’ education in the 
abode of Cheiron, see N. 3,48. The Xeipwvos imobjxa were fa- 
mous. The first two of them seem to have been identical with 
the first two of Euripides’ three, Antiop. fr. 46: Oeovs re ripav 
rovs te Opéavras yoveis. Comp. also P. 4, 102. — éppavifopévy. 
Verbs of privation connote feeling, hence often in the present 
where we might expect the perfect. Comp. orépoua and éoré- 
pnpa, privor and privatus sum. Achilles is parted from father 
and mother.—23. pddvora pév Kpovidav: The meaning, conveyed 
in P.’s usual implicit manner, is: Zeus above all the gods, father 
and mother above all mankind. — 24. Bapvérav: Immediately 
applicable to the xepavydy mptraviv, but orepomay Kepavvdv re 
form a unit (O. 1, 62).—26. ravras ... TiMas = rod o€BerOar.—27. 
yovéwv Blov wempwpévov = rods yovéas ews dy (dow. 

Srp. 5'.—28. €yevro: For éyévero (as P. 3, 87) = edpdvn, “ showed 
himself.”—xai mpérepov: In times of yore as Thrasybulos now 
(xai).—29. €pwv: With vdnua is almost an adjective, rovodros rép 
vodv.—30. évapiuBporov: Occurs again, I. 7 (8), 53: pdyas evapip- 
Bodrov. — 31. Ai@iérev | Mépvova: This version of the story is 
taken from the Ai@oris of Arktinos.—32. Neorépeov: O. 2, 13.— 
éxéSa: I]. 8,80: Néorwp olos uipve Tepnvios odpos ’Ayxatay | of ra 
éx@v, GX’ immos éreipero, rbv Bddev ig | dios "AXeEavdpos, “EXévns 
wéows Huxdpoto. In Homer it is Diomed that comes to the rescue 
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Still the death of Antilochos by the hand of Memnon was known 
to the poet of the Odyssey, 4, 188.—33. SaiyGels: O. 3, 6.—Eperev: 
“ Plied,” “attacked him with.”—35. Meooaviov: Not from Tri- 
phylian, but from Messenian Pylos. See P. 4, 126.—36. Sovnfeioa 
pv: See P. 1, 72. 

Srp. .—37. xapavwerés = Sore yapaureres elvyar. Comp. O. 9, 
13: otroe xapatrmetéwy Adyar éepapeat. —airod: “On the 
spot,” hence “unmoved,” “stedfast.” — 39. péev... te: O. 4, 

18.—40. rév wédar: ray depends on vraros.—yeved: Cf. Il. 2,707: 
émAdrepos yeven.—41. Smdoréporow: The position favors the com- 
bination, edéxnoev-dmAorépoiow-traros. Antilochos belonged to 
the émAdrepo, and the position accorded to him by them was the 
more honorable, as younger men are severer judges.— 42. dpgi 
Toxevow: Prose, rept rovs roxéas.—43. Ta pev wapixer: The parallel 
is strained, and it is hard to keep what follows from flatness, 
although we must never forget the personal risk of a chariot-race. 
—44, rév viv 8€: Contrast to ray mada.—45. watpwav . . . mpds 
ord0pav: “To the father-standard,” “ to the standard of what is 

due to a father.” Not “to the standard set by our fathers.” 
Antilochos was and continued to be an unapproachable model. 
Xen. Kyneg. 1,14: *Avri&oxos tod warpds imeparobavady rooatrns 
éruxev evkrelas Sore povos piiordrwp mapa trois "EAAnow avayopev- 
Onvat. 

Srp. s'.—46. wdtpy: Theron.—47. véw 82 mAodrov dyer: Comp, 

P. 5, 2.3: drav ts . . . [wAodrov] dvayp. vq, “ with judgment.”— 
48. Gixov o¥@” imépomAov: On the omission of the first otre, see P. 
10, 29: vavol & ore me{ds tay. A similar omission of “ neither” 
is common enough in English. So Shakespeare, “The shot 
of accident nor dart of chance,” “Thine nor none of thine,” 
“Word nor oath;” Byron, “Sigh nor word,” “Words nor 
deeds.” ddiKoy and inépordoy are proleptic. The youth that 
he enjoys is not a youth of injustice or presumption. — qBav 
Spérav: Of. O. 1, 18.—49. codlav: O. 1, 116.— 50. "EdéAtx Gov: 
Cf. P. 2, 4. — dpyds 8s trmevav éod8wv: This is Christ’s reading. 
“Who art passionate in thy love of chariot contests.” dpya 
construed like dpovers (P. 10,61). The inferior MSS. have ecdpés 
@, the better dpyais macas, which is supposed to be a gloss te 
para Faddvrt vow = éxdvre vd, P. 5,43, but when did dday ever 
mean éx@v? ydda Faddvrs vom must mean that the spirit of 
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Thrasybulos had found favor in Poseidon’s eyes. All the MSS. 
have immeiay €oodov. immevat €oodor = inmxal dpiddat.—52. yAv- 
xeta 82 dpyv: Supply éor:, which P. seldom uses. O. 1, 1.—53. 
cupmétatow dpidely = éy rais cuprorikais 6uidias. Kai throws it 
into construction with dyeiBera. To say that “a spirit that is 
sweet to associate even with one’s boon companions surpasses 
the honey and the honeycomb” is a bit of sour philosophizing 
that does not suit the close of this excessively sugary poem.— 
54. tpytov wévov: Has a finical, précieus, sound to us. 
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‘T'ne seventh Pythian is the only epinikion in honor of a citizen 
of Athens except N. 2. Megakles, whose victory is here cele- 
brated, was a member of the aristocratic house of the Alkmaio- 
nidai, a grandson of that Megakles who married the daughter 
of Kleisthenes, tyrant of Sikyon (Hat. 6, 127 foll.). Whether our 
Megakles was the son of Kleisthenes, the lawgiver, or of Hip- 
pokrates, brother of the lawgiver, does not appear. The latter is 
called simply ovyyevns by the Scholiast. The victory was gained 
Pyth. 25 (Ol. 72, 3), the year of the battle of Marathon. Wheth- 
er the Pythian games were celebrated and the ode composed 
before the battle or not is a question that has led to elaborate 
discussion, which cannot be presented here even in summary. 
Pindar’s patriotism, so dear to many, so doubtful to some, is 
thought to be at stake; but we have to do with Pindar the 
poet, rather than Pindar the patriot; and all that can be said in 
this place is, that even if the ode was composed and performed 
after the battle, there were reasons enough why the poet should 
not have referred distinctly to a victory, the greatness of which 
was not necessary to make Athens great enough for poetry; a 
victory which would not have been a pleasant theme for the 
Alkmaionidai, on account of the suspicions of treachery that at- 
tached to them (Hat. 6, 115). © 

Athens is the fairest preface of song, the fairest foundation of 
a monument of praise to the Alkmaionidai for their victory in 
the chariot-race. No fatherland, no house, whose name is great- 
er praise throughout Greece (vv. 1-6). 

The story of the Erechtheidai haunts every city, for they made 
the temple of Apollo in divine Pytho a marvel to behold. That 
were enough, but I am led to further song by five Isthmian vic- 
tories, one o’ertopping victory at Olympia, and two from Pytho 
(vv. 7-12). 

O2 
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These have been won by you that now are and by your fore- 
fathers. My heart is full of joy at this new good-fortune. What 
though noble acts have for their requital envy? Abiding hap- 
piness brings with it now this, now that (vv. 13-17). 

Mezger sees in this ode a complete poem, not a fragment, as 
L. Schmidt does. No part of an epinikion, he says, is wanting. 
Praises of the victor, the victory, the family, the city, the god of 
the games, form the usual garland. In the heart of the poem 
stands the great act of piety, the building of the Delphic tem- 
ple. The victories of the Alkmaionidai are a reward of their 
service to Apollo, The citizens are not all so grateful as the 
god, but their envy is only an assurance of abiding happiness. 

So short a poem does not call for an elaborate analysis. Chief- 
ly noteworthy is the way in which each member of the triad bal- 
ances itself. The strophe has to do with Athens and the Alk- 
maionidai, the antistrophe with splendid generosity and brilliant 
success, the epode sums up new and old, and sets off abiding 
happiness against the envy which it costs. Compare the struct- 
ure of O. 12. 

The measures are logaoedic. 

Srp.—1. ai peyadowddes “AOGvar: Cf. P. 2,1: peyadrorddues & 
Supdxoca. As this is poetry, there is no need of scrutinizing the 
epithet closely with reference to the period. Solon calls Athens 
peydAny wéAw. Herodotos, writing of the end of the sixth cen- 
tury, says (5, 66): “A@jvac kal mply peydda tore amaddaxbeioa 
Tay Tupdvyey éyévovto péLoves.—2. mpootwrov: Athens is the no- 
blest opening for a song in honor of the Alkmaionidai. ap. is 
the prelude sung before the foundation is laid.—yeveg .. . tow : 
The double dat. is ngt harsh if we connect, after Pindar’s manner, 
éo.8av with tow, “chariot-songs.” Cf, P. 6,17, and I. 1,14: . 
‘Hpodét@ tevx@v To pev Gppart teOpinmw yépas.—3. Kpymid’ dovdav 
. ++ BadéoGar: Cf. P. 4,138: BddXero xpnrida copay éréwv. The 
architectural image recalls the service that the Alkmaionidai had . 
rendered the Delphian temple. Badéo@a: “For the laying.” P. 
is instructive for the old dat. conception of the inf.—4. wérpav: 
Cannot be “clan” here. It must refer to Athens, as ofkoy to the 
Alkmaionidai.—vatovr’: With riva. “Whom shall I name as in- 
habiting a fatherland, whom a house more illustrious of report 
in Greece?” (ris vaies émupaveorépay péev marpay, emupavéarepov dé 
oixoy;) P.’s usual way of changing the form of a proposition. 

a 
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yaiwy is the reading of all the MSS. The Scholia read vaiovr’, 
as they show by oixotvra. No conjecture yet made commends 
itself irresistibly.—6. mwv0é08a.: Epexegetic infinitive. 

*Avr.—7. Adyos Sptdct: Semi-personification. 6.—= dvaarpéperat 
(Schol.). Cf. O. 12,19: d6ucdéwy map’ oixeias dpovipas. The 
story is at home, is familiar as household words.—8. "Epex@éos 
4e7ra@v: Indication of ancient descent. Comp. O. 13, 14: maides 
Addra. P.includes Athens in the glory of the liberality.—redv 
ye Sénov: When the temple of Delphi, which had been burned 
01.58, 1= 548 B.c.), was rebuilt, the Alkmaionidai, then in exile, 
took the contract for the fagade, and carried it out in an expen- 
sive marble instead of a cheap stone (Hat. 5, 62).—9. @anrév = 
bore Oanrov civa. ‘Fashioned thy house in splendor.” — 10, 
gyovr, 5é: P. is not allowed to linger on this theme. Other 
glories lead him to other praises.—éxmperys: Cf.O. 1,1 

*Er.— 13, tpot: By you of this generation—14. xaipw mn: A 
kind of durorns. “I have no little joy.”—7d 8 dyvupar: “ But 
this is my grievance.”—15. $@dvov dpe.Bopevov — dre pOdvos apei- 
Bera. Instructive for the peculiar Attic construction with verbs 
of emotion, e. g. So. Ai. 186: oé péev ed mpadoaorr emyaipo. d. 
“requiting.”—16. ye pav: “‘ Howbeit.” jay meets an objection, 
made or to be made, ye limits the utterance to gavyri. Comp. O. 
18, 104; P. 1,17; N.8,50; 1.3 (4),18. “ Yet they say that thus 
prosperity that abideth in bloom for a man brings with it’ this 
end that” (good ana bad), or, analyzed, otrws dv mapapdvipos 

GddAor 7 evdaiovia ey Ta Kal ta épnrar. Ups and downs are 
necessary to abiding fortune. Pervetual success provokes more 
than envy of men, the Nemesis of God. We hear the old Poly- 
krates note.—17. Ta xai ra: Here “ good and bad.” as I. 3 (4). 51. 
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ARISTOMENES of Aigina, the son of Xenarkes, belonged to the 
clan of the Midylidai, and had good examples to follow in his 
own family. One of his uncles, Theognetos, was victorious at 
Olympia, another, Kleitomachos, at the Isthmian games, both in 
wrestling, for which Aristomenes was to be distinguished. His 
victories at Megara, at Marathon, in Aigina, were crowned by 
success at the Pythian games. It is tolerably evident that at 
the time of this ode he was passing from the ranks of the boy- 
wrestlers (v.78). No mention is made of the trainer, a character 
who occupies so much space in O. 8. 

P. was, in all likelihood, present at the games (v. 59). The 
poem seems to have been composed for the celebration in Aigina 
—comp. 766: (v. 64), which points to distant Delphi, and note that 
Hesychia, and not Apollo, is invoked at the outset of the ode. 

What is the date? According to the Schol., Pyth. 35 (Ol. 82, 
3=4650 B.c.), when Aigina had been six years under the yoke of 
Athens; but the supposed reference to foreign wars (v. 8), and 
the concluding verses, which imply the freedom of the island, 
led O. Miller and many others to give an earlier date to the 
victory, 458 B.c. Allusions to the battle of Kekryphaleia (Thuk. 
1,105) were also detected, but Kekryphaleia was a bad day for 
the Aiginetans, because the Athenian success was the forerunner 
of Aiginetan ruin (Diod. 11,78), and a reference to it would have 
been incomprehensible. In any case, P. would hardly have rep- 
resented the Athenians as the monstrous brood of giants (vy. 12 
foll.). Mezger, who adheres to the traditional date, sees in 
mokéuoy (v.33) an allusion, not to foreign wars, but to domestic 
factions, such as naturally ensued when the Athenians changed 
the Aiginetan constitution to the detriment of the nobles (oi 
maxeis). Kriiger gives the earlier date of Ol. 77,3 (470 B.c.), or 
Ol. 78, 3 (466 B.c.). Hermann goes back as far as Ol. 75, 3 (478 
B.C.), and sees in the ode allusions to the Persian war, Porphyrion 
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and Typhdeus being prefigurements of Xerxes—altogether un- 
likely. Fennell, who advocates 462 B.c., suggests the great vic- 
tory of Eurymedon four years before “as having revived the 
memory of Salamis, while apprehensions of Athenian aggression 
were roused by the recent reduction of Thasos.” 

If we accept the late date, the poem becomes of special im- 
portance as Pindar’s last, just as P. 10 is of special importance 
as Pindar’s earliest ode. Leopold Schmidt has made the most 
of the tokens of declining power. Mezger, on the other hand, 
emphasizes the steadiness of the technical execution, and the 
similarity of the tone. “In P.10, 20 we have pi pOovepais ex 
OeGy petatporrias éemkipoaey, in P. 8, 71: dedy 8 bnw apOcrov 

airéw, Zévapxes, tyerépas tvxats, and in P. 10, 62 we have as sharp 
a presentation of the transitoriness of human fortunes as in the 
famous passage P. 8, 92.” But this comparison of common- 
places proves nothing. There is undoubtedly an accent of ex- 
perience added in P. 8; and, according to Mezger’s own inter- 
pretation, P. 8,71 is deeper than P. 10, 20. Jean Paul says some- 
where, “ The youngest heart has the waves of the oldest; it only 
lacks the plummet that measures their depth.” In P.8 Pindar 
has the plummet. 

Hesychia is to Aigina what the lyre is to Syracuse; and the 
eighth Pythian, which begins with the invocation ®A0odpoy 
‘Hovxia, is not unrelated to the first Pythian, which begins with 
the invocation Xpucéa poppy. In the one, the lyre is the sym- 
bol of the harmony produced by the splendid sway of a central 
power, Hieron; in the other, the goddess Hesychia diffuses her 
influence through all the members of the commonwealth. In 
the one case, the balance is maintained by a strong hand; in the 
other, it depends on the nice adjustment of forces within the 
state. Typhdeus figures here (v. 16) as he figures in the first 
Pythian; but there the monster stretches from Cumae to Sicily, 
and represents the shock of foreign warfare as well as the volcan- 
ic powers of revolt (note on P. 1,72); here there is barely a hint, 
if a hint, of trouble from without. Here, too, Typhdeus is quelled 
by Zeus, and Porphyrion, king of the giants, by Apollo (vv. 16- 
18); but we have no Aitna keeping down the monster, and a 
certain significance attaches to €v xpdv@ of v. 15. 

The opening, then, is a tribute to Hesychia, the goddess of 
domestic tranquillity, who holds the keys of wars and councils, 
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who knows the secret of true gentleness (vv. 1-7), who has 
strength to sink the rebellious crew of malcontents, such as 
Porphyrion and Typhdeus—the one quelled by the thunderbolt 
of Zeus, the other by the bow of Apollo—Apollo, who welcomed 
the son of Xenarkes home from Kirrha, crowned with Parnassian 
verdure and Dorian revel-song (vv. 8-20). 

Then begins the praise of Aigina for her exploits in the games, 
and the praise of Aristomenes for keeping up the glory of his 
house and for exalting the clan of the Midylidai and earning 
the word that Amphiaraos spoke (vv. 21-40). 

The short myth follows, the scene in which the soul of Am- 
phiaraos, beholding the valor of his son and his son’s comrades 
among the Epigonoi, uttered the words: vq ré yevvaioy émurpémet 
| éx marépov mao Ajpa (v.44). The young heroes have the 
spirit of their sires. ‘“ Blood will tell.” Adrastos, leader of the 
first adventure, is compassed by better omens now; true, he alone 
will lose his son, but he will bring back his people safe by the 
blessing of the gods (vv. 41-55). 

O. 8, another Aiginetan ode, is prayerful. Prayer and oracle 
are signs of suspense; and the utterance of Amphiaraos carries 
with it the lesson that Aigina’s only hope lay in the preservation 
of the spirit of her nobility. What the figure of Adrastos means 
is not so evident. It may signify: Whatever else perishes, may 
the state abide unharmed. 

Such, then, were the words of Amphiaraos, whose praise of his 
son Alkmaion is echoed by Pindar—for Alkmaion is not only the 
prototype of Aristomenes, but he is also the neighbor of the poet, 
guardian of his treasures, and spoke to him in oracles (vv. 56-60). 

Similar sudden shifts are common in the quicker rhythms 
(Aiolian), and the Aiginetan odes of P. presume an intimacy 
that we cannot follow in detail. 

P. now turns with thanksgiving and prayer to Apollo—entreats 
his guidance, craves for the fortunes of the house of Xenarkes 
the boon of a right reverence of the gods. Success is not the 
test of merit. It is due to the will of Fortune, who makes men 
her playthings. ‘Therefore keep thee within bounds.” 

Then follows the recital of the victories, with a vivid picture 
of the defeated contestants as they slink homeward (vv. 61-87). 

“The bliss of glory lends wings and lifts the soul above riches. 
But delight waxeth in a little space. It falls to the ground, when 
shaken by adversity. We are creatures of aday. What are we? 

<< 

ee 
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what are we not? A dream of shadow is man. Yet all is not 
shadow. When God-given splendor comes there is a clear shin- 
ing and a life of sweetness.” 

‘“ Aigina, mother dear, bring this city safely onward in her 
course of freedom, with the blessing of Zeus, Lord Aiakos, Peleus, 
and good Telamon and Achilles” (vv. 88-100). 

Compare again the close of 0.8. This invocation of all the 
saints in the calendar is ominous. 

To sum up: The first triad is occupied with the praise of He- 
sychia, ending in praise of the victor. The second triad begins 
with the praise of Aigina, and ends with the Midylidai, to whom 
the victor belongs. The third triad gives the story of Alkmaion, 
as an illustration of the persistency of noble blood. The fourth 
acknowledges the goodness of Apollo, and entreats his further 
guidance; for God is the sole source of these victories, which are 
now recounted. The fifth presents a striking contrast between 
vanquished and victor, and closes with an equally striking con- 
trast between the nothingness of man and the power of God, 
which can make even the shadow of a dream to be full of light 
and glory. At the end is heard a fervent prayer for Aigina’s 

welfare, 
So we have two for introduction, one for myth, two for conclu- 

sion. It is evident that the circumstances are too absorbing for 
the free development of the mythic portion. We have here a 
tremulous poem with a melancholy. note in the midst of joyous- 
ness, 

The lesson, if there must be a lesson, is: In quietness and con- 
fidence shall be your strength. The only hope of Aigina, as was 
said above, is the persistence of the type of her nobility, but it is 

clear that it is hoping against hope. 
The rhythms are Aiolian (logaoedic). The restlessness, in 

spite of Hesychia, forms a marked contrast to the majestic bal- 

ance of P. 1. 

Srp. a.—1. Sidshpov: “Kindly.” Ar, Av. 1321: 1d ris dya- 
vodpovos ‘Havyxias einpepoy mpdowrov. edpevns seems to 
be more personal. Comp. v. 10.—‘Hovxia: A goddess. Comp. 
Aides, Shun, "EXeos, ‘Opn, at Athens (Paus. 1,17, 1). The Ro- 
mans carried this still further.—Atkas .. . Ouyatep: Eipnyn (peace 
between state and state) is the sister of Aixn (O. 18, 7), but 
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‘Hovyxia, domestic tranquillity, is eminently the daughter of right 
between man and man. Cf. P.1,70: ciupavoy jovyiay, and if 
“ righteousness exalteth a nation” the daughter of righteousness 
may well be called peyvorémodis.—2. ©: For the position, comp. 
O. 8, 1.— 3. wodépov: The Schol. understands this of factions 
(ordoes). But when a state is at peace within itself, then it can 
regulate absolutely its policy at home and abroad, its councils 
and its armies. This is especially true of Greek history. —4. 
kAaidas ineptétas: Many were the bearers of the keys — edo 
(P. 9, 48), "A@nva (Aisch. Eum. 827, Ar. Thesm. 1142), EtpoAmida 
(So. O. C. 1058). — 5. TIvéiévixov tipdv = cdpov. —’Aproropéver : 
On the dat. with déxev, see O. 13, 29; P. 4, 23.—6. 73 padOaxdy : 
“True (rd) gentleness.” —ép§ar te kal waQeiv: waciy pushes the 

personification to a point where analysis loses its rights. There 
is no ép€a without waéciv, hence the exhaustive symmetry. - He- 
sychia knows how to give and how to receive, and so she teaches 
her people how to give and how to receive.—7. kaip@ obv arpexet 
=evxaipws (Schol.). 

"Avr. a’ .—8. GpetArxov. . . évehdoy: The figure is that of a nail. 
Whose heart? The Schol.: ev) rp éavrod xapdia, and that is 
the only natural construction of the Greek. Dissen and others 
think of the bitter hatred of the Athenians towards the Aigine- 
tans. ‘Plants deep in his heart ruthless resentment.” If ‘Hov- 
xia were meant, we should expect rea.—10. tpayeia .. . iwavrid- 
faoa: “ Meeting-the might of embittered foes with roughness.” 
Tranquillity (conservatism) is harsh whenever it is endangered. 
No class more cruel than the repressive.—11, riOeis .. . év Gvth@: 
dios is “ bilgewater” (O. 9,57). dyvrXov déyerOa is “ to spring 
a leak,” vais imépayrios is “a leaky, foundering ship.” év adyrA@ 
ridéva is opposed to eAevOépm ordr@ Kopifery (Vv. 98), hence=“ to 
scuttle,” or, if that is unlyrical, “to sink.” The Schol., apavigers 
Kal dpavpois. — 12, tév: Sc. ‘Hovyiavy. — Tlopdvpiwv: Porphyrion, 
the Bacweds Tvyavrwy mentioned below, attempted to hurl Delos 
heavenward, and was shot by Apollo, who is, among other things, 
the god of social order. If there is any special political allusion, 
this would seem to refer to parties within rather than enemies 
without.—pdbev = ¢yyw, Schol. ma@ev and AdOey are unnecessary 
conjectures.—14. ef tis ... dépor: We should expect ef Tis... 
éper (see note on O. 6, 11), but the opt. is used of the desira- 
dle course. Comp. I. 4 (5),15. One of Pindar’s familiar foils 
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There is no allusion that we can definitely fix.—é« Sépev: Adds 
color, as mpd Sper, P. 2, 18. 

*Er. a’.—15. éopadev: Gnomic aorist, which does not exclude 
the plumping effect of the tense. See P. 2, 50.—év xpévm: Cf. P. 
3, 96; 4, 291.—16. Tudas Kitué: See P. 1,16: Tudas éxarovra- 

kdpavos* tov more | Kid ixcoy Opéwev modvevupoy dytpoy.—vw = 
‘Hovyxiav.—17. Baotreds Trydvrav: Porphyrion.—Spaeev 82 xepav- 
v@: Instead of the circumstantial duadev 6 pev kepav@ 6 Sé rdEor- 
aw ’ArdAX@vos. Typhdeus was slain by Zeus.—18, edpevet: See 
v. 1.—19. Elevapxerov ...vidv: Aristomenes. O. 2,13: & Kpdme 
mai, P. 2,18: & Aewopévere mai.—20, woig: A wide term. Cf. P. 
9, 40.—Awpret: Always complimentary in Pindar (Mezger)—when 
he is addressing Dorians. 

Srp. B'.—21. rece: The figure is like that of the lot (Adyos), 
O. 7, 58.—Xapirwv: The goddesses of the hymn of victory. See 
O. 9, 29.—22. Sixaidmwohis: According to the genealogy of ‘Hov- 
xia (v.1),—4perais: P. 4, 296: novyxia Ovyépev, P. 9, 46: Pedder 
Ovyciv.— 24. Syotoa: P. uses Aryeivy as an aor., and I hesitate to 
follow the MS. accent @iyooa. Aigina has attained.—25. wod- 
hoiot: With &€6do1s. 

*Avr. B’.—28. 7a 8é: “ And then again,” with the shift 5é to an- 
other part of the antithesis, a Pindaric device instead of jpwas 
pev ...avdpdor dé. See O. 11 (10),8. On the contrast, see O. 
2,2. On ra dé, O. 18, 55. — 29. Goxodos: “I have no time” = 
“this is no time.” —dva%éuev: To set up as an dvdOnpa. Cf. 0.5, 
7: tiv 8€ Kddos GBpdv | vikacas avéOnxe, O. 11 (10), 7: apOovnros 
& aivos ’Odvpmovixats | obros dyxettac. The poet is thinking of 
the inscription of the votive offerings (O. 3, 30).—31. Avpq . . . p8é- 
ypart: Cf. liguidam pater vocem cum cithara dedit.—32. ph 
-++kvioy: yz sentences of fear are really paratactic, and are often 
added loosely. Comp. note on P. 4,155. “I have no time” = 
“T say that I have no time.” «vion: Lit., “nettle,” “irk.”—7ré 
- ++ év woot por tpdxov: A more forcible rd map rrodds (P. 3, 60; 10, 

62), 7d mpd modds (I. 7 [8], 18). ev moai, “on my path,” as éuro- 
dey, “in my way.” tpdyov shows that the matter is urgent, “my 
immediate errand.” Dissen combines rpdxoy tra. But rpayov 
is heightened by the poet to zoravév.—33. tedv xpéos: Thy vic- 
tory.—34. woravév: Cf. P.5,114: €&y tre Moioatot woravdés. He 
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calls his art worava paxava (N. 7, 22).—époi paxavg: Cf. P. 1, 12. 
api re Aaroida copia BabuxdAr@y te Mow ar. 

’Er. 8’. —35. tyvevov: “Following hard upon the track.” 
Echo of rpayov. Notice ed.—36. Odvpariq: Pindaric brachylogy 
for? OAvpmvovixay.—@edyvynrov: Honored by an epigram of Simon- 
ides (149 Bgk., 206 Schndw.): Tva@@c Gedyvnroy mpooWday tov 
*Odvpmtovixay | maida, madaccpooivns Se€tdy dvioxoy, | Kkaddvoror 
pev ideiv, dOdciv & od xeipova pophas, | bs marépwy ayabay éore- 
davece rid. See Paus.’6, 9, 1.—xaredéyyxers: Cf. O. 8, 19 and I. 
3 (4), 14: dperay | cippuroy od kate éyxet, 7 (8), 65: rov per 
ov KkaTehéyet Kpirod yevea marpadeAgeod.—-37. Opaciyuov: See 
O. 8, 68, for the propriety of the compound.—38, avgev: O. 5, 4. 
—wartpav: “ Olan.”’—Aédyov: O. 2,24. Used as the Homeric éros. 
—épers: Asa prize. “Thou earnest.”—39. ’Oucdéos waits: Am- 
phiaraos, the seer, the just man and wise among the seven against 
Thebes. See 0.6,13. His spirit speaks.—40. aivigaro: “‘ Uttered 
as a dark saying, in a riddle,” as became an oracular hero, 

Srp. y'.—41. érér(e): See P. 3, 91.—43. papvapévew: Cf. O. 13, 
15,.—44, dug... Ajpa: “ By nature stands forth the noble spirit 
that is transmitted from sires to sons.” This is nothing more 
than an oracular way of saying rd 8¢ ovyyevés €uBéBaxev tyveow 
marpés (P. 10, 12). Amphiaraos recognizes the spirit of the war- 
riors of his time in his son and his sons’ comrades, hence the 
plural. Tafel gives va the Homeric sense, “ growth,” “stat- 
ure.” The Epigonoi had shot up in the interval, and become 
stalwart men. So also Mezger. But how would this suit Aris- 
tomenes ?—46. 8pdxovra: The device occurs on the shields of 
other warriors, but it is especially appropriate for Alkmaion— 
our ’AAxpava—the son of the seer Amphiaraos. The serpent is 
mantic. See O. 6, 46. 

*Avr. y’.—48. 6 52 xapev: Adrastos, who had failed in the first 
expedition, was the successful leader of the second.—porépq 
3é0q: A breviloquence, such as we sometimes find with ddos 
and érepos: €repos veavias, “another young man,” “a young man 
beside.” The mporépa 686s was a wa6a. Tr. “ before.” —49. évé- 

xera:: Usu.in a bad sense. Here “is compassed.”—50. Spvixos: 
Omen. See P. 4, 19.—51. 1d 82 Foixo¥ev: “ As to his household.” 
rd is acc.—52. avria wpdte.: “He shall fare contrariwise” (Fen- 

iti ee i i, | he 
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nell). Cf. O. 8,73: dppeva mpdéas dvnp.—3. Savévros . . . viod: 

Aigialeus. 

*En. y .—55. “ABavros: Abas, son of Hypermnestra and Lyn- 
keus, king of Argos, not Abas, grandfather of Adrastos.—éyuids: 
On the acc. see P. 4, 51.—56. «cat airés: As well as Amphiaraos. 
—57. orepdvorer Baddw: P. 9,133: modAd peév keivor Sixov | PUAN’ 
em kal orehdvovs. — paive 8 cal dpvo: Cf. P.5, 93; 1. 5 (6), 
21: pawépey edAroyias, O. 10 (11), 109: mérAw KaraBpéxov. — 58. 
yelrov Sr. pow: Alkmaion must have had a shrine (jp@ov) in Pin- 
dar’s neighborhood that served the poet as a safety-deposit for 
his valuables.—59. twévracev: Figuratively, “ offered himself as 
a guardian.” —idvrt: As it would seem on this occasion.— 60. 
épaaro: “Employed.” The dat., as with @ryoica, v. 24. The 
prophecy doubtless pertained to this victory of Aristomenes, 
which P. describes with all the detail of a spectator. His rela- 

tions to the Aiginetans were very intimate. The prophecy leads to 
the mention of the fulfilment.—ovyyévoo1: Alkmaion, through his 
father Amphiaraos, was a descendant of the great seer Melampus. 

Srp. &.—61. wavSoxov | vadv: A temple, and not a simple jp@ov. 
—62. Siavépov: P. 4,260: doru... diavéwew.—65. apwadéay Séow: 
“A gift to be eagerly seized.” Phil. 2,6: ox dpmayypoy Hyn- 
gato TO eivat ica TH Oep.—66. éoprais: The Delphinia in Aigina. 
See note on O. 13, 112.—tpats: Of Apollo and Artemis. See P. 
4, 8.—67. dvag, ixdvri 8(é): O. 1, 36. 

"Avr. 8.—68, kata tiv Gppoviav: The MSS. have rw’. riv=coi 

is De Pauw’s conjecture, and is to be combined with the verbal 
subst. dppoviay. Cf. O.18,91.—Bdéwew: With card. xaraBdémew 
(not elsewhere in the classic period), like xaOopay. “It is my 
heart’s desire to keep my eyes fixed on agreement with thee at 
every step of my whole path” (of song). The poet prays for ac- 
cordance with the divine in his own case, as he afterwards asks 
(v. 71) that the successful house of the Midylidai may ever have 
reverential regard for the gods. Others take etxopa: as “I de- 
clare.” The passage has been much vexed.—69. xagrrov 80a — 
éxaorov Tav Twompdrey doa... émépxowat (Schol.).—véopar: Cf. 
dvadpapeiv (O. 8, 54), SueAdeiv (N. 4, 72).—70. Kopp piv... Alka 

¢: P.is certain that Apollo stands by him as Justice 
does, but he looks forward to the future of the race: hence the 
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demand that the fortunes of the Midylidai should be guarded by 
reverence for the divine. On pev... d¢,0.11(10),8. With wapé- 
orake, comp. O. 3, 4: mapeordxot.— 71. Seav 8 Bmw: Usu. “ favor 
of the gods,” but can the gods have dms for men as they have 
riya? (P. 4, 51).—72. Eévapxes: Father of Aristomenes (cf. v. 19), 
addressed as the head of the house, as the Amphiaraos of our 
Alkmaion. —73. e yap tis... paxavais: A mere foil to v. 76. 
‘“* Easy success is not wisdom, as the vulgar think. °Tis not in 
mortals to command success, Each man’s weird determines now 
success, now failure. Have God in all yourthoughts. Keep with- 
in bounds.”’—74. wed’ &pévav—ey appoor (Schol.). For this use 
of perd, P. 5,94: paxap dvdpdy péra | &vaev. “ Wise amongst 
fools.” Success is the vulgar test of merit, of wisdom. See O. 
5,16: nd & €xovres cool kal moXiras eSogay Eupev. On weda see 
P. 5, 47. 

"Er. 5'.—75. wopvocépev: “To helmet,” where we should say 
“to panoply.” The head-piece was the crowning protection, 
modh@v pe Srrwv civ & immoxdpots kopiGecow (Soph.).—76. 7a 
8(€): Such success with its repute of wisdom. Comp. P. 2, 57: 

viy.—tm avdpdor xeirar: Cf. the Homeric deév év yotvvact xeirat, 
and P. 10, 71.—wapicye:: “Is the one that giveth.” It is not 
necessary to supply anything.—77. twepSe Baddov . .. bd yerpov: 
“Tossing high in the air... under the hands (where the hands 
can catch it).” Men are the balls of Fortune (S8atpev). tad 
with gen. instead of the acc, on account of the contrast with 
umepOe, which suggests the gen. Bergk reads tmoyepov, not 
found elsewhere. — 78. pétp xardBaww(e): p. = perpias, litotes 
for p17 Kard8awe. “Seek no further contests.” Thou hast vic- 
tories enough of this kind (v. 85 shows that his opponents 
were boys). Aristomenes was leaving the ranks of the aides 

madaorai.—tv Meydpos: O. 7, 86.—79. pvxo: Marathon lies be- 
tween Pentelikon and Parnes.—MapaSavos: O. 9, 95.—Hpas 7° 
ayév’ émyepiov: The Aiginetan Heraia were brought from Argos. 
—4yGv(a)... 8dynacocas: An easy extension of the inner object— 

vikay orépavoy.—80. py»: Emphasizes the exertion in contrast 
to the lucky man who achieves his fortune pi ody paxp@ move 
(v.73). Schol.: per’ épyou kali évepyeias modAjjs, 

Erp. <’.—81. térpaor: See O. 8, 68. — ewrreres = evéreces.—82. 
cwpdterot: In the other description (O. 8, 68) we have yviois, 

| 

. 
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which some consider an equiv. to capao1.—xKana povéwy: Liter- 
ally ‘meaning mischief.” ‘“ With fell intent” (Fennell). Cf. N. 
4,95: padraxa povéwy.—83. otre... o8€: So 1. 2,44: pyre... 
pndé. — 6p@s: Like as to thee. — 84. éradavos = dvs, mpoonrns 
(Schol.).—85. poAdsvrwv: Easier to us as gen. absol. than as de- 
pendent on audi. See note on O. 13, 15.—86. Aavpas: “ Lanes,” 
“ back-streets.”—é,@pav aadopor: “ In suspense of their enemies ” 
would be perfectly intelligible.—87, 8e8aypévor: So with Bergk 
for dedarypévor = Sedaiypévor. 

’Avr. €.—88. 6 88... pépipvav: “He that hath gained some- 
thing new (a fresh victory) at the season, when luxury is great 
(rife), soars by reason of hope (at the impulse of Hope), borne 
up by winged achievements of manliness (by the wings of manly 
achievements), with his thought above wealth.” This is a de- 
scription of the attitude of the returning victor in contrast to 
that of the vanquished. He scems to tread air. Hope, now 
changed to Pleasure (see P. 2,49), starts him on his flight, and 
his manly achievements lend him the wings of victory (P. 9, 135: 
mrepa Nikas). From this height he may well look down on 
wealth, high as wealth is (O. 1, 2). Hermann, and many after 
him, read dBpéraros ém, in disregard of the Scholiast (ard peydAns 
dBpdrnros kai evdaipovias), and, which is more serious, in disre- 
gard of P.’s rules of position (see note on O. 1, 37). Mezger con- 
siders dvopéas as dat. termini (for which he cites O. 6, 58; 13, 62, 
neither of them cogent), and sees in éAmidos and dvopéas the 
prophecy of future success among men. dfpéraros is not “the 
sweet spring-time of life,’ but rather the time when there is 
every temptation to luxury, and when the young wrestler is 
called on to endure hardness.—91. twowrépors: Comp. further O. 
14, 24: kvdipwr déO\ov mrepoiot.—93. Tb Teprvdv: See note on O. 
14, 5. —otrw: Sc. dy dAtyp. — 94. aarotpémy young: “ Adverse 
doom.” 

"Er. €'.—95. éwdpepor: Sc. €opév. A rare and impressive ellip- 
sis. —tt 8€ tis; ti 8 ot Tis; ““ What is man? what is he not?” 

Man continueth so short a time in one stay that it is not possible 
to tell what he is, what he is not. One Scholiast understands it 
as “ What is a somebody? what a nobody?” which is a clearer 
way of putting it. — oxas dvap: Life had often been called a 
shadow and a dream before P., but this famous combination 
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startles the Scholiast: ed ry é€udoer ypmpevos, as ay ctror vis 
Tov doGevois Td dobevérrepov. — 96. atyha: Cf. O. 13, 36: atyAa 
noda@v. The dream may be lighted up by victory.—97. éreorw 
av8pév: The Schol. éreort xara trav avOporev. If the text is 
right, we must understand éreorw as éoriy emi, “rests on.” Cf. 
emBaive. P.’s éri, with gen., is used of fixed position, O, 1, 77; 
P. 4, 273; 8,46; N. 5,1.—98. fra parep: P.’s love for Aigina 
and his interest in her fate are abundantly evident in his Aigi- 
netan odes, nearly one fourth of the whole number. Here, of 
course, the heroine is meant. — éAev@épw ordd@: Nautical figure. 
“In the course of freedom.” —99. xépife: As always with the note 

of care.—At..,’Axuddet: i.e. civ Al Kal oly Alako—oty IInhei . . 
ow r Ayre. See O. 9, 94, and for this special case comp. N. 
10,53: ‘Eppa xai ody “HpakXei, where god and hero are connected, 
as god and heroes are connected here, by cai. The brothers of 
the first generation are coupled by re xai, Achilles completes the 
line with re. 

HERA, 

Coin of Elis. 
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Tue ninth Pythian was composed in honor of Telesikrates of 
Kyrene, son of Karneiades, who was successful as an ém\urodpd- 
pos, Pyth. 28 (Ol. 75,3 =478 B.c.). Telesikrates had previously 
distinguished himself at all the local games of Kyrene, had been 
victorious in Aigina, at Megara, and, after the race in armor, 
gained a foot-race at Delphi, Pyth. 30 (Ol. 77,3 = 470 B.c.).  P. 
tells of the former victory only, and the poem must have been 
composed at the earlier date. Béckh thinks that Telesikrates 
had not returned to Kyrene when the poem was sung; nor, on 
the other hand, is there any trace of a képos at Delphi. Hence 
the inference that the performance was at Thebes. Unfortu- 
nately dé£era: (v. 79) proves nothing more than that the ode 
was not composed at Kyrene. Otfried Miiller conjectures that 
Telesikrates belonged to the Aigeidai, and we have good reason 
to believe that:Pindar was an Aigeid (P. 5, 76). The name Kar- 
neiades points to the Karneia, a traditional festival among the 
Aigeidai. 

The acknowledged difficulty of the poem will justify a de- 
tailed abstract. 

I sing Telesikrates, crowning glory of Kyrene, whom Apollo 
brought on golden chariot from windy Pelion, and made the 
huntress-maiden queen of a fruitful continent (vv. 1-9). Silver- 
foot Aphrodite received the Delian guest and shed winsome 
shamefastness on the bridal couch of Apollo and the daughter 
of Hypseus, king of the Lapithai, to whom a Naiad bore her 
(vv. 10-18). Naught did this white-armed maiden reck of loom 
or dance or home-keeping with her playmates. With dart and 
falchion slew she the fierce beasts of prey and gave rest to her 
father’s kine, scant slumber granting to eyelids on which sleep 
loves to press towards dawn (vv. 19-27). 

He found her—he, God of the Wide Quiver—as she was 
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struggling alone, unarmed, with a furious lion. Out he called 
Cheiron from his cave to mark the woman’s spirit, and to tell 
her parentage (vv. 28-36). Whate’er her lineage, the struggle 
shows boundless courage. “Is it right,” asks the god, “to lay 
hand on her and pluck the sweet flower of love?” The Centaur 
smiled and answered: “Secret are the keys of Suasion that un- 
lock the sanctuary of love’s delights; gods and men alike shun 
open union” (vv. 87-45). Thou didst but dissemble, thou who 

knowest everything, both end and way, the number of the leaves 
of spring, the number of the sands in sea and rivers, that which 
is to be and whence it is tocome. But if I must measure myse* 
with the Wise One —— (vv. 46-54). - 

I will speak. Thou didst come to be wedded lord to her, and tc 
bear her over sea to the garden of Zeus, where thou wilt make 
her queen of a city when thou shalt have gathered the island- 
folk about the plain-compassed hill. Now Queen Libya shall 
receive her as a bride in golden palaces, lady of a land not trib- 
uteless of fruits nor ignorant of chase (vv. 55-62). There shall 
she bear a son, whom Hermes shall bring to the Horai and to 
Gaia, and they shall gaze in wonder at their lapling, and feed 
him with nectar and ambrosia, and make him an immortal Zeus 
and a pure Apollo, God of Fields, God of Pasture; to mortal men, 
Aristaios. So saying he made the god ready for the fulfilment 
of wedlock (vv. 63-72). Swift the achievement, short the paths 
of hastening gods. That day wrought all, and they were made 
one in the golden chamber of Libya, where she guards a fair, 
fair city, famed for contests. And now the son of Karneiades 
crowned her with the flower of fortune at Pytho, where he pro- 
claimed Kyrene, who shall welcome him to his own country, land 
of fair women, with glory at his side (vv. 73-81). 

Great achievements are aye full of stories. To broider well a 
few among so many—that is a hearing for the skilled. Of these 
the central height is Opportunity—Opportunity, which Iolaos 
did not slight, as seven-gated Thebes knew. Him, when he had 
shorn away Eurystheus’ head, they buried in the tomb of Amphi- 
tryon, his father’s father, who came to Thebes a guest (vv. 82-90). 
To this Amphitryon and to Zeus, Alkmena bare at one labor 
two mighty sons. A dullard is the man who does not lend his 
mouth to Alkmena’s son, and does not alway remember the Dir- 
kaian waters that reared him and his brother Iphikles. To 
whom, in payment of a vow for the requital of their grace to me, 
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I will sing a revel song of praise. May not the clear light of 
the Muses of Victory forsake me, for I have already sung this 
city thrice in Aigina, at Megara (vv. 91-99), and escaped by 
achievement the charge of helpless dumbness. Hence be a man 
friend or be he foe, let him not break the commandment of old 
Nereus and hide the merit of a noble toil. He bade praise with 
heartiness and full justice him that worketh fair deeds. (So let 
all jealousy be silent. Well hast thou wrought.) At the games 
of Pallas mute the virgins desired thee as lord, (loud the moth- 
ers) thee as son, Telesikrates, when they saw the many victories _ 
thou didst win (vv. 100-108). 

So at the Olympian games of Kyrene, so at the games of Gaia 
and at all the contests of the land. But while I am quenching 
the thirst of my songs, there is one that exacts a debt not paid, 
and I must awake the glory of thine old forefathers, how for the 
sake of a Libyan woman they went to Irasa—suitors for the 
daughter of Antaios. Many wooed her, kinsmen and strangers _ 
—for she was wondrous fair (vv. 109-117)—all eager to pluck 
the flower of youthful beauty. The father, planning a more fa- 
mous wedding for his daughter, had heard how Danaos had 
found speedy bridal for his eight-and-forty virgins ere midday 
should overtake them, by ranging all that had come as suitors for 
his daughters, to decide who should have them by contests of 
swiftness (vv. 118-126). Like offer made the Libyan for wed- 
ding a bridegroom to his daughter. He placed her by the mark 
as the highest prize, and bade him lead her home who should 
first touch her robes. Then Alexidamos outstripped the rest in 
the whirlwind race, took the noble maid by the hand, and led 
her through the throng of the Nomad horsemen. Many leaves 
they threw on them and wreaths; many wings of Victory had 
he received before (vv. 127-135). 

The ode, beautiful in details, has perplexed commentators 
both as to its plan and as to its drift. The limpid myth of Ky- 
rene has been made to mirror lust and brutality. Telesikrates 
is supposed by one to have violated a Theban maiden, by an- 
other to be warned against deflouring his Theban betrothed 
until he is legally married to her. It is hard to resist the im- 
pression of a prothalamion as well as of an epinikion, but all 
conditions are satisfied by the stress laid on xaipds, which Leo- 
pold Schmidt has made the pivot. Mezger happily calls the 

E 
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ode “Das Hohelied vom Katpés,” “the Song of Songs, which 
is Season’s.” The key is v. 84: 6 d€ katpds spoiws | ravrds 
éxet xopvpay. The poet, following his own canon—faa 8 éy 
pakpoios motxiddew, | dxod coois, v. 83—has selected four ex- 
amples to show that the laggard wins no prize. Witness how 
Apollo, no laggard in love, seized Kyrene (axeia 8 émevyouévev 
75n Oedv | mpakis 680i re Bpaxeia, v. 73); how Iolaos, no dastard 
in war, shore off the head of Eurystheus (v.87). Witness An- 
taios (v. 114), who caught from Danaos the lesson of speedy 
marriage for his daughter (dkvrarov yauov). Witness Alexida- 
mos (v. 131), who won the’ prize by his impetuous rush in the 
race (dvye Aawnpdv Spdpov). Mezger, who emphasizes the recur- 
rence of adrixa (vv. 31, 62, 124), shows, in perhaps unnecessary 
detail, that the poem breathes unwonted determination and 
energy, and thinks that it is intended to urge the victor to make 
quick use of his victory for pressing his suit to some eligible 
maiden. The poet is to be to Telesikrates what Cheiron was to 
Apollo, This view seems to me rather German than Greek, but 
it is not so unbearable as Dissen’s rape and Béckh’s caution 

against the anticipation of the lawful joys of marriage. 

The pvem has certain marked points of resemblance and con- 
trast with P.3. Asin P.3,the myth begins early; as in P. 3, 
the foremost figure is a heroine beloved of Apollo. There the 
god espies his faithless love—wanton Koronis—in the arms of 
Ischys. Here he finds the high-hearted Kyrene struggling, un- 
armed, with a lion. There Cheiron was charged with the rear- 
ing of the seed of the god. Here Cheiron is summoned to leave 
his cave and witness the courage of the heroine. The fruit of 
this love is not snatched from the body of the mother fordone, 
and borne in haste to the foster-father, but the child is taken 
by Hermes, in virtue of his office, is fed with nectar and ambro- 
sia by the Horai and Gaia, and becomes, not an Asklepios, to 
perish in lightning flame, but an Aristaios. 

In P. 9, as in P. 4, the myth comes to the front, the myth of 
Kyrene occupying three fifths of the ode. Iolaos dominates one 
fifth, Alexidamos the last. 

The rhythms are Dorian (dactylo-epitrite). They are lighter 
than the norm (0. 3), and hence are supposed to be a mixture of 
Dorian and Lydian. 
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Srp. a.—1, @éko: “T am fain.”—yadnaoniSa: The émdrrodpd- 
wos originally wore shield, helmet, and greaves (Paus. 6, 10, 4), 
and is.so figured on a celebrated vase (Gerhard, A. V., IV.). 
Afterwards the shield only was worn, which, being the heaviest, 
is here made prominent. Comp. Paus. 2, 11, 8: kai yupvds xai 
pera THs domidos.—2. Babvfavoow: Cf. O. 3, 35: Baduavov . . . 
Andas.—ayyéddwv: See O. 7,21—3. Xaptrerot: Mistresses of the 
song of victory, as often: O. 4,8; 7,11; P. 6,2.—yeyovetv: Of 

the herald cry, as 0. 2,5: Onpwva. . . yeywvnréov.—4. Siwkimrov : 
Cf. P.4,17. A further illustration of the subject is given by the 
description so often referred to, So. El. 680 foll., where two of 
the contestants are Libyans (v. 702) and their chariots Barkaian 
(v. 727).—orepdvapa: The result of the yeywveiv, rather than ap- 
position to dvdpa. See P. 1, 50 and 12, 5.—5. rév: Change from 
city to heroine, P. 12, 3.—é yatrdes ... AarotSas: We can afford 
to wait for Aaroidas, as the epithet is characteristic of Apollo, 
who is dxeipexdyas, P. 3, 14 and I. 1,7, and the ode is Pythian. 
Comp. v. 28: etpuapérpas . . . ’AmddAAwv, and O. 7, 13.—6. xpv- 
ofy 7. &.8.: Notice the pretty chiasm.—éyporépav: P. 3,4: &ip’ 

dyporepov. The myth, as many of P.’s heroine myths, is taken 
from the *Hoia of Hesiod, a fragment of which opens the 
"Aomis “Hpaxdéovs.—7. wodvpyjdov: See on O. 1, 13. The Schol. 
here has distinctly moAvmpoBdrov. —9. pifav: The earth is con- 
ceived as a plant with three roots, Libya being one, Europe and 
Asia being the other two. The order from 6jjxe to oikeiv is note- 
worthy — OjKev (a), déoroway (b), xOovds pitay (Cc), ameipov tpiray 
evnparoy (C), Oad\Aowway (b), oikeiv (a). So the Schol. 

*Avr. a’, —10. d&pyvpémef(a): Aphrodite, as a sea-goddess, was 
specially honored in Libya. Comp. P.5,24. dpy. refers to the 
sheen on the waves, the track of the moonlight. We have here 
the lunar side of the goddess.—11. ScoSparwv: The latter part 
of the compound is still felt here. See O.3,7. Add to the in- 
stances there given fr. XI. 40: dedduarov xéAadov.—12. dxéav: De- 
pends on edamropéva. On the construction, see 0. 1,86. Simply 
a natural bit of color. To make dy. depend on imédexro as a 
whence-case is not happy.— xept xovpe: Often taken as = yepi 
cougifovon. Surely the young couple did not need bodily help 
so much as moral sympathy, and it is a pity to spoil Pindar’s 
light touch as well as Aphrodite’s.—13. émi... etvats: Dat.-loca- 
tive of the result of the motion often with eri in Homer, regularly 
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with év and riényu in prose.—evvats: P. 2, 27.—Bddev aida, xré.: 
This aidés is the dppyds that binds the pairin wedlock. The inti- 
mate union is emphasized by §vvév, appdfoira, prx0évra. Ge and 
Kovpg depend on €vvev (comp. P. 6, 15), resumed and varied by 
pty Oevra (comp. P. 4, 222), an anticipatory contrast to the light of 
love xeipat pedtadéa roiay, that Apollo proposes (vy. 40). For the 
complex, comp. P. 5, 102: adv dABor vid re Kowdy xdpw | evdixdv 
r ’Apkecida. “And shed upon’ the pleasures of their couch the 
charm of shamefastness, uniting thus in bonds of mutual wedlock 
the god and the maiden-daughter of Hypseus.”—14. appéfoea: 
Below, v. 127, dpud¢wy is used of a lawful marriage.—15. AamGav 
imepérhov: The statues of the western pediment of the temple 
of Zeus at Olympia represent the combat between the Centaurs 
and the Lapithai. — rovrdxus = rdre, P. 4, 255.—16. yévos: Acc. 
of limit to detrepos.—18. érixrev: See O. 6, 41. 

"Er. a’.—19. Tatas @vyatnp: Not necessary to the sense. By 
putting the end of the sentence at the beginning of the epode 
(comp. O. 1, 23. 81; 2, 17; 3, 26 al.), antistrophe and epode are 
closely combined, and the mechanical a + a + (0) of strophe, anti- 

strophe, and epode is avoided, and we have instead a + (a+ 3). 
So J. H. H. Schmidt. — AeuKddAevov: So Lehrs (after the Schol., 
Aevxdmnyxvy) for the MS. edaAcevov.— 20. Opéparo: O. 6, 46. —wadyt- 
Bapous ... 6500s: The to and fro necessary with the upright 

loom. -— 21. Setvwv tépipas 006’ érapav oixovpiav: The best MSS. 

have otre Seimvay oixovpiiy peO Eraipay répyas, for which the 
metre demands oixopiay, a form for which there seems to be no 
warrant. The Scholia show an old trouble. I have accepted 
Bergk’s recasting of the passage — deivav = diver, “ dances.” 
The monotonous to and fro of the loom would be well con- 
trasted with the “ whirl” of the dance. Maidens and banquets 
are disparate in Pindar. érapay oixovpiay is = peO érapay oixov- 
piav, and this may help to account for the corruption of the text. 
—23. dacydavy: “ Falchion.”—-24. 4: With a note of asseveration, 
as in # pnv.—25. Tov 88 ovyKovrov yAunwv: “ Him that as bed-fere 
(bedfellow) is so sweet.” —26. watpov...tmvov: Transposed with 
Mommsen. 7. “scant,” litotes for “not at all.”—éwi yAeddpors: 
Od. 2, 398: imvos emi yAehdpotaoty emmrev. Of. v. 138.—27. 
avahioxoica: “ Wasting sleep,” brachylogy for wasting time in 
sleep.—féwovta mpds 46: Sleep is sweetest and deepest before 
dawn (suadentque cadentia sidera somnum). Yet this is the time 

ae 
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when the huntress has no right to sleep. “This is the time,” as 
a naturalist says, “ when savages always make their attacks.” 

Srp. B’.—28. déovr.: Whether there were lions in Greece at that 
time or at any time matters not. There were lions in Kyrene, 
P. 5, 58.—29. 6Bpipw: Used of the monster Typhdeus, O. 4, 7.—30. 
Grep éyyéov: Schol. dvev ddéparos.—31. aitixa: See the introduc- 

tion.—é« peydpov: “From out his halls,’sc. Cheiron’s. Called 
him out and said to him.—32. avtpov: Cf. P. 3,63: ef d€ capper 
dvrpov eval éru Xeipwv.— Prdrvpisa: Cf. P. 3, 1.—33. drapBet... 
xepadg: A steady head is a compliment as well as drapBei xpadia, 
which Schneidewin reads, Note the serenity of the heads of 
combatants in Greek plastic art. xpadia is unlikely with jrop 
to follow.—35. Kexetpavrat dpévas: The MSS. have dpéves. Some 
recognize in this the oxjpa Twédapixdy (0. 11,6). Mommsen 
suggests oix éxeipavGer, others see in keyeiyayra a plural. Comp. 
Curt. Gr. V. 11.1223. I have no hesitation in following Bergk’s 
suggestion, dpévas. —36. &moonacbeioa: The lover cannot imagine 
such a maiden to have come into such surroundings except by 
accident. 

’Avr. B’.—87. xa: “ Inhabits.”—38. yeverar: “ Tastes,” “ makes 
trial of.”—aAxas: Doubtful whether the lion’s or the maiden’s, 
and, to add to the trouble, we have émeipévrov, “ boundless,” and 
Gmeiparov, “untried.” Apollo has no fear for the heroine, and 
so, on the whole, it is better to understand “the boundless 
strength” of the maiden.—39. éofa: Especially hard to define. 
Plato’s Euthyphron discusses ro dovov. Grote translates éavdrns, 
“holiness ;” Jowett, “piety.” Ammonios says: dovoy xai iepov 
diahéper> Sova pev yap €ore ra idwwrikd, Sv éierat xai €Leart mpoo- 
ayraoOa* iepa S€ ra tov ear, Sv oix eLeats mpoodyacba. dcia, 
the human right, is also the divine right, as Eur. says, Bacch. 
870: ‘Ocla mérva Oedv, | “Ocia 8 a xara yay | xpycéav mrépvya 
gépers. Perhaps the use of the word here is another of those 
strokes that serve to show that this is no ordinary amour.—xAv- 
rav xépa: With the same epic simplicity as Od. 9, 364: cipwras 
p dvoya kAvTdv.—40. 4 pa; Not disjunctive, and best punctu- 
ated thus. Myers translates after Donaldson, who makes # dis- 
junctive, “or rather on a bridal bed,” Aexéwy being the lectus 
genialis spread dopacw év xpvoéous (v. 60). Unfortunately for 
all this legality, the Centaur, despite his refined environment, 
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the xovpa dyvai of P. 4, 103, understood Rexéav to be nothing 
more than eivas.—wolav: P. 8,20. Here of the flower of love. 
Cf. v. 119: dmodpéyrar kaprév avOncayra. The oracular god, who 
has been speaking in oracular phrase, winds up with an oracu- 
lar hexameter.—- 41. Capevyjs: “Inspired” (Fennell). But see 
P.4, 10.—xAapév: The passage requires an equivalent of mpoc- 
nvés kai yAvxv (Schol.), which is better satisfied by associa- 
tion with yAcapov, “lukewarm,” than by derivation from the 
root of xéyAada with Curtius. We have not here the “lively” 
horse-laugh of the other Centaurs; we have the half-smile of 
the great teacher.—42. «Aat8es: See P. 8,4, and add Eur. Hippol. 
538: "Epwra ... tov tas “Adpodiras pirtdrov Oardpov KAndodxov. 
—43. TleBots ... pitordrwv: Both genitives depend on kAaides. 
“Secret are the keys that Suasion holds to the hallowed joys of 
love.” On Peitho, see P. 4, 219.—44. rotro... Tuxetv: This ap- 
position serves to show the growth of the articular inf., sparingly 
used even in Pindar.—45. tomp@rov: ruyeiv tromparov edvas: “ To 
enter the bridal bed.” Not as if this applied only to the first 
time. 

"Err. 8’. —46. evder Oryetv: On the dat., see P. 4,296. For the 
thought, P. 3, 29: yevdéav ody dmrerar. — 47. petdtxos dpya: 
“Bland humor,” “ pleasant mood.” Apollo is merely teasing the 
Centaur by pretending to ask his advice. Others, “soft desire,” 
“ euiling passion.”—rapddpev : “To dissemble,” “utter in jest.” 
napa, “aside” (from what is meant).—émé6ev: Sc. éori.48. xv- 
ptov ... Téos, xré.: “ The decisive end.” The final destiny, and 
the ways that lead thereto.—50. 00a... «Aovéovrat: Oracle in 
Hat. 1,47: oiSa & eyd Wdppov 7 apiOpoy Kai pérpa Oadacons.— 
$vAX(a): Fits the woodland environment.—évarépret: The spring 
leaves are an army in rank and file, the sands are an army in rout 
(kAovéovrar).~-52. xo Te péANer: The réAos again (v. 48).—xamdbev 
| €voerar = drddev 7d péAAov €orar: The xéAcvdor again.—53. «ab. 
ops: From thy lofty height. Apollo is a oxomds, and xara is 

not effaced.— 54. nal wap coddv dvridepitar: Kal coped oor dyrt 
e€towOjva (Schol.). ‘To match myself against the Wise One.” 

Srp. y'.—55. épéw: Effective position. The word is not neces- 
sary.—téo1s: Comp. P. 4, 87: méocs | "Adpodiras, and contrast dat. 
and gen. Kyrene becomes Apollo’s wife. As A. was unmarried, 
it was easy to put the myth in this honorable form.—txeo Baewav: 
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O. 6,64: tkovro wérpav. See P. 4,51.—56. péAdeus .. . évetkar: On 
the aor., O. 7, 61; 8, 32. --57. Ads... orl xamov: See O. 3, 24, 
for xaros. For Ads, P. 4,16: Ads ev "Appovos bepébdors.—58. 
émi... ayeipais — errayeipais. — adv... vaoiwwTav: See P. 4, 17 

foll. The island was Thera.—59. dx@ov és aydimedor: Cf. P. 4, 8: 
mow ev apywoevtt paoto. Cheiron has the oracular tone in per- 
fection. He parodies Apollo.—A.Bva: The nymph, daughter of 
Epaphos (P. 4, 14). — 60. Sépacw év xpvoéois: Where she will 

abide, not és, as N. 11,3: "Apuoraydpay déEat redv és Oddapov.— 
61. tva: Always “where” in P.—aloav: Share.—62. airixa: Cf. 
v. 31.—ovvrehebew Evvopov: “To abide with her as hers in law,” 

“to be her lawful possession.” Paley tr. ‘To become an occu- 
pier of it together with herself.” Cf. Aisch. Suppl. 565: Bporoi 
& of yas rér’ joay Evvopa. But see O.7,84. The Schol., mis- 
led by virowov, glosses cuvreAeGew by cuvredeiv, “ to contribute.” 

—63. virowov: With the good sense of zown, P. 1,59; oivpos, 
P. 2,17, glossed as duoupov. “ Not tributeless.” 

Avr. y' .—64. ‘Eppas: Hermes was not only the patron of flocks 
and herds, but also the great gerulus of Olympos. The Hermes 
of Praxiteles, with the infant Dionysos, is one of many.—65. 
ev8pdvois: A note of majestic beauty. So Kleio (N. 3, 83) and 
the daughters of Kadmos (0. 2, 24). Even Aphrodite as et@povos 
(I. 2,5) is more matronly than she is as zroixAd@povos (Sappho). 
On the images of the seated Horai at Delphi, see O. 13, 8.— 
“Qpaor: The Horai, as authors of dpyaia copiocpara (O. 13, 17), 
are well introduced here, but who would question the appropri- 
ateness of the Seasons and Mother Earth as the foster-mothers 
of a rural deity like Aristaios ?—Taiq: Great-grandmother of Ky- 
rene (v. 19), if the relation is to be insisted on.—66. twé: Vividly 
local, “from under,” “from his mother’s womb.” See O. 6, 48. 
—67, émyouvidiov = emi yovdrwy. P. makes the very widest use 
of these adjj. in -cos. Combine émvyouvidioy with airais. airais 
is unknown to Pindar. See O. 13, 53.—®anodpevar: So Bergk 
for Onxdpevat, Onodpeva of the codices, for which Moschopulos 
xatOnxdpevat. Sano. Oavpacaca (Schol.).—avrats: Bergk reads 
avyais.—68. Ojigovrar: “Shall decree,” to which xadeiy is epexe- 
getic. Eur. Phoen. 12: xadovo. 8 "loxaorny pe—rodro yap martip 
| €@ero xadeiv, which shows that rideoO@a and xadeiy are not 
necessarily synonymous, as Shilleto would make them here.— 
69, Zijva: Aristaios, an ancient divinity of woodland life, of 
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flocks, herds, and fields, is a representative of Zeds "Apuoros (Apu 
araios), of ’AmdAXAwv ’Aypets,’A. Noptos. Best known to modern: 
readers by the passage in Verg. Georg. 4, 317 foll_—ayvév: Used 
of Helios, 0. 7, 60. — 70. &yxterov: “Ever nigh.” — émdova: St. 
Anthony has taken his place.—71. xadeiv: Epexegetic inf. By 
insisting so much on the fruit of the union, the Centaur hallows 
it, and formally weds the two.—72. ydpou... Teheuvtdv: Cf. O. 2, 
19: épywv ré\os.—73. évrvev: Cf. O. 3, 28; N. 9, 36. 

"Er. y'.— 74. 680i... Bpaxetar: Cf. v.49: of Oa kai macas Kedev- 
Govs.—Sraltacev: “ Decided,” as an umpire decides, hence “ ac- 
complished.” Scarrav = diayderw (Hesych.).—Oaddpm 8... év tro- 
Auxptow: Cf. v. 60: ddpacw ev xpvoéors.—76, aphéwer: City and 
heroine are blended, as P. 12, 2.— 77. vw: Kyrene, the city. — 
KapveidSa: A name of good omen, recalling ’ArdéAA@y Kdpveuos. 
See P. 5, 80.— 78. ovvéuie: See O.1, 22.— 79. avéhave: By the 
voice of the heralds. Cf. N. 9,12: dydawe xvdaivev médw.— 
Séfera.: Shows that the ode was not composed at Kyrene.—80. 
kahAtyivaixt wdtpqg: x. not a likely adjective on Dissen’s theory. 
See introduction. : 

Srp. 8'.—82. Gperal . . . wodvjvOor, xré.: “Great achievements 
aye bring with them many legend:, but to adorn a few things is 
a hearing for the wise,” what the wise, the poets, those who un- 
derstand the art, love to hear. P.’s art in his selections among 
the mass of themes will be appreciated by his fellows. In this 
transition we have the key to the poem, for in all P.’s chosen 
myths xaipds is atop—the xatpés of Kyrene and Apollo, the xcaipds 
of Iolaos, the xapés of Antaios, of Alexidamos.—84. dxoa eodois : 
Cf. O. 2,93: hwvdevra cuveroiow. — 85. wavrés Exe. kopupdv: Cf. 
O. 7,4: xopupday xredvov. — tyvov = éyvwoar. — ‘Iékaov: The son 
of Iphikles and nephew of Herakles, trusty companion of the 
latter hero. See O. 9,105. This example of the headship of 
katpds may have been suggested by the training of Telesikrates 
in the gymnasium of Iolaos at Thebes, by the neighborhood of 
the celebration, by P.’s vow to Herakles and Iphikles (v. 96). 
Comp. a similar introduction of Alkmaion, P. 8, 57.—86. vw = répv 
katpév.—Eipvobijos: The taskmaster of Herakles. See O. 3, 28.— 
88. "Apditpiwvos | cdpart: Before the Proitid gate, where there 
was a gymnasium of Iolaos (Paus. 9, 23,1). See also O. 9, 105 for 
the “IoAdov ripSos. — 89. watporérwp: Amphitryon—Iphikles— 
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[olaos.—fot: 0.9,16: Ovyarnp ré Fou.—févos: Amphitryon had 
been exiled from Tiryns by Sthenelos.—90. Aevkiwmoer: Cf. O. 
6,85. Hypallage for Xevkirrer. 

’Avr. &'.—91. Fot: Amphitryon.—Satppwv: On the meaning and 
etymology of this word, see F. D. Allen in Am. Journ. Phil. I. pp. 
138-135, who rejccts both Sajva and dai, “ battle,” and looks to 
dais, “ torch ” (7/du, 8aF). From the “ fiery-hearted ” of the Iliad, 
it becomes, acc. to A., the “ high-spirited ” of the Odyssey. Mez- 
ger’s “ doppelsinnig,” as of onc divided between her mortal and 
her immortal love, has no warrant.—93. Si8vpev: Iphikles and 
Herakles.—oSévos vidv: See O. 6, 22.—94. nwods avip: P.’s char- 
acteristic way of whirling off from the subject in order to come 
back to it with moro effect.—mwapaBdddea.: “Lends.” Cf. rapa- 
BadXew Kearny, ods, and 0.9, 44: depos . . . dorer yAoooay.— 
95. Opépavro: See v. 20. On the plur. see O. 10 (11), 938. The 
copiousness of the Dirkaian stream (A:pkaiwy peéOpwv, Soph.) is 
emphasized by the plural. The name of Iolaos is heightened by 
this glorification of father and uncle, and the poet at the same 
time shows how he can avail himself of a xacpés to fulfil his vow. 
—96. tédevov én’ edxG Kwpdoopar: “T must needs sing a song to 
crown my vow with fulfilment,” ré\cov xopdoopa: = réXevov 

k@pov doopa. The xpos is to fulfil the obligation that rests 
upon the vow. A much-disputed passage. t: with réAevy is 
unsatisfactory, rs with ¢o\dy may be made tolerable by litotes, 
“a great blessing.” See P. 7,14: xaipo 7. Hermann makes 
the vow refer to py pe Aim, whereas in that case we should 
have expected Aireiv. The great blessing may very well be the 
victory of Telesikrates.—xwpdcopar: The modal future. “I must 
needs,” “I am fain.”—97. Xapirwv: See v.3. Nothing suggests 
prayer like successful prayer. On the asyndeton, see O. 1, 115. 
—98. xaBapdv déyyos: To illumine the path of the victories of 
Telesikrates. On déyyos and ddos, see note on P. 3,75. —Alyiva 
te... Nigov 7 év Adgm: On the one ev, comp. O. 9, 94. Nisos 
was a mythic king of Megara. The poet, as usual, transports 
himself to the scene where the victories were won. See P. 1, 79. 
—Alyivg te yap, xré.: P. has thrice already glorified the city in 

Aigina and Megara, and vindicated there his poetic art, of course, 
in the praise of the victories of Telesikrates in these places. Now 
he hopes that the light of the Charites will continue to illumine 
his poesy (comp. O. 1, 108: «i d€ yx raxd Alor), for he looks for- 

P2 
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ward to other themes.—99, tdv8(e): Dissen has révde. The poet 
says that he has glorified this city (Thebes) by celebrating the 
victories of Telesikrates at the places mentioned. T. evidently 
had close ties with Thebes, a Smapraéy évos, like Amphitryon. 
Others refer ravde to Kyrene. 

’Er. 8'.—100. ovyadov dpaxaviav: “Dumb helplessness,” “ silence 
from want of words.” Pindar is fighting his own battles as well 
as those of Telesikrates. Comp. the passage O. 6, 89: dpxaioy 
dvedos adrabéow | Aéyous ef hevyouev.—*pyw: Must refer to Pindar, 
“by my work,” “by my song.” Beck’s @vydvr’ would, of course, 
refer to Telesikrates.—101. totvexey, xré. : ‘“ Wherefore,” as I have 
glorified the city, and Telesikrates has won his prize, let friend 
and foe alike respect good work done in the common interest 
(év vv@), for the common weal.— 102. Adyov: “ Saying.” — BAd- 
mrov: “ Violating.”—GAtovo yépovros: Old men of the sea are al- 

ways preternaturally wise. See P.3,92. Here Nereus is meant, 
whom Homer calls doy yéporra (Il. 18, 141). — xpuywrérw: The 
word of Nereus is a light unto the path, and disobedience 
quenches it in silence. Cf.0.2,107: kpugoyw re Oéuev éodav 
kadois épyos, N. 9,7: pm xapal ovya kardia. See also O. 7,92: 
un Kpvmre kowdy | omépp’ amd KadAcdvaxros.—103. Kat tov éxOpév: 
Would apply strictly only to «7 tis dvrdeis, but ei pidos is there 
only to heighten «i tis dyrdets.—104. ovv te Sica: So the MSS. 
and the Scholia. ovyv ye Sika introduces a qualification that is 
not needed for xadd. The praise is to be hearty and fair. mpo- 
Oipws te kal Stxaiws (Schol.). — 106. pias: In their season.— 
TIlakAdSos: Armed Pallas (Tpiroyévera, "O8piporarpn) was wor- 
shipped at Kyrene, and weapon-races run in her honor.—107. 
mapevixat méow: The Doric maidens of Kyrene were present at 
the games. The wish, as the wish of Nausikaa, Od. 6, 244: ai yap 
€poi towade moots KexAnpévos etn. —*H | vidv edxovr(o): “Or they 
(the mothers) wished as son.” The shift is sudden, and Hartung’s 

ai & for # is worth considering ; not so Bergk’s awkward map6e- 
vixa, Which destroys the color of apwvo, and does not allow us 
to supply the complementary ¢eva to the complementary aré- 
pes, as Hartung’s ai & would do. 

Srp. <’.—109. "OAvpriowwt: A local game.—Babuxédwov: Espe- 
cially appropriate to Mother Earth (v.18). Comp. P.1, 12.—111. 
aovdav | Sipay: “ The songs are athirst,” as “deed is athirst” (N. 
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8, 6), but the poet finds that he is quenching the thirst of his 
Muse, and would fain pause, but Telesikrates (r:s) reminds him 
that there is one more theme to call up—the glory of his ances- 
tors.—112, éyeipa. ... 86§v: A half-forgotten tale is roused from 

sleep, and this, too, is a xapés story.—113. wai redv: As well as 
the glory of the Thebans, Herakles and Iphikles. — rpoyévev: 
Plural, for though Alexidamos alone is meant, the whole line is 
involvyed.—114. “Ipaca: The choice part of the country, through 
which the Libyans led the new-comers by night for good reasons, 

acc. to the story of Herodotos, 4, 158. As P. would say "Ipaca 
mpos modw more readily than mpds réAw “Ipaca, it is not fair to 
cite this passage as an example of ¢8ay with acc. See P. 4, 52. 
—Avratov: The father of the maiden (Barké) bore the same 
name as the famous Libyan antagonist of Herakles. 

*Avt. ¢.—118, érdero: Binds strophe and antistrophe together, 
and thus gives special prominence to the epode, which here con- 
tains the xaipds-point.—xpvaoerepdvov: O. 6,57: reprvas & eset 
xpvcoatrepavoto ddBey|kaprov “HBas.—119. avOyoavr(a): 
Flower and fruit are one.—émodpépar: Cf. v.40. On the active, 
see O. 1, 13. — 120. gurevov: Of a deep-laid plan. So N. 4, 59: 
urevé Fou Odvaroy éx Adxov.—121. yapov: “ Wedding,” not “ wed- 
lock.” — 122. teroapdxovra kal dxrd: One of the fifty Danaides 
(Hypermnestra) had saved her husband, N. 10,6; Hor. Od. 3, 11, 
33; one (Amymone) had yielded to Poseidon.—rmptv péoov Gpap 

éheiv—mply 76 pécor Tis Hyépas yevérOa (Schol.). ‘“ Before the on- 
coming of midday.” ey does not require an object any more 
than aipei in the familiar phrase 6 Adyos aipe?.—123. yapov: No 
fear of repetition. See note on P. 1, 80.—124. atrix(a): See v. 
31.—éyavos: “ Lists,” as O. 10 (11), 26.—125. otv 8 adbdors: Cf. 
O. 2,46. “With the help of,” instead of “ by means of.”—126. 
oxyoo: Opt. in or. obl. =ind. only with interrog. in P., as in 
Homer, except O. 6, 49, which see. First occurrence of fut. opt. 

°Em. ¢€'.—127. (Sov: “ Offered.”” — AiBus: Antaios. — appdtov : 
See v. 14.—128. tédos . . . dxpov: Praemium summum (Dissen), 
“the great prize.” — 129. awayeo6ar: Where we should expect 
admayayéoOa: but @yew often tricks expectation, and there is, be- 
sides, a note of'triumph in the present. So dyev below, v. 183.— 
$s Gy... avoee: The oratio recta would be ds dy... avon, and 
bs dy... atoee would be a slight anakoluthon. This, however, 
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is doubtful for P. ay... dopmv may possibly be=dvaboper, but in 
all likelihood dy belongs to the opt. and gives the view of the prin- 

cipal subject, Antaios. Comp. Hes.Theog. 392: ds dv payorro, imply- 
ing pdyour dv ris. Sohere bs dy Wavoece implies Paicecev dy ris.—180. 
appt: With yavoere.—For: Does not depend on wémos, but on 
the whole complex.—wémkous: The fluttering robe heightens the 
picture (v. 128: xoopjoas). On the dat. see v. 46.— 131. dye 
Aarnpdv Spdpov = Spdum Aanpnpds epuyev. — 132. yept xerpds: 
P. 4, 87: yeupi Fou xeipa. —133. Nopaddov: The scene is laid in 
Barka.—8v Sprdov: In prose we must say 6: dpuidov. With the 
accus. we feel the throng.—Sixov ...@m: A similar scene in P. 
4, 240.— 135. wrepa .. . Nixas: O. 14, 24: eorehavace xvdipeor 
aéOhov mre potas xairay. On the prothalamion theory we have 
a parallel with Telesikrates. 
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A PECULIAR interest attaches to this poem as the earliest work 
of Pindar that we have, for, according to the common count, the 
poet was only twenty years old when he composed the tenth 
Pythian in honor of the victory of Hippokleas, rats dvavAo0dpdpos, 
Pyth. 22 (Ol. 69,3502 B.c.). The Scholiast says that Hippo- 
kleas gained another victory the same day in the single-dash 
foot-race (cradi@), but no direct mention of it is made in this 
poem. The father of Hippokleas had overcome twice at Olym- 
pia as émdcrodpopos, once at Pytho in an ordinary race, Pindar 
was employed for this performance not by the family of Hippo- 
kleas, but by the Aleuadai of Larisa. Dissen thinks that the ode 
was sung at Larisa, Béckh at Pelinna, the home of Hippokleas. 

Always an aristocrat, at the time of P. 10 Pindar had not 
reached the years of balance in which even he could see some 
good in the Ad8pos orparés. Here he simply repeats the cant of 
his class. He is what we may suppose the Kyrnos of Theognis 
to have been when he started life, and this poem is redolent of 
the young aristocracy to which P. belonged. The Persian war 
had not yet come with its revelation. ‘The Gods and the Good 
Men,” that is his motto, but the good men must be of his own 
choosing. He believed in God, he believed also in Blood. The 
praise of Hippokleas, as aristocratic as his name, was a congenial 
theme. “Rich is Lakedaimon, blessed is Thessaly; o’er both 
the seed of Herakles bears sway.” This is the high keynote of 
the poem—the name of Herakles, the pride of race. “Is this an 
untimely braggart song?” he asks. ‘Nay, I am summoned by 
Pytho and the Aleuadai, descendants of Herakles, to bring to 
Hippokleas a festal voice of minstrels ’—Pytho and the Aleuadai, 
God and Blood (vv. 1-6). “For Hippokleas maketh trial of 
contests, and the Parnassian gorge hath proclaimed him fore- 
most of boys in the double course. Apollo, achievement and 
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beginning wax sweet alike when God giveth the impulse, and it 
was by thy counsels that he accomplished this, but by inborn 
valor hath he trodden in the footsteps of his father.” Apollo + 
gave the accomplishment, the father the native vigor—God and 
Blood again (vv. 7-13). ‘That father was twice victorious at 
Olympia, clad in the armor of Ares, and the field of contests 
‘neath the rock of Kirrha proclaimed him victor in the foot- 
race. May fortune attend them in after-days also with flowers 
of wealth.” May Blood have the blessing of God (vv. 13-18). 
Now follows the moral, not other for the youthful poet than 

for the gray-haired singer, and Pindar prays for Pelinna as he is 
afterwards to-pray for Aigina (P.8,end). “Having gained no 
small share of the pleasant things of Hellas, may they suffer no 
envious reverses from the gods. Granted that God’s heart suf- 
fers no anguish, ’tis not so with men. A happy man is he in the 
eyes of the wise, and a theme for song, who by prowess of hand 
or foot gains the greatest prizes by daring and by strength (vv. 
19-24), and in his lifetime sees his son obtain the Pythian wreath. 
Higher fortune there is none for him. The brazen heaven he can- 
not mount, he has sailed to the furthest bound. By ships nor by 
land canst thou find the marvellous road to the Hyperboreans” 
(vv. 25-30). 

Then follows the brief story of Perseus’ visit to the Hyperbo- 
reans, a land of feasts and sacrifices. ‘The Muse dwells there, and 
everywhere there is the swirl of dancing virgins, with the music 
of lyre and flute. Their heads are wreathed with golden laurels, 
and they banquet sumptuously. Disease nor old age infests this 
consecrated race. 

The land of the Hyperboreans is a glorified Thessaly, and P. 
was to come back to it years after in 0.3. What Perseus saw, 
what Perseus wrought, was marvellous; but was he not the son 
of Danaé, was he not under the guidance of Athena? (v. 45). 
And so we have an echo of the duality with which the poem 
began; and as Pindar, in the second triad (v. 21), bows before 
the power of God, so in the third (v. 48) he says: euol d€ Aavua- 
oa | Oedy reXeooadvrey ovdév more aivera | Euper amoror. 
And now, with the same sudden start that we find in his later 

poems, Pindar returns to the victor and himself. And yet he is 
haunted by the image of the Hyperboreans, and as he hopes 
“that his song sweetly sung by the Ephyraian chorus will make 
Hippokleas still more a wonder for his victories mid elders as mid 
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mates, and to young virgins a sweet care,” the notes of the lyres 
and the pipings of the flutes and the dances of the Hyperborean 
maidens (vv.38-40) come before him. Again a moralizing 
strain is heard. The highest blessing is the blessing of the day, 
“What each one striveth for, if gained, he must hold as his near 
and dear delight. That which is to be a year hence is beyond 
all ken” (vv. 61, 62). What is that but the rd & alei mapapepov 
€odov | dmarov epxera marti Bpor@ of O.1,99? Only the young 
poet has the eager clutch of youth (dpmadéay dporrida), and a 
year was a longer time for him in P. 22 than in O1.77. Then P. 
thanks the magnate who yoked this four-horse. chariot of the 
Pierides, the chariot which would never be yoked on so momen- 
tous occasion for the poet (see O. 6, 22), and the ode closes with 
a commendation of the noble brethren who bear up the state of 
the Thessalians. On them, the Good Men, depends the blessing 

of the right governance of the cities ruled by their fathers (vv. 
55-72). The last word of the fourth triad is the praise of Blood, | 
as the great thought of the third is God. 

Leopold Schmidt has detected the signs of youthfulness in 
every element of the poem—in periodology, in plan, in transi- 
tions, in the consciousness of newly acquired art, in the treatment 
of the myth, in the tropology, in the metres, in the political at- 
titude. In an edition like this the examination of so subtile a 
study cannot find a place. A few words on the general subject 
will be found in the Introductory Essay, p. lvii. 

It is noteworthy that the triads do not overlap. Praise occu- 
pies the first triad; prayer, fortified by an illustration of God’s 
power, the next two; hope takes up the fourth. 

The measures are logaoedic. The mood is set down as a mix- 
ture of Aiolian and Lydian. 

Srp. a.—1. ’OABia . . . pdxaipa: Climax. Asyndeton and 
climax remain characteristics of P. to the end.—3. “Hpaxhéos: 
The Aleuadai were of the Herakleid stock.—4, tls xopméw wapa 
xaipév; “What? Am I giving utterance to swelling words un-’ 
timely?” This is Mommsen’s reading, and more natural and 
lively than ri xopmé@ mapa xaipdy ; “ Why this swelling (prelude) 
untimely ? with the implied answer, ‘It is not untimely.’” — 
GAA: “ Nay—but.” — TleAwwaiov: Also called MéAwva (MéAwu), 
in Hestiaiotis, east of Trikka, above the left bank of the Peneios, 
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identified with the ruins near Gardhiki—éamve: For the sing. 
(as it were, ‘“‘with one voice”), comp. 0. 9,16; P. 4,66; 11, 45. 
—b5, "Adeva ... waides: The Aleuadai were one of the great aris- 
tocratic families of Thessaly, It does not appear in what rela- 
tion Hippokleas stood to them. Perhaps he was the favorite, or 
diras (Theokr. 12, 14), of Thorax, who ordered the song. Fennell, 
however, thinks that Thorax was the father. See v. 16.—‘Iwro- 
xdéqa: The form objected to by Ahrens has been defended by 
Schneidewin on the authority of inscriptions.—6. ayayetv: As a 
bride to her husband. Comp. also v. 66. 

Avr. a’.—7. yeverar yap ad0dwv: Cf. P. 9, 38; N. 6,27: mévev 
eyevoavro, 1.4 (5), 19: rd 8 eudy xéap tuvov yeverar.—s. 
otpate: O.5,12. Pure dative dependent on dvéeurev.—é Tlapva- 
ovos ... puyds: Cf. P. 5, 38: Kxowddmedov varos.—9. Siavdodpopay : 
For the dSiavdos, see O. 13, 37.—avéevrev: O. 9,100; P. 1, 32.—10. 
"Amohov, yAvxd 8(€): On dé, see O.1, 36. yAvxu is predicative, 
“waxes a thing of sweetness,” “a delight.”—rédos &pya te: The 
whole, from beginning to end, hence the sing. avéerat, as amvet, V. 
4. There were two réAn and two dpyai in the diavhos. The first 
tédos is the second dpxn, and daipovos épyivros is needed for both. 
Hence perhaps the position, though mpafis ddoi re (P. 9, 74) 
would suffice as a parallel, “the end as the beginning.”—12. 
7d 8¢ ovyyevés: Accus. dependent on éuBéBaxev. Pindaric varia- 
tion for r@ cvyyevei opposed to reois ye wndeow.—épBéBaxev: Cf. 
N. 11,44: peyadavopias éuBaivoper. 

"En. a’.—13. todepadéxors: On the armor of the émArrodpopos, 
see P.9,1. As the shield is the important part, the adjective is 
well chosen.—15. Ba@vAcipwv: So with Hartung for BadvAcinor’. 
8. seems to be a fit epithet for the low-lying course, dyay, for 
which see P. 9,124. Comp. also P. 1,24: Ba@eiay . . . mdaxa. 
The acc. BabvAcipwr(a) is tr. by Fennell “rising from rich mead- 
ows.” —twd... wérpav: “Stretching along under,” hence the 
accusative. For mérpay, comp. P. 5, 37: Kpioratoy Addov. — 
16. xparnoiroda: Dependent on @jxev. ‘“‘ Made prevalent of 
foot,” “victorious in the race.”’—@pictav: The position is em- 
phatic, but the examples cited by Rauchenstein are all nomina- 
tives, O. 10 (11), 34. 38. 56; P. 12,17; I. 5 (6), 30. 35. The 
emphatic acc. naturally takes the head of the sentence. ®. is 
the victor’s father; according to Hermann and others a horse. 
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If Phrixos is an aristocratic Thessalian name, Phrikias might 
also be suffered to pass muster.—18. av@eiv: As if éro:ro poipa 
were equivalent to «iy poipa.—ediow: Depends on éraro. The 
extremes are rhythmically near. Comp. Hdt. 1, 32: ei A ot rixn 
énigmotro mavra Kaa €xovra TeAeuTATat ed Tov Biov. 

Srp. B’.—20. p8ovepais ex Gedy | perarpomias: Cf. I. 6 (7), 39:68 
dOavarov pr Oparcéra POdvos, Hdt. 1,32: 7d Ociov wav pOove- 
pdv.—21, beds cin = Geds Eorw. Comp.0.3, 45. Schneidewin’s alei 
is unnecessary, nor need we take eij as = ein dv. “ Let him that is 
free from heartache be a god.” “Set him down as a god.”—22. 
yiverat gopois: “Is accounted in the eyes of the wise.” More 
natural than ipyynrds coois, “a theme for poets,” —23. 8s Gv xepoiv 
4 wodav dpera, xré.: Cf. Od. 8,147: ob pev yap peilov KA€éos dvépos 

> »* oa , Lara ‘ ‘ cn 

éppa x’ Enow | i 6 te mocaiv re péEn kal yepoly ejow. 

*Avt. B’.—26. war’ aloay = xara rd mpoojkoy (Schol.). “Duly” 
with rvxdvra. Cf. P. 4, 107.—rvxévra: On the aor. part. with iy, 
see P. 5, 84.—orepdvav: According to the Scholiast, Hippokleas 
gained both SiavAos and orddiov the same day. See vy. 58.—27. 
6 xaAxeos otpavéds: Comp. the story about Diagoras, quoted in 
the introduction to O. 7, Cic. Tusc. 1, 46,111: Morere, Diagora, 
non enim in caelum ascensurus e8.—28. Saas . . . wAdov: “ Whatso- 
ever brilliant achievements we men of mortal race attain, he sails 
to the outmost bound.” Combine repaives mdov mpds éoyxarov 
with Rauchenstein and Leop. Schmidt. Cf. I. 5 (6), 12: éoyarias 
..-mpds dABov. The dative with drrecOa, as I. 3 (4), 29: dvopéas 
& érxdraow | otxobey oraddacw arrovO ‘Hpaxdeias. Comp. the 
close of O. 3.—éayAatas: For the word, see O. 13, 14; the pl., O. 
9, 106. — 29. vavot: On the omission of otre, see P. 6, 48, and 
comp. below, v.41: vocos ovre yipas.—ev etpos: Simply evpors 
in the old MSS. dy is supplied by Moschopulos, In such pas- 
sages, P. prefers xev. See v. 62; O. 10 (11), 22; P. 7,16; N. 4, 93. 
Bergk, following an indication of the Scholia, writes rdy’, the © 
opt. being used in the old potential sense. See note on O. 3, 45. 
—80. “YwepBopéwv: See O. 3, 16.—éyava = dyopay (Eustathios).— 
Gavpardy: O. 1, 28. 

’Er. B’.—31. Tlepoets: See P, 12, 11.— 33, dvwv: The ass is a 
mystic animal. Hence the ready belief that the Jews worshipped 
an ass. See Justin Martyr, Apol. I. 32, and esp. c. 54, where 
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Christ and Perseus, Pegasos and the foal of an ass are paralleled. 
—tmirécoas = emirvxov. Cf. P. 3, 27: roccais, 4, 25: enérooce. 
—eg: Apollo.—34. péLovras: The acc., as if émirédooats were = 

etpov.—36. tBpw dp0iav: “ Rampant lewdness” (Paley). ‘“'Tow- 
ering wantonness.” vSpis is  braying,” and its accompaniments 
(comp. Hdt. 4,129: bBpifovres dy of dvor erdpaccoy riyv immov 
tev Skvbéwyv), and dpé0s in P. is regularly used of sound (0. 9, 
117; N. 10, 76), as Mezger notes, but épay cannot be explained 
away. On the sacrifice of the ass to Apollo, the musical beast to 
the musical god, see A. B. Cook, Journ. Hell. Stud. XIV., pt. 1, 
where this passage is illustrated by a fresco found at Mycenae 
representing two rampant asses with lolling tongues and leering 
eyes.—xvwdddov: Properly used of “ gnawing” (ravening) mon- 
sters; hence, as here, of untamed beasts of draught, Aisch. P. V. 
407: e{evEa mparos ev (vyoiot ky @dSaXa. 

Srp. y'.—88. tpdmors ent oderéporor: ei of the conditions, See 
P. 1,84. “With such ways as theirs” to make her stay. “Such 
are their ways.” These ways are next set forth—oderépowr: 
See note on O. 9, 84. — 39. Boal: 0.3, 8: Body aiddr, N. 5, 88: 
kaAdpowo Boa, which seem to us more natural.—8ovéovrar: The 
music swirls with the dance and as well as the dance. N.7,81: 
rodvparov Opdsov ipvav Sdver Hovxa.—40. Sava te xpvaég: O. 11 
(10), 13: émi orepdv@ x pvoéas édaias, and see note on O, 8, 1.— 
évaSijoavres: Where we might expect the middle, but xépas will 
serve for the reflexive. See note on O, 14, 24: eorepdvwce.— 
etAamivdforow: Od. 1, 226: eiAamivy fe ydpos; met ovK Epavos | 
rade y éoriv.—41. véoo 8 otre yijpas: See v. 29.—éxparat: Is 
“blended” with the current of their blood. See O, 10 (11), 114. 

Avr. y’. —44. tmépSixov: This stern (over-just) goddess they 
had escaped, not that they were not subject to her, but because 
they had satisfied her; they had been found guiltless before her. 
—8paceiq 82 mvéwy xapdia: A variation from what we should ex- 
pect, Opacd or Opacéa, like yaunda mvéwr (P. 11, 30); Keved mredioas 
(O. 10 [11], 102).—45. ayetro: Parenthetic imperf.—46. qouxfAov: 
Cf. P. 8,46: Spdxovra motxidoy.—47. Spaxdvrav péBaror = dpaxor- 
reiots PdBacor. The locks were snakes.—vac.srats: The Seriphi- 
ans. See P. 12, 12.—48. Oavpdoar: “For wondering.” “To 
rouse my wonder.” The strict grammatical dependence is on 
dmorov. In prose, dmorov dete Oavpdoa. Schol, Flor.: eye 
miotevov mayra Tovs Oeovs SivarGat ov Oavpdga. 
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"Em. ¥.— 51. oxdoov: “Check,” “hold.” gy. is a nautical 
word. Eur. Phoen. 454: cydcov dé Sewhy dppa kat Ovpod 
nvods. Asyndeton in a sudden shift.—dayxvpav: The boat-figure 
grows out of vacvwrais, and xoipddos wérpas out of AiPwov Oavarov. 
Cf, P. 12,12. yx. a. “reef,” “rocky reef.”—é€pevwov x@ovi: “ Let it 
go and grapple the bottom.” The dat. is instrumental.—52. 
mp@pate: P.4,191.—Gdxap: “A guard against.’ — 53. éyxoplov: 
Do not land. Your bark will be dashed against the rocks of a 
long story. Your ship must go te other shores, your song to 
other themes, as a bee hies from flower to flower. Pindar lives 
himself into a metaphor, as if it were no metaphor; hence meta- 
phor within metaphor. No mixed, only telescoped, metaphor. 
—Gwros: Is hardly felt as our “flower” or “blossom.” This 
would make both péAtowa and Aédyov flowers, and P., even in his 
nonage, could hardly have been guilty of that.—54. dre: Cf. P. 
4, 64. 

Srp. &.—55. "Eqvpatov: Ephyra, afterwards Kranon, was ruled 
by the Skopadai, great lovers of art. The inhabitants belonged 
to the stock of the Herakleidai, from Ephyra, in Thesprotia.— 
56. &ppi IInveidv: At Pelinna. —yAveetav: Proleptic. —57. rév 
“‘Immoxhéav: The article seems prosaic to G. Hermann. Rauchen- 
stein writes woé’. The other examples are not exactly parallel, 
but “this Hippokleas of ours” will serve.—ér «at paéddov: Even 
more than he now is, by reason of his victories.—otwv do8ats: 

Much more lively than dovdais or 80 dowdy. Cf. P. 12, 21.—58. 
otepavev: See v. 26.— 59. véaoly re wap0évorer péAnpa: A hint 
that Hippokleas is passing out of the boy-stage. Comp. the allu- 
sions to love in P. 9, esp. v. 107.— 60. tmékvoe(v): Danger is a 
nettle, pws is a xvidn. xvitew is used of love, Hdt. 6,62: ray dé 
*Apisrova Exvile dpa tis yuvatkds tavtns 6 épws. Cf. I. 5 (6), 
50: ddcia § evdov vw ExviEev xdpis, where évdov = ind. 

Avr. &.—61. tav... dpover: dp. with gen., like papa. Comp. 
also P.6,50: dpyas és immeav €oddov.—62. Tuxdv Kev... cx Eon 
=e«i rixor, cxéOor Kev. Similar positions of a are common 
enough in prose. Here the opt. with xey is an imperative. — 
apwakéay — as dpradéoy rr. “ With eager clutch.” Comp. P. 8, 
65: dpwadéav ddcw.—povtida = péAnua.— tap wodds: Cf. P. 3, 

60: yvovra 7d map odds, and I. 7 (8), 13: 7d dé mpd odds dpecor 
aici oxoreiv.—63. els évravrdév: “ A year hence,”—64, fevig: Theg 
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salian magnates were famous for a rather rude hospitality. See 
note on P.4,129. Xen. Hell. 6,1, 3: jy dé cai Dros Prdkevds 
Te kal peyadompemis Tov Gerradixdy tpdmov.— Odpaxos: Thorax 
was the magnate who ordered the poem. His relation to Hippo- 
kleas is obscure. — épav wourviev xdpw: Acc. to the Schol. éuay 
xdpw—=rthy €& €uov xapw, “ my song of victory.” morviey would 
then be transitive, “ panting to gain.” But the other interpreta- 
tion, “in panting eagerness for my sake,” would be more appro- 
priate to the circumstances of the young and unknown poet. 
Thorax was a personal friend of victor and singer.—65. +é8(€): 
“ This” of mine.—éppa IvepiSwv: Comp. O. 6, 22 and I.7 (8), 62: 
Moiwaiov dppa. This is for P.a grand occasion. — tetpdopov: 
Béckh sees an allusion to the four triads, and sees too much.— 
66. idéev didrdov7’, &ywv Gyovr(a): We should say, in like man- 
ner, “lip to lip, and arm in arm,” so that it should not appear 
which loves, which leads. Whether this refers to Hippokleas or 
to Pindar depends on the interpretation of ydpw. 

"Er. &'.—67. mpéwee: “Shows” what it is.—69. Ka8edpeods pay 
érawyoopev: With Hermann. Thorax, Eurypylos, and Thrasy- 
daios were at the headquarters of Mardonios before the battle of 
Plataia (Hdt. 9, 58).—70. vépov: The state. Cf. P. 2, 86.—71. & 
8 ayaboicn keivrar: Cf. P.8,76: ra & ovx ex’ dvdpaot keira. Some 
MSS. have keira: (schema Pindarieum), for which see O. 11 (10), 
6. dyaGoicr in the political sense.—72. watpdva:: Another mark 
of the youthful aristocrat. Besides, Pindar had nothing to hope 
for from the mob. 
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Accorprne to the Scholia, Thrasydaios, a Theban, was victo- 
rious, as a boy, in the foot-race, Pyth. 28 (Ol. 75, 3 = 478 B.c.), 
the year after the battle of Plataia. He was long afterwards 
victorious in the SiavAos, Pyth. 33 (Ol. 80, 3 = 458 B.c.), before 
the battle of Tanagra. The expression yupvdv oradioy (v. 49) 
has led some to suppose that the earlier victory is meant. See 
the passage. The failure to mention the trainer of Thrasydaios 
may mean that Thrasydaios, like Hippokleas of P. 10, had out- 
grown his attendant, although in a poem supposed to be full of 
obscure hints we might see in Pylades and in Kastor the re- 
flection of that unnamed friend. The ode shows that Thrasy- 
daios belonged to a wealthy and prominent family. His father 
had been successful at Pytho (v.43), and another of the same 
house had gained a victory with a chariot at Olympia (v. 47). 
The song was sung in the procession to the temple of Ismenian 
Apollo, to whom the prizer was to return thanks for the guer- 
don of a victory. 

Pindar calls on the daughters of Kadmos and Harmonia to 
chant Themis and Pytho in honor of the victory of Thrasydaiox 
which he won in the land of Pylades, the host of Orestes (vv. 1- 
16). 
Upon this invocation—an unbroken sentence that extends 

through a whole triad and bristles with proper names—follows 
the familiar story of Orestes, which ends here with the death of 
Klytaimnestra and her paramour, Aigisthos, a myth which hard- 
ly seems to belong to a joyous epinikion (vv. 17-37). 

If Pindar had kept his usual proportion, the story would have 
extended through the third triad, but, with a common poetical 
device, he exclaims that he has been whirled out of his course, 
summons the Muse to fulfil the promised task, and praises the 
achievements of Pythonikos, the father, and Thrasydaios, the 
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son, recounting how the house had won in the chariot-race at 
Olympia and put to shame their rivals at Pytho (vv. 38-50). 

Then, putting himself in the victor’s place, P. prays for a right 
spirit, for the love of what is noble, for self-control in the midst 
of effort. Hence the middle rank is best, not the lofty fate of 
overlords. But if the height is scaled, then avoid insolence. 
Such a noble soul is Thrasydaios, son of Pythonikos; such 
Tolaos, son of Iphikles; such Kastor and Polydeukes, sons of the 
gods, who dwell one day at Therapnai, one within Olympos (vv. 
51-64). 

The eleventh Pythian has given the commentators much 
trouble. In most of the odes the meaning of the myth, its 
office as an incorporation of the thought, can, at least, be di- 
vined. Here the uncertainty of the date and the unusual char- 
acter of the story combine to baffle historical interpretation. 
Historical romances have been framed to fit the supposed fort- 
unes of the house of Thrasydaios. The figures of Agamemnon, 
Klytaimnestra, Kassandra, Orestes, have been made to represent, 
now political characters, now political combinations and con- 
flicts. What does the praise of the middle estate mean? What 
light does that throw on the question of the date? Or are we 
simply to say that the poem belongs to a period in Pindar’s 
earlier career, when he had not yet acquired the art of handling 
the myth, and is the story of Orestes a mere ornament, without 
deeper significance ? 

The two main difficulties, then, are the selection of the myth 
of Orestes and the praise of the middle estate. Apart from all 
historical side-lights, which here seem to confuse rather than to 
help, the meaning of the myth of Orestes is given by the poet in 
the line tcye: re yap GABos ov pelova POdvoy (v. 29). This is 
true of all the figures in the piece—Agamemnon, Klytaimnestra, 
Aigisthos, Orestes. Pindar does not carry out the story of 
Orestes, simply because he feels that he might do what some of 
his commentators have done so often, and push the parallel be- 
tween the hero of the myth and the hero of the games too far. 
So he drops the story, as he has done elsewhere—drops it just as 
Bellerophon is dismissed (O. 13) when his further fortunes would 
be ominous. The return to the praise of Thrasydaios and his 
house is, however, a reinforcement of the moral Pindar has just 
been preaching—the moral that lies in the myth—and when 
he reaches the point at which the house of Thrasydaios put the 

, 
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Greeks to shame by their speed, he pauses and prays for modera- 
tion, the corrective of too great prosperity. This is all too high 
for him, the glory is too great. So, in the commonwealth, he 
chooses the middle station and dreads the fortunes of tyrants. 
The feats he aims at are within the common reach. And yet 
even the highest is not in danger of envy, if there is no o’erween- 
ing pride nor insolence. Witness Iolaos, a Theban, townsman 
of Thrasydaios; witness Kastor and Polydeukes, brothers of 
Klytaimnestra, Doubtless this is not all that the poem means— 
but shall we ever know more? 

The first triad is occupied with the introduction. The myth 
begins with the beginning of the second triad, but is stopped in 
the third triad by the whirl (v. 38), which prepares the return 
to the victor and his house, 

The rhythms are logaoedic. 

Srp. a’.—1. KéBpou xépar: O, 2, 24: ererar dé Adyos ebOpdvors | 
Kddpoto kovpacs.— Zepéha... ayuaris: “NeighVor.” One 
would expect a special office, as in the case of ’AwdAXwv dyuieds, for 
Semele is a special favorite (O. 2, 28), and lives at the court end 
of Olympos. Ov. Met.1,172: plebs habitat diversa locis: a fronte 
potentes caelicolae clarique suos posuere penates.—2. "Iva 8 Aevxo- 
@éa: Familiar from Od. 5,333 on. Comp. O. 2, 33.—3. dproroydve : 
Mommsen reads (with the Schol.) dpiaroydvov, but Herakles does 
not need the adjective, and it is time for Alkmena to have it.—4. 
Medlav: Who bare Ismenios and Teneros to Apollo, Paus. 9, 10, 
5.—xpvotwv ... tpurédav: Golden tripods were sent to this shrine 
by the @nBayeveis—the old pre-Boeotian stock—and the high- 
priest was chosen yearly from the dadynddpor.—5. Aogias: Oracu- 
lar name in connection with an oracle. So P. 8, 28. 

*Avr. a’. —6, pavtiov: More natural than payretoy = pavrevpdrev 
(Schol.). The divination was 8: euripor.—T. “Appovias: Wife 
of Kadmos. —érivopov? With orpardv. émivoyoy is glossed by 

civyopoy, but the other version seems more natural: rds [ sc. 
jpoidas] émwepopévas cal éemonrevotcas ras OnBas.  émivopov 
would then be proleptic. The host of heroines is invited to 
visit (émivoyov) the shrine in a body (éynayvpéa), and the two 
daughters of Harmonia (v.7) are to sing (v. 10).—8. wadet: Sc. 
Ao€ias.—9, O€uv: Gaia was the first, Themis the second mistress 
of the Pythian shrine. See note on P.4,'74.—10. yas dphaddv: 
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See P. 6, 3.—xehabyjoer(e): We have a right to call this a subjune- 
tive. See O. 6, 24.—Gxpq abv éowépq: “The edge of even,” 
“nightfall.” See the commentators on So. Ai. 285, where Jebb 
translates this passage “at fall of eventide.” 

’Em. a’. — 12. xdpw: Apposition to the action. xedadjoere = 
monoerbe Kédadov. “To grace.”—ayanu... Kippas: P, 10, 15: 
id Kippas ay oy | rérpav.—13. &pvacev: Causative. The herald 
was the agent. Comp. P.1,32: xapué avéeuré vw.—14. ert: With 
Barov.—15. apovparor IIvAdda: The father of Pylades was Stro- 
phios, king of Phokis.—16. Adxevos: Orestes was made king of 
Lakedaimon, acc. to Paus. 2, 18, 5. 

Srp. B’.—17. rév: The relative begins the myth, as often. See 
Index.— Apowéa: By others called Aaoddyera, Kicooa.—18. ind 
=tmrék: Cf. 0. 5,14: im duayavias, 6,43: in’ ddivos.—Kax: So 

after Bergk’s «yx for the simple éx of the MSS., which gives a 
harsh construction.—19. émwére: See P. 3, 91. — AapSavi8a: With 
xdpay.—20. ’Ayapepvovig | puxg: O. 2, 13.—-21. axrav wap’ etoxiov: 
mapa not strictly as in prose, not “along the shore,” but “to the 
stretch of the shore.” 

’Ayr. B’.—22. vmdAjs yuva: On the position, see O. 1,81; 10 (11), 
48; P. 12, 17. —"Igtyéver(a) .. . opayGeioa: Rather than 7rd oda- 
xOjvat, Gri Eopaxdn, cpayn. See O.3,6; P. 2, 23.—ém’ Hipiw@: At 
Aulis.—24. érépw Aé€xei Sapalopévav: The paraphrast: érép@ dvdpi 
puoyouévny. Fennell tr.“ humiliated by another connection on 
Agamemnon’s part.” This would bring in Kassandra, but the 
sense cannot be extracted from the words. Pindar enlarges on 
the more shameful alternative, “ guilty passion and sensual de- 
light.”” — 25. éwvxou wapayov xotrar: P. 2,35: edval mapdrporot. 
—rd 88 véats, xré.: Inevitable Greek moralizing, as inevitable to 
Pindar as to Euripides, 

’Er. B’.—27. Gdotpiacr yAdooats: “ Owing to alien tongues,” 

as if 80 dddorpias yAoooas.—29. toyea te... 6 Sé: Cf. P. 4, 80.— 
ov pelova: Sc. rov dABov. Prosperity is envied to its full height. 
The groundling may say and do what he pleases. No one notices 
him.—30. xapnAa wvéwv: Comp. O. 10 (11), 102: xeved rvevorais, N. 
8,41: dAdror DAa rvéwy.—agavroY Bpéver: To him who lives on 
the heights the words and works of 6 yayunAd mvéwv amount to 
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nothing more than an “obscure murmur.” The contrast is, as 
the Scholiast puts it, between 6 emupayns and 6 adavns.—31. pev 
+++ 7(€): O. 4, 13.—32. xpévo: P. 4, 78: ypdv@ iker(o). — KAvrais 
tv "Apixdars: Homer puts the scene in Mykenai, Stesichoros in 
Amyklai. Acc. to O. Miiller, Amyklai was the old capital of the 
Pelopidai, and the same city that Homer calls Lakedaimon. See 
Paus. 3, 19,5, on the statue of Kassandra and the monument of 

Agamemnon at Amyklai. 

Srp. y'.—33. pavri...«dpav: “ Prophetic maid,” or “ maiden 
prophetess.” — rupwbévrav | Tpdwv: Not gen. absol. — 34, aBpé- 
ratos: Depends on éAvoe. “ Reft of luxury.” Such a combina- 
tion as Sépuous dSpdraros = Sépous 4B8povs, mAovciovs, is very un- 
likely.—é 8(€): Orestes. Return to the hero of the myth, v. 16. 
—35. Zrpédiov: See note on P, 4, 51.—véa nepadd: So with Bergk 
for véa xehada. The paraphrast has véos dy ér, though that is 
not conclusive. The appositional nominative gives a tender 
touch.—36. xpoviy oiv”Aper: Keep the personification. ‘ With 
Ares’ tardy help.” —37. év govais: Notice the effect of the plural. 
“ Weltering in his gore.” Oeiva: regularly with é¢v everywhere. 

*Avt. y'.— 38. dpevotropov tpioSev: Lit. “ path-shifting fork.” 
The rpiodos is the place where two roads go out of a third. 
Plat. Gorg. 524 A: ev ry rpidde e& Hs péperov rd 68H. See my 
note on Justin Martyr, Apol. II. 11,8. “The place where three 
roads meet ” is misleading without further explanation.—rptodév : 
Notice the prolongation of the last syllable, P. 3, 6.— 39. dp@av 
kédevOov: vy.1-16. The words dp6dy xédcevboy suggest the paths 
of the sea, and the image changes.—40. és 8r(e): Comp. O. 6, 2: 
as Ore Oanrov wé-yapov.—axarov elvadfav: For the figure, see P. 10, 
51.—41. Moioa, rd 52 redv: For dé, see 0. 1,36. With rd de reoy, 
comp. 0. 5,72: 7d & éudv.—proSote: In these matters P.is to us 
painfully candid. — wapéxew: As cuvédev is a verb of will, the 
future is not necessary.—42. imdpyvpov: “ For silver.” The double 
meaning of “silver voice” is plain enough. Much disputed is I. 
2, 8: dpyupwbcioa mpdowra padrOaxdpwvor dodai.— &Ador’ &Ada 
rapaootpev, xré.: “That is thy duty, to let it flit now this way, 
now that—now to father, anon to son.” P. has already flitted 
from land (rpiodov) to water (1Adov). 

"Em. y'. — 43. Iv@ovixe: Elsewhere [vécdvixos. Bergk con: 
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siders it a proper name. — 45. émupdéyer: Cf. O. 9,23: gitar 
mroAw | parepais emupréywv doais. For the sing. of a welded 
pair, see P. 10, 10, and for English usage Fitzedward Hall in 

Am. Journ. of Phil. II. p. 424.—46. év G@ppaoi: Cf. P. 2,4: rerpao- 
pias... év & xparéwv. — 48. éoxov: O. 2,10.—Soav deriva: “The 
swift halo,” “swiftly the halo.” Cf. P. 4,179: rayées.. . €Bav. 
For dxriva, cf. I. 3 (4), 60: épyparav dxris xadkav doBeortos aici. 
—ow trros: Not simply = dv immo. 

Srp. 5’.—49. IlvOot re: With preceding pév, as v. 31.—yvpvov 
émi orddiov: “The bare course,” usually opposed to the émAirms 
Spdpos, as I. 1,23. Here the course, where the runner has noth- 
ing to help him; opp. to éy dppaci, ctv tmmois.—reygav: “ Put 
to the blush.”—50. 660ev épatyav xakav: P. often uses the first 
person when he desires to put himself in the place of the victor 
(0. 3, 45; P. 3,110). A familiar trick of familiar speech, and 
suited to the easy terms on which P. stood with most of his 
“patrons.” The sense “ May the gods so guide my love for that 
which is fair that I may not go beyond the limit of my power.” 
Others: 6ed0ev xaday, “The goods the gods provide.” There is 
not the least necessity for considering épaipay as = épaipay av.— 
51. patépevos: The participle is restrictive, dore ra Suvara povov 
paieo Oa.—év adixig: “In my life’s bloom.”—52. trav yap Gp wé- 
Aw, xré.: Some see in this an oblique reference to the men who 
were carrying things with a high hand at Thebes in 478 B.c. 
For the condition of Thebes at the time of the Persian war, see 
the speech of the Thebans in Thuk. 3, 62: dep 5€ eos vopois pev 
kai T@ Twdppoveotar@ evaytiwraroy, €yyutarw Sé rupdvvov, Suvacreia 
oriyov avdpav elye Ta mpdypara.—paooov — paxporépw, the MS. 
reading, which is unmetrical (Bergk). p.=peifow. See P. 2, 
26: paxpdy ddBor. 

"Avr. &.—54, §vvais 8 aud’ Gperais: Evyai dperai are achieve- 
ments that are within the reach of all, that are open to all (Dis- 
sen). Mezger prefers “Excellences that inure to the good of 
all,” such as victories. This is ré y ev vv memovapévov eb of P. 9, 
101. Jebb: “Those virtues move my zeal which serve the folk.” 
But the stress is laid directly on the avoidance of envy.—rérapa:: 
“T am at full stretch” as it were, with his arms about the prize. 
Comp. P. 9,129: ds & ay mpa&ros Oopay | audi For aioe wémAats. 
—55. Grar: The MSS. have dard, dra. The dat. makes no satis- 
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factory sense. dyvveoOa occurs only once more in P., and then 
in the common sense “to ward oft” (I. 6 [7], 27). ‘The evil 
workings of envy are warded off” (pass.) makes a tolerable 
sense. This, of course, makes Péovepoi fem., for which we have 
analogy elsewhere. dra: would embrace both human and divine 
(Mezger). dra:, as a masc. nom. plur., “ mischief-makers,” “ work- 
ers of drm,” would account for dOovepoi. For the metre read 
drat ¢i (Synizesis).—axpov édév: Comp. P. 9, 128: réAos dxpov, and 
1.1, 51: xépdos dyorov.—56, péAavos ... yeved: I have rewritten 
the passage after Bergk with no great confidence. “A fairer 
end in black death does he find (than the iSpiorai), having be- 
queathed to his sweet race the favor of a good name, the highest 

of treasures.” —58. xpéturrov: So Bergk for xparioray. 

*Er. 5’. — 59. &@ te: Sc. ydpis. —’Iguede(Sav: As P. is praising 
transmitted glory he does not forget the genealogy of Iolaos and 
of the Dioskuroi.—60. Siagépar: “Spreads [the fame] abroad.” 
—'‘Iékaov: Iolaos and Kastor are coupled, I. 1, 16. 30, as the 

Suppndrdrat Kparicror. — 62. o€ te, Fdva— TlodvSevnes: Cf. P. 4, 89. 
Polydeukes was the son of Zeus, and when Kastor fell, Zeus said 
to Polydeukes (N. 10, 85): «i d€ xaovyynrov mépe | papvacat, way- 
tov d€ voeis droddooacba Ficor, | fpiov pév Ke mvéots yaias brévep- 
Bev edy, | jpicv & odpavod ev xpveéors Sdpacw.—63. wap’ Gpap: 
“Day about,” “ every other day.” —Oepdmvas: I. 1, 31: Tuvdapidas 
& ev Ayaois & iimedov Oe padmvas oikéwy eos. N. 10,56: ind 
KevOect yaias €v yuddowt Oepdmvas. On the left bank of the 
Eurotas, where the Menelaion commanded Sparta as the Janicu- 
lum Rome. “Nowhere does ancient Sparta come so vividly be- 
fore the traveller as on the high plateau of Therapne, with its 
far-reaching view ” (E. Curtius). 

HBRAKLES STRINGING BOW. 

Coin of Thebes. 
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Mmas of Akragas, a famous aiAnrns, master of the Athenian 
Lamprokles, who in his turn taught Sophokles and Damon, was 
victorious in atAnois twice, Pyth. 24 and 25, and likewise, accord- 
ing to the Scholia, at the Panathenaic games. We do not know 
positively for which of the two victories at Pytho this poem was 
composed ; but if Pindar had been celebrating the second vic- 
tory, he would, according to his usual manner, have mentioned 
the first. If this is the first victory, the poem belongs to the 
same year with P. 6 (494 B.c.),in which Pindar celebrated the 
success of another Agrigentine, his friend Xenokrates, brother 
of Theron, and we have in P. 12 one of Pindar’s earliest odes. 

The contest in avAgdia (song with flute accompaniment) was 
abolished at the second Pythiad, and the game at which Midas 
won was the WA atAnots. The antique addAds, like the old Eng- 
lish flute, was a kind of clarionet, with a metallic mouth-piece, 
and one or two tongues or reeds. Midas had the ill-luck to 
break the mouth-piece of his flute, but continued his playing, to 
the great delight of his audience, and succeeded in winning 
the prize. 

The poem is constructed on the usual Pindaric lines. It an- 
nounces the victory, tells of the origin of flute music, the inven- 
tion of the tune called xedbaddy moddGy vdpos (rodvKédados vdpos), 
and returns to the victor with some not unfamiliar reflections on 
moil and toil linked with prosperity, 

According to Mezger, édedpe, V. 7, and edpev, v. 22, which mark 
beginning and end of the myth, show the tendency of the poem. 
The value of the victory consists in its having been gained in an 
art invented by Athena. 

Mezger notices a resemblance to O. 3 in the handling of the 
myth. In both poems the person of the victor is brought into 
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connection with the centre of the mythical narrative-_the olive 
there, the rodvkédados véyos here. 

The rhythms are dactylo-epitrite, 

Srp. a’. —1. guAdyAae: Not without allusion to the function 
of ’AyAaia. O. 14, 13.—Kxaddiora Bpoteav wodlwv: Cf. P. 9,75 (of 
Kyrene): xaddioray rédw.—2. Peporepévas %os: The whole island 
was presented by Zeus tc Persephone eis ra dvaxadumrnpia (the 
presents given to the bride when she first took off her veil).— 
5x Ga1s ... koAdvav: The commanding position of this iynda mé- 

hus, as P. calls it elsewhere, is emphasized by travellers, old and 
new. déxdas: See P. 1, 64.—3. vates: Heroine and city are 
blended, after Pindaric fashion. See P. 9, 75.—’Axpdyavros: The 

river.—Ffdava = dvacca.—4. ov eipeveiq: The favor that he is to 
find in his reception, not the favor that he has already found.— 
5. otepdvopa: The song as well as the wreath. See P. 9, 4.— 
Migq: For the dat., see P. 4,23. It is to: Midas’s honor that the 
offering is to be received.—6. téxvq, tav, xré.: Acc. to the com- 
mon tradition, Athena invented the flute, Olympos this special 
melody (6 aodvkéados vopos). P. modifies the tradition so as to 
give both to Athena. We cannot limit réyva to Midas’s art in 
this one melody, in spite of the coincidence of épeidpe and d:a- 
mréEaoa.—8. Srawdéfaro(a): “ Winding.” 

Srp. B’. — 9. mwapOeviors — rapOévwrv. The sisters of Medusa, 
Euryale and Stheno.—iwé 7 &wAdrous: The virgins are bowed in 
grief, which position is better brought out by td, with the dat. 
On ind, with the second word, see O. 9, 94.—élwv: Acc. to an- 
other version, only Medusa had the snake locks.—10. AeBédpevov : 
After the analogy of xeiv (I. 7 [8],58: @pjvov .. . €xeav), and Sdxpva 
AeiBew. The ovdAwos Opnvos brought with it a shower of tears 
(doraxri eiBwv Saxpvoy, Soph.), hence the blending.—ewv: Al- 
most equivalent to “amid.”—11. émére: “ What time.” Cf. P. 8, 
91.—rplrov ... pépos: Medusa was one of three sisters. Cf. P. 4, 
65: Gydoov . . . wépos ’Apxeoidas. — Gvvecev: “ Despatched.”—12. 
elvahiq te Zepipy totot re: So Hermann. <civadia Sepipw daoian, 
the reading of the best MSS., makes. in 3. short. roiot = adrois 
=epipios. If Aaoior is retained, it must be read as a dis- 
syllable. Seriphos was turned into a solid rock, and the in- 
habitants, who had maltreated Danaé, mother of Perseus, were 
petrified by the apparition of the Gorgon’s head —13, $épxouo0: 
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The father of the three Graiai, as well as of the three Gor- 
gons.—patpwoev: “Blinded.” The Graiai had one eye in com- 
mon, of which Perseus robbed them in order to find his way 
to the abode of the Gorgons.—14. TloAvdéxrg: Polydektes of 
Seriphos, enamoured of Danaé, made her his slave, and, pretend- 
ing to desire wedlock with Hippodameia, invited the princes of 
the realm to a banquet, in order to receive contributions towards 
the édva. Perseus promised, as his contribution to this épavos, 
the head of Medusa. — 16. ebwapdov . . . Medoioas: Medusa is 
mortal, the others immortal. See the story in Ov. Met. 4, 792: 

clarissima forma | multorumque fuit spes invidiosa procorum, 
After she yielded to Poseidon, her hair was turned into serpents 
by Athena, of whose temple she was priestess, and with whom 
she vied in beauty. The transmutation of Medusa in plastic art 
from a monster to a beauty is well known. 

Srp. y.—17. vids Aavdas: On the position, see O, 10 (11), 38. 
—and xpvoot ...aitopttov: The shower of gold in which Zeus 

descended to Danaé. I. 6 (7), 5: xpuvo@ pecovixrioy vidorra 

.. tov hépraroy Oedv.— 18. pidov av8pa: Perseus was special 
liegeman of Athena.—19. redxe: The tentativeness of the inven- 
tor may be noted in the tense, as in the ENOIEI of the Greek 
artist, though in earlier times EMOIH3SE is more common (Ur- 
lichs). — wéppovov: Cf. O. 7,12: mapgavowi r év evrecw adthov, 
and P. 3,17: mapdaver iayday ipevaiov. — 20. tov... yoov: On 
the long suspense, see O. 12, 5,—-Etpuddas: The eminence is due 
to the metrical form of the name.—kapradipav yeviwv: “ Quiver- 
ing jaws.”—21. xpippbévra: Lit. “ brought nigh,” “that assailed 
her ears.” —oiv évreot: “With the help of instruments” in- 
stead of the simple instrumental éyr. Cf. P. 4, 39.—22. avBpdor 
@varois €xetv: This would seem to imply that she does not mean 
to use the flute herself. Still the story that Athena threw away 
the flute after she invented it, because it disfigured her face, is 
doubtless an Athenian invention aimed at the Boeotians.—éxew : 
Epexegetic infinitive. — 23. xepadGv wodAGv vopov: Fanciful ex- 
planation of the “ winding bout,” or “ many-headed ” tune.—24, 
Aaocadwv: The avdrds called to games as well as battles, 

Srp. 8'.—25. Odpa — dua (Bergk). See O.'7, 12.—Sovdxov: For 
which Boeotia was famous.—26. wapa xad\ixdpw... wédker: The 
dat. is more poetical than the acc. See O.1,20.-—Xapirev: The 
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city of the Charites is Orchomenos. See O. 14, 3: & dAurapas 
doidipot Bacidera | Xaperes ‘Opxouevod. — 27. Kagioidos: The 
nymph Kopais.—morot xopevrav paprupes: The aidds is the time- 
keeper, and so the witness of the dances.—28, dvev xaparov: Al- 
lusion to the mishap of Midas, though the story may have been 
imported.—29. vw =xdpuarov.—31. 8=45.—tw(a): Sc. cé. Some 

read riv=ooi, dependent on docer.—dedrrig Badrov: “Smiting 
with unexpectedness.” “With unexpected stroke.” deAmria is 
a BéAos. Less likely is deAnria as semi-personification as II. 7, 
187: xuvén Bade, where the helmet catches the lot.—32. éymwakw 
yvopas: Comp. O. 10 (11), 95: vedraros rd madw.—Td pev doer, 
x7é.: While it will give part, will part postpone. A note of un- 
satisfied longing on the part of Midas, 

TETHRIPPON. 

Coin of Syracuse. 
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GREEK 

aBpéraros sue, P.11,34,—dBpdra- 
tos éml ef eg P. 8, 89. 

dya—éy av, P. 2, 82. 
ayaboi, “ optimates,” P. 2, 81; 3, 71; 

4,285; 10,71. 
"Ayaueuvovia Wuyx4, P.11, 20. 
a&ydvopt micbe, P.3, 55. : 
a&yaveov Alodiday, P. 4, 72. 
ayyeNiats, O. 3, 28.—’AyysXias, 0.8, 

82 
dyyétiAwy, 0.7, 21; P. 1,32; 9, 2. 
dyeveiwv pe gr 95. 
ayétpwyov dixav, P.1,50.—ayepwyxov 
gin tg O. 10 (11), 87. 
dynua=nyepwv elu, P. 4, 248. 
a@yxertat (avaxertar), O. 11 (10), 8. 
ayxuddrogat Mijdeor, P. 1, 78. 
ayxidw xpati, P.1, 8. 
dey«kupu—a@yKupav Kpnuvavtwy, P, 4, 
24.—@yxupav Epsoov, P, 10, 51.— 
60’ a&yxupat, O. 6, 101.—Kpépacav 
ayxipas, P. 4, 192, 

ayxov—tn’ &yxavos, O. 2, 91, 
*AyAaia, O. 14, 13. — vixaddpov 

yAatav, O, 13, 14. 
ayAao8pdvas Moicats, O. 13, 96. 
dy adxoupov Képuoy, O. 13, 5. 
ayXads, O14, 7. 
*AyAaotpiawap, formation, O. 1, 40. 
dyvav xpiow, O, 3, 21.—d-yvov ’Azod)- 

Awva, P. 9, 69.—adyvov Oedv, O. 7, 
60.—dyvav Xapitwy, O. 14, 8.— 
xoupar adyvai, P. 4, 103.—ayvora- 
rat wayai, P. 1,21. 

a&yvworov Wevdéwy, O, 6, 67. 
i ohh rile aypotepov, P, 3,4. 
—mapBivov aypotépav, P. 9, 6.— 
Béptnvay &yporépay, O, 2, 60. 

ayuatis Deuéda, P, 11,1. 
ayxtotov émdova, P.9,70. . 
dyw—ayes Epnuocivay, P. 6, 20.— 
tovrov aye, P.6,47.—ayee with- 

() 2 

INDEX. 

out an object, P. 2, 17.—rav ’Emipa- 
Géos &ywv, P. 5, 27.—a@ywv &yovra, 
P. 10, 66 . 10, 66. 

ayava, “ place,” not “ contest,” O, 10 
(11), 26.—éyava=dyopay, P. 10, 
30.—aywva dduaccas, P. 8, 79.— 
aywvos, “ gathering- place,” P, 9, 
124,—a@ywvos éEw, P.1, 44.—edyau 
Kippas, P. 11, 12. 

adsiv=déeiv, O. 3, 1.—ddovra=addp- 
va, O.7,17; P. 2, 96.—dddvrt vow, 
P. 6. 51. 

adwov daxos, P, 2, 53. 
adiyAwacos Bod, O, 13, 100, 
adivara, P. 2, 81. 
aé, P.9, 95. 
aéO\wv ayawy, P. 5, 53. 
asidero, O. 10 (11), 84. 
aeArrria Badwy, P. 12, 31. 
der ds, détwua, note on O, 13, 21. 
afarav, P. 2,283 3, 24. 
@0pnoov, P. 2,70. 
abupya ’Atro\\wun0p, P. 5, 23, 
aiavijs xdpos, P. 1, 83.—alavis xiv 

tpop, P. 4, 236, 
Alyiva, accent, O, 7, 86. 
aly\a today, O, 13, 36.—aé0Xwv ai- 
yap, P. 3, 73. 

aly\devra Kécpoy, P. 2, 10, 
dibaw Aaxdvtes, P. 5, 96. 
aidecBivres &\xav, P. 4, 173, 
Aléws, O. 7, 44.— aidw didor, O. 13, 

115.—aidw xadiwat, P. 4, 146. 
alerov wrepoevta, P, 2, 50.—xpuciwv 

aintwv, p. 4, 4. 
aif, fem., O. 1,65 13, 88, 
aiuaxoupiats, O, 1, 90, 
alynoev que 3, 13. 

(1b), 46. 
ed,” O aipio — ddsiv, “drai 

ov, P. 
aiviEato, P. 8, 40, 

. 9, 57.— 
aliriv Oévarov, O. 10 

€Xev, zeugma, 0.1,88.—éyxipoy Kal 
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€An, P. 1, 100.—édav, plastic, O, 7, 
1 

aipw—dptopat, P. 1, 75. 
aica—aicas, P.3, 60.—Atds aia, O. 
9,45.—Kar’ aioav, P.4, 1073 10, 26. 

aic.ov ixhayee P. 4, 23, 
aire=eite, P, 4, 78. 
aixua=aixparatis, O. 7, 19. 
aixuaray, O. 11 (10), 19; P.1, 5. 
aiwy, fem., P. 4, 1863 5, 7. 
dkapauytorosos Bpovras, O. 4, 1.— 

a. amijvas, O. 5, 3.—dxkapavtoto- 
dwv irrwy, O. 3, 3. 

axaurrots Bovdats, P. 4, 72, 
axatov sivaXiay, P. 11, 40. 
axeipexona PoiBw, P. 3, 14, 
axiopata, P. 5, 64. 
axnparors aviats, P, 5, 32. 
axivéuvov Féros, P. 2, 66. 
dxué—aup’ axudv, O. 1, 48.—axpa, 

. 2, 69. 
akpov avevdet, P. 1, 86. 
axoa aotwv, P, 1, 84.—dxod cogois, 

P. 9, 84.—dxodv krAvew, P. 1, 90. 
axévas \uyupas, O. 6, 82. 
axovoate, P. 6, 1. 
*Axpayas, fem., 0. 3,2; P. 6, 6. 
axpavra, O. 2, 96.—dxpavros éX7i- 

ow, P. 3, 23. 
dxpdbwa, O. 2,4; 10 (11), 63. 
akpov édwv, P. 11, 55. — akpa oiv 

towépa, P. 11, 10.—dxpav Babui- 
dwv, P. 5,7. 

axpwripiov "Adtos, O. 9, 8. 
axray ebvdpov, P. 1,79. 
axtiva Boav, P. 11, 48.—éaxrivos 6\- 

Bou, P. 4, 255. 
*AGBera Ards (Ouyatnp), O. 10 (11), 
5.—déorow’ adabeias, O. 8, 2.—év 
aabeia metoica, O. 7, 69.—4aXa- 
Grav érijtupov, O. 10 (11), 60. 

édabiow doyors, O. 6, 89. 
a\ahatés—o Tupcavwy 4, P. 1,72. 
aéX\arat with gen., O, 1, 58. 
édéxrwp, O. 12, 14. 
aeEiuBpdrors, P. 5, 91. 
aXiBatov wétpay, O. 6, 64. 
a\uepxéa xwpap, O, 8, 25.—dAtepKées 
6x8a, P. 1, 18. 

aXiowo yépovTos, P. 9, 102. 
aXiocxouati—da)dwxota, P. 3, 57. 
a\xad—a\xas dreipavtou, P. 9, 38.— 
axa tpépet, O. 1, 112. 

a&\Aa@ with imper., O. 1,17; 2,13 4, 6; 
6, 22; 7,87; 8,9; 9,5; 10 (11), 4. 

aX yap, O.1,55; P. 4, 82. 

INDEX. 

a@\XodaTay yuvarkar, P. 4, 50.—dA« 
Aodatrais apovpars, P. 4, 254. 

a@\\os—@dXa, adv., P. 2, 85.—aAXors 
=4)Xorpiors, P. 4, 268, 

dXots Kpatepois, P. 4,71. 
a@\oos ayvov, O. 5, 10.—é. Alaxdav, 

O. 13, 109.—4é. evdevdpov, O. 8, 9.— 
iwiyurov, O. 5, 138.—arAou, O. 3, 

aua=—dua, O.3;21; P.38, 36. 
aduaumaxetoy wovrov, P. 1, 14.—4. 
kwOudv, P. 4, 208.—péver duatua- 
Kétw, P. 3, 33. 

apakités—kar’ dpatirov, P, 4, 247. 
auaxor, O. 13, 13.—4. xiova, O. 2,90. 
—4. kaxov, P. 2, 76, 

auBorads, P. 1, 4. 
apeiBw—auenpev, P. 5, 38.—dueiBe- 

tat, P.6,54.—pOdvov duetBopuevon, 
P.7, 15.—deipOn, P.4, 102. 

ausidtxos otpatos, P.6, 12.—dapethe- 
xov KdTop, P, 8, 8. 

adpueupei iw, O. 6, 46. 
apusicacbar=dpuehpacbat, P. 1, 45. 
dusvaitropov tpiodoy, P. 11, 38. 
apvacet=dvapvacet, P, 4, 54, 
dpuotBais, P. 2, 24. 
audv=pétepov, P. 3, 41.—dpois, P, 

4, 27. 
aptradop, O. 7, 61. 
asia O. 8, 67. : 

avody, O. 8, 7.—dumvody tctracav 
go r 
api with acc., O. 1, 17, 97; 9,33; 10 

(11), 85; with dat., O. 7,80; 8,42; 
by virtue of, P. 1,12; 6,42; 8,34; 
by reason of, P. 1, 80; 11,54; =arepi 
with gen., O. 13,52; P. 2,62; of the 
stake, O. 5,15; 8,86; 9,97; within, 
O. 13, 37; with gen., O. 1, 35. 

auptBadrer a1, O. 1, 8. ’ 
aupiadaccov vouov, O. 7, 33. 
aupimedov 6x8ov, P. 9, 59. 
lit ga 0.10 (11), 

apqutodovs, O. 6, 82. 
aupis=aupi, P. 4, 258. 
*Auditpuwiadas, O. 3, 14. 
auporepos—auorepov, O, 6,17; P. 
Fe a gm “vood and bad,” 

. 1, 88. 
av with ind. aor., O. 9, 32; opt. pr., O. 

2, 18,110; pf.=pr., O. 13, 46; aor., 
O. 2, 20; 7,42; 8,62; 13, 108; P.9, 
130; subj. pr., P.3, 106; 5, 65; aor., 
O, 6, 67; P.1,100; 4,76, 
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ava, “up,” O. 18, 114. 
ava—dy trois, 0. 1,41; 8, 51; 10 

(11), 76.—dva &” tyuovors, P. 4, 94 
—dva oxarrw, P.1,6.—dav’ "Edd 
da, P. 2, 60.—du modu, P. 11, 52. 

dvaytiobat, O. 9, 86. 
avayKa marpdbev, O. 3, 28. 
tego ra 10 (11), 1. 
avayw—éavayn, P.5 
dab Syoua—dvditar’ ay 

2, 41. —dvadeEduevor, P. 
dvabieavres ont P. 10, 40. 
advatdéa popov, O. 10 (11), 115. 
aoa O. 138, 36. —ayKxeura, O.11 

1 
~ ocKoiwa erty te es 27. 
vatipopmury yes, 
ie Bap xu On} as 104. 
dvacowv—avat, P. 
dvadcowy Bwpds, O. ib, 107. 
feceke ’P. 8, 29.—dvé- 

KE 
avatpe 
— 

eeputer, P.5, 40, 

avierre, P.1, 32; 10, 9. 
avepoev, P, 1, 92. 
dvenorpapéry wy, P.9, 5. 
avev Oeou, O. 9, 111. —é. Xapitwv= 
axapw, P. 2, 42, 

avéxet, P, 2. 
eh bbrwrce, P. 2, 29 (cf. dvdpi, 

0. 1, 35; dvépwr, O. i. 66; avdpdor 
P.2 43). —dvbpi piu, P. 4, 1.—7rap 
évépdet, “land,” O. 6, 10, 

aviats dxnpéro.s, P. 5, 32, 
avixa, O. 7.355 9, 33; P. 1,48; 4, 24. 
avopéats b irorripas, Pp. 8, 91. 
avriaverpa, O. 12, 16. 
évriOtioa=dvarWcica, O. 3, 30. 
dvr oei, O. 13,84, 
évrios—avriov, “adverse,” O. 8, 41.— 

avtia play, th P. 8, 52. 
ayrimanXov, 
avtitonua, P.4, ia 
dvripepi=a, P, 9, 54. 
raha ar _ bpOadpov avriprsts, 

dvrhat, P. 8, 62. 
a@ytXov areiv, O. 9, 57. 
dyTopevos, Ps 71. 
as OG “aes P. 12, 11.—dwieran, | ap 

&ve—averat, 0. 8,8; 14,6. 
aradapov Biov, O. 1, 59. 

formal ° 

xw—avidp Spapmov tuvw, O. 8, 64. 
vw — dvicpave Kupavay, P P. 
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drauPrive, P, 1, 82. 
drrav & evpovros Fpyou O. 13, 17. 
améopot éx8pav, P. 
ameipavrou d\xas, P.9, 38, 
amepatw Bareia, 0.6, 'b4. 
dribnot, P. 4, 36. 
ano Aoooas, O. 6, 13.—4. poner, 

P. 2. 114.— 4. xetpss, 0. 7, 1.— 
ohare O. 18,7 

aroéwow aoc P. 4, 67. 
st i a living ace., P. 2, 14; O.7, 

arrotxdpevov, P, 3, 3.—dmoryopivwy, 
3 

"Amol Ndesov a@6vpya, P.5,23.— Amod- 
Awvia vara, P.6,9.— *Agrod\Neviats 
woputrais, P. 5, 90. 

émowiumwy, O. 8, 50. 
aropa, O. 1, 52. 
érooracttica, P.9, 36. 
drroritnus— derebrinaroy C O. 8, 68.— 

arobicbat, 0. 10 ri 
atoTpoTw yvaua, 8,94, 

, | dropAay Seca. 3, 12. 
dwrope a ayXatas, P. 10, 28. 
arTwrt, | 0. 9, 99. 
arripots iepois, O. 7, 48. 
driw—arin, P. 10, 4.—drvev, O. 1 

72. 
dpydevra Tavpov, O. 13, 69. 
apytxepatvov Atos, o 8, 3. 
apywoevtt pact, P . 4, 8, 
dpyuporeCa, P. 9, 10. 
“Aptos Tépmevos, P. 2, 2. 
adpera, “generosity,” P.1,94.—aperai, 

“ achievements, Pp. 9; 2. —aperais 
Oyotca, P. 8, 22. —Aperaion pepao- 
tas, O. 1, 89. — dperdy = aperas 
Kéos, 0. 7, 89; 8, é. 

apr.ov yévos, O. 2 46. 
apiobapparov yépas, P. 5, 30, 
apioroyovw patpl, P. il, 3. 
apitnros aarp, O. 2, 61. 
dppa entry a BR 6, 32,—d. TIeepi- 

éwy, P. 10, 65. 
dpuarnéras sopée, P.5, 115, 
rane mpatas, O 
appo Go doudtor, Ls 9, 127,—appo- 
Kowa, P P.:9, 14 —dppdtovra, . 4, 

‘agra eer Tw dppoviay, to 

a Ear | 2. “ 34, 
-" —dpoup av "Adpo iras, P. 
Sibehiay ddow, P. 8,65. —d. ret: 

da, P. 10, 62. 
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Speen, 0. 6, ee &, P.1,2.—rir 
—dayAatas 1, 2.—rédos 

ag =. Y. 10. Toi, Tade Atos 
apx@, O. 2, 64. 

dpxzdixay, P. 4, 110. 
dpxos olwvwy, P. 1,7. 
apyxw—apxopévov <pyou, 0.6, 3. 
as=£ws, O. 10 (11), 56. 
aoxw—dainov’ doxijow, P. 3, 109.— 

aoxeirat Gems, O. 8, 22. 
dotés—dpepov adorois, O. 13, 2.— 

mpaiis aorois, P. 3, 71. — dddAov 
dorov, P. 2, 82.—dpbdvwv adorwv, 
O. 6, 7.—dorwy axod, P. 1, 84, 

dotpaBy xiova, O. 2, 90. 
aotpov paevvor, O. 1, 6. 
dopadijs=arraotos, P. 3, 86. 
aoxoXos, P. 8, 29. 
ara—tis dyerov &ras, O. 10 (11), 42. 
arapBaxroto, P. 4, 84. 
drape ppevi, P. 5, 51.—d. ceparda, 

9, 34. 
& re, O. 2, 39. 
dréxuapta, P. 10, 63. 
aredijs pavTeipacw, P. 5, 62. 
atevés, P. 2, 77. 
arep, P. 2, 32. 
’"Atpéxera, O. 10 (11), 15. 
arpexis, O. 3, 12.—atpexei capa, P. 

8, 7. ; 
dritovrat, P.1,13.—aruGopévw, O, 8, 

39. 
av’yad—d£ciats abyais deXiov, 0.3, 24. 
avddconat, O.2, 101. 
av G1, O. 8, 39. 
av\os—airAwv Boav, O. 3, 8.—aidr. 

kavayxai, P. 10, 39. 
avéwyv, P.8, 38. 
avtouatw Kehadw, P. 4, 60. 
aités—atrov, not avrov, P, 2, 34.— 

a’ra, not avTa, O. 13,53.—adrais, 
not avrais, P.-9, 67. 

abvropitwy, P. 3, 47. 
‘Adaicroto kpouvoos, P, 1, 25,—eéAas 

AaBpov ‘Adaiarou, P. 3, 40 
apavrov Bpéuer, P.11, 30. 
apbovnros, “above envy,” O. 11 (10), 

7; active, O. 13, 25. 
adixviouat—aixovro, with dat., O. 

9, 72.—aqixrar dopous, P. 5, 29. 
apiornur — apicraua, O. 1, 52.— 

agioravra., P.4, 145. 
Acpodiras dpouvpav, P.6,1.—’A. xa- 
mov, P. 5, 24.—xrirov, P. 2, 17.— 
woot, P. 4, 87. 

awros, P. 10, 53.—awrov, O. 3,4; P. 
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4,131; 0.5, 1.—d. xespav, O. 8, 75, 
—orepavwv awrot, O, 9, 21. 

Babvfavov Ardas, O. 3, 35.—Babvfa- 
votow Xapirecat, P. 9, 2. 

Babuxedrov Tas, P.9, 109.—BabuKor-~ 
wv Moar, P. 1, 12. 

BabvAsinwy dywv, P. 10, 15. 
Baburrodépov, P. 2, 1. 
Babis—Baddv Kdapor, “rich,” O. 13, 

62.—Babeiavy waka, “far below,” 
P. 1, 24. 

Badrw orepavoror, P. 8, 57.—itrepbe 
BadXAwv, P.8,77.—Kepadas BaXeiv, 
O. 1, 58.—BadXero Kpntida, P. 4, 
138.—Bare? adXuxiav, P. 1, 74. 

Bapati ev tpwTa, P. 8, 43. 
Bapev=Pjva, P. 4, 39. 
Bapvorray, P. 6, 24. 
Bapis—Bapsia obv wba, P. 3, 42. 
BacrXreds, with gen. of place, P. 1, 60. 
—Bactréa olwvwyv, O. 13, 21. 

Baors, P. 1, 2. 
Bacrafes, O. 12, 19. 
Bédos Teepe, O. 1, 112. 
Biav Oivopéaou, O. 1, 88. 
Biaras “Apns, P. 1, 10. 
Biov xopvocéuev, P. 8, 75.—Biov we- 

tpwpevov, P. 6, 27. 
Biorov, O. 2, 32. 
Br\arrwv oyor, P. 9, 102. 
Boat \upav, P.10,39.—Bodv TMuepidww, 

. 1, 13. 
Bodoass, O. 8, 40. 
Bondara éibvpauBw, O. 13, 19. 
Bowriav dv, O. 6, 90. 
BovOuciats, O. 5, 6. 
BovXal rpecBirepar, P. 2, 65. 
BovAadpopoa dyopai, O. 12, 5, 
BovbXopmat, note on, P, 1, 40. 
Bods, of a woman, P, 4, 142. 
Bpéuet &pavroy, P. 11, 80. 
Bptxw—BeBpey uévos, O. 6, 55. 
BaXaxa daiuomar, P, 4, 37. 

Taias buyérnp, P. 9,19, 
yapBpoi, “suitors,” P, 9, 126. 
yapopv pita, P. 4, 222. 
yapvev, O. 1, 3.—ydpvor, P. 4, 94. 
yaorip—Tortas yaotpos, P.4, 99, 
yaorpipapyov, O. 1,52. 
yeyaxew, O. 6, 49. 
yeywveiv, O. 3,9; P. 9, 3.—yeywun- 

téov, O. 2, 6. 
ysravet buuw, P. 4, 181.—y. xapdia, 

0 Uy me 
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£ 0. 18,104; P.1,17; 7,16. 
Wears Sainwv, O. 13, 105.—Zebs 6 
2 P. 4, 167.—Znvi yevebXiw, O. 8, 

yivos dpmov, O. 
aipwy. 0.3 25 0. 3. 5. - , ; 

vépas, O. . 
yepacpépor, P. 2, 43. 
yeverat déO\wv, P, 10,7. 
yivera, “approves himself,” P. 10, 

22 

2,46, 
P.1,70.—éyépatpev, 

ywookw—étyvw, O. 7, 83.—yvecopat, 
. 13, 3. 

yAavxol dpaxorres, O. 8, 37. 
yAavuxoxpoa, O. 3, 13. 
yAauxany — yavxwrra ow, P. 4, 
i Aaeetaaelae épadxovtes, O. 6, 
45. 
AuKis Kpatip, O. 6, 91.—obyKourov 

. aaa 9, 25.—-yAuxeia ppv, P. 
, 52.—yAukéa, O. 14, 6.—yAuKuTa- 

tats ppovticw, O. 1, 19. 
yAaooa romaivew Bre, O. 11 (10), 
9.—yxdAxeve yAwooar, P. 1, 86.— 
aro yAwocas, O. 6, 13. 

yvopa adrotpére, P. 8, 94.—yvwopav 
aibwv, P. 3, 28. 

yviots, 6.8, 68. 
yupvov oraédrop, P, 11, 49. 

Satuonov wdda, 0.6, 8.—Bwraka da- 
poviay, P. 4,37. 

daipwy yevtOXos, O. 13, 105.—6. Ere- 
pos, P.3,34.—xara dainov’ avdpes, 
0. 9, 30. 

datppwyr, P. 9, 91. 
éaxvw—dedaypévot, P. 8, 87. 
ddxos=dnypua, P. 2, 53. 
Aanpaiw wartpi, O. 13, 69. 
dapadifon katadapadifo), P. 5, 

ser aaa Aapéavida xépay, P. 11, 
19, 

6¢, apodotic, O. 2, 62; 7, 5. 
6é after voc., Vocative. 
ézixvume—éeteat pabeiv, O. 9, 80, 
Agwopévete wat, p: 2,18. 
deivos=divos, “ dance.”’—deivwy rép- 

wnas, P. 9, 21. 
derpav, O. 3, 27. 
deipas—KopivOov depadéa, O. 8, 52. 
déxomat with dat., 0. 13,29; P. 4, 23; 

8,5; 12,5. 
deEtoyuov, O. 9, 119. 
dépxouai—dédopxe, O. 1, 94.—dépxe- 
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rat, * with favor,” P, 3, 85. 
—épaxeio’ arpaxés, P. 2, 20. 

deotrocivatow Kiovecow, P. 4, 267. 
éedrara, O. 1, 50. 
devtipa potpa, P. 1, 99. 
dtad—6u’ dptdrov, P. 9, 183. 
dtdzretpa, O.4, 18. 
évatéxet, P. 2, 82.—Opivov diamhé- 

Eaca, P. 12,8. 
dtacwrdcopnat, O. 13, 91. 
dtavrodpopay, P. 10, 9. 
dtapatvw—origawe, P. 3, 44. 
dracpépe, “spreads abroad,” P. 11, 60. 
dudipua xept, P. 2,9. 
didwui—didor=didov, O. 1, 85; 6, 104; 

7,89; 18,115.—&d0t Wadov, P.4, 
265,—édidovu, P. 9, 127,—mopoaivew 
ddpev, O. 6, 33. 

ébupduBw Bondara, O. 18, 19. 
Aixa, O. 18, 7.—Aixas Ovydrnp, P. 8, 

+. 
dixa—éy dixa, O.2,18.—dixay, “wise,” 

with art., P. 1, 50. 
OxarorroXs, P. 8, 22. 
étdadoTos alyXa, P. 8, 96. 
étxoBovXor, O. 8, 86. 
dtxopnus, O, 3, 19. 
sivav do.dav, P. 9, 112. 
diwEimov Kupavas, P. 9, 4, 
Sodixriperpov Aiyway, O, 8, 20, 
dovw — doviovra, P. 10, 39.— dovn- 

Ozioa pnp, P. 6, 36. 
dd€a—év 66a Vépevos, O. 10 (11), 69, 
—ddEav, “ belief,” P. 1, 36, 

ddptrov Avow, O. 10 (11), 52, 
dpérrer, P. 6, 48.—dpétrwv, O. 1, 18.— 

épatrwv, P, 4, 130. 
dpdcos—épdow padbaxa, P. 5, 99.— 
épdcw aputéXou, O. 7, 

dvaoTraXés, O. 8, 25. 
dvadppovar, O. 2, 57. 
duwdexadpopwy, O. 2, 55, 
Awpteds—Awprtt Law, O. 8, 30.—Aw- 

ptt kop, P. 8, 20.—Awpreis, P. 1, 

Avspios—Awplav popmueyya, O.1, 17. 
dwpa—tdapnoav, O. 6, 4%. Bhi 

éyyvaoouat, O. 11 (10), 16, 
by ioas ddEav, P.9j i 
éyxupoas, P. 4, 282.—ds dv éyxipon 

kai €An, P.1, 100. 
tyxwmrov TEOuov, O. 13, 29. 

| yxetBpouw Kdpa, O. 7, 43. 
| yxetxépauvov Znva, P.4,194.—Znvds 
| &yxesxepadvou, O. 13, 77. 
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tyxwplav Ninvav, O. 5, 11.—éyxwproe 
Ree kies, 0. 9, 60. 1§ 
202Aw, P. 3, 77; % I am wont,” O. 13, 

9; “Iam fain,” P.9, 1.—20ehiow, 
O. 7, 20.—é8eAnjoas, P. 1, 40. 

el, interr., O. 8, 4. 
sikds, construction of, P. 1, 35. 
elui—omission of éori, dai, On Sks 
of éopév, P. 8, 95. —évti, O. 2, 92. 

sivd\vos—elvddtov awovov, P, 2, 79.— 
sivadiav @xatovn, P. 11, 40. 

ele, “ said,” with inf., 0. 7, 62. 
elrrep, P. 1, 90. 
Eipnva, oO. ‘13, v AS 
tis—tv wap’ ‘teddy, P. 3, 81; dediw 

aud’ évi, O. 13, 37. 

éxas éwy, P. 2, 54. 
Exdiddonnoev coor, P. 4, 217. 
2xddcbat mpos HBav, P. 4, "295. 
éxvevoat, O. 13, 114. 
ExmpeTriys *Oduutras, P. 7, 10. 
éxTavucay, P. 4, 242. 
éxTos Exel rede, P. 4, 289. 
éxtpameXov (v. 1), PB. 4, 105. 
zhaias xpuctas, O O. 11 (10), 13. 
2Xaourrrov EBvos, P. 5, 85. 
eharrp, O. 4, 1. 
EXacov Of scay, O. 3, 29. 
Exeyxos, O. 4, 18. 
zXeAComeva péopuryé, P.1,4. 
éXehixGovos TETpaopias, P. 2, 4. 
éevBepiou Znves, O. 12, 1. 
zhevbépw oro, P.8, 98. 
éXuxcdmridos ’Agpodiras, P. 6, 1. 
éXtcoouevat “Qoat, O. 4, 2. 
“E\Aavodixas, 0. 3, 12. 
éhrridas Taxeias, P. 1, 83. — éAmis, 

“ pleasure,” P. 2, 49. 
EXrromat, with aor. for fut., P. 1, 43, 
ZXcats, O. 10 (11), 47. 
éuBéBaxev, P. bs 12. 
éuBorw, O. 7, 1 
Eumaw, O. 12, th; P.12:.6>. 
éutras, P. 4,8 
Ge ne ural P. 8, 81. 
éumroXav Poinccay, P. 2, 67. 
zutripass, O. 8, 3. 
émpodtov alua, P. 2, 32. 
év with acc., P. 2, il. 86; 5, 38.—év 
avThw riOeis, P. 8, 12. —ty povais 
Oixe, P. 11, 37. —ipv 40108 arveww, Ps 
5, 103. —év @ (TeTpao ia) Kparéwy, 
P, 2,5.—év adXois, 0.5, 19.—év dixa, 
P. 5, 14.—iv xaBap@, O. 10 (11), 50. 
—tv xepoi, P. 2,8. 

INDEX. 

ev, adv., 0. 75: - 
be Fy Sones P. 2, 10. 
évaXiav Papen, P. » 4, 39. 
peeleerere otpatapyxoy, P. 6, 30, 
evdertev, O. . 7, 58. 
Evdixov, P. 5, 103, 
Evdobev, P. 2, 74. 
évdoudxas ddéerep, O. 12, 14. 
évéxeTat, P. 8, 49. 
évirrwv, P. 4, 201. 
evverte, O. 1, 47. 
Evvopot, 0.7, eh oe Ps 9, 62, 
*Evvocida, P. 4, 33 
évoTwia eaten, 0. 13, 86. 
ivoxiuarw—iveoxyuper, P. 3, 58, 
évréwy o8évos, P.5,34.—evreow dvdy- 

kas, P. 4, 235. —lrmeiows dv tvres~ 
ow, O. 13, 20. 

évti, O. 2, 92, 
évtpameXop, P. 4, 105. 
évtue, O. 3, 28; P. 4, 181, 
Se. above,” 0. 6, 25. 
Eayey, P. 3, 51. 
EatpeTov wsxov P. 2, 30. 
FavijKev, P. 4,9 
Eavicravrat, P. ‘4, 49. 
Fatatwvtt, “are ’ misleading,” 0. 1, 
29. 

eEdprOpov, 0. 10 C1), 28. 
nr eclomgn 
éEé\xwy, P. é i rt. 
omen with acc., P. 11, 35. 

om fo mm o ee tn re 

opxos, O. 13, 99. 
oxa ™obrov,0. 1,2.—éEo0y’ dvOpa- 
trwv, O. 8, 2 

iEoialvorrat, P P. 4, 275. 
zoxota, P. 1, 34 
Zor, P.4, 233. 
ids—ta=ogerépa, P. 2, 91. 
érayeipats, P. 9, 58. 
éraxootte, O. 14, 15. 
Evra rvos, P. 8, 84. 
grado, O. 13, 72. 
éravrédhwv xpovos, O. 8, 28. 
emetui—iweotiv, with gen., P. 8, 97. 
éwétav toXbdiroyr, P. 5, 4. 
érrevEacbat, P.3, 77. 
éqréwy orixes, P. 4, 57. 
émt-, in composition, P. 5, 124. 
é7ri, with dat., P. 1, 36; ‘e crowning,” 

0.2, 12; “heaped on,” 8, 84; “ over 
and above,” O. 11 (10), 13. —éni 
Bavirw, P. 4, 186. 

émiBaives, O. 7, "45. 
émiBdav, P. 4, 140. 
émBpioas, P. 3, 106. 

& 
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éarvy ouvidrov, P. 9, 67. 
dasbe tira xXEipos, P. 6, 19. 
tmixaiporaros, P. 4, 270. 
émixoupov 6dov, O. 1, 110, 
éwixpucpov olpov, O. 8, 69. 
tarixupoas dor, O. 6, 43 peTaTpo- 

wiats éyxipoaten, ita 10, 2 
ct Oe) GR imdédacpat, 0. 10 (11), 

‘iuadios buyarépa, P. 5, 27. 
imiplyvupi—irriwiEe, P. 2, 32, 
mivonov orparov, P. 11,7 
imempires, P. 8, 
ng hi P. 11, 45. —imipriywr, O. 

9 
tarol ovta, O. 3, 40.—éaorxopévous, 

«4 
Erouat—toroiro, O. 9, 89.—tmrerai= 

éropevov tot, O. is, 47. 
émomrevet, 0. 7, 11. 
émraktitrou eerye P. 2, 70. 
érwvupiav xdpw, O. 10 (11), 86.— 

érwvupiay wou, P. 1, 30. 
sa rR P12; 97. —épaiuay, 

fpavos—tpavov, 0.1, 1, 38; P.5,77; 12, 
4, 

épacinodre, O. 14, 16. 
ba atte atthe 9, 91.—ipya, O. 13, 

Epdwy, O. 1, 64 
eae, O. 9, 33. — Epetoov 

xBovi , P. 10, 51. 
Epeom’ ‘Axpdyayros, 0. 2,7. 
épewrov, P. 4, 240. 
Epeov pédav ‘nov, 0, 1, 68. 
Epiw, present (?), Pet; 7 
gprimas ai€égpos, O.1, ag 
gpnuouy with two acc., P. 3, 97. 
inifoanee x9ovds, P.6, Bt, vepéras, 

6, 11. 
Ep7rat, O. 13, 105, 
Epxouar—r0e with dat., 0. 1, 44.— 
ters terest P. 5, 52.—épyomevov, 

Baxohane (w (v. 1.), O. 14, 4. 
zov, O 

‘oddone fe P. 5, 116.—imrecav 
éddwr, P. 6, 50. 

tomépas, O. 3, 20; P. 4, 40. 
ori==bvTws downs; 0. 1, 35. 
éoriav Maxatpay, O. 1, i; P. 5, 11. 
toxaridy, O. 3, 43. 
ire os, “hostile,” P. 3, 34, 
érytupov dddbeav, 0.10 (11), 60. 
étotmos alvos, O. 6, 12.—é. Onoaupds, 
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P. 6, 7.—érotpov yduov, 0.1, 69.— 
é mépsspov, O. 2, 84. 

edavépov xwpay, P. 1, 40. 
evavOia oroXor, P.2, "62. 
evavopiaot, O. 5, 20. 
evaxéa tiuvov, P. 2, 14, 
evdetedov Kpéuov, O. 1, 111.—eddeie 

Nov x0ova "Iwrxor, P. 4, 76. 
evdiav, O. 1,98; P. 5, 10. 
evdravov pdpuaxov, 0. 9, 104. 
eVOpdvors Kadqoro roipass, 0. 2, 24.— 

eb. "Qpaor, P. 9, 6 
0067 wacos, P. 2, 86, 
eU0uve odpov, O. 13, 28.—dbuve dixas, 

P. 4, 153. —eb8ivor 6\ Por, P. 1, 46. 
si06s—eiBov TOvov, Me mrs (11), 70.— 

ev0cia TOAua, O. 13, 12. 
e00bTopov Odor, P. 5, *0. 
ebimmou Kupavas, P. 4, 2. 
eivai, P. 2, 27.—v. wapatporrat, P.2, - 

35.— ebvats yAuKepais, P. 9, 13. 
eipioxw—eipety for cipéoBat, P, 2,64, 
—svpovra, O. 7, 89. Ey otex dine 
P. 1, 48. —tipéicban, P. 3,1 

sipupla, P. 4,175 pins Pa hase 6, 58. 
eupuadenijs moses, P. 5,1 
eipupapitpas, P. 9, 28. 
svatepavwny, “ battlemented,” re 2, 58, 
eUtpameXov (v.1.), P.4, 105 .— dT pa- 
tidos xipdecar, P. 1, 92. 

Evrpiaway, O. 1, 73. 
sivdpov axT av, P.1 1,79. 
e¥xouat, “ pray,’ "0, 3, 2. — sdxovTo, - 

“vowed,” * declared,” 0. 6, 53. 
ev XOS édev, P. 5, 21.—ev. @zuevos éy 

86£a, O. 10 (11), 69. 
siwdeos adirou, O.7 7, 32. 
Tee lon ok te O. 9, Se 
Tropiva, 9, 12.2pdaro, O Kd, 
86; 

igerpas, 0. 3, ol —tpetpais, P.2, 21, 
EXwW—EyEL, P. 9, 37.—éxn, intr. ne B. M, 
| 72.—toxov, ingressive, O. 2, 1 

Pak 65. 3, "24; 11, 18. -eycin, B.S, 
89. 

| EWot, O. 1, 83. 

Favat, P. 11, 62.— Fava, P. 9, 48.— 
Fdva=F dvacoa, Pid 5. 

Favdoowy, O. 138, 24. 
Favéavew, P.1, 29, —Fadovrt, P.6, 51. 
Fedopiv, P. 4, ot. 
Fidos, O. 8, 19. 
Feadws, O. 2, 94, 
Fereiv, O. 13, Ta; 
Féxati, O, 14, 20. 
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Fedaideoat, P: 2, 49. 
Feouxora, P. 3, 59 
Féros, 0.6, 16; P. 2, 66; 3, 2.—Fémson, 

0.1, 86. ,8 
Fé ov, P. 4, 104.—Fépya, P. 7, 15.— 
Fepywv, P.2 P. 2,17, ip 

Fepiw, P.4, 142. 
FepEas, O. 10 (1), 100, 
Fetvéwv, 
Fidos, 0.11 (10), 21, 
Fidducov, O. 7, 74. 
Fidov, P. 5, 81. Fediw, O, 9, 66.— 

Fidoica, 0. 14,1 
Fidtos, O. 18, 49. 
Fidpw, O.1, 104. 
Filiada=’ Ouudda, O. 9, 120. 
Fw=Fot, conj., P. 4,3 
Fiva, P. 4, 2538. 
Fiddaov, P. 9, 85; 11, 60. 
FidmXoxov, 0. 6, 30. 
Ficavtt, P. 3, 29. 
Fiwdxov, P. 4, 188. 
Fou, O. 1, 23. 57. 65; 2,46; 6, 20. 65; 

7, 89. 91; 9, 16. 72; 10 (i1), 96; 13, 
29, 37. 65. 71. 76. 91; 14, 22; P.1,7; 
2, 42. 83; 3, 63; 4, 37. 48. 73. 189. 
197. 243. 264. 287 ; 5,117; 9, 39. 61. 
89. 118. 130. 

Foixobev, P. 8, 51, 
Foixov, P.7, 4. 
Fov, P. 6, 36. 
Foauwy, O. 5, 11. 

addas, O. 12, 12. 
adwrov sivas, O, 7, 6. 
Capers, P. 4,10; 9, "41. 
ZLevs—Atos ‘dpw, PB, 3, 95. 
LwiBdAutos, 0. 7, 11. 

1; P. 9, 24.—1, ada on, P. 4, 64.—17 
pay, P. 4, 40. 

7 pa, P. 4, 57 
“HBas kapwév, O. 6, 58.—HBav dpé- 
wv, P. 6, 48, 

ideow, “ abodes,” P. 4, 258. 
iipos pounxavOepou, P, 4, 64. 
‘Hovxia piddgpov, s 8, aoe “Hovxiav 
prrorohu, O. 4, 16. 

hovxia Ouyéuev, P. 4, 296. 

Ganrov ddpov, P.7,9 
Oadapor, “house,” O. 6, 1,—év Badrduw 

dapusica, P.3, i. —badduors peya- 
NoxevOlecor, ‘ 2, 33, 

Oddos, O. 2, 49; 6, 68. 
Oaua= dua, O. if la; P. 12, 26. 

INDEX. 

OduBawe=Oatpnawe, O. 3, 32. 
Oauwwa, O. 1, 53. 
Yaverov meipas, O. 2, 34.— Bavaro — 

aopev, O. 2, 90. 
Oavpara, O. 1, 28. —Oavparayv odor, P. 

, 30, 
OéXwv Td ce O. 2, 107. 
OemroxpedvTwy, ie 5, 29 
Oemiooapivous 6 opyas, P. 4, 141, 
Oéutoow, “ oracles,” P. 4, 54 
nie! De 1, 12. 
Gévap, P. 4, 206. 
Osdduatos—Dedduarov xpéos, O. 3, 7. 
—Osoduadtw éevbepia, P. 1, 61.— 
Veoduaras AdXou, O. 6, 59. —eo- 
Ouatwv 6 Oxtav, Poe tt, 

Oed0ev, P. 11, 5 
Gedmop(e), V. B. 5. 
Gedpte aby ddBu, O. 2, 40. 
Beds, “monosyllabic, Pp. 1, 56. — eds 

atijpwv Keap, P. 10, 22,—Bewv bp- 
cov, O. 7, 65. 

Osdqpova, O. 6, 41. 
Geparrevwy, P. 3, 109. 
eet P. 4, "287. —Oeparovra, O. 

Oepwar tupl, P. 3, 50. 
Bepua Aoutpa, 0. 12, 19.—@eppav vd- 

Twv, 66. 
OnAEcav tdador, O. 3, 29. 
OnEats, O. 10 (11), 22. 
Oryetvy Weider, P. iy. 46.—Otyoica or 

Giyoura, P. 8, 2 
Ovarais paste, ?. 3, 59. 
Goat vases, O. 12, 3. —Body axtiva, P. 

Opdoos modipwn, P. 2, 63.—Opdeeos, 
P. 2, 83. 

Opaciyuov, P. 8, 37. 
Opacundxavos, 0. 6, 6 
Opacuproei Zarnwvel, p 4, 143. 
buna, O. 2,9; 8,6 

iaive kapdiav, P. 1, 113 i. vdop, P. 2, 
90.—idvacev Bupdv, O. 7, 48. —iav- 
Geis, O. 2, 15. 

tdtos tv koww, O. 13, 49, 
isotca, F lost, "0. 14, 22. 
iepav pirorerwy, P. 9, 43. —iepois 

arripots, O, 7, 48. 
torcav modu, 0.10 (11), 42. 
tkeo Baccay, P. *, 55. 
iAdoxoua, 0.7 7, 
‘Iuépa axray, P. 7 
feats yAuxés, O. "3, 338; inépw, O.1, 

—— ——— 

= 
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iva, always “where,” P. 9, 61. 
tov—iwy dxriot, O. 6, 55. 
iomoxapwy, Pah. 
idmdoxoyp, O. 6, 30, 
iés—lp pslicoay, O. 6, 47. 
ioxéaipa, P. 2, 
irrov, O. 4, 7. 
trmevos—tarr evov 

—inrreiw vonw, 
Oto 13, 68. 

1, 101.—irrrecav 
éoddwy, P.6,50. —tarreiors é EVTETOLD, Kkataf, 
O. 13, 20. 

tarrrois a O. 8, 51.—ypucia- | 
ow av ¢.,0. 1,41; gender, . 6, 14; 
P..2,83 4 17 

‘ImmoxXéas, P. 10, 5. 

"ToOucs, fem., 0. 7, 81; 8, 48. 
tornui—toracev dp8ove, P. 3, 58. 
ee dvenoev, P. 1, 92. 

ya Sat a ee 4, 214. 
ivge ev, P. 4,2 
ft cictat P. 10, 12. 

kabapa dpera, P. 5, 2.—KeevOw Ka- 
apa, O. 6, 23. —xadapév ortpua, 
P. 3, 15.—x. péyyos, P. 9, 98.—Ka- 
Gapov AEBnTos, bet T, 26. —odu év 
xabapa, P. 6, 14. 

xaOrjpevos, O. 1, 83. 
xabopas, P. 9, 53. 
ai, trajection of, O. 7, i, 
kal... Te... 76, 
Kal pdv, O. 10 (11), he P i, 63; 4,90. 

3 

xaupsv, P. 1, 81. 
kaxayopos=Kaknydpous, O. 1, 53. 
kaAcytvatke watpa, P. 9, 80 
ca\wikou dpuact, J 32. 
kaddrm ox du ‘EXéva, 0. 3,1. 
cad frwXov édpav, O. 14, 2. 
KadXtpdotct trvoais, O. 6, 83. 
Kados, kaXds, P, 2, 73.—kadov wha, 

P. 2, 40. 
kddmiba, O. 6, 40. 
xahivat alba 1 Le ‘4, 146. 
Kaputpov, O. 7,7 
xdv=Kart(d) ), 0. of 78. 
Kawevov=KarTrecov=Katirecov, O. 

8, 38. 
xa@mos, of any favored spot, 0. 3,24.— 

Xapitwv xarov,O.9,29.—k. ag 
divas, P. 5, 24.—k. Aiés, P.9 

xapdia yedavel, O. 5, 2. 
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KapTaXimav ror P. 12, 20. 
eee Hfas, O. 6, 58.—x«. eewret) 

O. 7, 8.—x. Rare P. 2,7 
kaprainosa, 13, 81 
Kaprovew Xepow, O. 13, 95. 
xara, “like,” P. 2, 67.—Kar’ dxpav, 

O. 7, 36. Sgr wXéos, P. 4, 125.— 
Kava péAn,O.1,46.—«. yas, O. 2,65. 

car afelowe—netifer O. 7, 13. 
EX WV, . 10 (11), 109. 

| KaTau poy . 5, 11.—karaibvecov, 
P. 4 

fe ies rice 1, 55. 
KaTacxXo €vos, S€e KaT: txw. 
karappae—Karippacey, 0.10 (11), 

katedéyyets, P. 8, 36.—KxaTreXéivyywv oe men 
xarixw—Karixovtt, O. 7, 10.—kxaré- 
xe P. 1, 96.—xaracyopuevos, P. 1, 

Re arbca 1, 95. 
KeXadéovTt,- P. 2, 15.—xeXadjoa, P. 

1, 58. —nehadien, P. 2, 63. 
Keawepiwy, P. 4, 52. 
KeAawwrecot KoA yoow, P. 4, 212. 
xev with fut. inf., Oo 1,109; position, 

P. 10, 29. 62; with subj.—fut., P. 4, 
51 

keved TWadatmovel, P. 2, 61.—K. wvev- 
oats, O. 10 (11), 102 

Kévtpov—roti Kévtpov AaxriCéuev, 
P. 2,94 

Kepadvvupi—kéxpatat, P. 10, 41.—xe- 
Kpapevov, P.5, 2. 

Képoeco” er P. 1, 92. 
kepooi, P. 2,7 
Kepara seg P. 11, 35.—é@ kepada, 

.O. 6, 60; 7, 67. —drapRei Kepara, 
P..9, 33, - cespaday qohXav vopov, 
jak 12, 23. 

kiwv ovpavia, P. 1,19.—dorpafi xio- 
va, O. 2, 90.—k. daimoviay, O. 8, 27. 

khaides TleBovs, P. 9, 42.—xAaidas 
umepraras, P. 8, 4. 

kAérrwv=Kadtrrwr, P. 4, 96, 
«ABeis with dat., O. 1, 92. 
kAovéovrat, P:9; "52. 
kAuTav xépa, P. 9, 39. 
cvi{w—kuitoutva, O. 6,44.—p) Kdpos 

xvion, P. 8, 32. 
xvwddhw, P. 10, 36. 
kvwoowyv, P. 1, 8, —xveccovtt, O. 13, 

71. 
xowdv Ndyov, O. 10 (11), 18. 
kotpavtorow xopots, O. 14, 9, 
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kowwviav aaa | P.1, 97. 
koitav Eaviav, P. 3 
ye 11, 25. 

KodAg@, O. 5. 
KoNarey aidépos, 1 13, 88. —KpbWe 

xoXrrots, O. 6, 
Kouete, P. 8, 99. 
KOT, P. 10, 4, 
képos, P.1, 82. —K¢épov parépa, 0.1 

10. 
 kopuocéuev Biov, P. 8, 75. 
Kopupay Noywv, FP. 3, 80.—Kopupav 

85. mavros, P. 9,8 
kopupouTa., O. 1, 113. 
Koomw=Koopiws, P. 3, - 
Kougpa BiBeovra, O. 14,1 
Kpavaais éy “Addvass, O. i 82; 13, 38. 
Kpatew, O. 7, 51. 
Kpatnoimosa, P. 10, 16. 
Kpéocova aXuxias, P. 5, 109. 
Kpnpvots, O. 3,22; P. 3, 34. 
KpnTid’ doudav, P. 7, 3. 
Kpoue wai, O. 2, Aap 
Kponov, O. 1,111 
Kpouvods ‘Apaiorowo, P. 1, 25. 
Kpudev pavrevpa, P. 4, 73. 
Kpirrw—uy Kpiwre oméppa, 0.7, 92. 
—MN ae KpuTrétw, P. 9, 102. 

xridoy, P. 
kriow=tpyov, O. 13, 83. 
kvavéas Aoxuas, O. 6, 40, 
KUKov duipxero, 0. 9, 100. 
Kuzpoyevei, 0.10 (11), 115. 
Kuptov TéXos, P. 9,48.—xKupin 

-9, 
KwTav 
Kwoos, 

év mnvi, 

écov, P. 10,51. 
"9, 94, 

AaBpos orpatds, P. 2, 87.—ddBpor, 
O. 2, 95. —dBpov xamvév, O. 8, 36. 
—sidas AaBpor, P. 3, 39. 

, 82.—Koirat év- 
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pend iene adyuais, P. 9, 90.— 
AevKkitrrwy, iz. 

AevxKoTw)wy, P. 1, 66. 
Aéxet dauaouévay, P. 11, 24, 
role Kopwviédos, P. 3, 25. 

upas axovas, O. 6, ’82. 
ABE iva Wados, 0. 7, 86. 
| Aurapé Mapatov, 0. 13, 110.—Aura- 

3, oe *Opxopevov, O. 14, 8. —Natw 
Aerapa et , 88.—erapav OnBav, 

a ee —uirds éraoi- 
das, P. 4, 217.—Acrais buciats, O. 
6, 78. 

Aoyiors, P. 1, 94. 
dyos, “saying,” P. 1, 35. —Adyos 
uns, P. 7, 7.—Aé you, P. 1, 68; 8, 

; 9, 102. ~Xéyov' éxer, O. 7, 87. 
seataeia Osparrovrecow, P. 4, 41. 

_ A\btpov=arrowa, O. 7, 77. 

mawas? dpuw, P. 4, 216. 
paKatpa OzovaXia, P. 10, 2.—pdkas- 

pav, éotiav, O. a il; Pp. 5, 11. 
Sr Re re 4 247, — paxpép 
Aor, P . 2, 26. 

peor vidos, P. 4, 286. 
nav, ‘a 58; 7 45; 9,53; 10 Ar 38; 

1, 63; 2, 82; 4, 87.903 7 
paviatow boxpéxet, O. 9, 42,” 
pdvrw ote ha: - 11, 33, 
pdvue 6 —pavier = arayyer- 
Net, P. 1, 93. iis 

pdpywy, 0. 2, 106. 
| “ac (=pet{on) odv oABw, P. 11, 

2 
mdoreyt TlecBovs, P, 4, 219, 
| parav, 0. 
paxav réXos, O. 13, 57. 

| waxavai, P. 1,41; gumpaxrov paya- 
vay, P. 3, 

Aayx Kee dae Be O. 1, 53.—Xa- meyadoxevbisoow Gadduors, P. 2, 33. 
ovres aiday, 
. 14, 2. 

Aaxépsav, P. 3, 34, 
AaxriCéuev worl Kévtpov, P. 2, 95. 
AauBaver pora, O.1, 81. 
AaooeBis, P. 5, 95. 
Aaoccowy dydvev, P. 12, 24. 
Aaotpopov (rdw), O. 5, 4, 
Aarpiov picbov, O. 10 (11), 31. 
Aadpas, P. 8, 86. 
Agydpevov é into, P. 5, 108. 
Aetre, O. 6, 4 
AsvKais eis, P. 4, 109 
\suxiararou Riese cpa O. 6, 95.— 

5, 96. —Naxoieat, 

| me ior omont, | F. 

peyadorro\es SupdKocat, P. 2, hy 
_ neyadoobenn, P. 6, 21. 

8, 2: 
petdtxos 6 épy4, P. 9, 47. 
péXav évetov, O. 1, 68. 
manavepess | Uuvou, 0. 11 (10), 4; P. 3, 

64. 
pediooas Atdoidos, P. 4, 60. 
pedeToeooay evdiay, O. 1 98. 
uehipboyyor Moicat, O, 6, 21. 
pédrw with aor., O. 7,61; 8, 82; 9, 56. 
pév and 6é, chiastic, 0.11 (10), 8; 12, 
5; P.1, 21; 8,71. 

piv... Te, O. 3, 6; 4,13; 5, 10; 6,4; 
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7, 12. 69.88; P. 2,31; 4,249; 6,39; 
I, 81. 46. 

uévw with acc. and inf., P. 3, 16. 
uipiuvav dypottpay, 0. 2; 60.—p. 
Kptooova wrobTou, 2: 

ptpos oydoop, P. 4, 65. —tpirov pa, P. 
12, 11. 

peta with b gen, “among,” O. 10 (11), 
54; P. 5, 

pavaibeecas; . 1, 52. 
uetadracep, O. 6, 62. 
ueTanona, O. 12, 6; P. 3, 23. 
a te pa 10, 21. 
BETwIroy, ret 
pi in oaths, , 2, 102; 11 (10), 18; 

after EXcromat, P. 1, 44, 
enxétt, O. 1, 5. 114. 
er, Tivan, P. 3, 27. 
piya, P. 4, 113. 
wiyvope—aeyvipevov ppevi, P. 5, 19. 
—pépixra ev, 90.—niyev, P. 4, 
261. —nigay Biay, P. 4, 213,—pizac 
yauov, P. 4, 223. — 1x 0eioa rather 
than prysioa, O. 6, 29.—uybévTes, 
P. 4, $57. 0.14,19. 

Muviea (accen 
pscoraw m0 
pvanrov, P. s 8 
Motpa devrépa, P 

poipa, P. 4, 127. 
Mooav déow, 0:7; 7. 
pokey with ace. O. 9, 76. 
ova Kal pévoy, P. 2, 43. 
Hovaurruxia, O. 5,7. 
Movddporrov purey, P. 5, 42. 
ox8ov dboravor, P. 4, 268. —pdx8ou 
ae th P. 9, 34.—pdxOw Errope, 
O. 10 (11), 102. 

puxds Tapydotos, P. 10, 8.—pvxdv 
HavTqov, = }, 68. —poxe Mapa- 
ae. P. 8,7 

M@pos, P 48. 

vaiovra, P. 7, 4. 
vdtov dupadey, P. 6, 4. 
vdwe qwoku dow, P. 6, 9. 
vamos Kokoredon, P. 5, 38. 
vacos=vicous, O. 2, 78. 
vavs—vads bromrépou, O. 9, 26.—vai 
Toumdy, P.4,1 

vavoiorovoy eae P. 1, bom 
vavarpopyrots, P. 
véa nes om 11, 
oe 

aie. Tite 
eee an object, P. 3, 70. vewee 

. 1, 99.—év darrés | 
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véowxov Edpav, O. 5, 8. 
véonat, P. 8,6 
veosiyahov tpdTov, O.3 
vedratos 76 dad, O. 10 a, 95. 
| Neordpetov dppa, P. 6, 32. 
vedos. \dbas, O . 7, 45, 
vn Ais *yuva, bP 11, 22. 
vitrowov, P. 9, 
Nixas wrepa, P. 9, 135. 
vixwv dpopov, O. 4, 22; 13, 30. 
vv, neut., P. 2, 57. 
viowrat, O. 3, 34. 
vouov, ¥ constitution,” P. 2, 86; 10, 70. 
—vopors= Trois vouousvors, P. 2,43, 

vow=oby vow, P. 6, 47.—év vow, P. a5 
0. Sarg vow, P.6,5 ‘ 

vov ye, P. 4, 50.—vov ve pay, P.1, 50. 
viE—virtes, P. 4, F bhexos Kowwd- 
caves ddov, P. 4, 115, 

voua orpardyv, P. 1, 86. 

Eavbav vepidav, O. 7, 49. —Eavbas 
ayéhas, P. 4, 149. — EavOaior(v) 
dxriot, O. 6, 5b. 
ewiav koitav=koirav gomes® 8,32. 
evardtas, O. 10 (11), 38 
evapKetov vidv, P. 8, 19. 

Eevw0els OnBa, P. 4, 299; E. tdars, 
P. 5, 81. 

Euvdoves, P. 3, 48. 

d=5s, P. 2,50; 5,63; 12, 31. 
Gapov moriarXwy, P. 4, 137. —ddpot- 

ou, P. 1, 98. 
6Bpipou Tupaivos, O. 4, 7.—dBpinw 
9 eg 9, 29. 

éddv Atos, 0. 2, 77. —0oddv émixou ov, 
O. 1, 110.—ééév apa es kids 
46.—dddv oKUpwT 6, 

ola, ror i? ¢ Pt 73. 
oixobev, O. 3 —olxobey oixads, O, 

6,99; 7,4. 
olxkos—kar’ fe 1, 72. 
oixoupiay, P. 9, 2 
olpov érréwy, 0. 9, ‘61. 
olomdXos Saluov, P. 4, 28. 
otcetw, fut.(?), P. 4, 102. 
o\Bia Aaxedaiuor, P. 10, 1.—éABiav 

Képwv8ov, O. 13, 4. 
"Odupmovixay teOudv, O. 7, 88.—0. 

buvov, O. 3, 3. 
buBpos Xétuépros, P. 6, 10; ef. P.5, 11. 
—piccovras uBpous, P. 4, 81. 

oursi Adyos, P. 7, 7. —épudtwp wap 
adpovpats, O. 12,19. 

. 5, 56, uma, 
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oudtpopos, O. 
opoppovos sivas, O. 7,6 
seen evdévdpoto partpos, P. 4,74. 

éupadrdv xGoves, P. 6, 3. — yas 
Subadén, P. 2240" 1.2 
— oxtas, P. 8, 95. 
okuperei dow, 0. 9, 98. 
d€bs—dEer "Bowis, O. 2, 45.—d€eia 
ee O. 6, 37. — Estas ee 

, %4.—bEeav dxtivwv, O.7,7 
émdova pirwy, P. 9, 70. 
dmifouéva, P. 2, 17. 
érw Eévwv, 0. 2, 6.— 06. Gewv, P. 8, 

71. 
omrAoTépototy, P. 6,4 
ométe=tvika, O. 1, 37 °, 104; P. 3, 

91; 8,41; it, 19: 12, 11 
bpdw—ébpavr’ éAxdy, 0. 9, ‘119. 
“ eidtxos, P. 9, 47. —dpyds, P. 

141. — dpyais édwrikwy, Pe 2, 

dw—dpyas with gen., P. 6, 50. 
soya iBpw, 8 10, 36. —dp0tov a@pu- 

cat, O. 9, 117. 
6p8d7rodu, O. 2, 8. 
bp0és—dpba=dixala, O. 10 (11), 5.— 

6p8al peives, 0.7, 91.—dp8@ 7rodi, 
O. 18,7 

inbinpdare, P.4, 60.—édp8acats, 

‘Opbwaia, 0. 3, 30. 
dpxov Bewv, O. 7, 65. 
oppaivwr, O. 8, 41, 
dpuixa Oetov, 0. 2, 97. 
dpove with gen., P. 10, 61. 
’Opcortpiawa, 0. 8, 48, — dpcotpiat- 
vay, P. 2, 13 
nga P 4, 283.—dppaviGopnévw, 

dcia=oatdrns, P. 9, 39. 
bore—dvte, P. 2, 39. 
étpivw—darpuvov gt dat., P. 4, 40. 
iod with inf., P. 2, 88 
ovdé dy, P. "4, 87. 
oixétt, P. 3, 40. 
ovr. . obdd, P. 8, 83.—otre omitted, 

it 10, 29, 41. 
ob ti Tov, P. 4, 87. 
ow in a wish, O.3, 4. 
dpOarpos Sucedlas, O. 2, 11.—éoweé- 
ae peeuen O. 3, 20.—erpatias 

Sop a ‘with, fat. ind, AT O. 6, 23; with 
4 =éxew, P.1,7 

INDEX. 

dxerov aras, 0. 10 (11), 41. 
6xeTobs seuvods, O. 5, 12. 
oxbae a@\uepxées, P. 1, 18.—6y8as, P. 

sybey és dudlaedov, P. 9, 59. 

™- alliteration, O. 1,76; P.4, 138. 150, 
Twayat mupos, P. 1, 22, —Tayay ap- 

pociwy éréwy, P. 4, 299. pa ae py 
Twayav, O. 3, 14. 

mwayKowov xwpav, O. 6, 63. 
wala patpds=raboden pntpl, P. 3, 

42, —Trpotéepa wala, . 8, 48. 
wahatpmovet xeved, P. 2, 61. 
wahdaua mg ee Pel; 44, —Obeov obv 
wahaua, O . 10 (11), 23.—Znvds tra- 
Aduat, P. 2, 40. 

mwaXiyKxorop, O. 2, 22. 
TadtuBauous bdous, P..9,:20. 
wahwrtpameov wha, 0. 2, 41. 
Twauroppipos axrict, O. 6, 
Taupwvov iaxav, P, 3, 17 a ducpuo- 

vov méXos, P.12,19, —rappdvorct() 
évTecw, 0. 7, 12, 

tavooxov vadv, P. 8, 61.— mavddxw 
aoe, O. 3, 17. 

wdvetes, bs 1, 20. 
mwavra, P. 2, 23. 
manraive ré aépow, P. 3, 22.—ma- 
arawe, O. 1, 114. 

wdp=napd—rap artes P. 3,60; 10, 
62. —™ tp aooi, O. 1, 74. 

| 3apa@ with acc., “on account of,” O. 2, 
71; “to the neighborhood of,” 0. 2, 
77.—rap’ apap, “day about,” Pi, 
63.—7rapé with dat., O. 1, 20. 93; 7, 
17; 12,19; 14, 23; P. 2, 25, 72, 87 ; 
3, 28 ; 4, 186. 2185 ‘12, 26. 

mapapadXe1, P 9, 94. 
Tapa ov, P. i, 25, 
Tapa eEautvous, O. 45 de. 
TwapaWioce, P. 1,87 —mapaibuée, 0. 

0 (11), 81. 
Twapamepwvrat, O. 8,3. 
mapatporot, P, 2, 35. 
mapdahéa, P. 4, 81. 
adpedpos Ards, 0. 8, 22.—éroipov wa- 

pedpor, O. 2, 84 
mapéAxet, O. 7, 46. 
mapéxuy, 0. 1, 39.—7apaoyxot, P. 1, 

mapbeviav weiva, O. 6, 81. 
wap8evixai, P. 9, 107. 
wapis xahd, P, 1, 86. 
by opty meee 0. 5, 23. ME Bion 

8, 71.—7apecraxot, O. 3, 4. 
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maptoyet without bjs P. 8, 76. 
mapoTpuvet, 
Tappasev, 0. 7, 66. 
was—mavti Bporav, O. 1, 100.—76 
aan ohms O. 2, 

watpav, fr ee 8, 38. 
Tatpwav ord dBuav, P. 6, 45. 
mavpov tarvov, P. 9, 26. 
weda=pera, P. 5, 47,—wed" appovwy, 

» 74. 
medauenyay, 0. 12,12, 
aediada, P, 5, 91. 
médthov, O. 3, 5.—tedirw, O. 6, 8. 
welpata (lit. “ropes”), * strands,” Ps 

1,81; “achievements,” P. 4, 220, 
mupde— kneiparo, . tempted,” P. 2, 

merorx awa, P. 2, 11. 
wehayet, 0.7, 56. 
wimme, P.4, 178 .—téptrov, P. 4, 114. 
—rinln, "0. 2, 28. 

weuTTapépors, 0. 5, 6. 
jempwuevov, P. 6, 27. 
TEPANTwV=TEPLaTT wy, P. 3, 52. 
awepi with dat., of the stake, Be 2; 

9.— 7. deluars, Ah ed by 
fear,” P, 5,58.—7. dv, P.4, 122. 

vo 6, 38; P. 4, —m. elided (qep’), 
265. 

meplyhwooot, P, 1, 42, 
miccovra, P. 4, 18 86. 
mwetTpaiocas a aT O. 6, 48. 
Tia xahov, P . 2, 40. 
meawvouevoy, P, 2, 56, 
wibwv, P. 2,72. 
aBiv=reicas, P. 3, 28. 
awiouat as pres., O. 6, 86. 
rintwy—éTece, of a lot, O. i 10; 

P. 8, 21.—merovrecow, P. 5, 5 
more ate 0.3, pela bp- 

xtov, O. 11 (10), 6. 
waka Babsiav, P.1, 24. 
wAdEvrroy OnBav, O . 6, 85. 
pep rab 395 He - 6, 
a\oov titre, O.7, 3 
whovTos stivtids, P.5,1. 
avéwy aunha, P. 11, 30. 
melee auépa, O. 13, 38.—rodap- 

kéwy dpdpwy, P. 5, 33. 
toia, “* 'verdure,” P. 8, 20. —tolav pe- 

Madéa, P. 9, 40.—molas orepavors, 

mouxtXavious mwdous, P, 2, ea 
ps wi § se irae 
touxthov Kapa, ES niieie 
Weddeor, O. 1,29. 
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qmotkthope os ao.das, O. 4, 2. 
ia 10), 9. 
Toméva a\XOrptov, O. 10 (11), 97. 
Towd=dpuolBn, P. 4, 63. —owdy, P. 

? 

Toivpos=4 
toirviwy, P, 10, 64. 
wen eies re barhots, P. 10, 18. 
aroXeui@wy, O. 4. 
qok.as ‘yaarpés, P, 4, 98. 
ao\Xa, adv., O. 13, 14. 
modiBooxov yatap, O. 7, 63. ° 
mo\upahw, O. 1, 12, 
mohupiiov, is 9, 7. 
trohbuubor dperai, P. 9,82. 
wohbgidov est dag rs 5, 4, 
mouxpicw vara, P. 
Touma WT ky 0. * 80. —Tropmday 

vai, P.4,1 
Meas tii P. 4,121. 
movos dawdva te, O. 5, 15.—tpnrdv 

movov, P. 6, 54, 
TOVvTLay Wddur, O. 18, 46.—ovriav 

*Pddov, 0.7, 13. —rovrl wedaytt, 
O. 7, 56. 

wopauve, P. 4, 278. 
Toppupéois omapydavos, P. 4, 114. 
ToTapias "Aprépsoos, P. 2; 7. 
“Ont.” 1, 22.—oixnua worapol, 

iuerm@riKy, P. 2, 17. 

Wortavos év Moicacn, P. 5, 114.—2ro- 
Tavov xpéos, P, 8, 34. 

Tloredavos=Mocerdmvos, 0.13, 5.40. 
TorisT dlw—moriat aCov, P. 4, 187.— 
ook poppay, O. 6, 76. 

trotpos, O. 8, 15. —méorpou wapaddov- 
TOS, 

wot *AyAata, O. 14, 13. —aéTma 
Beriwv, P. 4, 213. 

Tovs—map m006s, P. 3, 60; 10, 62.— 
6p8@ wodi, O. 13, 72. '—tnrds & Exew 
mda, P.4, 289,—rayuTas Todwv= 
Taxes aédes, O. 1, 95.—t14d ro- 
ae O. 12, 15. —Kobporow tociv, 
pe 18, 114.—év zroci tpaxoyv, P. 8, 

ophioies = mpaccerat, P. 112. — 
apdocovtt=1pdscovrat, %. 3, 7.— 
tmpate, “effected,” P. 2, 40.—mpa- 
Eaobar=eipicbai, P. 3, 15. 

apétrev, “ was like unto, ”'p, 2, 38. 
mpecBurepat Bovhai, P. 2, 65. 
apiv with ind., ‘ until,” 0. 9, 61.— 
rand ys, O. 13, 65.—1plv &pas, jd 

apo Sopwr, P. 2, 18.—mpd éwudrwy, 
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PG; “ —mpo Kibatpwvos payxav, 
1 1,7 

Rig Bt Tlore:davos, O. 13, 5.—b- 
Terxet Tpo8ipw, O 

ampokevia, O. 9,8 
mpooiusoy, i. 7, 2.—tpootmiwy auBo- 

Ads, P. 1, 4. 
mpoTivwy, 0.7, Pa + ie 
mpos Epryov, —T. xapw, 
rr pha frit P. 4, 295. ee Pe 9, 
27. 

ampoctxerat, P.6, 51. 
mpooniryvuui—mpootuite, O. 1, 22. 
mpoaparon, ©: i be 
mpdoapopos, O. 9 
TpdowTov, < front," 0. 6,3; P. 6, 14, 
TpoTepos—mpoTépas, “of yore,’ "0. 3, 

11.—mpotépg waba, P. 8, 48. 
TPOTUXOv, P. 4, 
mpopavror, O. ¥ 116, 
mpopacis, P. 4, 32 —IIpépaow, P. 5, 

28 

+ Uy ae 

Tpdparor, O. 8, 16. 
mpopépet, P. 2, 86. 
mpvravt, 
mpirrtoros, P 2, "82. 
nracow—tnratav, P. 4, 57. 
wrepdevtTa=raviTrepon, P. 2, 50. 
wrepdv—mrepa Nias, P. 9, 135,— 
a0\ wy wrepoiat, O. 14, 24. 

mrvxais tiuvwv, O. 1, 105. 
Tluv@i:ados év opduw, P. 1, 32. 
Tlv@:ouixov tTimav, P. 
TuKWe buna, P. 4, 73. 
wp Xetuéptov, P, 4, 266. —édevdov u- 

pos, P. 1,6. —orepew ser O. 10 
(11), 40.—@epwvw arupé, P. 3, 50. 

avpaikajéesi 10 (11), ), 88. 

paivw ¥ i P. 8, 57.—pavbeioav dpe- 
tay, R 

pimw—pirn mond Kal woN\da@, O.8, 23. 
—pérovra invoy, P. 9, 27. 

pilav dmeipov, P.9,9.—p. omépuaros, 
O. 2, 50, 

piraict karacxdpevos, P. 1, 10.—xv- 
batwv pias, P. 4, 195. — pirais 
dvinwy, P, 9, 52. 

caivw—caivwy, P.2, 82.—pe addavw 
écavev, P, 1, 52.—tcavav écdoi, é. 

oeuvov avrpov, O. 5, 18; P. 9, 32.— 
oeuvods dxeTobs, 0. 5, 12. 

aBévos tptovwy, 0. 6, 22,—«. aeXiou, 
P. 4, 144.—c. tvriwy, P. 5, 34.—c. 

INDEX. 

tarrretov, O. 6, 22; P. 2, 12.—e. view, 
os) 

ovyaov Seen es. 9, 100. 
oapoxappuar, P. 
oxevas, re. a 5 
oxtas dvap, P 
oKxotrov, of Apollo P. 3, 27.— 0, Ad- 
a 0. 6,59.— ’OAGurrov cxotroi, O, 
1, 54, 

oxupwrdp édov, P. 5, 93. 
oxuTa\a Moiwap, 0.6, 91. 
oxirahov=péorahov, 0. 9, 32. 
copia &doXos, O.7, 53.—c. éx8pa, O. 

9, 41.—Oldirdda "sopiav, ot S63 
—copias, “poetic art,” P.4, 2B f cf. 
6 ,49.—cogia mwpdpavror, 0. 1,116. 
—oopia Moiway, P. 1, 12. 

copds, O.2,94 —ixduddoxnosy coder, 
. 4, 217. —copoi, an ” P. 1, 42. 

—oopiv pntiecor, O 9.—dxod 
copois, P. 9, 84.—oi peste “ aris- 
tocracy,” P; 2 88; 5, 12. 

omapydvors mroppuptots, P. 4, 114. 
omipua oe ds, O.7, 48. —or. xaba- 
eh. 3,1 —oTéppatos, § gg 

8, 87. —oméppatos pifav, O. >, 
0. 

oréQuav os ke P.6,45.—oraOuas 
‘YAXidos, P. 1, 62. 

orabucs—’ ‘Aisa’ orabudv, 0.10 (11), 
101.—oraQuay airewor, P. 4, 76. 

orauev=orqvat, P. 4, 2. 
oTEpoTway Kepauvwy Te, P, 6, 24, 
orepavapopiar, O. 8, id. 
orépavon, “ battlement,” O. 8, 32. 
orepadvwua, P. 12, 5, — orepdvopa 

Kupdvas, ey 
oroXov dvapécouat, P. 2, 62.—édev- 

Bépw ordhy, P. 8, 98, 
orpareboua—torparsiOn, P. 1, 51. 
otparos, P. 2,46.—orparov, folk,” 

. 5, 12; P. L, 86.—orpare, P. 10, 
8 —orpardy | érivonov, P. 11, 3 
et P. 1, 28. —orpwuvav, P. . 4, 

2 
ovyyevijs 68a, és, P. 5, 17. 
ovyyovm éoria, 0.12, 14.—evyyovor- 

ot me Xvaus, . 8, 60. 
ciuBodov, O 12, % 
oummita, O. '3, 9. —ouveut, wie 9, 78. 
coy instead of instr. dat. 110; 2, 

46; P. 1,51; 4, 39; 12, 21. — oby 
avré, ?. 4, 250,—obv &é0ors, P..9; 
125.—odv tarmas, P. 11, a —obs 
’Odrvpriadr, O. 10 (11), 64 

| cuvavTouevos, O. 2, 43,1 
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civerxos, 0.9, 105,—ovvdikov xréavov, 
92s 

cuvdpouwy werpay, P. 4, 208. 
civévo huara, P. 3, 81, 
cbvevvoy, O. 1, 88. 
cuveparropevos, O. 10 (11), 107. 
cuvoixtornp, O. 6, 6. 
ovvravieats, P. 1, 81. 
ovvTedeOew, P. 9, 62. 
ouvTiOnut—ouvbénevos, P. 4, 277. 
operipas=éas, O. 9, 84; P. 4, 83.— 
oerépou, O. 13, 61. 

opov=cpétepon, P. 5, 102. 
ovupois, of mountains, P, 2, 46. 
oxacov, P. 10, 51. 
oxéOwv, P..6,,19. 
Lwrepa, O. 8,21; 12,2, 
Lwrrip (voc.), O. 5,17. 

_ wra=i, O. 1, 82. 
va dé, adverbial, O. 13, 55; P. 8, 28. 
va xal ra, P. 5,55; 7,17.—rwv Te 

cal tov, O, 2, 59. 
Tadaiovidas, O. 6, 15. 
tvapias, O.6,5; P.1,88.—rapyia Kupa- 

vas, P. 5, 62.—raviae (rdmat), O. 
13,7; 14,9. 

Tapvew Tédos, O. 18, 57. 
ravvi0epa, O. 2, 28. 
Tapacctpev, P,11,42.—y6dva tapac- 
7 corres, _ 2, er 
aprapos, fem., P. 5 

ritisatatiren, 0. 18, 60,—rabpe 
xadké ?. 1, 95. 

Taxées iBav, P. 4, 179.—tayxelas é- 
aidas, P. 1, 83. 

ve connecting single words, O. 1, 62; 
3, 39; 9,433 P. 2,2; 3,73; 4, 13.— 
re, consequential,O.1,88.—re... dé, 
P. 4, 80; 11, 29.—7ve xai, O. 1,18; 
2, 11; 10 (11), 68.—re .. . xai, O. 
14, 5.—e... wal... 78, O. 3, 8.— 
ve... 7#,0.1, 115; 3,1; 13,50. 

TeOudv tuvov, O. 7, 88.—reOnoiow 
Aiyiucov, P. 1, 64. 

teixer Evriva, P. 3, 38. 
Texilw—rterteixiorat, P, 6, 9. 
véxroves, “‘fashioners of songs,” P. 3, 

113. 
véree, O. 13, 115; P. 1, 67.—réAKXL0v, 

P. 9, 96 . 9, 96. 
vedéooat, “ bring to term,” P. 3, 9. 
TeAeTas=iopras, O. 3, 41. 
TerevTav=TeéXos, P. 9, 72. 
reréw—TeXei dbvacw, P. 5, 117. 
TédXeT at és xapwy, O. 1, 76. 
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TéXdos axpov, P, 9, 128.—épywv r., O. 
2, 19.—paxivwv t., P. 4, 286.—ra- 
pvew 7., O. 13, 57.—7. apya te, P. 
10, 10. 

-Téos, verbals in, O. 2, 6. 
Teptrva, O. 14, 5. 
TeTpaxvayov seonov, P. 2, 40.—r. 

ivyya, P. 4, 214. 
Téxvatow, O. 7, 35. 
thravyis tedowropv, 0.6, 4.—TnAav- 
yéow orepadvos, P. 2, 6.—rnAav- 
éorepov aos, P. 3, 75. 

aibnua—crsOers éy évtho, P. 8, 11.— 
Onxe=éroince, O. 7, 6.— TiOéuev 
vow, P, 1, 40,—Oéuevar Opdvous, O. 
14, 10.—béuevoc=woinsduavos, P. 
4, 182. — O@nxauevor = roinoduevan, 
P. 4, 113.—@joovrat, P. 9, 68. 

aiOiva, P. 1, 20. 
tixrw—éttixtev, O. 6, 85; P. 9, 18.— 

tixre(v), 0. 6,41; P. 3,101; 4,46. 
tly=coi, O. 5,7; 6,12; 10 (11), 103; 

12,3; P. 1, 29. 69; 3, 84; 4, 275; 6, 

tts omitted, O.6,4.—rTwa, many a one, 

vou, not with pure opt., O. 3, 4. 
troray, O. 2, 93. 
tompwrop, P. 9, 45. 
Toocais, P. 3, 27. 
trourakis, P, 4,15; 9, 15.—rovraxs, P. 

, 28. 
tpaweCav vundiav, P. 3, 16. 
tpapev =tpipev, P. 4, 115,—7pa- 

poiwca=rTpipoca, P. 2, 44, 
Tpaxov=Tptxor, P. 8, 32. 
tpipet, O. 1, 112.—OpéWaro, P. 9, 20. 
Ss rk. O. 6, 46.—@pipavro, 

. 9, 95. 
TpyTOv Tovov, P. 6, 54. 
tplmodw vaco», O. 7, 18. 
Tpicod\uptriovikay olxov, O. 13, 1, 
tporos, “training,” O. 8, 63. 
TvyXavovTa=evTvxouvTa, P, 3, 104. 
—oca TUXELV, PS, 92. 

turropevoy, P. 6, 14, 

“Tew, 0.13, a ww vavciorovoy, 
. 1, 72.—b. dp0iav, P. 10, 36.— 

UBptos éx8pav oddv, O.7, 90. 
byiccav xpucéav, P. 8,73. 
bylevra (=vyta) ddABov, O. 5, 23. 
Uypov vwrov, P. 1, 9. 
tdwp apiorov, O. 1, 1.—itidart Eevw- 

Geis, P. 5, 31.—iddrav Kaduiciwy, 
O. 14, 1.—v. Atpxaiwy, P.9, 95. 
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iuvos twodtqatos, O. 1, 8 » — Uuvou 
teBuov, O. 7, 88 —évtdpapov t tuve, 
O. 8, 54.—paivw tuvw, P. 8, 57.— 
"Ohuparovixay uvov, O. 3, 3.—dva- 
Ecpopmryyes tuvor, O. 2, i —tpvey 
awrvxais, O. J, 105. —évbea tuvwv, 
O. 9, 52. »—oU pov buvwv, P. 4, 3.— 
Onoavpés tuvwv, P. 6, 7.— dwros 
tuvwv, P. 10, 53. 

braibpros, O. 6, 61. 
brraxovéuenv, as a slave, O. 3, 24. 
bravriacat with acc., P. 5, 44. 
rap, O. 18, 67. 
dmdpyupov pwvay, P. ae ge 
vrare with gen., O. 13, 2 
b7rép with gen., u above tha beyond,” 

O. 10 (11), 80; “by reason of,’”’ P. 1, 
32.— ir,  Kinas, P. 1, 18. 

urrépBiov, 6. 10 (11), 32. 
‘Yrreptovidas, O. 7, 39. 
postr ic nBav, P. 6, 48. 

wBépev, P. 5, 25. 
dmreQwr péptuvav, 0. 2, 60. 
vard—ir’ aowdas, “to the sound of,” 

0. 4, 2.—ir’ duporépwr, O.7, 13.— 
b.=bméx, 0.5, 14; 6, 43; P.9, 66; 
11, 18. —tbad Ku\Xévas 6 Opous, 0. 6, 
77. —t7d déxuas, O. 6, 40.— ire 
appatwv, O. 2, 21.—um’ "Amdd- 
wu, O. 6, 35.—imd orepew Tupl, 

0. 10 (11), ‘40. .—t7ro iabuotaies 0. 
5, 6. —vro xeduacw, P.5, 100.—vi7d 
awétpav, P.10, 15 

brobetcomat, P. 2, 84. 
broxeioerat, O.1, 
ioxvitw—imtxnist, P. 10, 60. 
broxoupiecGat, P. 3, 19. 
droxpéxet, O. 9, 1. 
vmoparies, P. 2, 76. 
dmwpoprat popuryyes, P. 1, 97. 
bplornui—irosracartses, 0. 6, 1. 
iniyuov &doos, O. 5, 13. 
dWexatrat, P, 4, 172. 
you | étpovtt, P. 10, 70. 
tw—ioe, 0.7, 50. 

pant, out of construction, P. 3, 75. 
aos, “light and Aart O. 5, 14. 

and ey "aa 38, 75. — pase év 
kabapa, P61 

pappakov Pi 4, 187.—¢. abpar, 
. 9, 104.—¢. pai, O. 13, 85. 

pacyavov, P.9 9, 87.—pacyave, P.9; 

partis Bpotwy, O. 1, 28.—dvOpHrwy 
paris, P. 3, 112. 

INDEX. 

avoiuBporos, O. 7, 39. 
vans 0 2, ’62. aps <caSapév, P. 9, 

$erAér, P. 2, 80. 
péipBerat, Ps o 110. 
Pepivixos, P. 3, 74.—Pepevixov, O. 1, 

18. 
pipw—péipes, “ earnest,” P, 8, 38.—: 
pipera, P. 1, 87. 

pevyw—piye Kaufnpdv dpopov, P.9, 
131.—qvuy ovTEs eg . 10, 43. 

Pip, “Centaur,” P. 4, 119. 
pbéyEao, P. 1,81. 
pOwexaptros, P. 2 _ 
pra or P.5,1 
pbovepoi arat, P. iL “54. 
prddap, O.7, 1. 
prrayhaz, P. 12,1. 
piriwv piréovra, P. 10, 66.—7repi- 

Anke, P. 1,13 —ipidace, P. 2,1 
gurnoluodne, O. 14, 14 
piroverxos (pidvixos), ,0. 6,19. 
prrorohw ‘Hovxiayv, O. 4, 16. 
piros, P.1,92.—pira Woxd, P.3,6L 
—pirov é per P.1,51.— grav és 
dpw, O. 10 (11), 14. 

pidrotrdtwv iepav, P. 9, 43. 
pirdodpov at P. 8,1. 
pirtpop, O. 13, 6 
Pivris=BA\THs, . 6, 22. 
préyovte Xdpites, P. 5, 45. 
powrxavbénou 7 npos, P. 4, 64. 
powrxoxpoxov Lavav, O . 6, 39, 
ovo, fem., P. 4, 250. 
sia P.1,1 —Awplav popucyya, 

17. — pépmeyyes brwpogpiat, 

gpabat, 6. 12, 9. 
bile —tptens, O. 2, 66.—pdoa, 

2, 110 
ppactr=dpecty, P. 2, 26; 3, 59. 108; 

4,2 
ely dovnOeica, P.6,36.—. yAukeia, 

dpiccovras 3 
gpixovras, 

ppovéwy xaxa, P. 8, 82.—¢. mora, O. 

eet P, 4, 81. —7re- 

» | ppovrisa aptradéav, P.10,62.—ppov- 
rlét, P. 2, 92 —yRunvrdrais ppov- 
ticw, O. 4, 19, 

gues. 2, 94; 9, 107; P. 8, 44. 
guyee etvov emai 0.11 (10), 17. 

opdpwy, * 
pen P. 9, 120. — pured- 

orobat, Baik 
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gutéy powddporoy, P. 5, 42. 
rears apera, O. 10 (11), 22. 
pwr4, P. 9, 31.—gwvdv imdpyupov, 

uvaw Ohuuria, O. 9, 2.— pwvdevra 
gencdere’ O. 2 93. 
ee OL 48. W aadbdots, 0.1, 81.—go- 

Tes, 

xaipw rt, P.7, 14.—xaipe, P. 2, 67. 
xaraes, 9, 5. 
Xadndomda Hu®ovixav, P.9;1. 
x@Axeos “Apns, O. 10 (11), 17. . ob- 

avos, P. 10, 
XaAKevE yAaooay, P. 1, 86. 
XaAxomdpgov axovra, P, 1, 44. 
Xadxoxdpuat, P. 5, 82. 
Xamavyevewy dvOpdruv, P. 4, 98. 
Xauarmerés gos, P. 6, 37.—xapar- 

Wweréwy Adyw, O. 9, 13. 
xs nté mvéwy, P.11,30, 

us, “ poetry,” O. 1,30; 6,76; 7,11. 
—kowal Xdpires, O. 2; "5d. —X. ’Op- 
Peo 0.14,4. —Xdpures HvKOMOL, 
5, 45. —dvev Xapitwv, P. 2,42.— 

ob Xapitwv ixas, P. 8, 21. —Xapi- 
Twv apou av, P. 6, 2.— mes Oo. w 
$3" P.2,.70; 11, 12. ee 
64.—tmawyular x:-, 0.10 i si 86.— 
kowav x., P.5, 102,—2s 1,75, 
—mpds X., 0. 8, 8.—ra Awvicou 
Lopate 0. 13, 19 .—X apitas=xdp- 
ara, i 
fat, *j 0 8, 9,92. 

valve Joy," P. 2, 61. 
Xeyaive—rexsivarras, P. 9, 35. 
xE beet P.6, i0.—} Ete pov 

uBpov, 0.—x. 7rup, P. 4, 266. 
XE ip—dard eipos, O. 7, 1tmibéEa 

xetpds, P. 6, 19.—év yepds axua, O 
2, 69.— Pst  3ddua, . 2, 9.—x. Kov- 
oa, P x. 8004, 0. 10 (11), 

— cAuray CM P. 9, 39.— “9 
xetpds, P. 9, = 2.—xetpi xeipa 
37. Fads 13,95. —vro matt 

ey 

xXepade wa w, a Mi 13, 
xGovig £ supp P31 
Xtdvos ela las, P. 1, 30, 
xAapov yeAdooats, P. 9, 41. 
Xowpddos wétpas, P. 10, ’b2. 
yer Aéovros, O. 13, 44. 
Xpdw—éxpeov, 0. 4, 92. —xpijcev oil- 

Ku a, 
xpéos, O.1, 45; 7, 40.—redv xpéos, P. 

R 
. 
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: 33. Prieta X-, 0.3, 7.— Badd 
X+) 0. 10 (11), 9. 

XpovwT ar ov dos, O. 4, 10. 
Xpdvos 6 was, P. 1,46. —X. 6 wdvrey 

mwatip, O. 2,19.—o 8° émavté\Xwy 
3 O.8,28.—xpdvos, opp. to aig 

1, 57, —rde bh OXov duce Xedvov, O. 
2, 33.— ove, “ at last,’ P. 4, 78; 
1, 32.—devtépw xpdvy, O. 1, 43,— 
xpdven oommavTt, . 6, 56. 

seas ga "Auditpiras, O. 6, 
i 

Xpveduruca aes O. 7, 64.—x. 
xadwov, O. 13, 65.—ypvcaptrixwy 
Moicap, P. 3, 89. 

Xpuvedopa PoiBov, P. 5, 104, 
Xpuodpparos Miva, 0. 3, 19.—xpv- 

capudrou Kdeoropos, P. "6, 9. 
XpUceos, quantity So - 4, 144, —Xpu- 

cia popmryé, P. 1, 1.—xpucéas 
Dales, 0.11 (10), 13. .—ddove xpu- 
cia, P. 10, .—Xpuotav byleav, P. 
3, 73.—xpvctwy tprmddwy, P. 11,4. 
—lrrois xpucéas, O. 8, 51 —xpv- 
céas kiovas, O. 6, l.—xpucéas vu- 
padecat, O. (i 34. 

XpucoKepwy Zdadov, O. 3, 29. 
, | Xevedpams, PF, 4, sg’ 
Xpuods—xpuody U vce, O 
Xpucooredavoto * "HBas, 

9, 118. “y 
Xpucoxatra, P. 2, 16, 
xuTov ae, O. 7, 7. 
xwpis, O. 9, 44 

aos \Biva, O. 7, 87.—bdgwy trov- 
Wee O. 13, ae we 
Ybipwy maNduats, P. 2, 75. 
Worepov ’Apxidoxor, P. "2, 55. 

w, position of, O. 8,1; P. 2,1; 8, 2. 
"Cav, with digamma, O. 5, li. 
&dis—wdivos ane 6, 48.—ddiva 
mwap8eviav, O. 6, 31. 

wee cuvarrret, P, "4, 247.—"Qpai, O. 4, 

wpuoa, O. 9,117, 
ws—h ws ldéuev, O. 18, 113, 
ws = aed av, O.7, 42, 
ws el, 0.7 
dosire, elliptical, P. 1, 44 
ws Ore without a verb, 0. 6,2; P. 11, 

0.6, 67; P. 

dte=ts, O. 10 (11), 94; P. 4, 64; 10, 
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS. 

[The proper names refer mainly to the text, all else mainly to the notes. ] 

Abas, P. 8, 55. 
Ablative genitive, O. 1, 58; 2, 57; 4, 

10(?); P. 9, 12(?). 
Accusative, adverbial, P. 1, 8 

in apposition, Po 9,4; 11, 
12; cf. O. 7, 16. 

ate, P. 2, 62. 
double, O. 1, 68; P. 3, 98. 
tn ie. P. 4, 83; 5, 33; 

before and after inf., O. 1, 

siaee object, P. 8, 79. 
pl. as adverb, 0. 10 (11), 

103; 14, 17; P..2; 62; 
11, 30. 
in -os, O. 1, 53; 2,78. 

34; i 29. 52; 8, 
55; 9, 55; 11, 35. 

whole and art, 0. 1, 68. 
Achilles, O. 2, 86; an Patroklos, O. 

9,76; 10 (11), 21. 
Active and mi dle, O. 3,7; 14, 24; P. 

1,48; 2,40; 10, 40. 
Adjectives for a adverb, P. 4,179; 11, 

aes 0. 1,10; 2, 10.13; 
10 (11), 31; P. 2, 12.18; 

, 7934, 39; 6, 4. 32; 8, 
193 9,673 11, 20; 12, 9. 

Admetos, P. 4, 1 26. 
Adrastos, O. 6, 18; P. 8, 51. 
aes accentuation, O. 10 (11), 17; 

Agesias, O. 6, 12. 77. 98. 
ae TOT ah "0. 10 (11), 20. 101; 11 

? 

Aglats 0, 14, 13, 
Aiakidai, O. 13, 109, 

Aiakos, O. 8, 30. 50. 
Aias Oiliades, O. 9,120. 
Aietes, P. 4, 10. 160, 213, 224. 238. 
Aigeidai, P. 5,75. 
Aigimios, P. 1, 64; 5,72. 
Aigina, O. 7,86; 8,20; P. 8,98; 9, 97. 
Aigisthos, P. 11, 37. 

Aipytos 0,6 88 pytos 
rd 0. 13, 1 
Aleuadai, P. 0, 6. 
Alexibiades Karrhotos), P, 5, 45, 
Alkimedon, O. 8, 17. 65. 
Alkmaion, P. 8, 46. 57. 
Alkmaionidai, P. 7, 2. 
Alkmena, O. 7, 27; P. 9, 92. 
Alliteration, O. 1,76; . a 138, 150. 
Altar at Ol wore 0. 6. 
Asoneons 8, 47; 13, a7 
Amenas, P 
Ammon, P. e i 
Amphiaraos, 0. 6,13; P. 8, 56. 
Amphitrite, O. 6, 105. 
Amphitryon, P. 9, 88. 
Amplification in repetition, P. 4, 28. 
Amyklai, P. 1, 65; 11,32, 
Amyntoridai, 0. 7, 23. 
Amythaon, P. 4, 126. 
Anachronism, P. 4, 192. 
Anchors, post-Homeric, P. 4, 24. 192. 

two, 0.6, 101. 
Antenoridai, P. 5, 83. 
Antilochos, P. 6, 28. 
Aorist of definite numbers, P.4, 25. 130. 

gnomic, O. 2, 38. 105 ; 7, 43; 9, 
ach P. 1,42; 2, 13. 36. 50; 8 

and imperf., P. 4, 247. 
inf. after eixéra, P. 1, 35. 

in a future sense, 0. 2, 102° 
P. 1,44; 4,223. 
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Aorist ingressive, O. 2,10; P. 1, 65. 
partic. after verbs of actual per- 

ception, P. - ae 
and present, P. 2 
shorthand of perf. O. 10 (11), 

Oo: P. 3,78. 
Ape, P. 2, 72, 
Aphrodite, spouse of Ares, P. 4, 88. 

yupomefa, P. 9, 10. 
Apollo ~ “Aphrodite associated, 2:2, 

ipa P. 5, 60. 
pyle P..'9, 30 

. arr re 138. 
ition, O. 1, 57. 

wie distributive, O. 8, 37. 
“a0 1 O. 10 (11), 2. 109; 11 

Archilochos, O. 9,1; P. 2, 55. 
Ares, heathen of ‘Aphrodite, P. 4, 88. 

Bards, P. 1, 10. 
ne fe 10 (11), 17. 

Arethusa, P. 3. 
Artemis, P. 2 
Argos, “i 9, i 94; 13, 107; 

8, 41 121. 
eta 4 9, 7: 
Arkesilas, P. 4,2, 65. 250. 298; 5, 5.103. 
Armor, race in, O. 4, 22; P. 9,1. 
Arsinoé, P. nh 17. 
Art myths, O 7, 52. 
Artemis, "Opbucia, O. 3, 30. 

wotapia, P. 2, 7, 
Article, contemptuous, P. 4, 186. 

with proper name, P. 10, 57. 
widely separated from subst., 

fl (10), 19; 12,5; P. 12, 

Articular inf. aor., O. 2, 56. 107; 8, 59. 
60 

of the objectionable, O. 2, 
107; 9, 41. 

pr., O. 9,41; P. 2, 56. 
Asopichos, O, 14, 17. 
Ass, a mystic animal, P. 10, 33. 
Asyndeton in prayers, Oo. ei ks 8, 

3 9; 863. P.1 29. 713 ; 
5, 120; 3 9, 97. 

announcing end, O. 2, 91. 
denoting repugnance, 0. 1, 

52. 
Atabyris, O. 7, 87, 
Athena, inventress of the vouos wokv- 

xépados, P. 12, 22. 
patroness of Bellerophon, O. 

13, 66. 

P. 5, 70; 

SUBJECTS. 

Atrekeia, O. 10 (1u), 15. 
Augeias, O. 10 (11), 31. 39. 

ve 8? da allusion to, O. 2,96; P. 

Battos, P. 4, 6. 280; 5, 55. 124, 
Bellerophon, O. 13, '34. 
Bit, opis many O. 13, 20. 
Boibias—lake, P. 3, 84. 
Boreas, P. 4, 182. 
Brachylogy, P. 4, 242; 8,48; 9, 27. 

Causative use of verb, 0.5,8; 8, 20; 
P. 1,32; 11,138 

pemmerege * P. 2, 44. Me b, 
ange from participle to finite ver 

. 1,14; 3 3, 53. 
of subject, O. 3,22; 9,50; P. 

4, 25. 243. 251; 5, 34. 
Chariklo, P. 4, 103. 
os poetic, O. 6, 22; 9,87; P. 10, 

Chariot-race, danger of, O. 5, 15; P. 5, 
34; 6 (introd.). 

Charis, 0. 1,30; 6,76; 7, 11. 
Charites, goddesses of ‘song, O. 2, 55; 

4,9; 9,29; P.5, 45; 6,2; 
8, 21; 9,3. 97. 

city of the Cee 
14, 4.8; 6. 

Cheiron, P. 3, i. 63; ” 4, 102 115; 9,31. 
Chiasm, O. 2, 80; "6, bs 10 (11), 31; 
ee 8; P. 1, 21, 54; 2, 48. 63; 

Chimaira, O. 13, 90. 
ee sey heroine blended, P. 9, 75; 12, 

Class for individual, 0.7, - P. 3, 66. 
Coincident action, O. 7, 5.6 

10 (11), 53; P. 3,35; 4,40. 1. 189. 
Companionship, sphere ‘of, O. 2,11; P. 

‘ 11 
Complementary adjective felt, P. 1, 

stantive, P. 9 
Conative Siena O. 18, 59; P. 4, 106. 
Condition, eo) Oo. 3, 42; 9, 28; P. 

ideal, O. 1, 108; 6, 4; 13, 
105 ; P. 1,81; 8,110; 8, 
14 

subjunctive, O. 6, 113.7, 1; 
p. 264. 266. 274. 
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Condition, unreal, O. 12, 16; P. 3, 68. 
73; 4, 43. 

Copula, omission of, ori (eici), O. 1,1 
(and regularly). 

éopév, P. 8, 95. 

Dative of agent, O. 8, 30; 12,3; 14,6; 
P. 1, 73 . 1, 73. 

of approach, O. 6, 58. 
with déxecGar, O. 13,29; P.4, 

21; 8,5; 12,5. 
=6:a with acc., P. 11,27. 
double, O. 2, 16; 8,83; P. 4,73. 
with 20civ, 0. 1, 45 (cf. 0.9, 

72); P.4, 124. 
and genitive, O. 1,57. 65; 6,5; 

8,75; 9,16; P. 3, 46; 9, 89. 
instrumental, P. 10, 51. 
local-temporal, O. 1, 2. 
locative, P. 1, 40. 78. 
of participle, O.8,60; P. 10, 67. 
personal, O. 2,90; 3, 11. 
and mpos with acc., O. 1, 47; 

, 64. 
of reference, O. 2, 93. 
with verbs of touching, P. 4, 

296; 9,46. 130; 10, 28. 
Dead, state of the, O. 2, 62. 
Deinomenes, P. 1, 58.79; 2,18. 
Delphic word, O. 13, 81. 
Demeter, O. 6, 95. 
Diagoras, O. 7, 13. 80. 
Diaulos, O. 13, 37; P. 10, 10. 
Dirke, P. 9, 95. 
Dioskuroi, O, 3,1; P. 11, 61. 
Dolphin, P. 4, 17. 
Doric acc. in -os, O. 1, 53; 2,78. 

inf. in -ev, O.1,2; P. 5,72. 
ect, 0. 6,49; P. 4, 179. 183, 

Dual, 0. 6,45; 13, 6. 95. 

le, architectural, O. 13, 21 
Echemos, O. 10 (11), 73. « 
Echion, P. 4, 179. $ 
Kleithyia, O. 6, 42. iy 
Empiric aorist, O. 12, 10. 
Epeians, O. 9, 63; 10 (11), 39. 
Epharmostos, O. 9, 4, 93. 
ee, Li * 89. hi 

yraians, P. 10, 55, 
Epimetheus, P. 5, 27. 
Epithets, double, O. 1, 6. 10, 59; cf. 2, 

60. 90; 3,18; 4,7; 6,61; 7,15; 9, 
98; 10 (11), 91; 11 (10), 2; 13, 89. 
na ihe 184; 5,121; 9,114. © 

Hy Rie fy Oe 5 
’ 
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Erginos, 0.4, 19 (note). 
Eritimos, O. 13, 42. 
Euphemos, P. 4, 22. 44. 175, 256. 
Euphrosyne, O. 14, 14. 
Euripos, P. 11, 22. 
Europa, P. 4, 46. 
Eurotas, O. 6, 28. 
Euryale, P. 12, 20. 
Eurypylos, P. 4, 33. 
Eurystheus, O. 3, 28; P. 9, 86. 
Eurytos, O. 10 (11), 31. 

Family figures, O. 8, 1. 
Feet give way before hands, O. 4, 24. 
Finite verb following participle, O. 1, 

14; P.1,55; 3, 53. 
Flute, origin of, P. 12, 6. 
Fusion of two or more words, P. 6, 17; 

7,2. See Hypallage. 
Future, m . 8,57; P. 9, 96. 

pee no special form, P. 4, 

Ganymede, O. 1, 44; 10 (11), 115. 
Generic condition, ind., O. 11 (10), 4. 

subj. See Condition. 
relative without dv, O. 8, 11. 

Genitive ablative, O. 1, 58; 2, 57; 4, 
10(?); P. 3, 50; 9, 12(); 

3 11, 34. 
absolute, O. 6, 3(?). 

without subject, O. 
13,15; P.1, 260) 
4,232; 8,43.85(?). 

and adj. in -zos, O. 2, 10. 13. 
appositive, O. 2, 14. 
and dative (shift), O. 6, 5. 
of magenta O. 2,79; PB: 4 

206. 
in oe elided, O. 13,385; P.1, 

of origin, P. 4, 144, 256. 
itive’ P. 4 34. 

in predicate, P. 3, 67. 
Glaukos, O. 13, 60. f 
Gnomic aorist, O. 2, 38. 105; 7, 44; 9, 

31; P. 1,42; 2, 13. 
36. 50; 8, 15. 

ey? present, P. 2, 60. 

perfect, 0.1. 53, 
Graces. See Charites. 

Hades’ wand, O. 9, 35. 
Hair, when shorn, P. 4, 82, 
Halirrhothios, O. 10 (11), 77. 
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Harmonia, P. 3,91; 11, 7. 
Hektor, O. 2, 89. 
Hellenodikes, O. 3, 12. 
Hellotia, O. 13, 40, 
Hendiadys, O. 10 (11), 64; 14,17; P. 

18. 94, 
Hephaistos=fire, P. 1, 25; 3, 39. 
Hera, P. 2,27; 4, 184; 8, 79. 

apbevia, 0.6 , 88. 
Herakleic i and Dorians, P. 1, §8. 
Herakles, his club, O. 9, 32. 

founder of the Olympian 
games, O. 10 (11), 49. 

his quest of the olive, O. 3, 
473 

pillars of, O. 3, 44. 
Hermes, Pocomeinbindh 6, 79; P.2,10. 

gerulus of Olympos, P.9, 64. 
vodpatis, P. 4, 178 

en * city blended, P. 4, 14; 9, 
75; 12,3. 

Hieron, 0. 1, 11. 107; 6, 93; P.1, 32. 
56. 62; 2,53; 8, 80. 

Himera, O. 12, 2. 
HE Sen Le ‘eo 79. 

I eas, P. 10, 5: 
Historical resent, O. 7 ha 13,92(?); 

P. 2, 310); 5, 82(?). 86 
Homer, divergencies from, 0. 13, 67. 

90; P.11, 31. 
quoted, P; 4 277. 

Horai, o! 13,17; 
Horned does, 0. 3, 29. 
bee: standard, P.1 

O. 3,3; 10, Cit), 7 28; P. 
a 149, 205. 225. 255; 9, 90 a 

baton, O. 1, 12; 2, Ne 25; 7, 26; 
$33; 13,81: P.5, 78; 10, 58, 

Hyperboreans, O. 3, 16; P. 10, 30. 
Hypereis, fountain, P. 4, 125. 
Hypseus, P. 9, 14. 
Hypsipyle, O. 4, 23. 

Ialysos, O. 7, 74. 
Tamidai, O. 6, 5. 
Iamos, O. 6, hy 
Tapetos, O. 9. 
Iason, P. 4, te, 128, a 169. 189, 232. 
Idaian cave, O. 5. 
Ideal condition. Fo Condition. 
Tlas, O. 10 (11), 19. 
Tlios, O. 8, 32. 
Imperative hap abe O. 1, 85; ( 1, 86. 

or conditional, P 165. 

Imperfect, O. : 23; P. 4, 114. 178. 

SUBJECTS. 

Imperfect and aor., P. 4, 247; 5, 76. 
conative, O, 
of the inventor, P. 12, 18. 
parenthetic, P. 10, 45. 
of reluctance, 0.3, 117; 6, 45. 
of vision (pan a 0. 10 

(11), 74; mP. 3 
Infinitive articular. ‘See y are 

in -ev, O. 1, 2. 
epexegetic, O. 3, 34; 6, 

P. 5, 26; 7,6; 9,71; 
22. 

final, P. 3,45; 7,3; 9,62. 
for imperative, 0. 13, 114. 
redundant, O. 6, 56; ’9, 69. 

Ino, O. 2, 33; P. 11, 2. 
Instrumental music, ’ position of, 0.2, 1. 
Tolaos, O. 9, 105; P. 9,85; 11, 60. 
Tolkos, P. 4, 77. 188. 
Tonian Sea, ’P. 3, 68. 
Iphigeneia, P. 11, 22. 
Iphikles, P. 9, 95. 

son of, P. 11, 59. 

Ischys, P. 3, 31. 
Ixion, P. 2, ‘OL. 
Iynx, the, P. 2,40; 4, 214, 

Kadmos, O. 2, 86. 
daughters of, O. 2,25; P.11, 

Kallianax, 6. 7, 93. 
Kallimachos, 0! 8, 82. 
Kalliope, O. 10 (11), 16. 
Kamarina, O. 4, 12; 5,4, 
Kamiros, 0. 7, 73. 
Karneia, P. 5, ’80. 
Karneiades, P. 9, 77. 
Kassandra, P. 11, 20. 
—— 17; P.1,39; 4, 168; 5, 

Kastor, P. 5,9; 11,61. 
Kastoreion, 0. ce 101; P. 2, 67, 
oat 14, 1: P, 4, 46, 

Kleonai, 0. 10 (11), 33. 
Klotho, 0. 1, 26. 
Klymenos, 0. 4, 19. 
Knosos, O. 12, 16. 
Koronis, P. 3, "25. 
Kreiisa, P. 9, 18. 
Kroisos, P. 1, 94. 
Kronion, O. 1, 111; 6, 64. 



INDEX OF SUBJECTS. 

. 2, 42, 
Lakedaimon, phen 5,69; 10,1. 

ea, 
Libya, as ae P. 9, 5 

7 hal 4,6. 1 259; 5, 52; 
9, 75. 

Lik nios, 0. 7,29; 10 (11), 71. 
Lindos, 0. 7,7 74, ) 
Litotes, O. 10 (11), 24; P.7 
Lokrian women, O. 9, 60; 
Loxias, P. 3, 28; i, 5 
Lydian flutes, 0.5 

harmony, %, ts, 17. 
Lykaion jeune), O. 18, 108. 

>. 2, 18. 

hain, 
Mantineia, O. 10 (1 1),7 
Marathon, O. 9, 95; 13, tho; P. 8, 79. 
Mares preferred, O. 6, i4; P.2, 83 4, 

17. 
Medeia, O. “ant P. 4, 9. 57. 218, 250. 
Medes, P. 1, 78 
Megakloe,” oa i6, 

em, Sh 13, 109; P. 8,78. 
P. 4, 126, 

en rk Ss 
hes, P.4 io, 10, 54 
bit, P. 4,25 
bloom (blossom), O, 7 67; P. 4, 158. 
breezes, O. 7, 95; 12. 
calm, P_ 5, 10. 

14; 9, 26. 

391 

Metaphors and similes : 
chariot, O. 6,22; 9, 87; 
cloud, O. 7, 45. 
cock (simile), O. 12, 14, 
column, O, 2, 90. 
cork simile), P, 2, 80. 
cow, 42. 
culling fruit, O. 1,13; P.9,119, 
currents, shifting, 0. >, 37. 
debt, 0.3,7; P.9, 112. 
decoration, O. 1, 29, 105; 2,58; 5, 21, 
dice, O. 12, 10. 
dress, fs 3, 4-4 : 
drug, elixir, P. 4, 187. 

remed :S. by te 
8 1 

cag 0-3 97; P. 5, 112. 
king, O. 13,49; P. 2, 62 

exile (wandering), O. 6 1, 58. 
eye, 0. 2,11; 6,16; P. 5,56, 
facade (simile), 0. 6, 1. 
aes O. 8, 1 (note). 

fat yee aes PSF 1g) t of ste . 

flood, O. 10 i, 12, 
forging, P. 1, 86. 
foundations, P. 7,3 
fox and lion, O. it ao 20. 
fruit (simile), P, 9, 119. 
garden, O. 9, 29. 
gates, O. 6, 27. 
ome-bringing, P. 5, 3. 

keys, P. 8,4; 9,42. 
late-born heir (ale), 0.10 (11), 94, 
7 r, O. 10 (11), 2. 
ght, 0, 1, 23. 94; 9, 24; 13, 86; P. 

? 

lopping tree, P. 4, 263. 
missiles, O. 1, 112; 2, 91. 98; 9, 5, 

12; 13,93; P, 1,12. 44; 6, 37. 
mixed, P. 1,82; 4,272; 10, 68. 
mi -bowl, 0. 6, 91. 
moat, O, 10 (11), 37. 

ils, P. 4, i 
nectar, O. 7 
pathway, OL 88.40 Bea 90; P.2, 

of song 0. 1, 110; 9, 51; 

— se 104 0 Gu), 9. 

Phomtitien 2 ware, P, 2,67. 

pilot, 0.12, 8;°P- 1 ot, 86; 4, 274 P io ine 1, 86; 4, 274; 5, 
ploughing, P. 6,1. 

P. 10, 65. 



399 

Metaphors and oat 
ravens, O. 2,9 
root, O. 2, 50 5 *. 4,15; 9,9. 
sandal, O. 3. 3,5; 6, 8 
scion, 0. 6, 68; 2, 49. 
scuttling ship, ’P. 8, 11. 

e, O. 6, 91. 
spreading sail, P. 1, 9. 
sprin e (simile), P. 4, 64. 
sprinkling, O. 10 (11), 104, 108. 
star Gimile), O. 2, 61. 

‘ stone, O. 8, 55 
storm, P. 9, 35. 
swimming out, O, 13, 114. 
Ge Pit O. 11 (10), 9. 

9, 112. 
cokes’ O. 12, T. 
treasure-house, P. 6, 8. 
tree, P. 8, 94; cf Pe 4, 268, 
twining, 0.6 ; P.4, 275. 
voyage, O. 6, "108 
wagging tail, “ 4, 
w , O. 5. 
waves, ». 12, a 
the en ,P. 4, 141, 275. 

ae P. 4, ge 
Wheet O. 2, aie" P.4 
whetstone, 0. 6, 82; 10 x(t), 22. 

wind blighting: P. 5, 121. 
wine-cup er 0. 7 Ay | 
wings, P. 5,114; 8, 34. 
rete 0. 8,25; P. 2, 61. 82; 4, 

2738. 
arstony ays ne ae 18. 
eer 
Midas, P. 
Middle, O. 6, "6; 8,59; P.1,74; 2,49. 

of reciprocal action, "0.1 95. 
Midea, heroine, O. 7, 29. 

place, O. 10 (11), 72. 
Midylidai, P. 8, 38. 
Minyans, O. 14, 4; P. 4, 69. 
Moliones, O. 10 (11), 38, 
Mopsos, P. 4, 191. 
Muse, 0.1, 112; 3,4; 10 (11), 4; 18, 

22; P. i, 58; 4,3. 279; 5, 65; 10, 
37; 11,41. 

Muses, O. 6, 21.91; 7,7; 9,5.87; 11 
(10), 17; 13, 96; P. 1, 2.12; 3,90; 
4, 67; 5,114. 

Mykenai, P. 4, 49. 

ee P. 4, 88. 
ae oe wn after verbs of believing, 

INDEX OF SUBJECTS. 

Negative jj after verbs of hoping, P; 
1, 44. 

of sw Re, 
ov with inf., P. 2, 88. 

with opt., P. 4, 118. 
first omitted, O.11 (10), 18; 
on P.3, 30; 6,48; 10, 

position of, O. 1, 81; 2, 34. 
106; 8, 23; 4, 175 "5 

3 8,7 
ever Neg 7.83; 8, 16. 56; 9,93; 13, 

Nemesis, 0. 8, 86; P. 10, 44. 
Nereids, O. 2, 32; P. 11, 2. 
Nereus, P. 3, ’92; "9, 102. 
Nestor, P. 3, 112; 6, 32. 
Neuter pl. with pl. verb, MS ‘3 12; 10 
Meee ee Bi; a ap bs 

e ie il Ni ? A ), 79 

Nita i p 3, 98. 
Nomads, P, 9, 133. 

Oanis, O. 5, 11. 
Odysseus, P, L 52 (note). 
Oidipus, af 2,40; P. 4, 263. 
Oikles, O. 6 ; P.8 8, 39. 
ir clas 0. 1,76. 88; 5, 9; 10 (11), 

Oionos, O. 10 Qn); 72. 
Okeanos, 0.5, 2; P. 9,16. 
Oligaithidai, 0.1 13, 97. 
Olympia, O. 1,75 2, 53; 6, 26; 8, 83; 

12, 17; 13, 101; P. 5 
124: 11, 47. 

local games, P. 9, 109, 
Optative in conditions. See 

as imperative, O. 3,45; 9,44; 
P. 10, 21. 

se indicative 0.6,49; P.9, 

peculiar use, P.4,118. —~ 
potential with dy, O. 2, 20. 

See ap. 

pikes 
without dv, O. 11 

(10),21. 0. We 
present in prayer, P. 1, 29. 

Oracular language, O. 7, 33; 13, 81; 
P, 4,27; 9,59. 

Orators, P. L, 94, 
Orchomenos, O. 14, 4, 
Orestes, P, 11, 16. 



INDEX OF 

Orpheus, P. 4, lh 
Orthosia, O. 3, 30 
Ortygia, O. 6, 925 P, 2,6. 
Otos, P. 4, 89. 
Oxymoron, O. 6, 43.46; 9,7. 24. 

Pallas, O. 2, org. 5, 10; 13, 66; P. 9, 
106; ber 

Pan, P. 3,7 
Panzaion, ‘4, 180. 
arallelism, O. 2, 108; 10 (11), 13. 

Paris, P6 
Parnasos, 0. 9,46; P. 1,89; 11, 36. 

9. 

re infinitive or abstract 
noun, O. 3, 6; 8, 65; 9, 
111; P. 2, 23; 3, 102311, 

Passive ieepernbal,0 
in ication, ra 282; 6, En 
of intransitive, O. 10 (11), 84. 

Patroklos, O. 9, 81; 10 (11), 21. 
Patronymic, effect of, P. 5, 45, 
egasos, O. 3, 64. 

Peirene, O. 13, 61. 
Peleus, O. 2, 86; P. 3, 87; 8, 100. 

’ Pelias, P. 4, "71, 94, 109, 134, 156. 250. 
Pelinna, P. 10, 4, 
Pellana, O. 7, 86; hy fed 18, 109. 
aaa 8, 233 5,95 10 

Peele P. 9, 18; 10, 56. 
~ Pentathlon, O, 13, 303 P. 8, 66, 
Perfect, Doric. See Doric. 

emotional=pres., P, 1, 13. 
gnomic, O. 1, 53. 
perceptual, 0. 1, hy 
aera 0. 9, 2 

P mos, 
Periklyme vives bd 4,175. 
Pereiphinin 10. 14, 21. 

mistress of wien 12,2. 
AevKummos, O. 6, 95. 

Perseus, P. 10,31; 12, 11. 
Personification, O. 2; 35; 4,16; 7, 44; 

10 (11), 15. 102; 11 (10), 3; 13, 10. 
12; 5. 25.305 4, 202; By 31. 61; 

Phasis, i 4,211. 
Pheres, P. 4, 125. 
Philanor, O. 12, 13, 

SUBJECTS, 393 

Philoktetes, P. 1, 50. 
Philyra, P. 4, 103; 6, 22. 
Philyrides (rn), P. 3,1; 9, 82. 
Phintis=Philtis, O, 6, 22. 
Phlegyas, P. 3, 8. 
Phoenician= Carthaginian, P.1, 72. 

ware, P, 2, 67, 
Phorkos, P. 12,13. 
Phrastor, O. 10 (11), 78. 
Phrikias, P. 10, 16. 
Phrixos, P. 4, 160. 242. 
Phthia, P. 3, 101. 
Pierides, O. 10 (11), 106; P. 1,14; 6, 

49; 10, 65. 
hema P. 9, - 
Pitana, O. 6, 2 

"| Plataia, battle = Po Ay 
Play on words, o. by 0.47; 8,25; P, 

2,78; 3,28; 4,2 
Plural of abstracts, 6. 5, 20. 

adjective for sing., 0.1, 52; P. 
1, 34; 2,81; 4, 247. 

distributive, 0.9 9, 213 12, 9 

Hip alas, 3, 28; 7,35; 9, 
27; °3, 11; "4, 249, 

256 ; 9, 113. 
of stateliness, 0.7, 29; P. 2,338; 

4, 54. 160. 
verb with disjunctives, P.6, 13. 

neut. ly Ms 8; i2; 10 
(1), 93; P.1, 18; 
4, 121, | 

Polydektes, P. 12, 14. 
Polydeukes, P. 11, 62. 
Polyidos, O. 18; 75. 
olymnes P. 4, 59 

Polyctes . 2, 47. 
ion, P. 8, 12. 

Possido n, yardoxos, O. 1, nat 13, 81, 
sivédtos, P. 
évvocidas, P.4, 38. 173. 
svpuBias, 0.6, 58; P. 2, 12; 

ef. 4, 175. 
cipupédur, e Py i 
trrapxos, P. 
Kpémos, 6.6. 63 
épcotpiawa, P. "5 12. 
Iletpatos, P P. 4, 138. 

Position of accusative, 0. 1, 36. 
prapmicra e)y 7, 60. 0.1, 

inning of epode, 
81; 2, 17.105; “Py 6, 57 
8, 59; 9, 53; "10 a), 39 
P, , 38; 2, 41; 5, 24. ’ 85; 
9, 



394 INDEX OF 

eten inte, 0.1, 48; P. 1, 24; 

of eae See Negative. 
peculiar, P. 1, 95. 
of prepositions, 0.1, 37. 
cal names, P. 4,2; 10, 

suspensive. See S 
Preposition, plastic use of, 0. 1, 6; P. 

aaiiea of, O. 1, 87. 
bar ths second member, 

0.7, gt 8,47; P.1, 14. 
22; 2, 59: 5, 69; 9, 99, 

Present and aorist, O. 1, 30; 3, 1; 9, 15: 
conative, O. 13, 59; P. 4, 106. 

ear O. 8,42; P. 4, 49, 
1, 54; 11,19. 

Por cas 0.10 (11), 1; 14, 22, P.4, 

Prele ntic (predicative) use of adjective, 
O. 1, 68. 82. 88; 5, 23; 12,2; 13, 83; 
P. 1, 52. 71. 92; 4, 194; 10, "56. 

Bremsctious, 0-7, 7, 44. 
Protogeneia, 
Psaumis, O. 30, 5 8. 23. 
Ptoiodoros, O. 13, 4 
Pylades, P. 11, 15. 
le ery a a9) 3; P. 11,6. 
Pyrrha, 0.9 
Pythonikos, P. “1, 43. 

Relative begins m 0.1, 25; 3, 13; 
beg 4,19; ep 8,31; i0 (11), 
2; P. 3,8; 4,4; ’g, 39; 9, 
5: 10,31; 11, 17. 

exclamatory, O. 1, 16, 
loose agreement, P. 3, 18. 22. 
position of ( hyperbaton), 0.1, nas 
poh 2, 9. 13, 31; P 

with subjunctive (generic), 
O. 3,13; 6,763; 8, 11. 23. 

Repetition, P. L 80; 9, 123. 
Repraesentatio, O. 13, 80. 
Rhadamanthys, P, 2, 73. 
Rhea, O. 2, 13. 85. 
Rhodes and art, O. 7, 53. 

Salamis, P. 1, 76. 
Salmoneus, P. 4, 143, 
Samos (Senos)? O. 10 (11), 77. 
Schema Alcmanicum, P. 4, 127. 179. 

SUBJECTS. 

Bee eb te ee O. 11 (10), 6(?); 

oracular, ” 9, 102. 
Semele, O. 2,28; P.1 
Saguetee Of mbbis ol sheen 4, 

Seriphios, Pt2; 12. 

Screens tae AG ‘om iciple to finite v 
ie Ao ate r , 53. i 

icily, oductions of, O. 1, 18. 
Sikyon O. 13, 109. * 
Simonides, allusion to, mo 9, 53. 

and’ Bakchyli- 
des, O. 2, 96. 

Singular of a welded pair, O. 5, 15; 9, 
16; P.2,9; 4,66; 10,4,10; 11, 45. 

Sipylos, O. 1, 38 
Sisyphos, O. 13, 52. 
Sclymoi, O. 13, 20. 

| Sostratos, O. 6, 
Sparta, P. 1, he 5 73. 
Spartoi, P. 9, 89. 
Spears, two, P. 4,79. 
Stadion, O. 13, 37. 
crab etae, rs 11, 35. 
Stymphalos, 0. 6,84. 99. 
Subject, change of, O. 3, 22; 9,50; P. 

Subjunctive, pure (without dv), in ge- * 
neric sentences, O. 3, 

short, O. 1,73 2, 2; 6,3. 
24; 7,3; 

Poe ae "10 (11), 34; "13, 17; 

Synonyms, 0. 2,32; 7, 56; 10 (11 
60; 14,5; P. 1, 22. 40. 87; A 
8,15 10,1. 

Syracuse, 0. 6, 6.92; P. 2,1; 3, 70. 

Tainaros, P. 4, 44. 174, 
Talaionides (Adrastos), O. 6, 15. 
Tantalos, O. 1, 36. 55. 
Tartaros, P. 1, 15. 
Taygete, O. 3, 29. 
Ee ag ie i, 64, 

O. 10 (i), és 
t mon, P. 8, 100. 
Telephos, O. 9, 79. 
Telesikrates, P. 9, 3. 108, 



INDEX OF 

Thebes, seven-gated, P. 3, 90; 8, 40; 
9, 863 Il, 11. 

renowned for chariots, 0.6,85. 
es 8, 22; 9,16; 13, 8; P. 11, 

Ceoeles, P. 8, e 
Therapna, P. 11, 6 
Theron, O. 2, 5. 108; 38, 3, 39. 43, 
Thorax, P. 10, 64. 
Thracians, P. 4, 205. 
Thrasybulos, P. 6, 15. 44, 
Thrasydaios, P. 11, 138, 44, 
Thyona=Semele, P. 3, 99. 
Time an attendant, O. 2, 11; P. 4, 287. 

Tirpas, 0. 7°29. iC 1), 75 iryns, O.7 11), 75. 
Titans, P. 4,291, 
Tityos, P. 4, 46. ne 
Tlepolemos, 0. 7, 20. 77. 
Tmesis, O. 6, 14; 7, 75; 8,19; 13, 725 

P.2,9; 4,67; 9, "58. 
Tongue, meta’ hors for, O. 6, 82. 
Trajection. Hyperbaton. 
Tritonis, lake, P. 4, 
Trojans in myn | e 5, 88. 
Turf, a “fect 
Tyche, 
Tyndaridai, 0. 3,1 
Typhoeus, O. 4, 7; P. th 16; 8, 16, 
Tyr0, P. 4 P. 4, 136 
‘Tyrrhenians, b 1, 72. 

Verbal construed as verb, P. 1, 95. 
Verbals in ~rios, 0. 2, 6, 

SUBJECTS. 395 

Vocative, effect. a e 1, 36; P. 4, 89. 
175; 11, 62. 

followed by dé, O. 1, 36; 8, 
15; P. 5, 45; 10, 10; in 
41, 

Water, O. 1,1 
White horses, O. 6,14; P. 1, 66; 4, 117. 
Wish passing over into condition, P.L 

46; 4, 43, 
Wrestling, order in, O, 8, 68. 

Xanthos, O. 8, 47. 
Xenarkes, P. 8, on 72. 
Xenokrates, P. 6 
Xenophon, 0. 13, 98. 

Zeugma, O. 1, 88; a ia 4, 106. 
Zeus, bird of, 0. 2,9 

highway of, ra 2, 77. 
hither realm of, 0. 2, 64. 
aloXoBpovtas, 0. 9, ‘45. 
apytcépauvos, O. 8, . 
&pOrros, P. 4, 291. 
yevibrros, O. 8,16; P. 4, 167, 
anion, ’0. 18, 77; P. 4. 

194. 
ArevOépros, S Mo 1, 
Eénos, O. 8, 2 
bse sich 0, 10 963 2.498. 
warp, O.1 
owrnp, O. 
Tédeos, O. 13, 115 ; P. 1, 67. 
powixoorspéras, 0. 9, 6. 
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